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INTRODUCTION

Expressive activities that occur inside sexually-oriented businesses (SOBs), such as X-
rated bookstores, video arcades, peep-shows, or erotic dance clubs, have broad First Amendment
protection.  Nevertheless, governments are allowed to regulate the time, manner, and place of
expressive activities so long as the regulations are motivated by and aimed at ameliorating the
potential secondary effects of SOBs.  Governments typically attempt to regulate SOBs through
zoning or planning codes, business licensing codes, and where applicable, through alcoholic
beverage control codes.  Regardless of the mechanism, of course, regulations must be aimed
narrowly at the secondary effects of the businesses.  Regulation ordinarily begins with legislative
fact-finding.  This report is part of the fact-finding process.  

I am a Professor at the University of California, Irvine with appointments in the
Departments of Criminology, Environmental Health Science, and Planning.  My curriculum vitae
is attached to this report.  My degrees include a B.S. from the University of Wisconsin and an
M.A. and Ph.D. from Northwestern University.  I have taught graduate courses in statistics and
criminology at the University of California, Irvine; the University of Minnesota; the University of
Michigan; the University of New Mexico; Arizona State University;  the State University of New
York, Albany;  and the University of Illinois, Chicago.  I have supervised more than two-dozen
doctoral students in statistics and/or criminology at these universities.  My students hold
appointments at major research universities in the U.S. and U.K.

My training and experience qualify me as an expert in criminology and statistics.  I joined
the American Society for Criminology and the American Statistical Association in 1977 and am
currently a member of both scholarly societies.  My scholarly contributions in these fields have
been recognized by awards from Federal and state government agencies and scholarly societies. 
As an expert in these fields, I have served on Federal and state government task forces and panels
and have served on the editorial boards of national peer-reviewed journals.  I am the author or co-
author of five books more than 70 articles in these fields.

Throughout my career, I have applied my expertise in statistics and criminology to the
problem of measuring site-specific public safety hazards, especially the hazards associated with
sexually-oriented businesses (SOBs).  These hazards are also called “ambient crime risks” or
“crime-related secondary effects.”  I have advised local, county, and state governments on these
problems for nearly 30 years.  Based on my background and research, I have three opinions that
are relevant to Jackson County:

Opinion 1: The criminological theory of ambient crime risk, known as the
“routine activity theory of hotspots,” predicts that SOBs as a class will have large,
significant crime-related secondary effects.  The effect is the product of three
factors.  (1) SOBs draw patrons from wide catchment areas.  (2) Because they are
disproportionately male, open to vice overtures, reluctant to report victimizations
to the police, etc., SOB patrons are “soft” targets.  (3) The high density of “soft”
targets at the site attracts predatory criminals, including vice purveyors who
dabble in crime and criminals who pose as vice purveyors in order to lure or lull
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 City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986).1

potential victims.

Opinion 2:  In the last thirty years, empirical studies employing a wide range of
quasi-experimental designs have found that SOBs have large, significant crime-
related secondary effects.  Since these studies are quasi-experiments, each can be
criticized on narrow methodological grounds.  Since no single methodological
critique applies to all (or even most) of these studies, however, the consensus
finding of the literature is scientifically robust.

Opinion 3: Given that strong criminological theory predicts the effect, and given
that the prediction is corroborated consistently by the empirical literature, it is a
scientific fact that SOBs pose ambient crime risks.

This report will expand on and explain these opinions.  Section 1 introduces the criminological
theory of secondary effects.  The secondary effects “debate” often misses this important point: 
Criminological theory predicts that SOBs will generate ambient public safety hazard.  The same
theory informs the regulation of SOBs, explaining how effective mitigation strategies can be
incorporated into codes. 

After developing the theoretical foundation, Section 2 reviews the early that constitute
the voluminous “secondary effects literature” that, following the Renton standard, governments
have relied upon.  Without exception, the early studies corroborated theoretical expectations in1

that all found that SOBs posed large, significant ambient public safety hazards.

In the last decade, the validity of the consensus finding of the early literature has come
under attack from experts retained by SOBs.  To be fair, the early studies were conducted without
modern computers and related resources.  Although these studies could have been “done better,” 
the validity of the consensus finding has survived the critics’ attacks.  Nevertheless, in the last
decade, the secondary effects literature has grown more voluminous.

The more recent literature, reviewed in Sections 3-5, reinforces the consensus finding of
the earlier studies.  Reflecting an emerging theme, many of the more recent studies focus on SOB
subclasses, including adult cabarets (Section 3), video arcades (Section 4), and “off-site” adult
bookstores.  As criminological theory predicts, all three SOB subclasses have large, significant
secondary effects.

Secondary effects studies sponsored by the SOB industry invariably contradict the
consensus finding that SOBs pose large, significant public safety hazards.  In many instances, the
“null findings” reported by these studies rest on bizarre interpretations of numerical results.  In
other instances, the reported “null findings” are an artifact of design – i.e., the methods used to
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 The Latin aphorism “Negativa non probanda,” attributed to Isaac Newton, is translated2

roughly as “Finding nothing proves nothing.”

conduct the study.  It should be no surprise that a study’s results can be influenced (or biased)  by
the study’s design.  Methodological rules have evolved to guard against design abuses.  Two of
the most important methodological rules are discussed in Section 6.

The first methodological rule concerns ambient crime risk measures.  For purposes of a
secondary effects study, criminologists prefer to measure ambient crime risk with crime incident
reports, such as the Uniform Crime Reports collected by local police agencies.  Experts retained
by the SOB industry prefer 911 calls.  The rationale for this preference, put simply, is that 911
calls generate a bias in favor a “null finding.”  If these biases are corrected, the null finding is
rejected.

The second methodological rule concerns the criteria under which a “null finding” can be
interpreted to mean that SOBs have no secondary effects.  To illustrate, suppose that I search for
my car keys but cannot find them.  Although it is possible that I could not find them because they
do not exist, it is also possible that I did not look hard enough.  An analogous dilemma arises in
secondary effects research when no secondary effect is found.  Although it is possible that none
exists, it is also possible that the search for secondary effects was too superficial.

A “quick and dirty” study is the easiest way not to find a secondary effect.  The potential
for abuse is addressed by the methodological convention of “statistical power.”  Put simply, any
researcher who fails to find a secondary effect must demonstrate that the search was sufficiently
powerful.  Otherwise, the unsuccessful search is inconclusive.   Many of the studies sponsored by2

the SOB industry use inherently weak designs to produce “null findings.”  When widely accepted
methodological conventions are applied to these findings, of course, they are inconclusive.
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 This theory is due to Cohen and Felson (1979; Felson and Cohen, 1980;  Felson, 1998). 3

The routine activity theory is one of the most validated theories in modern social science.  In
2005 alone, according to the Social Science Citation Index, the 1979 Cohen-Felson article was
cited 621 times.  The “hotspot” application of the theory is due to Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger
(1989) and to Brantingham and Brantingham (1981; 1993).

1. THE CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY OF SECONDARY EFFECTS

It is a scientific fact that SOBs, as a class, pose large, statistically significant ambient
public safety hazards.  The public safety hazard is realized not only in terms of “victimless”
crimes (prostitution, drugs, etc.) but, also, in terms of the “serious” crimes (assault, robbery, etc.)
and “opportunistic” crimes (vandalism, trespass etc.) that are associated with vice.

Table 1 - Secondary Effect Studies Relied on by Legislatures

Los Angeles, CA
Whittier, CA
St. Paul, MN
Phoenix, AZ
Minneapolis, MN
Indianapolis, IN
Austin, TX
Garden Grove, CA
Manhattan, NY

1977
1978
1978
1979
1980
1984
1986
1991
1994

Times Square, NY 
Newport News, VA
Dallas, TX
San Diego, CA
Greensboro, NC
Centralia, WA
Daytona Beach, FL
Montrose, IL
Sioux City, IA

1994
1996
1997
2002
2003
2003
2004
2005
2006

I call the SOB-crime relationship a “scientific fact” because, first, it is predicted by a
strong scientific theory; and second, because the theoretical prediction has been corroborated
empirically.  On the second point, Table 1 lists eighteen empirical studies whose findings
corroborate the claim that SOBs pose large, significant ambient public safety hazards.  The
remarkable range of time-frames, locations, and circumstances represented by these studies
suggests that the consensus finding is general and robust.

1.1 THE ROUTINE ACTIVITY THEORY OF “HOTSPOTS”

The consensus finding of this literature becomes scientific fact when it is interpreted in
the context of a scientific theory.  In this instance, the SOB-crime relationship is predicted by the
central “organizing theory” of modern scientific criminology.  The so-called routine activity
theory  answers the what-when-where questions of victimization risk.  As applied to “hotspots of3

predatory crime,” such as SOB sites, the theory holds that ambient crime risk, generally defined
as the number of crimes within 500-1000 feet of a site, with the product of four risk factors. This
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 In 1990, as part of an investigation, Garden Grove police officers ran registration checks4

on motor vehicles parked at SOBs.  Virtually all of the vehicles were registered to addresses
outside Garden Grove.  The 1986 Austin, TX study arrived at the same finding.  More recently,
the Effingham County Sheriff’s Department ran registration checks on motor vehicles parked at
an SOB in the Village of Montrose.  Except for employees’ vehicles, all were from outside the
county.  

can be written as:

Ambient Crime Risk    =
 N of Targets    x   Average Value 

×  Offenders
Police Presence

An increase (or decrease) in the number of targets at the site or in their average value yields an
increase (or decrease) in ambient crime risk. An increase (or decrease) in police presence, on the
other hand, yields a decrease (or increase) in ambient crime risk.

1.1.1 TARGETS

SOB sites are crime hotspots because they attract potential victims, or targets, from wide
catchment areas.  SOB sites are no different in that respect than tourist attractions (Dimanche and
Lepetic, 1999; Danner, 2003) and sporting events (Corcoran, Wilson and Ware, 2003; Westcott,
2006).  Compared to the targets found at these better known hotspots, however, the targets found
at SOBs are exceptionally attractive to offenders. This reflects the presumed characteristics of
SOB patrons. The patrons do not ordinarily live in the neighborhood but travel long distances to
the site.   They are disproportionately male, open to vice overtures, and carry cash. Most4

important of all, when victimized, they are reluctant to involve the police.  From the offender’s
perspective, they are “perfect” victims.

1.1.2 OFFENDERS

The crime-vice connection has been a popular plot device for at least 250 years. John
Gay’s Beggar’s Opera (1728), for example, describes the relationship between MacHeath, a
predatory criminal, and the vice ring composed of Peachum, Lucy, and Jenny. This popular view
is reinforced by the empirical literature on criminal lifestyles and thought processes. The earliest
and best-known study (Shaw, 1930; Snodgrass, 1982) describes the life of “Stanley,” a
delinquent who lives with a prostitute and preys on her clients.

This routine activity theory of hotspots assumes a pool of rational offenders who move
freely from site to site, choosing to work the most attractive site available. These offenders lack
legitimate means of livelihood and devote substantial time to illegitimate activities; they are
“professional thieves” by Sutherland’s (1937) definition. Otherwise, they are a heterogeneous
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group.  Some are vice purveyors who dabble in crime. Others are predatory criminals who
promise vice to lure and lull their victims. Despite their heterogeneity, the offenders share a
rational decision-making calculus that draws them to adult business sites.

1.1.3 TARGET VALUE

Criminological thinking has changed little in the 75 years since Shaw’s (1930) Jack-
Roller. To document the rational choices of predatory criminals, Wright and Decker (1997)
interviewed 86 active armed robbers. Asked to describe a perfect victim, all mentioned victims
involved in vice, either as sellers or buyers. Three of the armed robbers worked as prostitutes:

From their perspective, the ideal robbery target was a married man in search of an
illicit sexual adventure; he would be disinclined to make a police report for fear of
exposing his own deviance (p. 69).

The rational calculus described by these prostitute-robbers echoes the descriptions of other
predators (see Bennett and Wright, 1984; Feeney, 1986; Fleisher, 1995; Katz, 1988, 1991;
Shover, 1996).

1.1.4 POLICE PRESENCE

Controlling for the quantity and value of the targets at a site, rational offenders choose
sites with the lowest level of visible police presence.  In strictly physical terms, increasing (or
decreasing) the number of police physically on or near a site reduces (or increases) ambient risk. 
However, police presence can also be virtual through remote camera surveillance and similar
processes. 

Whether physical or virtual, the effectiveness of police presence can be affected – for
better or worse – by broadly defined environmental factors.  For example, due to the reduced
effectiveness of conventional patrolling after dark, crime risk rises at night, peaking around the
time that taverns close.  Darkness has a lesser effect on other policing strategies, which raises the
general principle of optimizing the effectiveness of police presence.  One theoretical reason why
SOB subclasses might have qualitatively different ambient risks is that they have different
optimal policing strategies.

1.2 WHAT DOES CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY SAY ABOUT SUBCLASSES?

In lawsuits, SOB plaintiffs have argued that their narrowly-defined SOB subclass is
exempt from criminological theory.  But in fact, the relevant criminological theory applies to all
subclasses.  To the extent that two SOB subclasses draw similar patrons from similarly wide
catchment areas, theory predicts similar ambient crime risks.  Put simply, similar causes (the
presence of many high-value targets and low levels of police presence) have similar effects (i.e.,
high ambient crime risk).  This theoretical expectation is consistent with the data.  Although the
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applies identically to all SOB subclasses, however, at the same time, it allows for qualitative
differences among the subclasses.

In some instances, subclass-specific risks arise because the defining property of the
subclass implies (or creates) idiosyncratic opportunities (or risks) for particular types of crime. 
Compared to the complementary subclass, for example, SOBs that serve alcohol present
idiosyncratic opportunities for non-instrumental crimes, especially simple assault, disorderly
conduct, etc.  SOBs that provide on-premise entertainment present idiosyncratic opportunities for
vice crime, customer-employee assault, etc.  Criminologists call this etiological crime category
“opportunistic.”  There are many obvious examples and SOB regulations often treat subclasses
differently because their ambient opportunity structures are different.

Qualitative differences also arise when the defining property of the subclass compromises
the effectiveness of common policing strategies.  Policing SOBs that offer on-site entertainment
(adult cabarets, peep shows, etc.) may require that police officers inspect the interior premises,
for example.  Because this places officers at risk of injury, policing on-site SOBs requires
specially trained and equipped officers, prior intelligence, specialized backup manpower, and
other resources.  Because potential offenders can wait inside the premises without arousing
suspicion, moreover, routine drive-by patrols to “show the flag” are less effective.

The optimal policing strategies for two subclasses are sometimes incompatible or even
mutually exclusive.  To illustrate, an optimal policing strategy for SOBs that do not offer on-site
entertainment, such as adult video and book stores, often involves neighborhood patrols by
uniformed officers in marked cars.  Visibility is a key element of this strategy.  For peep shows
and adult cabarets, on the other hand, the optimal policing strategy often involves boots-on-the-
ground deployments of plainclothes officers and unmarked cars.  Invisibility is a key element of
this strategy.  Obviously, neighborhood patrols by plainclothes officers driving unmarked cars
would defeat a major purpose of drive-by patrols; likewise, sending uniformed officers into an
adult cabaret would be an inefficient method of control and might pose a physical danger to the
officers, patrons, and employees.  As a general rule, distinct SOB subclasses may require distinct
policing strategies to mitigate ambient crime risks.

To some extent, differences among the optimal policing strategies for SOB subclasses
amount to differences in cost.  In many (but certainly not all) instances, the least expensive
policing strategy involves drive-by patrols by uniformed officers in marked cars.  Beyond the
deterrent value of visible drive-by patrols, patrol officers can keep watch for known offenders
and suspicious activity.  When potential problems are spotted, the patrol officers can forward the
information to a specialized unit or, if necessary, handle it on the spot, requesting backup
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 See, e.g., National Research Council.  Fairness and Effectiveness in Policing: The5

Evidence.  National Academies Press, 2004.

 See, e.g., Wright and Decker (1997, p. 87):   “[E]ach of (the armed robbers) expressed a6

preference for intoxicated victims, who were viewed as good targets because they were in no
condition to fight back.” (p. 70);  “Several [armed robbers] said that they usually chose victims
who appeared to be intoxicated because, as one put it, ‘Drunks never know what hit them.’”

 A 1991 study of Garden Grove, California by McCleary and Meeker found a large,7

significant increase on ambient crime risk when an alcohol-serving establishment opened within
500 feet (ca. one city block) of an SOB.  Secondary effect studies in Greensboro (2003) and
Daytona Beach (2004) found that alcohol-serving SOBs had larger secondary effects than retail
alcohol outlets.  These studies are reviewed in Section 2.

resources only as needed.   It is important to realize, nevertheless, that the implementation of a5

policing strategy is determined in large part by local exigencies. 

1.3 THE THEORETICAL ROLE OF ALCOHOL

Proximity to alcohol is a key component of the criminological theory of secondary
effects.   Alcohol aggravates an SOB’s already-high ambient crime risk by lowering the
inhibitions and clouding the judgments of the SOB’s patrons.  In effect, alcohol makes the soft
targets found at the SOB site considerably softer.  The available data corroborate this theoretical
expectation in all respects.  Predatory criminals prefer inebriated victims,  e.g., and SOBs that6

serve alcohol or that are located near liquor-serving businesses pose accordingly larger and
qualitatively different ambient public safety hazards.   Governments rely on this consistent7

finding of crime-related secondary effect studies as a rationale for limiting nudity in liquor-
serving businesses.

1.4 THE CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY OF MITIGATION STRATEGIES

The routine activity theory points to strategies for mitigating the crime-related secondary
effects of SOBs.  In principle, the effects of a mitigation strategy can be direct or indirect . 
Direct effects are typically realized through direct manipulation of the risk factors to reduce
ambient risk.  Indirect effects are realized by making the risk factors more efficient.  In practice,
of course, some of the strategies are expensive or otherwise impractical.  I begin with one of the
most expensive, least practical mitigation strategies.

1.4.1 INCREASING THE LEVEL OF POLICE PRESENCE

The simplest, surest way to mitigate ambient crime risk is to assign more police to SOB
neighborhoods.  Although the relationship between police presence and ambient crime risk is
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 See, e.g., S.D. Levitt.  Using electoral cycles in police hiring to estimate the effect of8

police on crime.  American Economic Review, 1997, 87:270-290.  “Increases in police are shown
to substantially reduce violent crime but have a smaller impact on property crime. The null
hypothesis that the marginal social benefit of reduced crime equals the costs of hiring additional
police cannot be rejected.” (p. 270).  Some “victimless” vice crimes are an exception to the rule,
of course. 

 Risk-distance functions are revisited in Sections 3-4 below.  9

complicated and complex, criminologists generally accept the aphorism:  “more police, less
crime.”   Unfortunately, this simplest, surest mitigation strategy is expensive and impractical. 8

From the government’s perspective, increasing the number of police patrols in a neighborhood is
prohibitively expensive.  From the perspective of the SOB and its patrons, police presence can be
highly intrusive, bordering on “harassment.”

In principle, fixed levels of police presence can be made more effective by fine-tuning
status quo policing strategies.  Police patrols can be made more visible, e.g., by using uniformed
officers in marked vehicles instead of plain-clothes officers in unmarked vehicles.  Most police
departments have already optimized their strategies, however.  Police effectiveness can also be 
enhanced by incorporating rational enforcement policies into SOB codes.  Several examples are
described in subsequent sections.

1.4.2 DISTANCING SOB SITES FROM SENSITIVE USES

Reducing the density of targets in an SOB neighborhood is a more economical, practical
mitigation strategy.  As a rule, the most problematic secondary effects are associated with dense
concentrations of SOBs (e.g., Boston’s “combat zone” model).  Accordingly, many governments 
require minimum distances between SOB sites (e.g., the Detroit model).  In addition to reducing
per-site target density, thereby reducing aggregate risk, this model minimizes many obstacles to
routine policing. 

Figure 1.4.2 demonstrates the rationale for a related mitigation strategy.   The vertical9

axis of this “risk-distance fuinction” is calibrated in units of Part I personal crime (homicide,
aggravated assault, robbery, and rape) risk, relative to the neighborhood risk, for 28 Greensboro
SOBs for 1996-2005.  The horizontal axis is calibrated in distance from an SOB.  The unit of
distance is a city block which, in the Greensboro neighborhoods from which these data are taken,
is approximately 400 feet.

Suppose that a person exits a building five city blocks (i.e., 2,000 feet) from an SOB.  As
this person walks toward the SOB, his or her victimization risk rises.  For the first few blocks,
the risk increments are modest; thereafter, the risk increments grow large.  At two blocks from
the SOB, the person’s risk is double what it was at start of the five-block walk.  At one-half
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 I am often asked to specify a distance sufficient to fully mitigate an SOB’s ambient10

crime risk.  The correct answer to this question – “As far as possible” – is not helpful.  Although
the risk-distance function plotted in Figure 1.4.2 seems to answer this question, remember that it
is the average of 28 SOB sites.  By definition, some sites are “better,” some “worse.”  Planners
must assume a worst case scenario but, then, must balance this assumption with practical (and
legal) considerations.

block. the risk is six times higher.  If the person walks away from the SOB site, his or her
victimization risk falls until, at a distance of three blocks from the site, the risk decrements are
imperceptible.

Figure 1.4.2 - Robbery Risk by Distance from an SOB

Governments can take advantage of the risk-distance relationship plotted in Figure 1.4.2
by setting minimum distances between SOBs and other sensitive land uses.  SOB patrons have
no choice but to “run the gauntlet.”  The victims of some ambient crime incidents are not SOB
patrons, however, but rather, are neighborhood residents and by-passers.  By setting minimum
distances between SOBs and the land uses frequented by these people, the government mitigates
the SOB’s ambient crime risk secondary effect.10

1.4.3 LIMITING THE HOURS OF OPERATION

Another economical and practical strategy for mitigating the ambient crime risk of SOBs
is to limit the hours of operation.  Criminological theory reduces to the aphorism, “more targets,
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 The classic statement on “hardening” is Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space: Crime11

Prevention Through Urban Design. (New York:  MacMillan, 1973).

 The strategies also facilitate routine enforcement while minimizing the risk of injury to12

police officers.  Those topics will be discussed separately in the next section.

more crime.”  And in the overnight hours when businesses close and people go home, the crime
rate drops.  While the crime rate drops, however, the per-target risk rises.  When a business stays
open around-the-clock, its victimization risk rises steadily after sundown, peaking in the early
morning.  Darkness softens a target, increasing its appeal to predatory criminals.

Several mechanisms operate here but the most salient is that routine policing is more
difficult and less effective in darkness.  When bars and taverns close, police resources are
stretched thinner yet, making soft targets even softer.  Governments typically mitigate this risk by
closing high-risk public places (playgrounds, beaches, parks, etc.) from dawn to dusk; by
imposing curfews on high-risk persons (teen-agers, parolees, etc.); and by limiting the operation
of high-risk businesses (bars, SOBs, etc.) during times of acute risk.  Not surprisingly, this
theoretical prediction is confirmed by the empirical evidence.

1.4.4 “HARDENING” SOB SITES
11

In principle, ordinances can mitigate ambient crime risk requiring SOBs to “harden” their
properties.  Mandating outdoor lighting, parking lot surveillance cameras, and anti-“cruising”
structures illustrate strategies for hardening the site’s exterior.  This list of exterior hardening
options is short, unfortunately;  and although the effectiveness of exterior hardening strategies
depends to some extent on local circumstances and conditions, there is little evidence that any of
the typical options can mitigate ambient crime risk.

Regulating the interior configurations of SOBs, in contrast, has a stronger rationale in
criminological theory. Interior hardening strategies are often less costly moreover, more practical,
and in theory, more effective.  Three widely used strategies illustrate the general principle:

! Ordinances that eliminate interior blind spots
! Ordinances that prohibit closed viewing booths
! Ordinances that restrict entertainers to raised stage areas 

Each of these strategies reduces the risk of on-premise victimization of patrons and employees.  12

In some respects, the risk reduction mechanism is obvious.  Removing blind spots and opening
up closed booths obviously reduces the opportunity for lewd behavior, e.g.  Though less obvious,
to the extent that patron-on-patron, patron-on-employee, and employee-on-patron confrontations
are precipitated by lewd behavior, these strategies also reduce the risk of assault.
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The best known statement of this effect is “Broken windows:  The police and neighbor-13

hood safety.” by J.Q. Wilson and G.L. Kelling, Atlantic Monthly, 1982, 249:29-38.  Wilson and
Kelling argue persuasively that police visibility in a neighborhood can have a greater impact on
victimization risk than police activities that target crime per se.  Modern police methods are
based on this theory.

The risk of patron-on-patron, patron-on-employee, and employee-on-patron crime is most
acute inside SOBs that feature live entertainment; and of course, alcohol aggravates the risk.  The
risk can be mitigated by separating patrons and entertainers.  Ideally, separation is achieved by
mandated structures, such as raised stages.  By creating a tangible “wall” between employees and
patrons, raised stages reduce unintentional (or intentional) “touching,” thereby reducing the risk
of patron-on-employee and employee-on-patron crime.

1.4.5 POLICE OFFICER SAFETY

While assaults on police officers are rare, they are among the most serious crimes that
occur inside SOBs.  In theory, moreover, they are preventable.  The risk of assault begins when
officers enter the SOB and continues until they leaves.  Mitigation strategies aim at  minimizing
the number of times officers must enter SOBs and, having entered, the amount of time they must
spend inside.  Strategies that focus on the latter factor are more practical.

Police officers enter SOBs either in response to a reported crime incident or to inspect the
premises as part of routine enforcement.  By reducing the risk of the on-premise crime incidents,
the interior target-hardening strategies described in the preceding section reduce the number of
times that officers must enter SOBs to respond to reported incidents.  Otherwise, there are few
options for reducing the number of times that officers must enter SOBs.  Not withstanding the
risk to officers, routine inspection can be an effective mitigation strategy.  By focusing attention
on SOB sites, routine inspection reduces ambient risk through a complex set of pathways referred
to, collectively, as “broken windows.”  13

Regardless of how officers come to be inside an SOB, any strategy that minimizes the
amount of time spent inside reduces the risk of injury.  Ordinances aimed at improving interior
visibility illustrate these strategies.  In many instances, officers can accomplish their purpose with
a quick visual inspection.  If the interior of the SOB is well lit and obstacle-free, the inspection
can be completed by one officer in a minute or two.  If the interior is dark and/or labyrinthian, the
same inspection may require two (or more) officers for a longer period of time.

In SOBs that feature live entertainment, a raised stage reduces the risk of injury to police
officers through the same mechanism.  If an ordinance mandates, say, a six-foot distance between
patrons and entertainers, absent a raised stage, enforcing (and/or detecting willful violations of)
the ordinance may require that several plainclothes officers spend an hour or more inside.  With a
raised stage, on the other hand, a comparable level enforcement and detection of violations can
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be accomplished with shorter, more superficial inspections.  Raised stages also facilitate self-
enforcement.  Ensuring that patrons and entertainers comply with a distance rule, absent a raised
stage,  demands constant attention and keen judgement by the SOB.  A raised stage facilitates
self-enforcement by the SOB, thereby reducing the risk of patron-patron and employee-patron
confrontations.

1.4.6 TAILORING REGULATIONS TO FIT LOCAL NEEDS

The ideal SOB ordinance marries low compliance costs for the SOB to low enforcement
costs for the government.  To some extent, compliance and enforcement costs depend on local
circumstances and conditions and these often dictate differences in codes and/or enforcement
strategies.   A code or strategy that is optimal for one set of circumstances may be less than
optimal for another.  If a local variation is aimed at rationalizing regulation and optimizing
mitigation, it should be encouraged.

By definition, local conditions are too numerous to list.  Nevertheless, the principle is
straightforward.  Legislatures adapt and modify codes to take advantage of local idiosyncracies. 
In most instances, modifications are designed to facilitate compliance and minimize enforcement
costs.  Toward that end, legislatures often consult local enforcement officers and, to the extent
possible and appropriate, incorporate the views of experts into the regulations.

1.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS: CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY

The legal debate over crime-related secondary effects ignores the crucial role of
criminological theory.  Without exception, criminological theory predicts that SOBs will generate
ambient public safety hazards.  Plaintiffs’ witnesses produce study after study to show that SOBs
have no crime-related secondary effects or, sometimes, that SOBs have salutary public safety
impacts on their neighborhoods.  I will discuss the details of these studies at a later point.  For
present purposes, the criminological theory that I have described is internally consistent and
compelling – it makes sense in other words.  As it turns out, the theory also agrees with the data.
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 My authority on quasi-experimental design is Experimental and Quasi-Experimental14

Designs for Research by D.T. Campbell and J.C. Stanley (Rand-McNally, 1966).  Campbell and
Stanley call before/after designs “pretest-posttest” designs; they call SOB-control designs “static
group comparison” designs.  In general, before/after comparisons are prone to fewer threats to
internal validity and, hence, are “stronger” than SOB-control designs. 

 An experimental design controls common threats to validity by random assignment.  To15

estimate the crime-related secondary effects of SOBs experimentally, e.g., we would compile a
list of the business sites in a jurisdiction and open SOBs in a random sample of sites.  Random
assignment (and hence, experimenting) is not possible, of course.  

2 EARLY EMPIRICAL STUDIES CORROBORATE THE THEORY

Scientific theory leads us to expect secondary effects in SOB neighborhoods and, in fact,
that is exactly what we find.  Table 1 lists eighteen studies conducted over a 30-year period in
rural, urban, and suburban settings; the studies span all regions of the U.S. and every conceivable
SOB subclass.  Despite this diversity, these eighteen studies have one thing in common.  Each
reports what I call the “consensus finding” of the literature:  a substantively large, statistically
significant crime-related secondary effect.  Given the theoretical prediction, this consensus
finding is a scientific fact.

The eighteen studies listed in Table 1 are also methodologically diverse.  Some of the
studies use a before/after difference to estimate a secondary effect.  Others use SOB-control
differences for that purpose.   Some of these SOB-control studies select control zones by14

“matching.”  Others use statistical models (regression, e.g.) to adjust irrelevant differences
between the SOB and control zones.  Methodological attacks on the literature typically focus on
idiosyncratic design features of each study.  Despite their methodological idiosyncracies, the
studies all report remarkably similar findings.  This consensus renders any methodological
challenge implausible.

Ideally, one could read each of the eighteen studies listed in Table 1 and draw inferences
from their similarities and differences.  Given the broad consensus finding, however, there is
little to learn from the minor details of specific studies.  My review will focus on SOB subclasses
and, to a lesser extent, on methodological idiosyncracies.  I will return to the methodological
issues in subsequent sections.

2.1 SOB-CONTROL CONTRASTS: PHOENIX, 1979

In many respects, true experiments are the strongest designs.  But since true experiments15

are not possible, crime-related secondary effect studies rely on quasi-experimental designs. 
Except for random assignment, quasi-experimental and true experimental designs use similar
structures to control threats to validity.  The strongest quasi-experimental design compares
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ambient crime risk at a site before and after the opening of an SOB.  Before-after contrasts are
not always possible, unfortunately.

A somewhat weaker quasi-experimental design compares ambient crime risk at an SOB
site to ambient crime risk at a control site.  Though weaker in principle, SOB-control contrasts
are often more practical.  The validity of an SOB-control contrast is a function of similarity of the
SOB and control sites.  Barring out-and-out dishonesty, the differences will be small and roughly
random, thereby favoring neither side.

In 1979, the City of Phoenix conducted a study of crime-related secondary effects. 
Although the actual work was conducted by City employees, Arizona State University faculty
served as advisors and consultants.  I was a Professor of Criminal Justice at Arizona State
University at that time and met on a weekly basis with the City employees who conducted this
research.

To estimate the crime-related secondary effects of SOBs, the researchers compared crime
rates in areas with SOBs to crime rates in “matched” control zones (i.e., similar areas that had no
SOBs).  The comparisons are summarized in my Table 2.1.  The property and personal crime
rates reported in Table 2.1 were estimated from Uniform Crime Report (UCR) data.   The
percentages reported in the right-hand column (in red) are the secondary effect estimates derived
from the crime rates. Compared to crime rates in the control zones, the UCR property crime rate
was 39.8 percent higher;  the UCR personal crime rate was 13.7 percent higher; and the UCR sex
crime rate was 480.2 percent higher in the adult business areas.  By any reasonable standard,
these are large, significant crime-related secondary effects.

Table 2.1 - Secondary Effects in Phoenix, AZ

SOB
Areas

Control
Areas

Secondary
Effect

Property Crime Rate
Personal Crime Rate
Sexual Crime Rate

122.86
    5.81
    9.40

87.90
  5.11
  1.62

139.8 %
113.7 %
580.2 %

Source: ADULT BUSINESS STUDY, City of Phoenix Planning Department, May 25, 1979; Table V

In the 30 years following this study, legislatures around the U.S. have accepted and relied
upon its findings.  Witnesses retained by SOBs and SOB plaintiffs, on the other hand, have
argued that the 1979 Phoenix study is “fatally flawed” and that its findings are wholly
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 Studies in Los Angeles (1977), Amarillo (1977), Whittier (1978), St. Paul (1978),16

Phoenix (1979), Indianapolis (1984), and Austin (1986) used this design.

 “Null finding” means “finding that SOBs have no secondary effects.”17

 Final Report to the City of Garden Grove: The Relationship between Crime and Adult18

Business Operations on Garden Grove Boulevard.  October 23, 1991.  Richard McCleary, Ph.D.
and James W. Meeker, J.D., Ph.D.

implausible.  This position is wrong, in my opinion.  Although the design of this study leaves
much to be desired – especially by today’s standards – many of the study’s methodological
shortcomings minimize the size of the effect.  A stronger design would have produced a larger
effect estimate.

2.2 BEFORE-AFTER CONTRASTS: GARDEN GROVE, 1991

Prior to 1990, virtually all crime-related secondary effect studies compared crime rates in
police districts with SOBs to crime rates in districts without SOBs.   By contemporary standards,16

the design of these studies was weak.  Existing police districts comprised areas of several square
miles, e.g., and sometimes had several SOBs.  Researchers handled these problems as best they
could by matching and, rarely, by statistical adjustment.  The wide use of weak “static group
comparison” designs was dictated by economics, of course.  Prior to 1990, relatively few police
departments had sophisticated management information systems.

Citing these methodological flaws, witnesses hired by the SOB industry characterized
these studies as exemplars of “shoddy research” whose findings are not to be trusted.  Ironically,
the methodological flaws in these early studies favor a null finding.   Stronger designs would17

most likely have yielded larger, more significant effect estimates.  Ignoring this point, the “static
group comparison” design assumes that SOB and control neighborhoods are equivalent on
relevant crime risk factors.  If this assumption is unwarranted, observed secondary effects cannot
be attributed to the SOBs.  The surest, simplest way to control this threat to validity is to use a
before-after design.

In the early 1990s, James W. Meeker and I conducted a secondary effect study in Garden
Grove, CA that is considered to be the most scientifically rigorous, valid study of crime-related
secondary effects in the literature.    The design of our 1991 Garden Grove study differed from18

what had been done previously in many respects.  We had location-coded crime incidents, e.g.,
so we could estimate crime rates within 500 feet of an SOB;  we had ten years of crime data, so
we could use relatively stronger before/after contrasts; and we had several nearly ideal control
businesses for our contrasts.
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Observing ambient crime before and after an SOB opened in a neighborhood, Meeker and
I found that crime risk rose whenever an SOB opened its doors for business; when an SOB
closed its doors, crime risk fell.  The validity of a before/after design requires that other plausible
explanations for the rise and fall of crime be ruled out.  The change may be a coincidence, e.g.; 
perhaps crime rose or fell throughout the city.  To control these common “threats to internal
validity,” Meeker and I replicated each before/after analysis for other SOBs in Garden Grove. 
We reasoned that, if a rise or fall in ambient crime were a coincidence, we would observe the
effect at other Garden Grove SOBs.  If we did not observe the same effect at these control sites,
on the other hand, the effect could be attributed confidently to the newly opened SOB.

Secondary effects for three business openings are reported in Table 2.2.  When a new
SOB opened, total “serious” crimes in a 500-foot radius around the site rose, on average, 67
percent.  To control for the confounding effects of city-wide crime trends, changes in police
activity, and other common threats to internal validity, these before-after differences were
compared to the analogous differences for the addresses of existing SOBs.  Total “serious”
crimes in a 500-foot radius around these “control” sites rose, on average, only six percent.  The
secondary effect observed when new SOBs open is, thus, substantively large and statistically
significant.

Table 2.2 - Secondary Effects in Garden Grove, CA:  Business Openings
Total “Serious” Crime, One Year Before/After

Test Sites Control Sites

Before After Before After

March, 1982
March, 1986
August, 1988

71
31
32

106
68
50

1.49
2.19
1.56

76
80
41

78
92
40

1.03
1.15
0.98

Total 134 224 1.67 197 210 1.06

Source: Final Report to the City of Garden Grove, pp. 26-28

Social scientists (and their government clients) learned two things from the 1991 Garden
Grove study.  First and foremost, when relatively stronger before-after quasi-experimental
designs are possible, the same ambient public safety hazards are found.  The Garden Grove
findings corroborate the findings in the Los Angeles (1977), Phoenix (1979), Indianapolis (1984)
studies.  Second, however, and more important, the 1991 Garden Grove study taught us how
expensive a crime-related secondary effect study can be.  I will have more to say about this
shortly.
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 In our 1991 Garden Grove study, Jim Meeker and I spent more than $100,000 (adjusted19

for inflation) for a stronger, more sophisticated quasi-experimental design.  The study’s cost was
a minor scandal.  

 The best-known statement of this view is “Government regulation of ‘adult’ businesses20

through zoning and anti-nudity ordinances: de-bunking the legal myth of negative secondary
effects.”  (B. Paul, D. Linz, and B.J. Shafer.  Communication Law and Policy, 2001, 6:355-391).

2.3 WHAT WE LEARNED FROM THE EARLY STUDIES

By contemporary standards, the early secondary effects studies – say, those conducted
prior to 1995 – are relatively unsophisticated.  The early studies compared ambient crime risk in
existing police precincts, e.g., rather than in the smaller impact areas suggested by criminological
theory.  The use of weak quasi-experimental designs in these early studies was dictated by fiscal
reality.   Yet despite their design weaknesses, these studies generated a consistent picture that19

came into sharper focus as stronger, more sophisticated studies added to the consensus finding;
i.e., as a business class, SOBs have large, statistically significant crime-related secondary effects.

The relatively weak designs used in the early literature open the door to charges, by SOB
plaintiffs, that the strong consensus finding of the literature is an artifact; had the studies used
stronger designs, according to the plaintiffs, all would have arrived at the opposite conclusion.  20

But in fact, the very consistency of the early literature rules out an artifactual explanation.  First,
virtually all design weaknesses bias the study in favor of the null finding.  Second, more recent
studies that use stronger, more sophisticated designs yield the same finding as the weaker, less
sophisticated early studies.
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 Evaluating Potential Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets and Video/Bookstores in21

Greensboro: A Study of Calls for Service to the Police by Daniel Linz, Ph.D. and Mike Yao,
November 30 , 2003.  A Professor of Communication at the University of California, Santath

Barbara, Dr. Linz is a prolific witness for SOB plaintiffs, often in collaboration with Dr. Fisher.  

 P. 3 (counting the title sheet as p. 1) of the Linz-Yao Greensboro Study.22

 R. McCleary. A Methodical Critique of the Linz-Yao Report:  Report to the Greensboro23

City Attorney.  December 15, 2003.

3 RECENT EMPIRICAL STUDIES: ADULT CABARETS

Adult cabarets are the oldest and, in some respects, the most interesting SOB subclass.  In
principle, furthermore, estimating the secondary effect of an adult cabaret is straightforward.  If
we agree that live nude entertainment is the essential difference between adult cabarets and other
businesses that sell alcohol by the drink (or “taverns” as I will call them), the secondary effect
can be estimated by comparing the ambient crime rates for adult cabarets and taverns.  Although
the differences between adult cabarets and taverns are often more complicated than this simplest,
straightforward design admits, several studies have used taverns as controls for adult cabarets. 
All find that adult cabarets have higher ambient crime rates than taverns.

3.1 GREENSBORO, 2003

In 2003, Dr. Daniel Linz conducted a crime-related secondary effect study in Greensboro,
NC.   Analyzing police calls-for-service (CFSs) Dr. Linz concluded that:21

The presence of adult cabarets and adult video/bookstores in “neighborhoods”
was unrelated to sex crimes in the area.  We found that several of an (sic) adult
video/bookstore were located in high person and property crime incident
“neighborhoods.”  We examined the “neighborhoods” and local areas surrounding
the adult video/bookstores (1000 foot radius) further and we found that the adult
video/bookstores were not the primary source of crime incidents in these locations
... (T)here is no support for the City of Greensboro’s theory that adult businesses
produce adverse secondary effects.  The results of our study show that adult
businesses are not associated with crime events.22

Due to the technical nature of Dr. Linz’ statistical analyses, the City of Greensboro retained me
to “translate” Dr. Linz’ numerical results into plain words.23

Dr. Linz’ report was a difficult read, even for statisticians.  The numbers on which his
conclusion was based were scattered across 18 pages of computer output in an appendix.  Few
report readers consult appendices under any circumstances.  But in this instance, a critical
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 I use the term crime “levels” because, strictly speaking, crime “rates” are difficult to24

tease out of police CFSs.  I will return to this issue later. 

reading of the report’s appendices required technical skills (that most of the report’s readers
lack) and great tolerance for numerical detail.  When the actual numbers were finally examined,
it became clear that Dr. Linz had overstated the basis of his strongly-worded conclusion.  Put
simply, Dr. Linz’ numbers contradicted his words.

Figure 3.1 - Results of the 2003 Greensboro Study

Source: Tables 14-19, Evaluating Potential Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets and Video/ Bookstores

in Greensboro: A Study of Calls for Service to the Police.  D. Linz and M. Yao, November 30 , 2003.th

 

The results of Dr. Linz’ analyses are plotted in Figure 3.1.  The green bars report the
ambient crime levels  for Greensboro’s “control” neighborhoods that have no taverns and no24

SOBs.  The blue and red bars report the ambient crime levels for neighborhoods with taverns
and neighborhoods with adult cabarets, respectively.  To facilitate interpretation, I have fixed
the ambient crime levels in control neighborhoods at 100 percent;  the ambient effects in tavern
neighborhoods (blue bars) and adult cabaret neighborhoods (red bars) are easily interpreted,
thus, as multiples of the control neighborhood effects (green bars).

Since the social, demographic, and economic variables that are presumed to “cause”
crime vary across neighborhoods, unadjusted crime levels may be deceiving.  To control for
these confounding effects, Dr. Linz adjusted his raw numbers with a statistical model whose
technical details will not be discussed here.  As the adjusted effects plotted in Figure 3.1 show,
Dr. Linz found that ambient crime in tavern neighborhoods (blue bars) range from 148 percent
(violent crimes) to 229 percent (sexual crimes) of the ambient crime in control neighborhoods. 
Since tavern neighborhoods are the criminological “gold standard” of ambient crime, that result
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 Most of the research on the relationship between taverns and ambient crime risk is due25

to my colleague of 30 years, Dennis W. (“Denn”) Roncek.  See D.W. Roncek and M.A.
Pravatiner.  Additional evidence that taverns enhance nearby crime.  Social Science Research,
1989, 73:185-188.

 Evaluating Potential Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets in Daytona Beach, Florida: 26

A Study of Calls for Service to the Police in Reference to Ordinance 02-496 by Daniel Linz,
Ph.D., Randy D. Fisher,Ph.D. and Mike Yao, April 7 , 2004.  Dr. Fisher is an associate Professorth

of Psychology at the University of Central Florida.  He is also a prolific witness for SOB
plaintiffs.

 Since the Daytona Beach SOBs were adult cabarets, Linz, Fisher, and Yao excluded27

bookstores and video arcades from the study.  Instead of defining “neighborhoods” as Census
Block Groups, in Daytona Beach, Linz, Fisher, and Yao used Census Tracts.  The Greensboro
and Daytona Beach designs are otherwise identical.

was expected.   What Dr. Linz did not expect, however, was that adult cabaret neighborhoods25

(red bars) would have more crime than the tavern neighborhoods (blue bars).

Crime-related secondary effects in Greensboro’s adult cabaret neighborhoods ranged
from 175 percent (for property crime) to 307 percent (for sexual crime) of the ambient crime
levels in control neighborhoods.  These effect estimates are large in every sense and, of course,
they are not surprising.  To me, the only surprise was that the estimates in Figure 3.1 were
reported in a study commissioned by a consortium of SOB plaintiffs.

3.2 DAYTONA BEACH, 2004

In 2004, Dr. Linz collaborated with Dr. Randy D. Fisher on a Daytona Beach secondary
effect study.   With minor exceptions, the design of the Daytona Beach study was identical to26

the Greensboro design.   Analyzing CFSs once again, Drs. Linz and Fisher concluded that adult27

cabarets, had no significant crime-related secondary effects:

We are able to account for crime events in Daytona Beach with a moderately high
level of accuracy using variables found by other researchers to be related to
crime…The social disorganization variables and especially the presence of an
(sic) alcohol beverage retail sale establishments in the blocks (that did not feature
adult entertainment) accounts largely for this explanatory power. The presence of
an adult cabaret in the census block explained only to (sic) a trivial amount of
variability in crime incidents when these other variables were considered ... From
these analyses we are able to reliably conclude that once we control for variables
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 P. 36 (counting the title sheet as p. 1) of the Linz-Fisher-Yao Daytona Beach study.28

 P. 23 (counting the title sheet as p. 1) of the Linz-Fisher-Yao Daytona Beach study.29

known to be related to crime there is not a meaningful relationship between the
presence of an adult cabaret in the neighborhood and crime events.28

This conclusion is worded more cautiously than the conclusion in Greensboro.  Indeed, the
authors go so far in the Daytona Beach report as to admit that, as in Greensboro, the Daytona
Beach results amount to statistically significant crime-related secondary effects:

There are analyses reported below where there are small but statistically
significant relationships due to the exceptionally large N (sample size) employed
in the analyses (at times over 1,100 census blocks)...[But] we favor “strength”
over a technical “significance.”29

This is a highly technical statistical issue, of course.  In my opinion, Drs. Linz and Fisher
misunderstand the assumptions of their model as well as the statistical problem of an
“exceptionally large N” that, in their opinion, obviates the statistical model.  Put simply, they are
incorrect.

Figure 3.2 - Results of the 2004 Daytona Beach Study

Source: Tables 7-19, Evaluating Potential Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets in Daytona Beach,

Florida:  A Study of Calls for Service to the Police in Reference to Ordinance 02-496.  D. Linz, R.D.

Fisher, and M. Yao, April 7 , 2004.th

 

Not withstanding the large statistical size of their effect estimates, the effect estimates
reported by Drs. Linz and Fisher in Daytona Beach are substantively large.  Figure 3.2 plots the
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 P. 8, The Crime-related Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets in Palm Beach County by30

Terry A. Danner, Ph.D.  Report submitted in Palm Beach County v. Casablanca East, CA-02-
03813 AF,  Circuit Court, 15  Judicial Circuit, Palm Beach County, 2005.  A professor ofth

criminal justice at St. Leo’s University, Dr. Danner is a prolific expert for the SOB industry.

results of the Daytona Beach analyses using the same conventions used in Figure 3.1 (for
Greensboro).  The ambient crime levels in control neighborhoods (green) are fixed at 100 percent
again so that the levels in tavern neighborhoods (blue) and adult cabaret neighborhoods (red) can
be interpreted as multiples of the controls.  With two exceptions, adult cabaret neighborhoods
have higher ambient crime levels than tavern neighborhoods.  Given the well-known relationship
between taverns and ambient crime, the Daytona Beach analyses corroborate the consensus
finding of the literature.  Like the broader SOB class, adult cabarets, pose large, statistically
significant ambient public safety hazards.

Figure 3.2 speaks for itself.  Tavern neighborhoods (blue) have 90 percent more total
crime than control neighborhoods (green).  Adult cabaret neighborhoods (red) have 270 percent
more total crime than control neighborhoods (green).  In substantive terms then, taverns have
large secondary effects and adult cabarets have even larger secondary effects.  The fact that these
effect estimates are also statistically large adds little to our understanding of Figure 3.2.

The estimates are statistically large, of course – i.e., statistically significant – and that
poses a dilemma for Drs. Linz and Fisher.  If the estimates were statistically small, Drs. Linz and
Fisher could argue that they were due to chance (regardless of their substantive size).  Denied this
solution to the dilemma, Drs. Linz and Fisher argue that statistical significance is an artifact of an
“exceptionally large N.”  This is a specious argument, however, on two grounds. First, samples
of 1,100 are not large enough to obviate the statistical model used by Drs. Linz and Fisher.  But
second, if samples of 1,100 were large enough to obviate the statistical model, as claimed, all of
effect estimates would be statistically significant.  In fact, of the 84 parameter estimates reported
by Drs. Linz and Fisher, 42 are statistically significant and 42 are not.  I will return to this issue
in Section 3.4 below.

3.3 PALM BEACH COUNTY, 2004

Comparing 911 calls to the addresses of nine adult and seven non-adult cabarets in Palm
Beach County, FL, Dr. Terry A. Danner found that the adult cabaret addresses had fewer crime-
related 911 calls (2.5 per month vs. 2.9 for SOB addresses) but more order-related 911 calls (3.1
per month vs. 2.0 for SOB addresses).  Based on these comparisons, Dr. Danner concluded that
the contrast “does not provide compelling evidence that the addition of various levels of nude
dancing to the ‘nightclub type environment’ produces a pattern of crime and public disorder that
appears to be uniquely attributable to the adult cabaret category of business.”30
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 Crime-Related Secondary Effects of Sexually-Oriented Businesses:  Report to the31

County Attorney, Palm Beach County, Florida.  Valerie Jenness, Ph.D., Richard McCleary,
Ph.D., and James W. Meeker, J.D., Ph.D.  August 15, 2007.

Dr. Danner’s idea of comparing adult and non-adult cabarets makes good sense.  The
legal difference between adult and non-adult cabarets is, after all, the quantity and/or quality of
clothing worn by employees.  Changing the quantity and/or quality of clothing changes the non-
adult cabaret into an adult cabaret and vice versa.  It follows from this argument that ambient
crime rate differences between adult and non-adult cabarets must be due to nudity.

Aside from the idea of comparing adult and non-adult cabarets, however, Dr. Danner’s
study is problematic in two respects.  First, Dr. Danner uses 911 calls to measure ambient crime
risk.  Although 911 calls are correlated with ambient crime risk, however, the correlation is weak
at best.  Second, Dr. Danner considers only the subset of 911 calls to the immediate addresses of
the adult and non-adult cabarets.  Calls to nearby addresses are excluded.  If ambient crime risk
“seeps out” across the adult cabaret neighborhood, of course, as the theory predicts, excluding
these calls biases the secondary effect estimate in an unknown way.

Irvine colleagues Valerie Jenness, James W. Meeker, and I were retained by Palm Beach
County to evaluate and, if necessary, replicate Dr. Danner’s study.  Given the problematic use of
address-specific 911 calls, we questioned Dr. Danner’s conclusion.   Our replication used the31

same adult and non-adult cabaret sites.  Instead of using 911 calls, however, we used crime
incident reports; and instead of restricting the analyses to the specific addresses, we included all
crime incidents that occurred within 1,100 feet of the adult and non-adult cabarets.

Figure 3.3 - Palm Beach County Risk-Distance Functions, Total Crime

The results of our replication are plotted in Figure 3.3.  In terms of total crime, SOBs (in
red, nine adult cabarets) and controls (in blue, seven non-adult cabarets) are both risky places. 
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 See, e.g.,  An Analysis of the Relationship between Adult Entertainment32

Establishments, Crime, and Housing Values.  M. McPherson and G. Silloway. Minnesota Crime
Prevention Center, Inc.  October, 1980.  

Moving toward an “average” site, whether SOB or control, victimization risk rises.  Moving
away, risk diminishes.  With that said, compared to control sites, SOB sites are much riskier on
average.  How much riskier?  At 500 feet, approximately one long city block, ambient risk at the
SOB is four times greater.  At 1,000 feet, the risk is substantially lower for all sites.  But even at
that distance, SOB sites are 3.5 times riskier than control sites.

Although risk-distance plots have been widely used to document the ambient crime risks
at “nuisance” sites, including SOBs,  most of uses have foregone statistical significance tests of32

the plots.  Given the quantity and quality of data that were available in Palm Beach County, we
were able calculate confidence intervals for the risk-distance functions plotted in Figure 3.3.  At
the conventional 95 percent confidence level, both the SOB (red) and control (blue) functions are
statistically significant as is their difference.  Rejecting both null hypotheses then, the functions
plotted in Figure 3.3 have the obvious interpretation.

Some readers may question the use of total crime.  Why not some subcategory of crimes? 
Total crime is the convention in secondary effects studies – all of the studies referenced in Table
1 use total crime – and the convention rests on theoretical and practical grounds.  As a practical
matter, breaking total crime down into subcategories is expensive.  As a theoretical matter, SOBs
are expected to generate “victimless” vice crimes (prostitution, drugs, etc.), predatory crimes
(robbery, assault, etc.) that are associated with vice, and opportunistic crimes (vandalism, theft,
etc.) associated with the influx of strangers to the SOB neighborhood.  In short, total crime.

Nevertheless, to investigate the statistical robustness of our findings, Jenness, Meeker,
and I replicated the risk-distance analyses for property crime (burglary, theft, vandalism, etc.),
personal crime (robbery, assault, etc.), and the residual category of all other crime (including
most notably, vice crimes).  This is not the only possible taxonomy, of course; but it is a
reasonable taxonomy and one that is easily understood.  The risk-distance functions for these
three complementary crime categories lead to the same interpretation and conclusion.

3.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON ADULT CABARETS

The three studies of adult cabarets reviewed here illustrate a range of designs.  Two use
911 calls, one uses crime incident reports.  Two compare SOB and control neighborhoods, one
compares adult and non-adult cabarets.  Yet all three studies support the conclusion that adult
cabarets have large, statistically significant secondary effects.

Nevertheless, there is a remarkable difference in how the studies interpret their findings. 
Whereas the Greensboro and Daytona Beach studies find large, statistically significant secondary
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 Daytona Grand Inc. v. City of Daytona Beach, Florida 410 F. Supp. 2d 1173 (2006).33

 Cir. 2007)  Daytona Grand, Inc. v. City of Daytona Beach, Florida No. 06-12022 (11th34

 Paul, Linz, and Shafer (Government regulation of adult businesses through zoning and35

anti-nudity ordinances: Debunking the legal myth of negative secondary effects. Communication
Law and Policy, 2001, 6:355-391) argue that the government’s secondary effects evidence must
satisfy Daubert admissibility criteria.

 Id., at 47-4836

effects, the authors give their findings the opposite interpretation.  The secondary effect study
summarized in Figure 3.2 was commissioned by the plaintiffs in Daytona Grand v. City of
Daytona Beach.   Drs. Fisher and Linz used a two-prong argument to challenge the City’s33

secondary effects evidence.  First, the studies relied on by the City were methodologically
flawed.  Second, local data showed that neighborhoods with adult businesses had the same
number of 911 calls as other neighborhoods.  To refute these arguments, the City cross-examined
the experts.  The trial court was unimpressed, however, and struck down those parts of Daytona
Beach ordinance that regulated nudity.

The trial court’s decision in Daytona Grand provoked a mild panic among Florida
governments.  Two years later, however, the U.S. Eleventh Circuit reversed the trial court.   The34

Eleventh Circuit decision reaffirmed the Renton standard in the most crucial respect:  If the
government’s interpretation of its secondary effects evidence is “reasonable,” there is no need to
show that its interpretation is the only reasonable interpretation.  The fact that plaintiffs can draw
alternative conclusions from the evidence does not bar the government from “reaching other
reasonable and different conclusions.”

The Eleventh Circuit addressed three other relevant issues.  First, the panel explicitly
rejected the methodological arguments of Paul, Linz and Shafer.   Second, the panel rejected the35

use of 911 calls to demonstrate the absence (but not the presence) of a secondary effect.  Third,
the panel noted, as I have, that several of the secondary effect estimates reported by Drs. Linz and
Fisher were statistically significant. 

The experts are no doubt correct that factors other than the presence of adult
theaters affect crime rates in Daytona Beach: crime is plainly caused by many
factors.  But that does little to undermine the City’s conclusion that adult theaters
also affect crime rates, especially when the experts’ own analysis shows a
statistically significant correlation between adult theaters and increased crime in
half of the areas in the study.  36

This observation by the Eleventh Circuit panel is consistent with Figure 3.2 above.
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 City of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc, 535 U.S. 425 (2002) at 465.37

  Washington Retailtainment, Inc. et al. v. City of Centralia, Washington.  U.S. District38

Court for the Western District of Washington at Tacoma, Case No. C03-5137FDB 

4. THE “COMMERCIALLY NATURAL IF NOT UNIVERSAL” SOB

In the past, one of the most common SOB business models combined the sale of adult
DVDs (or tapes) with coin-operated booths where the DVDs could be viewed.  In principle, the
viewing booths allowed customers to sample DVDs to inform their purchasing decisions.  This
SOB subclass was so common twenty years ado that Justice Souter called it the “commercially
natural, if not universal” model.   Although the subclass continues to flourish, competition from37

other SOB business models appears to have made inroads.  Because private (and semi-private)
viewing booths create opportunities for sexual contact, this SOB subclass poses special problems
for routine policing.  

4.1 CENTRALIA, 2003

Centralia, Washington is a small city (ca. 14,000 population) on Interstate 5 between
Olympia and Portland.  In December, 2003, an adult bookstore opened in a building that had
been a residential dwelling.  In addition to selling videos for off-premise viewing, the SOB had
coin-operated viewing booths.  Shortly after opening its doors for business, the City moved to
enforce zoning ordinances prohibiting SOBs in residential neighborhoods.  When the SOB filed a
lawsuit,  the City defended itself with the crime incident statistics summarized in Table 4.1.38

Table 4.1 - UCR “Serious” Crime, Centralia, WA

Before After Change Odds Ratio

SOB Area
All Other Centralia
Control Areas

9
3358
23

17
3358
19

1.889
0.966
0.826

–
1.956
2.058

Source: Richard McCleary, Crime Risk in the Vicinity of a Sexually Oriented Business: Final Report to the

City Attorney’s Office.  February 28 , 2004.th

 

In the impact area, defined by a 250-foot radius around the SOB site, serious crime rose
by nearly 90 percent after the SOB opening.  In the rest of Centralia, during the same period,
serious crime dropped by nearly four percent.  The statistical significance of these before-after
contrasts can be tested by comparing the value of the odds ratio reported in Table 4.1 to its
standard error.  By chance alone, odds ratios larger than this one occur less than eight times in
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 Los Angeles Dept of City Planning, Study of the Effects of the Concentration of Adult39

Entertainments in the City of Los Angeles (City Plan Case No. 26475, City Council File No. 74-
4521-S.3, June 1977) as cited in Alameda Books at 429.

one thousand trials or samples.

Although it is highly unlikely that the effect reported in Table 4.1 is due to chance, it is
always possible that the observed effect is due to some uncontrolled threat to internal validity.  If
that were the case, we would expect crime to rise when any other type of business, say, for
example, a bread store, moves into a vacant residential structure.  In fact, three businesses did
open in Centralia during this time frame.  But as reported in Table 4.1, ambient crime in a 250-
foot radius around the sites dropped when these non-SOBs opened.

4.2 LOS ANGELES, 2008

In 1977, the City of Los Angeles conducted a comprehensive secondary effects study39

that found, among other things, an association between ambient crime and SOB concentrations. 
Based on this finding, Los Angeles required a minium distance between SOB sites.  When SOBs
began to evade the minimum distance rule by merging, the City amended its ordinance to require
minimum distances between distinct activities.  The amendment forced “commercially natural if
not universal” SOBs to segregate DVD sales from viewing booths.

In 1995, two affected SOBs challenged the amended ordinance. Because the 1977 study
did not address the secondary effects of combining multiple activities under one roof, it was
argued, Los Angeles had no evidence that multiple-activity businesses generated secondary
effects.  The trial court agreed and the Ninth Circuit Court affirmed.  The U.S. Supreme Court
reversed, reaffirming Renton and allowing that a government could infer, from the findings of
the1977 study, that concentrations of distinct activities – in particular, DVD sales and viewing
booths on the same site – generated secondary effects.  In a complicated split decision, the Court
remanded the case for trial.

In 2006, the City of Los Angeles retained me to examine the secondary effects rationale
for the amended ordinance.  Would dividing a multiple-activity SOB into single-activity SOBs,
as required by the amended ordinance, yield a reduction in ambient crime risk?  Ideally, this
question could addressed by finding a member of the “commercially natural if not universal”
SOB subclass that had been divided into discrete units that sold DVDs (but had no booths) and
that operated coin-operated viewing booths (but did not sell DVDs).  If the amended ordinance
had a legitimate rationale, one would expect the ambient risk for the multiple-activity SOB to be
greater than the sum of the risks for its constituent single-activity SOBs.

Unfortunately, there were no ideal “natural experiments” of this sort to be found in Los
Angeles.  Alternatively, using the same logical argument, one could compare the ambient crime
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 SOB arcades that sell no adult merchandise whatsoever are rare.  But there are many40

that derive very little revenue from the same of adult merchandise.

risks for multiple-activity SOBs – which I will call “bookstore-arcades” – to the ambient risks for
single-activity “bookstores” and “arcades.”   Since there were no pure arcades  in Los Angeles,40

however, only part of this alternative design could be implemented.  Though less than the ideal –
which is almost always true – the partial design tells us much about the phenomenon.

Figure 4.2 - Risk by Distance from the Site, UCR “Serious” Crime

Figure 4.2 plots the risk-distance functions for twelve bookstore-arcades (in red) and
seven bookstores (in blue).  The vertical axis is calibrated in annual UCR Part I (“serious”) crime
incidents (homicide, aggravated assault, robbery, rape, burglary, theft, auto theft, and arson)
per square mile.  The horizontal axis is calibrated in distance from the site.  As Figure 4.2 shows,
both SOB subclasses are risky places.  Since both risk-distance functions are statistically
significant at the conventional 95 percent confidence level, both SOB subclasses have secondary
effects.  Compared to bookstores, however, bookstore-arcades are riskier at all distances and the
difference between the two functions is significant.

4.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some subclass specific risks arise because the defining characteristic of a subclass or
creates idiosyncratic opportunities for particular types of crime.  Other subclass-specific risks
arise when the defining characteristic of the subclass compromises the effectiveness of common
policing strategies.  The relatively higher ambient risks of bookstore-arcades accrues from both
sources.  Nevertheless, the failure of economical policing strategies is the greater problem.  The
optimal policing strategy for SOBs with viewing booths requires that police inspect the interior,
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placing officers at risk of injury.  Accordingly, policing this subclass requires specially training
and equipment, prior intelligence, backup manpower, and other resources.

Absent viewing booths, the optimal policing strategy rests heavily on routine drive-by
patrols.  Since the ambient risk function for this subclass can cover a several- block area (see
Figure 4.2), drive-by patrols are an efficient way to provide a visible police presence to the
neighborhood.  Visibility is per se a deterrent.  Routine patrols can keep watch for known
offenders and suspicious activity.  When problems are spotted, the routine patrol can forward the
information to a specialized unit or, if necessary, handle it on the spot, requesting backup
resources only as needed.  Needless to say, neighborhood patrols by plainclothes officers in
unmarked cars would be inefficient.  Whereas visibility is central to policing SOB bookstores,
the presence of viewing booths requires invisible (plainclothes) police presence inside the SOB. 
The optimal policing strategies the two subclasses are incompatible.
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 330 F.3d 288 (5  Cir. 2003), cert. denied, 540 U.S. 982 (2003), and opinion clarified,41 th

352 F.3d 938 (5  Cir. 2003).th

 Id. at 294-542

5. “OFF-SITE” SOBS

Suppose that distinct SOB subclasses has a unique “average” secondary effects.  This
implies that one of the subclasses would have the lowest effect.  The effect might be so minimal
as to fall below the Constitutional threshold where a government could regulate that subclass.  Or
if the effect fell just above the threshold, the configuration and operation of the subclass might be
“tweaked” to force the effect below the threshold.

What might this “bullet-proof” SOB subclass look like?  Common sense suggests that it
would be a store that sells adult merchandise for off-site use.  Customers drive to the store; park;
go in;  make a purchase; come  out; and drive away.  Except for the merchandise purchased, the
SOB’s routine activity is indistinguishable from the activities of convenience stores, dry cleaners,
and libraries.  Common sense argues then, that the secondary effects of off-site SOBs are likely
to be no larger than the effects of convenience stores, dry cleaners, and libraries.

Off-site SOBs – book and DVD stores – have made this common sense argument and
some courts have found it persuasive.  In Encore Videos, Inc. v. City of San Antonio,  an41

ordinance classified off-site book and DVD stores as SOBs if their inventories included 20
percent adult material.  When the ordinance was challenged, the Fifth Circuit found that San
Antonio had relied on studies that not addressed the (presumably) unique effects of off-site
SOBs.  In the Court's view, moreover, the City’s rationale for ignoring the differences between
on-site and off-site businesses was weak.

Off-site businesses differ from on-site ones, because it is only reasonable to
assume that the former are less likely to create harmful secondary effects because
of the fact that consumers of pornography are not as likely to linger in the area and
engage in public alcohol consumption and other undesirable activities.42

Other factors influenced the decision, of course, and a more recent Fifth Circuit decision clarifies
Encore Videos in the most crucial respect.

Nevertheless, based on common sense, the Court’s theoretical rational is appealing.  It
ignores theoretically relevant characteristics of off-site SOBs, however.  To the extent that off-
site SOBs attract similar “soft-target” patrons, the routine activity theory of hotspots outlined in
Section 1 above predicts that the subclass will have similar secondary effects.  The findings of
two recent secondary effects studies corroborates the theory.
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 This case study is based on a paper written by Alan C. Weinstein and me:  “Do ‘off-43

site’ adult businesses have secondary effects?  Legal doctrine, social theory, and empirical
evidence.”  The paper was presented in Atlanta at the November, 14 , 2007 meeting of theth

American Society for Criminology.

 Doctor John’s, Inc. v. City of Sioux City, IA., 389 F.Supp.2d 1096, 1103 (N.D. Iowa44

2005), quoting from court’s ruling on plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction.

5.1 SIOUX CITY, 200643

Adult businesses are nothing new to Sioux City, Iowa.  Two adult businesses had
operated without incident in the city’s older downtown area for decades.  Although both
businesses sold sexually explicit DVDs for off-site use, most of their revenue came from coin-
operated viewing booths.  Nevertheless, strictly speaking, both belonged to the adult business
model that Justice Souter characterized as the “commercially natural, if not universal” model.  In
terms of “look and feel,” the two businesses were indistinguishable from adult businesses in
larger cities.

In March, 2004, a third SOB opened in Sioux City.  Unlike the two existing SOBs, Dr.
John’s had no viewing booths.  It was located in a newer area of the city and lacked the garish
appearance associated with adult businesses generally and, in particular, with Sioux City’s two
existing SOBs.  During subsequent litigation, the trial judge commented on this fact:

[T]he first impression of the store is a far cry from the first image that most people
would likely have of an “adult book store” or “sex shop.” There is nothing seedy
about the neighborhood, store building, or store front. In fact, from a quick drive-
by, one would likely assume that the business was a rather upscale retail store for
women's clothing and accessories. There are no “adult” signs or banners
proclaiming “peep shows,” “live entertainment booths,” “XXX movies,” “live
models,” “adult massage,” or any of the other tasteless come-ons all too familiar
from adult entertainment stores that exist in virtually every American city of any
size and which one may find scattered along interstates and highways even in rural
America.44

The trial judge’s drive-by impression may overstate the point.  Few passers-by would mistake
Dr. John’s for anything other than what it was.

Regardless of its look and feel Dr. John’s was located in a prohibited zone.  When Sioux
City attempted to enforce its zoning code, Dr. John’s sued, arguing that off-site adult businesses
lacked the typical crime-related secondary effects associated with adult businesses.  To counter
this argument, Sioux City produced police reports of incidents occurring within 500 feet of Dr.
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John’s during the four years between January 1 , 2002 and December 31 , 2005.  For purposes ofst st

quasi-experimental control, reports of incidents occurring with 500 feet of a nearby motel were
also retrieved.

To control plausible threats to internal and statistical conclusion validity, the City
collected analogous police incident reports for an adjacent control area, a 500 circle centered on a
non-SOB.  Because the two circles are tangent to each other and face the same thoroughfare, they
have similar traffic flows.  And because they have similar mixes of businesses and similar
incident rates, their underlying ambient crime risks are similar.  Because the underlying risk
factors are identical in the two circles, any effect found in one of the circles should be found in
the other as well.  But that was not the case.

Table 5.1 - Total Crime Before and After the Opening of Dr. Johns

Before After

Total Incidents N Rate N Rate After/Before Ratio

Dr. John’s
Control

17
44

  7.8
20.3

41
46

22.4
25.1

2.86
1.24 2.31

Before After

“Victimless” Excluded N Rate N Rate After/Before Ratio

Dr. John’s
Control

12
26

  5.5
12.0

31
32

16.9
17.5

3.08
1.46 2.11

The first rows of Table 5.1 breaks down total incidents for the 793 days before and 668
days after the SOB opened.  In the Dr. John’s circle, the annual crime rate rose from 7.8 to 22.4
incidents per year, an increase of approximately 190 percent.  Crime in the control circle rose as
well but the increase was more modest.  The rise from 20.3 to 25.1 incidents per year amounts to
a 25 percent increase.  Based on a crude comparison of these rates, Dr. John’s appears to pose an
ambient victimization risk.

To test whether the effect might be a chance fluctuation, we take advantage of the fact
that crime incidents in the two circles are not different than Poisson (Haight, 1967: 94-95). 
Under a Poisson hypothesis, the after/before odds for the Dr. John’s and control circles, reported
in Table 2, are distributed as unit-mean log-Normal variables.  The ratio of the two odds, also
distributed as unit-mean log-Normal, the a maximum-likelihood estimate of the secondary effect. 
In this instance,

Odds Ratio = 2.31
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 P. 379, “Government regulation of ‘adult’ businesses through zoning and anti-nudity45

ordinances: de-bunking the legal myth of negative secondary effects.”  Communication Law and
Policy, 2001, 6:355-391.

 This case study is based on “Rural hotspots: the case of adult businesses.”  Criminal46

Justice Policy Review, 2008, 19:1-11.

implies that, compared to the control circle, ambient crime rose by 131 percent after Dr. John’s
opened for business.  Because an effect estimate of this magnitude or larger occur by chance with
probability smaller than 0.01, the null hypothesis is rejected.

The second set of rows in Table 5.1 reports the analogous breakdown with “victimless”
crime incidents excluded.  If the opening of Dr. John’s lead to heightened police surveillance, it is
possible that the before-after effect is a simple “instrumentation” artifact.  Indeed, in a critique of
the 1977 Los Angeles secondary effects study relied upon in Alameda Books, Paul, Linz and
Shafer cite this possibility:
 

Although the findings of this study suggested high levels of criminal activity
within these clusters, any implication that this is connected to the presence of
adult businesses is invalidated by the fact that the researchers admitted to “stepped
up” surveillance within these areas. Put simply, the police most likely found
greater amounts of crime in the adult establishment areas because they were trying
harder to find it.45

Whereas this explanation might be plausible for prostitution, drugs, and other “victimless” vice
crimes, however, it is implausible for homicide, robbery, and the other “street” crimes reported in
the 1977 Los Angeles study.  On the contrary, heightened police surveillance will reduce the risk
of these crimes.  So if the instrumentation hypothesis is plausible, the secondary effect should
vanish when “victimless” crimes are excluded.  As reported in Table 5.1, excluding “victimless”
crimes from the estimate leads to the same conclusion.

5.2 MONTROSE, 200346

The relevance a the government’s secondary effects evidence can be challenged through
either of two arguments.  The first is predicated on the fact that the evidence has ignored some
relevant difference among distinct SOB subclasses.  Challenges by off-site SOBs illustrate this
argument.  The second is predicated on the fact that the evidence has ignored some idiosyncratic
(but nevertheless relevant) local condition. In 2004, an SOB in rural Kansas used criminological
theory to argue that the sparsely-populated rural environment precluded the possibility of
secondary effects. And since the local government had not studied this issue prior to enactment,
the ordinance should be struck down.
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 Abilene Retail #30, Inc. v. Board of Commissions of Dickinson County, Kansas, 49247

F.3d 1164, 1175 (10th Cir. 2007) 

 Id. at 1175.48

Rejecting this argument, the trial court granted the defendant’s summary judgment
motion. On appeal, however, in Abilene Retail,  the Tenth Circuit agreed with the plaintiff’s47

interpretation of criminological theory:

All of the studies relied upon by the Board examine the secondary effects of
sexually oriented businesses located in urban environments; none examine
businesses situated in an entirely rural area. To hold that legislators may
reasonably rely on those studies to regulate a single adult bookstore, located on a
highway pullout far from any business or residential area within the County would
be to abdicate out “independent judgment” entirely. Such a holding would require
complete deference to a local government’s reliance on prepackaged secondary
effects studies from other jurisdictions to regulate any single sexually oriented
business of any type, located in any setting.48

Because the SOB was located in an isolated rural area, and because the County had no evidence
to suggest that rural SOBs would have secondary effects, the Tenth Circuit reversed the summary
judgment and remanded the case for trial.

Ignoring the question of relevance, the argument’s predicate is correct.  Because most
criminological research is conducted in urban areas, criminological theories do not necessarily
generalize to rural areas.  In fact, it is entirely possible that some obscure criminological theory
might not generalize to rural areas and populations.  But the relevant routine activity theory of
hotspots, outlined in Section 1 above, generalizes to any accessible area, urban, suburban, or
rural.  This is corroborated by a recent case study.  When an SOB opens on an interstate highway
off-ramp in a sparsely populated rural community, ambient crime risk rises precipitously, turning
the community into a rural “hotspot of predatory crime.”

An unincorporated village of 250 residents, Montrose, Illinois is located on I-70 midway
between St. Louis and Indianapolis. I-70 separates Montrose’s residential dwellings from its
businesses: a convenience store-gas station, a motel, and for a short period, a tavern.  Other than
gas and lodging, cross-country travelers had no reason to exit I-70 at Montrose prior to February,
2003. In that month, the Lion’s Den opened on a service road within 750 feet of the I-70 off-
ramp. A large, elevated sign let I-70 travelers know that x-rated videos, books, and novelties
could be purchased “24/7.” The store was successful by all accounts.

The residents of Montrose did not welcome the new business. Unlike the village’s other
businesses, the Lion’s Den was located on the residential side of I-70. Complaining that the store
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disrupted their idyllic life-style, villagers picketed the site on several occasions. Traffic was a
chronic complaint. The narrow gravel access road connecting the site to I-70 could not support
the weight of big-rig trucks; it soon fell into disrepair. The Lion’s Den offered to build a new,
larger access road from I-70 to its site. But fearing an even larger volume of traffic, the villagers
declined the offer.

Like all Illinois villages, Montrose had no SOB ordinances. The Lion’s Den was located
within 1,000 feet of a public park, however, in violation of an Illinois statute. When the State
moved to enforce its statute, the Lion’s Den sued, arguing that “off-site” SOBs could not
generate the public safety hazards associated with adult cabarets, video arcades and other on-site
SOBs. The trial in State v. The Lion’s Den et al. lasted four days. The court upheld the statute
and, in July, 2005, the Montrose Lion’s Den closed its doors.

Table 5.2 - Crime-Related Secondary Effects of a Rural Adult Business

Open Closed
Log Effect 8 t

Property Crimes
Personal Crimes
All Other Crimes

23
3

28

9.54
1.24

11.61

15
5
9

7.20
2.40
4.32

Constant
Open

-3.267
0.475

-17.60
2.06

Total Crimes 54 22.39 29 13.92 e  . 1.610.475

At the trial, the State presented evidence of the Lion’s Den’s adverse impact on the
surrounding area: sexually explicit litter and decreased use of the nearby park. Neither party
presented local crime data, however. Table 5.2 reports data bearing on this issue. During the
1,642-day period beginning January 1, 2002, the Effingham County Sheriff’s Office recorded 83
crime incidents in the Village. The most common incidents involved the theft or destruction of
property. Incidents of disorder and indecency, traffic-related incidents, and alcohol-drug offenses
were nearly as common. But Incidents involving danger or harm to persons (robbery, assault,
etc.) were rare.

The columns labeled “Open” and “Closed” in Table 5.2 break the incidents down into an
881-day segment in which the Lion’s Den was open and a 761-day segment in which it was
closed.  Crime rates are 22.39 and 13.92 total incidents per year for the “Open” and “Closed”
segments. From these raw rates, it appears that crime risk in Montrose rose when the Lion’s Den
opened and fell when the Lion’s Den closed.  The magnitude of the effect is proportional to the
exponentiated effect estimate reported in Table 5.2 (e  = 1.61).  The crime rate in Montrose0.475

was 61 percent higher while the Lion’s Den was open.

Could the effect be due to chance?  That is unlikely.  The effect estimate reported in
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 H and A Land Corp. v. City of Kennedale, TX., 480 F.3d 336 No. 05-11474 (5th Cir.49

Feb. 22 , 2007).nd

 Bourgeois, P.  “Man shot outside video store in Kennedale.”  Fort Worth Star-50

Telegram, March 1 , 2007.st

Table 5.2 is statistically significant at the conventional 95 percent confidence level.  Could the
effect be due a coincidental increase in the frequency of patrols the Effingham County Sheriff? 
That too is unlikely.  Whereas heightened surveillance can exaggerate “victimless” crime rates,
heightened surveillance would not not produce higher rates of serious crime and, while the Lion’s
Den was open, crime in the Village grew more “serious,” including two armed robberies, one
committed by a gang of four men wearing ski masks and armed with shotguns. Both armed
robberies were committed at site of the Lion’s Den, moreover, and were the only robberies
recorded in the Village’s modern history.

The timing of the crime incidents reinforces this point.  While the Lion’s Den was closed,
Montrose’s modal crime incidents were “drive-off” thefts from the Village’s gasoline station and
vandalism at the Village’s motel. Most of these incidents occurred in daylight and required no
immediate response from the Sheriff’s Office; and because the businesses were separated from
residences by I-70, the model incidents attracted little attention.  While the Lion’s Den was open,
on the other hand, a majority of incidents occurred at night and demanded immediate response;
as more incidents began to occur on the residential side of I-70, crime became more noticeable to
Village residents.

5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Criminological theory is clear on the threshold question of whether off-site SOBs are
exempt.  They are not.  As it turns out, moreover, the Fifth Circuit had not intended its Encore
Videos decision to be interpreted as a comment on applicability of criminological theory.  Four
years later, the Fifth Circuit upheld a Kennedale, Texas ordinance aimed at off-site SOBs.  49

Unlike the San Antonio ordinance under challenge in Encore Videos, the Kennedale ordinance
relied on studies of off-site SOBs.  The Court took the opportunity, furthermore, to clarify the
short note in Encore Videos that had been misinterpreted as questioning the applicability of
criminological theory.

On March 1 , 2007, exactly one week after the Fifth Circuit’s H and A Land Corp.st

decision, a man parked his car in a dark lot near an off-site SOB in Kennedale, Texas.  Returning
to his car, the man was confronted by a robber and shot.   Though seriously injured, he survived. 50

Governments would not want to rely on anecdotal evidence alone.  Nevertheless, anecdotes of
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 See, e.g., World Wide Video of Washington, Inc. v. City of Spokane, 368 F.3d 1186,51

1195-96 (9th Cir. 2004) (“Anecdotal evidence and reported experience can be as telling as
statistical data and can serve as a legitimate basis for finding negative secondary effects ...”).

 For a review of the problems involved in rural policing, see Community policing in a52

rural setting. (by Q. Thurman and E.G. McGarrell;  Anderson Publishing, 1997) or Crime and
policing in rural and small-town America (by R.A. Weisheit, D.N. Falcone, and L.E. Wells; 
Waveland Press, 1999).

this sort constitute legitimate secondary effects evidence.   In addition to its corroborative value,51

this particular anecdote has some legal relevance because the off-site SOB was a plaintiff in H
and A Land Corp.

The Tenth Circuit may not have found the Montrose results relevant to Abeline Retail. 
Every case study is unique in some respect, after all; and although the U.S. Census Bureau
considers both Effingham County, Illinois and Dickinson County, Kansas to be “rural,” the Tenth
Circuit may have focused on idiosyncratic, legally relevant factors. Nevertheless, the case study
results demonstrate that, whether urban, suburban, or rural, hotspots are hotspots. Whether the
area is urban, suburban, or rural, SOBs attract patrons from wide catchment areas. Because these
patrons are disproportionately male, open to vice overtures, and reluctant to report victimizations,
their presence attracts offenders, generating ambient victimization risk – a hotspot of predatory
crime. This theoretical mechanism operates identically in rural, suburban, and urban areas but,
because rural areas ordinarily have lower levels of visible police presence, rural hotspots may be
riskier than their suburban and urban counterparts.

Solving the problem by allocating more police to rural areas is politically unfeasible.
Governments allocate public safety resources across regions on utilitarian grounds.  Per capita
allocations have the greatest impact on per capita crime rates. This poses an obstacle to rural
problem-oriented policing (Weisheit, Falcone, and Wells, 1999), of course, but it is a rational
policy for a government.   Because the targets attracted to the rural hotspot live outside the52

jurisdiction, and because victimizations are under-reported, ignoring the hotspot is a more
realistic strategy.

The future is unclear. The relocation of adult businesses to rural areas parallels the post-
war “flight” of inner-cities families. From the perspective of adult business proprietors, the urban
environment has become hostile. Zoning codes force adult businesses into “ghettos” where their
operations are strictly regulated and where competition with other adult businesses is fierce. 
Rural areas have few regulations, on the other hand, and little competition; access to interstate
highway traffic is a bonus. As urban environments become more hostile, more adult businesses
will relocate to rural areas, forcing state and county governments into policy decisions.
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 Again, “null finding” means “finding that SOBs have no secondary effects.”53

 This section and the next are based on R. McCleary and J.W. Meeker, “Do peep shows54

“cause” crime?”  Journal of Sex Research, 2006, 43:194-196.

 The terms in the numerator and denominator of this expression are population55

variances.  Although I call this expression the “signal-to-noise ratio,” it is the squared correlation

6. METHODOLOGICAL RULES

In the last five years, legislatures and courts have been bombarded with expert opinions
from both sides.  Plaintiffs’ experts argue that every government-sponsored secondary effect
study is “fatally flawed” while every study conducted by a plaintiffs’ expert is “methodologically
rigorous.”  Plaintiffs’ experts are incorrect, of course, but ignoring this point for the present, the
clash of experts raises this question:  How can two sets of experts look at the same data and
arrive at different conclusions?  The short answer to this question is that the experts recognize
and obey different methodological rules.

A more complete answer requires a discussion of the rules.  Like all rules, the rules of
statistical inference are unambiguous and binding.  Although investigators on both sides of a
debate are bound by the same set of rules, the rules can have slightly different interpretations.  If
investigators frame the research question differently then, or if they make different assumptions,
or if they use different statistical models, even following the same rules, they can arrive at
different findings.  With that point in mind, if an investigator wanted to produce a null finding,53

that goal could be achieved by using the weakest possible quasi-experimental design.

6.1 WEAK MEASURES OF AMBIENT CRIME RISK
54

The most salient difference between government-sponsored secondary effects studies,
such as those listed in Table 1, and the industry-sponsored studies that began to appear after the
Alameda Books decision, is way that ambient crime risk is measured.  Whereas government-
sponsored studies use crime incident reports (e.g., Uniform Crime Reports or UCRs), for the
most part, industry-sponsored studies use 911 calls-for-service (CFSs).

Although UCRs and CFSs are roughly comparable under some (but not all) conditions, in
statistical terms, UCRs are always the “better” measure of ambient crime risk.  To explain this
important point, define the crime risk measure (CFSs or UCRs, e.g.) as the sum of crime risk and
noise:

CRIME RISK MEASURE   =   CRIME RISK   +   NOISE

Defined this way, the signal-to-noise ratio as the ratio of crime risk to the crime risk measure55
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(or R ) for crime risk and its measure.  See McCleary, R. and J.W. Meeker.  Do peep shows2

“cause” crime?  Journal of Sex Research, 2006, 43:194-196.

 In the Annex Books v. City of Indianapolis decision, e.g., “Specifically, the data56

revealed that the police made forty one (41) arrests at Annex Books for public masturbation
between December 5, 2001 and November 5, 2002. Def.'s Br. at 24. In the before/after crime
analysis Dr. Linz conducted, we note that he collected police call data for 2001 and 2003, but not
for 2002. We need not delve into the intricacies of Dr. Linz's analysis in order to conclude, as we
do, that the City has rebutted Plaintiffs' evidence to the contrary on adverse secondary effects.
We find the data regarding the number and type of actual arrests at Annex Books for the year
period compelling.”  (333 F. Supp. 2d 773; 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17341)

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE  '
CRIME RISK

'

CRIME RISK

CRIME RISK MEASURE CRIME RISK   +   NOISE

The higher the signal-to-noise ratio, the “better” the measure.  Relative to CFSs, UCRs are a
“better” measure of crime risk because they have a higher signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 6.1 - Crimes vs. 911 Calls-for-Service (CFSs)

Figure 6.1 depicts the statistical relationship between CFSs and crime risk.  In any
jurisdiction, CFSs outnumber crimes by a large factor.  The relative areas accorded to CFSs (in
red) and crimes (in blue) depicts this aspect of the relationship.  The signal-to-noise ratio is
proportional to the overlapping area.  The larger the overlapping area, relative to the total area,
the higher the signal-to-noise ratio.  In this case, the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively small.

The non-overlapping areas in Figure 6.1 fall into two categories.  The first category
consists of CFSs that have nothing to do with crime.  Examples include duplicated or unfounded
CFSs; CFSs that have no apparent basis; and CFSs that are precipitated by false alarms.  The
second category consists of crimes that circumvent the 911 system and, thus, leave no CFS
records.  Examples include crimes that the police discover through routine or proactive patrolling
and crimes that the police discover through specialized unit activity, especially “victimless” vice
crimes, particularly drugs and prostitution.56
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 To obscure a business’ public safety hazard, the proprietor can ask 911 to send a patrol57

unit to “5  and Main” instead of to “521 East Main.”th

CFSs in the first category tend to overstate the crime rate;  CFSs in the second category
tend to understate the crime rate.  In addition to errors that over- and under-state the crime rate,
CFSs have errors that limit their use for finer inferences about where and when crimes occur.

Address-specific (“hotspot”) analyses assume that the address recorded on a CFS is the
address where the precipitating crime occurred.  The address on a CFS instructs responding
patrol units where they go to “see the man,” however, and this is often not the address of the
precipitating incident.  If X calls 911 to report a disturbance at Y’s house, e.g., the responding
patrol unit will be asked to “see the man” at X’s address.  Although the disturbance occurred at
Y’s address them, X’s address will be recorded on the CFS record.57

Time-specific analyses of CFSs are limited by analogous errors.  The time recorded on a
CFS is not necessarily the time of the crime incident.  For property crimes such as burglary and
theft, victims call 911 when the crime is discovered.  This may be hours (or even days) after the
fact.  Given these errors, CFSs allow for relatively crude, approximate inferences about the times
and places of crimes. 

Table 6.1a - San Diego CFSs by Final Disposition

88,215
31,035

CFSs were cleared by report
CFSs were cleared by arrest

14.6 %
5.1 % (19.7 %)

71,686
32,757

332,014
52,196

CFSs were cancelled or duplicated
CFSs were unfounded
CFSs were disposed of without report
CFSs had other or unknown disposition

11.8 %
5.4 %

54.8 %
8.3 % (80.3%)

Table 6.1b - San Diego Burglary CFSs by Initial and Final Disposition

Total CFSs 607,903 100.0 %

CFSs initially classified as burglaries
Burglary CFSs initiated by an alarm
False alarms

147,127
110,111
109,135

24.2 %
18.1 %
18.1 %

CFSs initiated by actual burglaries 37,992 25.8 %

Source:  A Methodical Critique of the Linz-Paul Report: Report to the San Diego City Attorney’s Office.  R.
McCleary and J.W. Meeker, March 12, 2003.

Tables 6.1a-b illustrate the magnitude of the “noise” component in CFSs.  In a 2002 San
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 CFSs end without a report when the responding patrol unit finds no complainant,58

informant, victim, or evidence of a crime.   Most of the CFSs disposed of as “other/unknown” do
not require responses; “all units” CFSs, e.g., describe suspects or vehicles.  Strictly speaking,
Drs. Linz and Paul should have analyzed only those CFSs that ended in an arrest or report.

 Study of Calls-for-Service to Adult Entertainment Establishments which Serve59

Alcoholic Beverages.   June 13 , 1997, Capt. Ron Fuller and Lt. Sue Miller.th

Diego secondary effects study, Drs. Daniel Linz and Bryant Paul analyzed 607,903 CFSs.  As
reported in Table 6.1a, fewer than 20 percent of these CFSs began with a crime; more than 80
percent were cancelled, duplicated, unfounded, disposed of without report,  or had some other58

non-crime disposition.   This 80:20 ratio of CFSs-to-crimes is typical of the overstatement found
in many large cities.

Table 6.1b illustrates another aspect of the problem.  Nearly 25 percent of the CFSs
analyzed by Drs. Linz and Paul were initially classified as burglaries.  Of these, 74.8 percent
were initiated by burglar alarms, 99.1 percent of which turned out to be false;  only 25.8 percent
of burglary CFSs were actual burglaries.  CFSs initiated by auto and robbery alarms aggravate
the problem that seen for burglaries.  Considering “serious” crimes, like burglary, auto theft, and
robbery, in most large cities, CFSs overstate the crime rate by a substantial factor.

In light of these well known properties of CFSs, one might wonder why any researcher
might prefer to use CFSs to measure of crime risk.  One answer – and there are several – is that
the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio of CFSs biases statistical tests in favor of a null finding.  I
will explain this rather technical point after a short historical digression.

6.1.1 HISTORICAL NOTE ON THE USE OF CFSS

Until recently, virtually all secondary effect studies used UCR-based measures of ambient
crime risk.  The millennial year, 2001, marked an historical turning point.  Four years earlier, in
1997, the Fulton County, GA Police Department issued a “quick and dirty” report that compared
CFSs at the addresses of adult cabarets and taverns.   The design of the report reflects the59

obvious common sense notion that, other things equal, an adult cabaret is a tavern that offers
nude or semi-nude entertainment; clothe the entertainers and the adult cabaret becomes a tavern. 
It follows from this common sense argument that any difference in CFSs is the secondary effect
of nudity.

The results of the comparison surprised the Fulton County Commission.  Over a 29-
month period, more CFSs were logged to tavern addresses.  At a minimum, this implied that
adult cabarets posed no ambient public safety hazards; and this in turn implied that Fulton
County had no legitimate secondary effects rationale for regulating adult cabarets.  And that,
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 Flanigan’s Enterprises, Inc. v. Fulton County, 242 F.3d 976 (11th Cir. 2001)60

 Table 6.1.1 was compiled from the independent judgements of eight students.  Inter-61

rater reliability among the eight was nearly .95.  Because some of the 254 articles analyzed
multiple statistics, the rows may sum to more than 100 percent.

more or less, is how the U.S. Eleventh Circuit Court interpreted the data.60

Following the 2001 decision in Flanigan’s Enterprises, CFSs became the preferred crime
risk measure for experts retained by the SOB industry.  Whereas government-sponsored studies
continue to use UCR-based measures, after 2001, most SOB industry-sponsored studies use CFS-
based measures of ambient crime risk.  The 2002 San Diego study, to be reviewed below, and the
2003 Greensboro and 2004 Daytona Beach studies, reviewed in Section 3 above, illustrate the
trend.  All used CFSs; all purported to find no secondary effects.

In our critique of the 2002 San Diego study by Drs. Daniel Linz and Bryant Paul, Jim
Meeker and I pointed out the problems inherent to CFSs generally and their use in secondary
effects studies particularly.  Drs. Linz and Paul countered by arguing, first, that there is a debate
among criminologists about the statistical properties of CFSs; and second, that CFSs are widely
used in government-sponsored secondary effects studies.  Both arguments are incorrect.

On the first point, shortly after the advent of computerized 911 systems, criminologists
experimented with CFSs, sometimes even using them as surrogate measures of crime risk.  The
results of this experiment led to a consensus view that CFSs are not the best – or even a good –
measure of ambient crime risk.  Few criminologists study CFSs for any reason; but no
criminologists study CFSs to learn about ambient crime risk.  The published literature review
summarized in Table 6.1.1 supports both of these opinions.  During a recent five-year period,
four general criminology journals published 705 items.  Most of the items were either non-
empirical (essays, reviews, etc.) or else, analyzed phenomena other than crime (police behavior,
sentencing decisions, etc.).  Of the 254 articles that analyzed a crime statistic, 134 (52.8 percent)
analyzed UCRs; 119 (46.8 percent) analyzed victim or offender surveys.  Only five items (1.9
percent) analyzed CFSs.   Of these five, only one used CFSs as a crime risk measure.61
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 In Daytona Grand (at 44-46), the Eleventh Circuit outlined the limitations of 911 calls62

and in footnote 33, noted that three other Circuits had rejected attempts by plaintiffs to use 911
calls to cast direct doubt on an ordinance: Gammoh v. City of La Habra, 395 F.3d 1114, 1126-27
(9  Cir. 2005), G.M. Enter., Inc., 350 F.3d 631, 639 (7  Cir. 2003), and SOB, Inc., 317 F.3d 856,th th

863 & n.2 (8  Cir. 2003).th

 These legitimate uses of 911 calls are discussed in most undergraduate policing texts. 63

See, e.g.,  Roberg, R.R., J. Crank and J. Kuykendall, Police and Society.  Wadsworth, 1999.

Table 6.1.1 Crime Statistics in Criminological Journals, 2000-2004

Total
Items

Crime
Stats UCRs Survey CFSs

Criminology
Justice Quarterly
J of Quantitative Criminology
J of Criminal Justice

193
152
95
265

(705)

52
48
47
107

(254)

37
23
30
44

(134)

16
23
17
63

(119)

0
2
0
3

(5)

On the second point, other than the 1997 Fulton County study, analyses of CFSs are rarer
than hen’s teeth in government-sponsored studies.  Finally, however, recent case law supports the
views of criminologists and governments.  At least four U.S. Circuits have rejected attempts by
SOB plaintiffs to use 911 calls to cast direct doubt on an ordinance.   In short, analyses of CFSs62

these data are not sufficient to meet the standards required under Alameda Books to cast doubt on
the secondary effects evidence relied on by the government to support an ordinance.

6.1.2 ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE OF BIAS IN CFSS

All large police agencies record 911 calls for planning and budgeting purposes.   In a63

pinch, 911 databases can generate “quick and dirty” snapshots of crime problems.  In the long
run, however, police agencies use crime incident reports to measure crime risk.  Criminologists
have the same views.  Nevertheless, 911 calls-for-service seem to be the preferred secondary
effect measure for SOB plaintiffs.

One reason why SOB plaintiffs might prefer 911 calls is that, because relatively few
“victimless” crimes (drugs, prostitution, etc.) come in through 911 channels, 911 calls understate
the incidence of these crimes by a large factor.  Another reason is that 911 calls can be used to
mask an address-specific public safety hazard.  This last problem merits special comment.  If a
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 StripClub News, September 22 , 2006, “Investigation tied to strip club leads to64 nd

resignations and charges.”

business is familiar with the coding conventions, 911 records can be manipulated to make the
business look more or less in need of police service.  To build a case for more police service, the
proprietor can complain to the police about problems that might otherwise be handled informally. 
Or alternatively, to mask a public safety hazard, the proprietor can handle problems informally,
thereby creating fewer 911 records and making the business seem safer than it actually is.

Manipulations of this sort are legal, strictly speaking.  At the extreme, manipulating the
911 record-keeping system crosses the line.  In a recent Manatee County case, for example, an
SOB bribed at least two deputies to illegally circumvent and/or to falsify 911 records.  

Another Manatee deputy, Daniel E. Martin, 35, told sheriff's investigators that one
of the Cleopatra's door girls had his cell phone and would call him personally to
quell customer disturbances ... Former Manatee deputy Joshua R. Fleischer, 25,
who resigned this month, told a detective that whenever he was dispatched to
Cleopatra's for a disturbance he listed the address as the “3900” block of U.S. 41 – 
deliberately misidentifying the actual address in the 3800 block.  Fleischer,
according to the detective, did not want his reports associated with the club.64

The investigation into this scandal has spread to surrounding counties.  The relevant point, for
our purposes, is that business proprietors who are familiar the geo-coding conventions can (and
in Manatee County, at least, do) attempt to manipulate the system.

6.2 SUBSTANTIVE VS. STATISTICAL SIZE

A relatively low signal-to-noise ratio does not disqualify CFSs as a measure of ambient
crime risk.  On the contrary, ignoring their inherent biases, CFSs could provide a crude measure
of ambient crime risk.  When CFS-based risk measures are used to test statistical hypotheses,
however, their relatively low signal-to-noise ratio biases the test in favor of a null finding.  In
effect, the low signal-to-noise ratio of CFSs makes substantively large secondary effects look
statistically small.

The distinction between the substantive and statistical size of a secondary effect requires
an explanation.  In their 2002 San Diego secondary effects study, Drs. Linz and Paul found that
SOB areas had 15.7 percent more CFSs than control areas.  Most San Diegans would consider a
15.7 percent difference in CFSs to be substantively large.  The budgetary implications of a 15.7
percent difference in CFSs boggle the mind.  Nevertheless, according to Drs. Linz and Paul, the
difference is statistically small and, hence, should be ignored.  In fact, Drs. Linz and Paul are
wrong.  The substantively large secondary effect is also statistically large.  After a short
digression, I will review the 2002 San Diego study.
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 The most comprehensive authority on this issue is Chapter 22 of The Advanced Theory65

of Statistics, Vol. 2, 4  Ed. by M. Kendall and A. Stuart (Charles Griffin, 1979).  This authorityth

requires a strong background in mathematics, however.  J. Cohen’s Statistical Power Analysis
for the Behavioral Sciences, 2nd Ed. (L.E. Erlebaum Associates, 1988) and M. Lipsey’s Design
Sensitivity: Statistical Power for Experimental Research. (Sage Publications, 1990).  Both Cohen
(pp. 3-4) and Lipsey (pp. 38-40) set the conventional false-positive and false-negative rates at
á=.05 and â=.2, respectively.  These rates can be set lower, of course.  The convention also sets
the ratio of false-positives to false-negatives at 4:1, implying that false-positives are “four times
worse than” false-negatives.  The 4:1 convention dates back at least to 1928 (J. Neyman and E.
Pearson, “On the use and interpretation of certain test criteria for purposes of statistical
inference.” Biometrika, 1928, 20A:175-240).  It reflects a view that science should be
conservative.  In this instance, for example, the 4:1 convention works in favor of the SOB. 
When actual decision error costs are known, the actual ratio is used.

Figure 6.2.1 - Jury Trials and Hypothesis Tests 

But in Reality, the Defendant is ...

Guilty Not Guilty

The Jury Convicts 95% Confidence 5% False Positives

The Jury Hangs ? ?

The Jury Acquits 20% False Negatives 80% Power

6.2.1 STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS TESTING

Figure 6.2.1 summarizes the principles of statistical hypothesis testing by analogy to a
jury trial.  Suppose that an SOB stands accused of posing an ambient crime risk.  After hearing
the evidence, the jury can convict, acquit, or hang.  If the jury convicts, there is a small (but non-
zero) probability that the jury convicted an innocent SOB; i.e., a false-positive (or “Type I” or “á-
type”) error.  If the jury acquits, on the other hand, there is a small (but non-zero) probability that
the jury acquitted a guilty SOB;  i.e., a false negative (or “Type II”  or “â-type”) error.  Finally, if
the jury hangs, there was no decision and, hence, no possibility of error.

In real-world courtrooms, the probabilities of false-positive and false-negative verdicts is
unknown.  Courts enforce strict procedural rules to minimize these probabilities but we can only
guess at their values.  In statistical hypothesis testing, on the other hand, the values are set by
rigid conventions, to five percent for false-positives and twenty percent for false negatives.  65

Adopting these same values, to convict, the jury must be 95 percent certain of the SOB’s guilt. 
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 A Secondary Effects Study Relating to Hours of Operation of Peep Show Establish-66

ments in San Diego, California.  September 1, 2002. Daniel Linz and Bryant Paul.  Submitted in

To acquit, the jury must be 80 percent certain of the SOB’s innocence.  To ground the 95 and 80
percent certainty levels, we could try each case in front of a large number of independent juries. 
To convict, 95 percent of the juries would have to return the same guilty verdict;  in the case of
an acquittal, 80 percent would return the same not guilty verdict.

Correct decisions are painted blue in Figure 6.2.1.  Five percent of all convictions are
false-positives and 20 percent of all acquittals are false-negatives.  Incorrect decisions are painted
red in Figure 6.2.1.  When the levels of certainty are too low to support conviction or acquittal,
of course, the jury hangs.  Non-decisions, painted yellow in Figure 6.2.1, depend on factors such
as the strength of evidence, credibility of witnesses, and so forth.  So as not waste a jury’s time,
the prosecutor doesn’t bring obviously weak cases to trial.  Likewise, faced with strong evidence
of guilt, the defense counsel seeks a plea bargain in order to avoid trial.

The analogy to statistical hypothesis testing is nearly perfect.  The researcher considers
two complementary hypotheses.  The SOB either has secondary effects;  or alternatively, the
SOB does not have secondary effects.  Based on the magnitude of the expected and estimated
effects, the researcher then accepts one of the two hypotheses.

!  If the false-positive rate for the estimated is smaller than five percent, the
hypothetical secondary effect is accepted with 95 percent confidence.  The SOB
has a large, significant secondary effect.

If the false-positive rate is larger than five percent, researcher does not automatically accept the
alternative hypothesis but, rather, conducts a second test.

!  If the false-negative rate for the expected effect is smaller than twenty percent,
the alternative hypothesis is accepted with 80 percent power.  The SOB does not
have a secondary effect.

But lacking both 95 percent confidence and 80 percent power, neither hypothesis is accepted; the
results are inconclusive.  Since inconclusive results invariably arise from weak research designs,
and since the relative strength of a design is known a priori, inconclusive results should be rare. 
But in fact, many of the secondary effects studies sponsored by SOB plaintiffs have inconclusive
results.  An example illustrate the plaintiffs’ rationale.

6.2.2 SAN DIEGO PEEP SHOWS

Analyzing San Diego CFSs, Drs. Daniel Linz and Bryant Paul found no statistically
significant difference between SOB and control areas.   When Jim Meeker and I re-analyzed the66
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Mercury Books v. City of San Diego.  U.S. District Court, Southern District of California (00-
CV2461).

 R. McCleary and J.W. Meeker, A Methodical Critique of the Linz-Paul Report: A67

Report to the San Diego City Attorney’s Office.  March 12, 2003.

 p.15, A Secondary Effects Study Relating to Hours of Operation of Peep Show68

Establishments in San Diego, California.  September 1, 2002. Daniel Linz and Bryant Paul.

 Newton made this point with his aphorism “Negativa non Probanda.”  “Finding69

nothing proves nothing.”

data,  we discovered that the SOB areas actually had 15.7 percent more CFSs than the control67

areas.  In the view of police, legislatures, and citizens, a 15.7 percent difference in any  crime-
related statistic is substantively large.  In statistical terms, however, the effect was not so large. 
Drs. Linz and Paul used the statistically small size of the effect to argue that the “real” secondary
effect was zero:

... statistically nonsignificant result and must be interpreted, as meaning that there
is no significant difference between these two averages – an indication that the
level of criminal activity for [peep-show areas] is equal to the level of criminal
activity for [control areas].68

The substantively large 15.7 percent increase is not “real,” in other words.  If the effect estimate
is not statistically significant, then it does not exist.

A mundane analogy reveals the fallacy in this argument.  If I cannot find my car keys, I
might conclude that my car keys do not exist.  But although this may be true, it may also be true
(and certainly more likely) that I did not look hard enough for my car keys or that I looked in the
wrong place.   By analogy again, if a “quick and dirty” secondary effect study fails to find a69

statistically significant effect, one might want to conclude that no effect exists.  Although this
may be true, it may also be true that the study was “too quick” or “too dirty.”

As it turns out, Drs. Linz and Paul did not “look hard enough” for a secondary effect in
San Diego and, worse, looked “in the wrong place.”  The false-negative error rates plotted in
Figure 6.2.2 were calculated by Jim Meeker and me from statistics reported by Drs. Linz and
Paul.  As shown, the reported 15.7 percent secondary effect estimate has a false-negative rate of
.508.  What this means, simply, is that the reported null finding is more likely (51 percent) to be
incorrect than it is to be correct (49 percent).
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 The correction is reported in R. McCleary and J.W. Meeker, “Do peep shows ‘cause’70

crime?”  Journal of Sex Research, 2006, 43:194-196.

 E.g.,“I attributed this disregard of power to the inaccessibility of a meager and71

mathematically difficult literature...” (p. 155, “A power primer.”  J. Cohen, Psychological
Bulletin, 1992, 112:155-159).

Figure 6.2.2 - False-negative Rates for the San Diego Finding

Whereas Drs. Linz and Paul interpret their null finding as evidence that San Diego SOBs
do not have secondary effects, in fact, their results are inconclusive.  The secondary effect would
have to exceed 22.7 percent (304.5 CFSs) before the effect could be detected with 80 percent
power.  Although many elements of the design contribute to its inherent weakness, the use of
CFSs is a major culprit.  Jim Meeker and I have demonstrated that, correcting for low signal-to-
noise ratio of the San Diego CFSs, the substantively significant secondary effect estimate is
statistically significant as well.70

6.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The mathematics of statistical hypothesis testing is so demanding that few social
scientists understand the concepts or their importance to research.   The conventional 80 percent71

power level was proposed and adopted in the 1920s when statistical hypothesis testing was in its
infancy.  The convention has survived for eighty years because it serves two useful, crucial
functions.

! Anyone with a modest background in research methods can design a study in a
way that favors – or even guarantees – a null finding.  The convention
minimizes abuses by malicious investigators.
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! Haphazardly designed “quick and dirty” studies favor the null finding.  The
convention minimizes the impact of spurious findings generated by naive
(but benign) investigators.

Lay audiences, who must rely on common sense, cannot always distinguish between weak and
strong designs or between benign and malicious investigators. Scientific conventions guard
against both abuses.  In this particular instance, the 80 percent power convention allows the lay
audience to trust the validity of a null finding.

Recognizing the conventions, crime-related secondary effect studies can assigned to one
of three categories:  studies that report secondary effects with 95 percent confidence; studies that
report null findings with 80 percent power; and studies that are inconclusive.  All of studies listed
in Table 1 above either report large, significant secondary effects or else are inconclusive.  No
studies report null findings with the conventional 80 percent power.  This reinforces a statement
that I made in the introduction to this report:  It is a scientific fact that SOBs pose large,
significant ambient crime risks.
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• Introduction

CONSULTANT TEAM

The City of Fort Worth retained Duncan Associates, in association with Cooper
Consulting Company, Inc., to undertake a study of certain effects of sexually
oriented businesses. Specifically, a survey of Fort Worth and Dallas appraisers
was undertaken to determine the potential impacts sexually oriented uses, as
well as other land use types, may have on residential and businesses property
values. Project manager for the study is Eric Damian Kelly, Ph.D., FAICP, vice
president with Duncan Associates. Teamed with Eric, is Connie B. Cooper, FAICP, co-author,
with Kelly, of the American Planning Association's Planning Advisory Service Report
Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Regulating Sex Businesses. We were assisted
in the survey design and the analysis of results by David C. Keuhl, Ph.D., an Assistant
Professor of Urban Planning at Ball State University. The work was performed under the
supervision of the Office of the City Attorney, providing background for the City Council in its
consideration of amendments to the zoning regulations for sexually oriented businesses.

REGULATING SEXUALL Y ORIENTED BUSINESSES

Regulation of sexually oriented businesses has become one of the more challenging tasks
facing communities today. Regulations must balance legitimate community concerns about the
businesses with the First Amendment rights of the business owners and customers.

Courts increasingly demand that local governments base their zoning regulations of sexually
oriented businesses on documented land-use effects of those businesses. Recent court decisions
indicate that a local government representing a jurisdiction of significant size is in a better
position legally if it conducts its own study of those impacts, rather than relying on published
studies or studies conducted in other communities.

Most regulations of sexually oriented businesses are directed at nude or topless bars, XXX
video stores and other establishments devoted almost entirely to sexually oriented activities.
However, many well-regarded merchants include in their stock a measurable proportion of
arguably sexually oriented material; such businesses include the video rental stores with "adults
only" backrooms, news dealers with isolated racks of adult magazines and a variety of specialty
stores that may include certain sexually oriented items.

Although those who take the most negative view of sexually
oriented activities and materials would lump all such businesses
together, this creates an impossible situation, legally and
politically. First, any broad limitation on any business with any

"sexually oriented" materials or activities would ultimately apply to every bookstore, every
movie rental store, every news dealer and, arguably, a variety of other merchants, such as
Victoria's Secret, which trades on the fringes of this market in some of the nation's most
upscale malls. Although those who would like to see such materials and activities eliminated
completely from a community, the fact remains that there are technically x-rated scenes in
major works of literature, brief nudity and sexual activity in Academy award-winning motion

• pictures.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth an d Dallas, Texas, September 2004 1
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Regulation of sex businesses is one of the most litigated areas of land-use law today.
Communities that have tried to bar most or all sex businesses have generally lost court
challenges to their regulatory schemes. In that context, a community must make reasonable
provision for the existence of some sexually oriented businesses; on the other hand, it is also
clear that a community need not necessarily allow every such establishment to offer the full
range of sexually oriented products or activities that its proprietors might like to offer. Courts
have also recognized that a sexually oriented business (such as a book store) is different from
other businesses offering similar products that are not sexually oriented. Detroit can adopt and
implement different zoning regulations for such businesses, provided that the effect is not a
complete ban on all such businesses.

Regulations that attempt to censor specific messages or that otherwise target the message itself
are subject to "strict scrutiny" in the courts, a standard which places a heavy burden on a
government to show a "compelling state interest" that justifies the regulations. See, for
example, Boos v. Barry, 85 U.S. 312,108 S. Ct. 1157,99 L. Ed. 2d 333 (1988). But where the
regulations are aimed at the secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses, they will be
treated as "content neutral" and subject only to "intermediate scrutiny," a far less burdensome
standard for local governments to meet. See City ofLos Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc., 152
L. Ed. 2d 670, 122 S. Ct. 1728 (U.S. 2002).

In response to concerns of residents about the secondary effects of certain sexually oriented
businesses, particularly in parts of the community where there were multiple such businesses,
the City of Fort Worth began to consider amendments to its zoning regulations affecting
sexually oriented businesses and sought our advice on the extent of those secondary effects.
The focus of this study has been on the secondary effects of those businesses on property
values.

SCOPE AND DESIGN OF STUDY

This study consisted of a survey of MAl and SRA real estate appraisers in Fort Worth and
Dallas. There have been earlier surveys of real estate appraisers and professionals regarding
this subject, including those incorporated in studies for Indianapolis, Indiana, Austin, Texas,
Garden Grove, California, and Rochester, New York.!

The most commonly cited secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses on communities
relate to incidence of crime and effects on surrounding property values. The incidence of crime
was well documented in the Garden Grove study,2 a study that would be difficult and expensive
to replicate. Efforts to model the effects of particular uses on property values have proven to be
very difficult to carry out effectively. The typical method, followed in sections of both the
Indianapolis and Austin reports, is to compare trends in property values in an area with a
sexually oriented business to trends in property values over the same period of time in a similar
area without a sexually oriented business. There are multiple levels of comparison in such a
study. One major challenge is trying to fmd "similar" areas. There will always be differences
other than the sexually oriented business, and, without a large enough sample size that allows
testing for other variables, it is difficult to determine how those other variables may be
increasing or offsetting the apparent secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses. One
area may have a park, while the other does not. One may have three small religious institutions
while another has only two such institutions, but one of them turns out to be very large, with
activities several days a week. The area with the sexually oriented business may also have a

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 2
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pawn shop or a salvage yard or another use that may also have a negative effect on property
values.

Even if researchers are able to identify truly comparable areas for the study, there is a further
problem in tracking trends in property values. A study may use values assessed for tax
purposes, a methodology that is itself fraught with problems and that often includes a number
of factors other than market value. Tracking the values of properties that actually sell may
make sense, but there is no guarantee that similar properties will sell in the two similar areas
over any reasonable study period. The sale ofone deteriorated home in one area or of a couple
of upscale homes in another can distort study results. Understanding those problems is not
particularly difficult. Solving them in the context of a specific study in a specific community is
very difficult indeed.

Given the above, we believe that the opinions of appraisers provide an excellent and reliable
measure of the effects of any kind of use or activity on property values. First, certified
appraisers are experts in their fields, people who follow professional standards in making
judgments about property values. Second, appraisers familiar with a local market look at the
values of many properties every year and thus have a substantial data set not only in their files
but also in their heads. Third, and perhaps most important, the opinions of appraisers are
essentially self-fulfilling prophecies. The vast majority of real estate transactions that take
place in this country involve mortgage loans. The amount available for a mortgage loan on a
particular property depends on the value of the property, as determined by an appraiser. The
mortgage value of a property is typically closely correlated with the market value of the
property, because few buyers are willing to pay more for a property than mortgage lenders
believe that it is worth. Thus, to take an overly simple example, if most appraisers in a
community believe that pink and green houses are worth, in general, 10 percent less than
similar houses painted beige, the practical effect of that opinion will be to reduce the market
value of pink and green houses.

We elected to survey only appraisers who have met the professional standards of the Appraisal
Institute3 as Members (holding the MAl designation) or as Senior Residential Appraisers (SRA
designation). The Institute is considered by many to be the leading organization setting the
standards for appraisers in the United States.

Previous surveys of appraisers have been criticized because the purpose of the survey was
made obvious, either in a cover letter or in the narrow focus of the instrument itself. We thus
designed a survey that asked the opinions of the appraisers about both positive and negative
effects of a variety of land uses on surrounding properties - uses including religious
institutions, parks, libraries and shopping centers, as well as uses often carrying a negative
connotation, such as sexually oriented businesses, pawn shops and homeless shelters.

We mailed the surveys to all appraisers meeting the above qualifications. We used follow-up
letters and e-mailsto ask survey recipients to respond. A discussion of the response rates
follows at the end of this report.

In our report below, we include summaries of responses to the questions in which we were
most interested. The survey instrument and responses to all questions are included at the end of
the report. Although we have grouped sexually oriented businesses together in reporting the
responses, the survey instrument mixed various land uses in the questions.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 3
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Findings

Question 3: How would the listed land uses located within 500 feet of a Single- Family Home
likely affect the home's appraised value?

Land Uses

, Bookstore

~Religious Institution

; Public Library
" .
; Neighborhood Park

Appraisers were nearly unanimous in responding that adult-oriented businesses of any kind
(arcades, stores, or cabarets) would decrease single-family home property values. Other uses
deemed similarly detrimental to property values included homeless shelters, bars, and
pawnshops. Interestingly, a convenience store with a beer and wine license was viewed as
decreasing values by 60% of the respondents .

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 4
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Question 4: If you selected "Decrease Value" or "Increase Value" for any of the land uses in
Question 3, at what distance would the land use likely have No Impact on the appraised value
of the Single-Family Home?

13.0 4.3 21.7

7.4 11.1 25.9

12.9 16.1 19.4

11.8 17.6 23.5
,

13.3 20.0 26.7, i

More than 78% of the appraisers judged the negative influence of adult-oriented businesses on
property values to extend beyond 3000 feet (or approximately 6 blocks). While a few suggested
the influence was not felt quite so far, even the lowest estimates put the distance at 1000 feet.
The average distance was between 2700 and 2800 feet. Other than sexually oriented uses, only
homeless shelters were considered to influence property values that far away. Pawnshops, bars,
and gas stations were next (2600 to 2400 feet) .

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 5
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Question 5: How would the listed land uses located within 500 feet of a Community
Shopping Center likely affect the community shopping center's appraised value?

Affect on Community Shopping Center's

Appraised Value (%)
!-i l

Land Use Decrease I' No impact I' Increase II 0 ~~pinion

!Adult' Arcade/p~~p"B~~ths"-9i3- ~" 'r'.-'2.6 '-r ---2:6""-"T-"'-2~--"--

l;:;f;~;;:~:~a:;:=(R~~~~:'~::Lj::I •.~j···I~~~.}·~~tL·· ::~.~L·.~ ••.
l Pawn Shop r' 53.8 35.9 5.1 5.1
; • __,,' ••,,"'_,....__ "_,,,,_,~, "~ ,,,,,, __ -0. _.,•• ..,~ , ..__• _~ • ""_,,. _

~ Bar/Lounge 35.9 46.2 12.8 5.1

! Convenience Store (beer/wine license) 7.7 I 59.0 I 25.6 7.7
r"'--"-- ,----- ...-.,-- -,~--.-.-,-----,--- -- ---,._---.---'1-'-..-------'---------., .,----.---,

!r,~:~::~~~:.~...::.~..... :. ~=l:.:~+ ..L:~i~·j~:~:.. .•••. ;::.~~..
: Neighborhood Park I 2.6 ! 82.1 I 10.3 5.1
.-- . _. --...." ----~. --.-'~.~--~_..-. . ---~~-r-' _.-~ -~ ~ --I-~ - ~ .....~-~~ ..~ ~._--~---...~ -~-----.~

'6:!O~:i1I:;~~Ution .. ..... ..• : !.~::·t :!:>·l:-::~~:::I[::::.l'
:C?a.~.s~~~i~n .. __ , , . '., .( ,_~2..6 ....._+. ~~:_1_ .. 'll~ __ ~.?~8._ .. _. ~~__
; Public Library _ .. _ i_.. ,O.? . .I .. 89~7 _ : .. 7.7 '" _.2.~_. __

The appraisers considered the property values of community shopping centers to be equally
detrimentally affected by the proximity of adult-oriented businesses. More than 82%
considered adult-oriented uses to decrease commercial property values. The only use
considered to be comparable in its decreasing of property values was homeless shelters.
Pawnshops and bars were next but only 54% and 36%, respectively, of the appraisers thought
they would decrease property values.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 6
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Question 6: If you selected "Increase Value" or "Decrease Value" for any of the land uses in
Question 5, at what distance would the land use likely have No Impact on the appraised value
of the Community Shopping Center?

Approximately 60% of the appraisers felt adult-oriented businesses have an impact on the value
of shopping centers' values beyond 3000 feet. As compared to single-family homes, the
distance at which appraised values would no longer be affected by an adult use was somewhat
less. Respondents felt that it took from 2300 to 2400 feet before an adult use had no impact on
the appraised value of a shopping center. Only homeless shelters were suggested to have a
further reach (2500 feet). Again, pawnshops and bars were next with an influence on property
values 2100 and 1900 feet, respectively.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 7
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Question 7: Is there a greater negative impact on property values if there is a concentration of
land uses that have a negative impact on appraised values?

! Does a Concentration of Negative Uses Create a Greater Impact?

'Ye~ -i 82.9% .... i-·No T9.8% -_·_·~.-~r~~~~!~-~~~r.?~3.% ... j

The vast majority of appraisers agreed that a concentration or cluster of detrimental uses had a
greater negative impact on property values than isolated uses.

Question 8: If you answered "YES" to Question 7, which of the following factors are
important in determining whether there is a "concentration" of uses with a possible
negative impact?

. I" ~.~ ... - .• -~~-"-~ _~...L.."_ - _. - ,- ~_ •. -._-.

! Factors Determining a Concentration I
! .- '" - " I
: Number of uses within a specified area? I 3 + (uses)

!1.~:S:h:~s::::~nU;:::::I~tei::aet of the· ~. [' ~ :~:ee:(·.~~e~~:~)-.
concentration cease to be a consideration? ' ee aver.age

L ' ._.~_ ~_,"__ .' _~. ~~.__ ~'_. __ ._~__ .',__ ,, ~_. __ ... _.. ~_ ~_~_ _ ~ ~_ ~_~_~. ~~ .~~

A concentration of three or more negative uses was considered by most appraisers to be the
level at which the impact is greater. The grouping was considered to occur if uses were within
approximately 400 feet of each other. Respondents felt concentration ceased to have an impact
at an average distance of 3,340 feet (as compared to approximately 2300 to 2800 feet for single
uses listed earlier.)

Question 9: General comments on other issues related to Question 8.

• Survey did not consider condition or level of public use for several items.

• Variable that affects survey is the price range of house and size of community. In Dallas,
$300,000+ houses like to be secluded. In small towns people are happy to have a choice in uses,
have growth and acceptance of it.

• Concentration depends on size of the defined area.

• Grouping of uses may be beneficial such as West End, Deep Ellum, or Sundance Square; however,
DFW does not group their sexually oriented businesses into a single "red-light" district so it is
difficult to measure. Although all of the clubs near Buchman Lake had a negative effect on the
area; so it may be un-wise to cluster such uses near a residential area.

• Adult sexually oriented businesses need to be concentrated and located low-end industrial areas,
otherwise they will gradually drive down the population and desirability of the area.

• Shopping centers benefit from defined agglomerations of retail if they have high architectural and
signage standards; residential amenities within walking distance (5 - 6 blocks) are positive.

Survey of Appraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 8
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• Uses such as pawnshops, peep booths, etc, obviously effect single-family value. It is an open
question as to effect on commercial properties; but as always, the developer must exhibit some
common sense as to locations, area, etc., in both residential and commercial.

• The adverse land uses should be located outside the defined neighborhood in order for an adverse
use to have little or no impact.

• Certain uses tend to increase crime rates and probably push values downward.

• Concentrating SOBs in industrial areas is reasonable as I support the business owners' rights to do
business. Homeless shelters strike me as a big problem due to the number ofpanhandlers, bums,
psychotics, etc. that leave the shelter each day. These need to be close to police stations and city
services.

• It depends - Type ofuses. Type of high-rise. Type oflow rise. Ugly stuff in air. Blah Blah Blah.

• It depends on various factors primary are owner's expectations for the environment they are
purchasing close to their house. Urban area negative use not a factor; suburban - everything can be
an issue. Could get more usefulness by designing a questionnaire from an appraiser's perspective. I
really think you can't understand factors without a socio-economic context.

• All of the above factors are relevant in that the noise level and traffic need to be minimal, although
services need to be still relatively close by.

• Obviously some uses detract from value but number of uses is subjective.

• Marketing time (for property) would need to be extended.

• There would be other factors to be considered such as a major street or intersection as a screening
characteristic, a larger building that blocks, a green belt or distances between uses, etc.

• Typically, no single adverse use causes a negative impact but a negative impact use causes other
negative impact uses to move into certain areas and the combination of all negative uses creates
negative property values.

• Single-family uses should be "family" oriented - not pornographic oriented. Lower demand would
result in lower prices. Community shopping tends to be "A, B, or CIt tenants etc. Generally
pawnshops and adult entertainment are the lower rents, thus in lower value areas.

• SOBs generally have a negative affect on single family uses; lesser impact on retail.

Question 10: Do you believe that your personal, moral, or ethical beliefs about certain land
uses have affected your responses to any of the questions in this survey?

Do Pers~~;I-li~li.rl~ Aff~ct Resp~~s~?--I
IIYes ! 19.5%

No 80.5%

•
Slightly less than 20% of appraisers felt that the answers they gave to the previous questions
might be influenced by their "personal, moral, or ethical beliefs." The most commonly
mentioned uses where this occurred were in the case of adult-oriented businesses. This means
the [mdings may be slightly skewed negatively towards adult-oriented businesses.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 9
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Although at the low end of response rates among surveys of appraisers on a variety of subjects,
the results in this survey were of the same order of magnitude. Further, most of the other

Analysis of Response Rate
We mailed 186 surveys to appraisers holding the SRA or MAl designation in the cities of Fort
Worth and Dallas. After follow-ups by mail and e-mail, we received 41 completed forms.
Another 34 persons responded by indicating that they did not wish to complete the survey.
Conservatively, that gave us a response rate of 22 percent, which is a margin of error of 13.7
percent. In some surveys - such as those of voters for President of the United States, where
margins are typically narrow - that margin of error would substantially impair if not eliminate
any validity of the survey.

In this case, however, the major fmdings were supported by 82 to 97 percent of the
respondents. Even if the entire margin of error were applied negatively and the resulting
responses were thus directly reduced (which is a worst-case example of possible error, not a
statistically valid technique), the results would drop to 68 to 83 percent of the respective
respondents, still a very strong and firm fmding on all of the issues on which we have reported.

An argument can certainly be made that the response rate was greater than that in a typical
survey in which a response rate of 22 percent is reported; in such a survey, typically only 22
percent of the people respond in any way. In this case, 40 percent actually responded in some
way, although 18 percent were simply responding to say that they did not wish to participate.

It is also useful to compare the response rate in this study to response rates in other surveys of
appraisers. A search of the literature on appraiser's response rates to surveys revealed a range
as follows:

~-- - .... ~ - ----_..-_.~~--

2000 50.0%

2000 25.7%

1999 31.7%

1999a 31.8%

·l--ti:~:I~e;~2~n~i,ib~~
.. ·-i989f-239%- -. ·1

- --1--· 0. oj

1988 . I 30.0% I
- ---- .. - .... • (_... --- _.--- -0- ---. I

-i~:;-! :H~ ....---I
- -- I

1999 43.0% I
I

1993 40.4%:
---," -- -.. --- -- - --- -- - ---_.- -- - -- --j

1997 36.5% i
----1

!

I Author
__ . . ._~~_. _ ·_~·"_c·~~ ·__ ·_·~"· _

I Chan4

i Ciaureti~, Bible, et ai.s .
;_.. . ., --
I Diskin, Lahev, et al. 6

_. . - .- -' .. -
! Dotterweich and Myers7
1 ..__ •• __ . __ .~ •• _

• Fisher, Lentz, et al. 8

. Kinnard and Worzala9

:- . - - 10

"Lahey, Ott, et al.

i_s~0~e~_~dHa~~letoll1 1

Wallerl2

'. Wolverton and Epleyl3

Wolverton and Gallimorel4

Wolverton and Gallimorels

•

•

•
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surveys asked appraisers questions about their profession or practices, not hypothetical
questions about property values. As experts and consultants, we certainly understand the
reluctance of experts to respond to hypothetical questions in their area of expertise for a non
client, without compensation and with no fIrm understanding of how the material will be used.
When all of those factors are considered, we believe that the response rate is understandable.
Further, as noted above, the fIndings are so clear that the relatively high margin of error
resulting from the lower response rate has no effect on the substantive fIndings of the study.

Summary
Q Appraisers were nearly unanimous in responding that adult-oriented businesses of any

kind (stores, arcades, or cabarets) would decrease single-family home property values.
Other uses deemed similarly detrimental to property values included homeless shelters,
bars, and pawnshops.

Q More than 70% of the appraisers judged the influence of adult-oriented businesses on
property values to extend beyond 3000 feet (or approximately 6 blocks). While a few
suggested the influence was not felt quite so far, even the lowest estimates put the
distance at 1000 feet. The average distance was between 2700 and 2800 feet. Only
homeless shelters were considered to influence property values that far away.
Pawnshops, bars, and gas stations were next (2300 to 2500 feet).

Q The appraisers considered the property values of community shopping centers to be
equally detrimentally affected by the proximity of adult-oriented businesses. More than
75% considered adult uses to decrease commercial property values. The only use
considered to be comparable in its decreasing of property values was homeless shelters.
Pawnshops and bars were next in their impact on lowering appraised values for
community shopping centers but to a much lower degree (53% and 32%, respectively).

Q Approximately 50% of the appraisers felt adult-oriented businesses impact shopping
centers' appraised values beyond 3000 feet. As compared to single-family homes, the
distance at which appraised values would no longer be affected by an adult use was
somewhat less. Respondents felt that it took from 2200 to 2300 feet before an adult use
had no impact on the appraised value of a shopping center. Only homeless shelters were
suggested to have a further reach (2400 feet). Again, pawnshops and bars were next in
their influence on property values within 2000 and 1900 feet, respectively.

Q The vast majority of appraisers agreed that a concentration or cluster of detrimental uses
had a greater negative impact than isolated uses.

Q Three negative uses grouped together was considered by most appraisers to be the level
at which the impact was greater. The grouping was considered to occur if uses were
within approximately 1000 feet of each other. They felt the concentration ceased to
have an impact at an average distance of 3800 feet (as compared to approximately 2300
to 2800 feet single uses).

Q Slightly more than 20% of appraisers felt that the answers to the survey questions might
be influenced by their "personal, moral, or ethical beliefs." This means the [mdings may
be slightly skewed negatively towards adult-oriented businesses.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004 11
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c/o ION DESIGN GROUP

2800 NORTH HENDERSON AVENUE,

SUITE 100

DALLAS, TX 75206

PH: 214-228-0211 FAX: 214-370-3083

August 15,2004

Dear MAl and SRA Designated Appraisers,

We are writing to request your assistance. Duncan Associates is conducting a survey on
whether property values are affected by certain types of nearby land uses. We are sending
this lO-question survey to MAl and SRA designated appraisers in Dallas and Fort Worth to gain
additional insight into better ways to regulate land uses and protect neighborhood amenities.

Please be assured that your response to this survey in no way implies that you are
undertaking an appraisal of a property. It is simply to ascertain your views on the potential
impact on property values created by certain types of land uses. Your responses are completely
confidential. We use a mailing code to follow up on surveys that have not been returned. This is
on the envelope and is discarded upon tabulation of the returned survey.

Enclosed with the survey is a stamped, self-addressed return envelope. Please use it to
return the survey. We ask that you return the survey by Monday, August 30. If you would like
to receive a copy of the tabulated survey results, please provide your name and address in the
informational block found at the end of the survey.

We thank you in advance for your participation. If you have any questions, comments, or
concerns please contact me at the number above or my associate, Connie B. Cooper, FAICP, via
phone 'at 214-228-0211, or via e-mail atccconniecooper@cs.com.

Sincerely,

Eric Damian Kelly, FAICP
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SURVEY OF MAl AND SRA DESIGNATED ApPRAISERS

DEADLINE: MONDAY, AUGUST 30, 2004

.'Duncan Associates

Purpose of the Survey: This survey asks Dallas and Fort Worth MAl and SRA designated appraisers your views of the impact certain
land uses have on the appraised value of single-family homes and commercial businesses. Again, your response to this survey in no way
implies that you are undertaking an appraisal of a property. It is simply to ascertain your views on the potential impact on property values
created by the presence of certain types of land uses. We recognize that it may be difficult to respond to the questions related to specific
distances; your best effort is appreciated. Thank You!

1. Rate the following amenities as to their potential influence on a
Single-Family Home's appraised value. (circle response)

1 = No Influence No
Amenities

5 =Very Positive Influence Opinion

Low Traffic Volumes 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Tree-Lined Street 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Nearby Elementary 1 2 3 4 5 N/O
School

Close to Local Shopping 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Sidewalks 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Near Neighborhood Park 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Underground Power 1 2 3 4 5 N/O
Lines

Street Lights 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

On-street Parking 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Curb and Gutter 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004

2. Rate the following amenities as to their potential influence on a
Community Shopping Center's appraised value. (circle response)

1 =No Influence No
Amenities

5 =Very Positive Influence Opinion

Low Traffic Volumes 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Tree-Lined Street 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Nearby Elementary
1 2 3 4 5 N/OSchool

Close to Local Shopping 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Sidewalks 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Near Neighborhood Park 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Underground Power
1 2 3 4 5 N/OLines

Street Lights 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

On-street Parking 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

Curb and Gutter 1 2 3 4 5 N/O

1
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3. How would the listed land uses located within 500 feet of a Single
Family Home likely affect the home's appraised value? (Check only

ONE box for each land use)

Impact on Single-Family Home's appraised
value due to the listed land uses located

within 500 feet

Land Use
Decrease No Increase No

Value Impact Value Opinion

Neighborhood Park

Religious Institution

Convenience Store
(beer/wine license)

Public Library

Bar/Lounge

Gentleman's
Club/Cabaret

Grocery Store

Bookstore

Adult Novelty/Media
Store (Retail only)

Office Building

Homeless Shelter

Fire station

Pawn Shop

Adult Arcade/Peep
Booths

Gas Station

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004

4. If you selected "Decrease Value" or "Increase Value" for any of the
land uses in Question 3, at what distance would the land use likely
have NO IMPACT on the appraised value of the Single-FamilY
Home? (Check only ONE box for each land use).

Distance at which land use would have NO IMPACT
on Single-Family Home's appraised value

Land Use Over Over Over Over Over Over
500 ft. 1000 ft. 1500 ft. 2000ft. 2500 ft. 3000 ft.

Neighborhood Park

Religious Institution

Convenience Store
(beer/wine license)

Public Library

Bar/Lounge

Gentleman's
Club/Cabaret

Grocery Store

Bookstore

Adult Novelty/Media
Store (Retail only)

Office Building

Homeless Shelter

Fire station

Pawn Shop

Adult Arcade/Peep
Booths

Gas Station

2
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5. How would the listed land uses located within 500 feet of a
Community Shopping Center likely affect the community shopping
center's appraised value? (Check only ONE box for each land use)

Impact on Community Shopping Center's
appraised value due to the listed land uses

located within 500 feet

Land Use
Decrease No Increase No

Value impact Value Opinion

Neighborhood Park

Religious Institution

Convenience Store
(beer/wine license)

Public Library

Bar/Lounge

Gentleman's
Club/Cabaret

Grocery Store

Bookstore

Adult Novelty/Media
Store (Retail only)

Office Building

Homeless Shelter

Fire station

Pawn Shop

Adult Arcade/Peep
Booths

Gas Station

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004

6. If you selected "Increase Value" or "Decrease Value" for any of the
land uses in Question 5, at what distance would the land use likely
have NO IMPACT on the appraised value of the Community
Shopping Center? (Check only ONE box for each land use).

Distance at which land use would have NO IMPACT
on Community Shopping Center's appraised value

Land Use Over Over Over Over Over Over
500ft. 1000 ft. 1500 ft. 2000 ft. 2500 ft. 3000ft.

Neighborhood Park

Religious Institution

Convenience Store
(beer/wine license)

Public Library

Bar/Lounge

Gentleman's
Club/Cabaret

Grocery Store

Bookstore

Adult Novelty/Media
Store (Retail only)

Office Building

Homeless Shelter

Fire station

Pawn Shop

Adult Arcade/Peep
Booths

Gas Station

3
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7. Is there a greater negative impact on property values if there is a
concentration of land uses that have a negative impact on
appraised values?

Yes: __ No: __ No Opinion: __

Note: If you answered "No" or "No Opinion" skip to Question #9

8. If you answered "YES" to Question 7, which of the following factors
are important in determining whether there is a "concentration" of
uses with a possible negative impact?

Factors Determining a Concentration ./ How Much or
How Many?

Number of uses within a specified area?

Distance between uses measured in feet?

Distance between uses measured in driving time?

At what separation distance, minutes or feet
(indicate) would the impact of the concentration
cease to be a consideration?

No Opinion

9. Provide any other comments regarding the potential impact the
surveyed land uses might have on the appraised value of a single
family home or community shopping center.

Survey ofAppraisers in Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - September 2004

1a.Some of the types of land uses listed in this survey elicit strong
responses from some persons, both positively and negatively.
Although we believe that professionals are less likely than others to
respond to these questions from emotional or moral positions,
previous surveys of this type have sometimes been criticized
because they did not include a question about the extent to which
ethical, religious or other personal beliefs might have affected
responses. In that context, we would appreciate your response to
this final, two-part question.

YES NO

Do you believe that your personal, moral or ethical beliefs about
certain land uses have affected your responses to any of the
questions in this survey?

If yes, which types of land uses?

Please provide your name and mailing address if you would like a copy
of the survey results:

Thank You for taking the time out ofyour business day to respond to
our questionnaire. Again, ifyou have any questions or wish to provide
comments, please include them with your questionnaire or give us a call /
email at the numbers listed on the cover letter.

Eric Damian Kelly, FAICP

Connie B. Cooper, FAICP

4
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REPORT TO THE C ITY ATTORNEY - PAGE 1

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

FORT WORTH DIVISION

RELIABLE CONSULTANTS, INC., §
et al. §

§
Plaintiffs, §

§
vs. § CIVIL ACTION NO. 4:05-CV-166-A

§
CITY OF KENNEDALE, TEXAS §

§
Defendant. § 

REPORT TO THE CITY ATTORNEY ON CRIME-RELATED SECONDARY EFFECTS

I am a Professor at the University of California, Irvine with appointments in the

Departments of  Environmental Health Science, Criminology, and Planning.  My training and

experience qualify me as an expert in the areas of criminology and statistics.  Throughout my

career, I have applied these areas of expertise to the problem of measuring site-specific public

safety hazards, especially the public safety hazards associated with sexually-oriented businesses

(SOBs).  These are also called “crime-related secondary effects.”

The City Attorney of Kennedale, TX has retained me to express an opinion on the four

central questions in this case:

Question 1:  Do SOBs pose significant ambient public safety hazards?

Question 2: How valid is the empirical evidence that SOBs pose significant public safety

hazards?

Question 3: Do SOBs that provide material for off-premise-only use pose smaller

ambient public safety hazards than other SOBs?
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Question 4: Can the ambient public safety hazard associated with SOBs be mitigated by

“hours-of-operation” regulations?

To form an opinion on these questions, I reviewed materials submitted in this case;  relevant

empirical studies of crime-related secondary effects;  and relevant authorities on statistics and

criminology cited in this Report.  I also analyzed two relevant datasets.  Based on my review of

materials, studies, and authorities, and on my analyses of relevant data, at a trial in this case, I

would express the following opinions.

Opinion 1: As a class, SOBs pose significant ambient public safety hazards.  These

hazards involve not only “victimless” crimes (prostitution, e.g.) but, also, the

“serious” crimes (robbery, e.g.) and “opportunistic” crimes (vandalism, e.g.)

associated with vice.

Opinion 2: The criminogenic nature of SOBs is a scientific fact.  This opinion is based

on two considerations.  First, strong, empirically validated criminological theory

predicts that crime victimization risks will be higher around SOB sites as a

consequence of the normal commercial activities at the site.  Second, this

theoretically expected secondary effect has been observed in a diverse range of

locations, circumstances, and times.  Although the magnitude and nature of the

observed crime-related secondary effect varies from case to case, every

adequately designed study has observed and reported a large, significant effect.

Opinion 3:  To the extent that on-premise and off-premise-only SOBs draw similar

patrons from similarly wide catchment areas, criminological theory predicts

similar ambient crime risks.  This theoretical expectation is supported by the

data.
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REPORT TO THE C ITY ATTORNEY - PAGE 3

Opinion 4: The ambient public safety hazard (or crime victimization risk) can be

mitigated by regulation, including hours-of-operation regulations.

The Plaintiff’s expert, Mr. R. Bruce McLaughlin, has expressed two contradictory opinions.1  

Mr McLaughlin believes that: 

(1) The consistent finding that  SOBs pose public safety hazards is a methodological

artifact of the quasi-experimental designs used in secondary effect studies.

(2) But even if SOBs do have crime-related secondary effects, no research has shown that

the subclass of SOBs that offer materials exclusively for off-premise use have the

same effect.

Theory and fact contradict Mr. McLaughlin’s opinions.  My explication of the errors in Mr.

McLaughlin’s opinions must begin with the criminological theory of secondary effects.  No

opinion can be “scientific” without a strong theoretical foundation.  After outlining the theory of

secondary effects, I will present the empirical evidence bearing on both issues raised by Mr.

McLaughlin.

1. THE CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY OF SECONDARY EFFECTS.

Crime-related secondary effects studies consistently find that SOBs generate significant

ambient public safety hazards.  The cumulative finding of this literature is more convincing

because it is predicted by a strong, empirically-validated criminological theory.  Modern

criminological theory holds that the victimization risk at a site is determined by three factors:

(1) The number of potential victims (or targets) at the site

(2) The “hardness” of the site’s targets; and
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2The source of this so-called “Routine Activities Theory” is L.E. Cohen and M. Felson
"Social change and crime rate trends: A routine activity approach." American Sociological
Review, 1979, 44:588-608.  See also, M. Felson’s Crime and Everyday Life, Second Edition
(Thousand Oaks, CA:  Pine Forge Press, 1998).
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(3) The number of potential offenders at the site.2

Ignoring one mathematical technicality, this three-factor theory can be written formally as

 TARGETS     X    OFFENDERS 

CRIME RISK = ––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

HARDNESS

As depicted in Figure 1, crime risk rises as the number of targets and/or offenders at the site

increases.  The rate of increase in risk is proportional to the relative hardness of targets.  Before

applying this theory to SOBs, I will comment separately on each of the three factors.

Figure 1 - Crime Risk as a Function of Target-Offender Density

1.1 VICTIMS OR TARGETS.

The risk phenomenon is driven by the victim or target factor.  Put simply, sites with more

targets will have more crimes.  SOBs draw relatively large numbers of potential victims to a

common site from a wide catchment area. The density of potential victims attracts predatory
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criminals to the site.  Business practices designed to attract more patrons to the site (sales,

advertising, etc.) aggravate the risk.  To the extent that many types of businesses try to attract

more patrons, this factor is not exclusive to SOBs.  Patrons attracted to SOBs have

characteristics (i.e., the desire for anonymity) that make them attractive targets, however.

1.2 TARGET HARDNESS

Several qualities make SOB patrons soft targets for predatory criminals.  Many travel

long distances to the site, for instance, and are often strangers or outsiders to the area.3  To avoid

stigmatization, some patrons use aliases and pay in cash; SOB patrons are disproportionately

male and, presumably, are receptive to vice overtures; and worse, when victimized, SOB patrons

tend not to complain to or seek assistance from the police.

Physical properties of the site may aggravate the risk.  If the SOB site was not designed

with public safety in mind, it may have structural features – alleyways, adjacent buildings,

fences, etc. – that hide or obscure actors and activities.  These structures, which constitute one

important class of site-specific risk factors, aggravate ambient risk through either of two

mechanisms.

(1) If the structural feature obscures criminal activity, it makes the site more attractive to

predatory criminals.  As more potential criminals are drawn to the site, the site’s

victimization risk rises.

(2) If the structural feature makes routine police patrolling more difficult, the
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effectiveness of police crime reduction procedures diminishes.

Recognizing the role of structural features in the phenomenon, municipal zoning regulations

often address features (security lighting, removing visual obstructions, etc.) that facilitate police

patrolling and related crime reduction procedures.

Finally, of course, proximity to alcohol makes soft targets softer.  Proximity to alcohol

aggravates the ambient crime phenomenon through two mechanisms.

(1) Proximity to a bar or tavern makes a SOB site more attractive relative to competing

sites; opening a tavern near a SOB site will increase the site’s target density.

(2) To the extent that alcohol lowers personal inhibitions and clouds judgment, proximity

to a tavern will make SOB patrons more vulnerable to predatory criminals.

Recognizing the link between crime risk and alcohol, municipal regulations often set minimum

distances between between high crime risk sites like SOBs and businesses with alcohol licenses.

1.3 EXPECTED CRIMES AND CRIMINALS

Criminological theory predicts that the public safety hazard posed by SOBs will be

realized in three broad categories of crime:

(1) Predatory crimes, like robbery and assault, are perpetrated in the victims’ presence

and, for that reason, each is potentially fatal.

(2) “Victimless” crimes, including drugs, lewd behavior, and prostitution, are perpetrated

with the victims’ active participation.  Aside from the fact that these crimes are

illegal per se, victimless crimes are often linked to predatory crimes through the

perpetrator.  This link can be a rationale for police vice control activities.

(3) Crimes of opportunity, including some acts of vandalism, thefts, and burglaries, are

perpetrated outside the victims’ presence, often by predatory criminals drawn to
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the site by opportunities for other crimes.

The predators who are attracted to SOB sites by the high density of soft targets can be thought of

as “professional” criminals.  Most lack legitimate means of livelihood and devote substantial

time to illegitimate activities.  With few exceptions, predators and victims are not acquainted and

this has theoretical implications for the types of crimes expected.

1.4 REGULATORY MITIGATION

The three-factor criminological theory suggests that the ambient crime risk associated

with an SOB can be mitigated by regulation.  The mitigation effect operates through at least

three distinct mechanisms.

(1) Moving targets away from risk.  Temporal and spatial distributions of crime follow

simple mathematical laws.4  When crime is generated at a fixed site, the density

of crimes around the site diminishes exponentially with distance.  Risk can be

reduced then by creating distance between SOB sites and sensitive uses

(residences, etc.).  Zoning codes are an example of this mechanism as are codes

that regulate hours-of-operation.

(2)  Target hardening. Since risk is inversely proportional to the hardness of targets, risk

can be reduced by hardening soft targets.  Target-hardening strategies range from

devices designed to increase security around the target (lighting, dead-bolt locks,
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5The classic statement on target-hardening is Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space: Crime
Prevention Through Urban Design. (New York:  MacMillan, 1973).
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hood safety.” by J.Q. Wilson and G.L. Kelling, Atlantic Monthly, 1982, 249:29-38.  Wilson and
Kelling argue persuasively that police visibility in a neighborhood has a greater impact on crime
and victimization risk than police activities that target crime.  Modern police methods are based
on this theory.
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etc.) to proactive guardianship (uniformed guards, police patrols,  etc.).  Reducing

the density of offenders (by controlling site access, e.g.) or targets (by dispersing

the targets across sites, e.g.) can also reduce ambient risk in principle.  But as a

practical matter, crime reduction programs operate primarily through target-

hardening.5  Alcoholic beverage control codes are an example of this mechanism.

(3)  “Broken Windows” enforcement.  Focusing police resources and attention on an

SOB site has the effect of reducing risk through a complex set of pathways.6  

Codes that regulate the internal environment of SOBs (lighting, e.g.) are an

example of this mechanism.  Inspections and routine visible police presence in a

neighborhood have the effect of reducing victimization risk.

Effective regulations vary across jurisdictions, of course, but to the extent that idiosyncratic

regulations are designed to facilitate enforcement, to maximize police officer safety, or to

otherwise harden a target, they are expected to amplify the regulations’ impact on ambient

crime.  In that sense, these idiosyncracies represent sound public policy.

1.5 NON-SOBS

Criminological theory predicts that non-SOBs, like gas stations, convenience markets,

and bread stores, will have trivially small crime-related secondary effects.  This is because non-

SOBs do not draw large numbers of soft-target patrons from wide catchment areas; patrons
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drawn to the sites of non-SOBs spend only minutes on-site, are not disproportionately male, and

are not obviously receptive to vice overtures.  When victimized, non-SOB patrons are not

obviously reluctant to involve the police.  In short, non-SOB patrons lack the characteristics that

make SOB patrons soft targets.  Due to the relatively low density of soft targets in areas around

non-SOBs, rational predatory criminals are not attracted to gas stations, convenience markets, or

bread stores.

1.6 ON-PREMISE VS. OFF-PREMISE SOBS

In this and other cases, experts have argued that the criminological theory of secondary

effects does not apply to SOBs that rent or sell products for off-premise-only use.  This argument

is incorrect.  In fact, the same theoretical mechanism that generates a public safety hazard in and

around an on-premise SOB, operates as well for off-premise SOBs.  If the two SOB subclasses

draw similar patrons from similarly wide catchment areas, criminological theory predicts similar

ambient crime risks.  In short, similar causes (i.e., high “soft” target density) have similar effects

(i.e., ambient crime risk).  This applies to all dichotomous SOB subclasses, of course, not just

the on-premise vs. off-premise subclasses.

Table 1.6 - Cash Transactions at Dreamer’s, January 26th-February 28th, 2005 

Transactions Total
Sales

Median
Sale

Maximum
Sale

Cash
Credit Card
Other Method

2425
384
76

84.1%
13.3%
2.6%

$42,711.73
$10,164.93
$1,573.67

$12.99
$17.32
$8.66

$222.93
$340.88
$238.15

Table 1.6 reveals one theoretically important aspect of the phenomenon relating to this
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case.7  From January 26th, 2005 through February 28th, 2005, the overwhelming majority of

transactions during the overnight shift at the Kennedale SOB known as “Dreamer’s” were made

with cash.  Patrons of on-premise and off-premise SOBs have that in common: They carry cash. 

Combined with their common implicit interests, this makes patrons of both SOB subclasses soft

targets for predatory criminals.  Because both on-premise and off-premise-only SOBs attract soft

target patrons from wide catchment areas then, both pose public safety hazards.  I will present

data below that confirm this theoretical expectation.

1.7 CRIME RISK IN THE OVERNIGHT SHIFT

Criminological theory holds that the frequency of crime at any time is proportional to

target density (“more targets, more crime”).  Accordingly, one would expect the frequency of

Part I UCR (“serious”) crimes to drop in the overnight hours when businesses close and people

go home to sleep.  This theoretical expectation is supported by the empirical evidence; in any

urban area, proportionately fewer “serious” crimes are reported between midnight and eight

A.M.  But while the gross frequency of crime drops in the overnight period, the per-target risk

rises significantly.  When a business remains open around-the-clock, its crime victimization risk 

rises steadily after sundown, peaking in the early morning hours.

Criminological theory explains this phenomenon too.  Darkness softens targets, making

them more appealing to predatory criminals.  Several mechanisms are at work here but the most

salient is that routine patrol functions become more difficult in the dark; indeed, policing of any

sort becomes less effective when the sun goes down.  When bars and taverns close, police

resources are stretched thinner, making soft targets softer.
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Methods of mitigating this risk include closing high-risk public areas (playgrounds,

parks, etc.) from dawn to dusk;  imposing curfews on high-risk persons (teen-agers, e.g.); and

limiting the operation of high-risk businesses (bars, SOBs, etc.) during times of acute risk. 

Hours-of-operation regulations are an issue in this case and criminological theory predicts that

these regulations will effectively mitigate the ambient crime risk associated with SOBs.  As I

will now demonstrate, the empirical evidence confirms this theoretical expectation.

2.  EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Crime-related secondary effect studies began to appear in the mid-1970s.  The literature

accumulated for the next thirty years until, at present, there are at least three-dozen studies.  The

Plaintiffs’ expert, Mr. McLaughlin, has expressed the opinion that:

Even if there is evidence that sexually oriented adult uses, as a class, cause unique
adverse secondary effects, there is no such evidence whatsoever with respect to
take-home only adult uses.8

Mr. McLaughlin bases this opinion on the fact that the City’s legislative record included no

studies that reported explicit effect estimates for off-premise-only SOBs.  Although Mr.

McLaughlin’s point appears to be correct, it is scientifically irrelevant.

It would be impossible to explicitly test a null hypothesis for every dichotomous SOB

subclass (nude vs. semi-nude, closed vs. open booths, etc.).  Indeed, if this were the standard, no

legislature would ever be able regulate any SOB.  Nor could any scientific law ever be judged

true or even likely.  Science uses theory to circumvent this obstacle.9  In this instance, the mere

existence of an SOB subclass cannot trigger the demand for an empirical test.  Unless theory
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points directly to the variable that defines the subclass (i.e., on-premise vs. off-premise-only), we

must assume that the defined subclass has the same properties of all SOBs.

Fortunately, for this particular SOB subclass, there is an empirical confirmation of the

theoretical expectation.  As predicted by criminological theory, off-premise-only SOBs have the

same crime-related secondary effect as their on-premise cousins.

2.1 MONTROSE, IL

The Village of Montrose is on I-70 in Effingham County, Illinois.  In February, 2003, an

off-premise-only SOB opened within a few hundred feet of the Montrose off-ramp.  The SOB’s

sign is visible from I-70 and attracts cross-country truckers.  Because the narrow gravel access

road connecting the SOB to the I-70 off-ramp cannot support the weight of big rigs, the road is

in constant disrepair.  The SOB’s proximity to a cemetery was another source of friction.  In

2004, the State moved to enforce a statute mandating separation between SOBs and cemetaries. 

Apparently, the SOB had been unaware of the statute when it chose the Montrose site.

Table 2.1 - Annual Crime Rates Before and After a 24-Hour Off-Premise-Only
SOB Opens in the Village of Montrose, IL 

24 Hours 8 AM to Midnight 

Before After Before After

“Serious” Crime
Other Crime

6.29
17.02

10.07
19.61

1.60
1.15

5.39
12.59

6.89
15.37

1.28
1.22

Total Crime 23.37 29.68 1.27 17.98 22.26 1.24

Table 2.1 reports annual crime rates for Montrose before and after the SOB opens.  In

terms of total crime, the secondary effect is modest, though significant.  In terms of “serious”

crimes, on the other hand – including assault, robbery, burglary, and theft – the secondary effect,
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amounting to a 60 percent increase, is quite large.

  Two qualitative changes revealed by the before-after contrast are more important than

the straightforward rise in crime victimization risk.  First, following the SOB’s opening, crimes

reported in Montrose were more likely to involve force and/or weapons.  In the decade prior to

the SOB’s opening, for instance, not one armed robbery had been reported in Montrose.  After

the opening, two armed robberies were reported in Montrose, including one committed by a gang

of four men wearing ski masks and armed with shotguns.

The second qualitative change in Montrose concerns crimes reported in the overnight

period.  The right-hand columns in Table 2.1 report annual crime rates for the period between

eight AM and Midnight.  The secondary effect for all three crime categories is approximately 25

percent.  If there is any surprise in these statistics, it is that the large, significant rise in “serious”

crime is less dramatic during the daytime shift.  In Montrose, closing SOBs between midnight

and 8 A.M. would have had an important and substantial mitigation effect.

2.2 PHOENIX, AZ

The quasi-experimental design used in Montrose benefitted from two fortuitous

accidents.  First, the village occupies a small geographical area, approximately four blocks. 

Second, before-after data were available.  This is not always the case.  In 1979, the City of

Phoenix, AZ conducted a study of crime-related secondary effects.  Although the actual work

was conducted by City employees, Arizona State University faculty served as advisors and

consultants.  I was a Professor of Criminal Justice at Arizona State University at that time and

met regularly with the City employees who conducted this research.

To estimate the crime-related secondary effects of adult businesses, the researchers

compared crime rates in areas with adult businesses to crime rates in “matched” control areas
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(i.e., areas that were similar but that had no adult businesses).  The comparisons are summarized

in Table 2.2.  The property and personal crime rates reported in Table 2.2 were estimated from

Uniform Crime Report (UCR) data.   The percentages reported in the right-hand column, in red,

are the secondary effect estimates derived from the crime rates. Compared to crime rates in the

control areas, the UCR property crime rate was 39.8 percent higher;  the UCR personal crime

rate was 13.7 percent higher; and the UCR sex crime rate was 480.2 percent higher in the adult

business areas.  By any reasonable standard, these are large, significant secondary effects.

Table 2.2 - Secondary Effects in Phoenix, AZ

Adult Business
Areas

Control
Areas

Secondary
Effect

Property Crime Rate
Personal Crime Rate
Sexual Crime Rate

122.86
    5.81
    9.40

87.90
  5.11
  1.62

139.8 %
113.7 %
580.2 %

Source: ADU LT BUSINESS ST UDY, City of Phoenix Planning

Department, May 25, 1979; Table V

The quasi-experimental design of the Phoenix study is not as strong as the design used in

Montrose.  More than anything else, this reflects the scarcity of computing resources in 1979.  A

weak quasi-experimental design is just as likely to favor one side of the debate as the other,

however, and fact that this study found a large, significant secondary effect cannot be argued

away on methodological grounds.  Finally, although the study did not report unique effects for

SOB subclasses, we can assume that a range of subclasses were included in the study.
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2.3 GARDEN GROVE, CA

The salient weakness in the Phoenix study is that its “static group comparison” design10

assumes that the test and control neighborhoods are equivalent on relevant crime risk factors.  If

this assumption is unwarranted, observed secondary effects cannot be attributed to the SOBs. 

The surest, simplest way to control this threat to validity is to use a before-after design.

In the early 1990s, James W. Meeker and I were able to use a before-after design to study

the secondary effects of SOBs in Garden Grove, CA.11  Observing ambient crime before and

after an SOB opened in a neighborhood, Meeker and I found that ambient crime rose whenever

an SOB opened its doors.  Validity requires that other plausible explanations for the before-after

difference be ruled out, of course.  Perhaps the difference is a coincidence, for example; or

perhaps crime rose throughout the city, not just in the neighborhood where the SOB opened.

To control these common “threats to internal validity,” Meeker and I replicated the

analyses for all other SOBs in Garden Grove.  If a before-after rise in ambient crime were due to

some unrelated factor, the effect would also be observed at other SOBs in Garden Grove.  If the

same effect were not observed at these control sites, on the other hand, the rise in ambient crime

could be attributed confidently to the newly opened business.

Secondary effects for three business openings are reported in Table 2.3a.  When a new

SOB opened, total “serious” crimes in a 500-foot radius around the site rose, on average, 67
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percent.  To control for the confounding effects of city-wide crime trends, changes in police

activity, and other common threats to internal validity, these before/after differences were

compared to the analogous differences for the addresses of existing SOBs.  Total “serious”

crimes in a 500-foot radius around these “control” sites rose, on average, only 6 percent.  The

secondary effect observed when new SOBs open is, thus, substantively large and statistically

significant.

Table 2.3a - Secondary Effects in Garden Grove, CA:  Business Openings
Total “Serious” Crime, One Year Before/After

Test Sites Control Sites

Before After Before After

March, 1982
March, 1986
August, 1988

71
31
32

106
68
50

1.49
2.19
1.56

76
80
41

78
92
40

1.03
1.15
0.98

Total 134 224 1.67 197 210 1.06

Source: Final Report to the City of Garden Grove, pp. 26-28

Table 2.3b - Secondary Effects in Garden Grove, CA: Alcohol License
Total “Serious” Crime, One Year Before/After

Test Sites Control Sites

Before After Before After

Violent Crimes
Property Crimes

1
38

10
48

10.0
1.26

1
16

2
21

2.00
1.31

Source: Final Report to the City of Garden Grove, pp. 26-28

In addition to the findings about SOBs, the Garden Grove study produced a collateral

finding of some importance.  When a tavern opened less than 500 feet from a SOB, violent crime
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in the vicinity of the SOB rose significantly.  While violent crime in the vicinity of a “control”

also rose, the effect was substantially smaller.  Before-after differences in property crime around

the test and control sites were not significantly different.  The crime-related secondary effect of

SOBs is aggravated by proximity to a liquor license then but the effect is limited to serious

violent crime.  Like the major finding in Garden Grove, this collateral finding is predicted by

empirically-validated criminological theory.

Although Meeker and I did not report subclass-specific effects, the Garden Grove study

included both on-premise and off-premise-only SOBs.  One of the effects reported in Table 2.3a

was an off-premise-only SOB.  Despite this diversity, the three effects are all within sampling

error of the common mean – no difference between the subclasses, in other words.

2.4 GREENSBORO, NC

In a Greensboro, NC secondary effect study sponsored by SOB plaintiffs, Dr. Daniel

Linz used a relatively weak “static group comparison design,” similar to the one used in the 1979

Phoenix study.12  Dr. Linz found no secondary effect:

The presence of adult cabarets and adult video/bookstores in “neighborhoods”
was unrelated to sex crimes in the area.  We found that several of an adult
video/bookstore were located in high person and property crime incident
“neighborhoods.”  We examined the “neighborhoods” and local areas surrounding
the adult video/bookstores (1000 foot radius) further and we found that the adult
video/bookstores were not the primary source of crime incidents in these
locations ... (T)here is no support for the City of Greensboro’s theory that adult
businesses produce adverse secondary effects.  The results of our study show that
adult businesses are not associated with crime events.13
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Due to the technical nature of the statistical analyses, the City of Greensboro retained me to

“translate” Dr. Linz’ numerical results into plain words.14  Even for a statistician, Dr. Linz’

report was a difficult read.  The numerical results supporting his conclusion were scattered over

18 pages of computer output in an appendix.  When the actual numbers are examined, it was

clear that Dr. Linz had overstated the basis of his strongly-worded conclusion.  Put simply, Dr.

Linz’ numbers contradicted his words.

The results of Dr. Linz’ analyses are plotted in Figure 2.4.  Linz analyzed six types of

police data (relating to violent crimes, property crimes, drug crimes, sexual  crimes, disorder

crimes, and all other crimes).  Controlling the effects of demographic and economic variables

presumed to cause crime, Dr. Linz estimated crime risks four model neighborhood types.  To

facilitate interpretation, the green bars in Figure 2.4, representing control neighborhoods, are

fixed at 100 percent.   Dr. Linz found that neighborhoods with taverns, represented as blue bars

in Figure 2.4, had more crime than the controls.  That result was expected.   What Dr. Linz did

not expect, was that neighborhoods with adult cabarets would have more crime than

neighborhoods with taverns; and that neighborhoods with adult bookstores would have more

crime than any other type of neighborhood.
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Figure 2.4 - Results of Dr. Linz’ Greensboro Study

Source: Tables 14-19, Evaluating Potential Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets and Video/ Bookstores in

Greensboro: A Study of Calls for Service to the Police.  Daniel Linz and Mike Yao, November 30 th, 2003.

 

In 2003, I visited all of the licensed adult bookstores in Greensboro.  None of the adult

bookstores had on-premise viewing booths.  All of the bookstores were off-premise-only SOBs

and, yet, as reported in Figure 2.4, all had large, significant secondary effects.

2.5 SUMMARY OF THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

The secondary effects studies reviewed in this Report here are typical in that each finds a

substantively large, statistically significant crime-related secondary effects.  The studies also

typify the range of methodological rigor found in secondary effects studies.  Other commonly

cited government-sponsored studies which report large, significant crime-related secondary

effects include Los Angeles CA (1977), Whittier, CA (1978), Minneapolis, MN (1980),

Indianapolis, IN (1984), Austin, TX (1986), Seattle, WA (1989), Times Square, NY (1994), and

Newport News, VA (1996).  Individually, each of these studies might be faulted on narrow
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methodological grounds; that is the nature of non-experimental research.  Since no single

methodological critique applies to all of the studies, however, taken together, the literature

supports the strong inference that SOBs pose serious ambient public safety hazards. 

3. STATISTICAL POWER

Secondary effect studies conducted or sponsored SOB plaintiffs began to appear in 2001. 

Unlike the government-sponsored research studies that had been conducted in the preceding 25

years, these studies were conducted specifically for use in legal proceedings.  The most prolific

author of industry-sponsored studies is Dr. Daniel Linz.15  Without exception, Dr. Linz finds that

SOBs pose no statistically significant ambient crime risks.  Although Dr. Linz’ null findings

appear to contradict the consensus finding of government-sponsored studies, in fact, they are

entirely consistent with the consensus view.

3.1 SAN DIEGO, CA

Analyzing police calls-for-service in San Diego neighborhoods, Dr. Linz found that were

no statistically significant differences between peep-show and control neighborhoods.16 

Professor James W. Meeker and I were retained by the City of San Diego to re-analyze Dr. Linz’

data.17  We discovered that an important point had been ommitted.  Linz found that peep-show

neighborhoods had 15.7 percent more calls-for-service than control neighborhoods.  Although a
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15.7 percent increase in crime is large by any standard, Linz argued that because the effect was

statistically insignificant, the “real” secondary effect was zero:

... statistically nonsignificant result and must be interpreted, as meaning that there
is no significant difference between these two averages – an indication that the
level of criminal activity for [peep-show areas] is equal to the level of criminal
 activity for [control areas].18

Figure 3.1 - False-negative Rates for the San Diego Report 

This is a fallacy.  Although not finding a significant effect might imply that no secondary effect

exists, it might also imply that the search for an effect was weak or defective.19  Under the

circumstances, Dr. Linz should have asked why he was unable to find an effect that, by any

reasonable criteria, was quite large.  Although Dr. Linz did not ask this question, his report
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20 Since general acceptance in the scientific community is one of four criteria noted in
Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals 509 US 579 (1993), this might also affect admissibility
in U.S. District Court trials.

21 In statistical hypothesis testing, a false positive is called a “Type I” or “alpha-type”
error.  A false negative is called a “Type II” or “beta-type” error.  The terms “false positive” and
“false negative,” which come from the field of public health screening, are widely used in
popular discourse.  I use the terms “false positive” and “false negative” for descriptive
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included enough statistical detail to permit us to calculate probabilities.  Figure 3.1 reports a

probability function calculated by Meeker and me from data in Dr. Linz’ San Diego report.  As

shown, the 15.7 percent secondary effect estimate found by Dr. Linz has a false-negative

probability of .508.  What this means, simply, is that Dr. Linz’ null finding is more likely (51

percent) to be incorrect than it is to be correct (49 percent).

3.2 THE THEORY OF STATISTICAL POWER

Although Dr. Linz characterized the results of his San Diego analyses as a null finding –

proof that San Diego peep-shows have no secondary effects – strictly speaking, his results were

inconclusive.  Ignoring the possibility of salutary secondary effects, the findings of any study

must be adverse, inconclusive, or null.  The criteria for deciding among these three are so widely

accepted in the scientific community that no research is accepted as scientific unless it adheres to

the conventions of statistical “confidence” and “power.”20 

The idea behind the confidence and power criteria is that any statistical hypothesis test

can be wrong.  Recognizing this point, scientists who conduct hypothesis tests calculate two

error rates.  The “false-positive” error rate comes into play when an adverse effect finding

emerges from the research; the “false-negative” error rate comes into play when the research

produces a null finding.  Figure 3.2 illustrates the relationship between the two complementary

error rates.21
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simplicity.

22 The most comprehensive authority on this issue is Chapter 22 of The Advanced Theory
of Statistics, Vol. 2, 4th Ed. by M. Kendall and A. Stuart (Charles Griffin, 1979).  This authority
requires a strong background in mathematics, however.  J. Cohen’s Statistical Power Analysis
for the Behavioral Sciences, 2nd Ed. (L.E. Erlebaum Associates, 1988) and M. Lipsey’s Design
Sensitivity: Statistical Power for Experimental Research. (Sage Publications, 1990).  Both Cohen
(pp. 3-4) and Lipsey (pp. 38-40) set the conventional false-positive and false-negative rates at
.05 and .2, respectively.  These rates can be set lower, of course.  The convention also sets the
ratio of false-positives to false-negatives at 4:1, implying that false-positives are “four times
worse than” false-negatives.  The 4:1 convention dates back at least to 1928 (J. Neyman and E.
Pearson, “On the use and interpretation of certain test criteria for purposes of statistical
inference.” Biometrika, 1928, 20A:175-240).  It reflects a view that science should be
conservative.  In this instance, for example, the 4:1 convention works in favor of the SOBs. 
When actual decision error costs are known, the actual ratio is used.
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Figure 3.2 -   False-Positives  and  False-Negatives

Do SOB areas have more crime than control  areas?

Yes No

False- positive
(5%)

Confidence
(95%)

Power
(80%)

False-negative
(20%)

The research question “Do SOB areas have more crime than control  areas?” has two

possible answers, “Yes” or “No.”  Since data vary from sample to sample, any study can arrive

at an incorrect answer.  Incorrect “Yes” answers are false-positives.  Incorrect “No” answers are

false-negatives.  Conventional false-positive and false-negative rates are 5 and 20 percent.22 

 Complements of the false-positive and false-negative rates, “confidence” and “power,” are 95
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and 80 percent respectively.  These conventional levels imply that “Yes” decisions are correct 95

percent of the time, “No” decisions are correct 80 percent of the time respectively.

Returning now to Table 3.2, adverse effect findings are required to have 95 percent

confidence (i.e., false positive rates less than 5 percent).  The Montrose, Phoenix, Garden Grove,

and Greensboro studies discussed in this Report, as well as the majority of government-

sponsored studies, satisfy this criterion.  Lacking 95 percent confidence, one can conclude that

the finding is a null effect if – and only if – the finding has 80 percent power (i.e., false negative

rates less than 20 percent).    Findings that have neither 95 percent confidence nor 80 percent

power are inconclusive and must be done over.  The San Diego study reviewed here, as well as

several other studies commissioned by SOB plaintiffs, fall into this category.

The issue of low statistical power, depicted in Figure 3.1 for the San Diego study, has

become one of the most serious methodological issues in the secondary effects literature.  The

“dirty little secret” of social science research is that anyone with a modest research background

can design a study so weak as to guarantee statistically insignificant results.

4.0 CONCLUSION

I conclude by reiterating four opinions.  (1) SOBs pose large, significant ambient public

safety hazards; (2) the link between SOBs and crime is a scientific fact; (3) on-premise and off-

premise-only SOBs have identical crime-related secondary effects; and (4) the ambient public

safety hazards associated with SOBs can be mitigated by regulation.  Mr. McLaughlin’s contrary

opinions are contradicted by theory and fact.

Taken outside the context of this Report, my opinion (2) may sound like an arrogant

exaggeration.  It is not.  “Scientific fact” means that the SOB-crime link is expected from and/or

predicted by the central theory of criminology;  and that the theoretical link has been tested and
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23They would be experiments – which would require that SOBs be randomly assigned to
sites around the city.  All secondary effect studies are quasi-experimental. 
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confirmed in a diverse range of times, places, circumstances, and situations.  Theoretical

prediction or expectation is the primes inter pares component of a scientific fact.  In this

instance, it would be impractical (perhaps impossible) to test each and every minor SOB

subclass, circumstance, or situation.  Since the criminological theory of secondary effects has

been tested and confirmed many times, however, mindless replication is as unnecessary as it is

wasteful.

Absent strong theoretical grounds for expecting a different effect, the laws of inductive

logic require that we assume identical effects.  With no empirical evidence then, we are allowed

to assume (within probability limits) that on-premise and off-premise-only SOBs have identical

secondary effects.  When empirical evidence finally becomes available – Montrose – it confirms

the strong theoretical expectation.  Confirmation is not surprising.

Mr. McLaughlin’s Expert Report alludes to methodological “flaws” in the empirical

literature that could account for the consistent adverse secondary effect finding.  All quasi-

experiments have methodological deficiencies, of course; otherwise, they would not be quasi-

experiments.23  But in reality, methodological flaws of the sort alluded to by Mr. McLaughlin cut

both ways, generating a literature with ambiguous effects.  Instead, we see a literature with a set

of unambiguous effects.

It is difficult to give full weight to Mr. McLaughlin’s opinions on scientific method.

A final point concerns the few studies that purport to find null effects (i.e., no significant

crime-related secondary effects).  Since the magnitude of any crime-related secondary effect

varies stochastically, failing to find effects in a few instances can never imply a universal
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24By analogy, finding a heavy smoker who dies free of cancer at 99 does not disconfirm
the theoretical link between smoking and cancer.  The theory specifies a stochastic distribution
of latency times, so we expect to observe “censored” cases. 
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disconfirmation of the criminological theory of secondary effects.24  Due to “background noise”

alone, we expect a few null effects.

If the level of “background noise” is large relative to the secondary effect, however, the

effect is obscured.  Unfortunately, “background noise” is a design property – the weaker the

design, the greater the likelihood that a secondary effect will be lost in “background noise”  (no

matter how large it might be).  “Shoddy” research favors a null finding for that reason – favors

SOBs and plaintiffs, in other words.

Scientific method corrects this bias by setting a minimum false-negative error rate.  By

convention, when a potential null finding arises, the researcher must demonstrate the false-

negative error rate associated with the finding is smaller than 20 percent.  If the false-negative

error rate is 20 percent or larger, by convention, the putative null finding is judged inconclusive. 

When this convention of scientific method is observed, there are no reported null findings in the

secondary effects literature.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Analyzing calls-for-service to the Greensboro Police Department between 1999

and 2003, the plaintiffs’ experts, Daniel Linz and Mike Yao, conclude:

“... that there is no support for the City of Greensboro’s theory that adult
businesses produce adverse secondary effects.  The results of our study
show that adult businesses are not associated with crime events (p. 3).”

The detailed numerical results supporting this conclusion are scattered over 18 pages of

computer output in an appendix of the Linz-Yao Report.  When the actual numbers are

examined, however, it is clear that Linz and Yao overstated the empirical basis of their

strongly-worded conclusion.  Put simply, their numbers contradict their words.

Table 1:  The Linz-Yao Secondary Effect Estimates 

 
Controls Books/Videos Cabarets

Crimes against persons
Crimes against property
Drug-related crimes
Sex-related crimes
Disorderly conduct
Other minor crimes

180.1
1557.6

84.7
19.4

121.1
596.3

386.0
2455.3
112.1
27.0

181.3
1191.2

146.7%
157.6%
132.3%
139.1%
149.7%
199.8%

258.3
2028.7
119.1
29.3

164.9
878.2

143.4%
130.2%
140.6%
151.0%
136.2%
147.3%

  Table 1 summarizes the Linz-Yao secondary effect estimates.  Each row of

Table 1 (in green) corresponds to one of six crime-categories.  The three shaded groups

of columns in Table 1 report the estimated numbers of crimes for three neighborhood-

types: those with no adult-oriented businesses (“Controls” in blue); those with adult-

oriented bookstores or video arcades (“Books/Videos” in red), and those with adult-

oriented cabarets (“Cabarets” in red).  Percentages to the right of an effect expresses
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Executive Summary - Page ii

the estimated secondary effect as a proportion of the control mean; percentages larger

than 100 imply adverse secondary effects.  Contrary to their strongly-worded conclusion,

Table 1 reveals that the results reported by Linz and Yao amount to a consistent pattern

of adverse secondary effects.

After correcting for the effects of thirteen neighborhood-level crime risk factors,

e.g., Linz and Yao find that, compared to neighborhoods with no adult-oriented

businesses, neighborhoods with adult-oriented bookstores and video arcades had, on

average, 46.7 percent more crimes against persons (assault, homicide, robbery, and

rape);  57.6 percent more property crimes (arson, auto theft, burglary, and theft);  32.3

percent more drug crimes; 39.1 percent more sex crimes; 49.7 percent more disorder

crimes; and 99.8 percent more other minor crimes.  Secondary effects estimates for

neighborhoods with adult-oriented cabarets are similar.

Although the large adverse secondary effects summarized in Table 1 seem to

contradict their conclusion, Linz and Yao are able to resolve the apparent contradiction

with formal hypothesis tests.  Only two of the effect estimates in Table 1 are statistically

significant at the .05 level; ten estimates are not statistically significant and, thus, in the

opinion of Linz and Yao, not different than zero.  The two significant effect estimates, in

their opinion, are aberrations, not to be trusted.  Since twelve statistical analyses yield

effect estimates that are either aberrant (in two cases) or not different than zero (in ten

cases), Linz and Yao feel confident in their conclusion that “... adult businesses are not

associated with crime events.”  This logic is flawed in two respects, however.

First, the outcome of a hypothesis test is sensitive to the elements of the quasi-
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experimental design.  The Linz-Yao design is idiosyncratic in many respects, even

compared to their prior work.  Beginning with the crime indicator (calls-for-service) and

ending with the statistical model (six independent multiple regressions), all key elements

of the Linz-Yao design favor a null finding.  The fact that large adverse secondary effect

estimates persist in the presence of so many methodological challenges demonstrates

the true strength of the effects.

Second, the several independent hypothesis tests conducted by Linz and Yao

ignore the pattern of effects.  Whereas twelve identically zero effect estimates are

expected to yield random runs of small positive and negative numbers, what one sees

instead is a run of twelve large, positive numbers.  Tested one-by-one, none of the Linz-

Yao effect estimates may achieve statistical significance – although two do.  But tested

jointly, the pattern of effect estimates may be highly significant.

Based on my critical analysis of the Linz-Yao design, including the choice of

crime indicators (calls-for-service), choice of impact and control areas (Census Block

Groups), choice of statistical model (co-variate adjustment by multiple regression), and

choice of hypothesis test (six independent tests), the null finding reported by Linz and

Yao underestimates the secondary effects of adult-oriented businesses in Greensboro. 

The true secondary effect estimates are on the order of those summarized in Table 1 –

adverse and substantively large.

Given the constraints of time and resources, an independent study of secondary

effects in Greensboro, based on a more conventional design, is unfeasible.  Taking the

Linz-Yao secondary effect estimates at face value, however, the debate reduces to the
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issue of statistical significance.  If the pattern of effects in Table 1 is significant, the Linz-

Yao conclusion is incorrect.  In fact, a joint significance test of all six crime categories

yields effect estimates that are statistically significant at the .05 level for crimes against

persons and property – the so-called “serious” crimes – across both classes of adult-

oriented businesses.  Even accepting their weak design, the analyses by Linz and Yao

provide convincing evidence that adult-oriented businesses in Greensboro generate

adverse secondary effects.

Aside from conclusions based on analyses of Greensboro calls-for-service, Linz

and Yao review the secondary effects literature used by the City in formulating adult-

oriented business regulations.  They conclude that:

... All of the studies that claim to show adverse secondary effects are
lacking in methodological rigor.  The studies that have been done either by
government agencies or by private individuals that have employed the
proper methodological rigor have universally concluded that there are no
adverse secondary effects (p. 10).

This characterization of the empirical secondary effects literature is overly negative, in

my opinion.  Whereas some of the studies cited by the City may be weak, in terms of

methodological rigor, others are quite strong.  Overall, the Greensboro’s adult-oriented

business regulations are based on a solid empirical foundation.
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1 This quotation is found on p. 3 (counting the title sheet as p. 1) of Evaluating Potential
Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets and Video/Bookstores in Greensboro: A Study of Calls for
Service to the Police by Daniel Linz, Ph.D. and Mike Yao, November 30th, 2003.  In the text, I
call this “the Linz-Yao Report,” or “Linz and Yao.”  Professor Daniel Linz, the first author of the
Linz-Yao Report, has written secondary effect reports with several co-authors.  I will use “Linz
et al.” to refer to reports written with co-authors other than Mike Yao.

2 Linz and Yao, p. 3.

I.  Introduction

Analyzing a subset of calls-for-service (CFSs) made to the Greensboro Police

Department (GPD) between January 1st, 1999 and September 30th, 2003, the plaintiffs’

expert witnesses, Daniel Linz and Mike Yao, found that:

... The presence of adult cabarets and adult video/bookstores in
“neighborhoods” was unrelated to sex crimes in the area.  We found that
several of an adult video/bookstore were located in high person and
property crime incident “neighborhoods.”  We examined the
“neighborhoods” and local areas surrounding the adult video/bookstores
(1000 foot radius) further and we found that the adult video/bookstores
were not the primary source of crime incidents in these locations.1

Based on these findings, Linz and Yao conclude

... that there is no support for the City of Greensboro’s theory that adult
businesses produce adverse secondary effects.  The results of our study
show that adult businesses are not associated with crime events.2 

Based on my reading of the Linz-Yao Report; on my reading of the literature cited in the

Report; on my analyses of their data and of Uniform Crime Report (UCR) data obtained

from the GPD, and on my experience in this field, it is my opinion that the Linz-Yao

Report’s methodology fails to meet the normally accepted standards of scientific rigor for

to meet normally accepted standards for statistical analyses.

In addition to conclusions drawn from empirical findings, Linz and Yao argue that

the empirical secondary effects literature consists entirely of studies that find no adverse
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3 Linz and Yao, p. 10.

4 This is the 1991 Garden Grove, CA study written by me and James W. Meeker:  Final
Report to the City of Garden Grove: The Relationship between Crime and Adult Business
Operations on Garden Grove Boulevard.

secondary effects and studies that are too flawed to be taken seriously:

... All of the studies that claim to show adverse secondary effects are
lacking in methodological rigor.  The studies that have been done either by
government agencies or by private individuals that have employed the
proper methodological rigor have universally concluded that there are no
adverse secondary effects.3

Based on the perceived consistency of the secondary effects findings, Linz and Yao

conclude that the factual predicate for Greensboro Ordinance Chapter 30 is invalid.  But

in fact, the methodological rigor of secondary effects studies ranges from strong to

weak.  One study cited by the City used the most rigorous possible design and found

substantively large, statistically significant adverse secondary effects.4  In my opinion,

there is an ample factual predicate for Greensboro Ordinance Chapter 30.

To support their contrary argument, Linz and Yao cite two studies by Linz et al.

that find salutary secondary effects:

Recently, we have conducted independent, reliable, studies using census
data and modern analytical techniques to examine whether “adult” entertainment
facilities, and particularly exotic dance establishments engender negative
secondary effects.  Unlike many of the previous reports, these studies do not
suffer from the basic methodological flaws that were enumerated in Paul. 
Unfortunately, the City Council of Greensboro did not consider these
investigations despite the fact that the reports were available.

These reports describe analyses of calls for service to the police in the
City of Fort Wayne, Indiana, and Charlotte, North Carolina.  In these studies there
is no indication that, overall, crime rates are higher in the areas surrounding adult
nightclubs.  In fact, the data often show the reverse trend whereby crime
incidents are lower in the areas surrounding the adult nightclubs compared to
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5 Linz and Yao, p. 10.

control locations.5

The anomalous findings of salutary secondary effects in Fort Wayne and Charlotte

reflect many of the same methodological flaws found in the Greensboro analyses.  Each

of these methodological flaws is sufficient to yield a spurious finding.

I.A  What Linz and Yao Actually Found

Non-statisticians who read the Linz-Yao Report may miss a relevant fact:  Linz

and Yao found substantively large adverse secondary effects associated with adult-

oriented businesses (AOBs) in Greensboro.  This fact is easy to miss because it is

buried in eighteen pages of computer output and mentioned in the Report’s text only in

passing.  TABLE I below summarizes the results of the Linz-Yao statistical analyses.  In

Detail,

� Shaded columns of TABLE I correspond to the two major AOB-

types: Books\Videos and Cabarets;

� Rows of TABLE I (in green) correspond to six crime categories:

Crimes Against Person, Crimes Against Property, Drug-Related

Crimes, Sex-Related Crimes, Disorder Types of Offenses, and

Other Minor Offenses;

� Columns labeled “Effect” (in red) report secondary effect estimates

for an AOB-type and crime category;

�  Columns labeled “"“ (in red) report the "-error rate for each

secondary effect estimate.;
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� Columns labeled “Bars” (in blue) report the ratio of the estimated

AOB effect to the estimated effect for bars and taverns.

To illustrate the interpretation of TABLE I, consider Crimes Against Person.  Reading

across the first row, areas of Greensboro Bookstores/Videos and Cabarets have 205.9

and 78.2 more crimes respectively than  areas of Greensboro with no AOBs.  With 95

percent confidence, the Bookstores/Videos estimate is statistically significant ("#.01)

but the estimate for Cabarets ("=.11) is not significant. 

TABLE I - SUMMARY OF THE LINZ-YAO FINDINGS*

Bookstores/Videos Cabarets

Effect " Bars Effect " Bars

a Crimes Against Person
b Crimes Against Property
c Drug Related Crimes
d Sex Related Crimes
e Disorder Types of Offenses
f Other Minor Offenses

205.9
897.7
27.4
7.6

60.2
594.9

.01

.01

.76

.63

.23

.09

6.6
2.3
3.3
1.2
2.1
7.2

78.2
471.1
34.4
9.9

43.8
281.9

.11

.10

.58

.37

.21

.25

2.5
1.2
4.1
1.6
1.5
3.4

a Linz and Yao, Table 14    b Linz and Yao, Table 15   c Linz and Yao, Table 16
d Linz and Yao, Table 17    e Linz and Yao, Table 18    f Linz and Yao, Table 19

* cf., Executive Summary, Table 1

The effect estimates in TABLE I show that Linz and Yao found adverse secondary

effects for all six categories of crime and both types of AOBs.  Only two of the twelve

effect estimates in TABLE I are statistically significant, however.  By convention, an effect

estimate is not statistically significant (or not significantly different than zero) unless its
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6 In North Carolina, businesses that serve alcoholic beverages are private clubs.  None of
the bars or taverns in this contrast feature adult entertainment.

7 See D.W. Roncek and M.A. Pravatiner.  Additional evidence that taverns enhance
nearby crime.  Social Science Research, 1989, 73:185-188.

associated probability is smaller than .05 – unless "#.05, i.e.  By this convention, the

only significant effect estimates are for Crimes Against Person and Crimes Against

Property in those areas of Greensboro where Bookstores/Videos are located.  The other

ten effect estimates in  TABLE I are not statistically significant and, thus, presumably not

different than zero.

Though statistically small, the effect estimates in TABLE I are substantively large. 

How large?  The columns labeled “Bars” (in blue) to the right of each "-probability are

ratios of the effect for AOBs to the effect for bars or taverns that do not feature adult-

oriented entertainment.6  The adverse secondary effects of AOBs are always larger than

the adverse secondary effects of bars – as much as five times larger for some

categories of crime.  Given the well-researched and widely accepted relationship

between bars and crime,7 no matter how statistically small the secondary effect

estimates TABLE I may be then, they are substantively large.

As it turns out, the substantively large adverse secondary effect estimates in

TABLE I are statistically large as well – i.e., statistically significant at the "#.05 level. 

Readers who are interested only in this bottom line are directed to TABLE IV.2 where the

"-error levels for a simultaneous hypothesis test are reported.  To understand how Linz

and Yao could have missed this bottom line, however, the reader must understand how

the statistical power of a hypothesis test is related to the methodological underlying the
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8 Both the Ft. Wayne study (Measurement of Negative Secondary Effects Surrounding
Exotic Dance Nightclubs in Fort Wayne, Indiana) and the Charlotte study (Are Adult Dance
Clubs Associated with Increases in Crime in Surrounding Areas?  A Secondary Crime Effects
Study in Charlotte, North Carolina) use Uniform Crime Reports (UCRs) to measure crime risk. 
The confusion of CFSs and UCRs arises because CFSs have been used traditionally in liquor
license reviews (see, e.g., A Study of CFSs to Adult Entertainment Establishments which Serve

hypothesis test.

I.B  Methodological Flaws in the Linz-Yao Report

Substantively large numbers can be made statistically small – though not vice

versa – by the use of inappropriate or less than optimal methods.  In my opinion, this is

what happened in Greensboro.  The Linz-Yao methodology is idiosyncratic in many key

respects and, in every instance, the idiosyncracies have the effect of transforming

substantively large effects into statistically small effects.  The shortcomings of the Linz-

Yao Report span all three elements of scientific methodology, including (1) the

measures of public safety collected for the study;  (2) the quasi-experimental design

used to interpret the analytic results; and (3) the statistical models used to analyze the

public safety measures.

(1) Measurement problems.  The most serious flaw by far is the use of calls-for-

service (CFSs) to measure public safety risk.  There is virtually no precedent in the

criminology literature for using CFSs to measure crime or crime risk.  A review of

national criminology journals over the last three years, e.g., finds no published articles

where CFSs are used to measure crime risk.  Indeed, secondary effects studies cited by

Linz and Yao do not use CFSs to measure crime but, rather, following convention, use

Uniform Crime Reports (UCRs) to measure public safety risk.8  Since the Linz-Yao
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Alcoholic Beverages by Capt. Ron Fuller and Lt. Sue Miller, Fulton County, GA Police Dept.,
June 13th, 1997).  In this or any other context, however, CFSs measure the demand for police
service, not crime risk.  

9 See pp.12-13, D.T. Campbell and J.C. Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-Experimental
Designs for Research.  Rand-McNally, 1963.  This is the design authority cited by Linz et al. in
the Fort Wayne and Charlotte reports.  

findings and conclusions are couched in terms of “crime events” or “crime incidents,”

and since CFSs do not measure crime, in the worst case, this flaw is sufficient to

invalidates all of the Report’s empirical findings and conclusions.  In the best case, the

flaw creates a bias in favor of a null finding.

(2) Design problems.  The quasi-experimental design used by Linz and Yao in 

Greensboro, the so-called “static group comparison” design, lacks any before-after

contrast.  Accordingly, a leading authority on design rates the “static group comparison”

as the weakest of all quasi-experiments.9  Secondary effects studies that compare

ambient crime before and after the opening of a new adult-oriented business (AOB)

generally yield stronger – more valid – findings.  Findings of secondary effects studies

based on before-after designs are reviewed at later point.  For the present, compared to

secondary effect studies based on relatively weak “static group comparisons,” the

design of the Greensboro study is idiosyncratic in two crucial respects.

The first design idiosyncracy concerns the size of the impact and control areas. 

In theory, the impact of a criminogenic source – an AOB, e.g. – fades exponentially with

distance from the source.  “Noise” is a good analog.  For both noise and crime risk, the

farther one moves from the source, the weaker the sound.  To accommodate this
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10 Actually, Census Block Groups.  Hereafter I say “Census Block” as a short-hand for
the technically correct term.

11 In the Charlotte study, impact areas were defined as a 500-foot circles around AOBs. 
A 500-foot circle has an area of approximately 785,400 square-feet, about 2.8% of a square-
mile.  In the Ft. Wayne study, impact areas were defined as 1000-foot circles, approximately
3,141,600 square-feet areas, about 11.3% of a square-mile.  In my opinion, a 1000-foot circle is
too large an impact area for detection of a secondary effect.  This is why I advise planners to
build 1000-foot distances into their AOB regulations.

12 This particular method is not used in either the Ft. Wayne or Charlotte studies.  In
theory, statistical adjustment of impact-control differences is superior to other methods of
control (at least for “static group comparisions”).  The availability of data for the adjustment is
always a problem, of course. 

property, researchers often define impacts area as a radius of 250 to 500 feet around a

source.  In the major component of their study, however, Linz and Yao define the impact

areas as Census Blocks.10  Since Census Blocks are neither circular nor small areas,

even a large, significant secondary effect would be difficult to detect.

It is no surprise then that Linz and Yao fail to find statistically significant effects in

Greensboro.  Based on their recent work, however, it is surprising indeed that they

would use Census Block areas.11

The second design idiosyncracy involves control comparisons.  To estimate

hypothetical secondary effects, Linz and Yao compare Census Blocks with at least one

AOB to Census Blocks with no AOBs.  Before making the comparison, however, they

“statistically adjust” the impact and control Census Blocks for differences presumed to

cause crime.  Statistical adjustment is very technical issue, particularly in this context. 

Without discussing technical details, this aspect of the design represents a departure

from their recent work.12
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13 The probability referred to here is the so-called “Type II” or “false negative” error rate.

Both design features represent departures from the conventions of the secondary

effects literature and, especially, from their own prior work.  In addition to the unknown

threats to internal validity posed by the two design idiosyncracies, they raise the specter

of “fishing.”  In the jargon of scientific research, “fishing” refers to the practice of

replicating a study several times.  With just a few variations in measurements, statistical

models, and quasi-experimental designs, a cynical researcher can capitalize on chance

to produce any desired result.  “Fishing” need not  imply dishonesty or cynicism.  On the

contrary, scientific method recognizes that “fishing” can occur without the researcher’s

intent or awareness.  In experimental research, “fishing” is controlled through explicit

design structures, including placebos, blinding, etc.  In quasi-experimental research,

where these structures cannot be used, “fishing” is controlled by means of rigidly

enforced design conventions.  Departures from convention must be explained and

justified.  If they are not explained, the critical scientific reader must assume that findings

and conclusions are an artifact of “fishing.”

(3) Statistical problems.  If one ignores the methodological problems posed by

the idiosyncratic measure of crime risk and the idiosyncratic design, the manner in which

Linz and Yao analyze their data poses yet another serious methodological problem.  In

prior research, Linz et al. have reported null findings – the absence of secondary effects

– without reporting the associated probability of error.13  With two exceptions, Linz and

Yao report null findings in Greensboro (TABLE I) but fail to report that probability of error

exceeds the conventional level for social science research by a very large factor.  The
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unacceptably low statistical power of their null findings is due entirely to methodological

idiosyncracies.  Given the central question here – whether the adverse secondary effect

estimates in TABLE I – questions of statistical power are at the focus of everything that

follows.

I.C  Outline of this Report

The salient methodological flaw in the Linz-Yao Report is the use of CFSs to

measure crime.  The correlation between CFSs and conventional measures of crime,

such as Uniform Crime Reports (UCRs) is exceptionally weak.  In Section II below, I use

UCRs and CFSs for the year 2000 to estimate the correlation between CFSs and crime

in Greensboro.  The statistical reliabilities inferred from the CFS-UCR correlations never

exceed .5, suggesting that more than 50 percent of the variance in GPD CFSs is due to

factors other than crime – “noise.”  The consequences of adding “noise” to an indicator

are well known.  Adding “noise” reduces the statistical size of an effect.

After demonstrating the weak CFS-crime correlation, I discuss related problems

with the misuse of CFSs by Linz and Yao.  Because the addresses assigned to CFSs

record the location of complainants, for example, CFSs cannot be used to analyze “hot

spots.”  The Report’s conclusion that the number of CFSs to AOB addresses is lower

than the number of CFSs to other nearby addresses, thus, says nothing about the public

safety risks of AOBs.

In Section III, I address the quasi-experimental design used by Linz and Yao.  In

one important respect, their design is unprecedented in the secondary effects literature. 

Crime risk diminishes exponentially with distance from a criminogenic point-source – an
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14 Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals 509 US 579 (1993).

AOB.  Accordingly, secondary studies typically look for secondary effects in the area

within 500 feet of the AOB.  Since crime risk diminishes exponentially with distance from

the criminogenic source, an excessively large impact area can obscure even the largest

secondary effect.  In prior studies,  Linz et al. used 500-foot (Charlotte, e.g.) and 1000-

foot circles (Fort Wayne, e.g.) for impact areas.  Linz and Yao use irregular polygons

(Census Blocks) that are ten to one-hundred times large than any that have been used

in secondary effects studies.

Of course, one need not be a statistician to understand the consequences of

using excessively large impact areas; it is the equivalent of throwing an needle into a

haystack.  Other design idiosyncracies raise the problem of “fishing.”  When a design

can be picked from a modest menu of options, the statistical significance of a finding is

meaningless.  The sheer number of design idiosyncracies in the Linz-Yao Report are

sufficient to invalidate the Report’s empirical findings.

In Section IV, I discuss the problem of statistical power.  Criticizing studies that

claim to find adverse secondary effects of AOBs, Linz et al. often quote Daubert14 on the

importance of “error rates.”  When Linz et al. fail to find adverse secondary effects, on

the other hand, or as in this instance, when they conclude that an adverse secondary

effect is statistically small – see TABLE I – Linz et al. do not report the error rate for the

statistical tests underlying their conclusion.  Calculating the error rates in Section IV, I

demonstrate that their conclusions lack the requisite validity that would make them

admissible under Daubert.
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15 For definitions, see  H.M. Blalock’s Measurement and Conceptualization in the Social
Sciences (Sage, 1982).  See also Quasi-Experimentation:  Design and Analysis Issues for Field
Settings by T.D. Cook and D.T. Campbell (Houghton-Mifflin, 1979).

16 Linz and Yao, Table 23, p. 20.

17 In his classic On the accuracy of economic observations, 2nd Edition (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1965), Nobel laureate O. Morgenstern expressed this idea as “Incipit
numerare, incipit errare!.” Begin to count, begin to make mistakes!

In the concluding Section V, I review some of the literature used by Greensboro

in the AOB ordinance process.  At least one of the studies used by Greensboro meets

the highest standard of validity.  I also review two studies by Linz et al. that the City did

not rely on in formulating its AOB ordinances.  Contrary to the opinion of Linz and Yao,

both studies have serious methodological shortcomings – many of which are found in

their Greensboro study.

II.  Measurement Problems in the Linz-Yao Report

Measurement is the sine qua non of science.  Phenomena that cannot be

measured cannot be studied scientifically.  The adequacy of a measurement is summed

up in the properties of reliability and validity.15  To illustrate reliability, Linz and Yao 

counted 2,445 CFSs to addresses within 1000 feet of “Elm Street Video and News.”16  If

another researcher counted the number of CFSs, the recount would probably not yield

the same number because even simple counts vary randomly.17  If the count-recount

difference is reasonably small and random, however, the measurement is reliable and

adequate for scientific research.

Reliability is probably not an important issue.  I assume that the Greensboro data

used by Linz and Yao are adequately reliable.  Validity is a very different issue, however.
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The property of validity is associated with nonrandom measurement errors.  Nonrandom

measurement errors consist of differences between the concrete items that one

measures and the abstract concepts that these items intend to represent.  The

relationship between abstract intelligence and concrete IQ is often used to illustrate the

property of validity.  Although a person’s IQ and intelligence are not identical, they are

hopefully similar; and if so, IQ is a valid measure of intelligence.  If the difference is

large, on the other hand, then IQ is not a valid measure of intelligence.

In this instance, of course, we are interested in measuring the hypothetical crime

risk of an AOB.  Whatever measure is used, its validity will depend on how well it tracks

crime risk over time and space.  Contrary to the conventions established in criminology

in the secondary effects literature, particularly the recent work of Linz et al., Linz and

Yao use police CFSs to measure crime.  This idiosyncratic choice of measures has no

precedent and per se invalidates their conclusions.

FIGURE II.1 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRIMES AND CALLS-FOR-SERVICE (CFSS)

II.A.  CFSs Are Not Synonymous with Crime

Throughout their Report, Linz and Yao speak of “CFSs” and “crimes” as if these
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18 Of the 32,168 CFSs in 2000 that involved serious crimes, 19,974 (or 70.6 percent) were
initiated by electronic alarms.  More than 98 percent of all alarm-initiated CFSs in the year 2000
turned out to be false alarms – no crime, i.e.  Since each of these CFSs resulted in a report, Linz
and Yao included them in the analysis even though there was no crime involved.  If 2000 is a
typical year, one-in-three of the CFSs analyzed by Linz and Yao was a false alarm!

two terms were synonymous.  In fact, however, while CFSs and “crimes” (or crime-like

incidents) are correlated, the correlation is quite weak.  This fact, widely known among

criminologists, is depicted in FIGURE II.  In any modern jurisdiction, CFSs to the police

department outnumber crimes reported to the police by a large factor.  This well known

fact is represented by the relative areas of CFSs (in red) and crimes (in blue).  The

overlap between CFSs and crimes represents their correlation.

As depicted in FIGURE II, most of the crimes (or crime- like incidents) that come to

the attention of the police are not initiated by CFSs from victims and witnesses.  The

police become aware of most crimes through routine patrolling; through directed (or

proactive) patrolling; and through specialized unit activity.  On the other hand, most of

the citizens who call the police – thereby initiating a CFS – are not crime victims or

witnesses; most CFSs not initiated by crimes (or crime- like incidents).  Examples

include duplicated or unfounded CFSs; CFSs that have no apparent basis; and CFSs

that precipitated by false alarms.18

To investigate the scope of this problem for the Greensboro study, Uniform Crime

Reports (UCRs) and CFSs for the same crimes were compared for the period beginning
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19 Part I UCR data were obtained from the GPD.  The Part I (or serious) UCR categories
are arson, assault, auto theft, burglary, homicide, larceny, rape, and robbery.

January 1, 2000 and ending December 31, 2000.19  The five columns of TABLE IIA report

the UCR category, total CFSs for that category, CFSs that resulted in an arrest or report

(in red), UCRs (in blue), and the ratio of red CFSs to UCRs.

TABLE II.1 - GREENSBORO CFSS AND UCRS IN 2000

Total CFSs CFSs w/rpt UCRs CFS : UCR

Total Serious Crimes 32,168 28,304 15,492 1.83 : 1.00

Total Personal Crimes
Total Property Crimes

3,311
26,920

6,864
21,440

1,867
13,625

3.68 : 1.00
1.57 : 1.00

Assault
Arson
Auto Theft
Burglary
Homicide
Larceny
Rape
Robbery

2275
0

1801
22230

0
2889
159

3152

991
0

1308
17841

0
2291
124

2317

816
73

1308
3020

20
9224
121
910

1.21 : 1.00
1.00 : 49.0
1.00 : 1.00
5.91 : 1.00
1.00 : 41.0
1.00 : 4.03
1.02 : 1.00
2.55 : 1.00

Considering total serious crimes, CFSs appear to overstate Greensboro’s crime

risk by a factor of 83 percent.  When total crimes are broken down into personal and

property crimes, the overstatement persists.  When total crimes are broken down into

the eight UCR categories, however, a range of biases become apparent.  As reported in

the right-hand column of TABLE IIA, while CFSs overstate the risk for some crimes –

burglary, robbery, etc. – CFSs understate the risk for other crimes – arson, larceny, etc. 

Bias in the CFS-crime relationship is not a simple multiplicative factor then.  For some
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crimes, it is a true bias.  A more important problem, however, is that for most crimes,

CFSs appear to add random measurement error to the relationship.

II.B.  CFS-Crime Correlations and Reliabilities

To estimate the correlation between CFSs and crime, BY-co-ordinates were

selected at random from the CFSs and UCRs published by the GPD for 2000.  Circles

with radii of 500-feet were drawn around the BY-co-ordinates.  The number of CFSs and

UCRs inside the circles were counted and correlations were estimated from the counts. 

The results, reported in TABLE II.2, show that the correlations between UCR counts (in

blue) and CFS counts (in red) are lower than what would ordinarily be expected or

demanded from an indicator.

TABLE II.2 - CFS-UCR CORRELATIONS, ESTIMATED FROM 500-FOOT CIRCLES  

Asslt Rob Rape Pers Auto Burg Theft Prop

Assault
Robbery
Rape

.325

.122

.054

.122

.674
-.109

.121
-.019
.074

.300

.394
-.011

.059

.257
-.028

.123

.521
-.065

-.006
.250

-.077

.041

.365
-.077

Personal .236 .534 .062 .444 .212 .431 .273

Auto Theft
Burglary
Theft

.081

.196

.056

.504

.332

.518

.114

.190

.124

.326

.325

.317

.637

.361

.615

.721

.541

.703

.519

.327

.563

.648

.433

.670

Property .065 .524 .129 .327 .624 .717 .566 .678

Reliability .106 .454 .071 .197 .406 .293 .317 .460

The last row of TABLE II.2 list the squared correlation coefficients, or raw

reliabilities, for each of the CFS categories.  Reliabilities are interpreted geometrically as
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20 See, e.g., Blalock’s Measurement and Conceptualization in the Social Sciences (Sage,
1982).

the intersection of the crime-CFS Venn diagrams in FIGURE II.1.  The overlap between

UCR assaults and assault CFSs (r2 =.106) is interpreted to mean that the degree of

overlap (or common variance) between the two indicators is 10.6 percent of the total. 

From the other perspective, 89.4 percent of the total variance in the two indicators is

unique and, thus, has nothing to do with crime.

TABLE II.2 raises two questions.  First, compared to data in other social science

fields, how “good” are these reliabilities?  Second, what are the practical consequences

of using a low-reliability crime indicator?  On the first question, reliabilities smaller than

.75 are unacceptable for most social science applications.  Since the median reliability in

TABLE II.2 is approximately .305, testimony based on CFSs might be inadmissible under

the Daubert standard.  On the second question, the practical consequences of using a

low-reliability crime indicator are well known.  Adding measurement error in the outcome

(or dependent) variable does not bias the effect estimate – substantively large effects

persist in the face of measurement error – but does bias tests of significant in favor of

the null finding.20  As a practical matter, in other words, CFSs make substantively large

effects statistically small.

II.C.  CFS Addresses Are Not Crime Locations

Since CFSs are only weakly correlated with crime, using CFSs to measure crime

risk is per se a fatal flaw.  Even ignoring this threshold problem, however, it is nearly

impossible to infer even the grossest spatial distribution of crime risk from CFS
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21 Linz and Yao, p. 31.

22 For another reason, see “Uniform Crime Reports as organizational outcomes.” (Social
Problems, 1982, 29:361-372.).  This article describes how a simple personnel change in an urban
police department resulted in a thirty percent reduction in CFSs.

addresses.  The problem is most obvious when Linz and Yao analyze “hotspot”

addresses within each Census Block:

...the adult bookstores are a negligible source of property crime events
and do not appear to be the source of person crime events at all.  The
bookstores never rise above the 16th ranked address for property crime
events (9 events) and are as low as the 205th rank (2 events) or cannot be
ranked because there are zero crime events in their immediate vicinity.21

The fallacy in this reasoning is that the address recorded on a CFS is not necessarily

the location of the precipitating incident.  On the contrary, the CFS address tells the

patrol unit where to find the caller.  If X calls the GPD to complain about a disturbance at

Y’s house, in a majority of cases, the CFS goes to X’s address.  By the Linz-Yao logic,

however, the “crime event” occurred at X’s address.

If the proprietor of an business is familiar with this geo-coding convention, CFSs

can be manipulated to make the business look more or less in need of police service or

regulation.  To build a case for more police services, the proprietor can complain to the

police about problems that might otherwise be handled informally.  Or to hide a public

safety hazard, on the other hand, the proprietor can handle many problems informally,

thereby recording fewer CFSs and making the business seem safer than it actually is. 

This is why criminologists do not use CFSs for “hotspot” analyses.22

II.D.  Summary

Given its nominal purpose– to determine whether AOBs are criminogenic – the
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23 See, e.g., Measuring Crime (D.L. MacKenzie, P.J. Baunach, and R.R. Roberg, State
University of New York Press, 1990).  The criminological literature is consistent on this point. 
A search of four national criminology journals (Justice Quarterly, Criminology, Criminal Law
and Criminology, and Journal of Quantitative Criminology) for the last three years found not
one study that used CFSs to measure crime.

24 This includes studies conducted by Linz et al., particularly the two studies cited in the
Linz-Yao Report (Measurement of Negative Secondary Effects Surrounding Exotic Dance
Nightclubs in Fort Wayne, Indiana; and Are Adult Dance Clubs Associated with Increases in
Crime in Surrounding Areas?  A Secondary Crime Effects Study in Charlotte, North Carolina). 
The Fort Wayne study uses UCR arrests; the Charlotte study uses UCR crimes.

25 These valid uses of CFSs are discussed in undergraduate policing texts.  See, e.g.,
Police Administration by O.W. Wilson and R. McLaren (McGraw-Hill, 1978); Police and
Society by R.R. Roberg, J. Crank and J. Kuykendall, (Wadsworth, 1999) or Police
Administration by C. Swanson, L. Territo, and R. Taylor (Macmillan, 1993).  All of these texts
make the same points that I have made about CFSs.

Linz-Yao Report should have analyzed crimes, not raw CFSs.  The vast criminology

literature has not even one precedent for using raw CFSs to measure crime. 

Criminologists invariably measure crime with UCRs or sample surveys of victims.23  The

smaller, unpublished secondary effects literature has also typically used UCRs or

analogous crime statistics.24  This is not to say that CFSs are not a useful statistic.  On

the contrary, all urban police departments, including the GPD, collect these data for use

in budgeting.25  But no police department uses CFSs to measure crime or public safety. 

Criminologists and police departments alike use crime to measure crime.

A final point, worth noting in this summary, is that the geo-codes on GPD records

are too crude to be used for many purposes, including purposes intended by Linz and

Yao.  Finding two substantively large and statistically significant adverse secondary

effects, e.g. – see TABLE I – Linz and Yao rely on analyses of “hotspot” addresses to

discredit their own finding:
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The bookstores never rise above the 16th ranked address for property
crime events (9 events) and are as low as the 205th rank (2 events) or
cannot be ranked because there are zero crime events in their immediate
vicinity.  For crimes against person events the findings are even more
striking — there is only one such event among the eight 1000 foot areas
surrounding the video/bookstores.

But in virtually all cases, GPD “hotspot” addresses are spurious.  In any year, e.g., one

Greensboro address accounts for two to three percent of all serious crime reported to

the GPD.  The address (2400 Van Story) belongs to the Four Seasons Mall.  Other are

made into “hotspots” by chronically malfunctioning electronic alarms.  Of the 148,155

property crime CFSs analyzed by Linz and Yao, 67,530 (45.6 percent) were precipitated

by burglar alarms, mostly false.  Due to many similar problems, analyses of “hotspot”

address in the Linz-Yao Report are not to be taken seriously.

III.  Design Flaws in the Linz-Yao Study

“Design” refers generally to the set of methods, or methodology, used to collect,

analyze, and interpret data.  One aspect of the Linz-Yao design, the use of CFSs to

measure crime risk, has already been critiqued.  Measurement is the sine qua non of

valid inference.  Because CFSs are not an acceptable crime risk measure, inferences

about crime drawn from CFSs are invalid.  If Linz and Yao were to replicate the

Greensboro study using UCR crimes (vs. CFSs), however, there would still be three

fundamental problems with their design:

� Lack of before-after contrasts;

� Excessively large impact areas;

� Inadequate controls. 
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26 Linz et al. cite a work by Campbell and Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-
Experimental Designs for Research, as their authority on quasi-experimental design; cf. footnote
#10 above.  To maintain consistency, I use the same authority.  In my opinion, Linz et al. have
misread Campbell and Stanley. 

Any of these three shortcomings would be sufficient to invalidate the findings of a

secondary effects study.  Though not obvious, moreover, all three shortcomings favor a

null finding.  To the extent that these shortcomings represent departures from designs

used in the prior work of Linz et al., furthermore, they raise the specter of “fishing.”

III.A  Before-After Contrasts

The quasi-experimental design used by Linz and Yao in the Greensboro study is

a simple variation of the so-called “static group comparison.”26  Using a variation of the

standard notation, this design is diagramed as

Impact Area

Control Area

.

.

X

.

CrimeImpact

CrimeControl

The X in this diagram represents the presence of an AOB in the impact area – but not in

the control area.  The hypothetical secondary effect is estimated as the difference of the

two crime measures.  I.e.,

Secondary Effect = CrimeImpact - CrimeControl

If the impact and control areas are identical in every respect except the presence of an

AOB, the secondary effect estimate is valid.  If the two areas differ in any relevant  way,

on the other hand, the secondary effect estimate is invalid.

The “static group comparison” design is strengthened considerably when a

before-after contrast is added.  Using the same notation,
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Impact Area

Control Area

CrimeImpact, Before

CrimeControl, Before

X

.

CrimeImpact, After

CrimeControl, After

The hypothetical secondary effect is now estimated as the before-after difference in the

impact area.  I.e.,

Secondary Effect = CrimeImpact, After - CrimeImpact, Before

The analogous difference for the control area serves as a benchmark for assessing the

validity and significance of the secondary effect.  In the before-after design, crime in the

impact and control areas is compared to crime in the areas prior to the opening of an

AOB in the impact area.

The superiority of the before-design over the “static group comparison” design

lies in the nature of their control comparisons.  Over short time periods, say one or two

years, impact and control areas are likely to remain stable in relevant ways.  If the

stability assumption holds, before-after differences are immune to the garden variety

validity threats that plague static impact-control differences.  If change scores are

standardized – as percent changes, e.g., or standard Normal scores – before-after

secondary effect estimates are relatively robust to minor differences between impact

and control areas.

Whether the stability assumption holds or not, however, or whether change

scores can be easily standardized, before-after designs are inherently stronger than

“static group comparison” designs.  I will expand on this theoretical point shortly.  In

subsequent sections, I will report the results of several secondary effect studies that use

before-after designs.  For the most part, the validity of these studies cannot be
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27 Motivated by the problem of describing the distribution of crime among Paris
neighbor-hoods, the French mathematician S.D. Poisson (1781-1840) discovered a probability
distribution that bears his name.  See, e.g., F. Haight, Handbook of the Poisson Distribution
(John Wiley and Sons, New York 1967) for not only the history but, also, for technical details. 
Briefly, a Poisson distribution has two parameters, 8 and p.  For a fixed period of time – say, one
year – in a given place, the individual’s risk of criminal victimization is 8.  If p individuals live
in the place that year, the product 8p is the annual crime rate.  According to Poisson theory, the
waiting-time (or distance) between crimes follows an exponential distribution with mean 8p. 
The exponential distribution is of waiting times is the important point.

challenged.  And at least one of these studies served as the empirical basis for

Greensboro’s AOB ordinance.

FIGURE III.1 - THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CRIME AROUND ITS SOURCE

III.B  Impact Areas in the Linz-Yao Study

Measuring a secondary effect is complicated by the fact that crime is a

statistically rare event.  Over the last two centuries, criminologists have observed that

the temporal and spatial distributions of crime follow simple mathematical laws.27  When
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28 City blocks in the older urban areas of Greensboro are approximately 250 feet long.  In
the newer suburban areas, city blocks are approximately 1000 feet long.  Though approximate,
these distances are a good rule-of-thumb for interpreting secondary effects. 

crime is “generated” at a fixed site, the density of crimes around the site diminish

exponentially with distance from the site.  This is represented conceptually (though not

to a mathematically precise scale) by concentric circles in FIGURE III.1.  In this depiction,

the impact of the criminogenic source or “hotspot” is most intense within 100 feet of the

source.  Though less intense, the impact is still noticeable within 250 feet of the

“hotspot.”  At 500 feet, the effect is still detectable with an adequately powerful design

and statistical model.  At 1000 feet, however, the effect exists but is no longer

detectable with typical designs and models.

“Noise” is a good analog to criminogenic impacts.  Whereas a loud party is easily

detected by neighbors on the same block or across the street, residents two blocks

away will not notice the noise unless they listen carefully.28  Four blocks away, exotic

sound detection equipment may be needed to detect the noise.  The analog to sound

detection equipment in secondary effects research is statistical power.  This technical

topic is discussed in detail at a later point.  For present purposes, it is sufficient to note

that problems of inadequate statistical power can be resolved by design – i.e., by

defining the impact and control areas as 250-foot or 500-foot circles.

The use of existing Census Block areas for the impact and control areas

constitutes a major flaw in the design of the Greensboro study.  For the design of

secondary effect studies, Census Block areas pose two problems.  First, Census Blocks
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29 TABLE III.1 was generated from a file named “greensboro blk grp 11-26-03.sav” that
Linz and Yao sent to the defendants on December 8th, 2003.  There are several uncertainties
about the file.  Non-hierarchical regressions, estimated with SPSS, are reported in an Appendix. 
Area units (the variable “area”) in this file are unlabeled.  TABLE III.1 assumes that the units are
square kilometers.  One could ordinarily resolve these uncertainties through the Census Bureau
website.  Unfortunately, the Census website was down in the second week of December, 2003.

are not circular areas centered on an AOB.  If the AOB is located near the border of a

Census Block then, its hypothetical impact may contaminate neighboring blocks. 

Otherwise, if the AOB is not near the center of the block, its hypothetical impact may not

permeate the entire area of the block, creating “control” islands in the block.  A more

serious problem is that Census Blocks are often larger than the optimal size for impact

and control areas.

TABLE III.1 - GREENSBORO CENSUS BLOCKS

Area Mean Range Mean/Ideal AOBs Controls

#0.2 km2

#0.5 km2

#1.0 km2

#2.0 km2

#5.0 km2

$5.0 km2

.1524

.3388

.6873
1.5050
2.9910
9.1143

.07 - .2

.21 - .5
.52 - .99
1.07 - 2

2.05 - 4.23
5.06 - 19.24

2.1
4.6
9.4

20.6
41.0

124.9

0
7
8
5
0
4

17
53
29
11
20
19

TABLE III.1 reports the areas and statuses (impact vs. control) of the 173

Greensboro Census Blocks used by Linz and Yao.29  To put these areas in context, the

ideal 500-foot circular impact area is approximately 7.3 percent of a square kilometer. 

The fourth column of TABLE III.1 (in red) gives the ratio of the ideal impact area to the

mean area of the Census Blocks.  In the best case, where Census Blocks range from

.21 to .5 km2, 4.6 ideal impact areas would fit inside one Census Block.  In the worst
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30 The “dirty little secret” of social science research is that anyone with a modest research
background can design a study that guarantees a null finding.  The second most widely quoted
sentence in Isaac Newton’s Principia Mathematica is “Negativa non Probanda.”  In this present
context, Newton’s observation can be paraphrased as “Finding nothing proves nothing.”

31 Linz and Yao, p. 20.

case, Census Blocks are 124.9 times larger than the ideal.  Even in the best case, the

impact areas are so vast that they could hide even the largest secondary effect.30

III.C Statistical Control in the Linz-Yao Study

The Achilles heel of the “static group comparison” design is the requirement that

impact and control areas be virtually identical on all relevant risk factors.  When identical

impact and control areas are unavailable, impact-control differences can be adjusted by

statistical means – in theory, i.e.  In practice, unfortunately, the covariates required for

statistical adjustment are available only for arbitrarily defined areas, such as Census

Tracts, Blocks, etc., in decennial years.  Since most criminological theories operate on

specific spatio-temporal scales – see Figure III.1, e.g. – these data are not ideally suited

to criminological research.

Nevertheless, the availability of Block-level decennial Census data was a major

factor in the decision by Linz and Yao to use Census Blocks for the impact and control

areas:

Variables that have been investigated and have been found to be most
important as predictors of crime activity include measures of racial
composition (number of African Americans and racial heterogeneity),
family structure (as measured by number of single-parent households,
female headed households, or householders with children), economic
composition (as measured family income), and the presence of motivated
offenders, primarily males between the ages of 18 and 25 (see, e.g.,
Miethe & Meier, 1994).31
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32 For personal crimes – assault, homicide, etc. – the unit of risk is the individual.  The
conventional rate is, thus, “CFSs per population.”  Since area is not the unit of risk – except in
some bizarre crime like “land theft” – there is no precedent in the criminological literature for a
rate like “CFSs per unit of area.”  I can think of no reason why Linz and Yao would define a rate
of this sort.

But in fact, the co-variation of these variables with CFSs has little basis in theory or fact. 

With respect to criminological theory, crime rates for macro-level social units – cities,

counties, etc. – do appear to co-vary with demographics.  But there is no theoretical

reason to expect the same covariation in Greensboro, however, or to expect the same

covariation for all CFS-types.

Some of the more technical aspects of this issue will be discussed in Section IV

below.  For present purposes, however, two broader, conceptual aspects of the Linz-

Yao statistical adjustment warrant comments here.  First, the regression models used by

Linz and Yao to statistically adjust differences among Greensboro’s Census Blocks use

of areal rates as both outcome and explanatory variables.  To illustrate, all of the Linz-

Yao regression equations have the general form,

 CRIMES / AREA  =   "   +   $ POPULATION / AREA

where CRIMES, AREA, and POPULATION are defined respectively as the number of

CFSs (over the period, 1999-2003), the surface area (in km2) of a Census Block, and

population (in 2000) of a Census Block; and where " and $ are regression weights.

One minor problem with these equations is that “CFSs per square kilometer” has

no relevant interpretation.32  Because a Census Block’s area appears on both the left-

and right-hand sides of their regression equations, however, Linz and Yao inject

spurious covariance into their models.  Concerning model “fit,” Linz and Yao claim:
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33 Linz and Yao, p. 2.

34 Because the cabarets are concentrated in the larger Census Blocks.  The statistical
power problem is discussed in Section IV below.

In the final analysis we are able to account for crime events in
Greensboro (crimes against person, property crimes, sex crimes, drug-
related crime and general disorder incidents) with a moderate to high level
of accuracy (explaining from 30 to 60 percent of the variability in crime
events across block groups, depending upon the type of crime event).33

While technically correct, much of this “accuracy” is due to the unorthodox use of areal

rates on both sides of the equation.  In exchange for this accuracy, unfortunately, Linz

and Yao sacrifice statistical power in their hypothesis tests, particularly those tests that

relate to cabaret-type AOBs.34

The second conceptual problem, put simply, is that Linz and Yao include too

many adjustment variables in their regression models.  Although each of the variables

included in the models is justified by criminological theory, according to Linz and Yao,

many of the explanatory variables have statistically insignificant weight in the regression

models.  The practical consequences of including statistically insignificant explanatory

variables in a multiple regression equation are well known and, given the central issue

here, not at all surprising.  Each incremental adjustment sacrifices statistical power; an

adjustment by a insignificant variable is a pure waste.

III.D The Specter of “Fishing” in the Greensboro Study

In scientific research, “fishing” describes the practice of conducting a study with

several slightly different variations.  Just a few measures, models, and designs, will

produce the entire spectrum of findings – positive, null, and negative.  The scientific
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35 See pp. 42-3 in Quasi-experimentation:  Design and Analysis Issues for Field Settings
by T.D. Cook and D.T. Campbell (Chicago:  Rand-McNally, 1979) for a discussion of “Fishing
and the error rate problem..”  Note further that Daubert addresses this issue implicitly in its
discussion of “the known or potential rate of error.”

community controls “fishing” through design conventions.  Design conventions serve,

first, to enhance the comparability of research findings.  A more important function in this

instance, however, is to minimize “fishing” opportunities.  Although researchers can

depart from convention when necessary, significant departures must be explained and

justified.  Otherwise, the critical scientific reader assumes that the findings and

conclusions are an artifact of “fishing.”35

TABLE III.2 - DESIGNS OF THREE RECENT SECONDARY EFFECT STUDIES

Greensboro Fort Wayne Charlotte

Crime Measure CFSs UCR Arrests UCR Crimes

Impact area Census Blocks with
AOBs

1000-foot radius
around AOB

500- and 1000-
foot radii around
AOBs

Control area Census Blocks
without AOBs

1000-foot circle in a
non-contiguous
“matched” area

500- and 1000-
foot radii around
other businesses

Covariates Demographics None Crime rates

 

The potential for “fishing” in the Greensboro study is demonstrated by comparing

the designs of three recent secondary effects studies by Linz et al.: the Greensboro

study, the Fort Wayne study, and the Charlotte study.  Although these three studies

were completed over two-year period by the same research teams, lead by Professor
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36 “Fishing” biases the research by inflating the false-positive and false-negative error
rates.  Error rates in the next section.  Because the many possible design variations are not
independent, however, the degree of bias is difficult to calculate.

Linz, the basic designs vary radically.  TABLE III.2 summarizes some of the obvious

design differences.

Although all three of these studies were conducted during the same period by the

same investigators, the design differences are striking.  These include:

� Three different crime measures (CFSs, UCR arrests, and UCR

crimes);

� Three different definitions of the impact areas (Census Blocks,

1000-foot radii, and 500-foot radii); and

� Three different types of controls (statistically adjusted Census

Blocks strips, “matched” circles, and other businesses).

Considering only these three design elements, there are at least (3x3x3=) 27 different

ways to conduct a secondary effects study.  With this many “bites of the apple,” finding

a result to support any position becomes a near certainty.

Although “fishing” artifacts are not easily calculated,36 the problem should be

intuitively clear.  No evidence suggests that the findings and conclusions of the Linz-Yao

Report are the product of a “fishing” expedition.  Given the controversial nature of the

findings and conclusions, on the other hand, as well as the pattern of departures from

design convention listed in TABLE III.2, healthy skepticism is in order.

IV. Statistical Power in the Linz-Yao Report

Each of the measurement and design problems discussed in Sections II and III
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37 False-positives are also called “Type I” or “alpha-type” errors.  False negatives are
called “Type II” or “beta-type” errors.  The terms “false positive” and “false negative,” which
come from the field of public health screening, are widely used in popular discourse.

above has the same result: making a substantively large effect statistically small.  In light

of these threshold problems, each of which is sufficient to invalidate the empirical

findings, a critique of statistical power in the Linz-Yao Report might be moot.  The issue

of statistical power lies at the very heart of the secondary effects debate, however, and

in light of TABLE I, at the heart of the Linz-Yao Report’s findings.

IV.A Science and Decision Errors

Since every hypothesis must be either true or false, statisticians deal with two

distinct types of decision error:  “false positives” and “false negatives.”37  This logical

dichotomy is not an accurate description of empirical hypothesis testing, unfortunately. 

Linz and Yao organize their analyses as a logical dichotomy.  If the null hypothesis

H0: Crime rates in impact and control areas are equal.

is rejected, Linz and Yao will conclude, to a nominal level of statistical confidence, that

the alternative hypothesis

HA:  Crime rates in impact and control areas are not equal.

is true.  In pure logic, of course, if H0 is true, then HA must be false (and vice versa).  In

the empirical realm, however, every hypothesis test has three possible outcomes – a

trichotomy!

The jury trial depicted in FIGURE IV is a useful analog.  An AOB stands accused of

posing an ambient crime risk.  After hearing the evidence, the jury convicts, acquits, or

hangs.  When the jury hangs, there was no decision and, hence, no error.  If the jury
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convicts or acquits, on the other hand, there is always a small probability that the jury

convicted an innocent AOB or acquitted a guilty AOB.

FIGURE IV - TWO TYPES OF DECISION ERROR  

But in Reality, the Defendant is ...

Guilty Not Guilty

The Jury Convicts 95% Confidence 5% False Positives

The Jury Hangs ? ?

The Jury Acquits 20% False Negatives 80% Power

In real-world courtrooms, the probability of false verdicts is unknown.  Courts

enforce strict procedural rules to minimize the probability but we can only guess at the

size of an error.  In science, on the other hand, we know the exact probability of an

error.  Scientists accomplish this by adopting rigid definitions of certainty.  To convict,

the jury must have 95 percent certainty in the guilty verdict.  This 95 percent level of

certainty is called statistical “confidence.”  To acquit, the jury must have 80 percent

certainty in the not-guilty verdict.  This 80 percent level of certainty is called statistical

“power.”  The two correct decisions are painted blue in FIGURE IV.

To ground the 95 percent confidence and 80 percent power levels in concrete

meaning, the definitions are tied to a theoretical process of replication.  In theory, if the

case were tried again and again, in the case of a conviction, 95 percent of the juries

would return the same guilty verdict;  in the case of an acquittal, 80 percent would return

the same not-guilty verdict.
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38 The most comprehensive authority on statistical power is Chapter 22 of The Advanced
Theory of Statistics, Vol. 2, 4th Ed. by M. Kendall and A. Stuart (Charles Griffin, 1979).  J.
Cohen’s Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences, 2nd Ed. (L.E. Erlebaum
Associates, 1988) and M. Lipsey’s Design Sensitivity: Statistical Power for Experimental
Research. (Sage Publications, 1990) are better known.  Cohen (pp. 3-4) and Lipsey (pp. 38-40)
set the conventional false-positive and false-negative rates at .05 and .2.  The rates can be set
lower, of course, but the ratio of false-positives to false-negatives is always 4:1, implying that
false-positives are “four times worse than” false-negatives.  The 4:1 convention, which dates
back at least to 1928 (J. Neyman and E. Pearson, “On the use and interpretation of certain test
criteria for purposes of statistical inference.” Biometrika, 1928, 20A:175-240), reflects a view
that science should be conservative.  In this instance, e.g., the 4:1 convention works in favor of
the plaintiffs.

The nominal levels of confidence and power imply that five percent of all

convictions are false-positive errors and 20 percent of all acquittals are false-negative

errors.  The incorrect decisions are painted red in FIGURE IV.  Errors are never a good

thing but at least scientists know the error rates.  Error rates can be set higher to make

justice more certain, of course, but the level of certainty required for conviction is always

set higher than the level required for acquittal.38

IV.B TABLE I Revisited

In Section I above, I commented on the discrepancy between the numerical

results of the Linz-Yao analyses and their prose description of the numerical results. 

Whereas the numbers amounted to substantively large adverse secondary effects, the

text portrayed these numbers as supporting the null hypothesis – or using the jury trial

analogy, of acquitting the AOBs:

From these analyses we are able to reliably conclude that once we control
for variables known to be related to crime there is not a relationship
between the presence of an adult cabaret or video bookstore in a
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39 Linz and Yao, p. 32

40 Using analyses of CFS addresses, Linz and Yao concluded that the two estimates with
"-error are rates smaller than .05 were aberrations.

neighborhood and crime events.39

Accepting the hypothesis – or acquitting – assumes the false-positive rate associated

with the secondary effect estimates are no higher than the nominal .2 level.  Since Linz

and Yao did not report false-positive rates for their hypotheses, I calculated them.

TABLE IV.1 - ERROR RATES FOR THE LINZ-YAO REGRESSION ANALYSES

Books/Videos Cabarets

Effect " $ Effect " $

Crimes Against Person
Crimes Against Property
Drug Related Crimes
Sex Related Crimes
Disorder Types of Offenses
Other Minor Offenses

205.9
897.7
27.4
7.6

60.2
594.9

.01

.01

.76

.63

.23

.09

.04

.08

.88

.83

.46

.27

78.2
471.1
34.4
9.9

43.8
281.9

.11

.10

.58

.37

.21

.25

.58

.63

.92

.86

.76

.76

": false positive rate;  $: false-negative rate

The effect estimates in TABLE IV.1 are taken directly from the Linz-Yao Report

(Tables 14-19).  The consistently large, positive estimates are interpreted as adverse

secondary effects.  The blue numbers immediately to the right of the estimates are the

false-positive or "-error rates reported by Linz and Yao.  Linz and Yao used these rates

to test null hypotheses.  Since ten of the twelve rates are larger than .05, Linz and Yao

accepted the null hypotheses in ten cases – ten acquittals, in other words.40  Last but

not least, immediately to the right of false-positive rates, in red, are the false-negative or
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41 These rates were estimated with PASS (J. Hintze, NCSS and PASS, Number Cruncher
Statistical System, Kayesville, UT, 2001.  www.ncss.com).  All estimates assume "=.05 and that
variables were entered in the exact order reported in Tables 14-19 of the Linz-Yao Report.

42 But in fact, all twelve effect estimates in TABLE IV are positive.  The probability of 
twelve independent analyses yielding twelve positive estimates, significant or not, would be
infinitessimally small – unless the numbers being estimated were positive (vs. zero).  I address
this issue explicitly in the next section.

$-error rates for the effect estimates.41

By convention, false-negative rates in the social, behavioral, and biological

sciences must be $#.2 before a null hypothesis can be accepted.  But the false-positive

rates in TABLE IV.1 range from .27 (for Other Minor Offenses in areas of Greensboro

with Books/Videos AOBs) to .92 (for Drug Related Crimes in areas with Cabaret AOBs). 

These false-negative rates are much too large to be ignored.  Failure to report false-

negative rates as high as these challenges the threshold credibility of the Report.  But

even granting Linz and Yao the benefit of the doubt, these false-negative rates are

much too high to warrant accepting even one null hypothesis.  The record is not twelve

acquittals, as Linz and Yao argue, but rather, two convictions and ten hung juries.42

IV.C Summary

In purely substantive terms, the secondary effect estimates in TABLE IV.1 are

large enough to worry any urban police department.  How can numbers be substantively

large but, yet, statistically small?  The numbers are made smaller by a series of design

choices that have the effect of reducing statistical power.  Unfortunate design choices

begin with the use of CFSs – a “noisy” measure of crime at best – and end with an

idiosyncratic statistical adjustment by multiple regression.
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Given the constraints of time and resources, some of these unfortunate design

choices can be addressed only in terms of strong mathematical or statistical theory.  The

problem of multiple independent hypothesis tests, on the other hand, can be rectified. 

The "-error rates reported by Linz and Yao, summarized in TABLE IV.1, assume among

other things, that the six crime categories are independent.  Of course, this assumption

is incorrect.  Greensboro’s “high-crime” neighborhoods are likely to have high rates of all

types of crime.  As a consequence, the "-error rates reported by Linz and Yao lack the

conventional nominal interpretation – they are wrong, i.e.

TABLE IV.2 - SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FROM “SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSIONS”

Books/Videos Cabarets

Effect " Effect "

Crimes against person
Crimes against property
Drug-related crimes
Sex-related crimes
Disorderly conduct
Other minor crimes

220.8
1027.5
66.34
21.9
69.2

837.5

.001

.004

.312

.070

.081

.002

88.7
411.3
16.7
7.8

34.1
205.0

.048

.089

.723

.351

.226

.302

Significant at "<.05          Significant at "<.10

TABLE IV.2 reports secondary effect estimates and "-error rates for the six Linz-

Yao regression equations.  The difference between these numbers and the numbers

reported by Linz and Yao (in TABLE IV.1, e.g.) is that the numbers in TABLE IV.2 were

estimated under the assumption that the six crime categories are correlated across

Census Blocks.  The results of this regression, reported in the Appendix, support this

assumption.  Beyond that obvious point, however, the "-error rates in TABLE IV.2 show
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43 Linz and Yao, p. 10.

44 Linz and Yao, p. 10.

that, in terms of crimes against the person – assault, homicide, rape, and robbery – both

categories of AOBs have substantively large and statistically significant adverse

secondary effects.

V. The Linz-Yao Literature Review

In reviewing the literature that the City of Greensboro relied on in writing its AOB

ordinances, Linz and Yao conclude that there is a consistent relationship between the

methodological rigor of a study and it findings:

All of the studies that claim to show adverse secondary effects are lacking
in methodological rigor.  The studies that have been done either by
government agencies or by private individuals that have employed the
proper methodological rigor have universally concluded that there are no
adverse secondary effects.43

In addition to relying on literature that they characterize as methodologically unsound,

Linz and Yao faulted the City for ignoring the work of Linz et al. in Fort Wayne and

Charlotte:

Recently, we have conducted independent, reliable, studies using census
data and modern analytical techniques to examine whether “adult”
entertainment facilities, and particularly exotic dance establishments
engender negative secondary effects.  Unlike many of the previous
reports, these studies do not suffer from the basic methodological flaws
that were enumerated in Paul.  Unfortunately, the City Council of
Greensboro did not consider these investigations despite the fact that the
reports were available.44

On these two grounds, Linz and Yao conclude that the City’s AOB ordinance had no

legitimate factual predicate:
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45 Linz and Yao, p. 14.

Consequently, the City of Greensboro had no reasonable basis for
enacting the adult ordinance based on the information before it.45

In my opinion, Linz and Yao overstate both grounds.  First, while the broader secondary

effect literature includes studies that lack scientific rigor, it also includes studies that

satisfy reasonable standards of validity.  These more rigorous studies figured

prominently in the Greensboro’s AOB ordinance process.  Second, contrary to the

characterization of Linz and Yao, the Fort Wayne and Charlotte studies by Linz et al.

suffer from many of the same problems cited in the preceding sections.

V.A The 1991 Garden Grove Study

In the early 1990s, James W. Meeker and I conducted a series of secondary

effect studies in the city of Garden Grove, CA.  These studies found large, significant

crime-related secondary effects associated with AOBs on one of the city’s main streets. 

Although CFSs were available, as criminologists, we were aware of the problems with

these data and chose to use UCRs instead.  Our understanding of crime “hotspots” lead

us to define impact and control areas as 250-foot and 500-foot radii around the AOBs. 

To avoid the validity problems associated with “static group comparison” designs, we

used a simple before-after quasi-experimental design.  Finally, as a comparison

standard, or control, we used other Garden Grove AOBs.  Summarizing the Garden

Grove studies:

� Crime measure: UCRs

� Impact and control areas: 250-foot and 500-foot radii around AOBs
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46 Linz and Yao, p. 9.

� Design: Before-after quasi-experiment

� Controls: Other AOBs in the same neighborhood

In terms of its scientific rigor, the Garden Grove study is the most comprehensive,

authoritative study in the secondary effects literature.  Nevertheless, Linz and Yao fault

the Garden Grove study on several grounds:

The Garden Grove study fails to use the proper control comparisons.  The
study attempted to examine the effects of expansion of an adult business. 
It employed an average of adult businesses that did not expand as a
control without attempting to determine if these businesses matched the
test business in terms of demographics or other neighborhood features
related to crime.  Consistently, the authors do not find effects for “Type II”
crimes, which include sex crimes.  Identical effects are found for alcohol
serving establishments that do not feature adult entertainment as those
effects found for adult entertainment facilities.  Finally, since business
expansion was the focus of the study, a failure to examine the effects of
other business expansions on crime rate due to increased customer traffic
renders the study difficult to interpret.46

None of the grounds cited by Linz and Yao are correct.  Because the impact and control

AOBS were in the same Census Block, e.g., their demographics were identical.  Part II

(not “Type II”) UCRs were included in the study and Part II impacts were found.  Finally,

business expansion was not the “focus of the study,” although several AOB expansions

were investigated.  Linz and Yao could not have read the Garden Grove report carefully.

Figure V.1 reports a typical result of the Garden Grove study.  In March, 1986, an

AOB called the “Bijou” opened for business.  Compared to the year before, Part I violent

UCRs (assault, homicide, rape, robbery), Part I property UCRs (arson, auto theft,

burglary, and theft), and Part II UCRs (including “victimless” crimes) rose significantly in
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the 500-foot impact area.  The one-year before-after differences for the impact area are

plotted as red bars in FIGURE V.1.  During the same period, Part I and Part II UCRs at

control areas – other AOBs – remained constant.  The one-year before-after differences

for the control, plotted as blue bars in FIGURE V.1, are nearly invisible – zero, i.e.

FIGURE V.1 - CRIME BEFORE AND AFTER AN AOB OPENS

FIGURE V.2 reports result for the expansion of an existing AOB.  In March, 1982,

an existing AOB tripled its size by acquiring adjacent store fronts.  Compared to the year

before expansion, Part I UCRs rose sharply in the impact area but not in the control

area. Part II UCRs declined in both areas.  This unitary decline in Part II UCRs may

explain the Linz-Yao comment about “Type II” crime.  Because Part II UCRs, which

include the so-call victimless crimes, are heavily influence by enforcement policy, their
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47 When a police department hires more homicide detectives, the homicide rate does not
rise precipitously.  Hiring more vice officers will generally lead to more vice arrests, however. 
The same principle holds for narcotics, traffic, and other Part II UCR crimes. This is the salient
difference between Part I and Part II UCRs.

use as secondary effect indicators is problematic.47

FIGURE V.2 - CRIME BEFORE AND AFTER AN AOB EXPANDS

In addition to the findings reported in FIGURE V.1-2, the Garden Grove study

investigated the relationship between alcoholic beverage serving businesses and AOBs

and the effects of architectural retrofits designed to mitigate adverse secondary effects. 

Since neither issue is relevant to Greensboro, those components of the study need not

be reported here.  The important point, in my opinion, is the straightforward 

interpretation supported by before-after designs.  Contrasting crime risk after an AOB

opens (or expands) to crime at the same address before the AOB opens (or expands)
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leaves little doubt about the nature of the relationship.

V.B The Fort Wayne and Charlotte Studies

The Fort Wayne and Charlotte studies, in contrast, are made difficult to interpret

on several grounds.  First, instead of using before-after designs, both studies used weak

“static group comparison” designs.  Second, both studies relied on controversial, non-

intuitive control strategies.  In Charlotte, e.g., Linz et al. compared eight AOBs to two

fast-food restaurants (a KFC and a McDonald’s) and a mini-mart.  In Fort Wayne, Linz et

al. compared UCRs in a 1000-foot radius around and AOB to UCRs in a “matched”

1000-foot circle.  A larger problem, however, is that both studies found large, significant

salutary secondary effects in AOB areas.  These salutary secondary effects extended to

all three dimensions:

� Crime was lower in AOB areas, compared to control areas.

� Real estate values were higher in AOB areas, compared to control

areas.  And in Charlotte,

� Residents of AOB areas were happier than residents of control

areas.

These effects were so unexpected, so counter-intuitive, and so large, that Linz et al. had

to speculate on the underlying mechanism.  First, according to Linz et al., AOB owners

take proactive steps to protect customers.

The extensive management of the parking lots adjoining the exotic dance
nightclubs, in many cases including guards in the parking lots, valet
parking and other control mechanisms, reduces the possibility of disputes
in the surrounding area.  In addition, unlike other liquor serving
establishments (bars and taverns), disputes in the areas surrounding
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48 p. 18., Daniel Linz and Bryant Paul, “Measurement of Negative Secondary Effects
Surrounding Exotic Dance Nightclubs in Fort Wayne, Indiana.” February 13, 2001.

49 Land, K.C., Williams, J.R., and M.E. Ezell.  Are adult Dance Clubs Associated with
Increases in Crime in Surrounding Areas? p. 31-2.

50 p. 31-32 of the Charlotte study.

these exotic dance clubs between men regarding unwanted attention by
other males to dates or partners are minimal due to the fact that the
majority of patrons attend the clubs without female partners.  Further,
security measures inside the clubs reduce the potential for skirmishes
among customers.48

... the establishments themselves have evolved more closely into
businesses – establishments with management attention to profitability and
continuity of existence.  To meet these objectives, it is essential that the
management and/or owners of the clubs provide their customers with
some assurance of safety.  Accordingly, adult nightclubs, including those
in Charlotte, typically have better lighting in their parking lots and better
security surveillance than is standard for non adult-nightclub business
establishments.49

If this explanation is correct, it would appear that AOB regulations aimed at public safety

– lighting, security guards, etc. – have a legitimate basis.  More generally, according to

Linz et al., broader regulation of AOBs has been effective, at least in Charlotte:

As noted in the introduction to this paper, adult nightclubs have been
subjected to over two decades of municipal zoning restrictions across the
country and they usually must comply with many other regulations as
well.50

These rationales pose a dilemma for Linz et al.  If AOBs have the miraculous salutary

effects claimed by Linz et al., it is because the regulation of AOBs has been effective. 

But on the other hand, if the salutary effects are an artifact of design idiosyncracies,

AOBs are in need of regulation.

The second horn of the dilemma is more plausible.  Except that neither the Fort
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51 On p. 11, Linz and Yao seem to claim the Fort Wayne study used CFSs: “The number
of calls to the police from 1997-2000 in the areas surrounding the exotic dance nightclubs was
compared to the number of calls found in the matched comparison areas.”  But in fact, the Fort
Wayne study used UCRs cleared-by-arrest (vs. all UCRs as was used in Charlotte).

Wayne or Charlotte studies used CFSs, they suffer from the same methodological flaws

found in the Greensboro study.51  TABLE III.2 above lists the salient elements of design in

Fort Wayne and Charlotte.  Although the two studies were conducted during the same

period by the same people, the differences in design are striking.  In every study, Linz et

al. select design elements from a cafeteria of options.  Because no two Linz et al.

designs are even roughly comparable, the credibility of their findings are haunted by the

specter of “fishing.”

VI. Conclusion

Although the Linz-Yao Report was commissioned by the plaintiffs, the Report’s

findings contradict the plaintiffs’ claim that Greensboro’s AOBs pose no crime-related

secondary effects.  In fact, as reported in TABLES  I and IV.1 above, the large adverse

secondary effects span both classes of AOBs and six categories of crime.  As reported

in TABLE  IV.2, moreover, the substantively large effects for four serious crimes against

persons – assault, homicide, rape, and robbery – are also statistically significant at the

nominal "#.05 level for both classes of AOBs.  The relative magnitude of secondary

effects reported by Linz and Yao warrant special emphasis.  As shown in TABLE I, the

secondary effects of AOBs in Greensboro range from 120 to 720 percent higher than

the analogous crime effects for bars and taverns.

To conclude that neighborhoods with and without AOBs have statistically similar
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52 The adverse secondary effects of AOBs are ambient.  As depicted in FIGURE III.1, they
radiate outward, diminishing exponentially with distance.  Linz and Yao attempt to re-define the
secondary effect as something that is necessarily limited the immediate premises or address.

crime rates – a null finding, i.e. – Linz and Yao had to overcome a formidable obstacle;

two of their twelve secondary effect estimates were statistically significant at the nominal

"#.05 level.  Linz and Yao urged the reader not to take these effects seriously because

there were relatively few CFSs to AOB addresses.  This argument ignores the fact that

CFS addresses are not the locations of crime sites, of course, and attempts, subtly, to

redefine the terms of debate.52

Having dealt with the two statistically significant effect to their satisfaction, Linz

and Yao turn their attention to the ten remaining effects.  Because these ten estimates

are not statistically significant, according to Linz and Yao, no matter how substantively

large they may be, they must treated as if they were zero.  And if they are zero, Linz and

Yao argue, the difference between neighborhoods with and without AOBs is zero – no

difference, in other words.

The flaw in this argument is statistical power.  To reject a null hypothesis, as Linz

and Yao urge, false-negative error rates for the hypothesis test must be no larger than

20 percent (i.e., $#2).  As reported in TABLE IV.1, of course, none of the Linz-Yao false-

negative rates come even close to the conventional level required for social, behavioral,

and biological science research.

The unacceptably low statistical power in the Linz-Yao hypothesis tests is a

function methodological flaws, of course, spanning measurement, design, and analysis. 

All of these idiosyncracies have the effect of weakening the statistical foundation  of the
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hypothesis tests, making it more difficult to detect an adverse effect.  That the adverse

secondary effects persisted in the face of so many methodological challenges hints at

how strong the adverse secondary effects in Greensboro really are.

Nevertheless, at least one of the methodological flaws in the Linz-Yao analyses

can be addressed after the fact.  The "-error rates reported by Linz and Yao assume

that the six categories of crime are independent when, as a matter of empirical fact, they

are highly correlated.  TABLE IV.2 reports a set of  "-error rates that take the correlations

into account.  When the inter-crime correlations are assumed, the large adverse effects

for violent crimes achieve statistical significance at the nominal "#.05 level for the two 

classes of AOBs.  This ends the debate.

Finally, the opinions of Linz and Yao on the methodological rigor of the secondary

effects literature used by Greensboro to formulate adult-oriented business regulations

are at least overstated.  Some of the methodological criticisms raised by Linz and Yao

about some of the studies cited by the City are reasonable; but other criticisms about

other studies are unreasonable and, apparently, incorrect.  Some of the studies used by

Greensboro are based on sound methodologies; and these studies document a mix of

adverse secondary effects associated with AOBs.  Taken as a body, this literature

constitutes a solid empirical foundation for AOB regulations.  In my opinion then, Linz

and Yao are wrong.  The City had an ample factual predicate for its regulations.
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APPENDIX

1.  Descriptive statistics for six dependent (outcome) variables and 13 independent (explanatory)
variables used by Linz and Yao.  All statistics were generated by SPSS from the file
“greensboro blk grp 11-26-03.sav” emailed to the defendants by Mike Yao.

Var Label  Var Name Min Max Mean Std. Deviation 

Crime: Person
Crime: Property
Crime: Drug
Crime: Sex
Crime: Disorderly
Crime: Other
Population Density
14-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

PER_DENS
PRO_DENS
DRG_DENS
SEX_DENS
DIS_DENS
OTH_DENS
POP_DENS
AGE15_24
MEDIAN_A
NONWHITE
HH_FEMC
HH_NONFA
INHH_NON
OCCHU_RE
HU_VACAN
OWNER_VA
GBNC_BAR
GBNC_BKS
GBNC_CLB

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00
114.66
34.00
16.5
3.00

0
20
5

13
4
.0
0
0
0

1153.33
8900.00
1577.27
261.90
883.33

6877.27
13571.43
2977.00

53.7
3494.00

411
1473
481

1659
300
14.3

11
2
2

196.8618
1635.7824

89.0940
20.6177

127.0375
646.2676

2599.0934
267.6185

35.445
716.9827

54.54
258.83
101.88
272.65
48.29
2.022

.37

.05

.09

234.20536 
1469.06826 
225.89693 
37.25911 

168.53584 
1038.36874 
2022.21626 
340.57068 

6.8148 
659.54439 

52.323 
212.888 
86.972 

274.734 
44.337 
2.1833 
1.057 
.237 
.328 

2.  Regression models estimated with SPSS from  “greensboro blk grp 11-26-03.sav.”

A.  Summary Statistics for Six Models

Outcome Variable R R2 Adj R2 SE F df

Crime: Personal
Crime: Property
Crime: Drug
Crime: Sex
Crime: Disorder
Crime: Other

.716

.798

.637

.563

.791

.708

.512

.637

.407

.317

.625

.501

.472

.607

.358

.261

.594

.461

170.11259
920.77204
181.05700
32.02594

107.35378
762.54190

12.848
21.449
8.365
5.677

20.378
12.303

13,159
13,159
13,159
13,159
13,159
13,159
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B.  Parameter Estimates for Six Models

B Std. Error Beta t Sig

Crime: Person
Population Density
15-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

262.474
5.554E-02

-.236
-4.579

1.417E-02
.370

-.405
-.104
.283

-.490
9.273

31.179
204.593
79.035

119.183
.008
.055

2.836
.041
.519
.202
.341
.170
.563

6.786
14.811
73.334
47.496

 
.480

-.343
-.133
.040
.083

-.368
-.039
.333

-.093
.086
.141
.207
.111

2.202
6.799

-4.268
-1.615

.342

.712
-2.002
-.305
1.666
-.870
1.367
2.105
2.790
1.664

.029 

.000 

.000 

.108 

.733 

.477 

.047 

.761 

.098 

.385 

.174 

.037 

.006 

.098 

B Std. Error Beta t Sig

Crime: Property
Population Density
15-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

1766.936
.419

-1.725
-27.329

.433
-5.730
-2.128

.725
1.832

-2.145
34.942

390.320
954.246
376.245

645.106
.044
.299

15.350
.224

2.811
1.096
1.847
.921

3.046
36.730
80.170

396.938
257.080

 
.577

-.400
-.127
.194

-.204
-.308
.043
.343

-.065
.052
.281
.154
.084

2.739
9.471

-5.762
-1.780
1.929

-2.039
-1.942

.392
1.989
-.704
.951

4.869
2.404
1.464

.007

.000
.000 
.077
.056
.043
.054
.695
.048
.482
.343
.000
.017
.145
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B Std. Error Beta t Sig

Crime: Drugs
Population Density
15-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

243.139
4.290E-02

-.147
-5.992

-3.742E-02
1.685
-.247
-.963
.250

1.312E-02
3.616
7.204

50.556
20.495

126.851
.009
.059

3.018
.044
.553
.215
.363
.181
.599

7.222
15.764
78.052
50.551

 
.384

-.221
-.181
-.109
.390

-.232
-.371
.304
.003
.035
.034
.053
.030

1.917
4.933

-2.495
-1.985
-.849
3.048

-1.144
-2.652
1.381
.022
.501
.457
.648
.405

.057

.000

.014

.049

.397

.003

.254

.009

.169

.983

.617

.648

.518

.686

B Std. Error Beta t Sig

Crime: Sex
Population Density
15-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

6.335
8.623E-03

-3.074E-02
-8.626E-02
9.428E-03

-8.778E-02
-4.395E-02
-3.905E-02
2.228E-02
7.252E-02

1.573
6.981
7.730
9.059

22.438
.002
.010
.534
.008
.098
.038
.064
.032
.106

1.278
2.788

13.806
8.942

 
.468

-.281
-.016
.167

-.123
-.251
-.091
.164
.086
.092
.198
.049
.080

.282
5.607

-2.953
-.162
1.209
-.898

-1.153
-.608
.696
.685

1.231
2.504
.560

1.013

.778

.000

.004

.872

.229

.371

.251

.544

.488

.495

.220

.013

.576

.313
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B Std. Error Beta t Sig

Crime: Disorder
Population Density
15-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

236.652
4.747E-02

-.154
-5.890

-2.950E-02
.430

-.290
.510

9.926E-02
-.179
1.529

27.870
66.218
33.995

75.214
.005
.035

1.790
.026
.328
.128
.215
.107
.355

4.282
9.347

46.279
29.973

 
.570

-.312
-.238
-.115
.133

-.367
.263
.162

-.047
.020
.175
.093
.066

3.146
9.207

-4.423
-3.291
-1.128
1.311

-2.274
2.367
.924

-.503
.357

2.982
1.431
1.134

.002

.000

.000

.001

.261

.192

.024

.019

.357

.616

.721

.003

.154

.258

B Std. Error Beta t Sig
Crime: Other
Population Density
15-24 Year Olds
Median Age
Non-whites
Fem household w/children
Non-family households
In-household unmarried
Renter occupied household
Vacant housing
Owner vacancy rate
Private clubs (alcohol)
AOBs: Books/Videos
AOBs: Cabarets

1450.149
.236

-.981
-32.081

-7.424E-03
4.579

-1.635
-3.086
1.349
-.238

19.261
81.963

645.549
204.534

534.247
.037
.248

12.712
.186

2.328
.908

1.530
.763

2.522
30.418
66.393

328.726
212.902

.460
-.322
-.211
-.005
.231

-.335
-.259
.357

-.010
.040
.083
.147
.065

2.714
6.457

-3.957
-2.524
-.040
1.967

-1.801
-2.017
1.768
-.094
.633

1.235
1.964
.961

.007

.000

.000

.013

.968

.051

.074

.045

.079

.925

.528

.219

.051

.338
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C.  Parameter Estimates for Six-Equation Model.   Parameters were estimated with the Stata 8
SUREG routine from “greensboro blk grp 11-26-03.sav.”

Equation Obs Parms RMSE "R-sq" chi2 P

1. per_dens 173 8 165.7808 0.4960 169.74 0.0000
2. pro_dens 173 10 892.2249 0.6290 308.84 0.0000
3. drg_dens 173 7 175.9497 0.3898 119.37 0.0000
4. sex_dens 173 5 31.64325 0.2745 63.86 0.0000
5. dis_dens 173 8 104.6981 0.6118 287.57 0.0000
6. oth_dens 173 9 744.327 0.4832 193.60 0.0000

1. per_dens

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

pop_dens .0583978 .007305 7.99 0.000 .0440803 .0727154
age15_24 -.2567067 .0444481 -5.78 0.000 -.3438234 -.16959
median_a -5.213533 2.296833 -2.27 0.023 -9.715243 -.7118229
hh_nonfa -.3614153 .123571 -2.92 0.003 -.60361 -.1192206
occhu_re .2351458 .0966512 2.43 0.015 .0457129 .4245787
gbnc_bar 23.88785 10.27709 2.32 0.020 3.745121 44.03058
gbnc_bks 220.7782 63.91651 3.45 0.001 95.50411 346.0522
gbnc_clb 88.73834 44.8434 1.98 0.048 .8468936 176.6298
_cons 300.7545 95.42885 3.15 0.002 113.7174 487.7916

2. pro_dens

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

pop_dens .4332474 .0397826 10.89 0.000 .3552749 .51122
age15_24 -1.845983 .2598476 -7.10 0.000 -2.355275 -1.336691
median_a -32.90447 12.85666 -2.56 0.010 -58.10306 -7.705876
nonwhite .4246629 .1454843 2.92 0.004 .1395189 .709807
hh_femc -7.76403 1.777136 -4.37 0.000 -11.24715 -4.280906
hh_nonfa -1.657183 .7851411 -2.11 0.035 -3.196031 -.1183348
occhu_re 1.71995 .6753602 2.55 0.011 .3962684 3.043632
gbnc_bar 340.2704 58.94667 5.77 0.000 224.737 455.8037
gbnc_bks 1027.469 353.2097 2.91 0.004 335.191 1719.748
gbnc_clb 411.2909 242.0976 1.70 0.089 -63.21155 885.7934
_cons 2037.614 536.4461 3.80 0.000 986.1989 3089.029
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3. drg_dens

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

pop_dens .0452171 .0076608 5.90 0.000 .0302022 .0602321
age15_24 -.1919905 .0463141 -4.15 0.000 -.2827646 -.1012165
median_a -6.907077 2.394045 -2.89 0.004 -11.59932 -2.214836
hh_femc 1.400736 .2308506 6.07 0.000 .9482775 1.853195
inhh_non -.7488683 .1661038 -4.51 0.000 -1.074426 -.4233108
gbnc_bks 66.34121 65.56554 1.01 0.312 -62.16489 194.8473
gbnc_clb 16.75276 47.19064 0.36 0.723 -75.7392 109.2447
_cons 263.0482 105.2732 2.50 0.012 56.71663 469.3798

4. sex_dens

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

pop_dens .0090135 .0012701 7.10 0.000 .0065241 .0115029
age15_24 -.0310079 .0077629 -3.99 0.000 -.0462228 -.0157929
gbnc_bar 4.199698 2.047474 2.05 0.040 .1867219 8.212674
gbnc_bks 21.943 12.12063 1.81 0.070 -1.813004 45.699
gbnc_clb 7.841639 8.411152 0.93 0.351 -8.643916 24.32719
_cons 2.195358 4.159126 0.53 0.598 -5.95638 10.3471

5. dis_dens|

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

pop_dens .0495055 .0045935 10.78 0.000 .0405023 .0585087
age15_24 -.1883981 .0278271 -6.77 0.000 -.2429382 -.1338581
median_a -6.734602 1.441599 -4.67 0.000 -9.560084 -3.90912
hh_nonfa -.1552782 .0538132 -2.89 0.004 -.2607502 -.0498062
inhh_non .502001 .1362557 3.68 0.000 .2349448 .7690572
gbnc_bar 19.13064 5.260491 3.64 0.000 8.820268 29.44101
gbnc_bks 69.20503 39.71134 1.74 0.081 -8.627768 147.0378
gbnc_clb 34.13895 28.22523 1.21 0.226 -21.18149 89.4594
_cons 263.1086 61.50757 4.28 0.000 142.556 383.6612
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6. oth_dens

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

pop_dens .2487034 .0319462 7.79 0.000 .18609 .3113168
age15_24 -1.108898 .1933126 -5.74 0.000 -1.487784 -.7300124
median_a -34.49121 9.209862 -3.75 0.000 -52.54221 -16.44021
hh_femc 3.917426 .7792158 5.03 0.000 2.390191 5.444661
hh_nonfa -.6974107 .3322596 -2.10 0.036 -1.348628 -.0461938
inhh_non -2.265352 .7496765 -3.02 0.003 -3.734691 -.7960132
occhu_re .5386552 .2699186 2.00 0.046 .0096245 1.067686
gbnc_bks 837.5213 276.1655 3.03 0.002 296.247 1378.796
gbnc_clb 204.9952 198.4869 1.03 0.302 -184.032 594.0224
_cons 1512.252 399.746 3.78 0.000 728.7647 2295.74
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NO. 154

INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared by the Sexually Oriented Business RevisioD Committee for
the purpose ofSl.DIlmUizing the Committee's work i:n drafting 1 proposed amendment to Anicles
II and mofChapter 28 ofthe Code of Ordinances, Houston, Tau. In addition, Illew Article
VITI hu been proposed to be added to Chaplet 28. TheJc lllII1UnIriea include prior dorts of
regulating sexu ,lIy oriented businesses (hereinafter "SOBs"), testimony by the Vice Division of
the Houston Police Deplrtmellt, reports IIId requesu, citizen correspondence, industry memOS,
legal department research, and summaries ofthe principal themes heard in the public testimony
taken by thlf Committee.

The Committee's intention is to supplement prior reports issued in 1983. 1986, Bnd 1991.
The original Ordinanc:e wu adopted in 1983. The 1986 Supplemental Report induded premises
that serve alcoholicb~. The 1991 Supplemental Report addressed the addition of adult
boolcstorcs and movie theaters u regullIled CllteI'priIlel witbin the OrtliaaJIc:e's land use controls. '.
The priDwy purpose ofthe tum::IIt committee was twofold. F"UIt, the Committee desired to
~ew the existing OrdinanCe and the City's ability to enforce the existing Ordinance. Secondly;
there aiRed • need to _ and lIIa1yze the OrdiJw1c:e with reprd to it! streIlgths and
wcaIri:neascs and wnew them with regard to bow efilctively!hi. Ordinance proteet& the iaterest.s
ofthe public as weI1 as the rights of the businesaea 1lUbje;t to regulation. These amendmCllb aDd
additions n:Iate priIlcipa1Iy to the Iic:enaing ofSOB employees, Iigltting coafigurlllioas, di$taacing
requirements between land UieI, prolu"bition of "glory holes," elimination ofclosed-off aR3S,

public ootiiieation ofsexually oriented buain_ applicatioll8, dear lines ofvisioD, and~ "no-
touch" polic;ics.

SOBs enjoy Coll5titutional p:rotection and must be allowed to exist and operate rcgardIess
of feelings about them. 1£the rquilIlions were to be SO otMlI'OUI or 80 burdensome that they
preclude or iDIIibit them being .oJc to even exist, they would likely be decllU'Cd IIDcoDltitutional.
The Committee mad1! it dear, both during the hearings and afterwartl5, thlI1 it was not the
intention oftile Committee to propoae Illy ordiDance that would be subject to. :lUro=ssfid court
challcilge hec·'JilC it either directly or indirectly (or for, that matter inadvertently) eliminated the
opportuniU= fur such busin_ to exist in the City ofHouston. 1"heIero. e, the CballCDge is to
keep SOBs liom iJWinging on the rights ofcitizclls without denying SOBs. reasonable
opportunity to operate in the City.

This report is not intended U 1 legal treatiae on the regulation of SOBa, although the
Committee was guided in its debDe:ations at vll'iOUll points from advice by the Legal Department
and received numerous legal CO'liiiie!1U from COWlSlll for the resu1ated buainesses. Thia report is
intended to benMewed from & lay petspe;tive for the UJe oftbe rnemlJerx ofthe City Council and
mcnbcrs ofthe public in undentancling the reaaous that the amendments and additions to th:
Ordinance have bce:n propolled. This report is intended ouJy U Ii lIUll1JmJ')'. The Committee tw
developed extensive files in connection with its work that lIl'C lIWilable for review,

3
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On May 2~. 1996, the Mayor's Office IIUIOUJIl:eCl the members of the newly rlKl"eated
wuwliUee. now tiUed the .. SClaIII1y Oriented Busm- OrdiDance Revision Committee." Council
Members Jew Don Boney. Jr. and HeIcrn Hue)' lCrVedIS~. In addition, Cmw:il Memben
Castillo, Driscoll, Roacll, Robinson, SIIldlu and SICIlZ~ IS mcmben.

mSTORY OF THE ORDINANCE

The axiliting Ordinance hid icB buis in tile werle oftile 1983 City CoUllCil Committee on
SCX1l8lly Oricmed Buaincases that raulted in the adoption ofOrdinal= 83-1812. The history of
the Commitlee's worlt is documented in the report tiled with the City Sec:mmy in conuection
with 0rdiJiauce 83-1812. This ordirlIwce adopted a land use plVlIflW that WI:l controUed
through permi1s and various incidental regulations for SOBa. In tbCIII wu on regulltMg adult
modcling studio., adult~ parlors, adult I1lIII&p parlan and other simii8r businesses.
Ordinance 83-1812 did not extClll! land U!C COiltIoIs to premiselI that hid I1cobolic beYen8e
pc:naiu UId 1icenIes, to adult booksWn:s or to adult movie theatenI beew.,.. the state enabling law
upon which the Qrdinmo:l, _ pn:dieated did not tIIen authoriz:e lind use controls on thoR forms
of &du1t bll8irress= See fonacr Art. 2372w Tex. llll'v. Cfv. Slit. Ann..

•In 1985 tile T_leBislature nMaed the IItItC enabling law to dcIctc tile exemplian for
pRmiaes that beId I1coholic bmn8c permits and licenses. Following the~on ofthc sl3te
ensbIing law, the Committee~ to consider addin8 the so-called "toplesl ban" to the
iInd UIe control struculfe ofthe Ordinance. The Committee reconsidered ita prior worlt UId took
additional~ n:Iating in the adoption of Ordinance 86-323 which extClldeli land U!C

controls to the Ulpleu bin Ind pIKed the Ordinance into IlUbIWltially its present form. The
worle of the Coaunittee in the IlUbmission of OrdiJwlcc 86-323 is extensively docwnc:nted in the
LegislatiVl: Report filed with the City Couacil .z the time ofits adoption.

The genesis for the 1991 propolllllllllCllding the 0rdiruuJce rdated to cirCllll'stall(;e'
vinuaIly identical to those that arose in 19115. The LcgiaIauue in ita 1989 session apia lIPlCDded
the state enabling law. The 1989 amendments deletafthe exemption from land U!C eonII'Ols tIlat
had fonncriy exiJted in the state law for adult bookstores and IIlIlIltmtMC theaters. However,
some ofthe mdeua: receival from tile public in 19113 and 1916 reImd to aduh booicltores and
aduh mO'lietbellen. For this reason the Comminee drew upon itl1983 and 1986 wam in the
prepantioll ofthe amended Ordi_ drift and reganled the 1983 and 1986 evidence and
CQlCriCllCCS as pc::tinent to its 1991 worIc.

The scope ofthe Committee's reQlllt work evolved as a result ofinausing community
concern regarCing the proliieruion of Seq.ally OrienlCd B",inM' under the existing regulations.

4
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In additiOll, the HOU5lon Police Department urged the City Cowtcillo consider meaDS to control
aer10ua violatioDS that were increasinsJy repetitive at llWlICro\lS SOB estlIbliWneDt5. Bec&U3e of
tIIcse requests aad concerns the CWTeIIl Committee was esublished to revi~ and strengthc:n the
existing ordinance

A DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMlTIEE'S WORK

General TIle Committee wu r&-eItlblisbed in the 5UnlI1lCI' of 1996 to review ideu on
strenglileDing the e:urrent 0rdinaIlce. The CommiUee hu conducted itl bum- ill publie
meetings. Thac meetings were posted on the City Hall buIIecin board and were typical1y atteaded
by the Committee Membm, City support IIU1f'and infc:raUd IIICIIlberB ofthe public lIIdIor the
l"'4P"ated 1,..*_.... The COllwlitlee also coIlducted three ofits meetings IS public hariDgs at
wbich maberI oCtheind~ IIId the gene:aI public latified. AIo1Ig with tbe City HaI1 poltiJlg,
notification oftJtese public meetings wu published ill the DIlWIpaper IIIld letters were SCIIt to \:Me
usociatiOIll, indMdull/i who had requested pvticipation, lIIld cumat SOB pennil bo1rJcn. The
mailing list consisted ofmore tJum 1,000 name& and wu mIintained in the ofIice ofCoUllCil
member Huey lUId the Mayor's CitizenI AIaiItUICe 0fIic:e. PrnpoIlClltS and opponents ofthe
regulation ofSOBs were enclOUr'IllCd to Ipealc opczUy oftheir idcu IIId .n-poiDls.

In addition to these public heIrinp, 11ipii1cut aumber ofpeople chow to wille t!Icir
opiuions through written correspondence to the mayor, city CDW1cil, and/or lepI cle:pInment. The
authon ofthae lettllnl colllisted ofcivic ueocjeti')n praicientl, topIeu c:Iub owaers, City of
HouAon ci1izenl, SOB daIlcers, state elected official., ICivoc:aes otvvioua orpnizatiou and
other com:emcO ci1izens. There lITe approxim&tcly two hundred and _ty-6ve JettCl'l on file.
M05t urged for the strengthening and enforc:ement oftile CWTeIIl ordinutce. While others
51:1 .5 led FU'It Amendment righu. some urged industIy COOperatiOn, and others voiced concerns
about the growing llWl1ber ofunliceaacd SOB,.

Finrljnp and ConcluaioM Bued upon these psor-dinga, the coramittee hu made
additional findinp and CO.nclusiollI to supplement previouI1.,.pwptjye reports.

Firat, bceeuse ofthe c:rimilIaIlIl:tivities tha% lITe IISIOCillted with SOBII, the CotnIllittee
detennined the neccuity ofli=uing all SOB entertIincn IUd mlU1lIgCn. Requiring lIII ea1G'taitIcr
or nIlUIlIger to be licensed would establillh a foundation for dna!lJ!P:lltini those who IuM pR'Viom
convictiOllll for prostitution, public 1ewdnal1UId other IimiIar oJf-. In additiOll, 1it:eDSing
could help diminate underage entenainers because they would be required to prove that they~
eighteen or older in order to obtBin the license.

Second, the Couuniltee found llw there exists a serious predicunern in the enforc:ement of
public lewdness., pro!titution, indecmt ClCpolW'e, .nd other crituiJW activities. Vice oflicen
testiiied that beel"'" they do not engqe in inappropriate~or (aueh lIS removing their
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clothing), eonvietionllJ'll difficult to achieve. The officer's non-participation is pc:rceived by the
entert8iner thU he ia worIcing IDIder cover. The enJertIIim:r proceeds with cautiOIl, avoiding lewd
behavior tbas JIIisIrt normally occur. IJIldditicm, when apIU'On is charged along with the
c:ntcnaincr, it is diflicult to obtain a conviction becauM of the sensitivity ofthe relationship
be:tweell the two accused.

Third, the Committee was shown • video by the HPD Vice ofa bookstore "glory hole."
These exist in small rooms or bootha in which individuaIJ Ire admitted and permitted to U!Ie one
or more arl:llde dcvic:ea. The cndOlCd boothI are joiucd to the neighboring booth by a hole in
the wall. These "s!ory holes" are used to promote anonymous sex and thus fiII:iliute the sprud
ofsc:xuaIly trausmiUed di__

FOIIrth, the Comasittee found that RXUalIy oriented buaineues thU did !lOt have clear IWs
ofvisian c:aeolllBllld lewd behavior or acxuaI~ Many N'IliaesBe8 IJ'll desis-! with areas
thU IJ'll out oCthe view of_nagers IIId are eonduc:ive to illegal'bchavior. Entertainers are
eognizam oCthae areas where vlolItious c:arI occur unobaC:rved by lIlIIIlIIaDellt or law
enforecment pcnonneI who are~ open iAlpeetions. For example, high _II; chain are
uMld sa bcricades to shield illicit behavior. In 1IIdition, teItimony revealed thU private, secluded,
dimly lit aras have the ume mrec:t. Testimony revealed that OIlQl the entc:rt.ainc:I' felt coalfomble
with the plltfOIl, ruling out that he _ anwuI_ officer, be would be asked to move to a
more Ilrivate area. lillQllle _ he would be ubd to pay a fee to enter the "VIP" room by
either purchasing • memberIbip or purchuiIlg an rxpenoiYe boule ofclIampap. HPD cannot
always afford these u1m;U!II1Ql feea in the COIllK of investiptiont and often ClIMOt aa:esa and
monitor these speei1ic araa.

Fifth, the COilu'Iiu.... CCllllIidered t!Ie iaue that multifamily tracts we:re being COUDted as one
tract in the TCliden1W quota, where in lICtWIIity, lMIIY fiuni1i.. wue IMDg independently upon one
am:t. 11lrougiI the PhInning and Development Deplrtmcnt • new formula was established bued OD

awmp homoowaen' ",upa ty _ tMt would aa:aunr fbi' the picQ ofiuJd. Thc:ae new figlll'CS were
used to adlieve • nllIidentiaI fomIUIa ofeight single fiuniIy tra=t8 for each acre ofnwlti-&miIy track.
IJI additioII, thole Iota plctcd for residential development, but aumrtIy unimproved, Wen! added to
the residential tract formula.

SixUI, iDadoquate Iigblina pnventa -aera and police of6cen from lIlOIIitoring illegal
aetivilies. Oflcp tbe IigbIing is 10 dim that an invecigator cannot observe the activities from one table
to tile llllXt. Vice oIa:aa teSified that analIer bu.sineaes use lightins as a way to c:unoufiage illegal
lIClMties. As.~ for rapmlIibIc liihiins it wu suggCllt1:d that the requiRment be simi1ar
to those miDimum requiremenls eltlblilhed by the Uniform Building Code for 'edt' signs.

ScMmb, tile wuuuitt. ddtmlined that llIl1erpri_ that had loclced T'OODIS, wue often used
as fronts for prostitution. An entcnaiaer would simply request the pauon to remove hi! clothing.
Those who objected were deemed to be Vice officers the:refore restricting the usual services of the
cmcrt&incr. The more money that a customer showed, the grea1er the 'sc:tvices'.

6
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Eighth, in keeping with the theme offamily presel"ltion, the committee was urged tJIrough
public and~ testimony to include Jlublic parka in distancing restridiollll. A "public parle" is
defined as a publicly owned or publicly leased uact of land. whether situaled in the city or not,
designated, maim:ained and operated for public IIIe for recreational purposes by the city or any
politicaIlUbdiYilion ofthe state and containing improvements, pathways, aecesa or facilities iJIlended
for Jlublic lIa_anal uae. The tmn "public parle" sMIl not include public roads, rights-of-way,
esplaades, traffic eireles, euements or traffic trianglea unlea such trKts or U'e&S contain and
provide improvemeuts or U=S1 to a r=ational use by the public. Additioaally, member3 ofthe
Corm:nittee&It that the testimclI1y supported inclusion of"prMzepub" ..a protected land use. The
Legal Department wu asked to consider pollible ilIc:luIi01'l of this category in the tina! draft
Ordinance.

NIIlIiI, repelled leSlilikJlly teqUeSled that lltllific:Itioo ofa pendins Sexually Oriented Business
Permit be giwn to surrounding neighbon of prnpoaed IigiUs. It iI within the frameworlc of the
current cue law to I'I!qUire a SOB applieant to post !igns on the propoMd lite in addition to
publis&iag an bttent to apply fur .. pennit in the tocall'lC'o\laPlpCf. TeRimooy I'IM:lIled a sreet deal
oew,..."over thepmnI public's Iaclc ofwmling ofthe SOB applic;alion until it bas bc:cn appro~
and opened.

Tcnth, the committee found that continuiag the amortization pt'OVilions of the previous
0.~1Cewould be~ 10 granc!&Ulering the: sexually oriented businesaea that do not 'comply
with the lIDIeI1ded 0rdinIm:e. Gtudfatherillg would dow nonconfonning usee to contim'e WIder
the new ordinance in~ty, or until marUt furces wiped out the ht'rineaa Gran.dfidhmiDg
cte8telIa mOllop01istic posilioII for IJCllkOufouning property useaand ple.elllS the 1IIIIIIiciplllity from
exercising its powel' to protect its residents. Under the lIl1Illrtiation pnmsiOllS of1IIe previous
Ordinance, a business rql'lsted .. to location had six months to come iDto complianu. H~,
ifsuch a busir-. beliewd that Iix lIIOlItha was an inadequate period in which 10 m;oup a reasonable
return on invested capital, that buaineaa would have the oppommity to request an I:lClmIsion ofthe
c:ompliaace period. hi light ofthia rec:oune, and tIking into ICCOUIlt the pRIeDt, ongoing and serious
detlimellt tb&t such businesses poae for the community It 1Irge, the Committee detemsined that an
appropriate bllanciDg ofinterelts jusdficd c:ontinuation oCthe amortization provisions.

HPD Vice Review:

The Houaon PoliI;e Dqlciml=nl's Vice Divilion I'l-yed a IIIIjor role in providing the City with
~arisrjcs. dt:tailll and tCltimony ~g their experi_ with SOBs. In addition to writteQ
n:ports. three undercover vice oflit:erll teatified at the August 29th hcmng. Currcndy, the Jieemed
SOBs are broken down IS follows:

7
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36 Topless Clubs
9 Adult Theaters

9 Nude Clubs
4 Video Stores

28 Modeling Studios
18 Adult BoolcJwra

NO. 154 (;>0.9

In addition to the above list, !here lire approximately 18 adult theaters, boolcatores and video stores
with injuIII;tive rdidUDder federal court order in pendinglitiption styled, 4330 Richmond Avmuc
Inal!11'"died ct a! v The: City ofHcw!ton. The City CIlllIOt enforce the SOB ordinance lIgBin5t the
entc:rpriscs wbile the litigation is pending.

. Betwea. July I, 1995 IIIlliAusu-t 31, 1996, the HOII5toli Police Vice Divisioa rec:otded S17
IITellt5 in SOB. n.,,,1rins in3S5 lXlIiViclioaa. or alXliioiaion rate of 69"1.. Toplesscluba e:xperiem:ed
289 dancer II'RlStI with a conviction rate of S9%. In addition two~were anated but Rot
COJi\'iclBi n.e__ six J*UCAW ofIduIt theaten ta1cen intO cultody, I"eIIUiting in a conviction rue
of83%. D.1Ol:I1S in aD JUie c1ubs ICCClWltId for 31 mati, ofwllic:h 71% were comcted. Thirty
six patronI ofadult video lIton:3 were ImlICCd resUtiDg in In 86% conviction. The modeIiDg studios'
reconi consisted offour~ and one conviction. Olic huudred and forty-nine patrolil ofadult
bookstores were arrested with l:ZS collVietiollS (84%)•

.Oftbe 36 topleas clubs, the IIIDIber ofarrst5 per club rqed fi'om 0 to SO. Wbi1e seYenteeu
dubs hid 1csI thin 10 arratI in the Jut two yean, one cluo bad SO. Prostitution, pubJie lewdness,
narcotics, and indecent exposure IIIIde up t1Iese vio1ltiollll. Alno thefts are also on the rise in
toplcae _ vicinities. This ia due largely to the fact tIlat a tllidknows that he has about IJi hour aDd
a halfto Ital the car bc:for'C the owner coma baclc.

Toplea duba maIal up the llIlIjority ofamsta in the VICe Division's c:morcemcnt apcri=
When the officer goes umler cover in a club, he IIIiIR assume the identity ofa plitttllL Employee8
cxpIiciUy uk fin" hedge, "WapOi1I, hsndcuffa, and go as far as feeling around the patron loolcing for
the:se itaDs. Ooce they &d co"llbiUlble tIlat the plIIron is not a police officer, they will often uk him
to move to amore erivlcod -. or possibly the VIP i'OOIll oftile club. The eutenainer explaina that
sile can do bdter" danceI in these I1'C11II1d a 'lot more thinsJ' benuae tIIey aren't Wlitched as clo3Cly.
This is whai the opporiUJlity for IaiI&I or lewd activities 0CCiIl1.

The:Va DiviIion~ tesiilied that lieenaing aDd criminII bal:kground checks will
usiu in the resuWion of the entertai=s behavior. Often. the same dazicer is lUmllcd under a
different or "supft IIIDIC. AIi_will ensure In individual8 true name, thus avoiding the use of
stage JlAJDQ. This wiIll:lllUn: that individuals who .... lIlT'C8teC1 and convicted are properly identified
in the eventof~criminallllR8la.

Modding studios, tanning salO11!1, encounter parlonllld similar SOBs~ the patron to
disrobe 011 cmry. PerfOtnWl<:e i8 bued specifically on the IIIlIOIIIIt ofmoney a patron is willing to

8
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spe:od. Thia takes pIal;e behind loclad doors. Vu:c ofIic;en' testimony revealed that in their opinion.
thr:sc b"oi, es were merely froms for )ll'OItitution. Vice ofIicerJ c1aborated on~es ofcredit
emf hw:l coatributed to1hese llIltt1l"'isea. Often the charged amowtts are altered or bogus charges
are sent1lln:luP=plIyI18It. Wha1 the clicnI complaina, lie iI thteatened with tile disclosure ofthe
type ofenterprite that he wu in.

Vice~ testified lhIIt "bookatorea are nothing more than just blatant open sexual contact
between people with complete I!lOnymity." With profeuionally cut •glory holes', random &eXU&1
a.etivity betwee.. malCl1 is ImIplUIl One ofiiccr weIU III til' u testifYing that in hi. eleven years with
Vice he doea IUlt reca1I ever sccin& anyone go into a booth, watc:b the movie fOT thirty minutes and
walkout

The HPD Vice oflicerI felt the the foUawing CIl'dinal\ee chaqe suapstioJlll would be helpful in the
enfon:cmcnt and regulation of XX!I'Uy oriented~: .

1.) liccasing ofperiOllS inwlwd in • SOB -1I1oIIIIier, owners, dIncen, waiter!, bartenden
2.) minimum age 21 (thil requires aswe law chanp)
3.) premiMI need to be wel1lit inside
4.) no touMing
5.) modda in modelins lIQuliOi should DOt be Il10wcd to remove all their c;lothes
6.) make it a violation for model. to uk pmona to !'8mOve all c10tbca

"7.) require boolacore:s UId arc:adeI to be well lit, DO darX c:orners, no booths, no accesi

~ video bootba, and DO "glory hoi."
8.) emenaincts to be colllidered employeeI rather thaa COlltJKton
9.) all inYefton CId IIhardtolden to be diacloMd and 1ic:cn15Cd

10.) public; display oflic.=qa
11.) 6 foot diatmce& betw.- pcfolU*" and pmon
12.) no private viewiJIg areas
13.) devic:a IIMd as bwrien limited to tour foot bci~
14.) illumination ofOllll caDdIe foot It floor level minimum
15.) no loc;ked iDterior doon in modelini OT t.InIIilIs studio.
16.) regulate escort semcelJ
17.) proIIibiliaa .pimt U5e of inanimate objects by SOB employees to depict $ClIIlal cOnduct
1g.) pmhibilion apina warning 8)'StI:IIIS
19.) redefine"muIti-unit center"
20.) restric:t traD8fer ofpermitllic:cnee
21.) devaop time liDe for re'iocationllllllpClllion hearing
22.) amead temII "1aIowingly" lind "ncgligenc:eM

23.) owuen, llIUIalF' and~ ofa SOB shall have their license immediately
available

Ahhoush DOt aD ofthe5c items~ ddc:nnined by the LqaI Department as legally defcnsible under
the~ enabling statutc and cue law, tlley were taken into conaidcmion.

9
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PUBLIC. HEARING SUMMARY

The WtiI1 Public Heming wu held on July 15, 1996 in the City Council Chamber.
Council Member Boney oudiJIcd the inumcions ofthe current committee u:

a. review the ordirwlce
1. enforcement iuuea
2.~ ofthe ordiIwK:e
3. operating procedures

b. review all SOB". rsgu1alcd and liceNCd, IIlIIicensc:d and illegal
c. licensing ofemployees
d. viIibiIity i_
e. revision ofland policies
t: b.Janl;c SOBs' constitutional right IIId the right ofthe collUlWllities

Tbc public testimony ploeee<led III fol1owa:

AccordiJlg to membcn ofthe indult:y, policiea for public lewdness cases are lllIde ill a
penonaI and puticipative way. In other l¥Onb, VICe oBicerl~ lewd bcbaviar, _ to
the saem ofpanicip.ans, in ordar to User a cue.." IDduslry repracntativa g=cra1Iy qrecd
that_ployw IiCCllling i._eery, though some prefer the Police Depanment, 0lh=1i prefer the
HcaIth Depu biJatt. Depending on the quality ofan IITCIt, three or five withiIl twdw mOlltbs
should be suflicient for RMlClIliOB"suspension ofSOB license. In addition, it is felt that there
lacks c:1Fective police esUOIC:enent of UIlIiccn8ed WIlling IIIIOIIS IIId m,,~ pmon.

Dr. Devinney, proe-or ofAbaomwJ paychology, testified Ul8t !eXU&l deviants are
anractcd to conununities bealu&e ofSGuaIly Oriented Bnsjnesam.~ are some deviants who
C&nilOt~ !eXU&l atisfllction unlcu they pay for it. While otIicrI are ilOt Atisficd unIcs.l they
take or steal it. In addition, tIlere are lOme I8XUa1 deYiantI wIlD ClIIlIlOt haw !eXU&l ••ris&ction
without forbidden partners i1Uch u children, invalids or elderly. SOB. located in residential or
even reW1uus attract xxual deviamI because they have their entert.inmeat, then they come out
and haw a fcnile field for IOlicitadoa. 1'hIlrefore, they do not belong ill or near residemial
conunuuities.

Be-!I'&e of tile adwrse~ effecta caused by Se:malIy Oriented Bu!inesses, citizen
responses urpd the inI:nlue ofdiJwlcing ofSOBs from IClIooIa, cbU1'chea and Ii<:c:nled day
c:amI. In addition, they perceived & need to decrease the cumnt residential formula of15% to
25"/0. They lIlso requested notiiicaDon to area residents ofpropo!ed SOBs, either by posting a
1arBe sign on the propeny or individual mail ouu. In addition, they urged that billboard
advertising be illegal.
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The second public hearing occurred on July 29, 1996. Attorneys rcprcscntingtbe SOB
indU!ltry requested tJuu a hearing panel be developed to deal with permittins iaues. 111 addition,
the plUld should conlist ofnon-law enfort:ement individual., IIId contain several different hearing
offi=.

TCIlimony iudieated that although many SOB. foUow the naJ=, most ilIdlBlry
representatives are not against suonger reguluionl in r8g&rd1to Uccnpng the entenaincn. Often
the deicers are tranlient. TIle eslablisJunent of I Iicenae issued tbroug/l HPD would create a data
"-ofinfonnliion.

.Furthermore, a srcat deal ofdillCUslion wu gMn to a "no touch" poliq. Owncn and
dancer3 alike mted that toucbing waf pari ofthe ent=talnme:nt. Plexiglass bmierJ. mini-stages,
IDd six foot~ were all criticized.

A third public baring wu scheduled for the public to romment OJ! the drd ordinallce
prior to 1iDal council approval, and WlU held IIlUlU)' 6, 1997.

REVIEW OF WRfITEN CORRESPONDENCE

More thIUl two~ ..cnty-tive !etten were receiwd Illpnling the sexually oriented
bush'MS ordinallce. These 1etter1 came from propertyO~ SOB employees, concemed
c:itizemr, parenti, educators, civic lSIOCiariol1, IIld buIineIa owners. While not alI sugestiollS
could be incorpoia:eQ into thi8IU1MWj', esch letter wu carefully reviewed IDd passed to other
membcn ofthe committee. TheIl:: dOClllllt:lltl are on file in the Legal Department.

Approximately one hundred seventy five Ictten were the nlSUIt of& Jetter writing
campaigu Jl'omoted by •AduJts for LepI FI'ftdom·. The principal theme of these Ietlers was the
over- regul&tian ofthe adult buIincA illdusery. They feel that this industry attI'IctI tow;am, JlllY5
couidenblc tax JeWIIIUa, and c:rcata job.. md tt.e..(un ill valuable U8t:t to the city. In
lIddition, they bcIieYe the r8WOr'k:iJIi oflhil ordimInc:c i. for political reuoaa only.

Letttn _ ill \I1lPDs the edenIion ofdifWtcins betwecD I SOB and neighborhoods,
school.. Iicenaecl da}'Ql't:S, churclles, medical clinics, govemmcnt offices, historic districts, public
paries, hotpilala, IDd disIancini betweal pm..lJy oriented Dl'u=!!a. It was asked that new
residealial projects with preIimiJwy approval from the planning commiuion be iIlcIuded in the
rcsidClltial formula. Alao, concema arose lM:I" the reprarntuiOD ofmuJtifami]y dwellings in the
reaidential Bliiua~OM.

NotificaJion ofthe public that a ScmaIIy Oriented BusinclI& hu applied for ID Ipplie&tion
was & relatively new iuue brought before the committee~. SUggestiODB ranged from 90
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day DOtices by property 5igns to polltcards beina mailed to an residents in the area. Notification
by newspaper, certified mail, &lid publie hearings were 1180 bro. forth.

WIth rcpni to entertainc:f3, recommendations were to prohibit touching. prohibit asking
customers to undrea. inm1I an 8' high lltage, require 6 feet dilWlea from patroD, and plexigWs
banien, Iiame all dancen, iAl:r_ misIimum danc:ing -Sc, l1llIuire criminal background checks,
no Iicell3al issued to convieted fel0111, IllId require Jic:en&e to be worn at all times wilen inside lIIl
entcrpriac.

Other correspondence recommended that SOB permits should be renewed anrwaJIy,
repeated 1li0Wiona sbouId be grouud for denial, prohibit locked interior doors, require sufficient
i11umination ofthc filcility, and to hold 0W1lCI'/managcr~Ie for activity oec:uning on the

. prenUSca.

While opWOJIIIIIlI~na varied. Matt people asreed with the proposition that
,.".. lilly orieated bulin_ would continue to exiat, and eicpt n,d concem to lftlIte a solution in
whieb lIIey could cocx:ilt without infi'insins on the righta of the eitizellS oCtile city.

COMMITrEE RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Adult Arcade OrdiJwlee CbIUlg8l.

1. It is recommended that the Police Depattment's concema regarding "adult
arcades" or "peep shows" be Iddrea8ed by amending art. n ofCh. 28 oCtile Code
ofOrdinulczs to eliminate problema of lIeXJla1Iy tranllllitted disease lIIId crimiIlaI
sauaI c:cmduct in IUCiI operatiollS. At preaent, art nprohibits enclosed booths for
vicwUlg 'C"!I!!y oriented ClttortIinmc:nt but resuJases olliy atabliJtUlleats whose
"arcade devic:es" are iIltended for the viewins ofme or fewer penons. The
recommended amendment would make doviea iIlteaded for viewing by less than
ODe buDdred perIOas come under the purview ofart. U. In Iddition, no adult
lIl"CIde or adult mini-thutre shall be configured in such I manner u to have any
openiag in any pvtition. IIC:RClI, waIJ Of other barrier that 3ep1lRtes viewing areas
fur arcade devices or adult mini·theatre delliea from otIler viewing areas fur
made deviea or adult miai·~devil:e:s. Thia provision shall not apply to
collduits for plumbing, heating, air conditioning. WIltiIation or electrical .erviee.
provided that such conduita Il!IaII be IlO _eeIled or otherwise CODfiguml as to
preveut their use .. openings that would pemit lIllY portioa of.1wman body to
penetrUe the wall or bmier separating viewing areas. This should c:Iiminale the
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problem of euclOJed booths and ~g1ory hole&," in lIUCh establislunenU. In
addition, it sha11 " the duty ofthe OWllerJ alIlI opemorand it slIIll also be the
duty ofmy agents UIci employee, preacm in an Idult llteade or adult lIIiIli-th~
to en8llR 1hit the premi$C$ is llIOnitored to uaure that 110 apeuings 1m aIlawed to
flXillt in violation and to~UllIl DO~n la Illowcd access to any portion of
the premises where any opening mats in violation.

2. It is re:oaunended that l'CSJ'OllSibilities for t-iAglpPellls from pIIt'IIIif decisiolU of
the Dim:tar beooaS~ by & heariJlg o1Iicer. l'IZbc:r sbaII the city'J General
AppeaIJ.Bcard, which is tho present &ppeI/alIt body IIIIder 111. nofCh. 28 ofthe
Code ofOrdinulces. This ~1llI'IlePdwtilJ/l would 0IlIy impad articlen of
ChaPter 28, .. aD other IppCII1a regardiDs IICXUIlIy oriented busiJI_ we
p1" Ii smtly htIW by ~ hearini ol!ci&l. The '-iag oBic:er shaD b. IUS officisl
.sppoWed by the mayor Il1d confirmed by city 1:OIIJlC:il. If; after the bt:IriDg officer
deteiUUnel, baed upon the nature of the vioIIl:ion, tIllS the elida ofjustic'e would
be~ by •~on in lieu of& teYOCItiOll, he may IlI."end the operaDoo of
the permit tbr I period oftime to be seated in the order of1USpCllaion, not to
exceed two (2) llWtIthI. 1'lIe Genc:rII AppoaII 8oIn1 hu never hard suclIlI1
appW is princ;iJlally c:oncerned with Building Code mattctJ, rUhcr tlJalI RgUlation
of IIeltIWly oriea.ted buaineues. .

"3. III addicicm, it la l'OOOnlll>ended th.u the feel ...oolted with the proceeeUsg of
IIJIPIicatioIll ailoWd be brought up to dlue to refIcct current actlI.a1 costs.

1. It is RCOIl1DlelIdecI that the eppellate procedures in art. mofCh. 28 oftM Code of
OrdiNllC" be r'llYUcd to prcMde tOr a panel ofhearing oBicera, appointed by the
Mayor ad con5nncO by the en,. Council, =nIIIilllins oflic:euaed attotneya, serving
on rotatiou, who wi1l COIIIider all appe.Us reWiDa to ~p'!1yoriented~
aM Iieenlel. DecisioN by such bearing o1fic:ers wi1l be 1inaI md subject to
immediaso j\1cliciI1 tnillw. The availability ofIII imermediate appeal to the City
Counc:iJ lmJI _lieu ofthe lleviai ollic:er sbcWd be eIimim1ed. AlthouBh the
need fm 111 int1llTII.diate eppeal from permit dccieiOlll to the City COUDCiI at one
Ume~ 'Qft"'vy. it 110"1 eppears th.u~ PWQC:i& requiRs ouly one
~ llAriD.s prior to judicial m>Ulw. Thi. t:henae will dimiNte delay
IIIId will pie.eDt City Cauncil from being i'll"'d.tecl with the large num.bet' or
appeals RlUil:ipased due to implementation ofi.acteeeed regulations.
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2. It is ra::ommended that the Cbid' orponce be required by ordinance to report to
the Mayor UId the City Council, on • monthly buia, all violatiOIlS ofSCXlII1Iy
oriented busineu regulatiOlll and related state laws, with respec:t to all licensed
fiIciIitie3 IIIId licensed penon,.

3. It is ftInIu:r recommended that the lcgII DepInmeDt, through the City Attorney.
should have IIIItbority to initiate all adminilltnltive actions reprding suspell5ion or
revocation ofany permit or license WIder the varioua ordinances. The city
attorney shall execute • monthly report 3UDIIIIIriziDg revoc:ation actions filed,
curremIy pc:ndiDs or docided during the rqKlI1ing period. ThillUthority Q.IO'ently
rests with the Cllief'ofPoa in hil eaJ*Ity as Director.

4. It is m:ollll1lClldcd lhat MlXll&1ly oriented business pcnnits involved in
~ bearing or~ reprdiq dcniII, lUJPCllSion orn:vocaticn be
prohibited tram beiIlg tnIlIIferrcd to another llIItity during the pcndeacy ofthe
administn1ive process. .-

S. . It is lecohllnended tlIlIt the CbiefofPolK:e continue as DitectorunderCh. 28 of
the Code ofOrdizanca for purpollCl ofpeiDiitting, iJMlItipzion and esaf'on:c:mem
requiJeDiehl:!, with the exception noted~ tiuIt the Lep1 Department will be
teSpOllIIDle for initiatins admiDiJtrative enfoji CiiICllt acQOlU.

C. Land Use and ReImd Changes - Sexually Oriented BU!inessea.

1. Information &om the PWInias Deputment irldicees tiuIt the presen1 distance
requirements with rcapea to cIwrc:h., acboolJ and day care ccntcn could be
subltlUitially inaased, publpl to u much as 1500 feet from the present 750 feet,
and the the radius for coumins raidential tnICla l:OIl1d be increased to 1500 em
from the pr-u 1000 feet, all without undu1y resuictilIg availability ofconfoJlDing
locatioaa fur --uy oriented bulillellea to operme. The C01"mjft.... recommends
that these cbe"3"l be iII8tituted to prot= such land uses from the adverse
!ICCOndary effilcu ofSOBI.

2. It ia recommezxled that nwlti-family dweIlizqp IIituated on a single tract be
corwidered for additional protection WIder the raidemial teat. Under the present
ordinance, a MDCUalIy oriented business may not operate at a location if7S percent
or more ofthe traetI within. 1,000 foot radius of the buaineaa are reaideDlial in
character. However, many muIti.f.amiIy cIweIIinp are loc:ated on single tractS.
A1t!lough it may not be pOSllible to couJlt eacIl unit in • rnu1ti-Wuily dewlopment
as a separate raidemial ''tract'' for pIIJ'pOXI of the re8identiaI ratrictions of the
ordinance, it is rec:onunended that a ratio ofeight sin8le fiuniIy tra.ets for each acre
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ofmulti-family trEt be colllidered to pnMde Iodditiollll1 collllidention for
protedion ofresidauialllCighborhooda that include muIti-flanily developmems.

3. Sipap restrictions UJ1der tile present Otllhumal apply =vnriBUy only to Suglc
use, fr=st.anding :lCXIIa1ly oriented buIineaa md IJOt to "multi-teIW1t cente3."
As a practical matter, this allows iIOme sexually oriented bu8inesaes to utilize large
signage and othawise prohibited exterior decorations by tile simple expediesrt of
im:Judins two or lIlOI1: small non-1Clalally oriented Inl'rin.... on the same
premi3a. It is recolJlllleDded that the sisnqe IIId mmor appar.ma: provisions
ofthe otdillAl1l:C be~ to c1jmjn:rt" tbis pn.ttice.

4. In keeping with the theme offiunily prcserVuion. the Committee rc:omm=ds the
inclusion of"pubIic park'", and, ifleplly definable. "prlvue pcb" to the
pnneded IMli us.. "Pllblh:-1Illl expert WSi ..;.; teslifinl thai:.the j!!l:luaicm ofthe
__'vyto~thcir~"The term'~' shaIlalso
includ:my~ tiact d=fgni.iftl foitIX IIppI'8isal puqI' .residential
by the Harris CQwity AppTJiaII DiItin::t In Idditioll, it sIWI j",i]ude 8lrf tna, that,
based IrpOIl the recorda ofthe plInain8 ofIiciallw been tllhdivid:d or platlcd for
RSidmri·1 1IIe, but that is Dot YetllesiPtcd far tax apilraiSa! pWposes as
J""'Sidcntipl. ." .

. ":-

I. "The Wijii"jllre recamnu::mis that all =cenainers IIIri~OfSOBa hold
permits i!Iuecl by the vice division of'lllc paIiQI riepvtment. Thi:~

"appliceriem MaI1 iJIcluCie name, &ddras, d.te ofbirth, p/loto id=rti1ication, a list of
c:riminal cbarFs peMiag, COftYid:ioDllIIId time in jlil. "" en- juStiiYing & dCllial of
a pemlit an: limited to offeDxs rdating to Q'imiJlal1CXWl! o;am:iuct ami criminal

"&l:tivitieI1mown to be prevalesrt in SOB.. -"
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2. The committee tlCDlIIIl1ellds the is&uam:e of two photographic permits, a persooal
card aud an on-$te card. Each manager or entertainer shall conspicuously display
his pcmMl cud upon his peraon It all times w!Ille acting as an e:ntel'taiDer or
1DIID88el' ofor in an enterpriae. The 0tHite card ahall remain in the clwge ofthe
o~ JI'WmF ofthe entelpI'iSll to IIoId wbiIe the manager or emertainer is 011 the
pn:mlRS.

j. The committee tlCDilU.1eIlda 1hac is ahaIl be unlawful fOr any entertainer to touch a
CUItOmer or the cloihi.all ofI CUIlamc:r while engaging in emcrtainmem or whil~
expoliliS any speciiied IDatomial Gall or engaging in any specified sc:cual
aciYitiell.

E. Amortization

~Min8 in 198:J, prior to the lldaption ofthe curreItt series ofCity regulations
regardiJqj x),!Ie1!y orieated busi_lel, the City COUlICil Committea mJdying the iI:Iu~

c:oacIwied tlmt the lIGUre ofthc adVC'Se1CCOnduy~ produced bythc opeation of
,,",wily orieDted businesses eouId only be Iddn!IIed by ClIfun::irlg i'qulatiODS against
ai8ring bll-i=a_ (i.•., "unortization"), rldierthan allowing businesses existins arthe

.time ofthe ordinMce paasage to cOst essentially in perpetuity (i.e. "Biu"lf\r!hering"). The
City Council !qpsl"*"!e report, wbicli _ subIequentIy adopted by1h~ fiIll City Council
concluded, '"Durini the larings, it ba:ame eYidllllt li:i the CcmmiUce thai the problems
Created by sexually oriented bo,ajnesws ilIId been aUowai to penilt fOr so Ioag that mcrdy
addraIiq the problem 'n-om hc:e on out' would lIllt be adeqIWe. .Pro~ legislation
would do IiuIeor l10ttIins CO iDeviIte the ciariat ICII'ioua problem au""; by allain,_

already exisciJlg. ~The Cnmmittilfl t1'..:llCUle cm.cludcd ib.at~b~~d

CODlll WIder.~ for this reason thtiCommiuee rejected !lJ1I1idfiather cif .
exillliDg~ lIDII detemUnod tIiIt 11llOrlizi:tion"would be the ~piopdmlapproach.
(Houston City Council on the PropOMd Jlegiduion ofSexually Oriemed Busi/Iesses
Report, December 1, 1983. PI- 29).

.. . ",. ....o --:..::":. ..k .-:'."_.:. .'.~. :;:.; _. . .•.. '"

'"1'hi.I Poaitioa w.iI~WheiI tne City CoUneil reWiited RgIIl&tioa of .
'"'••1Iy otienteid bIiiineUes in 1986Cld 1991. Each"suileliqUent~OD oCtile City's
sem·fly Oriented Inrsinnso~ included an lIDottiZaiion proviaioa, designed to give
all exiwtin;~ iexuaUy'oriented biisinesies an initial Sbc-monxh period for .
compliace,' iIlc:l'IidisIi idoCaiioJi; ifnec-slry,'and III opportunity10 jusQfy lIiI additional
exteD8ion for Iavifu.I opelation before I bc&rinil examiner appointed by the director under
the ordinIIIce. Recorda ofthe IIDOrtimion !IeIriIIp indicate tIW many~:ed .
buIinesIes _lIble to obWn extenIionI oCup to S112 yean following 1he initial six
month complimce period. The &1Il:I'Igt! extl:llIIion, hiltariCllly. ba been .oeut 2 to 3
years. The fActon eouidenci in grmting additional extcnsiml5 oftime iDduded'
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(1) the IDIOUn1 ofthe owner', investmeIIt in the existing enterprise through
the date: ofpusage IUld approval ofUIe 0rdinaIlce;

(2) the amount of3UCh investll1l:llt that hu been or will be fClliwl1hrnugh
the 180th d&y following the eff'eaivI: date oftbc Ordinancc;

(3) the life expcc:t&IIcy oCthe exis&ing enterpri.e;

•.... ,. ')'.

.. ' -~..~ .' .

;"':. ~.
. "':''L;; .

'. ~~

g..
;?
'r,

".. i-.

"~

".

(4) the existence or noa=illlelll:ll ofleue obUptiOM, all well all my
COIltingenc:y d'"'''' therein ptmIitting UII1niiJmon ofsw;h leases.

,,".

.~.

.~. -;.c..~.- .. "'"

Amortization, all opposed to~ ofexisting sc:xuaIly oriented busiiIesIes in
Houston was specifiClDyupheld bythe federal dilIlrici ciiUrt in the casc'ofSDJ, In&. V.
City ofHouton, 636 F.5upp. '1359 (S.D. Tex;'"19l6), IifitnJed. 837 F.2d 1268 (5th CU". In
SDJ, the C:iiurt held that '"It fa.~ iccePted tim: PreexiltiJig non--ConfonniDg UIIl!S Me

not to be papctuaLn 636 F.Supp. at 1371:' The Court iIoted that TaU tDlIowS the
gellel'a11y acapted rule that nonc:onfmmmguies, :lUbjcet to zoiDng at similar ri=suJati0llS,
we not to be perpetual, IIId thatamonizationio I!Iow fonberecauPuiCDt ofilmslijiC¢
in aD oistin& Iud use WIII appmpriate meuure to bel,",," the property owners' riibts
,'pm.. the proper c:xcrciIe ofthe City's police power to regulate IIOfKOIIforming Uses.
Sec, e.g., City ofUnivenity Pari v. ikrJncn. 485 S.W.2d 773 (Tex.. 1972).

~::~=~~~~;=::~~i~=::~ ·~,:.t.·,:.~:
~ that IUCh busincslncr IIICS ~\.iolaie"ihCjmMiiOas "ofthf: ' . ~.

, omin........ ~TIle etreetofq~ iii co OontinUc 11II= uoil-CoJitimmng_:q:. ":~
indefiniteiY. althouF DeW land UIlis maytJe~ to UJe"iiiri¥iYend.if ,e.uiciioas. A '< .5- 'i'

"=~=~~~U!C~~==:(=t~,~~::" .. ';.,~:~:.',':'.•.C.,,;.:....:",.',:,...".·_i:':·':".~..'::..."
. see, Se::Uon ZS-183.S0, McQuillin, MlmiCiput:orpOratioi1li: ThaC ~~horitic(lioldthat ~

, ,OlIly ifa lilln-COutbiiUWs uv is~ aJtoPehcr CIll tile zoning or~ or'finanrn
, ~ enforCed.'pimt the pai-tielDar PiOpetty' or''-'*'"IIIIe.)! WbiIe~ vtt""rit.ic:l .~r}

may not Dec "lily preclude tcnuiaatioil of~ risftts upon tnns&:r o{ ; '.:
ownSablp imdc" Tc:x.a I.W. it ia~jiOAiblctb&t~ eeT'lsDy " ,
oriented businesaes could find WByIIO'IUUdUre'" of-ea or ownc:i'SUp intereItsin .
such a _ as to perpetuate the artily MDWDing" the ac:xual1y oriCDted businesS to avoid
temliaation ofTI01KCiizformin rights.' In any WY=t, most IIOn-:conforming sninUy
oricmed buainc:saeI Would likeiy enjoy tile oppcn tuuity for a vcy long continuaCiou in
busineIa'UDder lIllY wpndf'abcring" scheme..~. .

lit coatrUt. amortizmon iW been determined bythe prevailing nwjority ofcouna in thi3
COWllJY to be • l1:lI3Onable me.ana ofIlXOmmocla:ing the JIIIed to protect the public fi'om
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adverse land use3, while at the :llIIIIC time giving colllideration to the rights ofbusiness
OWllCf3 to ra;oup businesa investments, prior to feeIinB the effecta ofa restrictive
0t'lliJwK:e. The problem with~~ is that it~DOn~WIeS

fen' an jnrlrl'ime period, thus preventing the cffi:c:tive =Cae ofthe City'3 police PO""'"
to protel:t ita reaident.1. As noted by the Supreme Court ofTe:w, '~There lI'e strollg
polley ltgUmen~Gld a demmuttable public need for the 1iIir mid I'lllISOIIlIble tc:minati= of
lIOIKOaforming property uses which molt often do DOt disappar but teDd to thrive in
tIImIOpolislic positiOlll in the comlllWlity., We are in acc:ord with the priaciple tIw
1l1IIIIicipai zcnins ordUwIcea n:quiring tIIc termination oflIOn-aJnformiDg uses under
I1IUOnable conditions are within the :lCOpe ofIlIIlllicipai police power. That property
QW1ICf5 do not acquin: a collltitlltionally protected vated right in property U3C:S once
C(lJIQ!lm:~ or in 2IlIling cla:sIificatioaa once made. Otherwise, a IawtUi exercise ofthe
police power by the governing body ofthe Qty would be precluded." City afUt:iversity
Ptrkv• .sa••n;.supra, 485 S.W,2d u 778"

The adultboobt~ and theaters that cllaI1el18cd the 1991 City OfHalllt04 sauaIIy
orientS! busineqamendmeDta u 'n:qllirilla than to cluInp operazian or relocate dajmerl

in the pending feilerallawaiit thai. the City WU lepl1y required to gr&Illi&dle: them II

their pi =¢ Icx:ationa:· ThC City h&s vigorcUsly contated thia conteIItion. wlIich illlot in
aa:ord with the 3CUled law goveminjitile matter; In Iddiaona, all prior City Counc:il
COI1IIIIitu.'and City ~,ai::ill tolISidering implem.ntatiols ofMW _WJY oricmed
,On,m,.,1 ordinance rwviaions bave 'COllduded that amortiz:uion is nec--vy to pro\lide
pzoce..bon to all residents ofthe City, while~ the IiliIity ofb!JsiDess owners to
nimIin~ opclI'1I#OlJwiihout rdocating fur II rusonable pCriod oftime. Although the City
lw Oi:cisiou&lly'experimented, On & smallllQle. with "gl'IIlllfatI:Ic;in tile past, such ,
~ h&ve been liDiitedio relatiVely'imau m,mOcra ofbusincaa SlIdJ&3 IIIItOIIIOtive
saiviP'Yan!':.In:Uosuc!iwe haS the CityeoUnciI doalmcnted .......,sive ,adver3e
!eCOlId.arY Cffi:d.,'on surroiinding~rlioodS, such u n.w bem plese.aed to this
Comniiuee and,PriorcitY cOuncil Q)mri1ime. reganliDg the openllion ofV'CIIe!!y ori=ecd
bu';nn';", . ~ -: -_. . ':._ .

.... :l.: :.:- ~-: • "'. . -

As a practical matter, the~~..of~~y'~~eDted ~1S;nes~es tmdef"
any proposed ordiNoce rcviIilll'1 woWd allow such br'sine''eI to canUnue to opcrW in
violuion ofrteW~.iiuIefiiUuly. HoWevez., 'penOiia prOposing to~ new
'JQ1!1l1y oriented br,anessa WOUld have to comply with,ibe full tcn:e ofmore stringent
re8n latioaa,Ucl radcnts WI neighborilooda pi-exady~~,~ C:ascing 'r"rally ,
oriented~ wOuld have to CI3l:Iltially live with the c:ontinuing dfects of=h
bllllin . se on their localities for ID iJldelinne period. Wbilc IUd1 a situation wguld not

nec-Parilygive rise to any legal cause of a.c:ti0ll 011 the part ofsuch new businesses or
aiRing lICig/lborhooda. the potential for the peloepUOll ofuncven treatment with rapect
to the protedcd position ofexisting secuaIly oriented businesses i. readily apparent,
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HistorK:IIIy, the City's amortization program baa signiiiCGt1y reduced the adverse:
secondary cl!'cr;ts of xxu.1ly oriented businesaea in a relatively ilion time-~ while 3till
terminating existing I1OlICOnforming busineaa in a leglily permiuible fashion. Funhcr,
the City'. position in pending Iitiption invoMng amortizaion ofadult boolcGtorea is best
sc:Mlcl by 1I18intaiaing In mmrtization poliey c:onsistlmt with puc practic:e, rather than
experimelIting with grmclfathering. In concluaiOll, IIIthough "graDdfiathering" remains
technically available as a legal option for implementation ofproposed X"""ally oriented
business amendmenu, it clearly poleS 5i8nifiQ/lt IcpllUld policy disadvanbages, as noted
above. The Committee therefore rec:ommelld. that existing SOBs rendered
n=nfuuuillg be allowed to reaJIIP investment throush III smortization process.

SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

The Amended Ordinanc:e incorporatea • 1lIb&WltialllWllber ofprocedur21 and .
administrative c:banga that Tdlec:t tllll yean ofoperalins aperieace with the Original UId two
Amended QrrIjrgmree lUId a beu=" IIIIdcntanding of the ways in which enCorcement of the
ordinaDce caWd be improved. This portion ofthe Report brially ovtIiDeI on a aec;tion-by-section
basis the nwjor ch.ftgea that have been made ud the _ for thole cilIDges.

Section 21=31 Definitions Gel!erJ! Cotnmept. Ju. geaerallllIltcr, definitions in Sec:tiou 28-81
have in many c:uell been rewordcc1 to ccnfonn more closely with definitions already uxd in other
municipal Ofdinanl:es. In addition, "adult mini-theatre" hu been added throughout this lUIIeftded
ordinance.

Section 2i-31. Mnitjom, "Adult mini·theatre." In the previous Ordinaoce, no mention was
made ofIII "adult mini-tbeltre." Thia definition has been added to incorpolUe theatres that~
intt:nded for1bevi-mg ofm (5) to OIlChwuI:ed (100) pcroftl.

Section 28=11 DefinitiQN "Minj-tbl!ll!Tf! deyjce." In the: previoua OrdiNnr.e, no mennon was
made of. "miAi-thealre devic:e." Thi. definition hu been added to inc:mporate Illy coin or slug
operated or dec;triQlly or eicl:troPil:a!!y or meclwtically c:outrolIed macIUne or device tlw
dispenaes or dm:tuates the dillJClllllingof'~' that is intended for the viewiJIs ofmore
than live (5) persolls but less than 100 pe:nona in CXl:hanp for any JIIIY1SlCllt oflIJt)' coD&ideration.
It is l1Qt intended to include any COfMlIltioDAI motion picture ICfCCA or projections that Il'e

designed to be viewed in a room coutIining tier or l'OWJ of seaiJ with • vil:Wl::l" -ang capacity of
100 or lIKm: peBOtI8.
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Section 2HI. Definjriops. "Owuer or 0W1leTJ." This dcBnition baa been cxpmded to include
the major stoekboIder1ICOIItroIlen ofa corporation. Although requms cam: in to list all
~dcn, it docs not require the dilclllSUl"B oClIOR-GOntmUing p.ma.

Section 28-81. DeDnjtiona. "Speclfisd lIII1omica! ma." In the previous OrtIiaBnce,no mention
was made oC"spc:ci&ed U8t0mica! areaa" in this plll1ic:ular~n. As a matter oCcon&istency
throughout the ordinmce, it baa been added here.

Sectimt 21·92 fel. AmtIi!7!rion. The adult uade or adult mini-theatte permit fee was establi&hcd
d~ yem IF and Mllyais reveals that with the increue in Idminiltntive costs, this figure is
no longt:rvilble. Thc:rdore, the~ ti'om $75.00 to $27S.00.

section 21:92 fO ~pijrntion, In III 8fIilIt tn clarifY the appliQltion process. the submission of
the applicant must be tubmitted by Iwld delivery by 'the intended operator. '

sllCtion 28-22 fh). App'if'dion. Where a premiIea is 10 c:Oafigured and operated as to collSlitute
both III Idult arcade IIIId lUI adult mini-tiIl:atR, then the opeator may apply for and obtain a
combined pcnnit authorizing opeclion as both III .dult atCIde and lUI adult mini-theatre.

Section 28-93 00. m,,"'9" or denial by police chje£ For purpo_ ofconsistency throughout the
o~, the notice ofiSSUlZlce or deI1iJI of the pennit has bcezI expanded to twenty days with &

paUiole elCU:llIion totaling thirty days.

Section 28-93 Ca), m"DZ or dt:;njaI by poliC! chief. ADr- must be paid with either a certified
checlc. cashier's clleclc or money order.

Section 28-94. Term. Permit terms have been restrl1CtIlr=I tn read as follows: "fa,;h permit shall
be valid fora period ofone (1) year and thaIl expire OIl the mmiverur}' ofits dare ofissuance,
unlClllllllJQMl'~k:d, or lIlIlmlClcred. Each permit shaI1 be subject to renewal as orits
c:xpiratioo date by the 5ling oCa renewal applie.tion wi1h the police chief. Reuewa1 applications
musi be filed C least twenty (20) daY' prior to the expiration date of the pemlit that is to be
renewed IDd shaI1 be~ by • fee ofone buDdred dou.n ($100.00),

Seetion21-95. (b) Tnmfl!f UllQn c!wJge 1Moriginll traJltfcr fcc wu set over ten years ago,
The Vwa cMpctment recemJy analyzed the currelIt colla for traIlSfef. The tBn5fcr application fee
bas changed to Sloo.00 to reflect theM costs,

Section 28-98. Ccmdupt in .dnlt an;adea or adult minj.tIr:....". The terms "indecent expo5U1'e"
and "lewd conduct" have been adde:1 here to be CODIIiItent tbrougbout thia Ordinance.

Sr&tjpn 28-99 fb) NiP' "SecretarY ofthe general appcaIa board" has been dcleted IIIKl
replaced by "!IeIring officer" beg". it wu detc:mlined that the~ afthia duty will
stre.smIine the appeals into an efficient, profeHionaJ. and impartial process. In the event it is DOt
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LEGISLATIVE REPORT ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 28-73
OF ~E CODE OF OROINA.~CES OF THE CITY OF HOUSTON, TEY~S~

FROV~~!NG FOR THE REGULATION OF SEXUALLY ORIENTED COMMERCIAL
~'1'E!U'RISES, ADULT BOOi\STORES, l\DULT MOVIE THEATRES .Al-.1)

MASSAGE ESTABLIS~~TS; AND MAKING VARIOUS PROVISIONS
AND FINDINGS RELATING TO THE SUBJECT
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INTRODUCTION

This Legislative Report has been prepared by the Committef
on the Proposed Regulation of Sexually Oriented Businesses as i

summary of the Committee's work in preparing the draft ordinancE
which has been submitted to the Houston City Council for consid
eration. This Report briefly sketches some of the most signifi
ca:lt aspects of the history 'of the Committee, summarizes prio:
efforts at the regulation of sexually oriented businesses bot}
i~ Houston and elsewhere, recapitulates the principal theme:
hea:d in the pUblic testimony taken by the Committee, anc offer:
a brief section-by-section analysis of the proposed ordinance.

This Report has not been drafted as a legal treatise on th~

regulation of sexually orie~ted b~sinesses. Certainly consider
able care was taken by the Committee to consult with the Lega~

Department at every step of the legislative process. Representa
tives of the Legal Department actually drafted the language 0:

the ordinance pursuant-to the directions of, and in consultatiol
with, the Committee. However, the various legal issues raisec
du=ing the Committee's deliberations are dealt with here from the
l3yman'~, not the lawyer's perspective, although it is the
lawyer's perspective that undergirds the ordinance. The PUrpOSI

~ of this Report is to explain to members of Council, and to th.
gC:leral public, what- the Committee has recommend~d, and why, il
the plainest possible language. For the same reason, thi:
Report is not filled with footnotes, although all of the informa
tion is .drawn from the materials and tran~cripts compiled by tht
Co:nmittee, and available as a matter of public record.·'

ORIGINS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMITTEE.

On September 27, 1982, Mayor Kathryn J. Whitmire of the Cit
of Houston announced the formation of a special committee 0
Council Memb~rs for the purpose of determining the need for ani
appropriate means of regulating sexually oriented businesses i:
Eouston. This Council Committee on the Proposed Regulation 0

Sexually Oriented Businesses was composed of Council Members Dal·
M. Gorczynski, who represents District H, Council Member Georg
Greanias, who reoresents District C, and Council Member Christi
Hartung, who represents District G. Mayor Whitmire appointe
Council Member Greanias to serve as chair of the Committee.

The Committee was formed by the Mayor in response to growin
co~unity concerns about the proliferation of sexually oriente

._-------._-------------------_..,---
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-businesses in Houston. This concern had been 5ummC'lrized in
memorandum from Council Member Greanias to the Mayor
'September 20, 1982:

WGiven its healthy economic climate and a legal
environment that is, despite our identification with
the Bible Belt, laiisez faire on most sexual matters,
Houston has long been an attractive environment for
sexually oriented businesses. • • •

WSince Houston is· not zoned, these sexually
oriented businesses are located anywhere and every
where, oftentimes near. residential areas, or near
schools,' churches, or public parks. Their locations
are frequently marked by garish or enticing signage.
The effect on the ability of neighborhoods and commer
cial areas to retain their' identity after the opening
of such businesses in the area has been extremely
adverse. Moreover, the establishment of one such
business in an area ha~_ of~c~ l~d to the opening of
another, . in a rather-' perverse example of synergy.
Finally, there is a growing body of evidence to suggest
that there are substantial links between at leas~ some
of these businesses and various forms of organi%ed
crime. • • • W

a
on"

•

1
L
L
I
l
t
I

The memorandum from Council Member Greanias made clear that
in his mind at least the issue was not one of mora1ity, or o£

'\.. passing judgment on the lifest)'le of any individual, but o£
~ reasonable land use controls versus the rights and privileges o£

the indi.vidual:

WThe importance of the city's ability to dea1
meaningfully with the issue of sexually or~ented

businesses should not be underestimated. To some it
may seem a parochial question, relevant only to those
who live in areas where sexually oriented businesses
have located; to others it may appear just one more
item on the agenda of those who are convinced that the
city is in the terminal throes of sexual degradation on
every front •

.. _ WBut the problem imposed. by these sexually
oriented. businesses. is. much broader in its implica
tions, and runs direct1y to the heart of our present
policies on land use. Does our dp.cision not to impose
zoning carry with it the requirement that we not seek
to moderate the. influence of sexually oriented busi
nesses on our neighborhoods, whatever the consequences
for the .stability and quality of. those neighborhoods?

,---------,-----------------'r--MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000894
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Does our decision not to impose zoning tie our hands in
dealing with the collatp.ral criminal activity that
apparently attaches to some of these op~r~tions?"

At the same time, the initial memorandum from Council Member
Greanias to Mayor Whitmire underscored a problem for which the
Committee was to show ejreat concern during. th~ ccurse of its
deliberations:

WThere is also another, equally important
question: Does our desire to protect the freedom and
privacy of the individual, and to permit that indi
vidual to pursue his or" her life without inhibition,
mean that we are proscribed from taking any actions
that while not significantly infringing on t~ose rights
nevertheless sets a standard for the cnm:nuni ty as a
whole?-

It was these questions that forrn~d the heart of the
Committee's inquiry during~~ts "_one year of existence. The
Co:r.mittee believes that these', "questions have been successfUlly
addressed in the proposed ordina"1ce that has bp.en presented to
Council for its consideration.

OPERATION OF THE COMMITTEE

Methodolo~. The Committee conducted its work in several
phases. The f~rst phase, which was carried out in November and
December of 1982, invQlved a series of ~~c hearinss in several
parts of the city,· as well as at Citytiall. There were three
regional hearings and one hearing in, City Council Chambers. The
first hearing was held at Spring Woods Senior High School on
November S, 1982. The second hearing WnS held at Berean Baptist
Church on NovembeJ:: 22, 1982. The third hearing was held at
Bering Methodist Church on December 5, 1982. The fourth and
final session in this first series of hearings was held in City
Council Cha:nbers on December 15, 1982. (During the course of
these hearings, several comments were madp- about choosing
cburches as the sites for some of the hearings. The Committee
chose -these locations not because of their religious
significance, but because they had a history of being used for
community affairs, their locations were wp.ll known to the general
public, and access to each such site was convenient from various
places" around the city.) ...

After the fi:"st set of hearings had been completed, the
Committee went into executive sessions for a pp.riod of approxi
mately three months, from late ~er of 1982 until the early
part of April 1983. During that time, the Committp.e mp.t with
representatives of -the Legal Department to review the testimony
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gathered in the initial hearings, ~s well as to discu~s the
results of staff resear!=h on the subject. Among those partic
ipating in' this work were Messrs. John Whittington, Robert
Collins, Charles Williams, and Adam Silverman from the Legal
Department of the City of Houston, Kent Speer, John Elsenhans and
Michael McEachern from the office of Council Member George
Greanias, Fred Harper from the office of Council Member Christin
Hartung, and Nancy Brame from the office of Council Member Dale
Gorczynski. Francis J. Coleman, Jr., City Attorney for the City
of Houston, also participated in these conversations from time to
time.

On May 6; 1983, the Co~ittee published the results of its
efforts: a draft of a proposed ordinance regulating sexually
oriented businesses in tPe City of Houston. At the time that the
Committee published its sraft~ordinance, fY...rther ~s were
announced at which the Com=ittee would solicit testimony on the
ordinance as proposed. These hearings -- originally planned to
be three in number -- were :~eld ..pn rlednesday, May 15, 1983,.
liednesday, May 22, 1983, an-d: Thursday, May 24, 1983, in City
Council Chambers. A fourth hearing, not originally planned, was
held on Thursday, June 16, 1983.

Based upon these further public hearings, the Committee then
went back into executive session with its legal counsel and other
staff~o maKe furtner refinements in the ord1nan~The changes
made pursuant ~o the pUblic comments are noted in the comm~ntary

on the specific ordinance provisions themselves.

An additional word is perhap~. warranted on the decision of
the Committe~ generally~to ~eet with individuals and groups

. apart from the public se . ns. It was determined early on that
an ordinance such as that being considered by the Committee, with
its potential for· controversy, should not be subject to private
bargaining between individua1s or businesses and members of the
Committee behind closed doors. It was felt by all members of the
Committee that it would b~ far more preferable to gather all
testimony and evidence in a public forum, and then reflectively
to consider the information without conferral with private
parties. At the same time, the Committee felt that its executive
deliberations were justified in encouraging the free flow of
discussion of ideas and sensitive concepts, knowing, that the
entire .-.~ork product would be subject to the public comment,
review and debate inherent in the Co~ittee's procedures and the
processes of Council.

~
The Committee also felt it imperative not to become subject

o demands for quick action at the price of working withdeliber
ate speed towards its goals.·tt is, ·for this reason that thp.
original date scheduled for submission to Council of a draft

l
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version of an ordinance was moved from January 25 to July Iv
(This date was pushed back several !':lore times, and for simila
reasons, before the ordinance was finally submitted to Council.
It was for this same reason that additional hearings wer
scheduled during the second phase of the public sessions
Likewise, the Committee decided to request that the propose
ordinance be considered during the course of three readings, a
contrasted with the normal procedure of suspending th
three-reading practice and passing ordinances even thos
oftentimes having major effects on the city -- on an emergenc
basis in just one reading. Throughout its work, the goal of th
Committee was to assure ample ventilation of all points of view
~e thoroughgoing examination of all of the very difficul
questions involved, and as complete an understanding as possibl
by all parties of the issues confronting the Committee and th
solutions arrived at. ,

Analvsis of Testimonv. The hearings held by the Com.l1itte
on the Proposea Regulation of Sexually Oriented Busin~sses wer
an:ong the most extensive ~\1.er .!le.ld by any committee of th
Bouston City Council. The hearings were open to all persons wh
wished to testify, and the Committee made no attempt to limit th
type of remarks made to the Committee or to censor those remark
in any way. (At this point it should be noted that the Committe
also accepted written comments from anyone, regardless of whethe
they testified in person. Such comments became part of th
Com:nittee's public record as a matter of course.) However,

~clear distinction should be drawn between the Committee's will
ingness to permit full expression of diverse views -- a willing
ness that is reflected in the transcrip.t of the hearings -- an
any wholesale incorporation of those remarks hy the Cammitte
into the ordinance proposed to Council. Indeed, a chief functio
of the Cocmittee was to evaluate the testimony, and to set asid
those co~ents seen as not germane to the issues at hand or no
cealing with problems, addressing instead those issues·within th
rightful purview of the city.

Thus, although there were a substantial number of vitnesse
expressinq a fundamentalist opposition to what those witnesse
deemed obscenity and pornography, the Committee chose -- and i
fact made clear during the hearings -- to focus its efforts 0
land use issues rather than questions of pornography and ob
scenity. Similarly, a number of witnesses made comments advers
to the operation of gay· bars •.. Again it was pointed out to thos
witnesses that such establishments were not necessarily withi
the working definition of a ·sexually oriented business· (
definition that was modified over time as the ordinance wa
further refined) and therefore not a subject in themselves to b
dealt with in the propos~d ordinance. Finally, a number c
witnesses made.. 'statements and proposals that would effectivel

.--,-------.------------------'r-
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ban all'sexually oriented businesses, as thQt phrase is bro~dly
defined. The Committee cade it clear, both during the hearings·
and afterwards, that it was not the intention of the Committee to
propose any ordinance that would be subject to a successful court
challenge because it either directly or indirectly (or for that
matter inadvertently) ~liminated the opportunities for such
businesses to exist in the City of Houston.

With these comments by way of preface, it is useful to
review briefly the principal points made during the hearings and
later relied upon by the Committee in the drafting of the
proposed ordinance. Further comments on the use of the testimony
in the developmen,t of the various ordinance provisions can be
found in the section by section analysis of the ordinance that
concludes this Report.

Th~pointmade by many witness~s that seemed of merit
to the Comm~ttee was that sexually oriented businesses, while a
nuisance and not necessarily representative of the desires or
activities of a majority of-Hou~tcnians, nonetheless have a right'
to exist. The rights of individuals were a theme in the testi
mony of a number of the witnesses. The willingness of
Houstonians to -live and let live" was rp.inforced in the findings I

of a Houston attitudes survey conducted by Dr. Steven Klineberg,
of Rice University, along with others. Briefly put, that study
concluded that Houstonians were loath to support restrictions on
personal behavior. .Among those witnesses whose testimony was
seen as most helpful by the Committee, the majority of such
witnesses were generally solicitous of individual and minority
rights, not anxious to impose any community standard of conduct
on unwilling individuals, and concerned with merely striking an
appropriate balance between the needs of the community at large
and the rights of individuals to do as they please.

The~ point made by many of the "Iitnesse~ to whose
testimony the Co~ttee repeatedly referred during its delibera
tions was that while these businesses might have the right to
exist, protection of their rights could be consistent . with v
effective regulatory restrictions that would minimize the adverse
consequences of t..1lqse businesses to adjacent areas and activ~

ities. These witnesses -- many of them individuals who had
direct personal experience of these businesses in their neighbor
hoods, or representatives of civic organizations that had !:lad
many dealings 'with the problems created' by such busines'ses --'
stated that while the businesses might have a right to exist,
steps could be taken that, ~hile not unduly restrictive of their
operations, would offer some assistance to those neighbors and
businesses 'surrounding the sexually oriented business. For
instance, one gentleman,living on West Alabama next to an adult
bookstore, while agreeing that such businesses would probably
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continue to exist and that he was resign'=!d to that fact also
cited a series of untcA'ard incidents occurring on or ne~r his
property. that wer~ dire=~ly related to that adult bookstore. His
position se~~ed to b~ t~at while Council might not be able to rid
h~ of the business, it might nonetheless take steps to amelio
rate the worst effects of that enterprise.

The~ point Itade by ma~y of the witnesses who proved
most helpful. to the Co::rU.ttee in providing guidance for the
drafting of the ordinance was that among the most important

G
egative ef£ects of ~ese businesses were the adverse conse

quences on neighborhood protection and enhancement, and the
consequent· adverse effect on property values. A number of
eighborhood representatives and civic club participants re

counted nu:erous instances of problems that had been created by
these businesses for neighborhoods which were trjing to preserve
a neighborhood fabric. Several real estate brQ~rs with substan=
tial experience in areas~et~by sexually oriented businesses
offered documented instances in which property values had been
affected by the establ.ishmeM :-;:>f s.exually oriented busi.nesses, as
well as inforcation of a more'general nature as to the effect of
these businesses on the course of neighborhood development. In
expert testimony by Or. Andrex Bnih:U.~k of the Rice Center, given
before the fulJ. Council, this ·cause and effect- syndrome was
again attested to. It 'seemed to be a consensus· among both the l.a~

and expert witnesses that in neighborhood areas and areas of
~ality ccm:::1erciaJ. de\'"elopment, the establishment of sexualJ.y
oriented businesses had a detrimental effect on property values,.
at least in part becaus~ they were perceived adversely to affect
the quality of life -- incl.uding among other things such issues
as suitability for family activities and stability of the
neighborhood enviro~ent -- of the area.

The~ point :ade by the witnesses whose testimony was
most comco~reli.ed upon by the Co:r.mittee was that among the
most significant problecs created by the businesses were the

~ ancil~~· activities czused by the clustering of businesses, as
in the case of street prostitution in the lower Westheimer area,
and the probleI:1 of exterior appearance. Even where businesses
could not be forced. to relocate because of apparent preemptions
in state law, c~stwit~esses stated that reasonable controls on
signage and exterior appearance were required. The intrusiveness
of the signac;e and exterior features into the- consciousness of
the community was repaatedly. cited. It was"'also noted· that
although adults n:ight t=ain themselves to ignore such signage, it
would be hard if n~t impossible to demand the same
self-discipline fro::!1 children. That children would be likel.y
attracted to 'such adve=tisina (which in at least one case even
featured popular cartoon characters) .was perceived a's . a
significant pro~le~ in the expert testimony of one psychiatrist,

~-I '---------'-----------------'r-
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who cited information discussing the rp.lations between exposure
to such signage and psychological problems those children might
subsequently experience.

Th~point developed in the testimony and rp.garded as
signifi~~the Committee was that sexually oriented busi-

~ nesses are likely contributory factors to criminal activities
that are encouraged as ancillary to thp.se enterprises. This link
between these businesses and related problems of criminal
activity was affirMed by the Chief of Police and other represen
tatives of the Police Departcent, as well as by non-expert
wi~esses with long personal experience of living in areas where
sexually oriented businesses are located. To the Committee, this
issue of criminal activity occurring in the area of sexually
oriented businesses was not a central problem, but rather a
concurrent question of somewhat lesser significance than the land
use issues. At the same time, however, the Committee felt that
the testimony justified the conclusion that the criminal activity
that does tend to occur in the vicinity of sexually oriented
businesses, particularly whe-r'e these businesses have clustered,
has an adverse effect on prope'rty values. This adverse effect
makes such activities a secondary concern, even though the
principal focus of the.~ommittee and the ordinance is on land use'
I!latters •.

The <itixtili?Point brought out in the testimony -- particularly
the testimony. of city employees engaged in enforcing current
statutes regulating such businesses, as well as private in
dividuals who have sought legal recourse against such businesses

~-- was the difficulty of achieving reasonable enforcement of the
law. Part of this enforce~ent problem centers on the relativp.ly
limited arsenal of remedies available to home-rule cities under
Texas law in such circumstances. Some of the problem has been
alleviated by cooperative efforts between cities and counties, as
is the case in Houston, where Harris County coopp.rates with the
city by bringing suits whenever requested to accompany a citl'
suit, thus bringing into play the padlock power of the county -
a power the city lacks. However, another part of the problem is
that existing laws and ordinances are structured in such a way as
to make it dif:Eicult to sustain an action against even an of-·
fender clearly in violation of the law. For example, if an
injunction for abatement of a nuisance is brought against the
owner of a particular sexually oriented business -- such as an.
adult 'modeling stt..:dio· --' it is quite possible that by the time
the suit is actually brought to trial the ownership of the
business has been transferred. The case is then thrown into
limbo because the appropriate party or parties is (or are) no
longer -joined- in the suit. The lawsuit stalls while the
business continues in operation.

--I ----------,--_._----_._----',--MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000900
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While a variety of oth;r·:issue~ and problems were raised i

testicony taken before the Committee, the foregoing points seeme
to members of the Committee to be the most significant and worth
of attention. The manner in which this testimony was translate
into proposals for legislative action will become clear in th
Section by Section Analysis that follows below.

WIn 1840 a city ordinance provided a fine of not les
than $50 and a jail term of ten to thirty days for any warne
co=itti!lg lewd actions or exhibiting herself in a publj
place in a style 'not usual for respectable females.
Brothels within the city limits could not be located ClOSE
than two squares to a family residence. A supplemental:
ordinance- in 1841 required a $20 bond for a 'female of iJ
fame' found in a public place after 8:00 p.m. in order t
ensure good behavior•. Although perhaps not a prostitute
one of the most· notorious female characters from· the·perie
was Pamela Mann, an expert at firearms, knives, horsebac
riding, and profanity. She appeared in court at vario\
times charged with counterfeiting, forgery, fornicatior
larceny, . and assault. According to William Ransol:1 Bogal
$he ran. the Mansion House Hotel in such fashion th~

'Hrs. Mann and her 'girls' achieved a satisfying succes~

~her;W which the Committee thought relevant to it
deliberations regarded those businesses which are thought t
enjoy special protection under the First Amendment. This issu
vas perhaps one of the most difficult that the Committee faced
Despite whatever personal preference the memb~rs of the Committe
might have had, the clear mandate of the Committee was to prepar
an ordinance that was as legally defensible as possible. Afte
considerable deliberation, the Committee accepted the contention
of those lawyers who argued that to lump First Amendment and al
other businesses into one indistinguishable category for purpose
of regulation would probably be unwise and cause the ordinance t
be submitted to substantial challenges. This is not to say tha
the arguments of the lawyers are unquestionably correct. Nor i
it to say that following the recor:unendations of these lawver
rep:esents what the Co~ittee believes to be wis~ public pollcy
But what the Committee did was to remember continuously it

~ principal charge, and to set aside its personal preferences an
opinions in favor of proposing an ordinance with a maximu
likelihood of being upheld in court •
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PRIOR HOUSTON ATTF~1PTS TO REGULATE

Early Efforts. The proposed
the first attempt by the City of
oriented businesses. As stated
David G. McComb:

ordinance does not represer.
Houston to regulate sexuall
in HOUSTON: A HISTORY, 1:

, --__' 0 -------',.-
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Universal Amusement. A more recent and perhaps more relevant
atte~pt to regulate sexually oriented businesses in Houston
occurred in 1971, with the passage of Ordinances 28-65 and 36-14.
Ordinance 28-65 amended a prior ordinance to make it ·unlawful
for any person to operate or ~ause to be operated an adult
commercial establishment within two thousand (2000) feet of a
Church, school or other educational or charitable institution."
Under this ordinance, an Wadult commercial establishment- was
defined as -any business or enterprise having as a substantia1 or
significant portion of its stock in trade or activity the sale,
distribution, lending, rental, exhibitIOn, or otner viewing of
material depicting sexual conduct or specified anatomieal areas
for co~sideration.· Ordinance 36-14 made it unlawful to operate
within two thousand (2,000) feet of a church, school or other
educational or charitable institution any motion picture theatre
·which exhibits a film that explicitly depicts contact
between any part of the gen~~ls ~~.one person and the genitals,
mouth or anus of another person; ••• contact between a person's
mouth, anus, or genit~ls and the mouth, anus, or genitals of an
animal or fowl; ••• manipulation of a person's genitals; ••• ~

defecation: or ••• urination.· Both ordinances required all
businesses coming under the ambit of the law to bring themse1ves
into compliance within thirty (30) days of passage of the
ordinances. (A third ordinance, not as significant, dealt with a
redefinition of ·public amusement park- and ·places of public
entertainment and amusement.·)

/

The 1977 ordinances were successfully J;hallenged in a 1977
case styled Universal Amusement Co., v. Hofheinz.. In an opinion
handed down. October 5, 1977, Judge Ross N. Sterling granted the
request of plaintiffs for declaratory and injunctive relief_ At
the conclusion of the trial, the Court orally declared ~he

ordinances unconstitutional on their face, per::tanently enjoined
thei~ enforcement against plaintiffs, and sev~red plainti£.fs·
claims for punitive damages and attorneys' fees.

For purposes of considering the ordinance now being proposed
by the Com-'lli ttee, it is instructive to consider the grounds on
which the 1977 ordinances were struck down as unconstitutiona~ by
the Court. -Although' at ·least 'one of the attorneys appearing
before" the Committee during its second session of' hearings
alleged that no ordinance could be fashioned that would meet the
objections made by the Court, the Committee is of the opinion
that it is in~eed possible to draft such an ordinance_

In summary, Judge Sterling held ,the ordinances unconsti tu
tional on grounds of vagueness, statir.g that this alone would be

---.----_._-------_._----_._---_.,--MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000902
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sufficient grounds to void the ordinance on grounds of unconsti
tutionality. Ho.ever, he went on to say that in his opinion
there were other constitutional defects, nam~ly that the ordi
nances were violative of the First and Fourteenth Amendments to
t~e Constitution by abridging the frp.cdoms of speech and press
suaranteed therein, that they denied the plainti:fs the equal
protection of the laws as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment
and that they denied plaintiffs due process of law as guaranteed
by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

VaQ'Ueness. The Court found that the challenged ordinances
violated bas~c tenets of constitutional law. It cited the
general rule that whenever a penal statute is involved -- as was
the case here, since a fine of up to $200 was to be imoosed for
violations of ordinance 28-65 -- the terms of that statute "must
b~ sufficiently explicit to inform those who are'subject to it
what conduct on their part will render them liable to its penal
ties· and that wa statute which either forbids or requires the
doing of an act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence
must necessarily guess at -.its -meaning and differ as to its
application violates the firs~ ~ssential of due process of law."

However, the Court was quick to point out that even more
than the usual rule requiring exactness in the drafting of a
penal statute was involved in the case at hand. The ordinances
in question were not only penal, but also restricted the exercise
of First Acen~ent rights. While the Court did not hold that no
such restrictions on First Amendment rights could ever be suc
cessfully enacted, it did state emphatically that in such in
stances even stricter standards than those required of ordinary
per.al statutes would be called for.

The plaintiffs in Universal Amusement claimed that the
o:-dinances under exa:nination failed both the general test of
strictness required of any penal statute, not to mention the
stricter s~andard applied when a law restricting First Amendment
rights are in qnest.ion. With this argument the Court agreed.
Especially troublesome was the leek of anv definitions whats~ever

for such words as ·Church,· ·school,· or ·other educational or
char~ta51e ~ns~~tution.· SimiLarlY: the works ·substantial" and
·~ignificant· as used to modify ·portion of its stock in trade or
activity· was found by tha Court to be "hopelessly vague." As
the Court pointed out:

-Any theater which ever exhibited ·X or R' movies
might be covered from time to time depending on the
ceaning 9f the words 'substantial' and ·significant.'"

The Court noted that one of the asserted purposes of the
ordinances was the protection of childrp.n, but held that this

'I
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to live in a particular section of town so that a w~tchful "eye
could be kept on them. To paraphrase The Mikado, the legislative"
remedy should fit the problem. Another possible way of looking
at it is that the cure should not be worse th~n the disease.

In Universal Amusement the Court found that there was not
just overbreadth, but "substantial ovarbreadth.- The Court
seemed to be of the opinion that the attempt to regulate busi
nesses which dealt in material depicting "sexual conduct" or
"specified anatomical areas· failed the overbreadth test because
it raised' the distinct possibility that the ordinances would
"deter those who normally deal with such materials from exercis
ing their right to sell or exhibit them because (1) what they
sell or exhibit might fall within the scope of the ordinance, and
(2) their dealings with such ~terial might result in the brand-
ing of their businesses as ·adult commercial establishments .," In
the opinion of the Court, the ordin~nces being challenged had the 1
potential to effectively prohibit all theatres from showing "R"
rated movies and medical book~tores from selling books on anatomy
or physiology which depicte~·~~di±y·or partial nudity. Coupled
with the fact that the ordin~nces as written were not in the
opinion of the Court subject to narrowing by state law decisions,
the ordinances were found to be consequently overbroad and"
~,erefore constitutionally infirm.

Protected Soeech. The ordinances that were the subject of
the lawsuit in Universal Amusement attempted to regulate to some
extent activities normally considered as under the ambit of the
First Amendment. Therefore one of the issues was whether' the
ordinances abridged freedom of speech in any unwarranted fashion.
The Court noted that there could be regulation of ::;uch speech.
But, the Court stated, such regulation must be reasonable. In
the case of the ordinances at issue, the Court' held that the
administrative officials charged with enforcement of, ,the ordi
nances were left free to exercise what the Court characterized as

" ·virtually unfettered discretion.· For instance, under the
~ ordinances it was left to a policeman to determine what was a

·church" or Rschool. R Such breadth of discration was found by
the Court to be unacceptable in ordinances which proposed to
regulate what were considered First Amendment activities.

This concern for 'protected speech was heightened by the fact
t!1at as a' practical 1!1attC!r the ordinances, did 'not merely limit,
the time and place and manner where the activities at issue could
be engaged in. Instead, in application the ordinances banned al~

such activities from the City of Houston, at least as far as the
Court could see under its review of the facts. Under such
circumstances, the Court stated, it was impossible to say that
these particular ordinances represented a reasonable restraint on
the First Amendment activities at issue.

,------------,------------'.,-MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000904
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Eaual Protection. The Court in Universal Amusement a"lso
stated that wh~le a city can treat different classes of people in·
different ways, the difference in treatm~nt must be based on some
rationale directly connected wi th the appropriate exercise of
municipal power for accepted purposes. The question in the
particular case was whetner the city, in treating the businesses
at issue differently than other businesses, was doing so for
reasons that were grounded in acceptable public policy consis
tently applied. The Court also noted that of some importance
would be whether the state had already enacted legislation to
deal with the public policy issues stated as the grounds for the
ordinances.

In Universal Amusement, the Court found that the purported
purpose ot protecting cnildren and permitting them to be raised
in a suitable atmosphere, while perhaps worthwhile, did not call
for the expansive ordinances that had been attempted. Moreover,
the Court noted that there were already a substantial number of
laws on the books at the state level dealing with the problem of
protecting children from S.1:1cil ac-q.vities. The Court distin
guished the Detroit ordinance',' on which Houston had relied, by
noting that one of the primary purposes of that ordinance was to
preserve the quality of urban life. Given these facts, the Court'
sp.emed to believe that the City of Houston had gone too far in
its ordinances, given the goals it was seeking to accomplish.

i
L

l
l
L

l
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Due Process. The final issues dealt with by the Court in
Universal Amusement was that of denial of due process. The Court
found that while some, exercise of municipal authority in this
area might be justified, the crdinances at issue went far beyond
what was permissible and in effect deprived persons of their
property without adequate reason or compensation. First, the

. ordinances- effectively banned such businesses from'the city even
though it purportedly only limited their ability to locate in
certain areas. Second, the ordinances were drafted in such a ~ay

that even if a business could find an acceptable location, the"
business would forever be in jeopardy of losing its authority to
operate if a church or school moved within the prohibited
distance.

Summarv. In reviewing the decision of Universal Amusement
for purposes of its work in drafting an ordinance proposal. the
COIr.mittee kept several points in mind with regard to the £ore-.
going discussion. First, businesses that are argued as under the
ambit of the First ;.mendrnent enjoy special protection. But even
the Court in Unive::sal Amusement seemed to indicate that such
protection is not absolute and that reasonable regulation is
permissible •. "Therefore, the Committee took special care in all
matters of regulation affecting First Amendment businesses to
exercise what the Committee deem~d prudence and restraint,

------------._-----_._--------_.,--._-_._---..,.---
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Fifth, the Corr~ittec has provided in the ordinance for
1sp.ve~al avenues ?f. recou~se for any p~rty that believes himself'
aggr~eved by ad~~n~st=at~o~ of the ordlnance. At the same time,
however, the ordinan~e has throughout b~en designed to limit the
discretion of the administrative of.fic~rs in charge of the
ordinance to minimize the possibilities for such abuses of
discretion that would require redress.

Sixth and finally, the Committee has spent considerable time
reviewing computerized maps to give reasonable assurance that
while the ordinance may be restrictive in absolute terms of
locations available to sexually oriented businesses, it is not
pro~ibitory in what it seeks to accomplish. After reviewing a
series of maps developed in accordance with the distance formulas
set forth in the ordinance, the Committee feels that there is
reasonable evidence to suppo=t the conclusion that such is indeed
the case.

R~!EDIES ADOPTED EY OTH!R CITIES

Houston is not the oniY°::;-Ame'ri~an city to have had to deal
with the problem of sexually oriented businesses. Other munic
ipalities such as Detroit, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, J

and Santa Maria, California, as well as regionul governments such
as Fairfax County, Virginia, have also grappled with the issue.
Although Houston is unique as compared to these other governments
with respect to the zoning issue, there are nonetheless lessons
that can be drawn fro~ co~paring the experience of other
municipalities to our own.

Detroit. The efforts of the city of Detroit to regulate
sexually oriented business~s found their roots in attempts made
in 1962 to combat the skid-row effects occurring in certain
neighborhoods. Ultimately, the city in 1976 amended the
anti-skid row ordinance developed out of that earlier effort to
cover sexually oriented businesse~. These new regulations wp-re
upheld by the United Stat.es Supreme Court. The key elements of
this ordinance provided the following:

(1) Sexually oriented businesses were explicitly
defined;

(2) Sexually oriented busine5ses were prohibited
within five hundred feet (500' ) of an area zoned
residential.

(3) Sexually oriented businesses ~p.re prohibited from
locating within one thousand feet (l000 I) of any
two other regulated sexually oriented businesses;
and

_________, o o "r-MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000906
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mixed into the general run of office bui Idings and rctai 1 "and
wtjolesale operations. Substantial residnntial housing or resi
dential activities were not part of the fabric of the
neighborhood.

The decision to create ~ Co~~at Zone proved advantageous to
the city of Boston for ~ number of reason~. First, the creation
of a single such zone where all businesses were treated alike
avoided any charges that the Boston regulatory scheme violated
the equal protection provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment~

Second, by creating a particular zone where such businesses could
be established without question, the City avoided the sometimes
difficult issues involved in t~ing to define what would or would
not be considered a ·sexually oriented business.- Finallv, the
city was under this scheme able to avoid the difficulties and
confusions that can sometimes be attendant upon any system
involving licensing. In addition, the Boston approach entailed
lower administrative costs, gave the city firm control over the
growth of the sexually oriented businesses industry, and provided
city officials with a contr~-!.le~ E!nvircmmp.nt -- essentially a
laboratory -- in which to 'i:nvest'igate the effects of sexually
oriented businesses on their surrounding environment. It is
interesting to note that while the Boston plan has met with
reasonable~~ccess, it has not been copied by any other American
city.

l\'hile the Committee was urged to consider the combat zone
concept for Houston, the proposal was discarded at a rather early
point in the deliberations. The principal reason for rejecting
the concept was the geographical difference between Boston and
Houston. Boston pro?er is a city of fairly limi ted land area.
Houston currently contains approximately 560 square miles. While

.a single combat zone might work in Bnston, given its limitec
size, the Cocmittee concluded that a defensive combat zone
approach in Houston would require at least several .such area~

throughout the city. Otherwise, those located at a distance fron
th~ single combat zone might argue that their right of access tc
sexually oriented businesses had been wrongfully limited. ThE
other problem, of course, would be that of locating sites foz
these multiple cortbat zones. Although several witnesse!i
advocated this approach to the Committee, no witness was ready tc
volunteer his or her area as a candidate for. such a zone -- ir
itself eloquent testimony to the perception of the effect oj
these businesses on their.. surrounding areas, a perception that
expert witnesses would show appears to translate into adverSE
consequences for property values.

,-------'----.---.----------.r-'---.----....,.----'
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Chicaqo. In 1977, the city of Chicaso amended its municipal

In to include new regulutions on l1dul t-use businesses. The
,icago ordinance genera.lly followed the Detroit legis lation.
ne basic strategy of the regulatory scheme could be broken into

jhree parts: first, there was a strong effort to define the
1rpose and int.ent of the ordinance; second, there was a good
C!al of effort put into defining sexually oriented businesses:

and third, there was substantial time spent to carefully define
Ile type of regulation and enforcement being adopted.

The Chicac;o ordinance also had some features not found in

(
le Detroit ordinance. First, registration standards were imposed
~at required nine types of responses, mostly concerning owner

ship. Certain restrictions, though vaguely defined, were placed't 1 exterior displays. On this particular point, the ordinance
1 :ovided that -no adult use shall be conducted in' any manner that
perr~ts the observation of'any material depicting, describing or
~!lating to 'specified sexual activities' or 'specific anatomical
4~eas' =rom any public way or from any property not registered as
an adult use.- This provisi~~.was u~der the ordinance applicable
1~ -any display decoration, sign, -show window, or store opening."
Ii .nally, fines of not less than fifty dollars (S50. 00) nor more
fnan two hundred dollars. (S200. aO) were imposed for each of£ense ~

"i th the provis~on that in the case of a continuing offense
~ day during which the offense continued could be·counted as a
&~~~ate case. . ,

J Callas. The city of Dallas adopted an ordinance regulating
dlxually oriented businesses in 1977. Interestingly, while
Callas is a zoned city, this regulatory ordinance was not made
R rt of the zoning ordinance, but rather was incorporated into
~e general municipal code. The Dallas ordinance, like that in
Chicago, was closely modelled on the Detroit law.

l Under the Dallas ordinance, the distance requirement between
sexuallv oriented businesses and areas zoned residential was one
tfousand feet (IOaO'). This distance was measured as a straight
Ilne fro~ property line to property line of the two conflicting
structures without ~egard to intervening structures. It is

i
' struct.ive to note that this one thousand .foot (l000') re--L

r iction was struck down due to lack of eVl.dence as to the 7;'
c teriorating effects sustained by neighborhoods as a result of
tlhe interposition of sexually ori~n~ed bu~inesses. .

Los Angeles. In 1978, the city of Los Angeles imposed a
thirty (30) day moratorium on the establishment of new sexually
of iented businesses in order to provide an opportunity for the
c to draft a new and comprehensive ordinance regulating the /
L. try. (It is not clear whether such a moratorium would be V
~~~ssible under recent antitrust decisions involving the

L
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liability of municipalities for violation of the Sherman Act.)'
The city then used its Planning Department to study the effects
of sexually oriented businesses on their surrounding environ
ments. The conclusion of this study was that regulation of
sexually oriented businesses was necessary to "prevent the
continued erosion of the character of the affected
neighborhoods."

The drafting of the Los Angeles ordinance followed the basic
pattern established in the wake of the successful effort by the
city of Detroit. What businesses were "sexually oriented R was
meticulously defined and the activities of those businesses were
likewise carefully delineated. Similar care was taken in the
definition of the city's regulatory authority and with respect to
the fines imoosed for violations of the ordinance. An additional
section provided for severability of the ordinance, thus allowing
the ordinance to stand even if a particular section failed a
judicial test.

At this writing, our best information indicates that the Los
Angeles ordinance has withstood any challenges and remains intact
as originally passed. Again, a key elemp.nt in the success of the
ordinance was the careful development of information on the'
nature of the problem being addressed, thoughtful efforts to
delineate as clearly as possible the intent and operation of the
ordinance, and a strong rational tie betwp.en the problems being
addressed and the regulatory scheme.

Fairfax County, Virqinia. The ordinance adopted in Fairfax
County, Virginia, for tne regulation of sexually oriented busi
nesses again follows the general pattern successfully established
by the city of Detroit. However, in the area of issuance of
permits, the Fairfax County ordinance is much more detailed.

Specifically, the Fairfax County ordinance gives the chief
of police jurisdiction over the application process. In.exercis
ing this responsibility, the chief of police receives assistance
from the Inspection Services Division, the Fire and Rescue
Services, the Director of Health, and the Zoning Enforcement
Division. The annual fee for renewal of the license is Two
Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00); this annual renewal fee is in
addition to a business license tax. The applicant must also
complete a comprehensive application form dealing with the type
of business, location and ownership. with respect to ownership,
in-depth information is requested, and checks are made on t~e
criminal records or prior questionable activities of the appl~

cant.

Additionally, permit fees are reouired from massage techni
cians. These permits specify fees, term of the permit and health

--.--------"-----------------.r-'---.----~--
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requirements. Again, the application is cornpr~hensive and delves 
into ~he ap~licant's backgr?und and history, and is accompanied
by f~ngerpr~nts. The ord~nance also goes further than" the
Detroit law in setting minimum standarns for sexuallv oriented
businesses \lfi th regard to structure and general hygiene, the
display of permits, and the establishment of a right of entry for
relevant government inspection agents.

Santa Maria, Califnrnia. The ordinance enacted by Santa
Maria, California, is interesting in that it provides a regulato
ry scheme whereby sexually oriented businesses are divided into
different classes, as follows:

"Class A" sexually oriented businesses are those
which provide entertainment in conjunction with the
operation of an eating place.

"Class B" sexually oriented businesses are those
which provide entertainment in conjunction with a
business whose principal activi ty is the serving of
alcoholic beverages.

"Class C" sexually oriented businesses are those
where entertainment is offered' in conjunction with
either of the business activities described as "Class
A" or "Class B," but where the exhibition of the human
body is involved.

Under this regulatory scheme, "Class A" businesses are the
most ligbtly regulated, "Class B" businesses more so, and "Class
C" businesses most of alL "Class e" businesses must deposit
with the Director of Finance a refundable deposit of five hundred
dollars ($500.00). This deposit would be used to pay the costs
of additional city services such as police and fire assistance.
This particular legislation was probably less referred to by the
Committee than any other statutory scheme because its .. purposes
seemed on the face of the ordinance to differ notably from the
purposes of the ordinance proposed for Houston.

SECTION-BY-SECTION SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE

Le~islative Findings. The legislati~e findings. sections of
the ord~nance has been drafted to summar~ze as conc~sely but as
completely as possible the underlying reasons why an ordinance is
needed, and why the ordinance has been structured in its present
form. This Repor<: is also incorporated by reference into the
Legislative Findir.cs.

The city bas~s its right to regulate sexually orie~ted
commercial enterpr:ses on its general police powers -- the r~ght

,-------------',-,------- MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000910
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to pass legislation tn ass~re public s~fety, health, morals ~nc

other related goals. The city also bas~s its right to regulate
a~ proposed in this orcina7.ce ur.d~r specific grants of authority
from the state, i~cluding ;~t. 1175, ~22 (authorizing regulatior.
by municipalities of placp.s of public a~usement), Art. 1175, 52:
(authorizing licensing by ~u~icipalities of busin~sses suscepti
ble to the police power), Art. 1175, S24 (authorizing municipal
regulation of billboards and o~her exterior signage), Art. 1175
S34 (authorizing municipalities to exercise the general polic~
power), and Art. 2372\-1 Ca!1thorizing municipalities to regulate
businesses whose principal activity is the offering of services
intended to provide sexual st~ulation or sexual gratification).

The Committee has proposed that Council exercise the
foregoing powers on the basis of its findings generated through
the hearings held by the Corci ttee and Council betwe~n Novem
ber 4, 1982 and October 25, 1983. These findings have already
been discussed at so:e length in the foregoing subsection titled
-Analysis of Testimony.- Tne Legislative Findings section of the
ordinance briefly s~arizes~~os~~ndings.

Article I: Definitions. The d~finitions included under
Article I have oeen ca=efullv crafted to conform with the Commit
tee's intention to regulate-as effectively as possible, without
infringing on federal constitutional guarantees, areas preempted
by state legislation or the operation of legitimate businesses.
Although most of the definitions are by their nature
self-evident, comcents on some of the definitions are warranted
to underscore the ba·~ance which the COIr.mi ttee constantly sought
between effective regulation on the one hand and, on the othe~~

the limits placed on municipal action by f~deral constitutional
guarantees and state law.

wEnterprise,W for exa:ple, refers only to those ~stablish

ments whose majof business involves produc:-tS or services intended
to provide sexua stimulation or gratification. Inclusion of the
word WmajorW is i ended e e~ t out such businesses as cony 
nfence stores which sell ·P1ayhoy· or ayairl Qr other sim~ ar
such magazines as a relatively small part of their overall 0p!ra-
tion. In additi.on" specific exemptions arc granted to several
categories of businesses. Adult bookstor~s, adult movie theatres
and businesses licensed to sell alcoholic beverages arc exempted
because of apparent preemption by state law: massage parlors are
omitted because they are covered by another city ordinance. (It
should be noted, however, that although the foregoing businesses
are not defined as ·enterprises,· and th~rnfore not subject to
the locational and peroit requiremp.nts of the ordinance, they
still are subject to specified p::-ovisions of the ordinance.)
Businesses licensed. by the state, such as those employing

------'-----------------"r-
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-psychologists or physicians are nl~o exemptp.d, as are bu~inesses

whose major activity is the selling of clothp.s.

The definitions in Article I also offer good examoles of the
consistency in reasoning which the Comnitt~e sought to' achieve in
its work. For instance, .it has already been noted that a-major
th.eme in the test.imony. heard by the Committee concerned the
deleterious4'e·ffec£s:10f~sexua:l;ly,:;'·()rrientcdbusinesses"pnchilch':en
a}~,d, t'~"ti~ "s·~ijse~!~~i]2!Qbl;~ll'.P"~i1J~!!??~'¥e5t:4;;ri~f~ffb.p~):i.q:9-~:,:~tabiIity ~nd
the"quaiity" of-li'fEf'as'refle'ct·'i:!d':''i:n .. prope. r ..t v v.a.··..1.. ·u.·.··.· •..·.'.··'" F "'h'. , ' ~ .·..n "" .l";.~,'l' ,·,,",'v.,!~~.. or t 1.5
reason, schools were placed within thP.' c~ft'e9'dry' ""cIf protected
establishments near which such sexually oriented businesses
cannot be located. (It was this same general line of reasoning
-- namely, the need to protect areas fr~quented by children and
used for family oriented activities. -- that l~d to including
churches among the protected activity categories.i However, it
l~as also concluded by the Committee that at some point a person,
even though still in school, matures to the point where the city
can no longer reasonably claim the right to protect him or her
from such businesses. Nhi~,'-:-.the_ a.ge at which maturity may be
achieved by different individuals may vary, it was concluded by
the Committee that a reasonable cutoff age as a general rule
would be seventeen (17), coinciding wi th earliest usual age of ~ .
graduation from secondary school. For this reason the definition
of • school" (Article I, Section V) is limited -to public and
private schools used for primary or secondary education.-

Another problem the CoItU!l.i ttee faced in drafting the ordi
nance proposal was to ,minimize opportunities for circumvention of
the ordinance. Concern was expressed by all members of the
Committee and by the Legal Departmp.nt, that some sexually
oriented businesses, eager to escape the locational restrictions
placed upon them, might start showing movies and argue that they
were in fact -Adult l-tovie Theaters n protected by state law and
not subject to municipal restrictions on location. TheCommittee
has sought to deal with problems of .this sort by careful
drafting, as in the definition of -Adult Hovie Theatre-, which
specifically requires that such theatres have tiers or rows of
seats fac~ng a screen or projection area, making it clear that
simply 'setting up a projector and a screen will not make a
modeli~g studio a movie theater under the ordinance.

"'\ Article II. Permit Recroired. Article II of the ordinance
establishes that all sexually oriented commercial enterprises
within the Houston city limits must obtain a license from the
Director of Finance and Administration before they can operate.

Article III. Permit Acplications. The requirements which
must be fulfil1ea be.I:ore a permit may be granted to a sexually
orient~d commercial enterprise are set out in Article III. The

.[
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list of information to ~e supplied, which shall be submitted to
the Director of Finance ar.c :"drninistri3tion, was tClken for the
most part from the present o=cinance 28-73. This was decided by
the Committee on the basis of issues raised during the hearings.
For instance, a nu~er of witnesses cited the problems inherent
in tracking down the person ultimately responsible for a partner
ship or corporation: hence, the Committee has recommended a
series..of ownershie disclosures which, while not onerous to the
business enterprise, will provide information adequate for
reasonable enforcement of the ordinance should its provisions
subsequently be violated. The application requirements also call
for submission of relevant state-issued documents pertaining'to
the authorization of the enterprise to do business within the
StClte of Texas. The application form shall also include a
written declaration that all information contained in the appli
cation is true and correct, and that the applicant is in con
formity with all provisions of the ordinance: violation of these
provisions will be grounds for suspension or revocation of the
permit. .-~ .

Article IV. Penni t Fee. ':. "The ordinance establishes a
permit fee of ~350.00 for each permit application. The amount of
this fee was based on testimony by William R. Brown, Director of
Finance and Administration, which fixed the cost of processing
each such application at within Tp.n Dollars <SIC.QQ) of the
$350.00 figure later adopted by the Committee. Since the $350.00
represents the cost to the city of actually processing the
application, regardless of whether the penni t is approved or
disapproved, the fee is payable at the time the permit is re
quested and shall be nonrefundable. The permit shall be good for
one year from the date of issuance, and sha1l be renewable
annuallYithe $350.00 fee fo= each renewal of the permit repre
sents the costs of each year's review of the permit application
and the ongoing costs of administering the regulations estab
lished by the ordinance, including the costs of enforcement
through L~spections of the establishments by city personnel.

It should also be noted that just prior to submission of the
proposed ordinance to Counci1, a general review of all fees and
charges of the City of Houstor. was undertaken. This genera 1
review, which will generate the most reliable direct and indirect
cost data in the city's history, may produce a different figure
for the processing of the perr.d.t. If so, an adjustment (most
likely upward) will have to be made in the pennit fee. At the
time of this writing, however, the $350.00 figure still repre
sents the best estimate of the actual cost of processing the
application a~d administering the regulations proposed under the
ordinance.

------------------"r-----------,..---
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Article V. Issuance Qr Denial of n Permit. Assuming the
submitted appl~cat~on contorms to the requirements of the ordi
nance, the Director of Finance and Administration must wi thin
twenty (20) days issue a permit to the applicant. Although there
are several grounds on which an application for a permit will be
denied -- the failure to supply all of the required information
for example, or the giving of information that is knowingl;
false, fraudulent or untruthful -- the most important of these
reasons focuses on certain distance requirements that must be met
in the location of sexually oriented commercial enterprises.
(Again, exempted from these locational restrictions are adult

movie theaters, adult bookstores, businesses selling alcoholic
beverages, and massage parlors.) Specifically, the ordinance
would require that all subject businesses be located not less

~than 750 feet from a church or school (both terms being defined
in the ordinance) and not less than 1,000 feet from each other.
(In the event two such businesses a:e closer to each other than
1,000 feet, then Article VI, Section B provides that a permit
shall be issued to the applicant "having the longer period of
enterprise ownership at the s~me.lQcation for which a permit is
sought. It) -. . _.

A third distance requirement set out in Article V has been'
characterized as the Dresidential concentration" test. A circle
with a 1,000 foot· radius is drawn around the location of the
proposed business." If within the circle thereby determined
seventy-five percent (75%) or more of the tracts are residential
(tha t is, if seventy-five percent (75 %) or more of the tracts

were coded as residential, in the city's Metrocom computer), then
the business could not locate there_ Conversely, however, should
land use in the area become more com:nercial, such that the
percentage dropped below seventy-five percent (75~), the business
might under a new permit application be granted the right to
operate ae' the formerly unacceptable location.

These distance requirements are good examples of the Commit
tee's efforts to analyze the information preserved during the
public hearings, to distill frQm that information the real nature
of the problems to be addressed and to thF:n develop solutions
logically and consistently related to the actual problems. For
example, while many who testified acknowledged the right of such
businesses to e~ist, and while many' of these same witnesses
expressed solicitude for the rights of those" who might want to .
avail themselves of the g99ds or services offered by such busi~

nesses, the same witnesses also expressed strong concern about j
balancing these considerations against the effects such busi
nesses might have on children and the fabric of the family uni t, I

as well as property values and the quality of urban life. " In
reviewing the testimony, the Committee concluded that this
concern was justified -- particularly in light of some of the
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expert testimony offered -- and hence cr~ated the 750 foot rUle
with respect to churches a~d schools which were viewed as centers
for family oriented activities.

A second set of problems brought ou~ in the hearings is the
detrimental effect that the: clust~ri1)g Jof such businesses can
have on a surrounding area. Testimony from the Chief of Police,
as well as information supplied by residents of areas where
concentrations of such businesses are unusually high, repeated
the point that the clustering 0= such businesses exacerbate the

" problems they create by developing an atmosphere in which a
'" ·secondary market- of illicit activities -- both sexual and

otherwise -- are encouraged. .Although most witnesses agreed that
the location 6f such businesses could not be restricted in such a
way as to effectively eliminate them altogether, most witnesses
-- including the Chief of Police -- stnted that in their view a
·separation" or -nonclustering- provision would alleviate some of
the problems normally associated with the operation of such
businesses. In reviewing this testimony, and in considering the
experience of cities such 2-5- De.tr~it, the Committee concurred
with the judgment of the witnesses and therefore included a
requirement regarding spacing of the businesses from each other.

.......
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A third set of probl~s identified during the hearings was
the difficulties created when these businesses locate in areas
that are primarily residential in charac~er.) These problems are
aggravate ~n Houston because 0 t e lack of" zoning laws; in the
absence of any ordinance, only deed-restricted developments are
allowed some measure of protection and even that degree oj
protection stops at the border of the deed restricted area. Most
witnesses who testified on this point before "the Committee
acknowledged that there was little likelihood that zoning woule

. be imposed in Houston. At the same timn, however, many of thes~

~same witnesses indicated their belief that reliance on dep-c
restrictions as the sole method of protection was woe full)
inadequate, particularly since so many of the areas most severelj
affected by the problem of sexually oriented businesses were one~

in which deed restrictions had irrevocabl~r lapsed, or in whict
such res~rictions had never existed at all.

In reviewing the testimony on this point, the Commi tteE
concluded that there were sound policy reasons for the city tc
provide greater protection for areas of high residential concen·
tration from the adverse consequences of too many sexuall~

oriented businesses. Concern for children and family-relate,
activities already cited above with respect to the distancE
requirement from church and schools was likewise a factor her~.

Concern was also felt for the need to maintain some degree o~

stability in residential areas so as to provide at least c
measure of corresponoJ.ng stabl.ll. ty in the property tax ba"se.
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Finally, concern was expressed that the protections afforded deed
restricted areas, however minical, ought to be extended by
providing singular (if not the same) protection to any area with
a high concentration of residential usage. (Although the
Committee considered extending the same sorts of proections to
areas less residential in character, it was not thought that the
same policy considerations applied with equal force as areas
became -less residential.·)

. In evaluating these distance requirements, the Ccmm:ittee
also remained sensitive to concerns that were raised during the
hearings by opponents of the ordinance. For instance, at ~east

one of the lawyers representing some of the businesses that will
be affected by the ordi~ance argued that the -residential concen
tration- test was tantamount to zoning. After careful considera
tion the Cormnittee respectfully disagreed. To . the Committee,
there is a great deal of difference between an ordinance creating
a zoning commission which then proceeds to establish use cate
gories for entire areas of the city and an ordinance which merely
requires that if the market,~oper~ting freely, has resulted in an
area that is ·predominantly" "residential" in character, then
certnin businesses cannot locate within a fixed distance of that
area. In the first instance, the city dictates land usage and'
only a change by the city in the ordinance fixing such usage will
permit "deviation from that rule. In the second instance, the
city merely provides that in the event usage in a particular area
should through operation of the free market develop along certain
lines, then certain restrictions will be involved. Conversely,
should the market dictate a change in overall usage of an area
(as in a case where an area formerly predominantly residential
became commercial), then the city restrictions would be lifted.
The difference might best be characterized as that between active
and passive -- or "reflective- -- land management.

The Committee also took quite seriously the concerns e:c
pressed dcring the hearings by some representatives of the
affected businesses that determining whether a proposed location
would conform withthe ordinance would prove unduly burdensome
and costly. However, the Committee believes that introduction of
the Metrocom computerized mapping system into city government
effectively answers this concern. As stated in testimony offered
before the Co~ittee by Ken Strange, the ~etrocom administrator,
it will be possible, for a minimal charge which reflects the
actual cost of computer and clerical time, to determine in
advance -- and wi thin just a few hours -- whether a particular
proposed site is permissible for a sexually oriented business.
Under the circumstances, the Co~~ittee concluded that the -res
idential conc~ntration" test was not only a suitable remedy for
some of the problems adduced during the hearings l but also that
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the test would not plilce an undue or unfair burden on thE
businesses to be regulated.

A brief comment should be 'made with respect to the appenl~
process established to provide recourse from permi t denials b'
the Director of Finance and Administration. While an ini tia3
appeal hearing before' the Director is provided fer in thE
ordinance, the Committee felt that given the nature of the issue~

involved, and the desire to assume that t::e ordinance in bot.t
theory and practice did not operate to abuse individual rights,
an appear-to Council should also be provided. This has been donE
in Article V, Section E.

Article VI. Existiner Entercrises. The method of transi tior
from the present s~tuat~on to tnat under the new ordinance, anc
specifically the treatment of previously existing businesse~

under the new ordinance was the subject of considerable though1
by the Committee. The results of that lengthy consideration 0:
the transition problems are embodied in Article VI •

.
Section A of Article vI'" 'pro;ldes the timetable under whid

businesses must confor: with the ordinance. For this purpose thE
ordinance divides the City into four quadrants: compliance wie
the terms and conditions of the ordinance are phased through USE
of these quadrants. Section B provides that where two subjec1

~ businesses are within 1, 000 feet of each other, that busines:
having the longer period of ownership at the same location shal:
receive the permit, while the business with the lesser ownershi]
period at the same location shall be denied a permit. In tht
opinion of the Committee, this approach seemed the fairest way tl
treat the difficult problem of dealing fairly with businesses t~

close together to comply with the ordinance, without abandonin'
, entirely, the attempt to enforce the ordinance a'gainst existinl
businesses. The Con:mi.ttee chose te remain. consistent: with thi
·prior in time, prior in right· approach by providing that wher r

',t a subject business is closer than 750 feet to a church or school
~ that business will not be required to abandon the location if i'

can be shown that the period of enterprise ownership at the sam
location exceeds the length of ti~e the church or school has bee,
located at that site.

Sections C and D of Article VI deal with ,the difficult issu
" _of grandfathering versus amortization of existing businesses
~~he Committee decisions with respect to the issues raised by thi

question again exemplify the careful attempt to base legislativ
action on the relevant information gathered during the hearing
process as well as the desire of th~ Committee to offer th
maximum possible protection to individual interest~ while als
dealing effectively with the need for action testified to in th
hearings.

-----------'----'---.----------.r-
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During the hearings, it became evident to the Committee that
the problems created by sexually oriented bUlSinesses had been
allowed to persist for so long that merely addressing the problem
-fro1:t here on out" would not be adequate. Prospective legis
lation would do little or nothing to alleviate the current
serious problem caused by businesses already existing. The
Committee therefore concluded that existing businesses should I
come under the ordinance: for this reason the Committee rejected'
grandfathering of existing businesses and determined that amor
tization would be the appropriate approach. At the same time,
however, the Committee recognized that even if existing busi
nesses were to be brought under the ordinance, this could not be
done in a way that would ignore the investments that had been
made in the businesses (and therefore orima facie unconsti tu
tionally deprive persons of their property w1.thout just compen
sation,). ' The Committee understood -- and if it had not, it
certainly would have after havina beep drilled on the point
nw:l.erous times bv reo:.-= . ves he Le al Deoartment -
that even under an amortization approach the amort:~za loon period
could not be so short as to ef~ectiv~ly deprive the owners of the
:iubject businesses of their': property interests without just
compensation.

Sensitivity to the need for an adequate amortization period
was frustrated, however, by the lack of evidence in the hearing
record on which the Committee could base its decision as to what
constitutes an appropriate amortization period. No member of the
affected industries, nor owners or representatives of affected
individual businesses, appeared before the Committee for purposes
of offering testimony on this point. (One owner of an adult
bookstore did suggest, by written correspondence to the Commit
tee, that the amortization period be extended to ten (10) years;
however, the Coromittee believed that this suggestion was un
realistic. Certainly the recommendation was not supported by any
factual data.) ,

In ~~e absence of such testimony, the Committee found itself
in a difficult position. While the Committee admittedly wished
to legislate the shortest possible period within which subject
businesses must come under the ordinance or, alternatively~

abandon their present locations, the members did not want to
icpose a time limit that, based on actua 1 numbers, was unfair.
The problem, however, was that· the numbers were not available
because'the relevant affected businesses had chosen not to supply
them to the Committee. (The Committee briefly considered using
the subpoena powers available to Council under the Charter when
considering such legislative matters, but decided against doing
so for reasons explained below.)

,------,,----------------',-MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000918
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In the end, the Committee devised ordinance provisions
Sections C and D of Article VI -- which deal with this dilemma il
an effective, fair and practical way. Section C of Article v:
provides that if an existing business cannot qualify for a permi1
under the ordinance, then that business shall terminat~ it~

operations at that particular location within six months afte~

the business receives notice from the Director of Finance anc
Administration of its ineligibility for a permit. However,
should any business so notified believe that six months will bE
insufficient for the business to recoup the investmeni
represented by the enterprise, then the owner or O\fflers of thai
business shall have the right to petition the Director of FinancE
and Administr~tion for an extension, which can be as long as thE
Director determines appropriate based on the evidence presented.

The Committee believes this approach adequately answers thE
dilemma presented by the lack of factual testimony in the recorc
as to the earning capacity of these businesses. The provision:
set forth a reasonable minimum time period for compliance tha1
speaks to the Committee's des.i~e f9~·speedy implementation of thE
ordinance. At the same time, businesses which believe six month:
is too short, can, if they choose, come forward with books anc
records supporting their contention that they are entitled to c
longer amortization period -- indeed, to as long an amortizatioI
period as they can prove. Should the Director of Finance anc
Administration refuse to grant such an extension despite thE
evidence submitted or should the extension be less than tha1
reasonably justified, the decision could be appealed to . th~
Council under Article V, Section E. And if that appeal failed
it is the Committee's' understanding that the applicant may havl
standing to appeal the Director's decision to the state distric'
courts as an arbitrary and capricious exercise of discretiona~

authority under those doctrines relating to taking of ~roperty.

The Committee believes that this approach is fairer and morl
feasible than fixing a longer period of amortization effectivi
with respect to all businesses. Moreover, this appruach avoid:
the need to subpoena books and records from business owner
unwilling or at least hesitant to divulge financial informatio:
in'order to develop an amortization period grounded in a hearin<
record. Instead, the decision is left to each individual busi
ness and its owner as to whether that particu~ar owner wishes t,
divulqe:business data in, order to secure an extension of the si:
month time limi t~',. This. assures the business owner maximu:
privacy should he or she so desire, while also allowing the cit'
to achieve its goal of speedy compliance with the ordinance i
order to deal as effectively as possible with a serious existin
problem: .

,------- '---_._-_._--------_.,---MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000919
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Article VII. Revocation of Permit. The Committee in hearing
testimony became concerned not Just about the circumstances under
which the initial permit would be granted, but also about the
means by which a permit could be revoked should a business fall
out of compliance with the ordinance during the term of the
permit. For this reason,. the COml!1i ttee requested the drafting of
provisions that dealt with the principal problems testified to
during the hearings as to the operation of these businesses.
These common problems can be classified as follows:

Minors as Emolovees. A number of witnesses before
the Committee expressed concern, particularly with
regard to adult modeling· studios, as to the actual age
of some persons employed on the premises. Article VII,
Section A(l) provides that a permit shall be. revoked if
persons.under the age of seventeen (17) are'found to
be employees of a sUbject enterprise. Seventeen years
of age was selected to comply with relevant state law.
A companion provision, Article XI, prohibits the entry
upon the premises of s~ch busi~esses of anyone younger
than seventeen, and reqrii=es-each affected business to
provide an attendant to assure compliance with this
prohibition.

Exterior Aooearance and Sianaae. Although a
.majority of the w~tnesses appearing bp.fore the Commit
tee felt that the control of the exterior appearance
and signage of such businesses would help deal with the
negative effect of' such businesses on neighborhood
stability and property values, most also stated concern
that such provisions, if enacted, would not be heeded
seriously by the businesses in question. In consider
ing these arguments, the CQ~~ittee concluded that
effective enforcement of these provisions was a neces
sity. The Committee therefore provided that violation
of these provisions will result in loss of the permit
to do business.

Recurrinq or Chronic Criminal Activitv. A consis
tent theme in the testimony before the Committee,
whether offered by experts, - ci tizens with specially
significant experience with sexually oriented busi
nesses or members of the general 'public, was the
prpbJem.,:·of "as'socia~~d":.crime taking place in these
establishment s wi tbout action being taken by the ci ty
or any ot~er suitable authority against such
establishments. Once again, many witnesses stated that
while they understood the nep.d to accept the right of
such businesses to exist, they believed ·there was a
need to provide sanctions against those businesses

,------"---------_._---_.~
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which operate outside the law or which permit (either
deliberately or by acts of omission) unlawful
activities to take place on their premises. Article
VII, Section A(3) addresses this problem raised during
the hearings by providing that whenever three or more
persons are adju~ged guilty in a trial court of
committing certain criminal acts (as specified in
Chnpter 21, Chapter 43, Section 22.011, or Section
22.021 of the Texas Penal Code) on the premises of such
a business, th~ permit of that business will be revoked

,.ffi it can' be' shown that the O,!,!ner·;;c,or'.operatoro£the
"'btrS~I'H:!:;iS ~ither:knew;;of,· :tile, activities and' aid not seek
to prevent them, orelse'::.ifailed~.to·.takea¢lequate steps
to b~.c;C)m~);q,\{are 0 f the activity •

Thel1,,~-Qxnmi:ttee':. rbe l:i:eves~"l;t:hat.;!'thp. ...·concept 0 f three
p'r.more:~::per~pns;~;beinqr;;.,;;.found:: "quicl·ty j'.in' :'i a' ;t=ial court
,~.~~ing, ,as'cthe-,j'.triggerinq;nne"chani,sm') for' this position
iis.poth fair and effective. Requiring actual convic-Jtions deals with the coiicern' expressed by some during
the hearings that such a provision, if triggered only
by a certain number of arrests, would encourage police
harassment of such establishments. The sensible
alternative appeared to require judicial action on the
arrest. At the same time, however, members of the
Committee were keenly aware that the pace of the
judicial process makes it unlikely that in anyone-year
period three or ~ore persons would be arrested, tried
and have their -eases heard at all levels of appeal..
Given these realities, Article VII, Section A(3)
represents a compromise in which jUdicial action is
required, but completion of the appeals process is not.
Moreover, should a particular business owner feel that
this revocation mechanism is being used improperly
against him because of.some defect in the adjudications
relied upon, this issue can be raised independently in
the appeal on the revocation where the Director can
then make a determination on the merits of the argument
separate from the criminal process.

False, Fraudulent or Untruthful Permit Informa
tion. One of the most siqnificant· diffiCUlties
reported to the Committee during its hearings by those
agen~ies currently charged with enforcement of existing
laws against those businesses proposed to be covered by
the ordinance is the lack of accurat~ and complete
data. In many instances according to testimony this
lack of information is due to the businesses
themselves, which engage in practices ranging from
legally complex schemes of corporate owneJ:'ship that

'I
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obscure true authority and control to outright
falsehoods and fraudulent misrepresentations with
respect to the operations of a business. It is of
course impossible to divp.rt those who are determined to
undertake such actions from doing so. But the
Cocmi ttee concluded that a major gap in enforcement
would be created if'the giving of false, fraudulent or
untruthful information on the application form ~ere not
provided for; this is the reason for, and purpose ()f
Article VII, Section A(4).

As a concluding comment, the Committee would point out that
all of the revocation provisions are subject to the same appeals
process provided for elsewhere throughout the ordinance. (These
appeals provisions are set out in detail in Article V, Sections C
through E.) This appeals process. would include .... an ,appeal to
Council. The Committee is also of the opinion that in the event
Council were to uphold the revocation of a permit by the Director
of Finance and A~inistration, that decision would be subject to
appeal to a state district cou~t•.-.. . -..

Article IX. Other Permit Provisions. Article IX includes a
merr.ber of miscellaneous but: important prOVl,sJ.ons. Section A ~
requires posting of the permit on the premises of the business
authorized by that permit. The permit must be posted in an no~n

and conspicuous· place to assure ease of enforcement'by public
officials. (Open and conspicuous posting of the permit also
benefits the business, since it allows for a check of the per
mit's existence with a minimum of disruption to normal business
cperations. )

Section B makes all permits issued under the ordinance good
only for the location for which the permit was originally issued;
in addition, permits are· not assignable or transferable. This
latter provision was adopted by the Co~ittee in response to the
problem cited during the hearing of 8 ro lling over- ownership of a.
business. T.he pr9pens.i.ty of such, ,businesses when under scrutiny
(as during a court case brought by the city for prohibited·
activities) to change ownership and thereby continue to do
business while avoiding further legal action (because the new
owner has not been named as a defendant in the city suit) is·
dealt ,,,,ith by making any such change of ownership grounds for
termination of the permit. Section C of Article IX makes it
unlawful to counterfeit, forge, change, deface or alter a permit·
in any WilY.

Articles IX and X. Restrictions on Exterior Appearance and
Signage. Article IX which covers all sexually oriented busi
nesses, as well as adult bookstores, adult movie theatres, and
massage establishments, sets restrictions, regarding the external
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appearance of all such businp.sses. (Wi th respp.ct to businesses
selling alcohol, only signage and not exterior appearance is
regulated.) First, no such business can allow its goods or
sp.rvices to be visible froo any p~ir.t o~t~ide th~ establishment.
Second, the ordinance forbids the usc cf flashing lights or
pictorial representations on the exterior of such businesses.
words can be used to a limited extent as noted below in th~
discussion of Article X. Third, the ordinance requires that all
such businesses be painted a single achrom~tic color -- that is
to say, some shade of grey. Exceptions to this requirement are
permitted where the business is located in a commercial
multi-unit center where the entire center is painted the same
color, or where the color scheme employed is part of an overall
architectural 'system or pattern. (A similar exception is pro
vieed for any unpainted portions of the exterior.) The ordinance
provides that all subject businesses will come into conformity
with these provisions of ~he ordinance within six months o~ the
ef:ective date of the ordinance •

Article X regulates thE! :~ignag.e of all sexually oriented
businesses, including adult bookstores, adult movie theatres, and
massage establishments: husinessp.s licensed to sell alcoholic
beverages also are subject to the signage provisions. The
ordinance allows two types of signs to be displayed. The first
type -- a ·primary sign- -- may contain only the name o£ the
establishment and a generic phrase, selected from phrases
specified' in the ordinance, describing the nature of the
establishment. The letters on a ·primary sign" must be uniform
and must be of a solid color. The background on the sign also
must be of a solid color. ~dditionally, "primary signs· must not
contain any pictorial representations or flashing lights, must be
rectangular, must not exceed 7S square feet in area, and must not

.exceed 10 feet in height and 10 feet in length.

--.,.---.----------- '----'---.----------'r-
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is virtually identical to the procedure set out in Art
Sections 0 through E, concerning requests fer extension~ of th~
'six mo~th amortization period for non-conforming existing
enterprl.ses.

~he_.),~mm~~J:ee>,,~dopt,E!d "'~b~§g:;..P-t::9...yi:?...4ons r~g~+,di'nq e~t~riC)r
appe~r~n,~~:\at1q~"signaqe;~,~tter.;,hearing-consi:derab.le,,·test'imony,'both
fro~,~eJfP~~·TW1tln~~u~.~s <~~~m~~e::$~;;"pt,~:l,the.::lay ··publ'icf. r~araing
th~,t~P.;.ob,.l~m~lJQ~u~~d··by:"theexter3.or" appearance and:si!gnage 0 fl:the
busi~~§~~~.!J Again, ·the majority of witnesses admitted the right
of 'such businesses to exist, and a number of witnesses pointed
out what they believed to be the s~ate-imposed limitations on the
city's ability to re~~late the location of certain kinds of these
bus inesses, such as adult movie thea ters and adult bookstores.
However, it was also pointed out to the Conmittee by a number of
witnesses that despite these concessions, ac;,~io~;.;:;:~.hop,.ldstillbe

taken,tq..,~inimi%e.,the:> ~gyerse, effect,-:9,f· th,ese ·,businesses .on their
su~roundinq... neighborhoods.

The Committee found in hearing testimony that these adverse
effects take several fonnS":: '~.. Fi·rst, a number of experts in

'~Houston real estate testified that the businesses adversely
affect the value of adjoining and neighboring property. Specific'
examples of this phenomena were cited to the Committee during its
hearings. (Similar testimony was offered during the additional
hearing held before the entire Council.) Second, the Committee
receiv·ed lay' testimony regarding the effects.;ot .,the exterior
appearance of such businesses on children. A number of parents
expressed concern over the consequences to their own children and
children of others because of exposure to the language and
signage, including pictorial repre~cntations, used by these
businesses. This testimony from lay persons wasc;orroborated by
ey.pert statements regarding the adverse effects qf such signage
and exterior decoration upo~ children.

These two con'siclerations -- . the ,,!?ffec~ 9# ,J.);le businesses on
the value ofne'ighboringproPE!rtiesando~children· -- seemed to
the Committee to be part·9f tl1e more general problemiC)f preseving
~. reasonable level.,of,:"'qija.-l.i ty' of" life in Houston, a problem of
P~r.R-IIl0l:nt im~ortahc~',~f .' t~e city is ·.to mai,n;a.i.? a. stable
commun~t:Y env1rorunent ,where proper.ty value~.;:are maJ.nta1ned (an
essentialeleineri.tip.any'consideration·of municip.:tl ·.f:inances, for
ex'a~Pf~t.. " and fU:~'ther.invest:ment.·is .encouraged.·.... There was
considerable test~mony, for ~nstance, to thp. effect that the·
current situation along lower tolestheimer is impeding economic
redevelopment of the area. The sexua.lly oriented businesses
clustered in that area are apparently able to pay extraordinarily
high monthly. rents -- much higher than non-s.;y.ually oriented
businesses can afford. The result has been the shutt1ng out- of
non-sexually oriented businesses, which could survive

._----_._---------_._----',--MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     000924
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There were those who argued to the Committee that the
siqnage of sexaully oriented businesses is no more alluring than
that associated with other outdoor advertising. Other witnesses
contended that even the garish external appearance of these
businesses was no worse than might be found in conjunction with
other non-sexually oriented businesses. Based on ~ll of the
testi~ony, however, the Co~ittee concluded that the qualitative
difference between the signage and exterior appearance regulated
under this ordinance and other signage and exterior businesses
themselves. Based on the testimony, it is the opinion of the
Committee that sexually oriented businp-sses have adverse effects
on their surrounding neighborhoods unlike any negative effects
t:hat could be sho~m by strip shopping centers in general,
convenience stores or other commercial establishments. As the
Committee reads the testimony of those witnesses deemed most
credible, a clear case is made that sexually oriented businesses,
because of their unique adverse consequences on the surrounding
neighborhoods, require regulation in whatever way reasonable
possible to mini~i=e thos~ adverse consequences.

It is also the Comnittee' s finding that based both on the
testimony and the experience of' other city' s, the single most

.
economically except for the artificiallv high rents. (In
addition, there was considerable testim~ny as to how the
atmosphere created by the clu5ter:in~ of such husinep.se made it
difficult for non-sexually oriented businesses to attract
sufficient clientele to be successful.) This inability to
attract ·seed businesses· has in turn made it difficult to
encourage other larger-scale quality developm~nt in the area. It
has also discouraged those who wish to reside in the area and
thereby continue the mixed-development plan of land use that has
historically made the Montrose a unique community.

In response to these problems, the Committee did not propose
. steps that wC?uld ban sexually oriented businesses altogether.

Instead, the remedies proposed would limit the concentration of
such businesses and their obtrusiveness even where allowed tc
locate: it is the intention thereby to create an economic
situation in which other types of businesses might also be
encouraged to locate in an area, thereby achieving a more
balanced urban mix. Where the particular type of business could
not be regulated as to its _lQcatio~ -- as in the case of adult
bookstores or adult movie - theatres, thanks to the apparent
preemption of any city action because of state law the
Committee recommenced the next most effective and available
action: namely, to make the businesses as unobtrusive as
possible, and to minimize the negative impact of the businesses
on their surrounding areas through controls on signage and
exterior appearance.
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~. '. .
effective actio!! .. ,,!;? be ~ake~, with respect to sexually oriented
businesse!j,,~s,to.;-est:;-ict their 'location'. However, locational
restrictions by themselves are not enough; where the law allows
these should be coupled> with restrictions on external signage and
appear~~,ceto I!1';'lJ;?2iz.ethe ,c,obtrusi'vp.ness ,of. t~e sex~ally orient.ed
:buslriess' wherever'located. Where thanks to state law the city's
right to regulate location has been preempted, the need to
st.rictly regulate exterior signage and appearance becomes even
more critical as almost the only meaningful tool left in the
r.1unicipal arsenal to deal with the problems posed by sexually
oriented businesses for the quality of Houston life.

Article XI. Acre Restrictions on Entrv. A recurrent theme
in tlie testir:a::y berore the COm.l1~ttee was ... the . ~¥~~~t of these
businesses--upon';"children, which in turn would af~ect the quality
of life in Houston. Q:le of the specific problemS'- considered by
the Cocnittee in this res-ard was the entry by minors onto the
premises of such businesses. The Committee felt that barring
persons under the age of seventeen from entry onto the premises
of a sexual1y oriented business ~-_which in this instance would
include an adult, movie theatre; "adult bookstore or massage
esablishment -- was a reasonable response to this concern.
Section B of Article XI, placing an affirmative duty on the'
establicent to enforce this provision seemed to the Committee to
~e the si~plest, most reasonable means of attaining enforcement
of this article, particularly as the alternative would be a large
nucber of roving inspectors, the cost of which would most likely
be borne by the establisr~~nts t.hrough the permit fee.

Article XII. Restrictions on Ernclovment of Minors. In
addition to concern about the presence of minors in sexually
oriented businesses as C'l:stomers, the Committee also received
testi.mony indicating that minors might be employed in some of
these businesses, particularly the adult modeling studios. For
this reason, the Concittee felt ,it necessary to' ,include a
specific prohibition against the employment of persons under"the
age of seventeen in sexually oriented businesses ~- .again
including adult movie theatres, adult bookstores ,and massage
establishments. .

, Article XIII. Priority of Riqht. One issue raised during
the Cocnittee's deliberations was wheth~r a sexually orient.ed
enterprise, once lawfully permitted, could lose its permit if a
school or church were to 'bp- establishp.d within 750 feet of the'
enterprise, or if seventy-five per cent' of the tracts of land
within the calculated circular area were to become residential in
accordance with the terms and conditions of Article V,
Section B (3) .' After substantial deliberation, the Committee
concluced that the ·prior in time, prior in right· doctrine
should be consistently applied. A church or school which

------------------_..~
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knowingly chose its location despi te the prior existence of a
sexually oriented co:m::ercial enterprise, were not deemed by the
Con:mittee to occup~· the same status as those schools churche~

and residential areas which existed prior to the establishment of
the sexually oriented business in question. However the
Committee did provide that this right to continued eXi~tence
would terminate with the expiration without timely renewal or
revocation of the percit.

Article XIV. Effect on MaSSaq~,Establishments. The City of
Houston already has one ora~nance governing massage
establishments -- Chapter 27 of the Houston Code of Ordinances.
The provisions of this ordi~ance are not intended to supplant
that Chapter; but instead are designed to complement its
provisions. If a conflict should be deemed to exist between
Chapter 27 and this new ordinance, however, the provisions of the
new ordiance will govern.

Articles XV - XIX. Adcitional Provisions. Articles XV
through XIX are ac.cl. tl.onal prov~s~ons deemed necessary by the
Committee for a complete ahd' .ef·fe-ctive ordinance. Article XV
sets the rules regarding notices under the ordinance; all such
notices must be sent in writing and will be considered as having
been delivered there days after their delivery to the u.s. Mails.
Article XVI makes violations of the ,ordinance a Class C
mi~demeanor; each day a violation continues is deemed fox
pu%,?oses of the ordinance as a separate offense. Article XVIJ
establishes the authority of the Director of Finance anc
Aministration, or his duly appointed subordinant'es, to enforce
the ordinance, if necessary by lawful entry by means of a searc~

warrant onto the premises of the business in question.
Article XVIII empowers the City Attorney to file suit to enforce
this ordinance. Article XIX provides that if any provision oj
the ordinance should for any reason be held invalid, the
remainder of the ordinance shall continue in full" force anc
effect.

CONCLUSION

The Committee has attempted to show in this Report that the
new ordinance regulating sexually oriented businesses is not c
-knee jerk- response to public complaints about such establish
ments. Rather the ordinance is the cumulation of over one year'~

work during which tiz:e citizen input was received, specific
problems were identified, various 'remedies were considered, an~
legal contours wp.re set. The Committee candidly acknowledge~

that a more restrictive ordinance was envisioned in the earl~

days of the. project, as reflected bv the draft initiall~

propagated by the Committee. However, such a restrictivE
ordinance could not be sanctioned if the Committee were to adherE
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to its goal of striking a careful balance between the rights of
those persons who do not wish to be exposed to sexually oriented .
businesses and the rights of those persons who wish to operate or
patronize such establishments. The Committee earnestly believes.
that the current proposed ordinance achieves that goal, and that
the ordinance proposed to Council represents the furthest legally
defensible extent to which the city can go in the regulation of
sexua:ly oriented businesses.

-- -.
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1 You also have, pursuant to Chapter 19, Article 2 I believe, the

2 ability to reduce the revocation to suspensions of not more than

3 60 days. And my remarks in the earlier case on that would apply

4 here. So those are your options.

5 I have a fair bit of evidence to go through. I'd like

6 you to indulge me as I do it. And when I'm done, I would like

7 the same opportunity, obviously, to summarize my remarks. And

DIRECT EXAMINATION

begin presenting their case.

Gentlemen, the Appellants may have an opportunity to

make their opening remarks.

an opening statement. In lieu thereof I will just request that

you all read the cover to the memorandum I submitted.

Mr. Chair, I am not going to make

Okay. Then the time now is for the City to

We are here for the duration.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.MR. HAYS:

MR. SNOW:

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

MR. SNOW:

City's first witness is a police detective,

Detective Kulesa. I'll ask him to identify himself for the

record.

I'll apologize in advance for what I think will be the length of

these cases. Hopefully it will be expedited somewhat by

combining the two and I'll do the best I can to move it a long.

8

9

10

11

12

13

1 4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 BY MR. HAYS:

25 Q. Detective, state your full name for the record.
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(EVE'S TEASE/THE BODY SHOP VOLUME I - 4/24/97) 1 1

1 A. My name is Thomas Robert Kulesa, last name is

2 K-U-L-E-S-A.

3 BY MR. HAYS:

4 Q.

5 A.

6 Department.

And how are you employed?

I'm a Detective with the City of Phoenix Police

for approximately six months, but in, like, 1986, 1987 I served

in the Vice unit for approximately a year and a half.

Q. All right. Are you acquainted with two businesses

known as Eve's Tease and The Body Shop?

A. Yes, sir, I am.

Q. And are you acquainted with the address for those

School in Phoenix, Arizona. The Body Shop is located at 3790

West Grand Avenue in Phoenix, Arizona.

Q. And would you explain to the Board, please, what

your role was in connection with those investigations?

A. I, along with other members of my Vice enforcement

unit, the India 51 squad, which is the day shift squad, we

conducted a lengthy undercover investigation at both The Body

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

two?

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

A.

And are you in the Vice enforcement division?

Yes, sir, I am.

How long have you been employed there?

I've been in the Vice enforcement unit currently

Yes. Eve's Tease is located at 3737 West Indian

MARRUFFO REPORTING (602) 849-8288 11
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Shop and Eve's Tease locations.

Q. All right. And do you have the dates that those

investigations were performed? I'm talking now about work done

at the business, as opposed to in your office or something like

that.

A. The dates of the undercover portion of the

investigation were approximately September 16th of 1996 until

approximately November 30 of 1996.

Q. And that's for both businesses; is that right?

A. Yes, sir, they were simultaneous investigations.

Q. All right. I need the specific dates that you

were at both businesses. And, if you need to refer to your

report for that, go ahead. Tell us which dates you were at

which businesses in the undercover capacity.

A. On September 16th, 1996, I went to the location of

The Body Shop on Grand Avenue along with Detectives Bill White,

Bill Mellinger, Don Casey, and Greg Mesa.

On September 23rd, 1996, two other detectives of my

squad, Terry Sherrard and Zeke Columber, went to The Body Shop

location.

On November 26 Detective Don Casey and I went to The

Body Shop location.

On October 1st Detective Casey and I again went to The

Body Shop location.

On October 7th Detective Mellinger and I went to The
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1 Body Shop location.

2 October 14th Detective Mellinger and I went to The Body

3 Shop location.

4 October 28th Detective Mellinger and I went to The Body

5 Shop location.

6 November 4th Detective Casey and I went to The Body Shop

7 location.

8 November 5th Detective Mellinger, Detective Casey, and I

9 went to The Body Shop location.

10 November 6 Detective -- on November 6th

11 Detective Mellinger and I went to the Eve's Tease location.

12

13 visits?

Q. All right. Did that complete The Body Shop

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A. No. There was two other times at The Body Shop.

November 18th Detective Mellinger, Detective Casey, and

I went to The Body Shop location.

November 30th Sergeant Shamley, Detective Mellinger, and

I went to The Body Shop location.

As far as the Eve's Tease location, October 16th

Detective Mellinger, Detective Casey, and I went to the Eve's

Tease location.

October 28th Detective Mellinger and I went to the Eve's

Tease location.

And November 6th Detective Mellinger and I went to the

Eve's Tease location.
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talk about that business first in some detail and then we'll

move to The Body Shop; is that okay?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Describe for the Board how Eve's Tease appears,

the exterior of the building, the parking lot, for someone at

1

2

3

4

5

6

Q. Let's start with Eve's Tease, okay? And we'll

7 the door, that sort of thing. Describe for them the exterior

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

appearance of this business.

A. The business is located at 3737 West Indian School

Road. It's located on the south side of Indian School Road.

And the parking lot for the business is directly off of Indian

School Road, which is -- the parking lot is located on the north

side of the building. The building is approximately, in my

guesstimate, a hundred feet by maybe fifty or so, and that's an

approximation. The front door to the business is also located

on the north side of the business.

On our occasions that we went there, if you go to the

front door of the business during the daytime hours, we did not

encounter any type of doorman or anything like that. If you go

to the business during the nighttime hours, there is, from our

experiences, usually a doorman seated at the front door.

Upon entering the business you are in, like, the little

foyer area and directly off to your left are the bathrooms.

Directly straight ahead is a small bar-type set up. It is set

up like a bar but there's no alcohol served there. Off to the
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1 left of the bar, which would be to the east, there is a small

2 little dance area set up with a few tables and chairs and that

3 is referred to in our experience as the topless section.

4 Directly to the east of there, a little bit more, is a small

5 little shower and it's set up just like a shower would be inside

6 your home. It's -- it looks like a fiberglass-type set up.

7 I've never been close to it to see if it's actually fiberglass,

8 but that's what it looks like.

9 Now, again, standing in the foyer area, if you look off

10 to your right, which would be to the west, there is a large

11 table setting, numerous tables and chairs which is where the

12 patrons of the business would sit.

13 Directly west of there, located against the west wall of

14 that room is a peninsula-type stage. The stage is

15 approximately, oh, about fifteen feet by approximately twenty

16 feet or so, and again that's an approximation. The stage is

17 approximately 30 inches, something like that, above the floor

18 level. There's seats positioned directly at the stage around

19 the peninsula-type stage for patrons to sit. There is no

20 railing at the stage enabling the girls or dancers to dance

21 directly up to the customers.

22 In our experiences at the business, directly west of

23 that stage is another small room. There is a curtain separating

24 that room from the main patron area. And on that at the time we

25 were there, there was a sign which basically said something to
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1 the effect of "No admittance."

2 Now, in our experiences at that room, that room was used

3 as a private, totally nude dance area. When you enter that

4 room, the room is a long narrow room which has a -- it's -- the

5 narrow section goes from the north to the south. The room is

6 approximately eight feet wide and approximately twenty or so

7 feet long. Along the east side of this room, as you're walking

8 down the narrow section, if you were walking in a southerly

9 direction, is just a pathway which is approximately a third of

10 the room.

11 Off to the right side of the room the room is divided

12 into four cubicles approximately six foot by six foot in size.

13 Each one of these cubicles appeared somewhat identical on the

14 inside, and what that entailed was each separate cubicle which

15 was separated from each other by a wall, but there was no wall

16 leading into the small pathway. There is a stage which is

17 approximately two feet or so off the ground and the stage is

18 approximately four foot by four foot in size. Directly next to

19 the stage, which would be about a foot away from it, is a table

20 and chair for the patrons to sit.

21 Again, each room is basically identical. And also

22 located in this room which would be along that long pathway on

23 the east side, at the time that we were there, each separate

24 cubicle had a video-type camera pointed down at the stage area

25 which enabled the management or employees, whoever was at the
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1 bar area when you first came in, to be able to view on small

2 monitors what was occurring on the stages in those small

3 cubicles.

17

4 Q. Can you give the Board some idea of the interior

5 dimensions of this business excluding the rooms behind the

6 curtain?

7 A. When you walk into the foyer area -- And again I

8 apologize if I'm wrong, they are approximations through my

9 visual observations. When you walk into the foyer area, it's

10 approximately ten by ten foot or so. The main patron area,

11 which would be off to the right, off to the west, is

12 approximately twenty feet in width, which would be north to

13 south, and in length approximately forty feet, something like

14 that. The bar area, again, if you're standing in the foyer, the

A. Yes, sir.

bar area is approximately ten foot by ten foot. The section off

to the right, which was referred to us as the topless dance

area, approximately maybe fifteen feet by twenty-five feet.

Q. Now, of the times you entered this business which

you related earlier, you entered in an undercover capacity; is

that right?

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 Q. And to your knowledge did anyone at the business

23 ever become aware of the fact that you were, in fact, a Phoenix

24 Police Detective?

25 A. Not to my knowledge, no, sir.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Q. Would you describe for the Board, please, the

nature of the entertainment? Without getting into specifics,

give the Board the nature of the entertainment. For example,

I'd like you to talk about the performers, their number, how

many there are, where they perform, that sort of thing.

A. As far as Eve's Tease is concerned, we were there

7 on I believe three occasions. And during those three occasions,

8 we were there during mostly afternoon-type hours, early

9 afternoon. And on one occasion we stayed until the early

10 evening hours. During that time, in the earlier afternoon hours

11 we observed approximately four, maybe five dancers. As the

12 nighttime hours, the evening hours, rolled around on occasion

13 that we were there during the evening, there were approximately

14 six dancers.

15 When you go into the main patron area, the dancers that

16 you observe are basically clad in costume-type outfits, some in

17 bathing suit-type outfits, some in undergarment-type outfits,

18 some in lingerie-type outfits. They all vary.

19 When the dancers are up on the stage, through our

20 observations at the time we were there, these dancers performed

21 either two or three dances. The first dance being clad in

22 whatever costume that they were out in the patron area with, the

23 second dance, what the dancer would do is take her top off and

24 do the second dance topless, the third dance, since this is a

25 totally nude establishment, the dancer would strip completely
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1 nude and do the third dance nude.

2 As far as the two semi-private areas, as far as the

3 topless section, a dancer in there would give you a dance

4 topless. And the totally nude section, which would be the room

5 off to the west, would be a totally nude dance.

6 Q. Do you happen to know what the hours of operation

7 were for Eve's Tease?

8 A. I believe they were approximately -- approximately

9 11 o'clock in the morning till approximately 3:00 a.m.,

10 something like that. I don't know if I'm exact in those hours,

11 but they were approximately somewhere around there.

12 Q. Was it your understanding that this business was

13 open to the general public?

14 A. Yes, sir.

15 Q. Were there any signs posted in connection with

16 either what would be offered inside the business or what would

17 be permitted of performers or customers that you noticed?

18 A. There is a sign outside. I can't recall. It's

19 something to the effect of that it's a nude establishment, but I

20 cannot recall exactly what it said.

21 Q. Okay. The occasions you were in the business, can

22 you give the Board the range of patrons that were in there,

23 their number?

24 A. We were in there, again, on approximately three

25 occasions and during that time, during the afternoon hours it
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1 ranged as far as we were the only patrons in there for an hour

2 or so at a time~ And I think the most we saw in there,

3 excluding the two or three detectives that were in there, were

4 approximately ten patrons and that was towards the evening

5 hours. It appeared to us that towards the evening hours more

6 and more -- towards the end of the workday and the early evening

7 more and more patrons would come in.

area.

two or three non-dancers and that would include the waitress who

was through the times that we were there, we never observed

dancing, the male stationed at the door as a doorman-type

person, and also the management which was usually behind the bar

Q. Would you describe for the Board, please, the

interaction that you had generally with the performers?

A. We, through our experiences and -- we -- The

dancers would constantly intermingle both with us and with other

patrons that we observed. When the dancers are not dancing on

the stage, they are constantly going around sitting with the

different patrons talking to the patrons for a while, asking the

patrons if they would like to purchase additional private,

semi-private dances.

In addition to that, the waitress that we encountered on

From our experiences, there appeared to be either

Do

A.

Q. How many non-dancers would be working there?

you have a range on that?

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 our times there would also, in addition to serving us our drinks

2 which were nonalcoholic because they cannot serve alcohol at

3 this establishment, this waitress would also come around talking

4 with us, talking with the other patrons asking the patrons if

5 they wished to purchase dances. To our experiences all the

6 off-stage dances, which would be the totally nude or topless,

7 were arranged through the waitress.

8 Q. Let's talk about payment. Did it cost something

9 to get into the business?

10 A. Yes. On the occasions that we were there, we,

11 along with additional patrons that we observed, had to pay a

12 cover charge which is an entrance fee of $5 to gain entrance

13 into the business.

14

15 buy?

16

Q.

A.

Was there a minimum number of drinks you had to

Yes. We were advised on occasion that we went

17 there that you had to purchase a minimum of one drink which was

18 $3.

19 Q. Did it cost anything to watch the dancers dance on

20 the main stage?

21 A. There was no required payment for the dancers on

22 the main stage. It is customary to tip these dancers, but it

23 was not required.

24 Q. What about the performances in the topless

25 section, how much did those cost?
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1 A. We were -- We were advised through our experiences

2 as far as the prices for the topless dances and the prices for

3 the totally nude dances were identical during the time that we

4 were there. And the prices for these would be a 15-minute

5 dance, however many songs that would include, for a price of

6 $35. A half-hour dance would cost $50, and a one-hour dance

7 would cost $100.

8 Q. What about tipping? Was that customary, expected?

9 What was the nature of the tipping as you understand it?·

10 A. There is no required tip to be paid to the dancers

11 here, but through our experiences, past experience as well as

12 our experiences in this establishment here, it is customary to

13 give the dancer some type of tip. And that is The amount is

14 usually left up to the patron or the patron and dancer

15 negotiating.

16 Q. Describe the lighting in this business for the

17 Board, please.

18 A. The lighting is somewhat dimmer than your outside

19 daylight so it takes a few maybe a minute or so to adjust to

20 the change when you come in from the bright sunlight. But the

21 lighting in there is very adequate to clearly see what is going

22 on in the business, maybe a little bit, you know, dimmer than

23 what we have here. But as far as the different areas, if you

24 were seated to the back of the patron area, it's a little bit

25 dimmer than if you were seated up by the stage. The stage area
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1 in this establishment is very well lit. There are lights

2 directly at the stage which would enable anyone in the

3 establishment to clearly view what is going on in the stage

4 without any difficulty.

23

5

6

Q.

A.

Is there music playing?

Yes, sir, there is. The music in this business

7 was through a jukebox which was located next to the stage.

Do they have any television monitors there?

At the time that we were in there, they had the

8

9

10

11

12

A. Do they ever have a band in there?

A. We never observed a band in there.

if they do or not, but we never observed one.

Q.

A.

I don't know

13 monitors which were located behind the bar, but those monitors

14 were specifically for viewing the activity in the totally nude

15 room. Other than those, I did not observe any other television

16 monitors.

performer" I mean an actual performing human being as opposed to

someone on television. Was there at least one live performer on

each of the occasions in which you visited the business who was

performing while exposing her genitals, anus, and naked breasts?

A. Yes, sir. On each occasion there was at least one

and on each occasion that we were there, a minimum of three.

Q. Was there at least one live performer on each of

the occasions in which you visited the business who was

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q. Was there at least one live performer -- By "live
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1 performing masturbation either actual or simulated?

24

2

3

A.

Q.

Yes, sir, there was.

Was there at least one live performer on each of

4 the occasions in which you visited the premises who was fondling

5 or otherwise erotically touching either of her genitals, pubic

6 region, buttocks, anus, or breasts?

7

8

A.

Q.

Yes, sir, there was.

Are you acquainted with the City's sexually

9 oriented business ordinance?

10

11

A.

Q.

Yes, sir.

Are you acquainted with the ordinance's definition

12 of adult cabaret?

13

14

A.

Q.

Yes, sir.

Did you form a conclusion at any point during your

15 investigation as to whether or not this business qualified as an

16 adult cabaret under the ordinance?

17 A. Yes, sir. My conclusion was that this

18 establishment through our observations did fit the definition of

19 an adult cabaret.

20 Q. Did you check with City Licensing to see if, in

21 fact, the business had an SOB license?

22 A. Yes, sir, we did.

23 Q. What did you learn?

24 A. On October 21st I believe it was --

25 Q. Of '96?
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1 A. Of 1996 Detective Casey and I did go to the City

2 Licensing for the City of Phoenix and we did find that this

3 establishment did, in fact, have a sexually oriented business

4 license with the licensees listed as Gregory Welling and

5 Anita Welling.

6 Q. Are you acquainted with the City's notice of

7 intent to revoke license for this business?

8

9

A.

Q.

Yes, sir.

Okay. What I'm going to ask you to do is to go

10 through this with me and for those incidents listed of which you

11 have personal knowledge, ask you to describe for the Board what

12 you saw. Okay? Before I do that, why don't I offer these for

13 just this business at the moment, the notice of intent to revoke

14 license.

15 Does the licensee have a problem?

16 MR. DICAVALCANTE: No objection.

17 MR. HAYS: Beg your pardon?

18 MR. DICAVALCANTE: No objection.

19 BY MR. HAYS:

20 Q. Detective, let's start at the first violation

21 which is a patron -- the allegation now is that a patron touched

22 the breast, buttocks, or genitals of an employee, section

23 10-148(A)(2) -- I'm sorry. No. In this case, I beg your

24 pardon. "Patron placed money on the person or in or on the

25 costume of an employee;" that's 10-148(A)(3).
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Now, did you, yourself observe any violations of that

section?

A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. Okay. Would you identify them, if you would,

please, on the notice and describe them for the Board?

A. They are listed under "a patron placed money on

the person or in or on the costume of an employee." As far as

sub-section A, on October 16th, 1996, I was in the establishment

with Detective Mellinger and Detective Casey. At that time I

observed Detective Mellinger approach the stage during the time

that a dancer who was later identified as Sheri Katrina Allison

was dancing on the stage. Detective Mellinger was then allowed

by Miss Allison to place a dollar bill in a garter belt that she

was wearing while she danced on the stage, the dollar bill being

a tip.

On October 16th, 1996, during the same time period, I

observed a dancer who was later identified as

Karen Rachel Parker to be dancing on the stage, at which time I

approached the stage. She was in a totally nude state and I

gave her a one dollar tip, and during this time Miss Parker took

both hands, placed them on the outside of her breasts and walked

towards me and squeezed her breasts together to take the dollar

bill from my hand.

On October 28th, 1996, Detective Mellinger and I were in

Eve's Tease at which time I observed a dancer later identified
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1 as Celeste Ruth Sheret take a dollar bill as a tip by placing

2 her hands on the outside of her naked breasts as she was dancing

3 on the main stage to remove the dollar bill from the patron's

4 hand.

5 On October 28th, 1996, I identified a dancer later

6 identified as Patricia May Holmes to be dancing in a totally

7 nude state on the main stage, at which time I observed her take

8 a dollar bill tip by placing her hands on the outside of her

9 naked breasts and squeezing her breasts together to remove the

10 tip from the patron's hand.

11 On November 6th, 199~, I observed a dancer dancing

12 totally nude on the main stage. This dancer was later

13 identified as Kelley Ann Hocking. I observed Miss Hocking take

14 a dollar bill from my hand by placing her hands on the outside

15 of her naked breasts and removing the bill from my hand by

16 squeezing her breasts together.

17 On November 6th, 1996, I observed a dancer to be dancing

18 on the main stage. The dancer at this time is only known to us

19 with a stage name of Sexy. I observed this dancer remove a

20 dollar bill from my hand by placing her hands on the outside of

21 her breasts and squeezing her breasts together to remove the

22 dollar bill.

23 On November 6th, 1996, I observed a dancer later

24 identified as Ronda Widdison to be dancing on the main stage, at

25 which time I observed her to remove a dollar bill from a
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1 patron's hand by placing her hands on the outside of her naked

2 breasts and squeezing her breasts together to remove the bill.

3 November 6th, 1996, a dancer only known to us at this

4 time with a stage name of Summer, dancing totally nude on the

5 main stage, removed a dollar bill from a patron's hand by taking

6 her hands, placing them on the outside of her naked breasts,

7 squeezing her breasts together to remove the bill.

8 November 6th, 1996, a dancer only known to us with a

9 stage name of Sandy, dancing totally nude on the main stage,

10 removed a dollar bill from a patron's hand by taking her hands,

11 placing them on the outside of her naked breasts and squeezing

12 her breasts together to remove the bill.

13 On some of these occasions, the patrons that I observed

14 to be paying the dollar tips were some of the other detectives I

15 was with myself and some of them were other patrons in the

16 establishment.

17 Q. You'll note on the last four listed here that it's

18 alleged that more than one patron placed the dollar bill between

19 the naked breasts of the dancer.

20 Would it be your testimony that the activity listed here

21 occurred on more than one occasion on these dates?

22 A. Yes, sir, on those last four the date would all be

23 on November 6, 1996.

24 Q. All right. Let's move on to the next violation.

25 This one is that, liThe licensee manager or an employee has
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

knowingly allowed prostitution on the premises or that a

licensee manager or an employee has knowingly allowed any act of

sexual intercourse, oral sexual contact, or sexual contact,

including masturbation, to occur in or on the licensed

premises."

Keeping those two sections in mind, can you identify for

the Board any violations of those sections of your own personal

knowledge giving the dates of the violation, please?

A. Yes, sir. On October 16th, 1996, I observed a

dancer later identified as Kelley Ann Hocking to be dancing

11 totally noon -- nude on the main stage. During this dance, on

12 numerous occasions during the song I observed Miss Hocking to

13 take her hand, place the tips of her first two fingers on her

14 vaginal area actually coming into contact with her vagina and

15 for a few seconds on each occasion Miss Hocking would actually

16 rub her vaginal area with her hand during the dance.

17 On October 16th, 1996, I did receive a private dance as

18 it's called which would be in a totally nude area from a dancer

19 who was later identified as Kelley Ann hawking. For this dance

20 I paid a $35 fee which would be a 15-minute dance. In addition

21 to this $35 fee, after the dance was performed I gave Miss

22 Hocking a $20 tip which was negotiated between Miss Hocking and

23 myself. Prior to the dance I asked Miss Hocking if during the

24 dance she would be masturbating herself and she replied that she

25 would if that's what I wanted for my dance money.
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During the dance, which was a 15-minute dance,

2 Miss Hocking and I went into the totally nude section, at which

3 time Miss Hocking went up onto one of the small stages which is

4 located in one of the cubicles. I sat in the chair next to the

5 stage. During that 15-minute dance Miss Hocking made numerous

6 and various positions on the stage. During this time, almost

7 the entire time, Miss Hocking was masturbating herself. While

8 masturbating herself, Miss Hocking -- and I apologize for the

9 language, Miss Hocking asked me, quote, You want to see me come,

10 don't you?" And after the dance, after I gave Miss Hocking a

11 $20 tip, Miss Hocking took the hand -- without my knowledge,

12 took the hand that she had masturbated herself and touched me on

13 my hand and advised me that I could smell that later.

14 During this dance also, the person who was at the bar,

15 which during our observations -- he was later identified as

16 Timothy Wheeler. During this time, during our observations of

17 Timothy Wheeler, he appeared to us through everything he was

18 doing, to be the on-duty manager at that time. The actions he

19 was doing was he was instructing he would greet the customers

20 at the door, advise them of the cover charge, advise them of the

21 drink minimum. He would also advise the waitress when to go up

22 to each customer to refill drinks, ask them for dances. He was

23 advising some of the dancers to go up on the stage at various

24 times.

25 During the time that Miss Hocking was giving me my dance
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1 in the totally nude section, Detective Casey did observe this

2 Timothy Wheeler to be behind the bar area watching the monitor

3 which was in a cubicle which showed what the actions in the

4 cubicle that I was in with Miss Hocking.

5 Detective Casey also observed the waitress at the time,

6 who was later identified as Marjorie Wiley, to also be behind

7 the bar area watching the monitor which was displaying the

8 activities in the cubicle that I was in with Miss Hocking. At

9 the end of the dance Miss Wiley came into the small area and as

10 she approached Miss Hocking was unaware that she was approaching

11 and did observe -- obviously observe Miss Hocking masturbating

12 herself in front of me.

13 Moving to the next

14 Q. Let me stop you there for a second. You made a

15 reference to a slang term. You indicated that the dancer asked

16 you if, in fact, you didn't want to watch her come.

17 What did you understand that to mean at that time?

18 A. She asked me, she goes, quote, You want to see me

19 come, don't you?" "Come" is a common street slang referring to

20 reaching an orgasm.

21

22

Q.

A.

Okay. Go ahead. Thank you.

On October 16th, 1996, another incident occurred

23 where Detective Mellinger did receive a dance from a dancer

24 identified as Sheri Katrina Allison. Detective Mellinger will

25 have to testify as to what occurred as it occurred in a totally
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to the dance I paid a $40 fee for the dance. It was negotiated

between Marjorie Wiley who was the waitress and myself that I

would get a 15-minute dance. Well, I had $40. She advised she

didn't have change, so she made the decision to go ahead and

October 16th, 1996, Detective Casey received a topless

dance from a dancer later identified as Karen Rachel Parker.

Detective Casey will testify as to what occurred during that

time period.

On October 28th, 1996, a dancer later identified as

Kelley Ann Hocking, I observed her to be dancing on the main

stage of the business. Miss Hocking, again while dancing in a

totally nude state, did again take her hands and on numerous

occasions during the dance did take her first two fingers, touch

her vaginal area and for a few seconds on each occasion did rub

her vaginal area. Again, during this time period

Timothy Wheeler appeared to be the on duty manager through his

actions and Marjorie Wiley was the waitress. And they were

observed to be standing by the bar area observing what was

happening on the stage. They took no actions to stop what was

happening.

On October 28th, 1996, I received a totally nude dance

from a female dancer who was later identified as

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

nude area.

Patricia May Holmes. During this time I paid or just prior

25 give me a twenty minute dance for $40. Miss Holmes and myself
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1 then went to the totally nude section and prior to the dance, I

2 asked Miss Holmes if she would, quote, play with yourself,"

3 which is common street slang referring to masturbating for the

4 dance. Her reply was, "Of course."

5 Miss Holmes and I then went into the totally nude

6 section which again still had the monitors and video cameras set

7 up. And during the 20-minute dance Miss Holmes did for

8 approximately ten minutes of the dance -- she laid a blanket out

9 on the stage and I sat in the chair right next to the stage and

10 approximately ten minutes of the dance she laid on the blanket

11 and masturbated herself. During the other ten minutes what I

12 would do is engage her in conversation because I observed that

13 each time I engaged her in conversation she would stop

14 masturbating. The reason I did that was I did not want to have

her lay there and masturbate herself for 20 minutes.

Q. How was she situated during the ten minutes you

claim she was masturbating?

15

16

17

18 A. I was seated in a chair directly next to the stage

19 which was approximately a foot or so away. She was laying with

20 her head away from me laying on her back and her legs towards me

21 exposing her whole vaginal area to me. Her legs were spread and

22 I was approximately a couple feet away from her vaginal area, a

23 little bit higher because I was seated and she was laying on the

24 stage.

25 Q. And would it be your testimony that the lighting
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1 was adequate there for you to have a clear view of exactly what

2 she was doing?

3 A. Yes, the lighting was very adequate for me to

4 observe what she was doing. In addition, on this time I did pay

5 Miss Holmes an extra $20 as a tip which was negotiated between

6 the two of us.

7 On October 28th, 1996, Detective Mellinger did receive a

8 totally nude dance from a dancer who was later identified as

9 Celeste Ruth Sheret, and Detective Mellinger will have to

10 testify as to what occurred during that time.

11 November 6th, 1996, a dancer later identified as

12 Kelley Ann Hocking, I observed her to be dancing on the main

13 stage, during this time again in a totally nude state,

14 Miss Hocking, on numerous occasions

15 MS. ALONGE: stop please.

16 (Ms. Alonge changed tapes. )

17 MS. ALONGE: Okay.

18 THE WITNESS: As far as the November 6th issue with

19 Kelley Ann Hocking dancing total nude on the main stage, on

20 numerous occasions I again observed Miss Hocking to go take her

21 first two fingers of her hand and touch them to her vagina for a

22 few seconds each time masturbating.

23 On November 6th, 1996, I observed a dancer only known to

24 us at this time with a stage name of Sexy to be dancing totally

25 nude on the main stage. During this time the dancer, Sexy, did
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1 on numerous occasions place her hand on her vagina and for a few

2 seconds each time masturbate her vagina.

3 November 6th, 1996, a dancer only known to us at this

4 time with a stage name of Summer dancing totally nude on the

5 main stage did on numerous occasions take her hand, place it on

6 her naked vagina and for a few seconds each time masturbate her

7 vagina.

8 November 6th, 1996, a dancer who is only known to us at

9 this time with a stage name of Sandy, while dancing in a totally

10 nude state on the main stage did take her hand, place it under

11 her breast, tilt her head forward, push her breast up to her

12 mouth area and did during the dance lick the nipple of her

13 breast.

14 On the November 6th occurrences, we did observe

15 Mr. Gregory Allen Welling who is seated at the table next to me

16 at the center with a whitish, yellow shirt to be present at the

17 business. Mr. Welling was acting in a managerial-type position.

18 Mr. Welling was directing the dancers as to what to do.

19 Mr. welling was directing the waitress as to what to do. We did

20

21

22

23

observe that these occurrences on the main stage were obviously

in the view of Mr. Welling. We observed Mr. Welling to be

looking at the main stage as the dancers danced.

Q. On that last point, see if you can be a little

24 more specific in two areas. One, you indicated that Mr. Welling

25 was acting in a managerial-type capacity by directing dancers
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1 and waitresses.

2 What would he have been directing them to do?

36

3 A. We observed Mr. Welling -- I observed Mr. Welling

4 to advise the waitress to go around and ask some of the patrons

5 if they needed to have more drinks, if they desired to have some

6 dances. I also observed Mr. Welling -- it appeared to us that

7 they -- the business was set up to where the dancers would have

8 to go up on stage in somewhat of an order. Well, when the

9 dancer that was up next on the stage was giving either a topless

10 or at that time a topless dance, she would not be able to go

11 up on the main stage. I observed Mr. Welling on one occasion to

12 advise a different dancer to go up on the stage during that time

13 period.

observe the dancers on the main stage; is that right?

A. Yes, sir.

typically perform three song sets; is that correct?

A. Either two or three songs. It varied.

Q. And did the final song of the set result in the

woman performing totally nude?

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

Now, you indicated that he was in a position to

And you indicated earlier that the women would

Yes, sir.

And was it at that time that you observed the

24 women engaging in acts of masturbation?

25 A. Yes, sir.
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present during those occasions when the woman was performing the

final song of her set and masturbating?

A. During the time period that we observed these

1

2

3

4

5 actions

Q. And is it your testimony that Mr. Welling was

that I observed these actions along with the other

6 detectives, I did observe Mr. Welling to be at various locations

7 in the bar and, again, I call it a bar, it's not a bar as we

8 know it in the business. And for the most part he was located

9 either behind or at the bar setup area. Mr. Welling was

10 approximately 20 to 30 feet, maybe, away from the main stage.

11 The main stage was very well lit and I have been at that

12 location as well as locations behind, you know, further away

13 from where Mr. Welling was and from those locations you have a

14 clear view of what's occurring on that main stage. It is well

15 lit from where you're standing. I did observe Mr. Welling

16 during those occasions to be looking at the bar, not

17 continuously

A. Not continuously, but on occasion to be looking at

the stage while the dancers were performing these acts.

Q. Which acts?

18

19

20

21

22

23

Q.

A.

Q.

I'm sorry. You said the bar?

The masturbation acts.

On those occasions when you believe Mr. Welling

24 was observing these acts of masturbation, did you ever note an

25 attempt of any sort on the part of the dancer to hide the act of
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not.

Eve's Tease.

Did you want to ask any questions now?

masturbation from Mr. Welling?

A. No, sir. No. Not during that time, no, I did

MR. DICAVALCANTE: Yes, sure.

Okay. That's all I have of this witness onMR. HAYS:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

CROSS-EXAMINATION

Vice?

A. I received on-the-job training from more

experienced Vice officers.

Q. What kind of training -- Give us examples of what

kind of things they would want you to learn on the job.

A. Basically they advise you to read through the

laws, read what's required in the laws. I was schooled by more

Q. How long have you been in Vice?

A. For this portion of my term in Vice I've been

approximately six months or so, and the mid-eighties,

'86, '87, I worked in Vice for approximately a year and a half.

All total I've been working in an undercover capacity for

approximately 13 years.

Q. Did you receive any special training to work in

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q.

A.

How long have you been a police officer?

This coming July will be 18 years.
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1 kind of an incident you did not seek to write up this club for

2 any kind of misbehavior?

87

3

4 yet.

A. I wrote a police report but it was not turned in

5 MR. DICAVALCANTE: Nothing further.

6 MS. ALONGE: Can I make a short announcement? I'm

7 sorry. The fire alarms are having a problem so, if they go off,

8 it isn't a fire.

9 MR. HAYS: Great. Thank you.

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. HAYS:

12 Q. Officer, will you state your full name for the

13 record, please?

14

15

16

17

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

William Mellinger, M-E-L-L-I-N-G-E-R.

Shall I refer to you as officer now?

Officer is fine.

Officer, I presume at some point you were employed

18 in the Vice enforcement unit of the Phoenix Police Department;

19 is that right?

20

21

A.

Q.

Yes, I was.

Over what period of time were you employed with

22 that unit?

23 A. From -- Well it was three years and I left to go

24 back to patrol on February I think it was 21st.

25 Q. Of '97?
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Q. And you were a part of the investigation being

done at Eve's Tease and The Body Shop; is that right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And do you recall on which dates you were in Eve's

Tease in an undercover capacity?

Q. You prepared a written report in connection with

this investigation?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. When was that report prepared?

A. It started on October 16th and went on to about

November, through November.

Q. What I'm asking you is at what point do you

actually write in your report? Is it after you leave the

establishment? At what point do you actually take the --

A. Depending on what time we went in. If it was late

in the day, our shift usually ended at 4 o'clock, then we would

make notes at a nearby location on a steno pad and the next day

we type it in on our computer.

Q. All right. And that was your practice during this

investigation; is that right?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. Let's go back to the original question. On what

dates were you in Eve's Tease in an undercover capacity?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A.

A.

Yes.

Referring to my report or supplement.
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A. October 16th.

Q. 1996?

A. '96.

Q. Okay.

A. October 28th, '96. November 6, '96.

Q. Were you in there about November 28th?

A. October 28th.

Q. Not November 28th?

A. I don't think so.

Q. Have you seen a copy of the notice or notice of

to revoke the license for Eve's Tease?

A. Oh, wait. Back up. I was in there on October

Q. October or November?

A. October 28th.

Q. I think you indicated that before.

Are you acquainted with what I think we marked as

18 Exhibit 1, notice of intent to revoke?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 intent

12

13 28th.

14

15

16

17

19

20

A.

Q.

Yes.

Referring to page five, item 2C, there's an

21 incident recorded there for October 16th of 1996. Take a minute

22 to look at that and tell me if you recall that incident as you

23 sit here today.

24

25

A.

Q.

Yes, I do.

Tell the Board what happened, please, what you
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1

2

3

4

5

6

observed at that time.

A. I went in with Detective Kulesa in an undercover

capacity and as he described, we sat in the establishment,

watched some of the dancers. We were approached by a couple of

the dancers and one of them approached me. She had a strong

Australian, New Zealand accent and she went by the name of Pearl

7 which was her stage name. She was identified later as

8 Sheri Allison. She asked if I wanted a private show. I was

9 also solicited by Angela who was the waitress for a private

10 show. It was $35 and I paid the $35 to Angela.

11 She told me that -- I asked her if there would be any

12 contact in the back and she said no because there were cameras

13 in the back so the manager can watch the girls and the patrons

14 from the bar, that way the girls wouldn't get hurt. I paid

15 Angela the $35, went back to the area that Detective Kulesa

16 described behind the stage. We were in, I believe it was the

17 second cubicle as you go in the back room.

18 Pearl asked me what I was into and I told her just

19 watching. And she asked me what I wanted to watch. I says,

20 well, I asked her if she would masturbate herself and she said,

21 "Sure. How far do you want me to go?" I says, "All the way."

22 Pearl said, "I can go all the way," but what I would give her as

23 a tip would depend on how far she would go. I asked her how

24 much she wanted and she told me that it was up to me. I asked

25 her if $20 would be fine, if $20 was okay and she said that
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1 would be fine.

2 Q. What did she do?

3 A. At that time she removed her clothes, she sat on

4 the stage, it's about five by five, about 18 inches high. She

5 sat on the stage in front of me and leaned back, so now she's

6 laying on her back and she had her legs up kind of like -- kind

7 of like -- Well, with her feet flat on the ground, her knees

8 were up. She was approximately two feet, maybe a foot and a

9 half, two feet from me from where her knees were. At that time

10 she leaned her head back, she closed her eyes and she began to

11 masturbate herself by rubbing her vagina. This went on for

12 it was probably ten, 15 minutes.

13 While she was doing that, I got an opportunity to look

14 around. I saw that there was a camera up to my left, there was

15 another camera up in front of another cubicle. I couldn't see

16 to the fourth cubicle. And the cubicle behind me I was unable

17 to look around the wall, so I really couldn't get a good

18 description of it.

19 She continued on. After about probably ten, 12 minutes,

20 Angela, the waitress, came in. I saw the curtains open up

21 because it got brighter in the back room. I looked up. As she

22 walked by she looked down at Pearl laying on the stage and

23 continued walking past to talk to Detective Kulesa and I think

24 it was Hocking, her name is Sierra, her stage name.

25 While Angela was talking to Detective Kulesa, Pearl sat
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1 up and she said that she didn't know that Angela was back there.

2 I said I asked her if she was going to get into any trouble.

3 She said, "No, Angela's cool with it. She don I t care. II She

4 said, IIThat' s the best I I ve ever felt." I gave her a $25 bill

5 -- or gave her $25. And after she got dressed we walked back

6 out into the patron area, the bar.

or was that something you offered gratuitously after she was

done?

A. That was what we agreed to in advance. She said

what she did depended on what I gave her as a tip. And as I

testified earlier, I said -- I told her that I'd give her $20

or $25 and she said that would be fine.

Q. You said Angela observed this; is that right?

A. Angela -- I don't. I would have to look at

Detective Kulesals report for her real name. I think it's

Wiley, Miss Wiley.

Q. Do you wear glasses?

A. No.

Q. Was the light adequate at that time for you to

observe her actions?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. All right. Let's go to October 28th, 1996.

You're in the totally nude performance area.

Do you recall an incident with a woman whose real name

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q. $25, was that a tip you had agreed to in advance
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is Celeste Ruth Sheret?

A. Yes.

that time?

A. Basically the same scenario. From the beginning

we sat and watched a few of the dancers on stage. We were

1

2

3

4

5

6

Q. Could you describe for the Board what happened at

7 approached by several of the dancers. One of the dancers that I

8 was approached by went by the stage name Audae. Her name was

9 Celeste Sheret. At the same time Angela came over and asked if

10 I wanted a private dance. I paid Angela $35 for the private

11 show in the area behind the stage. I got up, we walked back

12 there and Audae told me, "Like Angela said, the better the tip,

13 the better the show."

14 I asked her how much she wanted for a tip and she

15 replied, "More than a dollar," she said, or else she would be

16 offended. And I told her I would give her $20 and asked if that

17 was okay and she nodded her head in an affirmative manner.

18 She took her clothes off. She was wearing a short

19 dress, kind of a blue nylon, silky-type dress. She took it off

20 and she did the same thing. She sat on the stage and leaned

21 back. I asked her if she would masturbate herself for the $20

22 and she said, "I can't do that because they watch us on cameras,

23 but watch." At that time she turned over, she was on her knees

24 and her elbows facing away from me and at that time she

25 masturbated herself by rubbing her vagina. The position that
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1 she was in made it difficult for the camera to see it because

2 she was sitting in front of me here and the camera was up here

3 and her arm was underneath her with her hand coming up between

4 her legs, so it was difficult. Had anybody been watching the

5 monitors, I'm sure they probably wouldn't have been able to see

6 her hand.

7 Q. All right. Let's go to November 6th, 1996.

8 On that date did you know a man by the name of

9 Gregory Allen Welling?

10 A. No.

11 Q. Do you know who Gregory Allen Welling is today?

12 A. Yes, I do.

13 Q. Is he in the room today?

14 A. Yes, the gentleman sitting with the goatee beard

15 and the white shirt.

16 Q. On November 6, 1996, do you recall seeing that

17 same gentleman at the business?

18 A. On the last day, yes, the last day that I was in

19 there, yes.

20

21

22

Q.

A.

Q.

Which was what date?

November 6.

All right. And can you explain to the Board what

23 you observed Mr. Welling to be doing, where he was in relation

24 to the business, what he was doing?

25 A. On that date, that was the day that he took our $5
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1 cover charge.

95

2 Q. At the door?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Did he remain at the door?

5 A. No. He was behind the bar most of the time.

6 Q. What was he doing behind the bar? Serving drinks?

7 A. Pouring drinks probably. It was hard to tell.

8 Q. Do you recall, as you sit here today, whether or

9 not Mr. Welling was in a position, while he was behind the bar,

10 to observe the main stage?

1 1

12

A.

Q.

Oh, yeah, there was a clear view.

And during that time were there women dancing on

13 the main stage?

14

15

A.

Q.

Yes.

And would it be your testimony that the women --

16 You were present for the testimony of Detective Kulesa; is that

17 right?

18

19

A.

Q.

Yes, I was.

Did he accurately describe the manner in which the

20 women go through their two or three song set?

21

22

A.

Q.

Yes.

And those sets were occurring while Mr. Welling

23 was behind the bar; is that correct?

24

25

A.

Q.

That's correct.

One last thing do you recall observing any signage
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1 that may have been on the outside of the business or the outside

2 of the front door of the business?

As far as the SOB ordinance?

3

4

A. No.

5 Q. Do you recall any signage at all on the outside of

6 the business?

the dancers' names written on it as you come in the door.

Q. Once you're inside the business?

A. Once you're inside the business.

7

8

9

10

11

A.

Q.

No. I recall posters. I recall a sign that had

Do you recall any signage inside the business that

12 may have had rules or something along those lines?

13

14

A.

Q.

No. My attention wasn't brought to it.

Was it part of your investigation to determine

15 whether or not there were signs which may contain rules posted

16 for patrons to observe either outside the business or as they

17 enter?

18 A. It's in the code that there should be a sign

19 posted. I didn't observe one. Quite honestly, I wasn't even

20 looking for one.

21 When Detective Kulesa and I went in there, we went in

22 the establishment as looking as regular customers as though we'd

23 been in there a lot, we knew what we were doing. It would kind

24 of hink somebody up if we stood around and read pictures or

25 letters or documents on the wall. Most patrons don't do that
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1 when they go into establishments like this, so we didn't do

2 that.

97

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

3

4

MR. HAYS: Okay. That's all I have. Thank you.

I'll be a lot more brief here.

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

7 Q. You're now back in uniform; is there a reason for

8 that, that you asked for reassignment to uniform?

9 A. Mo money.

10 Q. Mo money?

1 1 A. Mo money.

12 Q. You left Vice and went back to uniform at your

13 request?

14

15

A.

Q.

Yes, I did.

The two incidents that you've talked about where

16 you used a word, "hidden" and another one, "can't do that." The

17 first one was "hidden" where you were having some exchange with

18 some girl and she was indicating to you that we're going to need

19 to go hide someplace where the management can't see what we're

20 doing. Do you recall that portion of your testimony?

21

22

A.

Q.

We're going to have to go hide somewhere?

No. The word was, "hidden." I wish I'd written

23 it down verbatim. But was there an interaction with one of

24 these dancers or entertainers where they said to you: We're

25 going need to get out of the view of management?
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Okay. Detective Casey. Quick half hour.

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

1

2

3

4

5

Okay.

MR. HAYS:

MR. HAYS:

That reconcile it?

Yes.

Okay. Thank you, Officer.

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. HAYS:

A. Yes.

Q. You're not a plain clothes officer or something.

Okay. State your full name for the record.

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

You're still a detective; is that right

Donald Casey. The last name is spelled C-A-S-E-Y.

And how are you employed?

As a Phoenix police detective.

And, Detective, how long have you been -- you're

16 in the Vice enforcement unit; is that right?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And how long have you been in that unit?

19 A. A little over three years.

20 Q. How long have you been in the employment of the

21 Phoenix Police Department?

22 A. Just over 13 years.

23 Q. And you're acquainted with the investigation of

24 Eve's Tease; is that right?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. And you participated in that?

2 A. Yes, I did.

3 Q. On how many occasions did you visit the business?

4 A. On one occasion.

5 Q. What was the date?

6 A. October 16th of '96.

7 Q. And as you sit here today, do you have a

8 recollection of that visit?

111

9

10

A.

Q.

Yes.

And have you ever seen the City's notice of intent

11 to revoke the license of Eve's Tease?

12

13

A.

Q.

Yes, I have.

On page five at number 2B there's an incident

14 reference on October 16th of '96, the date you were there, with

15 a woman by the name of Kelley Ann Hocking.

16 Do you know Kelley Ann Hocking by her real name or some

17 other name?

18 A. She was one of the dancers that had contact with

19 either Detective Kulesa or Detective Mellinger.

20

21

22

Q.

A.

Q.

Okay. Do you recall that contact?

They had a private room dance from her.

Fair enough. Do you know a woman by the name of

23 Marjorie Wiley?

24

25

A.

Q.

Yes.

And do you recall if Marjorie Wiley was present at
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Q. Do you know a Timothy Wheeler?

A. Yes.

Q. How do you know him?

A. He was acting as bartender and appeared to be

managing or running the Eve's Tease on October 16th.

Q. What was he doing that made you conclude that he

may have been running or managing the business on that date?

A. He was giving some directions to the dancers. I

noticed him pointing to patrons as if sending Marjorie Wiley

the business when this private dance you just referred to was

occurring?

A. She was at the business and apparently working in

the capacity of a waitress.

Q. As a waitress? Okay. Was she one of the people

that would act as an agent, as Counsel determined, collecting

money for private dances?

A. Yes.

Q. And do you recall if she observed this private

dance that you just referenced?

A. No, I don't.

MS. ALONGE: stop, please.

MR. HAYS: Hold on a second.

(Ms. Alonge changed tapes.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MS. ALONGE:

BY MR. HAYS:

Okay.
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1 over to check on their drinks. He also collected the entrance

2 fee from me when I entered Eve's Tease.

113

Q. Did you ever observe a situation where

Timothy Wheeler was in a position to observe an act of

masturbation being performed by a dancer or one of the

performers there?

A. Yes.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

What sort of directions was he giving the dancers?

Telling a dancer to go up on the stage.

How did that occur?

I was in the topless private dance area and I was

12 seated facing the -- what would be the south side of the

13 business or the bar area and I could see a group of TV monitors.

14 And on those monitors it looked to be a slightly overhead,

15 downward view of four small rooms. I knew at the time that

16 Detectives Kulesa and Mellinger had obtained private dances in

17 the totally nude area. I could -- On the monitors I could see

18 from where I was, which was a distance away, I could see that

19 two of the rooms were occupied by two people. I couldn't make

20 out who the people were. I saw Mr. Wheeler watching the

21 monitors. At one point he called Marjorie Wiley over, pointed

22 to the monitors and I recall them laughing. And they continued

23 to watch the monitors for maybe two, maybe three more minutes.

24

25

Q.

A.

And these are monitors of which rooms again?

I couldn't tell what rooms they were monitoring,
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1 but they appeared to be four small rooms.

2 Q. That were on the monitor?

3 A. That were shown on the monitor.

4 Q. You actually viewed the monitor yourself?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And you viewed it at about the time they were

7 observing the monitor?

114

8

9

10

A.

Q.

A.

Yes.

Wheeler and Wiley?

Yes. I was looking at the screen at the same time

11 they were.

12 Q. And did they take any action in connection with

13 what they were seeing apart from laughing about it or whatever

14 you indicated?

15 A. Well, as I said, Mr. Wheeler was looking at the

16 monitors. He motioned or called Miss Wiley over and pointed up

17 at the screen. I couldn't tell specifically what he was

18 pointing at or which room. I recall them laughing and then they

19 stood there and watched the monitors for two or three more

20 minutes.

21 Q. Could you see what was going on in the rooms by

22 virtue of watching the monitor yourself?

23 A. From where I was, I could see that there were two

24 people in each of the two rooms, but I couldn1t tell what was

25 going on.
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1 Q. You couldn't tell specifically what these people

2 were doing in these rooms at this time?

3

4

A.

Q.

That's correct.

Is there any other instance you can think of where

5 Timothy Wheeler may have observed an act of masturbation being

6 performed by one of the employees or independent contractors,

7 someone working for the business?

8

9

A.

Q.

No.

Do you know someone by the name of

10 Carol Rachel Parker?

11

12

13

14

15 1996?

16

17

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

I believe it1s Karen Parker.

I'm sorry. Karen Parker.

Yes.

Was she present at the business on October 16th,

Yes, she was.

Did you observe her engaged in what the code

18 refers to as an act of sexual contact in the business?

19 A.

20 Q.

21 her doing?

22 A.

Yes.

And could you describe for the Board what you saw

I paid for and obtained a private, topless dance

23 from Karen Parker who was using the stage name of Sapphire. I

24 obtained that through Marjorie Wiley. I paid $35 for 15 minutes

25 or approximately three songs.
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Q. Did you do anything in response to that?

A. I would try to move back in the seat and break the

contact with her.

Q. You heard the testimony earlier about signage at

the business. I'll ask you the same question.

Do you recall any signs outside of the business on the

door or adjoining the wall?

A. Just the business sign itself, Eve's Tease.

A. Yes.

Q. Go ahead.

A. Miss Parker took me to the east end of the bar,

which is the private area for the topless dances, and while

there, she removed her bra top and began dancing in front of me.

During the dance I was seated with my hands on my

thighs. She would dance between my legs. During part of the

dance she bent down and rubbed her bare breasts and nipples

across my hands and she would'also rub them in my clothed

genital area.

Q. Where were your hands at this time?

A. My hands were palm down on my thighs.

Q. Okay. And when she's rubbing her breasts against

your hands, she rubbing them against the back of your hands; is

that correct?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q.

A.

Was that the standard price?

Yes.
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foyer of the business?

A. No.

violating a club rule or regulation of any sort by your conduct?

A. No.

Q. I'm curious about your moving back when a girl's

nipples touched the back of your hands.

Are you telling this Board that you went into this place

as a John Doe off the street into a nude bar and you engaged one

of these people to interact with you and when they began

requested a service that they refused to provide?

A. I'm sorry. Could you repeat that?

Q. Yeah. Did you ever ask anyone working for the

business a question which was asking them to provide a service

which they refused to provide?

A. During the private dance, I asked Karen Parker for

a $20 tip if she would masturbate me. She never answered

directly, she laughed.

Q. But she clearly didn't agree to do it?

A. No, she did not.

All right. That's all I have.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

Did you ever ask a question of someone that

Did anyone at anytime ever tell you that you were

Do you recall any signs in the interior, in the

MR. HAYS:

Q.

Q.

Q.

BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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before we took the short break, we have now marked this document

that is marked by the court reporter as Exhibit No.3, Eve's

Tease and we would ask that this document in toto be submitted

for the record. It contains four or five pages of what I would

characterize as background information and then mostly argument

and then some attachments that are a certified copy of the code

and some Arizona case law and a finding in federal court here

with regard to a section of this ordinance which, we allege,

goes to the overall unconstitutionality of the ordinance.

With that in mind, we would ask that this be accepted as part of

the record.

MR. DICAVALCANTE:1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 MR. SNOW:

Mr. Chair, as we were talking about

Okay. Just to reiterate once again,

No. Without agreeing to anything in it, IMR. HAYS:

14 Mr. Hays, is there any objection to this being entered from the

15 City?

16

17 have no objection to it being entered.

18 MR. SNOW: And the Board has no objection.

19 MR. DICAVALCANTE: Mr. Chair, for the Appellantls

20 first witness weill call Jessica Alcantar.

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

23

24

25

Q.

A.

Q.

Ma'am, would you state your name for the record?

Jessica Alcantar.

I want you to keep your voice up so the court
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1 reporter over there can hear you and everybody else can hear

2 you.

3 Miss Alcantar, how are you presently employed?

126

4

5

A.

Q.

I'm now working at Eve's Tease.

What does your employment over there consist of?

6 What do you do there?

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

I dance.

Are you a nude dancer?

Yes, I am.

And how long have you been so employed?

For a year, maybe a little over.

Have you worked at a place called The Body Shop?

Yes, I have.

So you've worked at both Eve's Tease and The Body

15 Shop that are the subject of this hearing; is that correct?

16

17

18 there?

A.

Q.

Yes, I have.

Can you give us some idea of how often you work

19 A. I work there at least five to six days a week.

20 Q. Do you work the day or the evening shift?

21 A. Evening.

22 Q. And in terms of shift work, is this something

23 that's two hours, five hours, six hours? How long is a shift?

24

25

A.

Q.

Eight hours.

And you've been doing this for a year?
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you've worked; is that correct?

A. Yes.

you began working at either place?

A. March of '96.

Q. At which place?

A. Eve's.

Q. And for The Body Shop when was your first

employment there?

A. We fluctuate. If they need girls at The Body

Shop, they take a couple from Eve's and send them over there.

Q. Would it be your testimony -- And you understand

you're under oath?

A. Yes.

Q. Would it be your testimony that you are familiar

with the procedures and policies as far as management goes with

regard to conduct of employees at Eve's Tease and The Body Shop?

Okay. When you first went to work there, did you

And that would be for this preceding year that

So that we have some time line, do you know when

Yes.

A year.

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 have occasion to speak with somebody to ask if you could have

23 employment there?

24

25

A.

Q.

Yes.

Who would that be?
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Q. What capacity did you understand he occupied at

either Eve's or the Body Shop?

A. He's the manager.

Q. And explain to us what the interaction was.

Did you say, I want a job or something like that?

A. I walked in and I told him that I needed an

application for a job. He gave me the application, I filled it

out, he gave me a tour, he showed me sheets of paper that were

hung on the wall that told me the rules that I had to abide by

and I received my job.

Q. Can you tell the Board, if you recall, what some

of the rules were that were explained to you when you began to

work at either place?

A. Yes. I had to take the tips a certain way. I

couldn't let any of the men touch me in certain places. I

wasn't allowed to have sex with men inside or outside the club.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Tim.

Does Tim have a last name?

Yeah.

You don't know his last name?

No.

Is this Wheeler?

Yes.

24 Drugs are not permitted on the premises. Alcohol is not

25 permitted on the premises.
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Q. Did it have to be explained to you that you were

prohibited from doing things like masturbating yourself for

customers?

A. I was told that you weren't allowed to touch your

genital areas, you weren't allowed to open your lips, anything

like that.

think that everybody understands.

Did you ever, during the year that you were employed

there, did you ever have a customer come to you, ask you for

what had been told to you to be prohibited activity?

A. Yes, many times.

Q. What did you do when those things happened?

A. Told them no, we're not allowed to.

Q. Would you do anything further?

A. The first time if they ask, I tell them no. If

they continue asking, I tell the management. It becomes a

bother, so they kick them out.

Q. Can you testify that you have ever personally been

involved in an incident at Eve's Tease or The Body Shop where

you told management that a customer was misbehaving and that

customer was ejected from the premises?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Open your labia?

Yes.

I know that this testimony is graphic, but I

Yes.
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1 Q. How often did that happen?

2 A. To me?

3 Q. Yes, just to you.

4 A. It's only happened three times at the very most.

5 Q. Do you have personal knowledge of when that has

6 happened involving other dancers?

130

7

8

9

10

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

It happens to all of us. It's an everyday thing.

It's an everyday thing. What's an everyday thing?

Being confronted, asked to do things.

And do you know personally of management ever

11 terminating a dancer for misbehavior?

12

13

A.

Q.

Yes.

Do you have names of people that have been

14 terminated and the reasons why?

15

16

17

A.

Q.

A.

Yes.

Can you tell us those?

Pearl was terminated for doing what we call dirty

18 dances. Destiny, Strawberry, Special, Cory, Deserai. That's

19 all I can remember right now.

20 Q. Do you know Greg Welling?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. How do you know him?

23 A. He's the owner of the club I work at.

24 Q. Are you talking about Eve's Tease?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. Have you ever had any discussion with Greg with

2 regard to rules, regulations, conduct, policies?

3 A. When I have questions, I ask him. If I see girls

What advice does he give you?

4 doing certain things, I question him, "Are we allowed to do

5 that?"

6 Q.

says something to the girl.

Q. Is it your opinion that -- or your personal

experience that Greg Welling follows all of the rules that you

have told the Board were told to you by Tim Wheeler when you

first came to work?

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

A.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

If we're not allowed to do it, he says, no, and he

Yes.

Do you know Anita Welling?

Yes.

How do you know Anita Welling?

She's the owner also of Eve's.

Would all of the questions that I've asked you

19 with regard to Greg's adherence to the rules, telling you what

20 the rules were, whatever, equally apply to your answers about

21 Anita Welling?

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

Stay there.

WITNESS:

22

23

24

25

A. Yes.

Okay.

I have nothing further.
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1 CROSS-EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. HAYS:

3 Q. Jessica, you said you started working for Eve's

4 Tease about a year ago; is that right?

5 A. A year, maybe a little over.

6 MR. DICAVALCANTE: Speak up.

7 BY MR. HAYS:

132

8 Q. Which shift did you start working when you first

9 started working at Eve's Tease?

10

1 1

12

13

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Evening.

Over what hours is the evening shift?

7:00 at night until 3:00 in the morning.

And did that continue up until the present or did

14 you change the hours of your shift?

15 A. No, I still work evenings.

16 Q. How many women work there during the evening shift

17 at Eve's Tease?

18 A. It varies.

19 Q. What's the range?

20 A. We can have from five to 15.

21 Q. See if you can recall the operation of the

22 business prior to November of last year, can you do that in your

23 mind?

24

25

A.

Q.

Uh-huh. Yes.

Do you ever recall seeing a woman dance totally
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1 nude on the main stage during that period of time?

133

breasts were exposed, no clothing on her torso, accept a tip, a

dollar bill tip, from a patron using her breasts?

A. Yes, I've seen it happen.

would that be a typical way of accepting a tip?

A. When I first started, we were told that we

couldn't do it. And then a couple of months into me working I

guess the ordinance wasn't passed or something so I was told

that they weren't sure if we could do it anymore but some girls

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

A.

Q.

Q.

Yes.

And do you ever recall seeing a woman, while her

Okay. Is that an unusual occurrence there or

13 started doing it. And as soon as the ordinance went back in, we

14 were reprimanded and said that you can't do that.

15 Q.

16 back in?

When did you understand the ordinance to have gone

17 A. I don't remember exactly because I don't take tips

18 with my breasts.

19 Q. Well, focusing then on the women who did or do, do

20 you recall when it was during that period up till November of

21 '96 when they stopped accepting tips with their breasts?

22

23

A.

Q.

No.

Are you sure that this incident you're referring

24 to when the ordinance goes back into effect, in fact, took place

25 before November of 1996?
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1

2

3

4

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

No.

So it could have occurred afterwards?

Yes.

During this period between the time you begin

5 working in November of 1996, do you ever recall seeing a woman

6 place her hand or her fingers on her genitals while performing

7 totally nude on the main stage?

8

9

10

11

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

I've seen it.

It has occurred?

Yes.

Of the 15 women that you say might be working as a

12 maximum on any particular evening, what number of them would

13 engage in that type of activity?

14 A. I can1t say what numbers. If I see it happening,

15 then I say something to management cause personally I think that

16 if I'm not allowed to do it, then neither is anybody else.

perform that sort of activity while on the main stage would be

an advantage to a performer there financially?

A. Yes, it probably would.

Q. In other words, you would gather more tips if you

could engage in that type of activity?

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 never

25

Q.

A.

Q.

It would be your view then that being able to

Yes, you probably would. I can't say. I've

The patrons that go into your business there are
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1 (a) excited by this activity (b) repulsed by it or (c) neutral?

2 What would your answer be?

3

4

A.

Q.

I've never seen anybody not want to see anything.

So your understanding is that men go into this

5 business with the hope at least that they would be able to watch

6 a woman get totally naked; is that right?

I'm asking you to speak of the patrons that go

Yes.

And perhaps masturbate herself?

7

8

9

10

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

No, I've never I mean --

11 into the business. You've spoken with some of these patrons, I

12 presume. You've been there a year; is that right?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. SO you've had a chance to communicate with the

15 patrons that go into the business?

experience with them, that they go into the business with the

hope that they will see a woman get totally naked on the main

stage and place her hands in her genital area?

A. No, from my understanding they go in to see naked

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

women.

A.

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yeah.

Is it your understanding, based upon your

And that's it?

Dance, yes.

Have you ever witnessed or been aware of an
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occurrence where a man paid a woman to perform an act of

masturbation in one of the private rooms?

A. No.

Q. No personal knowledge of that happening?

A. No. I wouldn't -- It wouldn't happen in front of

me because management would know.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Q. Why is that? What is the connection? You would

8 tell them?

9 A.

10 Q.

Yes.

Were you ever acting in any sort of managerial

capacity there at the business?

A. No, I've always been a dancer.

11

12

13

14

15

Q.

A.

Q.

Just a regular dancer?

Yes.

Are the other dancers aware of the fact that if

16 they engage in that type of activity that you would tell

17 management?

Q. Would that create an incentive then on the part of

these other dancers to hide that type of activity from you?

Let me ask the question differently.

Is it common knowledge amongst the other dancers that

you will report acts of masturbation by dancers which patrons

are paying for?

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A.

A.

Yes.

Yes. lim not the only one who reports it.
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1

2

Q.

A.

Have you had occasion to report it?

Yes. In my opinion it's not fair to have my

3 customers seeing another girl do something that they are not

4 supposed to be doing. That's taking away from my money, my

5 kids. So you're not going to sit across from me and do

6 something that you're not supposed to be doing.

7 Q. Do you know Kelley Ann Hocking?

8 A. Do you have her stage name?

9 Q. I'm sure I do.

10 Do you know a woman by the name of Sierra?

11 A. Yes, I do.

12 Q. But you don't know her real name?

13 A. No, I haven't come into contact with her very

14 much. I just recognize the name from switching shifts.

15 Q. All right. You've never been on duty at the same

16 time as Sierra?

17

18

19 person?

20

21

22

23

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

No.

How about Sheri Katrina Allison, do you know that

Do you have her stage name?

Pearl. Do you know Pearl?

Yes.

Have you ever been working at the business at the

24 same time as Pearl?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. And is Pearl one of those individuals that you

2 observed, whether you reported it or not, performing an act of

3 masturbation at the business?

4

5

6

7

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes.

She has?

Yes.

And after witnessing that act, did you report it

8 to management?

9 A. Yes, I did.

10 Q. Was she aware of the fact that you reported that

11 to management?

12 A. Yes, she was.

13 Q. And what happened as a result?

14 A. She got in trouble.

15 Q. What sort of trouble?

16 A. She was pulled off the show that she was doing,

17 she was taken and reprimanded.

18 Q. What do you mean by "pulled off the show she was

19 doing"? What show was she doing?

20

21

A.

Q.

She was doing a table dance in the back.

Oh, you observed her performing this act of

22 masturbation

What was she doing?

23

24

25

A.

Q.

No, she wasn't masturbating.

She wasn't masturbating.
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1 A. What we call it is dirty dancing. From what I

2 remember, she kissed a customer.

3 Q. Where did she kiss him?

4 A. On the lips.

5 Q. That was the extent of it?

6 A. That's as far as I let it go.

7 Q. How was she clothed at that time?

8 A. Topless.

9 Q. Just topless?

10 A. Yes.

1 1 Q. Were you making it a point to observe this

12 performance? In other words, were you actually directing your

13 attention specifically to what she was doing or did you happen

14 to observe this just as an incidental manner?

15 A. I was doing a table dance across from the area

16 that she was doing it and I witnessed it and got up and went

17 over and told management.

18

19 lips?

20

Q.

A.

Simply because she was kissing a patron on the

Yes. That's not allowed. If my customer sees

21 that, then he's going to wonder why I'm not kissing him.

22 Q. And the dance that you were doing at this time was

23 in what, the private dance area; is that right?

24

25

A.

Q.

Topless.

Just the topless?
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1

2

3

4

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes.

So you kept something on the bottom?

Yes.

And your breasts were totally exposed; is that

5 right?

6 A. Yes.

A. To move the hands?

breasts?

Q. Right.

A. Yes.

Q. SO you're not at a competitive disadvantage if

everybody is moving the patrons' hands?

A. No.

Q. In the year you've been performing there, have

your breasts ever come in contact with a patron?

A. Accidentally a couple of times I probably brushed

them against them.

Q. And has a patron ever placed his hands on your

You didn't have pasties on or anything like that?Q.

A. Yes.

Q. And what do you do at that point?

A. Move his hands.

Q. Is it your understanding that that is the reaction

that all of the women have while giving private dances at the

business?

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1

2

A.

Q.

Exactly.

That's why you insure that everyone lives up to

3 the same rule you have?

4 A. I think that morally I couldn't let a guy touch my

5 breasts whether it was the law or wasn't.

6

7

Q.

A.

Why is that?

Because I'm not there to let him touch my boobs.

8 I'm not there to let him do anything else but see me dance.

9 Q. So are the rules you're following your own

10 personal morality or something else?

11 A. No, it's the rules of my morality and the rules of

12 the club.

13

14

15

16 hired?

17

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

And what are specifically the rules of the club?

You are --

These are the rules given to you when you're

Yes, they are posted on the wall and you're taken

18 over and they show them to you.

19 Q. Is this in a place where the patrons can see it?

20 A. Three places where the patrons can see them.

21 Q. And did the rules provide that the patron may not

22 touch the dancer in any way?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Did they provide that the patron may not come in

25 contact with the dancer in any way?
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1 A. In any sexual way, yes.

2 Q. It's worded "in any sexual way"?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. What do you understand that to mean?

5 A. That they are not allowed to touch us.

6 Q. When the woman is giving one of these dances in

7 the private topless dance area, isn't there contact between a

8 woman and a man?

142

9

10

A.

Q.

On their arms and legs.

How close are you when you're performing one of

11 these dances?

12

13

14

15

16

17

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

I can sit on them.

Sitting on his lap?

Yes.

Facing him?

Or backwards.

Backwards? And when you're sitting on his lap

18 facing him, where do you put your arms?

19 A. Sitting on his lap facing him?

20 Q. Right.

21 A. Usually around his neck.

22 Q. At that point doesn't that put your breasts quite

23 close to the man's body?

24

25

A.

Q.

Close, not real close.

How far are your breasts from the man's body?
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1

2

A.

Q.

Probably a foot, half a foot.

And it's your testimony that personally you do not

3 intentionally rub your breasts against any part of a patron?

4

5

A.

Q.

No, I do not.

What sort of tips do you get after one of these

6 private dances?

7 A. Depends. They give you --

8 Q. What's the range?

9 A. From nothing to a hundred.

10 Q. A hundred dollars?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Can you tell us to a certainty or to the best you

13 can if you reached that level that you received a tip of a

14 hundred dollars from a patron you know not to be an undercover

15 police officer?

16

17

A.

Q.

Yes.

Would a $20 tip be unusual to receive after one of

18 those dances?

19

20

A.

Q.

No.

This is a dance now where your breasts have not

21 come into direct contact with a patron in any way?

22

23

A.

Q.

Yes.

How long would one of these private dances last in

24 which you received a $20 tip?

25 A. Usually half an hour.
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1

2

3

Q.

A.

Q.

How much does that cost?

$50.

And in that case a $20 tip would not be

4 unreasonable?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. How about the $35, how long does that last?

7 A. Three songs, about 15 minutes.

8 Q. Would a $20 tip under those circumstances be

9 unusual? Would that be a generous tip?

10 A. Generous.

11 Q. What would you normally expect to get from one of

12 your performances after three songs by way of a tip?

13

14

15

16

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

$10.

$10 would be customary?

Yes.

Are you aware of any instances where women

17 performing the same type of dances intentionally rub their

18 breasts against either the man's chest, hands, or face?

19 A. No.

20 Q. Never seen that happen?

21 A. No, I don't --

22 Q. Don't recall that happening?

23 A. No, not like I mean, if it was out of the

24 normal, I would have recalled it, but not like in a sexual way

25 or anything like that.
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1 Q. What do you mean "in a sexual way"? The woman is

2 working, isn't she?

3 A. Yeah, but she's not putting her breasts in his

4 hands or she's not

5 Q. None of this is sexual for the woman; isn't that

6 right?

7 A. Not for me.

8 Q. For any of the women is this sexual in some way

9 for them?

10 A. I can't speak for all of them.

11 Q. Are you aware of any performers there that do this

12 because they enjoy it sexually?

13 A. No.

14 Q. SO they are there performing for a man; is that

15 right?

16

17

A.

Q.

Yes.

And you would agree with me that men go there with

18 the expectation that the woman will provide him with as much

19 contact between a patron and the dancer as possible?

20

21

22

23

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

On a topless dance?

In a topless dance.

Yes, I'm sure that's what they want.

And it must be a constant struggle, then, to keep

24 the man's hands or face off your breasts under those

25 circumstances; is that correct?
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1

2

A.

Q.

Yes.

Does that get frustrating after a while or how do

3 you deal with it?

4 A. It gets frustrating.

5 Q. This is an every-night occasion?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. How do you deal with this?

8 A. How do I deal with it?

9 Q. Yeah, how do you deal with it?

10 A. I don't like men.

1 1 Q. I mean -- I guess that's one way of dealing with

12 it when you get home.

13 But how do you deal with it right there when the man has

14 got you on his lap, your arms around his neck, you're half

15 naked?

16 A. If he's trying to touch my breasts and I don't

17 like it, I can ask him no and if he doesn't listen, I can take

18 his hands down.

19 Q. And what sort of tip do you get in an instance

20 where you've actually had to restrain a man's hands?

21

22

23

24

25

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Not very much.

That's okay?

Yeah.

Do you have a family to support; is that right?

Yes, I do.
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1 Q. Are you married?

2 A. I'm in the process of a divorce.

3 Q. And you have how many children?

4 A. Two.

5 Q. And you're supporting them by yourself?

6 A. Yeah, I am.

7 MR. HAYS: Okay. That's all I had. Thanks very much.

8 I appreciate it.

9 MR. DICAVALCANTE: I don't have any questions. But

10 I'm wondering, Mr. Hays, if I could get you to stipulate to a

11 couple of things that you posited to this witness.

12 Can we stipulate that none of what the dancers do at

13 these places is sexual?

14 MR. HAYS: No. That was a question.

15 MR. DICAVALCANTE: Can we stipulate that it's a

16 constant struggle to keep the men off them?

17 MR. HAYS: No. Those were questions.

18 MR. DICAVALCANTE: I have nothing.

19 My next witness is Tasha Kennison.

20 DIRECT EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

22

23

24

25

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Would you state your name for the record?

Tasha Kennison.

Miss Kennison, are you employed now?

Yes.
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1 Q. How are you employed?

2 A. I'm a dancer at Eve's Tease.

3 Q. How long have you been a dancer?

4 A. A little over a year.

5 Q. When did you begin your employment?

6 A. February of '96.

7 Q. Will you tell us what your shifts were, how often

8 you worked, how frequently you worked?

148

9

10 3:00.

1 1

A.

Q.

Usually four or five nights a week from 7:00 to

Has there been any interruption since February of

12 1996 since that happened?

13

14

A.

Q.

(The witness gave a nonverbal response.)

You have to actually respond in order for the

15 court reporter to get it.

16

17

A.

Q.

No.

Do you recall the date that you would have gone

18 over to Eve's Tease to seek employment?

19

20

A.

Q.

Yeah.

And do you recall who it was that you would have

21 met over there to talk to about employment?

22

23

24

25

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Anita Welling.

And were you hired?

Yeah.

And what was -- what were you hired to do?
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1 A. Dancer.

2 Q. A nude dancer?

3 A. Yeah.

4 Q. Did Miss Welling or anyone else in authority or

5 management there at Eve's Tease, as the previous witness has

149

6 explained, did anybody show you around or tell you the rules or

7 anything like that?

8

9

10

1 1

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

The next night when I started, they did.

Who is they?

Robert.

Robert is someone who is here tonight who is a

12 manager?

13

14

A.

Q.

Yes.

Will you tell us what you were told in terms of

15 what the rules structures were at Eve's Tease for a nude dancer?

16 A. We're not allowed to let the guys touch any of our

17 private parts, you're not allowed to leave the place with them

18 or have any contact with them. There's no drugs or alcohol on

19 the premises. And we're only allowed to take tips with our

20 hands or from the stage.

21 Q. While you've been an employee, have you been the

22 object of an infraction of any of those rules?

23

24

A.

Q.

No.

Have any men ever attempted to touch you in

25 private areas?
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1

2

3

4

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yeah.

And what do you do on those occasions?

I push their hands away.

Do you ever have occasion to alert management to

5 that kind of situation?

6

7

A.

Q.

Yeah.

And have there been any instances where action was

8 taken on the part of management in relation to the customer

9 where you reported some bad conduct?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. What's happened?

12 A. They got kicked out.

13 Q. How many times has that happened to you

14 personally?

15

16

A.

Q.

Like five or six times.

Are you personally aware if that has ever happened

17 involving another dancer and another patron?

18

19

A.

Q.

Yeah.

And is this a matter that occurs with some

20 frequency or rarely?

21 A. It happens a lot.

22 Q. And do you know Greg Welling?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Do you know Anita Welling?

25 A. Yes.
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Greg Welling and any of the managers that you have worked for

adhere to the rule structure that you testified you were told by

Robert the manager when you began employment?

A. Yes.

Q. They adhere to those rules?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you cite for the Board any specific instances

of where you recall either Anita, Greg Welling, or a manager

adhering to one of these rules that you've talked about?

A. If they see the girl doing something wrong, they

will tell them not to do it anymore and, if they still do it,

then they get fired.

Q. Are you personally aware of any girls who have

been terminated for misbehavior of any of these rules that

you're talking about?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you have names of those people?

A. Vanity, Special, Strawberry, Destiny, Deserai.

Those are all I can think of right now.

Q. Mr. Hays, I thought, made an actual statement. He

calls it a question. But what he had asked the previous witness

was: Was it a constant struggle to keep the men off of you

while you're working?

A. Sometimes.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q. And is it your testimony that Anita Welling and
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1 Q. Is -- Would it be your testimony also that at

2 least as far as you go, that what is occurring in terms of the

3 interaction between yourself and the male customer is not

4 sexual?

CROSS-EXAMINATION

A. It tells the customers how they can tip us, they

can't have sexual contact with us, they can't touch us, just

basic rules.

Q. The previous witness testified that she was aware

of signage posted in Eve's Tease in three different places

alerting customers and employees to the rules there at Eve's

Tease; would you agree with that?

MR. DICAVALCANTE: Nothing further.

Yes.

Can you tell the Board what you recollect those

Yeah.

No, it's not.

It's work?

A.

Q.

A.

A.

Q.

rules were?

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 BY MR. HAYS:

21 Q. Tasha; is that right?

22 A. Tasha.

Tasha, you've been working at Eve's Tease for the last

23

24

Q. Tasha. Sorry. rill try and remember that.

25 year; is that right?
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1 A. Yeah.

2 Q. The evening shift?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. But you've been working at The Body Shop as well?

5 A. Every now and then, it just depends, not that

6 often.

7 Q. Okay. Now, in your one-year experience at Eve's

8 Tease, have you ever seen a dancer accept a tip from the main

9 stage, a dollar bill tip, from a patron using her breast?

153

10

1 1

12

13

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes.

You have seen that?

Yes.

Over the last year does that happen on isolated

14 occasions or is it a regular occurrence? How would you describe

15 the frequency?

16 A. It happened for a little while then they enforced

17 the rules and we had to stop doing it.

18

19 right?

20

21

Q.

A.

Q.

You heard the officers testify earlier; is that

Yes.

And the relevant time period there was September,

22 October, November of 1996.

23 Was that the time period at which women were customarily

24 accepting dollar bill tips with their breasts?

25 A. I don't remember.
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1 Q. But you can't tell us that that was not the time

2 period when women were accepting dollar bill tips with their

3 breasts?

4 A. No, I can't tell you that.

5 Q. And over the period of time when they were doing

154

6 that, were they doing it by taking their hands and placing their

7 hands on the side of their breasts, squeezing their breasts

8 together to remove the dollar bill tip from the patron's hand?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Had you personally yourself ever done that at any

1 1 point at all last year?

12 A. Yeah, I've done it.

13 Q. And have you ever seen, over the last year, a

14 woman while totally naked on the main stage place any part of

15 her hand on her genitals?

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And on those occasions when it did happen, do you

18 know if a manager was aware of the act?

19 A. If he sees it, he says something, but, if he

20 doesn't see it, he can't say anything.

21 Q. Let's see if we can focus on the time period where

22 the women were accepting dollar bill tips with their breasts.

23 Do you recall if there were any occasions where a woman

24 was totally naked on the main stage during this time period and

25 placing her hands on her genitals while management observed and
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1 said nothing?

155

2

3

4

A.

Q.

A.

I don't recall.

Don't recall if those circumstances ever existed?

I've never seen it happen. I've never seen

5 managers watch that and not say anything.

6

7

Q.

A.

What would they say?

They would tell them not to do it anymore and if

8 they kept doing it then they would be terminated.

9 Q. Why would a woman do something like that if she

10 knew she was going to be terminated?

11 A. I don't know. I can't speak for other women. I

12 don't know. More money maybe.

13 Q. I know you can't, but you work in this type of

14 business, you do exactly what they do. So, if you can shed some

15 light on it, I'd like you to do that.

16

17

A.

Q.

Maybe for more money. I don't know.

Would a woman earn more tips if she were to do

18 that sort of thing on the main stage?

19 A. I'm sure she would, yeah.

20 Q. Have you seen a woman earn more tips doing that?

21 A. Yeah.

22 Q. Have you ever observed a woman while performing in

23 the private topless dance area intentionally place her breasts

24 in contact with a patron?

25 A. No.
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1

2

3

Q.

A.

Q.

Never seen that happen?

No.

So you've never been required to report something

4 like that to management?

5 A. If I see a customer touching a girl's breast, I'll

6 tell them or, if she's letting him, I will. But I've never seen

7 a girl purposely put his hands there or anything.

8 Q. All right. But you have seen a situation where

9 the man placed his hands on the woman's breasts and she would

10 not immediately remove his hands?

11

12

13

14

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Yes.

That has occurred?

Yes.

And when it does occur, you report it to

15 management?

16

17

A.

Q.

Yes.

And when you say you report it to management, who

18 qualifies as management?

19 A. Robert.

20 Q. Robert. What's Robert's last name?

21 A. I don't know his last name.

22 Q. Is that his real name as far as you know?

23 A. Yeah.

24 Q. You're sure that's his real name?

25 A. Yeah.
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1 Q. Okay. And who else?

2 A. Greg.

3 Q. That's Greg who?

4 A. Welling.

5 Q. The owner?

6 A. Yeah.

7 Q. Anybody else?

8 A. And Tim.

9 Q. Tim Wheeler?

10 A. Yeah.

11 Q. Anybody else?

12 A. No.

13 Q. Are you acquainted with the system where a private

14 dance is paid for by paying the money to a waitress?

15

16

A.

Q.

Yes.

Who then arranges for the dance to be performed by

17 a dancer?

18

19

A.

Q.

Yes.

Do any of the women who accept the money for those

20 dances qualify in your mind as management?

21

22

A.

Q.

Could you repeat the question?

The women that accept the money for the private

23 dances, are they managers?

24

25

A.

Q.

No.

Do they have a title in the business?
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1 A. Waitresses.

2 Q. Waitress. They are not floor managers?

3 A. No.

4 Q. Is it your understanding that a private dancer

5 cannot accept money herself for that private dance?

6 A. She can accept Not the money for the show. She

7 can accept tips, but not the show.

8 Q. Okay. The show money has to be accepted by

9 somebody else?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. She can accept the tip?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. What's the range of tips you've received at Eve's

14 Tease while performing in the private dance area?

15

16

A.

Q.

It just depends on how long the show is.

Okay. What's the range of shows? Do you have a

17 three song $35 show?

18

19

20 there?

21

22

23

24

25

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Yes.

What do you normally receive in the way of tips

Between ten and $15.

And how about -- Is it a half-hour show for $50?

Uh-huh.

What's the typical range of tips there?

20 to $25.
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1 Q. Is there a longer show than that?

2 A. An hour.

3 Q. An hour show?

4 A. Uh-huh.

5 Q. How much does that cost?

6 A. A hundred dollars.

7 Q. What kind of tips do you get there?

8 A. Forty or fifty.

9 Q. Dollars as a tip?

10 A. Yeah.

11 Q. And have you ever performed an hour show?

12 A. Yeah.

13 Q. What are you doing for an entire hour for this

14 hundred dollars?

159

15 A. Sometimes you just sit there and talk to the guy.

16 I mean you don't sit there and dance for the whole time. You

17 sit and you talk and you dance.

18

19

Q.

A.

Do you sit in his lap?

I sit in a chair and talk to him, I don't sit on

20 his lap when we're talking.

21

22

23

Q.

A.

Q.

Do you ever sit on a man's lap?

Yes.

One last thing that just occurred to me. You've

24 got a situation where you can earn forty or $50 as a tip for an

25 hour's work, do you do anything to help encourage a patron to
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1 purchase one of these private dances?

160

2 A. No. I just ask him if he wants a table dance. If

4

5 yes?

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

3 he says no then I just go to the next guy.

Q. Until you eventually find one, somebody that says

A. Yes.

Q. You don't sit and talk to the man for a while?

A. No.

Q. You don't try and get to know him?

A. No.

Q. You don't touch him in any way?

A. No. I shake his hand when I introduce myself.

Q. Do you have pretty good success with that system

14 in getting men to hire you to do these private dances?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Is that sort of conduct typical in the business?

17 A. No.

18 Q. Are some women more aggressive than others?

19 A. Most of the girls they sit and talk to the guys

20 but I don't like to, so I just ask them if they want a table

21 dance. If they don't, then I just move on.

22 MR. HAYS: That's all I had.

23 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

24 BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

25 Q. I had just a couple things and I'm glad you
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1 brought it up, that many instances of where someone is buying a

2 half hour of your time or whatever, there's a good portion of

3 that time that is taken up from just sitting there and talking

4 to them, correct?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And that is typical in the business; is that

7 correct?

8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Conversation occupies a significant period of the

10 time that they buy?

1 1

12

A.

Q.

Yes.

Did you say that you had or had not also worked at

13 The Body Shop?

14

15

A.

Q.

I have.

And would it be your testimony that the rules

16 structure and the conveyance to you of what the rules were at

17 The Body Shop would be the same testimony you gave with regard

18 to Eve's Tease?

19

20

A.

Q.

Yes.

I think that Mr. Hays asked you this question, but

21 let me -- This is my last question.

22 Have you -- When you witnessed misbehavior on the part

23 of the girls breaching rules or whatever, have you reported that

24 to management?

25 A. Yes.
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RECROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. HAYS:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DICAVALCANTE:

Mr. Matthews?

Is that okay? Does anybody want to

I have two more witnesses.

Thank you very much.

Okay. Thank you.

Okay.

That's fine.

And what -- In each instance that you can

Q. Would you state your name, sir?

A. Robert Matthews.

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

MR. SNOW:

MR. HAYS:

MR. SNOW:

Q. I have one last question, Tasha.

Are you being paid anything for being here today?

A. No.

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

Mr. Hays?

Q.

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

take a break?

MR. SNOW: No.

MR. DICAVALCANTE:

remember, can you summarize for the Board what management's

reaction has been to your telling about these things happening?

A. They go and they tell the girl when she's done

with her show that she can't do that and what she did wrong and

if she does it again she'll be fired.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 Is it possible that a woman could masturbate herself in

2 one of the private rooms for ten minutes without your knowledge?

3

4

A.

Q.

Yes.

Is it possible, based upon everything you

5 described yourself as doing behind the bar, that a woman could

6 masturbate herself on the main stage without your knowing it?

7

8

A.

Q.

I suppose, yes.

Is it possible that a woman could accept a dollar

9 tip between her breasts using her hands in the outside of her

10 breasts to remove the dollar bill without your knowing it?

1 1

12

A.

Q.

That's right.

In fact, are you aware of any of those incidents

13 occurring which you were not aware of at the time they occurred,

14 but later became aware of?

15

16

A.

Q.

Yes.

How were those incidents brought to your

17 attention?

18 A. People that were managing stated that the girls

19 weren't accepting tips like every other club in town and I said,

20 "How is that?"

21 And they said, "Between the breasts." So basically

22 that's what they told me.

23 Q. You understand that your business competes with

24 similar-type businesses in the City of Phoenix; is that right?

25 A. I suppose, yes.
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17
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LICENSE APPEAL BOARD HEARING, VOLUME II,

2 commencing at 5:47 p.m., on May 29, 1997, 200 West Washington,

3 Phoenix, Arizona 85003, before Sandy Marruffo, a Notary Public

4 in and for the County of Maricopa, State of Arizona.

5

198

6

7
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1 1

12
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15

16
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19
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MR. HAYS: If I might, Mr. Chair, we've already agreed

2 to hear them together, so I believe it would be entirely

3 appropriate, should you have a question on Eve's Tease later, to

4 go ahead and ask it.

5 MR. SNOW: Noted. But my intent actually was just to

6 be sure that any question that had been waiting was being given

7 a chance to be answered now.

8

9

Okay. There are none. Please continue.

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. HAYS:

Department as a detective in the Vice enforcement unit?

A. Yes, sir.

1 1

12 please?

13

14

15

16

17

Q.

A.

Q.

Q.

Detective, would you state your full name for us

Thomas Robert Kulesa. Last name is K-U-L-E-S-A.

And are you still employed with the Phoenix Police

And you participated in an investigation of The

18 Body Shop Cabaret last year; is that right?

19 A.

20 Q.

21 Cabaret is.

22 A.

Yes, sir.

And why don't you tell us where The Body Shop

It's located at 3790 Northwest Grand Avenue,

23 Phoenix, Arizona, Maricopa County.

24

25

Q.

A.

And you've been inside that business, haven't you?

Yes, sir.
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1 were in the business at that time.

72

2 Q And similarly, you did not interview any

3' of the male customers to see if one dancer gave a better

4 show than any other?

5 A No, I did not. I was the only person

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

there.

MR. YEE: Thank you. No other questions.

MR. HAYS: That's all I have for this

witness.

MR. YEE: Thank you.

MR. HAYS: I'd like to call Katheryn Freitas.

13 KAT HER Y N F REI T A S,

14 called as a witness herein, having been previously duly

15 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

16

17

18

19 BY MR. HAYS:

E X A MIN A T ION

20 Q Katheryn, would you state your full name

21 for the record, please.

22

23

24

25

A

Q

A

Q

Katheryn Ann Clark Freitas.

And your last name, F-r-e-i-t-a-s?

That is correct.

Katheryn, do you live in the City of

BRUSH & TERRELL COURT REPORTERS
(602) 995-0950
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
~

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Phoenix?

A Yes, I do.

Q And are you working now in the City of

Phoenix?

A Yes, I do. I work at the Sunset Strip.

Q What's the highest level of education

that you obtained?

A I have my Bachelor's of Business Degree

in accounting from the University of Hawaii graduating

and majoring in accounting.

MR. YEE: Mr. Chairman, I realize this is a

new form of meeting, but if the City is posing specific

questions or answers for the witness which deals with

the other sex acts at Temptations, at this point in

time, I'm going to make an objection for the record, and

this goes along with what I said earlier. I have not

been given notice of this, and I'm not prepared at all

to address any of the issues or any statements of this

witness might make in that regard. I've had no

opportunity to rebuttal witnesses or any opportunity to

even hear the testimony or much less know what was going

to be presented to prepare a defense to what's being

stated or what will be stated.

MR. KLAHR: Do you want to respond to that?

MR. HAYS: This testimony is going to go

BRUSH & TERRELL COURT REPORTERS
(602) 995-0950
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
~

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

exclusively, explicitly to what was noticed in the

Notice of Revocation, that this business was being

operated as a sexually-oriented escort bureau.

I outlined the activity in the notice

she's going to testify specifically along those lines.

MR. KLAHR: All right. I will overrule the

objection and allow it into testimony at this time.

MR. HAYS: Thank you.

BY MR. HAYS:

Q Katheryn, what type of business is the

Sunset Strip where you're working now?

A It's a gentleman's club. It's an

in-call, licensed escort bureau.

Q And they have a license with the City of

Phoenix?

A Yes, they do.

Q That's an escort bureau license?

A That's right.

MR. KLAHR: When you say, in-call, that means

the men come there, they don't go out on dates with a

woman?

THE WITNESS: No, they don't. It's all

monitored so that illegal activities cannot be

performed.

MR. KLAHR: So it's not really a dating escort

BRUSH & TERRELL COURT REPORTERS
(602) 995-0950
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1 bureau in the normal sense when you think of escort at

2 all because you don't provide escorts to the community.

75

3 A Right. But we do all have to have an

4 escort license, and we are classified as escorts.

5 Q Actually, Katheryn, what you have is an

6 escort identification card; is that right?

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Right.

That's what you meant by a license?

That's right.

When did you start working there?

The beginning of June of '95.

And who hired you?

Holly Wild, the owner.

How long have you worked in the escort

15 bureau business?

16 A A little less than a year. I started at

17 Temptations the beginning of December of '94.

18

19 recall?

20

21

22

Q

A

Q

A

And which location is that? Do you

3912 East Miami Avenue.

And when did you leave Temptations?

I left as soon as I started Sunset

23 Strip, the beginning of June of '95.

24 Q And what position were you hired to fill

25 at this Temptations location?

BRUSH & TERRELL COURT REPORTERS
(602) 995-0950
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1

2

3

4

A

Q

A

Q

Escort dancer.

And who hired you? Do you remember?

Steve Budge, the owner.

Were you hired as an employee or

76

5 independent contractor?

6

7

8 minute.

A

Q

Independent contractor.

Let's talk about your training for a

9 Did you receive any training or

10 instruction of the operation of the business?

11 A Yes. Steve Budge owned the business.

~.

12 His wife Malissa BUdge, who is now his ex-wife, they

13 both trained me. I had a big -- I got a manual, which

14 was like a plexiglass. It stated all the different type

15 of shows. It ranged from 15 minutes all the way to an

16 hour. The prices started from $40 to $200.

17 And Steve Budge explicitly told me

18 there's -- and excuse my language, but he said, "There's

19 no sucking or fucking, but if you're going to do hand,"

20 and he says, "and you're going get caught, I don't want

21 to know about it. I'm not going know about it."

22 And then I asked him, "What do you mean

23 by that?" He said, "A release," and I said, "What do

24 you mean by a release," because I didn't know, and he

25 said that was a hand job.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
~

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q When he told me that a release was a

hand job, did you understand at that point what he had

meant by a release?

A Yes, I did.

Q Let's talk about your conversation for a

minute.

You indicated that the show fee ranged

between $40 to $200. Was there also a fee that

automatically went to the house, a room fee?

A Yeah, a room fee. And that's typical of

all businesses when you are dancing. They usually have

a room fee, flat, that we don't receive anything.

And when I got hired there, he had

indicated that it was a great business, that I could

earn as much as $1,000, but primarily it would be on

tips, not on the show price.

He said you could earn a lot on tips,

but the compensation from the show price was between 60

to 33 percent.

Q So the $20 room fee goes 100 percent to

the house. The show fee which ranges between $40 to

$200, depending on how much time the customer spends

with the escort, is the split with 16 to 33 percent

going to the escort and the balance going to the

business?
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1

2

3 business?

4

5

A

Q

A

Q

That's right.

So the greater share goes to the

Yes.

And if the customer should offer the

78

6 escort a tip over and above the show fee, to whom is

7 that to go?

8

9

10

A

Q

A

The tip was to go to the model.

100 percent?

100 percent. And he indicated these

11 tips primarily came from releases and that, typically,

12 the customer -- the typical fee was $100 per release.

13 There were exceptions.

14 He had some regular clientele that he

15 indicated some of these people could pay a little less,

16 because he would tell the ladies that they were

17 long-time customers so he only pays $60 to $80.

18 Q Now, it was your understanding that no

19 releases could be given for less than $100 without the

20 explicit authorization of the manager; is that right?

21

22

A

Q

That's correct.

And did that include just Mr. Budge and

23 Malissa or could that be another manager?

24 A No. Any manager that was working there,

25 you had to make sure who the customer was, and it was
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1 monitored, the lobby, that the clients came in. You

2 could see the customer. And then when you would come

3 in, they would first pay the room fee.

4 Steve had a very good memory of who the

5 clients were, and he would say, "This is John," or

6 whatever. A lot of them paid on credit card, and so

7 he'd say this customer -- he was very familiar with the

8 clientele.
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9 Q Are you aware of an occasion where an

10 escort ever refused to do a release?

11

12

13

A

Q

A

Yes, I am.

And what would happen in that case?

A lot. A lot of ladies would refuse to

14 do that. The policy was, you would just tell that

15 person, "I don't do that," and at that point, another

16 lady would come in that was willing to do that, and the

17 customer could either say no or yes, but they usually

18 they said yes.

19 Steve had a very good memory of who was a

20 client and he would say, nOh, this is Star," or

21 whatever. A lot of them would pay with a credit card.

22 He was very familiar with the clientele.

23 Q Let's talk about the regular customers

24 for a minute.

25 Was this a mechanism by which the
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
~:

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

typical customer would be offered the standard release

fee of $100?

A Yes. Steve mentioned that most of the

customers already knew about this; that they would

typically put the money down on the table or either hand

it to the model so the model wouldn't even have to ask

for it. So he pretty much knew how it worked.

Q Now, did Steve give you any training on

the law as part of your structure?

A He was very -- yes. He was very -- when

I first started there, he gave me photocopies of the

State Law, the City Law, what was allowed, and, you

know.

He told us when we were doing the shows,

don't touch breasts, crotch, or the buttocks area. You

do not touch the customer's genitalia. And of course,

no oral sex, no sexual intercourse.

He knew what was legal, and he knew that

the hand releases were illegal, but like as I stated

before, he said if anyone ever got caught, he would deny

knowing. He would deny by pretty much turning the

other -- you know, turning the

Q The other way?

A Yeah. Turning the other way, yeah. He

just would say he didn't know about it, even though he
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1 monitored the room.

81

2 Q Do you recall an incident in which the

3 Phoenix Police Department attempted to shut down this

4 particular business while you were working there?

5 A Yes. And I believe it was in March. I

6 got a phone call from his ex-wife Malissa Budge saying

7 all the private clubs have been shut down and call us

8 before you come in, but as of now, the business has been

9 closed.

10 Q And did they call you shortly after that

11 to indicate the business was now operational again?

12 A Yeah. Within three days or so, ~hey

13 said business is back, so just come on in, you know.

14 Q All right. After that -- what I would

15 imagine would be a very shocking event, were there any

16 changes that were implemented at the business?

17 A Oh, yes. Steve was very paranoid. I

18 recall him mentioning that this -- there was a gi=l

19 doing a release in the other room just a couple -- and

20 she had just finished before the police busted in. He

21 was very paranoid.

22 He said that no releases were to be done

23 by any of the ladies, of the girls, unless they were

24 regular clientele that he knew, because, I guess -- I'm

25 just speculating, but I guess he figured that, you know,
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1 the people who had been coming in for a long time were

2 neither police officers or police informants, so he said

3 that it was okay to do that. It was regular customers.
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4 Q What was the effect on the business with

5 the changes as a result of the police officer?

6 A Well --

7

8

9

MR. YEE: I object; irrelevant, speculation.

MR. KLAHR: Overruled.

BY MR. HAYS:

10

11

Q

A

Go ahead, Katheryn.

I was going to say, instead of seeing

12 girls with seven $100 bills, they were all complaining

13 that they didn't make as much money as they did before.

14 So the income fell drastically. I saw girls that made

15 $1,000 a shift just from tips. And they were all

16 complaining that they can't approach the gentlemen

17 anYmore or not -- anyway, they can't approach people

18 anYmore. They had to rely on the old clients, and they

19 were pretty upset about it.

20 And then, at this time, there were a lot

21 of, you know -- it's not just gossip, I mean, it's not

22 gossip. When Mr. Yee was saying that, you know, this

23 gossip about dancers, it's not gossip. We all know each

24 other. We all talk to each other.

25 There were several girls who had come
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1 from the Sunset Strip. I knew a lot of them. They had

2 all said the Sunset Strip is totally legal. It's a

3 60/40; 60 to the model, 40 to the house. They said it

4 was very strict, very legal, and you have to work very

5 hard. You have to do a lot of shows, totally legal

6 shows, but you will make money, but you will have to

7 work a lot harder.

8 Holly wild was known for if you carne in

9 late, you would get fined. She ran her business like a

10 real business, I mean, like a -- whereas, at

11 Temptations, for example, some girls wouldn't show up

12 for work. Everyday, somebody would not show up for

13 work, and it was the same with Steve.
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14 MR. YEE: Mr. Chairman, aren't we getting a

15 little off base?

16 MR. KLAHR: Yeah. We've got to cut this down,

17 because I'm not sure of the time limit. Some of the

18 members say they have to leave at 8:00, and I can't stay

19 all night, either. We really need to speed this up.

20 BY MR. HAYS:

21 Q Katheryn, did the women try and do

22 anything as a result of this?

23 A Okay, okay. After this, we all said --

24 One girl was going to have a meeting. We were all going

25 to get together and give Steve an ultimatum. Either
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1 give us a 60/40 cut, no illegal stuff anymore, just

2 60/40 cut and we'd be happy about it.

3 And the girl was going to set up a

4 meeting. Steve found out about it. He said, "You

5 better cut it out. If you don't," -- and the girl told

6 me that Steve found out about the meeting, and he

7 said -- she told me if anything happens to her, Steve

8 did it. She was very paranoid.

84

9 MR. KLAHR: This is highly irrelevant. It's

10 way, way off.

11 THE WITNESS: Anyway, he refused to give us a

12 cut. He wanted to continue the hand releases, is

13 basically what happened.

14 BY MR. HAYS:

15 Q All right. Did he come up with a system

16 so that he could make the women happy so they wouldn't

17 have to have meetings and to try to get a split,

18 et cetera, et cetera.

19 A Right. According to him, if you went

20 in -- if the girls went in and asked a client, made them

21 repeat this, "Are you a police officer? Are you

22 affiliated with the police department in any way?1I And

23 they repeated this, "No, I'm not a police officer, no,

24 I'm not affiliated with a police department in any way,"

25 then the girls could go ahead and ask for tips, okay?
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1 That was the way he did it.

85

2 MR. YEE: Okay. I'm going to object. I just

3 don't think it's relevant. There's certainly no

4 foundation as to when all this happened.

5 MR. KLAHR: I think we are getting close to

6 that. I really want to finish with her and let him do

7 cross, because I may rule that she will be the main

8 witness, and anyone else will be cumulative, because

9 we've got to give them a chance to put on the testimony.

10 And this is not going to go all night.

11

12 quickly.

13

MR. HAYS: All right. I'll try and finish up

MR. KLAHR: The other thing I'm concerned

14 about is that I'm hearing nothing about Mr. Alguire.

15 I'm hearing about Mr. Budge who we've already ruled

16 isn't here tonight and isn't appealing anything and

17 isn't running the show anYmore.

18 MR. HAYS: I understand. My next witness will

19 be shorter.

20

21

22

MR. KLAHR: All right. I hope so.

MR. HAYS: I'll try to finish up here.

BY MR. HAYS:

23 Q Katheryn, why don't you tell the Board

24 who the managers were while you were there?

25 A Well --
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1

2

MR. YEE: Again, is that relevant?

MR. KLAHR: Well, then just give the names,

86

3 you know, as long as it doesn't go into any more detail.

4

5 provides

6

MR. HAYS: Mr. Chairman, the code

MR. KLAHR: Let's get the managers' names.

7 Then I'll rule.

8 Go ahead, ma'am, answer the question.

9 THE WITNESS: One is sitting right here, Andre

10 Hernandez. (Witness indicating.) He was one of the

11 managers. There's also John Williams, Joe, which I

12 believe are still managers.

13

14 earlier?

15

MR. KLAHR: The same Joe we talked about

THE WITNESS: Yes. There's two. If -- I'd

16 like to say something, Steve was trying to sell his

17 business. There were plenty of buyers who came in. He

18 would let them look underneath, so most of the people

19 who would buy or were looking into a business -- If I

20 would want to buy a business, I would want to look to

21 make sure and see if that was a legal business or not.

22 MR. KLAHR: I understand that you have

23 evidence, but that sounds like oral argument, his

24 closing argument.

25 MR. HAYS: Thank you.
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1 BY MR. HAYS:

87

2 Q Let me ask you one last thing, Katheryn.

3 Do you know who trained the managers at Temptations?

4 A Steve Budge. He did everything.

5

6 you.

MR. HAYS: Okay. That's all I had. Thank

7 Just stay right here.

8

9

10

MR. KLAHR: Do you have any cross?

MR. YEE: Just a couple on cross.

11

12

C R 0 S S E X A MIN A T ION

13 BY MR. YEE:

14 Q During the time that you worked at

15 Temptations, did you do hand releases?

16

17

MR. HAYS: I object to that question.

MR. KLAHR: I think it's a legitimate cross,

18 absolutely. I would overrule the objection.

19

20 be--

21

MR. HAYS: All right. Well, this needs to

MR. KLAHR: No, really. I overrule. I think

22 it's a very legitimate cross.

23 You can go ahead answer it.

24 THE WITNESS: I refuse to answer on the

25 grounds that it may incriminate myself.
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1 MR. KLAHR: She can take the Fifth Amendment,

88

2 I guess, you can take that.

3 BY MR. YEE:

4 Q Did you earn tips when you worked at

5 Temptations?

6

7

8

A

Q

A

Did I earn tips at Temptations?

Yeah. When you worked at Temptations

I refuse to answer on the grounds that

9 it may incriminate me.

10 Q Did you receive 100 percent of the tips

11 that you earned?

12 A I refuse to answer on the grounds that

13 it may incriminate me.

14 Q If I ask you any more questions about

lS what you did as a person working at Temptations, you

16 would again assert your Fifth Amendment Right because

17 you would incriminate yourself?

18 MR. HAYS: I object to that question. The

19 witness could have no way of knowing --

20 MR. KLAHR: Well, that's correct. But as you

21 know, that type of question, although maybe it is too

22 broad, is the usual question after several refusals

23 happen, like Mark Fuhrman in the O.J. case.

24 So, le~ me rephase it.

25 If he asks you any more questions about
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1 things that theoretically could be illegal, you will

89

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

give the same answer; is that correct?

THE WITNESS: If it may incriminate myself,

yes. Right.

MR. KLAHR: Is that sufficient?

Any questions from the Board?

MR. SNOW: Please.

E X A MIN A T ION

11 BY MR. SNOW:

12 Q Can you remind me, again, how long you

13 worked at Temptations in particular?

14

15

A

Q

I worked approximately six months.

And that time frame was what month? Of

16 what month, please?

17

18

A

Q

From December to June.

Okay. How many hours did you typically

19 work in a week while you were there?

20

21

22

23

A

Q

A

Q

50 hours.

50. So quite a bit actually?

Yes.

Can you give any kind of estimates of

24 how many customers you personally would see in a given

25 work day?
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1 A Steve had me work from 2:00 in the

90

2 morning till 12:00 noon. We were open Christmas Day

3 Q And you might see how many customers

4 during that time?

5

6

A

Q

Probably like three.

And regardless of what your answers

7 would have been -- I'm not interested in pursuing that

8 line of questioning But of the average customer who

9 would corne in, what percentage of the average customer

10 asked for hand releases?

11

12

A

Q

80 percent.

In other words, this is something that

13 most people who come in there are looking to have done?

14 A Yes.

15

16

17 could.

18

19

20

MR. SNOW: Okay. Thank you.

MR. KLAHR: Let me follow up with this, if I

E X A MIN A T ION

21 BY MR. KLAHR:

22 Q I notice that you are a degreed

23 professional. Is there any particular reason why you

24 decided to work in this particular business rather than

25 in the accounting business?
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1

2

A

Q

What does that have to do with this?

Well, I'm just concerned with, you know,

91

3 whether the finances are such that even a degreed

4 professional -- that's what I'm getting at -- would be

5 attracted to something like this. That's what I'm

6 getting at. Is it money? Is that what it was?

7 A I don't personally -- Somebody in my

8 family died. I lost all my savings and was not able to

9 resume my control- --

10 MR. HAYS: But you were working as an

11 accountant; is that right?

12 THE WITNESS: Controller and general manager

13 and I just -- somebody had just died.

14 BY MR. KLAHR:

15 Q I understand this was not a second job.

16 This became her job. She gave up the controller thing,

17 and this was her job until June of this year; is that

18 correct?

19

20

A

Q

That's correct.

And now you are employed back in

21 accounting or

22 A I do some accounting, but I sustain part

23 of my income as a dancer.

24 Q Oh. So you are still a dancer. In

25 fact, that leads to another question.
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1 Did you ever investigate the books or do

2 any accounting or investigate the books of any of these

3 people, whether it be him, referring to Mr. Alguire or

4 Mr. Budge, you never had access to any books, did you?
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5 A Not books, but I heard things like --

6 MR. YEE: I'm going to object to speculation

7 testimony.

8 BY MR. KLAHR:

9

10

11

Q

A

Q

All right. Now--

From Budge, I heard

Hold on. I don't mean to -- I ask the

12 question, and I don't mean to open doors that I

13 shouldn't. I'm just saying, did you see any books of

14 the Budge corporation, the Budge proprietorship?

15 A Not books.

16 MR. KLAHR: Any other questions of the Board?

17 Now, as I say, if you have any other

18 testimony, you can present it with, you know, cameo

19 appearances, who they are, and would your testimony be

20 the same, unless there's something material.

21 Can we do that? Because, again, I don't

22 want to impose on you, but we could be here all night on

23 the same point here.

24

25

MR. HAYS: Yeah. This will be much briefer.
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STATE OF ARIZONA
ss.

County of Maricopa

CATHERINE FREITAS, being first duly sworn, upon her oath,

deposes and says:

The following is my testimony:

I have a Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration
University of Hawaii at Manoa.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
achieved?

A:
from the

Q:
A:

What is your name?
Catherine Freitas.

Where do you reside?
I live in Phoenix, Arizona.

What is the highest level of education you have

How are you currently employed?
I am working as an escort at the Sunset Strip.

Q: What type of business is the Sunset Strip?
A: The Sunset Strip is a licensed escort bureau with the

City of Phoenix which offers incall services.

Q: What are incall escort services?
A: A customer, typically a man, comes to the business where

he is entertained by a woman in a private room. Sometimes there
will be more than one woman involved. The entertainment is of an
adult nature.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q.
bureau?

When did you start working there?
The beginning of June 1995.

Who hired you?
I was hired by Holly Wilde, the owner.

How long have you worked as an escort at an escort

1
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A: A little less than one year.

Q: What other escort bureaus have you worked for?
A: Just one other, Temptations.

Q: What was the location of Temptations during the time
that you were working there?

A: 3912 E. Miami in Phoenix.

Q: When did you begin working at Temptations?
A: December 9, 1994.

Q: When did you leave?
A: I left around the beginning of June 1995.

Q: What position were you hired to fill?
A: Escort-dancer.

Q. Who hired you?
A: Steve Budge.

Q: Whom did you understand Steve Budge to be at that time?
A: The business' owner.

Q: Were you hired as an employee or an independent
contractor?

A: An independent contractor.

Q: Did you receive any training or instruction on the
operation of the business?

A: Yes.

Q: Who provided the training and instruction?
A: Steve Budge and Melissa.

Q: Who is Melissa?
A: Melissa was Steve Budge's wife and a manager. She also

worked at Temptations as an escort-dancer. I believe that they
are now divorced.

Q: What were the training and instruction provided?
A: I was shown a blue plastic board, about legal size,

which contained the shows which were available. There were
generally four shows available, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes. The
prices for these shows ranged from $40.00 to $200.00. In each
case, there was a $20.00 room fee.

The first level of show would include nude dancing.
The second level would include nude dancing with explicit posing.
The third level was explicit nude posing with the model able to
touch the customer. The fourth level was explicit nude posing
with mutual touching.

I was told by Steve himself that there was to be no

2
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"sucking or fucking," but that if the girls did releases, he did
not know about it and would deny knowing about it if the girl
were caught.

I did not know what he meant by a "release," so I asked
him what he meant by that term and he said that it was a hand
job. That term I understood.

Q: How much did Steve indicate the escort would receive
from the room and show fee?

A: The escort received nothing from the room fee, and
anywhere between 16% and 33% of the show fee depending upon the
type of show. Steve also told me that the girls could make as
much as $1,000.00 on one shift. This was almost entirely from
tips, but also included what the business paid the escort from
the show fee.

Q: What percentage of the tips did the escort retain?
A: 100% for all shows.

Q. Did these rates continue in effect the entire time that
you were at Temptations?

A: No.

Q: How did they change?
A: Toward the end of my time there, the escorts received

nothing from the show fee for a 15 minute show. Also, and again
toward the end of my time there, Steve was considering adding a
topless show for which the model would receive none of the show
fee.

Q:
how much
release?

A:

Q:
A:

Did Steve or Melissa tell you when you were first hired
an escort could expect to receive from a customer for a

Yes.

How much?
$100.00.

Q: Did you understand there to be a policy on accepting
less than $100.00 for a release?

A: Yes.

Q: What was it?
A: Releases were not to be done for less than $100.00

without the approval of management.

Q: Was this approval ever given?
A: Yes.

Q: Under what circumstances?
A: A long-time customer could get a release for $80.00 or,

in some cases, less.
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Q: How would an escort know who a long-time customer was?
A: Steve seemed to have a very good memory of the

customers and for how long they had been customers. He could see
who the customers were when he was on the premises by viewing a
monitor of the lobby. When the escort brought Steve the show
fee, Steve would tell her that a particular customer pays $80.00,
or some lesser amount, for a release.

Q~ Did an escort ever refuse to do a release?
A: Yes.

Q: What would happen in that case?
A: If the customer was someone that Steve did not believe

was associated with law enforcement, he would send another escort
into the room who he knew would do the release.

Q. How would a regular customer typically indicate his
desire for a release?

A: The regular customer would either put $100.00 on a
table next to the escort where she could see it, or would hand it
directly to the escort, usually at the very beginning of the
show.

Q: And that was enough to indicate that he wanted a
release?

A: Yes.

Q: What training did you receive on the law?
A: Steve showed me many pages of what he said was the law,

but I did not receive a copy. He said I was free to look at it
at any time, and I did review some of it. I asked him to explain
it to me in lay terms. He told me where I could not touch
myself, that I couldn't have sexual intercourse or oral sex with
the customers, or engage in sadomasochistic abuse. He seemed to
know the law very well.

Q: Do you recall the time when the Phoenix Police
Department attempted to close down a number of incall escort
bureaus?

A: Yes.

Q: When was it?
A: It was in March of this year.

Q: How is it that you happen to recall the event?
A: The Police attempted to shut down Temptations, and I

was called by the business and left a message not to come in
until further notice.

Q: How long did it take to get that notice?
A: Two or three days.

4
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Q: Were there any changes in the operation of the business
after you returned?

A: Yes.

Q: What were they?
A: Steve said that no releases were to be giyen unless it

was to a customer that had received one before, because that
would mean that the customer was probably not a police officer or
an informant. He asked the managers to check to make sure that
customers receiving releases were regular customers.

Q: What was the effect on business of these changes?
A: The girls' incomes started to fall drastically. There

was talk among some of the girls of working elsewhere, for
example at Sunset Strip. It was believed that the split was 60
40 there in favor of the model, which was higher than at
Temptations.

One girl tried to have a meeting to organize all the
girls so that pressure could be put on Steve to run the business
differently. According to the girl that tried to organize the
meeting, Steve found out about it, approached her, and convinced
her not to go forward with the idea. She was very upset and told
me that if something happened to her, that Steve had done it.

After this, I approached Steve myself and asked if it
would be possible for all the girls to work on percentages, so
that there wouldn't be the same pressure on the girls to perform
acts of prostitution in order to make money.

He said that if this happened that business would
really falloff because this is what customers expected at his
business. He also said that if I didn't like it that I could go
somewhere else, but that if I did, that I was kidding myself that
no one else was doing this. He added that he had been to every
other club in town and could get an act of prostitution at any of
them for the right price.

Q: You were not successful then in changing the manner in
which the escorts were compensated?

A: No, but about this time, he came up with a system to
allow releases to continue.

Q: What was that system?
A: The escort was to wait until the customer had taken off

all of his clothes and had touched his penis. The customer was
then asked to repeat the statement that he was not a cop or
affiliated with law enforcement in any way. The escort would
then ask the customer, while he was masturbating: "Would you like
help with that?" After all of this, the $100.00 price could then
be given.

Q: How were the private rooms monitored in which the
escort met with the customer?

A: The rooms were monitored for sound. Also, the doors to

5
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the rooms had vents that someone on the outside could look
through to see what was going on inside.

Q: Was anyone ever caught having sexual intercourse with a
customer?

A: Yes.

Q: How do you know that?
A: The girl that was caught told me.

Q: What happened to her?
A: Steve found out about it and was going to fire her, but

then gave her another chance.

Q: When did this happen?
A: In April or May of this year.

Q: Are you aware of any other incidents of Temptations'
escorts having sexual intercourse with customers?

A: Only based upon what Steve told me.

Q: What did he tell you?
A: In a phone conversation with me soon before I left, he

named two girls that he said he knew had had sexual intercourse
with a customer.

Q: Did this have something to do with why you left?
A: Yes.

Q: What was the connection?
A: It seemed to me that he was now condoning sexual

intercourse.

Q: Were there any other reasons why you left?
A: Yes, Steve had also started to mention expanding the

outcall operation. Except for the compensation, the arrangement
with the escorts was to be the same. The women would be expected
to perform acts of prostitution, but if they were caught, then
Steve knew nothing about it. The amount for the escort was to be
lowered, however, to $25.00 per hour.

I also had a conversation with a limousine driver that
Steve had used as a driver. This person told me that Steve had
told him that all the girls could be expected to perform acts of
prostitution, including sexual intercourse.

Q: Who were the managers while you were there?
A: Melissa Budge, John Williams, Joe, Brett and Andre.

Q: Do you know how the managers were trained?
A: Yes.

Q: How were they trained?

6
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A: Steve trained all the managers and told them exactly
what to do.

r·· / : d ...

• !, ~'. . '/"- .!..'

CATHERINE FREITAS

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 29th day of November,

1995, by Catherine Freitas.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

My CommissIon Expires Dec. 14, 1998

994
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FRENCH FANTASIES MEN'S CLUB Page I of I
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Hi guys, my name is Lisa, the owner ofFrench
Fantasies Men's Cluh I would like to introduce you
to my club and the selection of beautiful, friendly
models available to meet you night and day.What
you are about to see will arouseyou. French
Fantasies is the most inviting, the most wood
producing, the most explosive, the most satisfying
ALL NUDE private room performance club inthe
USA, and I personally invite you to visit us. All
nude shows like you have never seen! Up close and

in your face! So start playing with your HARDdrive and prepare for the ride of
your life!!!

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinks IEmail
Lusty Lisa's Network

<01997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved. Legal Notice.

Wednesday, August 26,1998 11:23AM@.....":1
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Frequently Aske... Page 1 of2

Couples are very welcome atFrench Fantasies. The models all enjoy
performing and interacting with couples in completeprivacy. The
mood is intimate and the interaction between youand your companion
is very extensive. Perform for your model ifyou so desire. Turn the
tables a little. We like to play the Voyeourjust as much as you do.

After, you follow your entertainer to her private room and youhave
chosen a show from the menu, she will leave you for a fewminutes to
inform the management as to the time and nature ofyour show. You
should take this opportunity to make yourselfvery comfortable. We
encourage you to get completely nude and relax on the sofa. When
your private dancer returns, she willchange behind her dressing
screen, adjust the music and lightingand then start the timer.

Touching of oneself is perfectly acceptable, completely legal andmakes
for a very HOT show. There is no direct sexual contact,however even
though that is the law and we do not break the law,we push our shows
TO THE LIMIT! Touching between yourselfand your private dancer
is EXTENSIVE and you will want to touch yourself.

French Fantasies deals in creating Fantasies and we are very goodat
what we do. Before you are able to turn on your body you mustfirst be
able to turn on your mind.

Undress, relax and don't be shy about touching yourself. Themore
uninhibited you are, the more uninhibited your privatedancer will be.
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Frequently Aske... Page 2 of2

Our room fee is $20. That gets you into your entertainer's private
room. The minimum show is $20 and the very Hottest shows beginat
$50. They are available up to an entire hour.

All shows and prices are clearly listed on the menu and yourprivate
dancer will be happy to go over that with you and answerany
questions you may have.

We accept•••and have an ATM Terminal. All are
discreetly billed. Only F.F.L. will show on your ticket and yourbill.
Nothing else.

Tipping is not mandatory by any means. Your private dancer is
treated very fairly by French Fantasies. However tipping is an integral
part of our society. It will enhance just about anythingnowadays.

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinlgJ Email
<01997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved. Legal Notice.
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French Fantasies Men's Club - What Sets Us Apart Page 1 of2

Above all Attitude, Quality and Class sets our club apart from the
competition. You will encounter a completely different attitude at
French Fantasies Mens Club. From the time you walk in the frontdoor
it will be apparent that your visit is appreciated andeverything in our
power will be done to assure that you will return to us again.

You will never pay a room fee twice in one day. Ifyou extend thetime
ofyour show, see another private dancer for an extendedperiod of
time or even leave the premises and return later even onthe next shift
you will not pay for your room again that day. It'sour way of thanking
you for your business.

Adjustable lighting to set the mood and insure your ultimateviewing
pleasure.

Digital timers insure you receive your show in its entirety. Otherclubs
use songs, their watch or nothing. They "just know" whenyour time is
up.

Complete privacy during your show.

No hidden cameras.

No games.

No lies.

Any email will be promptly answered, seriously considered and ifyou
wish, held in the strictest of confidence. I run a clean businessand
stand behind all of my previous statements. So that I maycontinue to
do so, I encourage any feedback desirable orotherwise. It is very
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French Fantasies Men's Club - What Sets Us Apart Page 2 of2

important to me in maintaining the quality ofcustomer service and my
relentless pursuit of perfection.

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinks IEmail
Lusty Lisa's Network

©1997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved. Legal Notice.
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Nicole
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Page 1 of 1

.i, I'm Nicole.

Welcome to my French Fantasies web site!!!

I enjoy making you guys hard and would love to
perform for you ifyou were to evercome by
French Fantasies here in Phoenix,Arizona!!!

I can fit into just about any role that you would
like to see me in and I would justlove to make your
fantasies cum true!!! Yes, I enjoy watching you
touch yourselfand EXPLODE with desire!!!

I like to get really close to you, so closethat you can
feel me breathe. Ifyou cum and visit me for a show
I will make you very, very happy and you'll want
to keep cumming back for more.

Nicole

Click here to see my own web site!

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinks IEmail
©1997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved.Le2al Notice.
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Brandy Page 1 of 1

.i, I'm Brandy.

Welcome to my French Fantasies web site!!!

I hope that you guys get a chance to visitme for a
show at French Fantasies here inPhoenix,
Arizona!!!

I know that I can put a VERY big smile onyour
face because before you leave youwill EXPLODE
with pleasure!!!

I can make you so happy that you'll wantto cum
back for more and more!!!

I get very close and I know that you willlove the
closeness we share!!!

Nothing turns me on more that watchingyou touch
yourself!!!

Brandy

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinks IEmail
©1997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved.Le2al Notice.
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,French Fantasies Men's Club - Theresa
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Page 1 of3

.i, I'm Theresa.

I'm here to make your day, your week,your month
LOTS BETTER!!! I'm a petite thing and I have a
prefect body. I'm an ex-gymnast, very athletic and
flexible. There are things I can do that no-one else
can do. I want to do them for you.

I'm 5'2" 102# and prefectly proportioned.I have
long dark hair and dark eyes. Idon't mind telling
you I'm in my early 30's.

There are so many ways to make you hardas a
rock and I'm here to make you do justthat. I love
bending, spreading, brushing up against you and
resting on your lap. There are lots of positions we
could get into in my private room. I would love to
get you alone with me•••in my room•••with my soft
rock music•••dim Iights•••all my scented candles and we'll be nude together. I'll
caress you all over, and you will do the same to me.

I can't wait•••
See you soon!

Theresa
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Theresa

My favorite type of car
red Mazda Miata convertible

Page 2 of3

Age
30 something

Birthday

Occupation
Entertainer at French Fantasies - Phoenix, Arizona.

My favorite type of man
Funny, positive, energetic.

My favorite type of night spot
Rock 'n Roll club with live band music.

My favorite type of music
Classic rock ballads

My favorite type of food
Ice cream, chocolate, cruch berries cereal

My favorite type of friend
One that I can trust and confide in.

My favorite type of sexual partner
Has high sex drive, takes his time, knows how to give it to me good.

My favorite type of pre-sexual stimulation
Oral for a good long time.

My favorite sexual scenario
My boyfriend and myself at a resort hotel suite, sitting in a jacuzzi in the bedroom and
watching porno.

My favorite sexual fantasy
To be with another woman•••just the two of us alone.

Most bizarre sexual experience
On the plane on the way to Japan (and of course on the way back again!)
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Theresa

Click here to see my own web site!

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinks IEmail
©1997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved. Legal Notice.
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Kayla
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Page 1 of2

.i, I'm Kayla.

Welcome to my French Fantasies web site!!!

I would just love to perform for you ifyouwere to
ever come by French Fantasies here in Phoenix,
Arizona!!!

I know that you will love seeing my big titsand my
21-year-old body!!! I enjoywatching you touch
yourself and love seeing you EXPLODE with
desire!!!

I like to get really close to you and I knowthat
you'll like that!!! Ifyou cum and visitme for a
show I will leave you with a verywide smile on
your face and totally satisfied!!!

Cum by French Fantasies and see me now!!!

Kayla

Click here to see my own web site!

The Club IFeatured Entertainers IMerchandise ILinks IEmail
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French Fantasies Men's Club - Kayla Page 2 of2

©1997 French Fantasies. All Rights Reserved.Le2a1 Notice.
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Sunset Strip FAQ's Page 1 of2

What is Sunset Strip Men's Club?

A private room - full nude men's club. Together we explore all your secrefantasies
and fetishes. Our goal is your satisfaction.

What is the cost and what do you offer?

Our shows start at $20.00, we accept MASTERCARD, VISA and ATM cards.We
offer a menu of shows to choose from. You are limited only by yourimagination - we

are here to cater to your fantasies. Tasty Whipcream Shows,Centerfold Quality
Models, Full Arousal - Full Release, Face Dances & Spreads,Hand Finishes, Toy

Shows, Oral Specialists and Hot Body Rubs.

Click here for a discount coupon.

Where are you located and what are your hours?

We are located at 4025 East University Drive, Phoenix. Easy access from boththe
1-10 and 143 Freeways. We are only 5 minutes west ofASU and just minute~omSky

Harbor Airport. Click here for Map.

Our hours are Sun - Thurs lOam - 2am and Fri - Sat lOam - 3am.

All ATM Debit Cards and of course cash!
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MESSAGE FROM BRIITANY Page 1 of2

Welcome to the ultimate in sexy satisfaction, I'm Brittany, the
owner ofSunset Strip Men's Club and want to welcome you

to Arizona's # 1Nude Men's Club.

Our goal at Sunset Strip is you, to send you home completely
satisfied every time you visit. I am proud to say that after 9
years in business we've never failed to meet our goal - your

satisfaction.

I want to personally invite you to Sunset Strip and introduce
our sexy entertainersthe best in the business. Please come

back often as we will be adding new features to our site,
including, new pixs and interactive live video!

E-Mail

My private network is finally here please click below and
check it out -

www.bustybrittanysnetwork.com

Please be sure to bookmark~ this page and add us to yourfavorite sites.

Northwest Location
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Arizona's oldest on premise swingers club. Come see where
it all started 27 yeats ago-- We know how to do it right!

3636 N. 39TH AVE.
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF INDIIIN SCHOOL RD)

$10.00 Off
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
COUPLES AND SINGLE GENTLEMEN,

MENTION PLAYTIME
AND RECEIVE $10.00 OFF YOUR

DOOR CHARGE ANY WEDNESDAY

OR THURSDAY IN AUGUST.

Offer Good Throygh
August 31. 199T

NE\V! NE\V! NE\\'!
HOl~S:
\\\:d & Tht1r~ ~]J11l til :3am
FiU & SAT 9PM TO 4 AM
SUNDAYS 311M TO 3AM

DOOR CHARGE:
COr-PLE'"

\\\;cl & Thurs SlO.OO"
·MENTION 1ILAYTIME & ITS FREE
Fri & SUI sao.oo
Sundays 81;;.00

SI~GLE GE\TID[EX
\\\:d &. TIllIrs S;1;;.OO"
'$25 WHEN YOU MENTION PLAYTIME
Fri. Sat & Sun .s;1;;.OO
Sundays SIS.OCt

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
Indian Sl:hulIl

"+--,,-,,('la"",,,,",,,,,d,,:!l.."--i ,::,',
-~ ~

S. •...

Thn m:<o

I-HI

, .....
,Jukc am! Soda Bar
Buil\:t
Prinnc Roollls
Scmi Prh'mc Rooms
Li\'c Disc .Jockc\'
Dml':c l"loor '
Sttu..!("

"" Xc\\' Outdoor Poo!""
Ikat.:d Indoor .Ja.:uzzi
LarQ;\.:" Patio
Tm~'ds, Lo.:k.:rs. Shmycr
I'oolsidc 13B<,2 StllH!a~'s

,\ir Comlitioniul.!
Sc.:urity ,

Single Ladies
Always FREE

SUNDAY POOL PARTY!
We start swinging at 3pm in the

afternoon and don't stop ·til 3am

See our website www.sociables.com

CHOOSE YOUR ROOM
CHOOSE FANTASY ROOM

-BODY PAINTING
-SALOON -DUNGEON

-SCHOOL HOUSE
-DOCTORS OFFICE
-EXECUTIVE ROOM
-HAREM & MORE

INCALL/OUTCALL
WE NEVER
CLOSE

Ur.' ""1012:17

2828 It: WELDON PBX
1 BLOCK S. OF iNOlAN SCHOOL. OFF 27TH A VE

You AND THE GIRL OF YOUR CHOICE
(BOTH OF YOU NAKED)

IMAGINE!

EXPLORING
ALL YOUR

DIRTY LITTLE
THOUGHTS

(BOTH OF YOU NAKED)

274-2266

IN ONE OF
OUR PRIVATE

FANTASY ROOMS
(BOTH OF YOU NAKED)
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PLAYTIMEModel Department
2-!ll-! \r Huntingwn Drire.
Tempe..\rizona 85282

Where do we find the
stunning women

who pose for

The answer: From all over.
~Iany are the girls next door. Others may \York

'...."/ ,,.. at your local restaurant. hank or department store.
....,~: '" .;~...";' 1_~ While stilL others are \\'orkin~ their \Yay through
-- college. Occasionally. \\'e eren shoot porn stars and

dance circuit features.
So \Yhere do the girls come from~ They come from \\'here\'er you are right

no\\'. Ii you\'e e\'er wanted to see yourself featured \\'ithin the pages of a mag
azine. no\Y is your chance! Just send in two recent photOgraphs or yourseli.
One photograph must be a head shot. the second needs to be a full figure
shot. Include your name. age and \'ital stats. along \rich a day and e\'ening

Li,.96101S911

UNIVERSITY.
!!:>

t::
~ ;j =~ :::=.... c:

:::0 MIAMI i5 :::00:
;2 ~ === ===

1-10
ESCORTS: Out / Ineall

IIllBIrI • lGl 0:: =

• DISCREET LOCATION •

·Your Place or Ours
• Always Hiring

• Fully Private Rooms
Maximum Touching • Centerfold

Quality Models • One on One

• SHOWS START AT $30
·PRIVATE STAGE ROOMS

private show club

OPEN 2.4 HOURS
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April 199.

$2.50

·WARNING: Not to be sold to
persons under 18 years of. age ..•..
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LET Us MAKE YOUR FANTASIES CUM TRUE

3826 E. ILLINI 5T. ~·dP~ ~~ ?§~# LOTION RUBS
JUST NORTH OF 1·10 LAP DANCES

JUST WEST OF 40TH ST. c$; ~bV~ G4"~ ONE ON ONE & PRIVATE
OFF RAYMOND ST. ~cs/K~ ~&cdJ2/~ert'~ No CAMERAS

&ff0U? g7;;~f? eW'~ g{/ou~ ?§t/eV ~~tenced'

~OMINANCE NUDE SHOWS BEGIN AS Low AS $20.00 FETISHESMILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     001080
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FANTASY FOR SALE!
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Playtime 31

~~
Owner, The Sunset Strip
4025 E. University Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85034

437-6969

Well, now you're probably starting to get the idea. All I
need now is to hear from you, because we want to fulfill your
fantasies too. I need you to tell me what really gets you hot.
and what you as a customer would really like to see at The
Sunset Strip. Our goal is to personalize your experience by
making it exactly what you've always fantasized about. This is
my idea: lets get together, just you and me. I'm making
myself "available" to my generous customers for a little
personal attention from 1:30pm to 4pm every Tuesday and
Thursday. Get a private tour, private information, and the inside
track on how to get what you really want during our hot, naked.
wild and uninhibited private sessions. So call me. Let me
know that you're corning, and I'll show you how to really cum!
If you want to stay and experience some personalized service
from a beautiful model while you're here, I'll give you a very
special discount. So call me soon... I can't wait to introduce
myself! (Wait 'till you see how!)

I just wanted to drop you a note to say hello. and to let you
know that I've been doing a lot of thinking lately about II'hat
men really want.

Hi Guys!

So when I started the Sunset Strip. I decided to hire girls
like myself: stunning. centerfold-quality party girls that love to

bend the rules and get nasty. We finally found a place to fultill
all our delicious fantasies. Now you never know what will
happen when you're hanging out at the Strip! In one room.
maybe you'll see two of our girls passing the time by exploring
every inch of each other's bodies using only their tongues ...
maybe in a private comer a beautiful girl is releasing her own
tension, tiny skirt pushed up around bucking hips. writhing and
wet with her big dildo... sometimes we just like to have
someone lick whipped cream or honey right off of our sweetest
and most delicate folds, flicking our clit just right. making us
cum again and again until our juices run down the insides of
our succulent thighs.

I started alit as a dancer. and I decideu to open my own
business because I thought that I could tind a way to please my
customers better than anyone else could. Belie\'e me. I have the
ability. and the desire. First of all. let me tell you a little about
myself. I'm about 5'5". 3800. very curvaceous. with gorgeous
blond hair, sparkling sky-blue eyes, and a tenific smile. I'm
tanned. and very, very talented, if you know what I mean! My
devoted repeat customers said that my oral abilities v.:ere
detinitely one of my strong points.

LOG IN THE AMAZON
This time the man lies on his

back. The woman squats over
his crotch. She may want to
stimulate him manually before
beginning the main event.
When he is wonderfully
aroused and erect, she pees
hard onto his erection, moving
her stream up and down the
length of his shaft. The
woman should not worry
about whether or not she
makes him ejaculate this way.
Either way, he is certain to
enjoy it.

CATARACTS OF THE NILE
The woman lies on her back

with legs apart. The man
stands or kneels between her
thighs. The man pees as hard
as he can, directing his stream
onto the woman's clitoris. The
woman simply enjoys,
touching herself if she likes.
You will probably want to
experiment with standing or
kneeling, as different women
will have different preferences
over how high the stream

"should come from.

one

Watersports is a
slang term for the
practice of draining
the radiator in the
presence of another
in order to enhance
sexual intimacy--in
other words, erotic
pissing. The medical
term for this act is

tJlt)lagnia or urophilia and it has a long history of
xreptance and aversion throughout every culture

'I\-er known to man. The obvious questions aside,
6erefore, we present here a few variations on this
_Ilost intimate act.
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Pj'~::i J~~1J"'~t~\'<5\[}~\: }\"}IC:t'-iE:L..L.E~ ••1):, t,I·Jj'·1~) f~':-)KEr) ;v~;::: "rei F'OL,L,fJl::'} ~"'iEF~ 'rCJ {1.r,!C}·rIH·~E:F~ }:':C}[)f'''!

W},iERE :f COl_JL,l) WAIl' DtJE '}'O EVERYONE BEI~fG BUSV At 'r}~E t10MEN1"n AFl'ER A FEW
J'1I!~Ul'ES I WAS 1'~'1EN GREE'T'ED BY A W~~I1'E !=EI1Al.,E I;~ A S},10RT BL,AC~~ DRESS WI'~O

E:l F~: E:~ F.:~ 'r E:: D ~\i~ f:: (i ;\~:o 'r C} L_ :0 JVf E~ f'~; J::: }7:: f\i {~~ ri~ t::: i.\j p~ ::3 'j TJ:; F:' ;:::- \/ E~ !; II "r (:j F:- f= '{ t:: f L,l,";~ 'rE: J:;~ I f) E: fl,} T I ~::- 1E.D () E{
'r'AI::'F"(E JD )fi 'T'HEI~ AS~~ED ME 'T'O f=OL,LDW ~'1ER TO AN01'}~ER ROOMn W}~ERE~

SHE SA"r DOWN AND BEGA~~ 'T'O l'Al_~~ WITH ~~Eu

l'A!=F~(E SAID l'~'~E ROOM FEE WOlJL,D BE SIX'T'Y DOL,l,.Af~S AND 'T}~A'r 'T'I~E !1Il~II~;UI1

'T'IP W[}tJLD BE O~fE HI,JNDRED DOL.LARS. SHE WEN'r ON TO SA~'T'HA1- l~}~ERE WAS NO SEX
AL,LOWED AND 'f'J"iA'f l'HERE WERE NO HAI~D JOBS EI1'I"iERu TAF:'F"(E SAID 1'HA'Y' SJ~E

WOULD DANCE NUDE FOR ME AND THAT DEPENDING ON THE TIP THE DANCE'S GOT
BE1"r'Ei~j' WE 'T'i"4EN !~AD SOJ~E SMALL TAl.~~ ABOIJ1' I~Y MARRIAGE AND ADOLJT SOME OF
1'~~E f~R08L.EMS 1 WAS':'~AV:[NG WI'TH MY WIFE" TA~=FYE 1'HEN AS~~ED ~iE'IF I WOULD
L.IJt~E J'~EI; 1'0 DAI~CE FOR i1En AND I 1'OLD HER 1'HA1' I WOljL.I}u SHE 'T'HEI~ 'r'OOI~~ ME 'T'O
(.~l ;"4 CJ 'r t'·'1 E: r:;: ;:) ~\,.~ PI L, L~ E~ r~: F:;: C){] ~'; 'r J-1 Ps T' }1 PI [> 'T' ~\! [I i,i);:':$ L. L. ;:.~ C~ [1\i F::: r-~: E~ I} ~iJ I ,- j._~ JVJ I F~\F,'fJ F~~ E~ P, J\} r) ~-J (.\.f) t'·~

THE ROOM AND TWO FIFTY DOLLAR BILLS FROM ME FOR HER TIP. SHE THEN SAID
r-l"iAT S01E WOLJ(D BE RIGH'T' BAC~~ AI~D FOR ME 'ro BE'T' COMF'ORTABL.Eu l'}~EN L.El=T THE

1 'r~~EN 'TOO~~ OFF ~lY SJ~lR'r AN[) SA'r fJtJ 'r'H!~ CHAIR AND WAITED FOR HE!:~ TO
RE'T'URN~ A s~~Ot~'T WI"1IL,E L,.Al·EF~ -rAFF~t'E WAL.~~ED BA(:lt~ IN'fO 1'~~E ROOM AND TOLD ME
NfJT' TO BE NERVOUS DtJE TO 1'HE WAY :r t1~JST HAVE L_OOkED» SHE TH~N SAT, DOWN I~f

FR01~'r 01=' ME AND WE BEGAj~ 1'0 l·AL~~u I 'fOLD I~ER l'~1A'T' I WAS }~AVING.PJ~OBLEMS

WITH MY WIFE BUT THAT I DIDN'T WANT TO CHEAT ON HER. TAFFYE AGAIN SAID
"'HA1' l'!-~ERE WAS NO s~x Al_l_.OWEDn I TOl,.n I~Ef:~ 'l··t~A'T' I DIDN'1- WAN1- l'HAT Bu'r 'T'~~Al'

81~E t~AS REAl_LV BEAUT',IFU1",n I TOLD HER T~iA'T' I WAS REA1_l_Y NERVOUS 'T'~1A1' I
[, I I}i\~ I 'r l,.;\~~~~ll\f'r '1"C1 F'E~E:L_. L. I I;::E~ I t,\{j~~:::3 C::!"1E:~Pi T I f\fC3 C}:\J !''"i\/ t,\{ I f::'E ;J I ·r~··it:::f~l f.~:3K[~r) !-IE~;::;; IF'
S~iE WAS GOIN~3 'ro DANCE NUDE FOR ME» -rA~FYE SAID 'THAT S~iE WO~JLD IF 'THA'r IS
W}~Al" T WAN'TED" I 'l"OL,D ~~ER I DID AND St~E ADVISED 'T'~'iA1' I COltJL.D ALSO GET NLJDE
AS WELL" :[ l"OLD HER T~iA'T' I DIDN'1' FEEL REAl,_ COMFOR1·ABl..E Wl1'i~ THAT AND 'fOLD
~'1ER 1'HA1' I WOl,~L,D 'T'A!(E OI=F I1Y PANTS BIJT 'Tl-1Al' I WOlJLD LI~:E TO ~~EEF) I~Y LJNDER
WARE ON. TAFFYE SAID THAT IT WOULD BE OK AND THEN SHE BEGAN TO UNDRESS.

BEGAN TO DANCE FOR ME NUDE. DURING THE DANCE SHE RUBBED HER BREASTS
AGAltJS'r J~'f FACE AND INTO ~1Y GENI'f'Al AREAu S~1E WOLJLD CARESS f'~ER BR~AS1-S

AND ON SEVEl~Al_ DCl:~ATIONS WOLJLD RUB .HER ~'AGI~~A. AF'TER 'r~1E l~AST 'T'I~IE·

::3r··iE: ))11) 'rf'-iJ~3 I Pff:3J<E:l) ~"'~E:F;: IF' ~3J"iE: ·rt·"!(}LJEil,·i'r 'ff"';{:j'r IJp'L..(i'/I!\!(3 \."JI'rt-J ~y:C}L1f:;~EiE:L,F='11 ~,\~P!·~::)

C~1EA'T'IN(3~ SHE SAID 'T'HA'T' S}~E DIDN(T AND l'HA'Y 1'~1E DANCERS EVEN ENCOlJRAGE T~1E

Glj~tS 'T'O MAS""'URBA1'E l'!~EMSEL,FSu I 1'OLD !·4ER 'TI-iA'f,I WAS TAL!£~ING ABOU'T HER AI'~D
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~-IER ~·t:[i:~S~ S~~E T~!Et~ SAID T~iA'r S~~E C~]l_}LD s:rT ON "V'HE S'TeOL. ::OR ME so. "r~-!A'r I
CO~_jL,D SET' A BET'I'ER LCO!{~~

1'AFFYE SAT DOWN ON THE S'TOOL AND SPREAD !-iER LEGS APAR'l- FIJLL'( EXPOSING
j-1ER VAGI!~A 'T'O 14E"~ S~iE 'r"HEN F'UT ONE F'OOT EACI~ Ot~ I~Y Kr~EE~S AND BEGAN TO
~fAS'TURBA1"E HERSEl_~:~ TAFF'~{E WOULD RLJB HER CL~[-rOF~IS AND Ot~ NUMEROUS
OCCA1'IOrJS S1"tJC!l:: O~!E OF' ~1ER FINGERS INTO }·1EP VAGlt~A~ TAFF'fE COt~1'INUED 'T'f,tlS
AND LAVED BAC~:: ON 1'~1E S'T'OOl_u AS -rAFFYE WAS ~~As'rUi~BATING SHE BEGAN TtJ ~10AN

A!~D LOO}(~ A'T' ME W~1IL.E DOING SOu 'rAf=t~'(E MAS1lJRBA1'ED F"OR APPROXu TEN r/llr~IJ'rES

AS 'TAF;f=YE WAS MASTLjRBA1'It~G 1 ASKED HER IF :r NEEDED TO GE'r MORE MONEY

HAD GIV!;~N HER:, SI~E SAl·D 1'I~A1" 11' WAS O~~ BU'r THAT 11= I WANTED 'T'o l'IP ~iER

J'10REn 'r'HA"r 1 COlJLDu Sf~E WENT ON 1"0 'YELl_ ME 1'J'~AT SI~E WOlJL,D'~~'r r)o Ar~\f MORE
THEN SHE WANTED TO FOR THE TIP I HAD GIVEN TO HER.

THE SHOW lHEN ENDED AND TAFFYE AND MYSELF GOT DRESSED. I ASKED IF I
COULD CALL .AND HAVE ANOTHER SHOW WITH HER IN THE FUTURE. TAFFYE THEN GAVE
J~E A CA~~D AND WRU1"E !~ER ~IAME ON IT'l'ELLI!~G ;~E 'TO CAl.,l_ AI~~('TIME~ I 'fHEN LEF"y'
THE BUSINESS AND CONTACTED THE OTHER DETECTIVES. THE OTHER DETECTIVES THEN
WENT BACK INTO THE BUSINESS A SHORT TIME LATER AND CONDUCTED AN INSPECTION
OF I'T'~ 'THE F'URF'OSE OF 'THIS WAS ALSO 'TO IDJ~N"rIFY TAFFYEu

THE SIXTY DOLLARS AND THE ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS WERE NOT RECOVERED AND

VIC"r'IM RECE:rVED RIGH1'S IN1=ORMA1"ION: NO

IN\iDICES:;

E:ND OF F:l:::PDR·r

MAIL-IN SUF~PLEMEr~T:
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J'llOX:'%'0: Mr. William Call
city Prosecutor

~A~: May 1, 1990

Michael J. Leverenz~ ,
Assistant Chief of Police
Investiqative Services
Ext. 4480

"

Per your request, the following information des~ribes some of the
events and activities that were occurrinq in adult entertainment
bookstores ana establishments that clearly demanaed the need for a
stronger orainance.

B~C1tGROl1ND

In late 1986, the Police Department received numerous complaints of
illegal sexual activity and unsanitary ccnaitions occurring in many
ot the adult entertainment bookstores and establishments. Initial
reports indicatea that sexual activity was occurring on the
premises between customers and prostitutes, customers a.nd the
entertainers and bet~een the customers themselves. Through covert
investigations it was soon discovered that many of these
alleqations were in fact true.

Investigating officer~ found that many ot the dancers were
prostitutes Who were o!!erinq private shows where customers COUld,
for a price, observe them performing live sex acts. One ot these
acts was the "daubl e dong" show. This show consisted of two
fe~ales using a double headed dildo simultaneously." In a similar
act dancers would perform oral sex on each other. Many times the
dancers would require customers to expose the:selves be~ore they
would perform. At. several of the businesses, customers ..ere
allowed inside the booths witb the dancer and were encouraged to
undress and mastur~ate. For a little ~ore money, the dancers would
help the customer masturbate. Nearly all of the dancers engaged in
~exually explicit conversations with the customer:. For the right
price customers would be allowed to touch the dancer in every place
that bikini panties did not cover and if enou;h money was paid the
customers 'liould be allowed to insert their fingers into the vagina
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of the dancer. Undercover officers also learned that customers
could hire the dancers to eng-a;e in acts of prostitution ..
Confidential sources indicated that, in some instances, these acts
actually occurred on the premises ....i th the knowledge of the
management.

Investigating officers also discovered that underage females ....ere
being hired to dance nude. The youngest person known to have been
workin; in one of these businesses was a fifteen year old female.
The business that she was working at required that she dance
several times an hour and perform what are known as spread shows.
In these type of sho....s a female masturbates either manually or ith
a vibrator in front,of a customer. In most cases these minors ere
in possession of false identification which they were assisted in "
obtainin; by the older dancers and, in one case, allegedly by the
business manager.

"Glory holes" were discovered in thQ walls of adjoining booths in
sOllie of the books"tores and adult entertainment establishments.
These holes ....ere used by male customers to facilitate sexual acts
with the occupant of the nei;hborinq booth. Additionally, certain
book s"tores were found to be frequented by homosexuals and it vas
not unusual to have men standing around the booth areas attempting
to pick each other up. It was also obvious to anyone who ....ent into
these businesses that there was a problem with the sanitary
conditions. Upon enterinq the Viewing booths, investigators often
found puddles of semen on the floors and/or hanging on the walls.
If the customer did use a tissue these were also usually found on
the floor of the booth and in some cases in the hallways.

In .order t.o verify t.he accuracy of their observations,
investig-ating- officers collected samples on two separate occasions.
Between April and Au<;Us': of 1987, investig-ators collected 26 random
samples at eight separate adult entlSr':ainment bookstores and
establishments. Of these 26 samples the 'l'PD crime Lab reported
that 21 (81%) tes"';ed, positiv. for selllen. The second collection
occurred between October and December of 1988. This time
investigators collected 27 random samples at ten separate adul':
ent.ertainment books':ores and establishments. Of these 27 samples,
26 (96\) tested positive for semen.

At virtually every adult entertainment bO~kstore and establisnment
employees were arrested tor prostitution or obscene sex shows. At
one of these businesses a nationally known porn star was seen on
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stage in fron~ of approximately t~enty people inserting her tongue
and finger into the vagina and anus of another performer. At
another business, a dancer was arrested after she performed
oral/anal sex on another female. At the end of her show she blew
air out 0 f her vagina in order to make noise. As a result 0 f
arrangements that were easily made at these businesses, dancers
were also arrested for performing sex shows and other acts of
prostitution at other loeations.

NEED rOll. A S'l'ItONGEll. ORDINANCE

During the time that we were conducting these criminal
investigations, the Health Department began investigating the
sanitary conditions in these businesses. The Health Department
recognized, as ve did, that many of the activities that ~ere

occurring ~ere made possible by the doors on the booths. When it
was suggested that their removal ~ould substantially reduce 'the
opportunity for people to have anonymous sex, the Adult
Entertainment Industry quiCkly joined forces with a common goal in
mind. That goal was to keep the doors on the booths.

In order to demonstrate that a health ordinance was not needed
these businesses began cleaning the booths and, in some instances,
the entire pre:nises. Whole businesses SUddenly were painted and in
some cases remodeled. Signs started being displayed discouraging
loitering and asking customers to place their tissues in trash
cans. The whole industry began changing due to the fact that they
were trying to convince the Health Department and the public that
they could police themselves and that ~~e doors did not have to
come off. In an attempt to diffuse the c=y for the removal of the
doors the bottom part of the doors were cut off.

Shortly thereafter, City Ordinance 7299 was enacted which provided
for the licensing of employees and established _requlations
regarding ~~e operation and location of adult entertainment
enterprises. On November 1, 1989, Mr. Michael J. Bloom, attorney
for several of the enterprises affected by the ordinance, filed a
la~ suit in the United States District Court challenging this
ordinance. since then a series of meetings occurred between Mr.
Bloom, the Police Department, and the city A~torney's Office to
determine if compromise was possible. As,a result, we found that
a major issue ot contention was ~hether the doors should come off
or be allowed to stay on. During an on-site inspection of these
booths wi~~ Mr. Bloom, he advised us that his clients position was
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that the doors had to stay on. He stated that his clients were
very concerned of the possibility of non-paying customers
congregating around the booth of a paying- customer. Mr. Bloom also
indicated that his clients would be agreeable to wording in the
ordinance that require the bottom of the doors to be raised to a
height that would permit all the interior floor apace (of the
booth) to be visible from the public hallway. The idea being that
this would allow anyone to count the number of feet in the booth
thereby insuring that there was only one person in there.
Discussions occurred with supervisors and officers of the Police
Department's vice Detail pertaining to the alternatives. After
these discussions, and recognizing that although Mr. Bloom's
position has some merit, our first recollllllendation was that the
doors be removed from the viewing booths for the following- reasons.

1. "Glory Holes" - even if the doors were raised to knee level,
they would still provide customers with enough shielding to
encourage and permit illegal sex acts to continue.

2. Masturbation - doors encourage and facilitate this act and we
do not feel the community believes this should be an
acceptable or sanctioned practice in a city licensed business
open to the pUblic.

J. sanitation - as previously stated random inspections of booths
by investigators found some rather offensive conditions.
A1thouqh there has been significant changes in the operation
of these businesses, recent spot eheeks indieates that this
problem persists.

4. Booths - the viewing booths can be confiqured in a manner that
will preclude viewing by non-paying customers.

s. Court Deeisions - the removal of doors has been upheld by the
courts.

Since then several meetings with Mr. Bloom have taxen place
regarding this issue. On April 30, 1990, the Police Department was
advised that Mr. Bloom, in a letter to Mr. William Call, indicated
that his clients would agree to raising the bottom of the doors to
a height of 30 inChes from the floor. _ 'Subsequent to this
compromise offer, the Police Depart:ent a~rees to recommend that
the doors remain on the booths under the following conditions:
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1. The cottom of the door must be a minimum of 30 inches from the
floor, 50 that the occupant of the booth is visicle from the
waist down when seated.

2. The cooth can not ce ~odified nor can a chair be used that
will circumvent the intent of condition '1

We feel that this compromise answers the privacy issues raised by
Mr. Bloom and his clients, as vell as, providing a deterrent effect
against the type of behavior that ....e originally cited for the doors
coming off entirely. Additionally, we celieve that.the proposed
ordinance will 8180 cenefit the cusinesses that it regulates
because: .

1. Employee licensing obligates the Police Department to conduct
cackground investigations on all applicants. This will
ultimately result in the salection of better employees.

2. If the denial or revocation of a license is rec01llIllended a
hearing is required before any action is taken.

J. The presence of partial doors should not reduce business.

4. The presence of partial doors will assist the cusinesses in
maintaining a cleaner environment and meeting the regulation
sat forth in the ordinance.

It is for these reasons and the belief ~~at the ordinance will not
adversely affect these business establishments that the Police
Department recommends the ordinance be adopted in its present form.
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Honorable Alan A. McDonald

RECEIVED

JUL 3 0 2002

OFFICE OF Tl-If: GIl Y I-. r IOHN::Y

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

AT SPOKANE

15

16 I, TIM SZAMBELAN, hereby deClare under penalty ofperjury under the

17 laws of the state ofWashington that the following is true and correct.

18 1. I am of legal age, am competent to testify, and I make this declaration

19 on my own personal knowledge.

20 2. I have been an assistant city attorney for the City of Spokane (the

21 "City") since 1991.

22 3. I have knowledge of the contents of the Legislative Record from City

23 Ordinances No. 32778 and 33001 (the "Ordinances"). Attached hereto as

24 exhibits are excerpts of the Legislative Record of the Ordinances.

25

26
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of

DECLARATION OF TIM
SZAMBELAN-l
K:\24148100020ITLNITLN_P20QA

PRESTON GATES & ELLIS LLP
701 FIFTH AVENUE

SUITE 5000
SEATILE. WASIDNGTON 98104-7078

TELEPHONE: (206) 623-7580
FACSIMILE: (206) 623-7022
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24

25

26
!

Washington that the foregoing is true and correct:

EXECUTED this 24th day of July, 2002 at Spokane, Washington.

'1:f~~
TIM SZAMBELAN

DECLARATION OF TIM
SZAMBELAN- 2
K:12414BI00020\TLNITlN_P20QA

PRESTON GATES & ELLIS LLP
701 FlFfHAVENUE

SUITE 5000
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98104-7078

TELEPHONE: (206) 623-7580
FACSIMILE: (206) 623-7022
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CODE ENFL.{CEMENT COMPLAi,~T FORM
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABOv~ ADDR~SS.

PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRESS~S,

LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE CAK
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR IF IT IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION: ~
ADDRES S OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT: ---,/-(~?....!./:-/,--· ---c1/::"':"--J-I-1~a.uY'~k""(...Lr_· _

NAME OF RESIDENT:

_·nqM..Il,RY OF COMPLAINT: 5/--",C( uv /1/: lo.+,c~,.J w;'Ti/",..; Red"t-"fS'" t2 f
2:'c~ .(r rf' -J' R-esI4",,-f,;' / ore Cd

I r 4:

(If necessary use back of complaint form.l
HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED? ~?~:~~t~·-=tv.~~~v~~~r __

YOUR NAME:

YOUR ADDRESS:

HOME PHONE NUMBER:_

SPO 000004

WORK PHONE NUMBER: __

:... . :" ..-; I"' C \.:~ -: -
." _' I,

-. -, .... -//- :5 t!J.- r g--DATE:

- .....'_.::--\," -:--"'":':'"'_'"::-_0='

lli:":'U.~.

SIGNATURE:

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
IDENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
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CODE EN~JRCEMENT COMPL\INT FORM
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING BOX 165
80B WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083 FAX 625-6802

PLEASE COt-1PLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS.
PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRESS, LICENSE

PLA.TE NUMBERS, GARBAGE (HOUSEHOLD ,YARD WASTE , WOOD) ETC.

A SIGNED COMPLAINT FORM IS NECESSARY BEFORE

INVESTIGATE, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING I.SSUE

EXISTS CR IF IT IS OTHERWISE DEEMED

APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

THE CODE' ENFORCEMENT OFFICE CAN

IJi:NTORCrJaNT
miKBEIl

VIOLATION INFORMATION:
ONE ADDRESS PER COMPLAINT FORM:

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT: ----", _

3/1'3 rt~
.""'\,... _ r::l' /) _ ~ .

PROPERTY OWNER (if known): Ir~ I~

~AME OF RESIDENT:

..... . IARY OF COMPLAINT:

PHONE NUMBER:
..

~.~

..

HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED?

·COMPLAINANT----mF~

PRINT YOUR NAME:1-- _

YOUR ADDRESS:

HOME PHONE NUMBER:

ZIP CODE:

WORK PHONE NUMBER: _

YOU MAY DISCLOSEDO NOT DISCLOSE't}

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE: DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YauP. IDENTITY WILL

LJEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER 42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICASLE
STATUTES AND WHE'IRBR THE COKl'LAINT IS CRIMINALLY PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING,

PLEASE INITIALS IN THE S~ACE THAT INDICATES WHETHER OR ~OT .YO~. DESIRE :INFORMATION REVEALING
YOUR IDENTITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE .0R ~ON-DISCLOSURE WILL RESULT IN
...~ INFORMATION BEING SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE. . .. ;. r-;'

"

SIGNATURE:

IH1TIA.:.

-DATE:
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CODE EN~uRCEMENT COMP~INT FORM

CODE ENFORCEMENT
MUNICIPAL BUILDING BOX 165
B08 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083 FAX 6~5-6aO~

PLEASE COf.%PLEn AIW APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETt1RN TO THE ABOVE ADDRESs.
PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRE~S, LICENSE
PLATE NUMBERS, GARBAGE' (HOUSEHOLD, YARD WASTE. WOOD') ETC.

A SIGNED C:OMRLADn FORM n HEc:J:IlSARY BEFOP.E

INVESTlQATE, UNLZSB A LIFE THREATZNIHG ISSUE

EXISTS OR IF IT IS OTHERWISE DEEMED
APPROP~IATE TO ACT.

TIm CODE· EHl'ORClDiENT OFFICE CAN

PHONE NUMBER:

PROPERTY OWNER ( i f known): l1...LJ,A'-4-R~e"""::.~((;....-.:....~a-l.4::a...J.,a..l,--iI3.,..,...q.I"""4N-Tf-...IL-- -
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HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED? ~~ __

~MPtAfNANT INF6RkKtION: (R!dOI~

PRINT YoURNl\ME~...

YOUH ADDRESS : -

HOME PHONE NUMBER:

CONl"IDENT:IALITY PRZFERENCB: DISCLOSURE OF INFORM.\TION REvt"ALING YOUP. IDENTITY WILL
DEPEND ON APilLlCATION 01" THE PUBLIC DISCLOST,;RE. 1..AW, CHAPTER 42.1 7 ~CW, OTHER l.PPLrCABLE
£Q'lI.TUTI::5 ANDWH!i7'HBll tHJ: COKPUIIl1' III CI.IKINALLY .1l.0BECtt'rEJJ. WITH THAT t1ND!:RSTANDING,
~l.E/\~E INITIALS IN ':l"HE !PACl": THAT INDlCA.TE:S WHiTHER OR ~OT ,Yoy, DESIRE . IN FORMA.T I ON REVEALINC
YOUR IDENtITY BE DISCLOSIl:D. FAILURE TO Q2I..tC'T DlSCLOiORE .OR 'NON-t'Iictl>sVRE WILL USOLT IN
THhT INFOR.l1},·rION BX'ING 5UI'Jl:CT TO DISCLOSUR.E. . '.;, ','

DO NOT DISCLOSE:
_TUol.

YOU MAY DISCLOSE

SIGNATURE: DATE:
. I \C0f04.u..Il( . .!IQ 112-10-" I
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CODE ENFuRCEMENT COMPLAINT FORM
I UL- 24 -2a00 02:38 PM C21ADYAHTA
I JlL ~4'W kr::l: k:llIR1 Cl Tl' rt'lOC El'f'"0R0:

I

I

509 325 8635 P.01

CODE ENFORCEMENT
MUNICIPAL BUILDING BOX 165
B08 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333 .
~(SOg) ~2S-60B3 FAX 625-6802

PLEASE COMPlJE"TE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RE'l'ORN TO THE ABOVE 1I,DDRESS.

PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT nETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRESS, LICENSE
PL"7E NUMBERS, GARBAGE (HOUSEHOLD, YARD WAST., WOOD) ETC.

A S:ICDOi:D COMPt.ADrr FORK Xli UCZSSAR.Y 9!'OU: '11UI: CODE Em'ORCEMENT OFFICI> CAN
:INVll:ST:Icu.'I'Z, UN'LZ!! A LIFE TIlJI.J:ATJmING ISStlS
ZXIS'I'S OR :IP :IT :IS OTREJtKISB DBJl:KEO I~t:~
APPROPRXATE TO ACT. . _.";;'~~iU;;::.;... _

~ .

HORK PHONE NUMBER:

YOUR AnDRES S :

PRINT YOUR NAME:

HOME PHONE NUMBER:

""." ZIP
--------"""""1""""'--'-"'''"''-''~t__jIM;.L..L."--------

CON7IDENTIALITY l'UPZUNCB: DISCLOSUkt OJ" INFOJltM.a.TION nVU-LING YOUP. IDENTITY. WILL

LlEPENO ON APPLICA.TION OF' THE PUBLIC OIS~\iRE ·J,.AW, CHAPTER ~ 2 .17 RCW, O:nif;R APPLICAIUZ
STATUTES AND lirdETBBR 'tHJ: COKl'LUIlT 11 OnaKALI...r lr.oUCltrG. WITH THAT UHtl~'R.!TANDINa,

~L£ASE INITIALS IN TH~ SP~CT. THAT INDlCAT~S WHETHER OR ~OT YO~o DESI~'INrORMATt~ R~~INO

YOUR IDENTITY BE DISCLOSY.D. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSUR&.OR '~ON-DIiCLOIURE WILL ~!~ULT IN
,. INTORMATION BEING SUBJECT TO .tlISCLOSUR.!. . -..:-:,:>. .."0·'.. ..

.~COM'~K.'la(12·10·"J
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Attachment "A"

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE
SPOKANE COUNTY ZONING CODE

·Adult Retail Use Establishments·

Added wording is in underlined
Deleted wording is in strike-through.

Amend Chapter 14.300(Definitions) as follows:

Adult Bookstore: ,O,n establishment having as a substantial or significant portion of its
stosk in trade, books, magazines and other periodicals 'A'hich are distinguished Of
characterized by their emphasis on matters depicting, describing or relating to "specified
sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas" as defined in this section.

Adult Entertainment Establishment: An establishment defined pursuant to Chapter 7.80
of the Spokane County Code. ,o.n enclosed building, or any portion thereof, used for
presenting performances, activities, or material or relating to "specified sexual activities"
or "specified anatomical areas," as defined in this section, for obsep,ration by patrons
therein; Provided, however, that a motion picture theater shall be considered an adult
entertainment establishment if the preponderance of the films presented is distinguished
or characterized by an emphasis on the depicting or the describing of "spocified sexual
activities'! or "specified anatomical areas"; provided further, however, that a hotel or
motel shall not be considered an adult ontertainment establishment morely because-it
provides adult closed circuit tele',rision programming in its rooms for its registered
guests

Adult Retail Use Establishment:
A retail establishment which, for money or any other form of consideration, devotes a
significant or substantial portion of stock in trade, to the sale, exchange, rental, loan,
trade, transfer, or viewing of adult oriented merchandise.

"Adult oriented merchandise' means any goods, products, commodities, or other ware,
including but not limited to, videos, CD Roms; DVDs, magazines, books, pamphlets,
posters, cards, periodicals or non-clothing novelties which depict. describe or simulate
specified anatomical area or specified sexual activities.

"Specified anatomical areas' means
1) less than completely and opaguely covered human genitals, pubic region,

buttock, or female breast below a point immediately above the top of the
areola; or

2) Human male genitals in a discernibly turgid state, even if completely and
opaquely covered.

·Specified Sexual Activities means any of the following:
1) Human genitals in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal;
2) Acts of human masturbation, sexual intercourse. sodomy, oral copulation, or

bestiality; or

Attachment·A"-Adult Retail Use Establishments
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MINUTES

SPOKANE CITY PLAN COl\1l\1ISSION
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2000

CITY COUNCIL CHAMBER
AND

PLANNING DEPARTMENT CONFERENCE ROOM 200-2B
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

MEMBERS PRESENT: Stanley Stirling, President; Phyllis Meyer, Vice-president;
David Bray; Candace Dahlstrom (arrive at 10:00 a.m.); Robert Herold; Ted
Horobiowski; William Kelley; Phyllis Meyer; George Nachtsheirn (arrive at 1:30 p.m.) .

.MEMBERS ABSENT: Mike Kennedy; Jim Wilson.

LIAISON PRESENT: Al French, Neighborhood Council Liaison.

LIAISON ABSENT: Rob Higgins, City Council Liaison:

President Stanley Stirling called the meeting to order at 9:45 a.m. with a quorum present.
.. .

1. PUBLIC HEARING

A. A public hearing to consider proposed text amendments to the Spokane
Municipal Code Section 11.19. (Zoning Code) with regards ~o the
definitions and regulationsJor 'Adult Use Establishments. "

Mr. Stirling called on Patti Connolly Walker,Spokane County Prosecuting Attorney's
Office for a report on the above. described issue.

Ms. Walker said for the record she is also employed by the City as a City Attorney. Her
office is in the county building. She went on to say that being presented is an Adult Retail
Use Establishment Ordinance which are historically referred to in the city code as 'adult
businesses' or 'adult bookstores'. The reason for the change in wording is that in t~e last
several years the City of Spokane has been working with other cities across the state to
develop an ordinance essentially working from a model ordinance so that all the cities
and counties across the state that are looking at this issue would be 'on t~e same page.'

City Plan Commission November 29, 2000
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Therefore, they are not different terminology, different definitional sections so that when
there are challenges to this type of an ordinance, staff can rely on what other entities have
done.

Ms. Connelly said she would like to begin by talking about the type ofbusiness. People
think that because these businesses sell material that is protected by the first amendment
that there can be no regulation or zoning of this type of business and that is an incorrect
assumption. They proceed when enacting ordinances of this type with the assumption that
the material that is being sold, rented, leased, loaned, out of these businesses is protected
by the first amendment. Occasionally it is discovered that these businesses do sell
material which is considered obscene so it is not just regular adult pornography but it is
pornography that crosses the line of protected material and is unprotected obscenity. The
attorney's office begin with the assumption that the material that is sold in these facilities
is entitled to first amendment protection. That doesn't mean that the business can't be
regulated in any way. These businesses are treated essentially, from the court's
perspective the same as an adult entertainment establishment that provides on-site
viewing of adult activities like nude dance establishments. The other type of facility in
the city and county are referred to as adult arcade establishments. Those are facilities that
have peep show booths and also sometimes in the peep show bo.oths not just video
viewing but live dancing in the peep show booths. Each of these type of facilities do
engage in activities are at the periphery of first amendment protection. With book stores
they are a little more clear. They are entitled to full first amendment protection. The
Courts have looked at this issue and determined that it is permissible for cities and
counties to legislate, regulate, license, these types of facilities because of one main issue.
That is that these types of businesses have historically been shown to produce as adverse
secondary effects. Those adverse secondary effects are well-documented in the case law.
There have been numerous studies over the last 25 yearswhich have wel1~demonstrated

the fact that adult entertainment businesses in general cause neighborhood blight, they
cause a down-tum in property values, increase in crime and a whole host of other '
problems. For this reason the courts have determined that it is permissible to zone,
regulate or license a book store, an adult entertainment establishment that is essentially a
book store because they have been shown to produce similar adverse secondary effects to
other adult entertainment establishments. So that the fact that you have a business that
does not have on site viewing of adult entertainrilent activities, so you go into the retail
use establishment or the adult bookstore, you merely purchase, rent, borrow, material.
You don't actually watch in a arcade peep show booth or look at nude dancing in the
establishment. The mere fact that you can purchase that material and take it away bas for
a variety of reasons caused the adverse secondary effects that has been previously
mentioned. Therefore, the courts have determined that cities and counties do have a
substantial governmental interest in curbing the adverse secondary effect of those
businesses and one of the ways that a city or county can do that is by zoning these
facilities.

Some cities and counties have gone to concentration models where they have essentially
setup a 'red light district'. They will require that all of the adult entertainment facilities
locate in an industrial, for example. The purpose of that is to remove them from

City Plan Commission 2 November 29,2000
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residential areas. For some cities and counties that works we]] because they have an area
that is separated from the rest of their population. Mostcities go with a dispersement
model. That is what is being proposed to the Commission. The dispersement model is one
that requires the facilities not locate within a certain distance of other businesses or
residences that might experience adverse secondary effects if they are located in close
proximity to one ofthe adult retail use establishments. The zoning buffers being .
recommended are the same recommended when the adult arcade ordinance was enacted.
It is beJieved that the adverse secondary effects are very similar. A lot of the same issues
are being dealt with and the distancing requirement of 750', in terms of requiring that
these businesses not be within 750' is a reasonable distance given the makeup of Spokane·
and the issues that the Plan Commission determines· in terms of planning and preparing
for uses in the future. The goal is to keep the businesses as far away as possible from
places where children might congregate, such as schools, churches, day cares, parks,
residences but allow them to locate within the City of Spokane but require that they not
be located in close proximity or within 750' of other adult entertainmenfestablishment.
It has been found that where these facilities are allowed to congregate impact on the
neighborhood is increased for example along East Sprague.

Ms. Walker said what cannot be done is zone the places out of business. It is not
permissible according to state & US Supreme Court. These businesses do have a first
amendment right to sell material and they have a right to do it in most communities.
Therefore the ordinance being proposed is 'content natural'. If the ordinance is designed

. to curb the 'adverse secondary effects' it is considered content neutral. It does not mean
that the city can't target a business that sells fi.rst amendment protepted material. What
content neutral means is that the city is dealing with the business that sells first
amendment protected material, adult entertainment merchandise in a way that ensures
that a substantial government interest, or compelling governmental interests which is to
curb the adverse secondary effects. An ordinance needs to be narrowly tailored to achieve
that interest. It is done by insuring that there are reasonable alternative avenues of
communication for those businesses. The city insures that there are sufficient sites where
they can locate within the city. Currently there are six retail use establishments in the City
of Spokane.

Spokane does not, as do some cities, require that each adult entertainment use be a single
use only. Some cities and counties have limited the use. Those cities that have done that
have a great deal of problems. It is also difficult to establish that having a place that has
adult material for sale and nude dancing in the same establishment causes more or worse
adverse secondary effects. It is very difficult to separate those out. For that reason, staff
is recommending the ordinance before the Commission today. It does not state that one
cannot have an adult bookstore in the same facility as a adult nude dance establishment or
as an arcade facility. What has been done is to ensure that there is sufficient number of
alternative avenues for these places to se]] their ware or loan their merchandise or trade it
in whatever fashion they choose. The Planning Department has insured that there is a
sufficient number of sites to which these businesses (the six businesses currently not
conforming with what is proposed today) to relocate to.' .

City Plan Commission 3 November 29, 2000
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With regard to relocation, case law has come down to a case by case basis by making an
analysis as to whether or not a city or county has provided alternative avenues of
communication ifthey have provided enough sites. Part ofthe reason for that is that the
courts will look at a Planning Department's purpose or a Planning Commission's purpose
when they are developing a growth management act or a overall plan for their city or
county. When they do that the courts are required to look at each situation on a case by
case basis. Some of the courts have said that is permissible if you have a certain
percentage of land available for these businesses to locate or if there are a certain amount
of sites or a specific type of site. The bottom line is -' is there the same number of sites or
more sites available for relocation than the number of businesses currently in operation in
the community. Staff believes that the 750' dispersement model is a reasonable one for
the Plan Commission to recommend adoption on because there is a reasonable alternative
avenue of communication for these businesses.

Further, with regard to the relocation aspect, the City in its retail use ordinance indicated
that these businesses that are retail use est~blishments will be required to relocate if they
are not in conformance with the 750' dispersement model within one year of the adoption
of the ordinance. That is the amortization provision. The amortization provision allows
these businesses one year. The intent is that they should be given a sufficient amount of
time to recoup any money that they might have expended at that particular location, What
the courts have said is that they have a constitutional right to sell the material, to make it
available for viewing but they don't have a constitutional right to make a profit. A city
has to permit the businesses to locate someplace and have a viable business. To insure
that occurs, an amortization period is provided. The recommended amortization period is
one which has been adopted by many other cities and counties across the country. Also,·
built into the amortization provision a hardship provision where a business can
demonstrate that they will incur substantial hardship or the facility is not for use for any
other purpose they canask for an additional amortization period (have the amortization
period be extended). Spokane County adopted essentially the same ordinance a year ago,
being proposed to the Commission today. The County Planning Commission chose to
recommended an amortization period of five years. Ms. Walker said it is her opinion that
that is overly generous. It delays the. time within which the <;ity or cOlmty will be sued
because it gives the business plenty opportunity to get into other areas or find sites. She
said she is recommending the one year amortization period.

Ms. Walker said one of the issues that comes up with this type of ordinance is the
language that chosen in relation to the definitional provision. She read that into the record
as follows:

An adult retail use establishment is an enclosed building or any portion thereof
which for many or any other fOIm of consideration devotes a significant or
substantial portion of stock in trade to the sale, exchange, rental, loan, trade,
transfer, or viewing of adult oriented merchandise.

Ms. Walker explained to the Commission that adult oriented merchandise is defined the
same way as adult arcade businesses is defined and in the COlmty for nude dance
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establishments. The adult oriented merchandise definition essentially says that ifthere is
specified sexual activities for specified sexual material then that falls within the category
of adult oriented merchandise. Those definitional provisions have been tried over and
over again over the last 25 years and always withstood constitutional challenge.

With regard to the "devotes a significant or substantial stock in trade" provision has also
been tried over the last several of years. Not just in this area but also having to do with
other provisions have to do with other provisions in the United States code.

She said she is proposing the substantial stock in trade definitional provision because she
believes it is defensible, reasonable, it is not difficult for adult retail businesses to
determine whether in fact they fall within that criteria or not. This does not apply to the
7-11 that has a couple of adult entertainment videos for sale or rent, it doesn't target the
kind of business that might have a little risque lingerie or anythingof that nature. It is
intended to encompass only businesses that sell adult entertainment material to
individuals who go there for that purpose: The way to demonstrate the way she has done
her homework is by presenting a very detailed legislative record. Some cities and
counties don't have the experience of having a very good local legislative record.

Ms. Walker said she would give a list of the kind of adverse secondary effects that are
expected and are well documented in the legislative record. These pop up repeatedly in
court cases. Both the US and the State Supreme Court have discussed at length these kind
of businesses and what they do to neighborhoods and communities. The kinds of adverse
secondary effects seen locally are an impact on the surrounding neighborhoods, in

. residential neighborhood traditionally crime rates increased, property values decrease
and ,an increase in transiency. The values of residential and commercial properties tend to
be diminished dramatically and the closer the distance to the residence or to the business
of the adult entertainment establishment the more dramatic the increase or the decrease in
property values. The increase tends to be more dramatic where there is a concentration of
businesses. So if there is more than one adult entertainment establishment in close
proximity to another adult entertainment, historically there is worse adverse secondary
effects in that area.

DAVID BRAY asked for a definition of "viable alternative location".

Ms. Walker said in the State of Washington is the Renton case, which dealt with the same
issue. The bottom line is that you can't provide them an alternative location that is under
water. You have to insure that it is in an area where there is a sufficient infrastructure,
where roads can lead to these facilities. It can't be a remote or unbuildable location that it
is not a reasonable alternative. It is not necessary to say there is a certain number sites
and show where they are located. All that is necessary is to say that there are sufficient
sites available. The city does not have to find those sites for them.

City Plan Commission 5 November 29.2000
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PUBLIC TESTIMONY:

JOE ASTERINO, said he is one of four dentists in downtown.
The practice has been there smce 1947. He said he has been there35 years

. through "thick and thin". Bikers, bars, fights, but the detrimental aspect of the
book store right next door to them has financially impacted them. His staff has to
go out and pick up books, wrappers, every morning. Female employees have been
rudely accosted. Three weeks ago they tried to usher some young men off their
property that had been around the book store (Hollywood Boutique) and they
proceeded to get a rock and throw it through one of his patients windows. (That's
on a police report). A pedidontist in his building sees a lot of children. The
patients parents of these children are not happy with them. They will go
elsewhere. This is a financial impact that they aren't going to stand for. He is in
the process of selling his practice, his part of the practice. There is hundreds of
thousands of dollars involved in this. They are the largest employer in downtown
Hillyard. Three people have looked at his practice and have all commented on the·
aspect of an adult bookstore next door to them. This bookstore is within 700' of
residential and single dwellings. So they are already illegally located. He said he
understands that Ms. Walker has said this cannot be defended but he has obtained
legal advice as a result of the violent incident and until a few days my attorney
has been in the process oflooking for someone who will handle this case on a
financial aspect. The new patient load in just this year has dropped 18 percent.
This is a practice that has been in existence a long time. They are not according
legal counsel, the bookstore would be one of the people they would go after, but
so would the city for allowing this with the statute on the book. I understand that
the period to move is a year. For him that's too short. 1,1rree months to a month,
six months is too long.

RON HANSEN, N. owner of Century 21/Advance said he has
been at that location 6 Yr - 7 years. He discovered through several of his agents
who saw a sign copy deliver a xxx type sign for the building next door to him: on
Friday, July 21,that this type of business was trying to open.in the building next
door to him. Obviously he had grave concerns and immediately contacted
everybody he could think of at the city, city council people, code enforcement
people, building department people, special prosecutors, the police department
and initially was told they would not be allowed to open. They were in violation
of the current ordinance and 1'm going to make a couple of points today and
probably the main one that supports what Ms. Walker has done, and he
appreciates the research she has done, she's done an excellent job in preparing
what she has, and understands what she has done will not help. his business at this
point because of things like an amortization period. He wants to give the
Commission the facts about the adverse secondary effects on his business. As
time insured after July 21 it became apparent the city was not going to stop this
place from opening and they did. Since that time he invested a sum of money to
put high speed internet to all the desks in· his office because he was in the process
of expanding, recruiting some new agents. He had five commitments from a
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couple of other offices, one that was about to close down on N. Division and a
couple of other people from various offices and he was going to be full and he
was going to be able to pay back the money he had invested to do the remodel.
What happened he invested that money and the place next door began to open.
He not only didn't get any of those people, and they were very specific on the
reason, they didn't come to work for me and apologized to me, they understood
my problem but they didn't want to make it their problem and they didn't want to
have to bring their clients into a driveway that was shared with a porn shop. Their
words. We can call it an adult bookstore but out there in the street people are a
little more colloquial. They didn't want to bring their client~ into a porn shop
drive way and tum left instead of right and come to the Century 21 office. He did
loose a couple of agents that had been with me for some time. One worked with
him for 24 years, which was tough but business was effected. He had other
reasons, doing some other things, but this hurried his decision. He said he thought

. he was going to get an agent who was going to overlook this, hopefully the week
they could shut the place down or he would move, after an interview process and
a couple ofphone calls he called and said "Ron, looking at the whole picture,
talking to my clients, praying over it with my wife, there is no way I can come to
work there right now, and I apologize to you because I really wanted to go to
work for your company." In total he has had 8-9 agents that he doesn't have
working for him specifically because ofthat bookstore next door. The incidents
that are happening around the neighborhood - there are residential homes directly
behind his office, directly behind the porn shop, virtually the po~'s parking lot
goes right up to their fences. There are children in these homes, there are elderly
p~ople. One has been there 54 years, one has been 50 years, they are afraid to go
in their back yards especially at night. He has had personal incidents where he has
had to call 911 because he was personally threatened by a guy who was
inebriated, pulling into his parking lot on a Saturday. He was working about 7:00
- 7:30 in the evening. He just asked him - he didn't even pull into a parking spot
in my parking lot, he pulled into the middle of the parking lot, stopped and said
you don't want me to park it should be posted. Well, he was standing in front of a
4' x 8' sign thatsaid no parking with the towing and all that. He asked him to
please move, because he isn't supporting the parking for the bookstore next door.
He came at him and he got into his car and called 911 and it turned into an ugly
thing. They have had several of their clients turn around and leave because of
some shouting matches going on at the back door. They don't go in their front
door, they only have a back door entry and they pull up, see that place and they
don't want to'come there. He has had clients that he's asked to meet him at the
office, and they ask if he'.s the one that's right next to the bright green porn shop
and ask to meet him somewhere else. He said he doesn't know how many clients
he's lost that haven't turned in. He doesn't know who drove by and didn't tum in.
He said he is in a situation where he's been in the real e.state business quite a
while and there's been ups and downs in the market since 1976. From 1980 to
1990 there was virtually no increase in 'values in Spokane'bLit the costs kept going
up. The sales were tough to get, but he was able to weather that. Then 1990-1993
Spokane was really on fire in real estate and things were going very well and
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things were going great. Right after that he moved into his current building and
things have been flat since about 1994 in real estate. You can make a living but
not really rolling. All of a SUdden, he weathered that, three - four months ago one
little bright greenpom shop opens up next door and his business is inthreat of
closing at this point. The money that he could have used to make a move has been
eaten up with the lack of income because of that thing being there. It is the only
reason. It is the sale reason. He said he was in the best position he had been in in
six years to have his business move forward until this happened. He worked with
the city very closely, the city manager, the mayor, the mayor's office, Ms.
Walker's office has been very very sympathetic but it hasn't helped his business.
His last statement is that in relation to the amortization period this new ordinance
proposed, says proposed "amendment", because they are amending an existing
ordinance, there is an ordinance in place, that disallows that book store to be
where it is. They're is supposed to be 750' from a park, there about 160' lot line
to lot line. They're supposed to be 750' from a residential zone, they are back to
back, connected. There are some other violations you could probably find in there
but on that point alone, his financiallbss as hard as it is for him, kind ofpales in

. comparison to the potential lowering of community standards and the danger to
the community. There are children there and there are elderly people. He really
·feels for the doctor who spoke before because they have a very similar
experience. Allowing this place to stay open after the City Council would get this
with the Commission's approval, get stamped out and in place and then given a
year - she understands from Ms. Walker that the owners of these businesses can
wait up to 30 days prior to the end of the amortization period and then file for a
stay and start the court actions. The city is going to be in court over this. The
owners of the book store have said so in interviews to the newspaper andto the
TV stations news, that they will take the city to court. Delaying trying to shut
them down is not going eliminate the court suit. It might leave them in place long
enough where instead of the abduction of a couple of students that happened
recently, we know there is a tie to it, unless we are intentionally naYve we know
there is tie to it. What if it's a little girls, or a lady that has lived.there for 54 years
and she's abducted or raped. The loss of his business or his income will pale in
comparison to the liability the city will have: He thinks they need to go ahead and
put their foot down, forget the amortization period. He understands the city will
be at risk but they'll be in court anyway. He hopes the Commission will consider
the evidences, that legal businesses that have never violated an ordinanc,e, existing
or new ordinances, are loosing their businesses. They want to give somebody that
has damaged those businesses another year? To damage more businesses? Or the
final strangle hold to put those already damaged out of business? That doesn't
seem fair.

MRS. MEYER asked why the permit went through. It is semantics in terms of the
definition of the ..

Mr. Hanson said that is a matter of opinion. Ms Walker has done a lot ofwork in
conjunction with the County over a year ago to put a County ordinance together.
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When that was complete, that work in that completed ordinance, which the
Commission sees before them was taken to Jim Sloane, City Attorney, and was
told they were ready to go and he thought there were greater priorities in place at
the time. He went on to say that he was in the Mayor's office about two weeks
ago, with the Mayor, the City Manager, the City Attorney, Ms. Walker, Mr.
Mercer and a couple of others. In that meeting, he expressed that he had contacted
everybody he could think of at the city on July 21, 22nd ,23 rd and 24th and that
was 3 'li weeks prior to the opening of the business. At that time, sometime
between when he first contacted the city and the opening of the business, Ms.
Walker was made aware of the situation. Ms. Walker had gone to Mr. Sloane at
that time and said there was two options, they could do an interim ordinance or do
a moratorium and after her research decided that the interim ordinance would be
much more defendable by the city and stop this place from opening. For some
reason Mr. Sloane decided it wasn't a priority at that time also. The business
license itself isn't subject, at the time its applied for to review ordinances and that
type of thing. It's an administrative type thing. It's up to the code enforcement
andthe Legal Dept. of the use to use the laws and powers that be at the city,
whatever the process is to shut them down. They should have been shut down
before they opened. There's no doubt about that. I have talked to attorneys also..
He said he has not talked to the people at the city about litigation or trying to
recoup losses or damages. The thoughts have been there though. Because he
wanted to be an advocate with the city to try get done what needed to be done
through the proper channels and work with them to get the place shut down. He
didn't want to have to flee from an illegal business (in his opinion) when he's
been operating a business for 24 years legally. It doesn't seem right. But with
these amortizations periods is apparently what is going to happen because he can't
afford to stay there and he can't afford to move. He said he hopes the Commission
considers his testimony, he knows there are legal constraints, but it also has to be
considered what the right thing to dais. Adverse effects have obviously been
established for this type of business or they wouldn't all be here today. There
wouldn't be an old ordinance if they hadn't been established. His question from a
personal view is there are adverse effects established why is it necessary to allow
them anywhere, ifit has been shown that it is bad for the public safety. There are
cities that don't and have defended themselves successfully. He guesses it is just
community standards and in our city we are saying our standards say in the right
place they are OK. That is his personal opinion. If there is a preponderance of .
community desire to be able to have these kind of businesses, they need to be
restricted. The public safety needs to be protected. They need to protect the kids
behind this place, those elderly people and selfishly his business. He thinks he is
entitled to that too.

ROBERT HEROLD said that as he reads it, Mr. Hansen is right, it is changing the
definition. It is establishing the amortization and tightening up language here and
there. If this is an enforcement question,as it appears that it was, why wasn't it
just enforced? How can you have other priorities? He said he was very confused.
Mr. Hanson's particular issue appears to be an enforcement issue not a planning
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issue and he frankly doesn't understand why the enforcement didn't take place.
Maybe that's an inappropriate question for him to ask.

Mr. Hanson said it is probably an appropriate question. He said they are all pretty
much aware that the city has gone through some times when they have been
defending themselves in lawsuits over bridges and with the Marks family and a
few other issues that have cost the city a lot of money. Apparently they are getting
some money back on the bridge issue. That's great. But the city was in a very
tender time when this all started. They didn't want to go to court over anything.
They were concerned about what it might cost the city. That is from city officials
at the highest level. The city did try to shut down (and he's not sure of the exact
name) the same ownership of the building, Mr. Barbanti, a building across the
street from Northtown. The city did attempt to shut that down. There was a:
hearing examiner review and based on that the city got a little skittish that they
could defend themselves on the current ordinance because of the way it was
handled, it was found in favor of Mr. Barbanti and World Wide Novelty. The
reason, if you read the material from the Hearing Examiner, had nothing to do, or
very little to do, with the ordinance but the fact the city brought no evidence. The

.. Hearing Examiner wouldn't find with prejudice as the plaintiff wanted because
the city might want to come again or the neighbors might want to come again that
are being violated, the ordinance is being violated obviously. They asked for
bookkeeping to show how much of certain items were being sold an then at the
time ofthe hearing waived their request. They hadn't even counted the videos, or
books, or square footage. They brought no evidence. So the Hearing Examiner
couldn't find for the city because there was no evidence. (That is file #92-90-AP).
There are some good people working on this and he appreciates the people that
have worked hard. The will of the City Councilor the will of the enforcement
people, how its effected, maybe Mr. Sloane has other things on his mind and this
issue isn't at the top of his mind the last few months. There needs to be a point
where the city picked its fight. The city is going to get sued ifthey are not allowed

.to open, but that is the right fight to pick. Don't let the city and the people be at
risk and the businesses at risk because they are acting lawfully. If the city is going
to get sued, pick the fight that supports the laws and the support the public good.

DAVID BRAY said he had a question for Ms. Walker. Relative to what Mr.
Hanson said. He is curious about Mr. Hansen's and Mr. Herold's concern relative
to enforc·ement and provide some assurances that if this ordinance is passed today
the one year amortization period will be enforced, or anything relative to this
situation that could give the community some assurances this would pass.

Ms. Walker said Mr. Hansen.is correct..The City does currently have a provision
that deals with adult bookstores and zones them very similar to what is being
proposed today. The definitional section has been changed and added some
information that staff thinks is necessary to change the stock and trade issue a
little bit. It is not that dissimilar to what is already on the books. She said it is her
position that after studying the issue with respect to retail book establishments or
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bookstores separate from other adult entertainment establishments that that
provision is not enforceable. It is not enforceable because it is not defensible. The
city could enforce it, the city would be sued, and the city would lose. That is her
position. It has been her provision that the city should repeal that provision or
amend it which has been recommended over a year, which they were unable to do
for a variety of reasons. It wasn't here decision to make. .

Mr. Bray said with the few changes what makes this more defensible than the old
one.

Ms. Walker said the reason she doesn't think the old provision is defensible is
because there was not a sufficient legislative record to support. In 1985-86 the
city first started looking at these issues. That was before she joined the City
Attorney's office on the civil side. She went back through all the records when
she first started working in this area and reviewed the legislative record that they
had in place to support the bookstore part of the zoning provision. Essentially
what the did was say book stores, adult arcade facilities, nude dance facilities, all
adult entertainment establishments shall be zoned in this way which is essentially
be recommended now. What they didn't do when they created the legislative
record and through no fault ofthe staff that did it, they didn't separate out the
adverse secondary effects that occur as a result of retail use establishments. The
reason they didn't do that is because nobody else was doing. There hadn't been
legal challenges.' Nobody knew it would be a problem to not separate these kinds
of adult entertainment businesses. It wasn't until subsequent to that the challenges
started to occur. There was about a 15 year period where there was a lot of active
litigation in this area. A lot of it comes specifically out of Washington State.
There is a lot of good case law in this state dealing with these issues. When she.
started to look at the issue, when she was first brought on to look at these. issues,
the city was being sued over the adult arcade ordinance. Upon review ofthat
ordinance it was her position that it didn't' do anything. It was a two liner. All it
said was you had to have the booths all lined up in a row, and you have to keep
the lighting at a certain level. That didn't meet the needs of the community. The
city revamped that ordinance. They wrote a comprehensive 20 page ordinance
that dealt with all the problems attendant to that business. At the same time she
studied all the issues with respect to all different types of adult entertainment
facilities. Looked at all the case law in the area. There is a lot of case law in this
area. It's become a very narrow area to practice in but it also there is a lot of
information at there to rely upon from other cities and counties law suits. These
businesses do not have a problem spending money defending or challenging
ordinances of this type to continue to operate. Many cities and counties back
down and they don't enforce. The city didn't want to do that in Spokane. What·
was done with the arcade provisions in 1993 said they would enfo.rce it and wrote
a new ordinance, litigated 5-6 years and were successful every step of the way.
Litigated in state court, federal court, multiple challenges from multiple
businesses in all different levels. Prosecuted facilities for violating the ordinance
and were successful all the way along. They have a good track record both in the
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city and the county. The problem why they can't enforce this is because there is
not a legislative record that supports. Back in the mid-80's they didn't know what
they know now. They didn't know they had to say specific things to have it
upheld. The kinds of things she has discussed with the Commission today. So
when she looks back at it, when they initially looked at enforcing the ordinance it
was determined that all the businesses they had at that time were grandfathered in
so the enforcement issue in the early '90s was not an issue with n;spect to all of .
the existing businesses. When the city enacted the original 750' for all these
businesses it, for whatever reason, grandfathered him. Didn't want to deal with
the litigation. And part of that was because amortization was a new thing, and
they were getting challenged. Now they know they can put in amortization
periods, require relocation and can do it as long as there is a good legislative
record. With respect to why the Billyard business and the Division business have
not been enforced, which are both owned by Jim Sicilia, an individual out of
California, have had many lawsuits with him over the years. He owns World
Wide Video which is litigious all over the state. The reason they didn't enforce
the two new businesses was because they didn't feel the ordinance was
-defensible. If they had enforced they likely would have lost. What they opted to
do instead was write a new ordinance. Unfortunately, only the County wanted to
proceed that new ordinance. Consequently the Hillyard business opened, the city
took another look at the issue, updated all the research that she had done in the
past, and presented to the County Commissioners and the County Planning
Commission what she believes to be a defensible ordinance. In doing that she has
worked with other cities and counties to make sure they are all the same page. The
Hillyard business and the Division business were not grandfathered in and they
weren't existing when the original provision was enacted. Yes, they are
technically in violation of the provision for zoning bookstore but in her opinion it
is not defensible. The city was actually sued by Mr. Sicilia in 1996 in the County
over the County's adult bookstore ordinance at that time. They knew they were
going to be addressing this issue and adopting a new ordinance and were able to
get them to agree to dismiss their lawsuit. Now there are additional businesses and
they are attempting to deal with those.

STANLEY STIRLING asked Ms.· Walker if she thought the year amortization is
the least length of time she can defend.

Ms. Walker said she has found no support in the case law to indicate they could
go with a lesser period. That is not to say that the courts in reviewing the
constitutionality of an ordinance would not look at all ofthe facts including the
facts specific to our community. To answer the question as honestly as possible, if
they went with the lesser amortization period that she could defend it
successfully. The one year is a sure thing. There are a lot of adverse secondary
effects in these cases of two businesses in two communities that have been
impacted and are requesting a lesser amortization period.
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KAREN REL, said her back fence is next to the alley that
goes to the XXX store. She is also a small business out of her horne. Her husband
and she are the sole proprietors. She deals with the public daily. Mostly on the
phone, but they do have drop in customers. She works at night doing her
bookl.ceeping. The office she works in faces her back yard and directly into the
.arcade's parking area, next to the real estate. Last night between 11 :30 p.m. and
1: 15 a.m. there were 27 cars that pulled in and left. Some went in, some carne out,
some went to another car that was parked in this lot that theyhave gone in. She
said she has seen limousines pull up. They have come out ofthe arcade giving·
them boxes. She isn't sure of all the terminology. That's not her world. She
doesn't understand all of it. Is there an escort service going on in her backyard?
These aren't people she wants to invite to her barbeques next summer. At night
time there is more activity than there will ever be in the daytime. She said she
wasn't not trying to pass a moral judgment on anyone. She saidshe was scared.
She no longer can work in her shop, that their garage was converted into by
herself. She has gone out to the shop at 8:30 at night when all the other businesses
are closed on Division with the exceptions of the restaurants that have bars. They
even have to close at 2:00 a.m. in the morning. But this place can go all night
long. And they do. They're slamming, they're screaming at each other. They're
urinating out in public. In the afternoon when the kids corne home from school
there is a group of children that corne through the alley and there is a scuba diving
place that is directly behind her house, right on Division. Scuba ;:living, real
estate, triple X and the cellular phone place. These kids play in this alley. It's a
perfect slope for their skateboards. She is in her shop right next to the alley, she
hears the kids talking about going and getting some "porn". They discuss what
their opinion of "porn" is. These kids are between 8 and 12. There has been
"impact on their business. She and her husband have struggled very hard to just
.support themselves, to not be on the roll of the welfare system. Nobody wanted to
hire them so they made their own business. Their customers come and soon as
they see the triple x will leave because they have their kids with them. She is not a
radical. When she is in her shop doing her work an someone beats on the window
with their fist and says "Hey bitch do you want to f---". Do I call 911 ? When the
police getthere they are gone. Canshe give a description? She can't get out to see
a license plate number quickly enough. Chief Bragdon is a customer of theirs and
he told her that she had to come to these meetings, she needs to call someone and
that's why she came today. She doesn't like the year amortization at all.
Something needs to be done now. Why are they open 24 hours a day. They carrie
in the night and painted that ugly chartreuse. Nobody did anything when the
signed petitions. Nothing was done.

Ms. Mr;:yer said she mentioned several times the sign in the front. The sign
bothers her also. It's a large large sign and in the ordinance the signage is
addressed asjust a regular business sign and she is wondering - if the sign was
regulated more close~y would we have as much difficulty? She is not trying to
dismiss what is already going on. The sign is obviously very large and very
colorful. Its purpose is to bring people in. She is wondering is the sign is
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regulated. She is wondering ifthere special regulations for signs of this nature.
Also, is there a sign in the back of the building?

Mrs. ReI said there is a sign over their door. And one in front. It is purple and
chartreuse.

Ms. Walker said she doesn't know if they specifically looked at the sign issue. At
one point it was addressed, there was an addition to the back of the building at the
Division and Garland building, there was some indication they were out of
compliance with the other zoning provisions. Her relocation is that she doesn't
know if the sign issue was one specifically determined butDave Nakagawara and
his stafflooked at those issue and her understanding is that they haven't come up
with anything that would be a violation sufficient to require a closing ofthe
business at this time.

Mrs. Meyer asked what about sufficient to just redo the sign. Isn't it in the right
of-way?

Ms. Walker said she doesn't know if it is in violation oftheir general signage
ordinances. What she can tell the Commission is that it be in compliance with the
sign ordinances that all city businesses are required to be in compliance with~

With respect to signage and adult entertainment is that the state supreme court has
spoken to that issue. They have indicated they do not want jurisdictions treating
these businesses differently from other businesses. Therefore they will be painted
in garish, eye-catching colors in an effort to draw in business and there is no
violation to have neon signs in your windows. That also could be considered part
of the adverse secondary effects. There are reasons that you don't want these
businesses located next to residences.

PENNY LANCASTER, said on behalf of the citizens she
would like to thank Patti Walker for all the work she has done, all the research, to
craft such an excellent ordinance. She said she first became concerned about the. . .

injustices suffered by businesses and neighbors that were forced to live with adult
bookstores in their neighborhoods back in 1992. At that time the city was
unwilling to defend their zoning against the retail only outlets but the Hearing
Examiner, Greg Smith, made it clear that the concerns of the citizens shouldn't be
swept tmder the rug. He wrote in his decision: "... violations of the ordinance
are fundamentally unfair to surrounding property owners and, therefore, 'if the
ordinance is in fact being violated it is much more fair for the property owners to
have another opportunity to prove the violation," Well, today testimony from
Spokane citizens and other communities has been shared which substantiates the
risks that these businesses pose to the public health, safety, morals, and general
welfare of the citizens of Spokane. I have interviewed people living near the
Erotique Boutique on Wellesley, Garland and Division, and on Market in
Hillyard. In every case ~he comments include complaints abut men parking away
fromthe store and walking down tlle alley to access the store, offensive video. .
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wrappers found in their yards, late night traffic, doors slamming, fear of using
their own yards for relaxation or recreation, concern for young people waiting for
the bus in front of the bookstore, fear of accessing other businesses nearby at
night, and children looking in garbage cans for materials from ~he store. One
resident said, "We are mainly senior citizens. \Vho' d want to buy our horne and
move into this area now?"

She continued by saying that at least 10 communities in western Washington are
in the process of adopting and enforcing a similar ordinance. They are concerned,
as we should be, that these businesses attract prostitution and violence against
women.

The economic impact of trying to do legitimate business near one of the
bookstores is dramatically illustrated by the problems incurred by CentUry 21, Dr.
Asterino, and retail businesses on W~llesley, next to Erotique Boutique. She
suggested the COmmission drive down the 4800 block on Market or in the East
Central Neighborhood and they will understand what economic divestment
means, they will understand what dilapidation and property devaluation means,
and Why we should prevent an imminent threat of serious environmental
degradation. These are serious impacts and the families and businesses should not
have to put up with it another day longer. Please do not ask them to wait another
year. If the rationale for this ordinance is eliminating the harmful secondary
effects of Adult Retail Use Establishments, how can the Commission advocate
leaving them in place for another year? The courts have upheld shorter
amortization periods. A six month amortization period was upheld in Hartley v.
Colorado Springs, 7250 Corp. v. Bd. Of County Commissioners, and Hart Book
Stores, Inc. v. Edmisten. A 90 day waiting period was upheld in Pennsylvama
NW Distributors v. Zoning Hearing Board and Northend Cinema, Inc. V. City of
Seattle. The initial investment of these adult retail businesses has no doubt been
recovered many times over - especially when you consider the low cost of .
fluorescent green or pink paint and the generous support of their landlord Marco
Barbanti.

The Plan Commission should also recommend a second amendment: restricting
their hours of operation to those of most other retail businesses. The security of
nearby businesses, patrons, or employees is threatened by the increase in traffic
late at night. This ordinance, as you know, is a content-neutral, TIME, place, and
manner regulation. Constitutionally, municipalities have the authority to restrict
hours of operation for purposes of protecting citizens and property. Please
consider amending this ordinance by setting the hours of operations from 10 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.

IfMr.Sicilia, the manager of many of these stores, wants to content that he is not
operating an adult bookstore because he sells high heels and lingerie, in addition
to hardcore pornographic videos and magazines (according to his interview in the
Spokesman-Review), then let him take down his triple x neon signs, and shut all
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his videos and magazines in a back room with a warning for adults only like they
do at Zip Trip convenience stores. Instead, he uses his aesthetically offensive
signage to draw in people looking for material that appeals to their prurient
interests. His own advertising and any other observer would conclude that his
"stock in trade" (we're not talking about stock on the shelf) is substantially adult
pornographic material.

She concluded by saying that hopefully, the Commission, the City Council, and
the community are all beginning to become aware ofthe dangerous connection
between the materials sold in these stores and the attraction for men who commit
sexual crimes against women and children. Because of the recent kidnapping and.
sexual assault of two Mukogawa students she asked the Commission to
recommend that the City Council pass this ordinance after reducing the
amortization period to less than six months and restricting their hours of operation
from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. .

Mr. Bray asked Ms. Lancaster regarding the reduced time of amortization, was
that also in case of relocation.

Ms. Lancaster, she is not sure. These did not specifically have to do with
relocating, rather regulations on the inside of the business and the way the
business nm. She thinks the main point the courts are looking it do the businesses,
have they been compensated for the cost of relocating and does it weigh with the
good of the community. She thinks the Commission has evidence before them
that these businesses have been in business long enough to recoup any relocation
costs and that the good ofthe community is at stake. Why should the businesses
around them and residences have to put up with them one day longer. She thinks
six months is too long.

Mr. Bray said the good of the community notwithstanding, he thinks the concern
is, ifhe understood Ms. Walker, was the probable challenges by these businesses
to that short of a period. He would add to that the cost to city government and
therefore the taxpayers in the long nm. This has to be weighed carefully whether
this can be done effectively in six months or a year and cost effectively as well.

Ms. Lancaster said she thinks the courts are looking at a balance act. The
Commission has plenty of evidence to weigh in favor of the city moving these
places and six months is a reasonable time for them to pack up their goods and
move, especially when they don't own the property. They're only renting. Its not
like there is a major cost that they have to recoup. She said "have courage and do
it. "

Mr. Stirling advised the audience that there is about Y2 hour left and the
Commission will not be making a decision today. The citizens will have an
opportunity to send in written comments.
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GINNY FOSTER, said she and her husband moved to
Spokane four ago by choice. In the process of making a decision they gathered
information from the Chamber of Commerce, school districts and realtors. They
wanted to know if Spokane would be a good place to bring their family. They
spent a full week of wining and dining as guests of their prospective employer and
decided to move 2500+ miles away from their nearest relative. Not long after they
settled in Spokane they discovered the "dirty little secret." Spokane is a haven for
convicted sex offenders and in the four years they have been here the businesses
that feed that sickness have continued to invade Spokane virtually unregulated.
The Chamber of Commerce, realtors and the Welcome Wagon people neglected
to point outthe blight this industry has brought on Spokane. Now the nation
knows what's been lurking around every corner from U-City to the University
campus. It is time to public acknowledge that we are sick and it is up to the
elected and appointed officials to begin the remedy of enforcing existing laws and
vigorously regulating these industry in accordance with a community standard to
be proud of.

KIMBERLY DRAKE, said she is the Executive Director
of Citizens for Community Values, but importantly it is important to understand
that she is a victim of pornography. Pornography is not a victimless crime. It is
not victimless at all. She said she is the ex-dancer that everybody writes about in
the newspaper, that came out ofDeJ'Vu three years ago. She said she thinks it is
important to understand that not only does pornography have secondary adverse.
effects but it also affects the behavior of the user. It is like advertising. To deny
the impact of what we view and read is to deny the impact ofthe individuals and
companies that are willing to pay $3 Y2 million for a 30 second spot on the Super
Bowl this year. Fifty:-six companies are willing to do that. Those companies are
either stupid, charitable or extremely intelligent and she would submit the latter. If

.pornography is like advertising, what is pornography selling? Pornography is
selling lies about relationships, it tells us that women have value from the neck
down. That sex is a spectator sport. The more participants the better. And we
know from the Mukagawa incident that it is combining sexual arousal with .
violence. This is very dangerous. The obj ectification of women in pornography is
the key factor in domestic violence. She said she knows Spokane also has a
problem with domestic violence that is astronomical. She submits pornography
has a part to play in that. She said she would like to tell the Commission how
pornography has effected her life.

"When I was 12 years old a man I was baby-sitting for, he was a single
father oftyvo daughters introduced me to pornography and inappropriate
touch. At 14 years old she was raped by a boy who was a friend of the
family, he was the head life guard at the yacht dub where my parents
belonged and he was the star basketball player at the high school in our
neighborhood. He continued to show pornography after the rape and
continued to abuse me for a year until he was killed in a car accident. I
began to numb the pain of that and self-medicate through drugs and
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alcohol. I got married at 20 and six months into my marriage pornography
was introduced by a cable television. My husband, I thought would leave
me, if I told him this made me jealous, it hurt and it made me angry. And
so, instead of telling him what I really felt, with the fear of abandonment
and rejection driving my decision, I chose to participate in the
pornography that he was looking at. I suffered from what is called "the·
centerfold syndrome". I tried to become what it was my husband was
looking at in order to be loved, and to be the apple of his eye. I wanted to
be his centerfold. I wanted to be the one that he loved more than anything.
Isn't that what all wives want? Isn't that what all husbands want from their
wives? We want to know that we are important, that we are significant and"
that we matter. In attempt to become it was that my husband was looking
at, I made the decision, although I had a background ofbusiness
management, sales and marketing, I had my own business for 10 years, I
made the incorrect decision to become a stripper at the De J'Vu. In
December of 1994 I entered an amateur contest. I was just shy of my 32nd

birthday and I won $50. I felt important. By Februaiyuf '95 I worked in
the industry. Now let me tell you as it relates to the hours of operation
which is not included in this ordinance. I also do recommend that the
hours of operation be regulated. You have the opportunity, by law, to
regulate the time, the place, the manner. The how, the when, and the
where. The law gives you that ability to do that. I encourage all of you to
do that the full extent of the law. I didn't go into sexually oriented
businesses to buy pornography, videos, magazines, sex toys and
sometimes lingerie but most of my lingerie, ladies and gentlemen, was
bought in Nordstroms and the Bon Marche and my high heels were bought.
in the shoe stores. I didn't go to the porn shops or the sexually oriented
businesses or the adult bookstores .or whatever you would like to label
them. I didn't go there to buy my clothing however sexy or revealing it
was. I went there to buy pornography. And I went there late at night. .
Although I was a porn addict, the shame that surrounds this addiction and
it can be classified in some as an addiction, is huge. So that's why the after
hour activity. When I worked for DeJ'Vu all of, or mos(ofthe
experiences that were harmful in nature, the deviant type activity, the
grabbing, the drug abuse, the people that came in to harm happened after
the bars closed. There is absolutely no reason why these businesses need
to stay open 24 hours a day. You have an opportunity today, ladies and
gentlemen of the Commission to make a tremendous difference. You have
the privilege to minimize the adviser secondary effects to our community.
We, the citizens of Spokane believe that you want the best for us. We
believe that you want a partner for the good of the community. We have to
ask ourselves what kind of city do we w'ant to live. What kind of a city do
we want to hand over to our children? What kind of businesses do we
want to invite into our community? What are we planning for in our
future? Does pornography do good to our citizens and for our community?
Or does it cause harmful effects? Not only to the community but to the
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individuals involved. Ifwe don't do something to regulate these sexually
oriented businesses today, the porn promoters are going to set the standard
for us. And ladies and gentlemen we will not like the outcome, I guarantee
it. The public health and safety rests in your hands. Thank you very.
much." .

KAREN DAVIS, said she came to show her support. She
believes the previous speakers have said it all and she hopes the Plan Commission
is listening. Ms. Walker has done her homework. Ms. Davis said she wished the
ordinance could be stronger. She supports the ordinance and wishes it could be
implemented immediately.

MERILEE MOSER, said she is a concerned citizen who carries
very much about the issues being discussed today. She lives really close to where
the first Erotique Boutique went in. When these laws first came on 10 years ago,
this is before the big internet revolution. That's only happened ti:telast five or six
years and she feels the law is obsolete. Many people generate enough business·
just using the computer and the internet, she feels on that basis they don't have
justification to be in the city. She'd like to see lawyers res·earch this and her own
feelings is they should address some state legislature to get the law amended.
Basically a porn established could be dumped out in a wheat field 90 miles from
the city and they could generate as much business. She is not encouragiJ?g that but.
she feels it is an obsolete law and no one is .looking at the revolution that has just
happening poignantly in even the last three or four years. Mini-malls and strip
malls and a geographic site is almost becoming obsolete. She encourages the
Commission to think about that.

BRUCE WAKEMAN, said he has been carrying around in
the last few weeks a sign saying "I worship Christ not filth." He said he is getting.
great public support. He said bad company does corrupt good morals, and there
are standards of right and wrong. God has set those standards. If the community
wants to· keep tmity, morality and going by God's standard and showing we are
people that can be trusted with one another, and that we will abide by those things
that are good and will help build trust among people. When he was at the place in
Hillyard, he saw a young woman waiting after her appointment at the dentist
office who was afraid. Children are afraid throughout the city. What is lacking is .
the legislative record, so today the Commission has a chance to make some
legislative record and say they do care and don't be concerned about the cost in
law suits.

JOANNE MCCANN, _ said she strongly support the amended
ordinance however she asked the Commission to consider the six month
amortization period.

PAUL UNGER, said he was appalled at what he has heard
regarding the hardships of two decent businessmen in the community. No one has
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mentioned the pornography connection in the Yates case. It seems Spokane is
becoming the poster child for pornography related crimes. He said he would
encourage the City to shorten the amortization period and limit the hours of
operation.

MARlLYN LAWSON, asked why the city is trying to zone
sexually oriented businesses away from day care, parks, schools and residences.
The answer is easy, its children, children, children and families. She said she
would give the Commission a picture of the victims. Boys and girls that have lost
their innocence by viewing pornography at an early age. Children used for sexual
of fathers, stepfathers, and men they trusted; young men exposed to a false image
of sexuality; men who can't shop using pornography because they are trapped in a
secret life of addiction to pornography; women of men pre-occupied with
pornography and the sex industry; women who are being treated with disrespect
and sexually abused; young women trapped in an industry that exploits them and
uses them as mere sex objects; neighbors that have increased crime and decreased
property values because of the proliferation of pornography in their communities;
society that has become desensitized to the prurient nature of sexuality; lastly, the
very people that own or manage these stores are caught also. These are real
people with real faces. The public is unaware that the skyrocketing number of
people who are affected in their own neighborhoods by rape, molestation,
disrespect is in most part due to the title wave of pornography and·sexually
oriented businesses in the community. She urged the Commission to adopt the

· ordinance with an amortization period of no more than six months.

CINDY OMLIN, Mead, said she took a look at the City
· Charter to view the Commission's task. According to the Charter the Commission
is to support and promote the City's health, convenience, safety, and well-being.
She encourages and trusts the Commission to do the right thing. She supports the
Commission in helping this be a community that lives with and for one another.
She thanked the Commission for their service to the community.

· FLOYD CONNOR, said he is right across the street from the
book store. He was unaware the store was being established at that site until he
saw an I8-wheeler pulling in the alley one night. Later, he went and checked and
they were unloading. Two or three nights after that there was carpenters,
plumbers, electrician to do whatever inside. There are only five parking areas in
that lot. Recently, he saw a truck and a car parking in the alley next to one of the
residence's garage. To access the garage, it is necessary to use the alley. There is
a lot of noise. People have used the cell phone parking lot even going so far as to
park right at their back door and then walked to the book store.

President Stirling closed public testimony and called for discussion or action from
the Commission.

Mr. Bray asked Ms. Walker if the Commission can address the hours of operation.
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Ms, Walker said they can, No one else has done it yet. Part of the reason that it
wasn't included in the Ordinance is because they are already on the cutting edge.
The city has already regulated adult arcade facilities to require that they be closed
between the hours of 2:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.' In the County both the arcades and
nude dance establishments have those same hours of operation.

Ms. Herold said the state has regulated bars for years. 7-11 stays open all night.
He said he finds it odd that it's easy to regulate taverns and bars but we're worried
about these places.

Ms. Walker said when she looks at these issues she sometimes fends to be
overzealous. In this case she is going slower. She would be happy to prepare some
provisions that deal with regulatory issues such as hours of operation. The reason
for not including those, when they initially enacted the county's ordinance a years
ago it was anticipat~d there would be some litigation, some very quick litigation 
(which actually didn't happen) over on the west side. With respect all of the
regulatory provisions, part of the problem the city has had in hitting all of the
aspects (internet included) is she is spread quite thin in doing all the work that
needs to be done in this area. She said if she had the time she would be before the
legislature enacting a "harmful to minors" act to protect the state as a whole. She
cautioned the Commission that the more provisions they have the more likelihood
that they city would be sued. She doesn't have any case law to fall back on. She
believes she has a very good legislative record to prove an hours provision.

Ms. Walker said as a community, this community has taken the forefront on a lot
of issues in this area, we were the first to do a comprehensive arcade ordinance
that is being followed by many cities and counties, not just across the state but
across the country.

Mr. Stirling said for the benefit of staff, he would like signage addressed with 
regard to the existing signage code, to see that it is cross-referenced.

Ms. Walker said it is.

Mr. Stirling said also look at parking standards.

Ms. Walker said it can be included.

Mr. Horo'biowski asked if it would mean that all six businesses would be non
conforming and all six would have to relocate.

Ms. Walker said yes. The amortization provision supersedes or replaces the
original grandfathering in provision.
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Mr. Horobiowski asked about the mention of an amortization period of 90 days in·
Seattle.

Ms. Walker said that the courts have reviewed the amortization periods as small
as 30 days. Several of the cases Ms. Lancaster mentioned, she doesn't recall, she
said they are probably lower court decisions as opposed to appellate court
decisions, probably in the federal circuits. She is familiar with all of the cases that
deal with retail use establishments. None that she could find dealt with less than a
one year amortization period.

Ms. Dahlstrom said she would ask Ms. Walker to provide the Commission a
summary about the pros and cons of six months, ninety days or one year, also
with the hours of operation recommendation so that when they deliberate they can
use that information to pass onto City Council so they don't have to go back on

. square one.

BILL KELLEY, said ask for clarification. The questions about hours of operation,
signage and parking, as a legal strategy would it be better that they not be
addressed in the ordinance but rather followed up in other municipal ordinances
and this ordinance stay, except for the amortization period, stay as Ms. Walker
crafted it.

Ms. Walker said with respect to the parking issue she is leaving that to other
individuals. With respect to the sign issue Mike Piccolo has looked at that quite
definitively. She has looked at it with respect to adult entertainment businesses
and doesn't believe the city is in a sound position from a constitutional standpoint
to do something different for these businesses. She said she will meet with Mr.·
Piccolo to make sure the city is doing everything it can with regard to off-site and
on-site signage requirements.

MIS P. Meyer, R. Herold, to hold open written testimony for one week
(December 6, 2000) , and set deliberation and decision making for two weeks
(December 13, 2000). Carried unanimously..

2. COMMISSION WORKSHOP ON DRAFT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

A. Review and consideration offinal edits to draft Land Use Policies

KEN PELTON, City Planner, said he would like to review just a few items
from the Land Use Chapter.

3.2

Mr. Pelton directed the Commission's attention to the fifth paragraph under
the Discussion section.
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DECLARATION OF PATRICIA CONNOLLY WALKER

I am a Special Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Spokane
County and an Assistant City Attorney for the City of Spokane.
For the last nine years I have been tasked with handling the
adult entertainment issues for the City of Spokane. Since
September of 1996 I have also handled the adult entertainment
issues for Spokane County. I am over the age of eighteen, am
competent to testify, and have personal knowledge of the
matters contained herein.

During the last nine years I have been involved in the
prosecution of various adult entertainment facilities in the
City and County of Spok~ne. It has come to my attention on
numerous occasions that many adu:t retail use establishments
will begin operation as traditional book stores and then add,
without proper permitting or licensing, adult arcade booths.
In addition, throughout the time that I have handled the adult
entertainment issues for the City and County of Spokane the
City and County have received numerous citizen complaints
regarding the adverse secondary effects of adult retail use
establishments in the communities in which they locate.
Citizens have related finding discarded sexual paraphernalia
around these adult retail use establishments, a high incidence
of prostitution around these facilities, finding doors to the
facilities open on hot days allowing ~inors to view the
interior of the facility thereby being exposed to adult
entertainment material, a decline in property values and
difficulty marketing property which is in close proximity to
adult retail use facilities, and complaints from business
owners, customers and employees about having to park near,
pass by or do business with a facility that is located near a
retail use establishment.

1. Exhibit A is an explicit copy of a VHS vide~ box that
was found by a citizen in their yard behind the Erotique
Boutique at 54 E. Wellesley in the City of Spokane on June 6,
1994. The video box was given to then Councilmember Joel
Crosby who delivered it to my office.

2. Exhibit B is a copy of an article that appeared in the
Spokesman Review Newspaper on January 7, 1999 detailing the
opening of an adult retail use in the City of Spokane.

3. Exhibit C is a copy of testimony by Brooke Plastino
before the City Council on November 24, 1998 indicating her
concerns over the Hollywood Erotic Boutique and Video store at
4811 N. Market.

SPO 000980
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4. Exhibit D is a compilation of complaints by citizens in
the Hillyard are of the City of Spokane regarding their
concerns about having an adult retail use establishment locate
in their community.

5. Exhibit E is an article which appeared in the Spokesman
Review Newspaper on April 29, 1999 regarding the opening of
Hollywood Erotic boutique at 9611 E. Sprague in Spokane
County.

I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY OF THE LAWS OF
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON THAT THE FOREGOING IT TRUE AND
CORRECT.

DATED this 21 st day of June, 1999 at Spokane, Washington.
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- ''As a Christian, I don't think it's good
ethics," said Linda Joy, an employee at.
the nearhy Cinderella Beauty Salbh. ',':

l11e shop opened in inid-Novemner
without a lot of fanfare. ll1ings were"

, quiet until recently. Some hearby
merchants have been filing their
concerns and coniplainL~ with the city
atlorney's office.

Paul Hamilton, chair of the Hillyard,
Neighborhood Council, said he waS
enraged when he heard that the shop
was opening 011 north Market.

Continued: boutlqull/PDliIJ 2 .

By Kevin Blocker/Staff writer

L
ingerie and brnssieres han~ in the

, middle of the store. .
An assortment of sex toys are '

peppered throughout. ' .
Pornographi~ videos and magazines

line the walls.
ll1is is Spokane's newest sex shop; the

HollyWood Erotic Boutique and Video,
store at 4811 N. Market in Hillyard.
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CVCrYl J's idea ot good neighbor
--"----- The city w~nt~ 10 ~hul dOlvn Iheir

Conlinusd lrom p~gQ I boath~. Book City is ch~lIenging lhe
"We wlllk very h~rd in 11iIly~rd ~l city's ordin~nce. Orrici~ls ~tlhase

pnilecling our communily," slores refused to comnlen!.
11~ll1illon s~id. "We cia h~I'C. ~ lough Bul before the cily c~n ~hut them
repul~tian, bUI we only h~ve Iwo down iI will h~ve 10 ~mend Ihe
liqllnr stores ~nd ~ dOl,en ~nliqlle ordin~nce in lwo ~rens deemed
~1()Je~ Oil north M~rkel. uneon"lillIlion~1 by the COllrt of

"We refuse 10 Iellhese people. Appe<ils.
cr~wl illio our neighborhood. We're The cily's orciin~nce doesn'l have a
ollihem ~nd we're nal going to let· section s~ying ~n adult bll~inesi; c~n

. "h r l' I .', .continue. operating while ilgo, e .,~ ( . .
l[(1nic~lly, the addeu allenliriil to 'ch~lIenges the cily's refusal of an

the Iiollywood Erolic noulique ha.' arcade license, the state coiltt saiil.
gcner~led more bll.,ines~ for the . \he lice rise denials have inspired a
.,lllre. . ; serie~ of federal and slate legal .

'There were husiness people Ivho disputes dating back six years.
were CliriOIlS, stopped in aml 1~lked So as the leg~1 hand-wringing
tilliS," s~id Zach Greene, an continue~,the di~play mannequin ~t

employee at the ~Iore. "A couple of the IIollywood Ooutique is dr~ped in
Ihem even m~de pllrcha.,e~ and wenl lingerie. Abl~ck door gives notice
olliheir way." that only nUlllls 18 and over are

Snme ri:~iJenls and merchants ~llowed in the store.
wllnder how a ~hop Ih~l sells explicil W~lker s~id she h~~ met wilh
so ilem~ Cnn he set up ~o ne~r ne;irhy merch~nls and is logging their
Im,ine.,ses Ihal nllracl fnmilie.' ~hd complnints. She s~id the city is
yllllng children. "monitoring" Ihe shop.. .

Assisl~nl city ~lIorncy r~tli While some mny find the store
\V~lker s~id Spobne's zoning offensive or sinister, employees ~rgue

(lrdin~nces permit ~dull se~ shops 10 Ih~llhey ~re doing (he cOinmunity a
he Inc~led nnywhere other husinesses favor.
~re perl1litied io lot~le.llllwcver, "II's ~n issue ofs~fely," ~~id Jnsori
like many citie~ arollnd Ihe collnlry, Rosslo",!. "This is ~ w~y 10 keep
Spnknne is relhinking those zoning pedophiles off the slreels. If lhey.
I~\V.,. . ,weren'l in here, where would they

I,~~l Al1gl15l, ~ slate court ruled he?"
lh~.l cily officials c;ln regubte viewing .BUI Greene quickly ridd~d Ihat he
1100lhs inside ;\dull bookslores <ind doesn't believe (h~llhe ri1~jority of
husinesse~oftcring nude dancing. lhe stDrc's c1ienlele ~re sex offenders

The hOllths musl h~ve adequate or pedophiles, .
lig,hting inside, Ihe ordinance also i "111ere arc more shirts and ties;
~ay~: . .;.,.;'. . .' '. ,.. Just normal people in here," he said.' .
Therbu~hly J,30(j:AqDnrc-[i:ioi:-:; -/ .i·' Maily; (i,ho wOllldn'l give her last.

building lhat hOlj~es the Ilolly'wtJOd . name, sils behind the eoun·ter. One of
nouliql1e, oWned by World Wide her johs is io direct patrons, mosl of
Video, doe.,n'l hnve viewing hooth.~ whom are men,lo ilems Ihat will hCip
bUI hopes to inst~lIlhem in the ncar' them quench their sc~uallhirsls. And
fllillre, Greene said. some of tho~e desires end up being

Three shops lhnt do have viewing directed al her. ,,::' .
bnolhs - World Wide Video ~118L1 "IVe hee" asked out, offered
E. rirsl; nook Cily, 2012 E. Spr~gue; money, you n~me iI, hill for the mmt
___I <, __ 1. A • __ .In 1I1~ tv r.;rd _ n~,1 I rlnn', h~ve a whole lot of

. ~'.::J:'~~'~.~ ':'." . .; . .'.
Palnled purple, the ~ollyWood Erolle BouliQue on markelln Hillyard, Is htiiiJ 10 mls~.

M~ri;\Jdmen wouitl find s\lch ajoh Ariother Norlh SIde adnlt shop h~s .' Love Nslultp~lrriiH m~sturbatinl
degriidirig, bul Molly doe~n'! fcclthnl e~L1sed a stir ns well, prompting a ." pUhlie after leavin~ Ihe shop
w~y.· ,.' neighboring bu~ine~~ to hlove. Lo' 11.i:' h' '. r. . rna ryah.~, w 0 own~ ',_.,:ia

"I cnjoyivorking here. To me il\ Pleasanl mend." forinerly loealed Dleml" wilh het son Mike, ~~id .
no big deal;" she oaid.. in the 9300 block of North Division, moving :icro~9the ~Ireel cosl belw

L1~[ week, Marcella Davis \vaited niovcd across the ~(reCllo ihe 94{)0 .. ~5,OOO arld $10,000. ,
for her'l4-year-old daughler, block of the NewporllIighwaynfter VI ," I d""" .' .
C~r1eigh, to hilVe dental WOl k Lave NSluff operieJ aye~r ago. ." eJustlla tel Hiov~," ~hc sair
completed at the riillyard Deolal Al Love NStuff, Ihe slnre's ollJesides tenl ghing IIp,l JII~1 ditlr

want 10 he r1eAllo Ih~l."
Clinic rie~t door. interior c~n he seen by passershy

Q~YJ.~sard the shop is of no lhrollgh a large window. , Despile.rcriple'~ ohjeclj~III."
contemlo her.. ~<if: ~~f.!j:':" : "We're a family oriented .,f ~,.u-.,,!Jreen~saId Se.'l: ~h,np., don Ipo,e

j'lt Ii wtre adt1i~Hoii~~ i'd ~ay iel'fi b1l5irie~s:' ~aid D~~n lrc~sley,;\~ 111:"'1:; tHt~.~19~]~!,~~7~}I\,e,w~y the
in~ke abig-deal," D~vis said. "Oul il'~ employee al Pleas~nt mends willch Ihterntt t1o~s: .
nol. '.-; :-:'. . . . sell., coffee, lea ;md a hml of olher "We tlon'lli~ve he~li~lily or illl

"You kIi~iY, iii NorihTown Mall, ,~pice.s; iii here like yUII (,1n find 011 Ihe
Victoria's Seere.!.is ne~l io the Disney "La~t year, (I.nve·N Sluff) dres~ed Interne!:: he snit!, Ihough Ihe 5101

Store;ii\iid in Zip Trip lhele are tip afull manneqllin ih ~ brassiere sells an InNhlahle .,heep dull.
nduli magazines behind the coilllier. and G-~ltii1~ ~ndp111 awhip in its .i.:. "'ir~rirre hie jll~1 IrJO liplir,hl."
Docs th~l mc~ri we slop IcIting rillr h~nd. Afler Ih~t we Insl ~ few . .
kids go in there 10 gel c~ndy? cU~lomers and ~'H1rlly ~rler Ih~1 Ihe

"I think ~dl1llS need 10 he a lil.lk nwnrr.' drridrd III m(1\,r,", Irnr,lry • Vr'Jill nh, ~;'r '0'.1", rr~;I,rd nl Ir,Ti
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I-.....~'

~.-,..._ Mayor TalbOtt and esteemed Council Members,

My name is Brooke Plastino and I come before you tonight as both a Hillyard business owner and

as a concerned and upset citizen and parent. I'm here to speak out against the Hollywood Erotique

Boutique which recently moved into our neighborhood at 4811 N. Market.

My wife and I own Accent Frames. We chose to move our business from the Northwest part of

town to Hillyard because we didn't wish to continue doing bUsiness in an area with an increasing drug and

gang problem. Hillyard has become a nationally known and respected antique district and we fett that our

custom frame shop and art gallery augmented that image without being competitive to the existing

businesses. We fett that out presence in Hillyard augmented that image and perhaps our presence would

encourage an arts and cultural component in the neighborhood.

As you know, not too many years ago Hillyard was one of this city's most economically depressed

neighborhoods. It's reputation was that of a tough little town predominately filled with tavems and second

hand junk shops. Many, inclUding our Mayor, did not feel safe in Hillyard - day or night.

The business community and residents have worked long and hard to reverse that impression

and have revitalized both the downtown area and the neighborhood. The junk shops are now antique

markets and are known coast to coast for theirquaHty. The bar scene is now down to three taverns and

two hard liquor establishments. one of which is the local VFW post. The shopping public has at long last

returned and the stigma of Hillyard's previous reputation has, in large part. been replaced.There is a strong

movement afoot to have the business district nominated to the National Register of Historic Places. We

are trying to tum Hillyard into a respectable, historically significant end destination for Spokane residents.

visitors and tourists.

The addITion of a pomo shop, located prominently between family business. ie. Hillyard's only law

offices and the Hillyard Dental Clinic. that sells products with little if any social redeeming value is contra

productive to the vision we have formulated for our community. There is no place in that vision for the

drugs and prostitution this type of business invariably brings into a neighborhood!

We have a fourteen year old daughter who must spend much of her time in Hillyard because our

shops location. I do not want her exposed to the type of individuals who frequent porno shops or those

who ply their trade on the surrounding street comers. I do not want any possibility of her being exposed

to Spokane's serial killer, who up to now has had no apparent reason to visit Hillyard.

I believe in free enterprise. but all business is _not the same! A pom shop located between family

patroniZed businesses is not appropriate I It serves to undermine and devaluate the existing businesses.

If allowed to remain it sends a message to the pUblic that Hillyard actually is the seamy little den of iniquity

it's previous reputation implied. and the respectability of other businesses in the area is just a facade.

We do not want a pom shop in our midst If allowed to remain you will see the end of Hillyard's

renaissance. Hillyard will again decline. Decline into a blight upon Spokane. full of crime, prostitution and

drugs. Please don't let that happen.

Thank you -;

0\
0\
o
o
o
o
~
i:Zl

0';
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l,vue.. CIV"ul\\..,crU:.I'i I ~ulYlr Lt"' '.I'i I
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(50'9) 625-6083

I Uf\.1'1

?~~AS~ COMPLE~E ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETU1rn TO THE ABOv~ ADDR~SS.

PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC .~DRESS~S,

LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMEN~ OFFICE :.~

INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR IF ~~ :S
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION: ~
~~DRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT: __~~~~/~/__~)/~.~fi~a~r~k~(L~_' _

PROPERTY OWNER (IF mOWN)

NJVv1E OF RESIDEN'I': fLI7tJJouc! A-d'</-f )'!CY"'-( PHONE NUMBER:

~TM~~~ OF COMPLAINT:

::: n~~essarl use back 0: compla~nt :orrn.l

?OW ~ONG nAS VIO~TION EXISTED?

YOUR NAME:

'~':::)lJ'"R ADDRESS:

::OME PHON~ NUMBER:~ WORK PHONE NUMBER: __

-~ - ......... ,- . - -

- -~ "D7.SS

DP..TE : 11- .5cJ.- r g---S:GNAT':.J""RE

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
:DENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
';2.:1.7 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
'::":J:.P.:r INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR

JENTITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR ~~qfH'~
~UL'I' IN TFJ>..T INFORMATION BEING SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE. .L \.J..::f'_L~~·..1; ~ ..D Ll

J Ci DO NO~ DISCLOSE YOU MJl.Y DISCLOSE

SPO 000992
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Hillyard Delzta! ::Zinic
Drs. Curalli, Kunkel. Asterino & 1\1ueller

December 10,1998

Pattv Walker

Mrs. Walker:

As to our conversation regarding the Hollywood Adult BookStore at 4811 N.
Market, we have the following concerns.

We have been established here sine 1954. We" have patients from all walks of
life, many children, 30 to 40 a day. There has been numerous complaints regarding the
bookstore. We feel in the long run this will have a negative fmancial impact on us.

We have a $75,000 monthly salary, which I feel is important to this community,
drawing people to stores etc. in the area.

Dr. Curalli and myself will be selling our practices in the neAL year or so. This
book store will have a negative impact on something we have built over 40 years.

Aside from the residential areas and the growth of new development on Frances
and revitalization of Hillyard, we feel these considerations must be taken into account,

...:

Sincerely,

~~~ k2'-----~
Joseph Astermo D.D.S

CC: Larry Lalliling
Code Enforcement

P.O. Box 6282 • N. 4817 Markel • Spokane, Washington 99207. • (509) 489-2JOO
SPO 000993
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l,uut. t.1~ r I )f\.\"'crlcl~ I \.,unr LM . \ 1 I
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 vtEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

I VI\.I"1

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS.
PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECI?IC' ADDRESSES,
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENT O??I:E CAN
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR I? IT IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION:

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT: __~~~5~/'~/__~;t~;~.~!Q~«=.~~J~.zL~ __

/

II: necessary USe back 0: complaint form.)

HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED?
/

WORK PHONE NUMBER: ____4

- • :: •• t •• _.HOME PHONE NUMBER:........ .•-

spa 000994
/1-/6 - f',pDATE:

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
IDENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
THn,T INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR

TITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DI~OS.URE WILL _
; ·.JT IN THAT INFORMATION BEING--;SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE. !.tt"Frr-:rr1r~

DO NOT DISCLOSE. ;{; YOU MAY DISCLOSE ....l....J __ oJ

.NlTXll IHITIAJ..

1'7
SIGNATURE: ~<~J{~'~,""I.;..t:.I(j-"-~..t::,-,:...-·---,O'---'-/-,"~YL::':...;,-L::!;C),,-!--,...!.-!.:.Y'.-a:::::....;....'-=..":.,.:'/::../_

/
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L,UUt. tN ~ I )KLtMtl~ I LUMr'LA' ~ I
CODE ENFORCEMENT

Mill~ICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 WEST SPOKANE FF-LLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL F-~PLIC;~LE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABO~ ~VR~S~.

PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLuvING ~PECI?IC ADDRESSES,
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMP~INT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORLEMENT O??=C~ CAN
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, ~GESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR I? =~ IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIA~~ TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

,

NUMBER:

~~~~~~bLfr-~~~~~~~~--
aCK of compla~nt form.)

nOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED?

WORK P~OKE NUMBER:

O'7~l

SPO 000995

DATE: 1/ - d-.OfA- crY;'SIGNATURE

C8N?IDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMAT:ON REVEALING YOUR
:::DENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
TP7\T INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
, ~ITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DISCLOSURE WILL
~ _~ IN THAT INFORMATION BEING SUBJECT TO DISC~OSURE.

~ DO NOT DISCLOSE YOU MAY DISCLOSE
.• N'ITIA.l,.
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L,uuc. C·~IVr\\""c.rfICI'4 I \.."ulYlr L ..... .L I~ I
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

rUr\n

PL~ASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABOv~ ~uRE~~.

PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECI?IC ADDRESSES,
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OF?:::::E :.;K
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR =? ~~ IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION:

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT:_L-~(CK~~\J~~~=-_f1j~~fk:1~~ri:~ __

CUMMARY OF COMPLP.INT:

rm.1

HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED?

-1
cf-L' i <1" ;'

WORK PHONE NUMBER: __HOME PHONE NUMBER:_

COMPLAINANT INFORMATION: (REQUIRED)

'::'OUR NAME:f------------------
YOUR ADDRESS - _

II

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
IDENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
~~~T INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR

iENTITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DISCLOSURE WILL
SUL~ IN THAT INFORMATION BEING SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE.

DO NOT DISCLOSE YOU MAY DISCLOSE
ItIITIA.L.

Sl:GNATURE: DATE: ! / - -< 3-9 i
: ,:JM?~n~ . .5:G (1 iJ - 3 G- 36 ~ 07~:2

spa 000996
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l,UUt t HI IUKLt.(VJt.I~ I L,UIYJt" L -, ll~ I r UKI'I
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 w"'EST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ~~OVE~~DRESS.

?ROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRESSES,
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE CAN
I~STIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR IF I~ IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION:

~~DRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT: ~.";( I)

(:~ necessary use back 0: compla~n~ ~o=m.)

HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED?

~Ti~7 ~~::~cs~:itUM-~
.3D2B

PROPERTY OWNER (IF KNOWN)

NAME OF RESIDENT: t:fv/4:; wood £(1Q7S~~NU1'1BER: 1.;'8:-1 - /7 ,io
-~MARY OF COMPLAINT:

l:k, I-!- 1/K-r --tA-t i'd..e c2( 0+ ~ -& Ve of--

':::OL.JR NAME:

YOlJR ~.DDRESS:

HOME PHONE WORK PHONE NUMBER:

DATE:S::GNATURE

:8NFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
:DENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
~2.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
Tf{Jl..T INDICATES WhETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR

~NTITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DISCLOSURE WILL

~
~ .~ IN THAT INFORMATION BEING SUB0ECT TO .DISCLOSURE.

( DO NOT DISCLOSE . YOU MAY DISCLOSE
H17 I A.:..
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LUUt t.Nt- I IKLtMtN I LUMtJLA"~ I r-UKIYI
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
808 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

?LEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS.
PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS'AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRESSES,
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

yOU MUST SIGN yOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENTOF?ICE CAN
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR IF I~ IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION:

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED ABOUT:4- 8) I N
?ROPERTY OWNER (IF KNOWN)

NAME GF RESIDENT:HDLLyWoQD

"RY OF
)
(~~

NUMBER: Lf?J4--/730

COMPLAINANT

YOUR NAME:

YOUR ADDRESS:

n7~~

SPO 000998

HOME PHONE NUMBER;~ WORK PHONE NUMBER: __

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
IDENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
TH7\""" INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
T' ITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DISCLOSURE WILL

.T IN THAT INFORMATION BEING ?VBJECT TO DISCLOSURE.
DO NOT DISCLOSE 1&1 YOU MAY DISCLOSE

1HITI..u.. _/J~ lXITIA.L.

SIGNATURL ~I ki.Le DATE, 1(/6,/9;{'
IC',)MPL;-.TN,SIG(lO-30- 9

J

61 1
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LUUt. tNr' IKLtMtN I L.UIVU_fLA,'·~ I rUKIYI
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX 165
, 808 WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-6083

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETURN TO THE ABOVE ADDR~SSo

PROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS °AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDR~SS~S,

LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFIC~ CAN
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR IF =~ IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, PLEASE.

°RY OF COMPLAINT:

PROPERTY OWNER (IF KNOWN)

NAME OF RESIDENT: Hol!y\v~JOOD E~Dt~UCPHONE NUMBER:Lf<1'1J- (07030
B Ct..LT j 0 LL.e.-.-- 0SlT

o \'\~I"t~J -fpf..IJT ::re£.-5 cJ ~PrN-'N5 ¥ e.cptA-Tel,·Q'=>.. ~ kJ[~ A R...L $tl//
kXJe-.1C;Nj l";wnuJ AN ~';lQR.Jc.., lc-pbLRC ~~~,~p5Iies{~7;,r- U,~D-1X-

A ;< y HaIQg ~O!?.HO &bop LA"bvJ d ~ cT LAS .b de Ie... ~ - WE dOH I T J.-Jf1NT iT/ !
(I~ necessary use back of complaint formo) o( 0"

HOW LONG HAS VIOLATION EXISTED? si ~£.[ f:: S" !JOY / - TO r/!-t..5 '-Cit )
J

HOME PHONE NUMBE WORK PHONE NUMBER:

o SP0000999

DATE:

0\ CC)M?LAIN 0 S IG 110 - J 0 - 96)

CONFIDENTIALITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
IDENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
~HA'T" INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
If ~TY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DISCLOSURE WILL
D ~ IN THAT INFORMATION BE~G SunJECT TO DISCLOSURE.

DO NOT ISCLOSE ~ 11 1
YOU MAY DISCLOSE

.HTIAL. IHITUJ.. I

SIGNATURE:
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LUUt. t.I\I .... ur\L,c.r.. ICI'i I \.Jul'lr U- "111
CODE ENFORCEMENT

MUNICIPAL BUILDING/BOX l65
BOB WEST SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

SPOKANE WA 99201-3333
(509) 625-60B3

I VI \.1 I

?LEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE INFORMATION AND RETUKN TO THE ABO~ ADDRE55.
?ROVIDE AS MANY RELEVANT DETAILS AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING SPECIFIC ADDRESSE5,
LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS, ETC.

YOU MUST SIGN YOUR COMPLAINT BEFORE THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFF!CE CAN
INVESTIGATE THE MATTER, UNLESS A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE EXISTS OR IF I~ IS
OTHERWISE DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO ACT.

ONE PROPERTY PER COMPLAINT FORM, . PLEASE.

VIOLATION INFORMATION:

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY BEING COMPLAINED

Nl>J'1E OF

COMPLAINANT INFORMATION: (REOUIRED)

YOUR ,Sh 0 LU(~[LS £:

YOUR ADDRES~.

:-lOME ?HONE NUMBE WORK PHONE NUMBER: -----

CONFIDENTIl>~ITY PREFERENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR
~DENTITY WILL DEPEND ON APPLICATION OF THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE LAW, CHAPTER
42.17 RCW, OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES AND WHETHER THE COMPLAINT IS CRIMINALLY
PROSECUTED. WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE PUT YOUR INITIALS IN THE SPACE
~~AT INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE THAT INFORMATION REVEALING YOUR

:NTITY BE DISCLOSED. FAILURE TO SELECT DISCLOSURE OR NON-DISCLOSURE WILL
~ULT IN THAT INFORMATION BEING SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE.

DO NOT DISCLOSE /111'/ . YOU MAY DISCLOSE

DATE:

07~G

spa 001000
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SUMMARY OF COMPLAINT (CONTINUED)

~

do

spa 001001
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Chain Ollens sex shall ill Valley
Hollywood Erotic Boutique on Sprague opened for businessFrlday. The county contends shop owners didn't gellhe necessary perrnlls .
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Hollywood Erotic Boulique on Sprague opened lor business Friday. Thl conlends shop owners didn't gellhe necessary permits,

,~

I., .

".• Danllansen can be reached al (509) 459-3938 or br
e-mail aldanh@spokesman.com.

'i"': Chain opens sex shop in Vall~y<:}
! <"j"OYf)anll~nsen,' CounliIsaysnew ' I" 'J! ".:':~!';,i'·';'i"i':iJi.!i","'P:;"!~:~.::i
: ;' I 'I Ihcy elJIliC lolhe eourlhlllisc wilhin 10 days to apply ordinance passcd. ,

i' " S'nlfwrilcr store dl'dn't have f 'I 'or pCrlnl s. III n brief telcphonc intcrvicw fmm Califlirllill,
; I 1" 'I hc oWllcr of lhrcc required per,mils , If BCllish is righi, lhc slorc ma)' nol bc opcnlong. Jim Sicilia Ihrcalclleu 10 SIlC 'hc counl)' if il lric~
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MINUTES

CITY PLAN COMMISSION
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2002

PLANNING DEPARTMENT CONFERENCE ROOM 200-2B
CITY HALL - SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

MEMBERS PRESENT: Stanley Stirling, President, Ted Horobiowski, Jeff
Bierman, David Bray, Karen Byrd, Charis Keller, William Kelley and Jim
Wilson.

MEMBERS ABSENT: Candace Dahlstrom and Julie Dhatt-Honekamp.

LIAISON PRESENT: Al French, Council Member.

STAFF PRESENT: John Mercer, Planning Director and Secretary to the
Plan Commission; Louis Meuler, City Planner; Dick Raymond, Principal
Engineer; Jim MacInnis, Principal Engineer; Lars Hendron, Principal
Engineer; and Tim Szambelan, Assistant City Attorney. Ken Pelton, City
Planner present at the afternoon workshop.

PUBLIC HEARING

President STAN STIRLING called the meeting to order at 1:14 p.m.
This is a public hearing by the City Plan Commission and the proposed
amendments to the text of the Spokane Municipal Code regarding Adult
Retail Establishments and Adult Entertainment Establishments. The
second hearing will be on the Six Year Water and Sewer Capital
Improvement Program 2002-2007.

A. Proposed Amendments to the text of the Spokane
Municipal Code with regards to Adult Retail
Establishments and Adult Entertainment
Establishments.

LOUIS MEULER advised that this was the second hearing related
to the same topic area with copies of the proposal and a map available
for review. The main change is in the zoning code relating to how Adult
Retail and Entertainment Establishments can locate within the City of
Spokane. The location requirements in the main proposal, B2-1 zone, to
change from the nearest building to the nearest building to property line
to property line and must distant themselves 750 feet from public
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library, park, schools, daycare, church and from another adult retail use
establishment. Another change would apply these same standards that
to uses and zones both within the City of Spokane and outside the City
of Spokane. Item 3 clarifies the County zones that would be buffered.
The major amendment would include a new zoning category for these
uses to relocate; the M1 zone (light industrial zone). The M1-1 zone was
removed from the proposal since the hearing in December. Item 3 would
continue to exclude the uses from the M2 and the M3 zones. Item 4
regarding the CBD 5 zone downtown, updates the code with the current
definitions of adult use entertainments, and makes this zone subject to
the special provisions of SMC 11.19.143. Item 5 clarifies Title 10, which
controls the hours of operation(could not operate during the hours of
2:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m).

Mr. Meuler then pointed out on a map where the adult uses could
relocate presently verses the proposed changes.

Mr. Meuler responded to Mr. Horobiowski's inquiry as to the
reason the M1-1 zone was removed. It was removed because there are
still many non-conforming residential uses within this light industrial
zone.

Mr. Meuler responded to Mr. Horobiowski's inquiry; the reason for
the amendment is to allow for more property to be available for this type
of use. Mr. Meuler confirmed that the approximate number of parcels
available under the proposed amendment and including the 750-foot
separation is 29 potential simultaneous sites and 610 parcels and 360
acres within parcels. This is compared to 7 simultaneous sites from the
initial ordinance adoption not including the CBD zone, which is not yet
calculated. Today there are 7 uses today in the City of Spokane that are
non-conforming and have 1 year from March 9, 2001 to relocate. All 7 of
them have requested extensions for the termination dates to allow them
time to find an appropriate place to relocate to.

Mr. Stirling opened the floor up for public testimony.

Public Testimony by:

1. Richard Mertens

Tim Szambelan explained that if an adult entertainment
establishment legally establishes in a location and if a church locates
within 750 feet, that adult use would have non-conforming use rights .

. Mr. Meulerexplained why the adult uses are mainly located in the
northeastern area and the history of the city's zoning geography.
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2. Penny Lancaster

Verbatim

3. Karen Roberts

Hello. I'm Karen Roberts. I'm the
southwest comer of just a mere few feet from my
shop and my backyard is, and I will refer to it as my Triple X Boutique. I
have always loved my neighborhood. Uh, I am non-judgmental ofpeople's

.ways of life. We've always had a time of helpfulness to each other when
we need it. We have a lot of elderly people in our community and our
neighborhood as well. And I'm the night owl. I watch all of the businesses
at nightfor our block watch. And I have learned a new language. Ihave
learned a new way of life that is totally foreign to me.

I'm hear to tell you the impact that the Triple X Boutique has had on me
personally, and my small business at my home and what I've observed
since the Triple X opened for business. It came in, in the night. I got up the
next morning and saw this vivid store painted. It is right next door to a
real estate. They have only two parking spots at the Triple X but they use
the realtor's parking area all the time.

I work late in my home office at night, from my workshop behind my
house, which is my two care garage. I make beds. Um, I use my
computer. I face the alley and their lights come right into my office all night
long when I'm out there working. I've observed and seen many things that
have upset me and my security and well-being and peace ofmind. I want
to share with you what I consider an unbiased but honest observations
and personal experiences I've seen and had. I'm rarely away from my
property so I observe a lot. I don't stress observing a lot, it comes to me, I
don't need to look for it. My workshop is separate from the house and it's
next to the alley so I'm in two areas both facing the alley and back
entrance.

Shortly after the Triple X Boutique was open for business) I was working
at night, it was around eleven, in my shop alone as my husband was in
the hospital. I heard a man yelling at me. Ijumped, I turned) obviously I
could see what he was doing. He was masturbating and asking me if I
would f--- him and other vulgarities. I beat feet for the house. I called 911
and of course he was gone as quickly as I left too.

I am still affected by that. I don't work at night any longer. A neighbor
who used to live three houses north of me in the same block had young
children that played in this alley that separates us from the Triple X. Nice
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little rolling hills and stufffor their skateboards. I got them to watch for
traffic. One little boy who had to have been only, maybe 4 says, "What's.
pomaphy?)) to his brother. His brother says, ((011, dirty pee pee.)) Why
should they have to have this kind of influence? It is affecting them.

At various times around the clock, and I do mean 24 hours a day, I've
heard and seen cars and groups meeting in the parking lot) obviously
partying. They are all leaving together after they go into the Triple X and
get whatever it is that they get. One night a taxi. pulled up. Now you have
to realize this has been going on since they opened. This isn't just me
sitting out there waiting for something to happen. One night a taxi pulled
up in the parking lot of the real estate office, he got out, leaned against the
door ofhis car, and a young girl came between the two buildings of the
Triple X and the real estate office, and she ... they exchanged something,
I'm assuming it was money, and she performed oral sex. She left, he got
in the taxi. and left. These are all things that are happening. outside of the
business establishment. Believe me, none of this was going. on before this
business moved in.

We used to have an all night doughnut shop on the comer of Garland and
Division. Many ofus night owls couldn't sleep ... we'd meet up there and
have coffee and doughnuts. And I love my maple bars. When I die I know
that I'm going to maple bar heaven. But, now we don't see anybody
walking at night in our neighborhood. . We see a lot of traffic and I do mean
a lot of traffic.

When they come in the day time, they park in front of our house on
Atlantic) walk around through the alley nonchalantly, go into the back
entrance, come back out canying a Nordstrom's or a Bon Marchesack
with whatever it is that they just bought.

Now my customers come to my shop and it's a garage. I've had occasions
of their children picking up video covers from these videos that they get
there. Mothers saying, ((All, yuck! Get it out. Get in the car) we're leaving.))
There went my possible sale. This is my .business) this is how I live. My
husband and I work very hard because we didn'tfit the molds,we couldn't
get jobs. My husband is disabled with no pancreas, by the way 3 in the
state that's living without one. I'm so hurt and so angry because we're not
being protected by letting that business come in there in the first place.
We're talking less than 50 feet, less than 130 feet from the park. Why?
Why? I'm not going to cry today, I promised myself that. Now, besides
having to pick up pomography covers, pick up pregnancy tests) fast food
wrappers, beer bottles, wine bottles, these are not there before, this is all
started since this business opened up. I wear rubber gloves) go out every
moming) and pick up condoms, etc.
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Now, some customers, on a lighter note, you know with the Bon Marche
thing, they're daytime people, they're total different group, they're n071
evasive, they don't bother. The amount of traffic is heavier on the
weekends late at night, and I do mean all night long. Groups meet there.
Taxi cab drivers meet groups there. They all leave together once they have
one person go in ... come out with a box of stuff They have a lot of young
girls come that come in there with truck drivers in their tractor trailer rigs,
without the trailers, that are ... I've leamedfrom my husband that they're
probably prostitutes. Um, they're pretty scantily clad and this is in this
winter. Am I the neighborhood pinched nose, spinster, busy body? No, I
am not. Ever since the incident of this man outside my shop window, I've
been on guard. It may seem to some folks that I'm overreacting. I can
assure you before this ever happened my neighborhood never had these
occaszons.

I miss the people walking in the alley hand in hand, walking their dogs.
One old man that faithfully walked his dog every night at 9: 15. Why 9:15
I don't know but his says, ''I'm on time," as he'd go by. He's no longer
doing this.

It's open 24/7 guys and it's never caused us any problems before that.
My husband and I used to enjoy walking up the alley late at night too.
And I've had occasions ofcustomers coming to my house for gas ... they're
locked out of their car. I've tried to help them. These are customers of the
Triple X Boutique. Several, and I have to say about 3 or 4 times now, after
I couldn't help them, I went back to my house cause its gettin dark. They
come back 2 hours later and bang on my back door and say, {(Hey lady
have you got a coat hanger maybe?" Yes I should help my fellow man but
guys, come on, I think this is asking a lot. I don't go out at night, even in
my back yard. My neighbors don't venture out much at all.

I pray I won't be a target for any of the Triple X followers for giving this
testimony today cause I'm really scared for being here today. My husband
and my castle is no longer protected by our moat the alley. To me it's full
ofalligators out to get me. I pray you've all listened to my story and you
take it to heart.

Thank you.

Any questions?

Karen Roberts: I'm going to hold up what I get in my yard. (Mrs.
Roberts holds up a cover to a video)

4. Anne Mertens
5. Paul Hamilton
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Mr. Stirling closed public testimony.

Mr. Bray explained to the public that the Commission has an
obligation to be fair and meet the needs of the community but they
cannot regulate someone out of business. The Commission also needs
legislative record to support a decision; increasing the buffer zone to
1000 feet runs the risk of not being supported legally.

Commission members clarified to the public that though 29 sites
are zoned as available, it does not make 29 sites readily available for the
uses to relocate.

DAVID BRAY made the motion to accept these amendments to
the ordinance as written as a recommendation to the City Council.

M/S by CHARIS KELLER.

Ted Horobiowski asked Mr. Meuler to explain the 750 feet verses
the County's 1000' feet buffer. Mr. Meuler explained the spatial
relationship; the geography within the City is roughly 58 square miles
compared to the entire County, which is over 1850 square miles and the
zoning configuration leaves limited buffering possibilities for the City.

Mr. Mercer confirmed the motion with Mr. Bray.

The motion passed unanimously.

10 minute break

John Mercer, Secretary
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In re: World Wide Video v. City of Spokane

CITY COUNCIL MEETING 1-29-01
ORDINANCES C32778 & 32781

City Clerk: S-l relating to adult entertainment facilities, amending SMC 11.17.426, .
adding to SMC Chapter 10.08, a new article and a new section and adding to SMC 11.19,
a new section, first reading held January 8, 2001, city priority-growth management.

Would you like me to go ahead and read S-2 as well?

Rob Higgins: Why don'twe take them one at a time because we have people that want to
speak to these items. So, the clerk has read special consideration, S-1. I am now going
to ask for those who have signed up to please come up and speak to this issue.

Unknown: But, if they want, can they speak to both issues?

City Clerk: I think we should read both issues.

Rob Higgins: Go ahead and read them both. Let's do it this way since we got it started.

City Clerk: S-2, regulating live adult entertainment establishments providing for the
licensing, inspection, regulation and standards of conduct for adult entertainment
establishments providing for other matters relating thereto and repealing SMC 10.08.070
through 180. First reading on 1/22/2001 City priority: Public safety.

Higgins: Okay, so we have two items before us, but we are conducting one hearing on
them under special considerations both S-l and S-2 ...

Greene: Excus.e me...

Higgins: Excuse me, Ms. Greene?

Greene: Is it possible that we could have, urn, Attorney Patty Connelly Walker come
forward and brief us, and the audience also, on the two items involved...

Connelly Walker: Sure. What I anticipated this evening was to present both, what I call
the Adult use Retail ordinance and the city's nude dance ordinance at the same time. I·
will mention, though, as I am going through the issues that I think are pertinent to the
council's review tonight, issues that pertain specifically to one business or the other. We
have had those discussions in the past in terms of looking at them as two separate
issues-two separate ordinances, but I think the council is mindful that many of the
adverse secondary effects that I would mention would apply to both types of businesses.
So I think it would be expedient and appropriate to hear both issues at the same time
because there is a lot of cross over in the testimony. And what I had anticipated was
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presenting some of the general issues to the council, and I know there are a number of
citizens that would like to speak to the issues tonight as well.

Higgins: Why don't you go ahead and give us some background on the ...

Connelly Walker: I will. Thank you. I'll start fIrst with the city's nude dance ordinance
because we haven't had a lot of public discussion about this recently. Last summer I went
before the public safety committee and then later before the council in a meeting, in here,
on this issue to give the council an overview of what we would be looking at and to
bringing before you. But its been quite some time since we have done that. So, I will
give you a little bit of history again on this issue. In 1997, the City of Bellevue enacted a
nude dance ordinance that ours is patterned after. They were subsequently challenged
over the Constitutionality of that in a case of Ino Ino v. City of Bellevue. Its kind of a
landmark case in this area and many. other cities and counties have followed suit in
enacting ordinances that are very closely tailored to Bellevue's ordinance and we are one
of those. In fact, what I did when I prepared for this' county, the nude dance ordinance a
couple of years ago, I included the legislative record' from Bellevue, Federal Way, Renton
and little bits and pieces from other cities and counties over on the west side because they
had already done a lot of the work engaged in a lot of studies, and put together a very
good legislative record. So, what we did, we gathered up that information, studied it and
then added to it with our own local legislative record. Some of the cases we have
looked at are Deja' vu v. Everett, Deja' vu v. Federal Way, Deja' vu v. Bellevue and then
in the county we enacted our nude dance ordinance in 1997, we were challenged in
federal district court and we prevailed at summary judgment over the constitutionality of
that ordinance. Essentially, the court said that Deja' vu litigated, re-litigated, re-litigated
and re-litigated this issue and found there is nothing more to look at in terms of the issues
that they raise. So, we are very good solid legal ground with this nude- dance ordnance.
It has been tried in the State of Washington and it has been upheld repeatedly. In fact,
Spokane County's case' was a published case, so we've got very direct authority and
ability to review and utilize those decisions, should the City of Spokane be challenged. It

. should be noted that Spokane at this time does not have any nude dance facilities. That
does not mean the city can't legislate in this area. Courts have permitted that it's prudent
and a lot of times if you legislate, then you won't have those businesses bring with them
the adverse secondary effects, knowing they have to comply with certain regulato'ryand
licensing provisions and you don't see those same kinds of adverse secondary effects.
So, when we were developing this ordinance, we relied a lot on what I've done for the
county and what other cities and counties have done so we weren't reinventing the
wheel-tired to narrowly tailor it so that we could rely very directly on the holdings that
we already had. When I say that we also studied our own local issues, over the last three
years, I have had the benefIt of working with Deja' vu after the enactment of the
ordinance and also before the enactment of the ordinance and have prosecuted them on a
number of occasions for violating that ordinance-both the managers and the dancers of
those facilities. In fact, we currently have, I believe its cases with six Dej a' vu dancers
pending and two managers, they are criminal misdemeanors and they are being
prosecuted for violating the four foot rule that got a lot of attention. That is typically
what we see in terms of challenges with this type of an ordinance-is a challenge to the
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four foot rule that says dancers have to stay four feet back from their customers when
they are giving them a lap dance or a couch dance. There can no longer be a lap dance.
They have to be four feet away from the patron they are doing the dance for and the
managers are responsible for insuring that that provision is complied with. So when the
managers fail to do that and the dancers engage in the activity, then we charge both of
them. So, we have as part of our legislative record, and I should indicate that the clerk
has that legislative record, . much of which you have seen before, it includes I believe its
7 binders of studies and cases, that have developed over the years as well as police
reports from a number of different jurisdictions including our own. There are also a
number of videos. These videos are of violations in a number of cities over on the west
side that we have gathered at the Deja' vu here locally, as well as a copy of the testimony
that was before the county commissioners when they enacted their ordinance. I would
like to incorporate by reference that entire legislative record but I thought it would be
helpful to specifically the testimony that the county commissioners heard. It was, as you
will hear tonight, very indicative of what our local issues are and I think helpful in terms
of having an understanding as to why and how these adverse secondary effects occur

. when you have this kind of facility in your community. The issues typically associated
from a legal standpoint with the nude dance ordinance are violation of regulatory
provisions or standards of conduct. That is typically what we are sued over and that
would be the four foot rule that I referred to earlier. We have had 10 foot rules upheld in
this state, since that time. So there is really very little room to litigate in this area any
more because we have a number of published opinions and in this state and in our federal
circuit out of our Washington cities. So there isn't as much issue anymore with respect to
the nude dance ordinances. The adverse secondary effects that I referred to that we
typically see out of these facilities, really to a large extent, mirror those that we talk about
with regards to the adult retail book stores. They are somewhat aggravated because the
onsite activity of dancing tends to encourage or promote additional secondary effects
within the business that you might not see in an .adult bookstore. We see criminal

. activity such as prostitution or sexual acts on the premise itself as a result of operating the
business, so that is a secondary effect that is not always seen with respect to adult
bookstores. Sometimes, adult book stores will be set up in such a way that you will have
criminal activity on the premises but the adverse secondary effects that tend to be
common in both nude dance establishments and adult retail use facilities are more
typically the economic downturn issues such as property values decreasing when a
business of this sort locates next to residences or other retail uses. There is the blight on
the surrounding community in terms of things we have discussed before, paraphernalia
being left in the area, sexual acts in the parking lots, disturbances in the neighborhood,
sometimes due to the hours of operation, the sexual material being displayed in the
window of the facility, doors being left open, general behavior by the patrons once they
left the facilities-that type of an urban blight situation tends to occur. We also have a
heightened criminal activity in the area often times, although, its not as typically
occurring within the facility as much as outside the facility. So, we have a number of
adverse secondary effects when adult use retail businesses come into a city, we often see
prostitutes patronizing in the area. I have used the phrase before, "if you build it, they
will come." We saw that with the county's retail use ordinance and the studies that we
did in the county regarding the adverse secondary effects specifically associated with
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those types of businesses. We also with respect to the retail use ordinance, as you will
recall dealt with zoning adult bookstores, 750 feet-- it's a disbursement model which
disburses them 750 feet from other adult entertainment facilities, schools, churches,
parks, residences, that type of thing. The adult retail ordinance is different from the nude

. dance ordinance because the nude dance ordinance that we are dealing with here tonight
is not a zoning ordinance. We already have a zoning ordinance with respect to adult
dance facilities that was enacted in 1986. The nude dance ordinance is a regulatory and
licensing ordinance. The retail use ordinance is strictly a zoning ordinance with one
provision that speaks to a regulatory issue which is the hours of operation provision. So
we have those issues which are somewhat separate, .but as you see, they is quite a bit of
overlap as well. We have talked a lot at previous meetings about the adverse secondary
effects, I just went basically or very generally over. In addition to the legislative record
that the plan committee reviewed, the retail use ordinance, I have added an update
essentially, contains photographs of the facilities that we have in the city, also some
additional materials that I received from the city of Federal Way and the city of Blaine
and their efforts in this area. There was some original legislative history pertaining to
those facilities and this is essentially an update of that. I also offer for the council's·
review some additional citizen's complaints. In addition, there is also a video that came
out of the county's efforts in this area to assist in the incorporation of thatrecord as well.
I would like to incorporate by reference, the county's efforts in the adult use retail
enactment. I think all of the issues that they faced are pertinent to the issues that this
council will be examining to determine if it wishes to proceed. As we have discussed
before with respect to adult use facilities, is the issue of whether to go with the six
months or one year amortization provision. So do these places need to close and move
within six months or a year in they are out of compliance with the zoning issue. I also
want to speak very briefly to that issue. I know Mr. Eugster in the past has had some
concerns with the argument that there is a property taking by enacting this type of
ordinance and I did want to indicate to the council that in this area, and I have mentioned
this before, but I want to be a little more specific about it, the courts have not looked at
this type of ordinance as a property taking. Urn, in the same way that they might with
other ordinances. That is for two reasons. Under the federal law, there is no physical
invasion of property here and the regulation do~sn't deny all economic benefits of that
property. There is still a productive use for that land. So under the federal analysis, and
this council could be sued in federal district court or in state court over these issuep (both
Constitutions apply and there are a number of options that can occur in that regard.)
Under federal law, the analysis is that there is no taking from a property standpoint.
Under Washington law, a taking only occurs if the regulation destroys or derogates any
fundamental attribute of property ownership. We don't have any of those circumstances
with this particular ordinance. This ordinance simply requires these facilities to locate in
a place that is 750 ft. from the named uses. It doesn't say you can no longer use that
property. It doesn't say that you are zoned completely out of the City of Spokane. These
businesses are afforded alternative avenues of communication. We've shown there is a
substantial governmental interest and that the ordinance is narrowly tailored to
accomplishing that important governmental interest. There are really only two adult
.zoning cases that have dealt with this issue. They dealt with very similar zoning
provisions in an adult entertainment context. One of them is out of New York, it's a
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1999 case. 801 Conklin Street v.Babalon, the other one is a 1988 5th circuit case, FDA
Inc, v. Houston. In both of those cases the courts found that there was no property taking
and in fact the individuals had not clearly articulated a property taking, but they looked at
the issue because they think that is where they were going. When I represented the City
of Spokane, __ v. City of Spokane in 1996, that was when the published decision
came out. The court found that there is no Constitutional right to make a profit in this
area and that was the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. We have a long history of cases that·
have built up to that decision and now we have some cases that deal with the taking of
property issue in this very narrow area of adult entertainment zoning. So, its our position
that we are on very good solid ground with both of these ordinances. That we have, on
the nude dance ordinance cases that have been tried in Washington, many of them with
business owners that we will be seeing this evening, if we are challenged and then also on
the adult retail entertainment side, we have some cases that have upheld the one year
amortization provision and have spoken to the issues generally, and then of course the
property takings argument that seem to be of concern to the council in the past, are also
addressed in this area. So, it is our position, on a local legislative record, even if you
don't look at what has happened across the nation, and the council is certainly entitled to
consider all adverse secondary effects, the efforts of other cities and counties across the
nation, even if you limited your analysis to what we have here locally, because
unfortunately, we do have a very plentiful record of secondary adverse effects both on
the nude dances establishments and for the adult retail use establishments, its my position
that· this council would be on very solid ground enacting both of those ordinances.
Coupled with that you have a very plentiful national record iII: this area, some twenty.
years of decisions in this area and studies by many jurisdictions on many different issues
and then a legal response to that, It is also our position that you also have no
insurmountable hurdles on the adult retail use end of this ordinance. I will indicate
though that we have discussed the fact that this council will likely face a lawsuit as a
result certainly of the retail use ordinance so I certainly did want to indicate that there is
a great likelihood that that will happen.

Higgins: I have a question. Will you be around to help us on that.

Connelly-Walker: Unfortunately, I will be around to witness for the City or the County
on those issues and that is not uncommon where cities and counties will farm out the
defense of these suits to private firms or have somebody else handle the case and then
bring in the attorney that did the background work, even though I have had the luxury of
enacting the ordinances or working on an enactment of them and them trying them as
well which is nice from a control stand point for an attorney, I certainly will be available
to assist.

Higgins: Congratulations by the way.

Connelly-vValker: Thank you.

Higgins: Mr. Eugster?
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Eugster: I have several questions. Are you familiar with a case out of Boise that was
decided last week regarding nude dancing?

Connelly-Walker: "Uh, what was the name of the case?"

Etigster: I don't have the case, I saw it in Lawyer's Weekly last week. I can't get to
the ... it was just a trial court decision so its not a reported decision, but in that case,
apparently they held that Boise's nude dance ordinance was unconstitutional and Boise is
incurring exposure of substantial attorney's fees because I think the case has been brought
as a 1983 case.

Connelly Walker: I will say that because of the length of time that I have been doing
these cases for ten years, I have a lot of really good sources and I will typically see
arguments on cases that are not even yet before the trial court and certainly not b.efore the
appellate court, so that is why I ask for the case, because I will receive on a weekly basis
emails from all over the country on cases that are pending...

Eugster: Well we certainly understand that you are the local expert in this area.

Connelly Walker: And I guess.

Eugster: I appreciate that you may well be, however, I see a headline in the Boise Idaho·
Statesmen that says, Ban on Public Nudity Violates First Amendment. I read the story
and it caused me to be somewhat concerned. So you are not familiar with the case?

Connelly-Walker: I am not, but I will say this. A couple of things come to mind as you
are raising that as potential issues, banning public nudity i~ not what we have done with
our ordinance, so I don't know if the caption appropriately reflects what occurred in that
case, but assuming it did, that is not a concern for this council because we are not
banning public nudity. People are still entitled to .provide entertainment in the nude in a
controlled facility.

E ugster:Let me ask you this. What is your role here? Are you and advisor to this
councilor are you and advocate for this legislation?

Connelly-Walker: I am an attorney for the City Attorney's Office whose been asked to
prepare and present this material and that is what I am doing.

Eugster: All right. Now the second question I have, In your Adult Entertainment
Facilities Ordinance, apparently you have drafted,· you say that an adult retail
establishment is an enclosed building, blah blah blah, in which any portion thereof for
money or for any other form of consideration devotes a significant or substantial portion
of stock in trade to the sale, exchange, rental, loan, transfer or viewing of adult oriented
merchandise. What is the meaning of significant or substantial>
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Connelly-Walker: We have had a number of courts who have looked at that language in
other jurisdictions, and, uh there was three that have specifically dealt with that language.
I would submit, and we have had...

Eugster: I don't care what the courts have said, what is the meaning of it? I mean you
are asking us to adopt' legislation, so tell us what is the meaning of significant or
substantial?

Connelly-Walker: It means that when you have a facility whose predominant or
primary purpose is to sell adult oriented merchandise to patrons then...

Eugster: All right, let me stop you right there.

Connelly-Walker: If I could finish, then that is one of the factors that the Court will
look at in' determining whether the city in slotting a facility as an adult retail use
ordinance made an appropriate decision.

Eugster: All right. That doesn't seem to comport with the statement, "devotes a
significant or substantial portion of stock and trade." Your definition certainly did not
fit the definition of significant or substantial. You have far gone beyond that.

Connelly-Walker: Yes and that is one of the interpretations that the courtshave made.
To answer your question, a lot of people say, well why don't you put a percentage iri
there, wouldn't that be a lot easier, say 50% of your merchandise is adult entertainment
merchandise and therefore you. are an adult use retail, establishment. The reason we
haven't done that is because of the way the courts have looked at these issues. Number
one, you don't have to do that and they have suggested why it may no(be prudent to do
that. The first reason being that if you pick a number and you draw a line in the sand, say
50%, then its very easy for an adult entertainment facility that really as its purpose for
being caters to people who want to buy adult entertainment merchandise, they will just
have 49%. They will have a ton of lingerie that will kick them out of that category. So,
what we know...

Eugster: Can I stop you right there?

Connelly-Walker: If I could just finish, because I don't want you to have one piece of
the puzzle, I want you to get the whole picture, what we do know is that in the State of
Washington, 10% is too low given a certain set of criteria given the legislative record. So
one of the things that I wanted to point out, the courts are going to look at what you the
council have done from a wholistic perspective. The aren't going to require that you give
them a number of set items ...

Eugster: Counsel, counsel, I am not asking you what the courts are going to do, I am
. asking you what I would be adopting were I to adopt this legislation. Are you talking

10%,20%, 50%, 60%-~what are you talking about?
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Connelly Walker: A substantial portion.

Eugster: Okay, let me ask you this then. There are, let's see, I know that there are
various video stores that we all shop at that have rooms specially designated for adult
videos. Is that and adult use retail establishment?

Connelly-Walker: No, because it isn't a substantial portion of their stock and trade.

Eugster: But it says significant or substantial. Obviously if they rent adult videos, that
is a significant portion of their stock and trade.

Connelly-Walker: That is not how the courts have interpreted it.

Eugster: Well, how are we interpreting it? Are we interpreting it how the courts are
interpreting it and if that's the case did you give us the opinion so we know..

Connelly-Walker: As you will recall,. if I could just respond to this, I did over a month
ago leave you a voice mail inviting you to meet with me and to go through the decisions
with me. The decisions are all in the legislative record. They are all in the record t?at
was provided to the City Plan Commission which this council has had for a number of
weeks. So I would invite you to review those because what I am proposing to you here
today is an ordinance that I believe. comports with those decisions and the only
interpretation...

Eugster: .But counsel, you are not telling us what we are enacting.

Connelly-Walker: I just told you. I would be happy to go into greater detail.

Eugster: Let me. Let me go on to the next question. Let me go on to the next question.
Urn, in 11.19.143, you have a provision that says they will not be located or maintained
within 750 feet, and measured from the nearest property line, of an agricultural zone?

Connelly-Walker: What we have done is adopted, uh, we have tried to be very
consistent with our approach on this issue. And, we use the same provisions that were in
effect in other places.

Eugster: But, in order, let me, I understand what you are trying to dohere, but what is
an agricultural zone? What is a country residential zone? What is a residential suburban
zone. I am not aware that we have a country residential zone or a residential suburban
zone in the city land use code.

Connelly-Walker: The residences, which of course is a concern to,

Eugster: Why don't you say, R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4 zone?

Connelly-Walker: I suppose we could redraft it.
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Eugster. I think you have to. I think you have to, because you don't have a country
residential zone. I know that you are going to other legislation, but we have to draft
legislation that works for the City of Spokane.

Connelly-Walker: Right and we did that and this went the Plan Commission and they
reviewed it and they made changes. as they felt necessary.

Eugster: We all make mistakes and this is not well drafted. Let me ask you, what is the
purpose, what is the legislative pllrpose for locating or not locating lets say, one of these
establishments within 750 feet of an agricultural zone?

Connelly-Walker: Well, I suspect that if an individual had an agricultural residence then
they would feel the same way if they were within 750 feet for one of these facilities as
somebody that lived in the city would, so there is no distinction from my.standpoint. A
residence is a residence no matter what zone its located in.

Eugster: Now, another question that I have, you mentioned, that apparently, your·
understanding of the legislative history on something like this is that we can consider the
impact that this use may have on the value of adjoining properties, is that correct?

Connelly-Walker: Yes.

Eugster: Do you think that is ever an appropriate consideration in a land use decisions?

Connelly-Walker: I think its appropriate consideration..

Eugster: In this·case?

Connelly-Walker: In these types of cases. The courts have reviewed those issues very
specifically....

Eugster: I understand that you've got all the Court's in the world behind you.. I am just
asking for an explanation.

Connelly-Walker: Yes, I do, to answer your question.

Eugster: That you understand you think that you have all the courts in the world behind
you. Ahhh, now, you went into a long discussion about their not being a taking of
property under this statute. Now, I can understand that there might not be a taking with
regard to how the legislation might apply to land which is not currently being used as an
adult establishment, but, if you have property that is now being used as an adult use
establishment, what you have is a vested use. You have a vested property right. Are you
aware of all the cases in Washington that refer to vested property rights?

Connelly-"Valker: I don't understand your hypothetical.
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Ellgster: Norco Construction Company and others?

Connelly Walker: Urn, you are asking me about non-adult entertainment property or
probably its use and non adult entertainment uses?

Ellgster: No. Maybe lmiss used..

Connelly-Walker: Because this doesn't apply to them.

Eugster: No. I can understand that with respect with property that is currently not being
used as a retail adult establishment, you can enact a zoning code that might limit those
establishments from other establishments in other areas. But, you said that is not a
taking, and I agree with you, but if you have a vested use. If you have somebody that is
already using their property appropriately under the land use code and you now say that
that use· is a non-conforming use, you have engaged in a taking of that use of that
property right.

Connelly-Walker: Are you talking about an adult use entertainment facility?

Eugster: Yes.

Connelly-"Valker: Then, no. Under the case law that deals very specifically with this
type of ordinance, there is not taking.

Ellgster: So, you...

Conelly-Walker: So, regular land use law does not apply.

Ellgster: Please let me finish..

Connelly-Walker: Sure.

Eugster: So, you can, what you're are saying is that the City can say that a use in six
months will no longer be a permitted use and that does not consist of a taking?

Connelly-"Valker: Ifits an adult entertainment use, no.

Eugster: What's the difference between that and an office building?

Connelly-"Valker: Because the Courts have looked at these issues over the last twenty
years and determined that there is such a significant compelling governmental interest
that its permissible for cities and counties to legislate this way. We have a narrow set of
circumstances and the law applied in a very narrow way. So its different from an office
building because your average office building doesn't have these kinds. of adverse
secondary effects. It would be more similar to a bar which historically we know we will"
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have secondary adverse effects so there are certain liquor laws and rules that apply to
them.

Eugster: So you are saying that because this falls into a category of supposedly a
nuisance, you can bring the use to a halt.

Connelly-Walker: It doesn't have to rise the level of a nuisance before you can legislate
like this.

Eugster: Now, how many judicial decisions have held up a six months amortization time
period that you have encountered in your experience?

Connelly-Walker: With respect to adult retail use establishments, there are none that I
am aware of.

Eugster: How many courts have dealt with a one year amortization period?

Connelly-Walker: Three have very directly addressed the one year period, others have
had one year amortization provisions, but have not spoken to it in their decisions. You
know, sometimes cities and counties enact things and the proponent of the suit will
choose to fight on you know, A and B which might leave C which might be the
amortization alone so we have that kind of situation as well

Eugster: Let me, one [mal question and then I'll be finished. I see no legislative history
set forth in the preamble of this ordinance.

Connelly-Walker: What ordinance?

Eugster: The ordinance that you are proposing regarding adult entertainment facilities.

Connelly-Walker: The retail use or the nude dance?

Eugster: The Adult Entertainment Facilities Ordinance. The nude dance ordinance you
have a bunch ofwhereases, none of which we have read, I am sure. But be that as it may,

. in the adult entertainment facility you have no whereas-none of the legislative

Connelly-Walker: This body has before it the plan commission's recommendation that
came with a number of findings that would encompass the preamble, the whereas ...

Eugster: But wo.uldn't you, in order to protect, wouldn't you suggest to this body in
order to protect itseLf and the citizens from lawsuits that we adopt at least the Plan
Committees legislative findings on this?

Connelly Walker: Well, it would be my recomniendation.

Eugster: But you don't have that here.
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Connelly:-Walker: The Plan Commission made that recommendation.

Eugster: But the Plan Commission is a separate entity.

Connelly-Walker: My 'recommendation of course is that this council adopt their
recommendations and their findings which would be the purpose for them to go through
that procedure before you and I would be asking to incorporate their record as a whole
record of the county planning commission and the county commissioner by reference.
Much of that has already been included in this legislative record.

Eugster: You recommend that, but its not there, so shouldn't we defer this until its
there?

Connelly-Walker: No. Because I don't have to bring in, I already brought in a banker's
,box full of materials. Its not required that this body see every little word that every other

body has considered before it makes that determination. The Courts have determined that
its perfectly appropriate for staff to study the issues, to summarize and to provide a digest
version for this body because there is no way that each of you could consider all of the
detail that the staff that you charge with developing the record would know. Its not
expedient. Its not required and so I think I have provided more of a legislative record

, than you will see in most of your ordinances without bringing every record that I
considered without every study that I have considered. I have bookcases full of material
that I considered in preparing this.

Eugster: It is not an issue of you.

Connelly-Walker: No.

Eugster: Its an issue of the legislative history of this council and the protection of the
citizens of this city from lawsuits that it might lose.

Connelly-Walker: Right. And it is an issue of me because you are entitled to rely on
what staff has done in bringing this before you without specificallY and individually
considering every study, dotting every I and crossing every T.

Higgins: Mr. Eugster, can 1.

Eugster: You overstate the point. All I am trying to suggest to you is that before you
have us adopt the ordinance, it would seem appropriate that this body have some findings
as to why its adopting the ordinance. It has nothing to do with you. It has everything to
do with the legislative history you are suggesting...

Connelly-Walker: I would suggest that you have those findings, Mr. Eugster.

Higgins: Any questions from council members?
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Eugster: I would like to ask Mr. Piccolo what his thought is concerning the failure to
place legislative findings in the preamble to this ordinance.

Piccolo: At this point, I would certainly have to defer to Ms. Walker's expertise in this
area. But any assistance she may need in finalizing this ordinance, we could provide.

Eugster: Well, my problem with Mr. Walker is she is obviously an advocate for this
legislation and you are our counsel. I am concerned that we are walking down a real
slippery slope here. I would like to defer this. I think that this is wrong. But, I think that
if the council is going to protect its citizens,that it ought to have a whole series of
whereases here so that we can at least, when· we go to the court, say that we did
understand, that we had a legislative record , we did approve the actions of the plan
committee.

Higgins: We have had a couple ofbriefmgs by the

Eugster: Well, Rob, its not a matter of having briefings, it's a matter of making a
record.

Higgins: Make your motion. There are a lot of people here that wish to speak. You
would like to make a motion to defer?

Eugster: Well, I think we continue the hearing tonight, but I think that we need to defer
the final adoption of this until we can explore the need to have legislative findings. I
appreciate Ms. Walker's zeal here, but quite frankly I am not enacting what courts are
doing, I am enacting what I think I am doing-.-not what some Judge that's getting paid a
$125,000 is telling me I am doing. So,

Higgins: Any other council members with questions?

Eugster: I move that w~ defer thefinal adoption of this until after we've heard from Mr.
Piccolo on whether I am nght or wrong on the whereas.

Rodgers: I will second that for the sake of discussion.

Higgins: There is a motion to defer this item. A number of people have shown up to
speak to this item. Even if we vote to defer on those grounds, we will continue with the
hearing. Mr. Corker.

Corker: I have one concern about the six months and a year.

Greene: But that is something we can...

Higgins: Excuse me, we have a Motion on the table to defer. Are you speaking to that
Motion?
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Corker: I guess I am speaking in support of it because I have some questions that I need
to have answered, so I guess so.

Higgins: Is there anybody in the audience that wishes to speak to the council on the
Motion to defer legislative action on this item to no specific date but until, as I
understand it, some legislative findings can be ...

Eugster: To determine if we have findings, I think we should. We clearly have them in
the other one and I think this is the critical one.

Higgins: Is there anyone that wishes to speak to the deferral? You may speak to that
Motion to defer.

Wakeman: I am Bruce Wakeman, Spokane. I think that this matter of
the questions of the findings is a matter of turnover that we have on the council. Mr.
Eugster missed a few of the council meetings during the time that the findings were
corning in and being recorded. As a citizens whose been to the meetings that pertain to
this issue, I have heard and I've heard submitted to this council many findings.

Higgins: So you are speaking against the Motion? I take it from your comments?

Wakeman: I think we should not defer the action.

Higgins: Thank you. Anyone else wish to speak ,just to the deferral issue. It would be
nice to move on with this, just so we can discuss the issue with some substance.

J ester: I am Dan Jester. I am a voter in Spokane. I uh, urge you to defer this. I was
going to speak to the other forum after this and my last sentence in my presentation is
that I also ask you to delay this decision until you have the time to read these statements
for your consideration. I will read that again when I have the chance.

Higgins. Thank you sir. Please state your name and address for the record.

Talbott: My name is Glenn Talbott. I live on . And I would like to see
this pursued and not deferred for the reason it's a typical maneuvering of those that want
these kinds of establishments to grow to keep deferring as we have seen in about the last,
what 15 years, to get the doors off of the booth. I mean that did not happen over night
and it happened with a lot of legality. I hope you guys that we elected to stand for this
community have the gumption to carry this through and not just put it on hold because
that is the biggest tactic of those purveyors of this kind of activities.

Higgins: Thank you sir. That's gals and guys. We like council members, okay. Would
you like to speak to this?
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Drake: My name is Kimberly Drake and its and I live in Spokane
County and I will speak more directly to this issue, but I also believe that this definitely
needs to be pursued this evening. There are businesses who are already feeling the
effects because of this kind of Motion to Defer. Please don't do that. You must make
some sort of a decision here this evening.

Higgins: Thank you.

My name is Ron Belile (phonetic). I live at I work for Mukagowa
and I strongly urge you to stop this kind of adult entertainment and not defer it anymore.
We just had two students who were brutally hurt by people who were incited by this kind
of behavior. Please do not defer this action anymore. Thank you very much.

Hansen: Hi. I am Ron Hansen. I have a business at 3809 N. Division. One selfish
reason I would like it not deferred tonight, I left two little girls out in Colbert on Daddy
Daughter date night-uh, they are up there waiting for their date which is me and I like to
see some resolution. I appreciate Mr. Eugster's questions and I believe they were asked
with sincerity trying to get an amendment to the ordinance that can be defended properly.
But in my business, we have been seeing an accelerated problem-an aggressive
behavior of the people that are-going into the business next door to my office and I had to
do a police report this weekend on some thefts, My own kids that I actually pay to clean

. my office, I can't let them do it because they are having to do with an increased amount
of used condoms in my parking lot and I am in a situation where time is of the essence
for my own business survivaL So I just want you to know that I know we gotta follow
proper legal steps to try to avoid litigation or be able to defend litigation the best we can.
But we know we are going to face litigation and we are not trying to boot somebody out
on a new ordinance that is taking their property. Weare trying to reinforce an ordinance
that has been in place since 1988.

Higgins: Stick to the deferral.

Hansen: So, I am going back to the deferrals because 1988 is a long time to defer
enforcement. We have deferred enforcement on the business next to me on an ordinance
that already exists.. So, I would appreciate it guys, I understand you are trying to be

. careful and do the right job, but I believe that Patty has done a really good job in
preparing the amendment to this ordimince and between the Plan Commission and the
City Council has provided the information needed and so I hope you will agree to
continue tonight.

Connelly Walker: IfI may offer a solution to the council. I have just reworked the Plan
Commission's findings with essentially what I would bring back to you if the council
directed me to prepare a preamble, or findings or whereases and they can come in any
form. My understanding that there is no magic wording to this. So what I have done
referred to this as Attachment A to the ordinance that is before the council. I have
entitled it PreamblelFindings and it consists of nine different provisions that refer to what
the Plan Commission looked at. I crossed out conclusion and Phyllis Meyer's signature
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line and I would ask that COJlIlcil to adopt these preamble findings· as part of the
legislative record and as part of this ordinance.

Higgins: And in fact, that was part of our packet that you provided.

Connelly -Walker: It was?

Eugster: I so move. That might correct the problem here. I will withdraw my Motion
if, I will withdraw my Motion for the time being and then I move that we add the
reference in the ordinance to the findings of the plan commission.

Second.

Higgins: We remove the deferral ordinance and replacing that with this amendment to
include it as part of our ordinance. And there has been a second to that.· I am going to
call for the question, all those in favor. All say ay. Let the record show it passed
unanimously. Mr. Corker?

Corker: Again, I am still concerned about the six months and one year. This is going to
be a long legal battle. With the history of the one year supporting us, I am afraid that 6
months would seriously jeopardize our effectiveness.

Cherie Rodgers: I have some of the same concerns and I assumed that after we heard
some testimony we probably going to hear from folks that object to the six months and
we still have the right to amend that if we want to after the testimony.

Higgins: Ms. Walker, can you, that was an issue of concern to me as well. Do you feel
confident that the six months is something that we could pass and you could defend and
you could be successful?

Connelly Walker: Yes. The council is aware that I will be leaving my position, so I
won't be defending it and you may find that other council may not feel as strong about
the defensibly so that is certainly an issue the council could consider when deciding who
will be doing this work. So ...

Higgins: Okay, thank you. We are going to give the public another opportunity to speak
regarding the ordinance that is before us. First, we are speaking on the final reading of
Ordinance C32778. Mr. Ron Hansen?

Hansen: My name is Ron Hansen. My home address is and I
have a business on 3809 N. Division and I will be brief. The, my biggest concern is I
believe that there is a fairly good consensus about wanting to have an ordinance to
address these issues and I think that some of the disagreements come around because of
the amortization period, and the issue of 6 months or a year. I would like to reiterate
what I have said about, we are not coming in trying to take somebody's livelihood in a
situation where they moved into a business zone that supported the type of business that
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they wanted to operate .and we have come back after they haye invested money and come
to them and said, no, you are outta here.. This amendment to an ordinance from 1988
which was a fairly clearly worded ordinance where the perimeter for the distance of the
use is the exact same as it the new ordinance, but we do have an amortization period
inserted and some changes in the wording to make it more defensible. The hardship that
has been placed on the citizens, whether they are businessmen like myself and I have
talked to a number of them during the last 7 or 8 months or on the neighbors who own
residential homes directly behind my office has been significant. The owners of the
business next to me went into that building knowing full well that they were in violation
of the existing ordinance and I believe they are hoping the city will not find the will to be
able to enforce any ordinance. They have already started their intent to litigate and that
will happen regardless of whether that is a six month or one year amortization. I
appreciate Patty standing strong, through the first time she came here and through the
Plan Commission and again tonight for her affmn;:ttion that a six months amortization is
defensible. I know that there is some concern that she won't be here, I found that out just
a moment ago I guess listening to her testimony. But I believe that the fairness issue in
these particular situations in our city are just going to show that our city is trying to
restructure and existing ordinance so that we made it better, more defensible so that we
are not trying to make somebody lose a livelihood here. My personal feelings about this
type of operation have really changed, before I was all for them and now I am totally
against them. I didn't think they were a good thing to have around, especially around me
but now that I see the people that are going to these places, I feel for them. I really do.
This is, you talk about an addiction to this pornography. I have seen some people that
look like a grandpa that you respect or that you would go to for advice or the young
couple you think had all the promise in the world and I have seen everything in between
go into the facility next door to me and continually come back and I really believe that
it's a public duty that you have as a city council to bring about the will tnat brought about
the first ordinance. Obviously, there was a public will to regulate these types of
businesses. I think to be overly concerned about their compensation because their
investments that they have in these properties is to ignore the damage that has already
been done and is heaping more damage upon the business people and the residents in that
community and to ignore the losses both emotionally and financially that they have
incurred. I hope that you would take that into consideration because there is nothing on
the table here tonight being considered on how we are going to remunerate the businesses
or the residences for the losses they have incurred. I hope you will take that into
consideration when you are thinking about extending the amortization period because I
think that its something that has been left out of the conversation a little bit. Anyway,
that's all I have. If there is no questions, I want to get to two little girls.

Higgins: Thank you very much. Get to the two little girls. Db, Dan Jester.

Jester: Good evening, council president, council members. My name is Dan Jester, _
East Spokane. I would like to read you a statement from Judy Carren the

Executive Director of Sexual Freedom in Washington, D.C.
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This was faxed to me today. The National Coalition for Sexual Freedom opposes the
opposed retail use establishment reordinance and asks the City Council to vote against it.
NCSF is concerned that the proposed ordinance will have a chilling effect on the sale,
rental and/or lending educational materials and other sexually explicit but
Constitutionally protected goods. The vague definitions of SMC regarding the
"economical areas" has specified sexual activities. They do not provide a clear definition
on what constitutes adult use materials. For example, a city official or public citizen
with homophobic views could use the ordinance to demand the removal of establishments
who sell books or magazines with homosexual themes despite the City's ordinance
against discrimination and on the basis of sexual orientation. Educational materials
designed to teach safe, sane, and consensual forms of alternative sexual expression are
sometimes confused with violence and sexual abuse and could thus be targeted as
pornography and their distribution subject to the proposed. Perhaps more chilling, the
ordinance would intrude on the privacy of married heterosexual couples who simply seek
to purchase marital aids sold by local citizens in legitimate local retail establishments.
Finally, since the City of Spokane does not distinguish what it deems obscene and other
constitutionally protected adult entertainment, the NCSF holds that the adult retail use
establishment threatens personal sexual privacy and restricts freedom of choic~ by
permitting the City of Spokane to decide what is best for all adults. As Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall wrote, "if the First Amendment means anything, it means that
a state has no business telling a man, si.tting alone in his own horne, what books he may
read and what films he may watch. The NCSF also questions the conclusion of the
evidence of the adverse secondary effects of adult use retail establishments. The claim
that local public safety is imperiled by the mere existence of such stores is seri'ously
undermined by crime statistics of the FBI and the Washington Assoc. of Sheriffs and
Police Chiefs. Reports of Rape and Aggravated Assault in Spokane County in 1999 were
significantly less. Almost half than the predicted mean for similarly SIzed metropolitan
areas. There is some foot notes to that. In addition, the SPD reports that these crimes
continue to decline significantly down to 62 reported rapes in the year 2000 and that is
documented. Further, NSFS examined several adult oriented businesses in Spokane' and.
found that there current locations allow that their patronage and close observation by
average citizens who are likely to zealously look after their neighborhood interest.·
Enactment of the ordinance would force adult establishments to move to isolated
locations that would hinder surveillance by law enforcement officers, More conclusive,
drawing on the SPD own crime statistics and mapping data, there is no evidence to
support that Spokane Plan Commission findings that adult oriented retail establishments
are responsible for higher crime rates in their vicinity. In December, 2000, all incident
reports within the three block area surrounding these stores did not exceed the median
range-there is more documentation. For these reasons, NCSF, urges the city council to
reject the proposed ordinance. Urn, I am asking that a copy of this be included in the
record. I am asking, Dan Jester, that you vote against the adult use establishment
ordinance, The reason I am asking, is because I feel this is a backdoor way of closing
these businesses and in doing so an erosion of my First Amendment Rights of Free
Speech. This ordinance is an incremental way of denying my rights as written in our
Constitution. Our new president just took an oath of office and he said, "to preserve and
protect the Constitution of the United States and as elected officials, I would expect
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nothing less of you. And once again, I would urge you to delay this decision until you
have the chance to read all of these documents for your consideration. Thank you.,

Higgins: Thank you Mr. Jester. Rev. Don Anderson?

Anderson: I am Rev. Don Anderson I am the Pastor of the Church of God
which is a Jewish congregation here in Spokane. I am also the founder of the Coalition
of Parents which is one of largest civil rights protecting, suing welfare depts .. for the
taking of kids unconstitutionally and disrupting file. I am also the found of Legal Eagle
Investigation which investigates the corruption within City, County, State and Federal
governments. I am also a member of the ACLU, but the difference is that I am 100%
against adult entertainment on the grounds, first of all the nation was founded, it was
founded as a Christian nation and not a Humanist Nation as Human Rights Commission
seems to be a liberal and a humanist organization. It was also found on the First
Amendment. The First Amendment does not protect, if the founding fathers were here
today, they probably would run for fear of being put behind bars for standing against
such indecent exposure. Such things as pornography, adult entertainment and I also
believe that they would not say to you today not that the First Amendment protects such
things. As Herbert W. Armstrong and I am a great follower of the late Herbert W.
Armstrong who was an ambassador for the World Wide Church of God ,he said, "with
every cause there is an effect." Think about that tonight as you go to sleep and I pray
that you won't sleep tonight if you do pass this ordinance tonight. As Jererniah and
Isaiah would say today, and Hezekiah would say because God has made me a messenger
to this nation and to this council. This is the message that God has me give you tonight.
Pass it. And as God destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, your day of judgment is coming
on God's time clock. You are supposed to protect the morals of these people. You are
supposed to be a Christian that mentions Jesus in your prayers not tryiiig to delete these
away from prayer. How dare a person would say he is a Christian and won't use the
name of Jesus. I am proud of being a Jewish Christian. I am proud of the Messiah Jesus
because he is my Messiah and I don't think a person can be a Christian unless he includes
Jesus in his prayer.

Higgins: Sir. Speak to the ordinance.

Anderson: Okay. This is what I am boiling down to. Pass it and you will stand in
judgment before God Almighty and the __. Uyou don't pass it, God will continue to
bless you according to Deuteronomy 28 and Leviticus 26.

Higgins: Victoria Allen? After Victoria Allen, Kimberly Drake so you can be ready to
come up.

Allen: My name is Victoria Allen, Spokane. I grew up in Spokane and
I want my children to grow up in a community where this type of business is not around
their neighborhoods, their parks, their churches. It concerns me that children are exposed
to sexual paraphernalia from patrons of these retailers. And that neighborhoods and
businesses next to these stores are in danger, especially at night because of the kind of
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criminal activity that is prone to take place. These stores stay open later than the
businesses around them so there is normally activity at these places. Thank you for
considering this ordinance and I would ask that you enforce it as expediently as possible.
It concerns me that we haven't done it more expediently and for the sake of our children's
future, I ask that you would consider this ordinance and pass it quickly. Thank you.

Higgins: Thank you. Kimberly Drake? And after Ms. Drake, Glenn Talbott.

Drake My name is Kimberly Drake and my address is Spokane. First I
want to just say as a citizen that there is utmost confidence from the citizenry in Patty's
expertise and knowledge in putting this thing together. She is being sought by national
organization for her advice and her extensive research in this area and so we believe she
knows what she is doing. I am going to state for the legislative record, my experiences,
many of which you have heard before. I can speak to the statistics, but I don't think that
is what you need to hear here today. First, I am going to speak to the adult entertainment
ordinance and I want to talk to you about the harms from my experience. I would urge
you to review the County video tape that has been submitted by Patty. There has been
extensive testimony that I gave in November, 1997: just six months after I came out of
the industry. As you know, I am former stripper from the Deja' vu and although I have a
background in business management and sales and marketing, I made that choice because
my husband was addicted to pornography and I wanted to be the centerfold of his life. I
thought that this job would be glamorous and that it would fulfill my husband's needs and
mine to need know that I mattered and that I was truly significant. I thought that if I
could become what it was that he was looking at, that he would no longer purchase the
pornography. After about 90 days of being in the industry, I discovered that it was not as
glamorous as the porn industry made it out to be. It was dark and it was dirty. It was a
place of shame and humiliation. I was loved for my body parts and nofmy character. It
was a place of prostitution and drug addiction. And let me tell you that when those lap
dances took place in the Deja' vu prior to the ordinance that is now in place, there was
penetration happening on those couches in front of the managers, in front of the patrons
on the floor. The girls got very good at it because they got paid well for it. I purchased
drugs, sold drugs and participated in drug activity, with not only with the girls and
patrons, and also with the managers. And then the managers stood before the County
Commissioners and said that they never allowed that when in fact they sold drugs to me.
and bought drugs from me. There was also direct harm to the girls. I was bit, pinched,
hit, grabbed. The public health and safety to these girls is very very important. This is a
public health and safety issue. We can stand· here and talk about morality but I don't
think that is what we are talking about here today. We are talking about the safety and
health of our citizenry. These establishments are green houses for STD's. And I traveled
around the country and this didn't just happen in the Deja' vu. This happened in many
places that I worked all across the country. I am now involved in helping women out of
the industry and I get calls from gals all over the place all over the U.S. This doesn't
happen just in Spokane, but I can tell you that it does happen in Spokane. Now, I want
to talk to the zoning ordinance for the retail establishments. When I was using
pornography and my husband and I would use pornography, we went into these
establishment very very late in the evening. We left our children, home alone.
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Pornography-there is a story of a couple who put a sock in their baby's mouth because
the baby was crying-the baby suffocated and died. They wanted to view their
pornography that was more important to them than their own child. This is stress
management. Pornography is or can be an addiction for some people. It can escalate into
very dangerous choices. When we went in the late hours, I am speaking specifically to
the decision that you close these businesses and regulate the hours of operation. I don't
know what's in the ordinance, but definitely, very very important that you close these
stores. That they shouldn't be open 24 hours a day. There were individuals who· I knew
who were in criminal activity that would go into these establishment very late at night.
One of the statistics is that if there are bars next to these establishments, within 500 feet
of these establishments, the rape rate increase by 50%. I think its absolutely incumbent
that you protect the citizenry. This is taking anybody's choice away. They will still have
the opportunity to go into these book stores. They just have to manage their time a little
better and go in during the times these businesses are open. And they will have to travel
away from schools and churches and parks and residential areas. They will just have to
go a little out of their way and I don't really think that that is a big issue. This is not
infringing on anybody freedom of choice, not for the sexually oriented bookstores and
not the adult entertainment establishments. You have a very unique opportunity as
elected officials here tonight by choosing the how, when and where, which is what the
law allows you to do, to make a difference to raise community standards and to protect
the children and families in our community. If you do not set strict standards today, I
guarantee you that the porn industry will set the standards for you and you will not like
the outcome rImch. Thank you very much.

Higgins: Thank youMs. Drake. Mr. Talbott? Followed by Penny Lancaster

Talbott: My name is Glenn Talbott, as previously said, Can I have your indulgence to
give about half a minute to 45 seconds to speak to one previous issue? Thank you.
Concerning the issue of beginning your session with prayer, I would like to say that if
that is wrong, then the President who started and ended his inaugural with prayer. He
was very wrong.

Higgins: Okay, that is enough. You got your point across.

Talbott: Okay, back to the ordinance. Concerning the issue, I think its very important
and I support Patty Walker. I am sorry to see her going. It's a sad day for our city. I
wish you would reconsider. I support her motion entirely. If 30% of the definition of
obscenity is community standard, we need to set our community standard high for our
children and that is what we are all concerned about as much as anything. As well as
the adults as well as the fact that the more we allow these businesses to promote these
wears, the more likely we are to have the secondary effects. The two lovely ladies that
were sexually mutilated and abused and it was all for pornography. I think that anything
we can do to regulate it, slow it down, stop it, is in the best interest of our children.
Because pornography is like a little puppy dog. You let him. You think he is cute and
then he grows into a monster like Darner-like we know who not only mutilated young
boys, but he also cut them up and ate them. And I think they were made that way and
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what we are trying to regulate is what started them on the pathway. Anything we can do
to raise our community standard is a value to the City of Spokane and maybe we can stop
this stuff like what happened at the college with the Japanese ladies. I guess that's it.

Higgins: Very good. Thank you. Penny Lancaster followed by Kathy Nester.

Lancaster: Penny Lancaster, Spokane. Today's testimony and the
testimony before the Plan Commission on 11-29 clearly substantiates the risk that these
businesses pose to public health, safety, morals, general welfare of the citizens of
Spokane. I have interviewed people who have been living near these bookstores. In

. every case, the comments include complaints of men parking away.from the stores and
walking down the alley to access the business. Offensive video wrappers found in their
yards, late night traffic, doors slamming, fear of using their own yards for relaxation,
concern for young people waiting for the bus in front of the bookstore, fear of accessing
other businesses near by at night and children looking in garbage cans for materials from
the stores. These are serious impacts and families and businesses should not have to put
up with it another day longer. However, the proposed ordinance is not sch~duled to take
effect for six more months. It is true that the courts have required municipalities to give
businesses time to recoup the costs in establishing their businesses in their present
location. If the amount of traffic is any indication of income, the Erotic Boutique on
Garland, the most recent establishment, has surely recovered its expenses it this past year.
In defense of the proposed ordinance, lets take a look at a Washington State Case, North
End Cinema v. Seattle. Where a 90 day amortization period was upheld. The Washington
Supreme Court made these three points:

1. Each case must be determined on its own merits. I submit to you that you have
ample evidence that the nonconforming bookstores have caused enougt harm in their
present location and pose a substantial threat to the community if they remain located
close to parks and churches, etc.

2. The economic hardship of the business must outweigh the benefit to the public to
be gained from termination of the use if the business is allowed to remain. It has been·
shown that the Spokane businesses have not invested a great deal of money into their
property. That they have recovered their expenses, through profit or depreciation and
that they don't own these property. Further it was pointed out that the property could
easily be converted to another business-even a non adult retail bookstore. Remember,
even our ordinance has a provision for an extension for extreme economic hardship.

3. The court said that they were mindful that the North End Cinema knew that the
zoning ordinance was pending. And for the last 8 years our 6 adult use establishments
have been operating the 1989 ordinance that was not enforced by the city. And they also
knew that the county had passed an updated ordinance zoning 1000 feet. On behalf of
the public welfare the court found that "protecting neighborhood children from increased
safety hazards and offensive and dehumanizing influences created by adult use
establishments in residential areas were an important part of the city's long range land use
planning effort. This certainly has to be true for Spokane.
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I want to thank you for your consideration and hopefully you will pass the ordinance as it
was written with a six months amortization period today.

Higgins: Thank you. I just want to ask Ms. Walker if you can comment on that 90
days?

Lancaster: I have additional information and court cases in this handout.

Higgins: Thank you very much.

Connelly Walker: Ms. Lancaster addresses a case that does not deal with adult use retail
establishments. We do have a number of opinions out of this state as well as across the
nation with amortization periods as low as 30 days for regulatory and licensing
provisions of the type we are dealing with· tonight in terms of the nude dance
establishments. We do not have case law that deals with retail use establishments that's
less than one year.

Lancaster: The similarity is that they are sexually oriented businesses.

Higgins: We understand that. Mr. Corker?'

Corker: She made a comment that the ordinance wouldn't take effect for six months.
My understanding is that it would take effect when passed.

Connelly-Walker: It would but the amortization provision would not require relocation
for existing businesses. I thought I. would mention the gentleman who spoke in
opposition to this ordinance raised the issue of obscenity. I did want, we have talked in
the past as this ordinance, both of these ordinances being content neutral and proceeding
with the assumption that all of these materials in these establishments are protected by the
First Amendment and is non-obscene material and obscenity is not protecting the State of
Washington and there is a separate legal definition for that. So, I did want to bring to the
Council's attention that these ordinances are both considered to be content neutral
ordinances.

Higgins: Mr. Piccolo, I just would ask your comment on this ordinance should it pass,
takes effect 30 days from passage?

Piccolo Correct, if its not an emergency ordinance it takes effect in 30 days and then the
six months would start from that point.

Higgins Okay. Next up is Kathy Nester. Marilyn Lawson and then Paul Unger.

Lawson: My name is Marilyn Lawson and I reside at Spokane. I want
to publicly thank Patty Walker for the work that she has done for our community in the
area ofpomography. Why are we trying to zone sexually oriented businesses away from
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day care and residences? The answer, is children, children, and yes, families. Let me
give you a picture. of the victims. Boys and girls who have lost their innocence by
viewing pornography at an early age. Children used for the sexual satisfaction of fathers,
step fathers and men they trusted. Young men exposed to a false image of sexuality.
Men who cannot stop using pornography because they are trapped in a secret life of
addiction to pornography. Women and men preoccupied with pornography and the sex
industry. Women who are being treated with disrespect and sexually abused. Young
women trapped in an industry that traps them and uses them as mere sex objects.'
Neighbors that have increased crime and decreased property values because of the
proliferation of pornography in their communities.. Society that has become desensitized
to the pure nature of sexuality. These are real people with real faces. The general public
is unaware of the sky rocketing numbers of people in their own neighborhoods that are
affected by rape, molestation, disrespect is in most part due to the tidal wave of porn and
sexually oriented business in the community. I urge you to adopt these ordinances. Our
families can use all the protection they can get sooner the better.

Rob Higgins: Mr. Paul Unger:

Paul Unger: Paul Unger, I hope the council has a biased and
perhaps zeal for protecting neighborhoods and decent businesses like Mr. Hansen's realty
business and the dentist who testified before the Plan Commission and that you will adopt
this ordinance including the six month moving period. It seems more than fair. Thank
you.

Higgins: Bruce Wakeman, I also ask that both ordinances be
adopted pertaining to the live adult entertainment and it being under growth management,
I think its conducive to growth management that people will want to come to Spokane if
they know that there are protections in place against having to live in the midst of so
many corruptions. There is so many posturing about who is the underdog and who is the
dominant or the minor culture. I think that those that are Godly and moral are having
more and more challenges that we have to contend with that we didn't have to in the past..
Therefore, we have to proceed very quickly and adopt these ordinances.

Higgins: Thank you. Kathleen Gray? Kathleen you are the last to speak so then the
council will take action afterward.

Gray: My name is Kathleen Gray and I live at and when I signed in,
I thought I was just signing in, I didn't know I was signing in to talk, but I do have a
thought. I live close to three of these shops and its just gives me an awful feeling each
time I drive by them. I WIsh they weren't here and in my perfect world they wouldn't be
and Ijust wish we could get rid of them. Thank you.

Higgins: That concludes public testimony unless there is anyone else. There is more.
Please come forward and state your name and address for the record.
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Anderson: T~ank: y~nityto ad.dress the council. My name is Jo~

Anderson. I lIve at _ I have Just moved here from New York CIty
and I workat the Heart Institute. I feel very privileged to have moved here, although I
love New York City. As a Nebraska born New York, I guess Ijust wanted to state that I
have been a witness for ten years to the tremendous economic benefits from the New
York City leaders saying no. And as someone once told me, you are not able to be a
leader unless you are able sometimes to say no. So, I just urge you to listen to your
conscious and certainly a lot of the problems that are being discussed before you, you are
not able to reverse them and certainly restricting the shops is not necessarily going to
solve all the problems and dilemmas that exist her as well as in large city, but it will go
along way to showing very dynamic leadership and it will take a stand and it doesn't
impinge on the diversity that I think you do want to show respect for as well.

-Higgins: Thank you sir. Please come forward and state your name and address for the
record..

Barret: My name is Pam Plese Barret. I own the property directly north of the property
that you are speaking of now. We will lose the value substantially on that piece of
property~toplease pass this ordinance. Also, as a citizen of Spokane city,
I live at__ so I also live within 12 blocks of this questionable property, so
it's a concern to me as far as the neighborhood is concerned. As far as the property is
concerned, and I know as a mother, who raised children, as you drive them back and
forth through the city, the notice things. They see these signs and they question it. I don't
think it's a wholesome environment for our children-especially close to a park on a
major arterial that all children travel with their families. Thank you.

Higgins: Thank you Ms. Barret. Next.

Rasmussen: My name is Michelle Rasmussen. I live at in Spokane. If
I heard correctly, Mr. Eugster, you said something about attending a meeting tomorrow
night regarding the use of county funds and I thought I heard you say something about
that they hadn't been used in such places as women's shelters. I think sometimes we are
looking at some things backwards and maybe sometimes we are too busy putting fires out
and perhaps we should look at things as preventing the fires and I think that is what this
ordinance is all about-preventing it so we don't have to spend those funds on women's
shelters. Thank you.

Higgins: Thank you.

Parker: My name is Holly Parker. I live at I am the head
manager of the Spokane Dej a' vu.. I have worked there four years now and I understand
the council's concerns and I even understand the community's concerns about secondary
effects that occur but in the four years I have been working in that club, doing everything
from waitressing, to bar tending, to dancing, to now being a manager, I have never seen
prostitution in that building. I have never seen prostitution on the street outside that
building. I have heard a lot today of people blaming child molestation, rape, sexual
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abuse, demeaning women on industries like this and I am not even going to say that they
don't playa factor because I am sure they probably do. But you cannot blame the whole
problem-people that are going to molest children' and rape women are mentally ill
people. Maybe the pornography may contribute to their actually acting out on that, I
don't know because I am not a psychiatrist but I think its wrong for the city council to
blame one particular business for the actions of sick people. Its not our fault people are
going out and doing these things and in the four years the only time the police have ever
been called was when there is someone and they are drunk because some bar let them
drive drunk and come to our business and we wouldn't let them in and they try to cause a
problem.. In the four years I have been there. That's a long time to be there with that
few a problems. So, that's all I have to say. Thank you.

Higgins: Anyone else? We have one more person and they we will have council's
thoughts.

Olsen: My name is Theresa Olson and I live at I have two children and
I am concerned that if you keep the adult book stores and the different things around that
it could effect them like many people have spoke have the different effects on them and I

. just hope you guys will consider it and stop it. That's all.

Higgins: Thank you. Thank you very much. Mr. Eugster you have your button pushed
fIrst.

Rodgers: Mine has been on for a long time.

Eugster: Go ahead then. That's all right. I have motions.

Rodgers: I just have some clarifying questions I need to ask Patty. On the non
conforming use section, which includes the recommend six month period that the
Planning recommended, but it talks about the Planning Director being able to extend that
time, but I don't see what the extension could be granted for.

Connelly-Walker: It would be at the discretion of the Planning Director and dependent
on the circumstances presented. So we would envision individuals corning forward
indicating that the provision being forced against them that they would suffer extreme
economic hardship. The Planning Director would then make a determination as to what
length of time in terms of an extension would be appropriate.

Rodgers: Was there any, I guess, well there is two questions, I will ask them both at the
same time. The fIrst question is, if we saw fIt to change that six months to say, one year,
then we would still include that discretion on the part of the Plan Director and was there
any discussion about if there is any extension granted, in any way capping that so there is
a way of capping so that there was an absolute ...

Connelly-vValker: That is certainly an option for the council to consider. I will indicate
that initially when we were looking at a one year amortization provision rather than
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having a requirement that the individual come before the Planning Director, one month or
30 days prior to the six months running. When Wf; were looking at one year, we had

.envisioned a 90 day period, so requiring individuals who were going to seek an economic
hardship extension to do that 90 days before the one year period as opposed to the 30
days that we submitted in the six month scenario. That's to give the Plan Director
additional time to consider the issue prior to the one year period and because we have a
longer period, its our position that its reasonable to require an application earlier. We had
not looked at the option of putting a cap on any extension provision, but the council after
hearing the testimony and examining the legislative record can certainly make, that kind
of guidance or restriction 'for that Planning Director.

Rodger: Okay I have one more question, Well, I guess I have two questions, Because I
would like some feedback. No, I don't think its necessary, I was going to say feedback in
terms of the cap and what that might mean in terms of litigation. But we have already
dealt the litigation with the whole issue anyway so it's a minor piece. But then ifI can go
to the next section, its unclear to me who might appeal. Because it talks about,
precluding reasonable alternative uses of subject property and whaf I am envisioning
what if the person who is actually in business is a tenant in a property and not the owner
of the property and he is unable to claim economic hardship when its really not his
problem whether or not that building could be rerented in a timely way. See what I am
getting at? There is kind of a disconnect there.

Connelly-Walker: Yes, there is an argument that can be made by tenants and we often
see this kind of scenario. Urn, where a tenant will make the argument, "well I entered

. into a 25 year lease with this building and I am only in the second year, so I don't know if
I can get out of my lease so that puts me in a precarious position. Jhe Courts have
looked disfavor ably upon those kinds of leases for this type of argument for the obvious
reason that otherwise every adult entertainment facility would do that-lock themselves
into a 50 year lease so they could make that argument. The courts will look to the bottom
line which is that facility viable for any other use. So you are going to have a very
narrow circumstance where the individual paid so much in improvements that they can't
recoup their losses in a reasonable amount of time or they can't then have someone else
come in and rent that facility for any other use. The typical scenario is that the business
is so tailored in the way that it is set up that no other business could come in and use that
particular facility. I haven't seen any cases that were successful with that type of an
argument. The courts have looked at those kinds of arguments and said, no, if its
available for any other use than we aren't going to find that its not economically feasible
so therefore its not a property taking. So we are getting back to that taking argument.

Rodgers: Okay, so basically we have before us the six months with the 30 day request.
You discussed the one year with the 90 day advance request for extension. We also have
the possibility ofputting that cap on the extension.

Connelly-Walker: I would indicate for the council that if you chose a cap, you may
want to consider the kinds of scenarios that we just discussed in terms of what kinds of
individuals would come before you and what types of economic hardships they might
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argue. Certainly, we wouldn't want to be in a position to defend an arbitrary number, that
was you know, picked out of the air. I think so long as the council has considered those
issues and are mindful of the facts that might be presented to the planning director that it
could come up with a cap. My assumption is, in considering a cap, that without a cap it
could be an indefinite extension and certainly the council is also able to provide some
guidance within that provision that extensions shall not be indefinite but for a fixed time
period.

.Rodgers: But I think that what I am hearing you saying is that he ordinance is somewhat
more defensible without a cap.

Connelly-Walker: It does give the Planning Director the opportunity to look at each
case on its own merits.

Rodgers: You have answered all my questions. Thank you.

Higgins: Any other questions? Mr. Eugster?

Eugster: I would move that, look at page 2 of the proposed ordinance. S-l. Look at .
page 2, section 3 of the ordinance, subparagraph B-2. I move that we take out paragraph
A, B, and C and renumber the last four ABCD. After A would be one family resident,
R-1 zone. B, two family residence (2 zone) ; F Multiple family residence (R3 and R4
zones) and G any residence office (RO) zone.. We do not have a country residential zone,
we don't have a country suburban zone and I see absolutely no reason to protect a cow.

Rodgers: But Latah Creek has some agricultural zoning and Five Mile frarie has a zone.
It's the only two cites I know in the city.

Higgins: Well there is a motion to make those changes. Is there a secqnd? Is there a
second to that motion. Here and done. It dies for a lack of a second. Mr. Eugster?

Eugster: I move that, on page 5, section 7, same ordinance, be amended to read 12
months as opposed to 6 months.

Rodgers: I will second that.

Higgins: The move has been seconded. We have a motion to make the ordinance to
make it a 12 month amortization as opposed to 6 as proposed. In the original ordinance.
Is there anyone that would like to speak to this? There are none. Are there any council
that would like to speak to it Ms. Greene?

Greene: Thank you. This is the one part of the ordinance that is causing me any kind
of pau;se. Everything else that you have done, and the planning commission has done is
acceptable. The reason for this I just want to make sure that when we put something
down, its not going to be in concrete but it will be as close to that as possible and I know
Patty, your abilities and qualifications in this issue, but your statement that other
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attorneys who might be city attorneys, might not feel that that portion is defensible is
something that is adding even more concern for me. So, I am tipping her right in the
middle, trying to decide, because I did think the one year is the better recommendation.
So I am going to have to listen to the others because right now I am still wavering.

Holmes: I have the same concerns but I would suggest that if we are going to consider.
the 12 months that at the same time that motion include 90 days to file written
application with the planning director for an extension rather than the one month that is
currently part of the proposal and I don't know if the maker of the motion would consider
thm. .

Eugster: No I won't.

Higgins: Okay, so the Motion is just for the 12 months. Ms. Rodgers?

Rodgers: I also support the 12 month period because I know this is going to lead to
litigation and the city is involved in many many lawsuits and you learn better be safe than
sorry because we are facing a lot of costs with litigation because previous councils didn't
think out the situation so I think we have to be overly carefully in this situation and this

. will probably be tied up for years in the courts .

.Corker: I spent some time trying to read on some of what other cities have done. I am
fully aware that this litigation could cost Spokane literally hundreds of thousands of
dollars and I want to make sure that we have something that is defensible in court that
prevent~d us from acting earlier that we needed to strengthen this ordinance and I
remember counsel saying that this was a concern even though I know there were
representations made before the planning commission and I share that same concern with
the city that is very fragile with its budget and its ability to afford defense, so I am
sharing the same concern that the six months might make the case if not harder to
defender, lengthier in its defense. So I am just sharing my concern with the other council
members.

Higgins: Anyone else wish to speak? I will call for the Motion before us-to amend the
ordinance from six months to twelve months. I will speak against the ordinance. I have
put a lot of confidence in Ms. Walker and I asked her pointedly ifthat could be defensible
and she said she thought it could and you being the expert in this I will defer to your
judgment on that. And I know from my communications that is what the citizens of
Spokane desire. So I feel confident that the six months is something we should keep in
the ordinance. Now, I will call for the question, all those in favor of the Amendment, say.
ay. Those opposed say no. Let the record show passed with a 4 to 2 vote. So we have
12 months on the ordinance. Ms. Holmes?

Holmes: I move to further amend by changing the terminology from 30 days to 90 days
prior to the end of such 12 months.
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Higgins: Is there a second to that Motion? The Motion dies for lack of a second. Are
there any other motions to amend the ordinance.

Eugster: Just a clean. Lets say you want to leave the Ag in there. Can we take out the
country residences and the residential suburban and have the Rl, R2, and RO zones put
in there. Leave the Ag zone, but we just don't have those zones folks.

Higgins: I really don't have a problem with that because when I saw that country
residential. That is a county zone. Is that something we just transcribed over the
ordinance Ms. Walker?

Walker: Urn. Much of the ordinance was transcribed over. However, I do recall
specific changes prior that we believed were in conformance with the city's and I know
that was an issue before the Plan commission and some changes were made. I don't
recall on that specific issues whether there were any recommended changes. The only
thing that I would offer, my assumption would be that if those provisions don't currently
exists, perhaps the Plan Commission was anticipating the possibility of those types of
zones in the future. Simply because we don't have those types of uses doesn't mean we
couldn't address those for future purposes. But I would leave it to the council.

Higgins: Would you have a problem with Mr. Eugster's proposal? I personally don't like
crafting the ordinance while we sit here. I understand what you are saying and I tend to
support what he is saying.

Eugster: Well, ifwe end up with a country residential, we'd amend this ordinance.

Connelly-Walker: I guess, my assumption is the Plan Commission addressed those
issues, but assuming they did not, an amendment at a later date could" be accomplished
one way or the other. Either you take it out by amendment or add it in later if you chose
to delete it now.

Eugster: Well, my problem if you want this to be specific and you want it to apply to an
R-I zone, you call it an R-l zone or two family, you call it an R-2 and a residence office,
I think we have a problem if we don't say any residence office because we have a whole
slug of RO zones, ROL positions, you know limitations placed on them, which are
intended to not include the limited residential office?

Higgins: Would you have a problem passing the ordinance as it IS presented and
referring this matter to the Plan Commission for their recommendation.

Eugster: To me it's a sloppy drafting, that's all. I am just trying to clean it up.

Higgins: Hend ~o agree with you.

Eugster: I will withdraw the Motion if its going to be that complicated.
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Higgins No, its not. Any other comments. I think its somethjng the Plan Commission
should be looking at.

Eugster: Well, they've got the plate full Rob.

Higgins: Then I will call for the vote on S-l, Ordinance C32778 under special
considerations, all those in favor, please signify by saying ay. Let the record show that
the ordinance passed unanimously as amended. And Now we have Ordinance C32781.
Anyone wish to speak to this?

Move approval.

Second.

Higgins: Its been moved and seconded that we pass Ordinance C32781. Any council
member wish to comment: All those in favor signify by saying Ay. Let the record show
the Ordinance passed unanimously.

Eugster: One other thing. I think for a legislative record, I would like to make a
statement. The ordinance that we just passed has seven pages of whereas, it has a
specific statement of purpose and it has specific statement of findings. In adopting the
first ordinance, I had in mind the whereases and the purpose of and finding of the second
ordinance and I would just like to say that. I think it would be important if others of you
felt the same way, that is you were looking to those whereases in the second ordinance
and you were looking to the [mdings and would recognize that that had an impact on your
adoption of the first ordinance we might be in a bit better position on the legislative
history issue.

Higgins: Thank you. It has been brought to my attention that these special
considerations under our recommendation calls for a roll call vote .. So I am just going to
make sure that we don't have problems later on. I am going to ask that council members
to please record your vote on C32778. Please record your votes. Let the record show it
passed unanimously. And now on Ordinance 32781, please record your vote it passe.d
unanimously. Thank you. .
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St. Cloud Adult Use Regulation Report

I. Introduction

December, 1994 page 1

This finn has been retained to conduct an independent review of various ordinances adopted by
the City of St. Cloud for the purpose of regulating adult uses and sexually oriented businesses in
that community. We have been asked to evaluate both the content and effect of these ordinances,
but also the process that the City followed in developing these regulations.

To complete this assignment we contacted the Planning Advisory Service of the American
Planning Association and requested copies ofall of the studies and ordinances that'the .APA had
on file related to the regulation ,of adult uses. We also reviewed our own £les and contacted
numerous planning departments and planners throughout the State ofMinnesota to identify all of
the available examples oflocal ordinances established to regulate adult uses and the studies of
adversesecondary effects that supported the regulation of adult uses.

We also received a copy of the report published by the Working Task Force established by the
11innesota State Attorney GeneralIs office in 1989. This report includes a summary of the issues
sUTTounding the regulation of adult uses, and provides guidance to communities that seek to
establish zoning ordinances and other regulations to avoid the adverse secondary effects
associated with adult uses. '

In addition to assembling and reviewing numerous studies and ordinances, we also attempted to
identify and gather copies of all of the court cases related to local adult use ordinances. Our
purpose in completing this initial research was to identify the necessary components of a local
program to regulate adult uses. ,\Ve wanted to understand the limits ofa local governments
authority to regulate these uses. Our objective was to establish a model process that communities
should follow in developing and enforcing regulations to controradult oriented businesses.

The ne:\.1. step in our research was to gather and review the minutes of meetings, staff
correspondense, planning reports, and other public records related to meetings at which the City
of St. Cloud considered adult use ordinances. When we had completed our research regarding
the regulation of adult uses generally, and understood' the required procedures and the legal
limitations to the regulation of these uses, \ve compared the St. Cloud ordinance and process
against this model.

Although there are many important elements that are discussed regarding the 81., Cloud
regulations and the process that the City followed in developing them, certainly one of the most
important questions was to determine if the St. Cloud ordinances provide reasonable
opportunities for adult uses to locate within that community. Therefore, the next segment of this
study included a map of the available sites for the establishmentofan adult use business, under
the St. Cloud ordinances. In the completion ofthis research we collaborated with a local rca)
estate broker. He was responsible for determining the availability of the various properties

---------,------
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identified in this research. A sununary ofthat research is attached to tills report.

OUf conclusion following this analysis is that there are numerous sites available for the
establishment of an adult use business, consistent with the St. Cloud Adult Use Ordinances. Also,
there have been other sites available on tne market during the amortization period for the A,B, &
C facility that have since been purchased or leased for other uses. Furthermore, from our work
on the St. Cloud Comprehensive Plan we understand that the City of St. Cloud is but a part of a
much larger metropolitan area, consisting offouf other cities and five townships. There are
extensive opportunities within the same market area for the location of adult oriented businesses.

The final section of this report consists of-an analysis and refutation ofthe assumptions and
conclusions contained in a planning review commissioned by the owners of adult use
establishments in 51. Cloud. This report. titled, City of St. Cloud Minnesota Adult Use
Regulations was written by R. Bruce McLaughlin, AlCP and has been submitted as testimony on
behalf of the Adult Bookstore & Cinema (A,B) and C) and seeks to invalidate the St. Cloud
ordinances.
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n. Description of n Model Process for the Establishment of Adult Use Ordinances

nnclc~round

The First Amendment Right to free speech prohibits cities from cnacting an ordinance that would
ban all fonns ofadult uses or regulate tile content of adult material. Cities do, however, have the
right to use zoning regulations limit or restrict the adverse secondary effects assoQiated with adult
use businesses.

A city may control regulate the effects of a sexually oriented business, without regulating the
content of speech protected by the First Amendment, by drafting an ordinance that is aimed at
controlling the adverse secondary effects of adult use businesses. Such regulation must be content
neutral in its time, place and manner and ml.lst further a local government interest in protecting the
health, safety and welfare of its citizens.

The Court ruled, in United States ·V. O'Brien, 391 U.S.367, 377, 88 S.Ct. 1673. 1679 (1968),
that for an ordinance to be content neutral in time, place and manner a city must act within the
constitutional power of the government. It must further a substantial government interest which is
unrelated to the suppression offrce expression and the incidental restriction on the First
Amendment must not be greater than is essential to further that govermnent interest. The U.S.
Court ofAppeals) 11th Circuit applied a four part analysis to determine whether an ordinance is
content neutral in time, place and manner. The following considerations have since guided
numerous court decisions.

a.) Whether the type of adult use is protected by the first •.tunendment.

b.) Whether the ordinance advances a substantial government interest

c.) 'Whether the interest to be protected is unrelated to the suppression offree
expression.

d.) Whether the incidental restriction on free expression is narrowly tailored to
advance that interest and allows for reasonable avenues of communication.
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Zoning is an important and effective tool used by local governmerltal units to implement land use
planning. It is also one of the few control~ local communities have over the establislunent and
location of adult entertainment facilities and the potential adverse secondary effects that may be
associated with them. A zoning ordinance, when content-neutral, may regulate the time place and
manner in which adult material is presented -without expressly violating the First Amendment.

Adycrse Sccondary Effects .
The authority ofIocal governments to enact zOlung regulations is one of the primary means by
which a city may preserve and protect the public welfare. A city may place locational restrictions
or limitations on sexually oriented businesses to keep the adverse secondary effects of these uses
from degrading the quality of life in the community.

These effects, resulting from a proximate relationship to an adult use establishment, have been
documented in studies conducted by cities across the county. The courts have reasoned that a
local government does not have to experience negative effects in order to adopt a proactive
ordinance. Local officials may rely on studies, reports, or findings generated by other cities if they
reasonably believe the findings are relevant to their own situations. This "reasonable belief", the
courts have held, must be documented by the city. City ofRentol1 v. Playtime Theaters Inc., 427
U.S 50, 96 S.Ct.926 (1986)

In the case ofHolmberg v. City ofRamsey. 12F.3d 140 (Sth Cir. 1993), the court upheld the city
council's conclusion that if adult uses were not regulated, the secondary effects would occur. This
conclusion was based on the recommendation of the city planning commission, whose reliance
upon studies conducted by other cities met the court's standard of "reasonable belief", (see page II
- 8 for a representative list of studies on adult uses and adverse ~econdary effects)

Definitions .
Defining what constitutes an adult use establishment has been historically troublesome when an
ordinance is challenged in the courts. The courts have ruled that a definition must enable planners,
city officials and the public to distinguish between similar but not identical uses. Therefore, the
ordinance must first define the characteristics of a particular adult use, which may be similar to
other uses, and then must qualify the definition so as to distinguish it from uses which are not
identical.

------._---_._--- ._--_._-------
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Many cities have adopted the wording or a variation of the wording from the Detroit ordinance)
upheld in Young v. America1l Mini Theaters, Inc.• 427 U.S. 50 (1976). which qualifies its
definitions with the phrase "which are distinguished or characterized by their emphasis on matter
depicting. describing. or relating to 'specified sexual activities' or 'specified anatomical areas". This
type of qualifying statement. subsequent to Young, has been ruled confusing or vague and resulted
in the ordinance being overturned by the C0'U11s.

In reaction to these decisions. some communities have attempted to quantify their·definitions. The
use of numbers or percentages to determine what is to be considered an adult use, the courts have
ruled. must be justified. The ordinance would have to show how a number or percentage could be
determined and the'city would have to show that the same number or percentage could be reached
by two people when applied to the same use.

Recently cities have begun to rely on their own state obscenity statutes which typically prohibit
the distribution ofpomography to minors. An. ordinance. based on the statute, can qualify a
certain use as an adult use when it must exclude any minor by reason of age. Thus when an
establishment is found to be off limits to minors it concurrently becomes. by definition, subject to
regulation by zoning.

Spacing and Distancing Requirements
There are two forms of IDeational restrictions and limitations thatan adult use ordinance may
impose to combat the adverse secondary effects. The first regulating method creates an adult
entertainment district. concentrating all adult uses into one area. This district,. established by
means ofa special overlay zone, serves n'v'o purposes: (1) to concentrate similar adult uses into
one smail area and (2) to prcvent the spread of these uses and their associated adverse secondary
effects to other parts of the city.

The second and most common is the dispersal method. originally drafted by the city ofDetroit;
This regulating method places linear restrictions between adult entertainment establishments and
more sensitive uses such as residential districts, churches, schools, parks, daycare centers and
nursing care facilities. The dispersal method also subjects ccrtain defined uses from concentrating
in one area. in order to insure that such uses and their effects will not contribute to the blighting
or downgrading of the surrounding neighborhood.

Linear restrictions require a city to institute spacing standards. These standards typically dictate a
specified distance to be maintained benveen certain uses and residentially-zoned land or bet'Neen
the same or similar uses. These spacing standards, when used as a means to control the adverse
secondary effects of adult use businesses, should be based on the each community's own planning
analysis. ( see page IT - 10 for an representative list of spacing standards from across the country)
The follO'wing list, (Spaced Out Zoning, Gerald Luedtke, Planning and Zoning News, 1989\

._--_._-----_.._-_._-.--_...._-,_.
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presents a means~ whereby~ a city may justify its adoption of spacing standards:

a. The prevention of blight and urban deterioration, (particularly with respect to
residential neighborhoods and commercial shopping centers).

b. Preventing deleterious effects on future community economic development potentiaL

c. Preventing negative effects on environmental and personal health.

d. Prevention of social disorganization and crime.

e. Prevention ofnegative impacts on the corrununity tax base.

f. Prevention of negative effects on accepted standards of corrununity aesthetics.

Although the dispersal method seeks to avoid a concentration of adult uses in one area, a city may
specify~ through zoning~ certain districts where adult use establishments may operate. These
districts. together with spacing standards or alone, must be in line with the cities objective of
curbing the adverse secondary effects. They may not be used to deny an adult use business a
reasonable opportunity to open or operate.

Amortization .
At the time an ordinance, which regulates the secondary effects of an adult use is adopted, an
existing adult use establishment may become nonconforming. \Vhen ·allowed by state statute~

amortization can require the cessation of a nonconfonning use, ",~thin a specified period oftime,
so long as the adult business is not denied access to new locations that meet the requirements of
the new ordinance. The courts have ruled that for an amortization provision to be valid it must
allow a reasonable, (determined by balancing the public gain against the private loss), amount of
time for the owner to recoup his or her investment and it must not deny the public reasonable
access to such entertairunent.

Reasonable Avenues of Communication
Although the adverse secondary effects of an adult use business may be regulated through zoning.
a city may not effectively deny an adult business the opportunity to open and operate. The courts
have ruled zoning ordinances invalid when, through the albeit legitimate establishment of districts
permitting adult businesses and spacing standards, there arises an actual or practical unavailability
of alternative sites due to insuperable physical, legal, or economic barriers to the operation or
development of an adult business.

The Ninth Circuit Court stated that the economics of site location is a valid inquiry. so long as the
economic analysis focuses on whether a site is part of the relevant real estate market. The criteria
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used by the court to determine commercia:! viability is: l)When it is reasonable to believe that a
particular site will become available for a conunercial enterprise, 2) sites in industrial or
manufacturing zones are reasonably accessible to the general public1 have a proper infrastructure
of sidewalks roads and lighting and are suitable for some type of commercial enterprise, and 3)
commercially zoned locations are part of the real estate market. The Eighth Circuit went on to say
that an adult business left to fend for itself in the real estate market on an equal footing with
others does not violate the first amendment.

Recommendations

1. Communities .should substantiate the need, rationale and factual basis for regulating the
secondary adverse effects of adult use businesses.

2. City officials must document their intent to further a government interest in controlling the
adverse secondary effects of adult use businesses.

3. Communities should document reports from the community regarding the deleterious effects
of a proximate relationship to an adult business.

4. Planning officials may substantiate local problems by relying on studies, reports or findings
completed by other communities.

5. City officials should document their reliance on studies conducted by other communities to
substantiate or e-X1.rapolate the need to regulate the adverse adverse effects associated with
adult use businesses.

6. City officials should analyze and document the reasonableness and necessity of each
regulatory aspect of a proposed ordinance.

7. City officials must determine that the ordinance provides reasonable opportunities for adult
businesses to open and operate v,ithin the community.
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ADULT USE STUDIES

1. Minneapolis City Planning Department Report
Zoning Code Text Amendment Analysis
August 29. 1990

.,
2. City of Falcon Heights

Report Related to Adult Uses
February 28, 1994 .

3. New Hanover County Planning Department
Regulation ofAdult Entertairunent Establishments in New Hanover County

July. 1989

4. Manatee County, Florida County Planning and Development Department
Adult Entertainment Business Study
June, 1987

5. State of Minnesota
Report of the Attorney General's Working Group on the Regulation of Sexually-Oriented
Businesses
June 6. 1989

....... 6. City of Brooklyn Park
StaffReports/Study on Adult Use Entertairunent
February 24. 1992

7. Department of Justice Canada
The Impact ofPornography: A Decade ofLiterature
1984

8. City ofLnkeville
Zoning Ordinance Revision Adult Uses - Part One
July 6. 1993

9. City ofLakeville
Zoning Ordinance Revision Adult Uses - Part Two
January 13. 1994

--------------
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"" 10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Rochester/Olmsted Consolidated Planning Department and Office of the
Rochester City Attorney
Adult Entertainment Perspectives
1988

Division of Planning, Department ofrlanning and Economic Development, City
of St. Paul
Adult Entertainment - A 40-Acre Study
1987

. Division of Planning, Department of Planning and Economic Development, City
of St. Paul
Adult Entertainment - Supplement to the 1987 Zoning Study

Cit)' of Phoenix
Relation of Criminal Activity and Adult Businesses
May, 1979

Indianapolis, IN
Adult Entertainment Businesses in Indianapolis
1984

Adams County, CO
Adams County Nude Entertairunent Study, prepared by the Sherriff's Department
1987
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SPACING STANDARDS

On or More of .
. tIle Following:

Da)'care,
City Residential Adult Use Church, Park, Other

School,
Pla)'grouD d,
etc.

Islip, NY 500' Ih Mile 500'

San Bernadino, CA 1,000' 2,000' 1,000'

Wyoming,MI 500' 1,000' 500'

Peoria, IL 700' 500' 500'

Duluth,MN 250' 400'

lVllnneapolis, MN 1,000' 1 per 500'
block face

Fargo,ND 1,200' 1,200' Main Avenue
300'RO.W.

St. Paul. MN" 100' 300'

Palm Beach City, FL 500' 2,000' 500 TO 1,500'

Rmnsey,MN 750' 1,000' 1,000'

St. Louis Park, M:N 50O' 1,000' 1,000'

Rochester, M:N 750' 750' 750'

Manatte City, FL 500' 1,000' 2,000 TO 2,500'

Monticello,1v1N 700' 400' 700'

Marion City, TN 500' 500'

\Vh.ittier, CA 500' 1,000' 1,000'

Champlin, MN 500' 500' 500'
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m. Summary of the St. Cloud Process to Establish an Adult Use Ordinance

Bnckground

The City of St. Cloud began a process in 1978 to amend its zoning code to include an ordinance
that would regulate adult bookstores and adult motion picture theaters, thereby limiting or
restricting the associated adverse secondary effects. This action was initiated in response to
community complaints of illicit behavior and unsanitary conditions at an adult bookstore located
on T.H. 10.

A draft ordinance was prepared by city staff, subsequent to an investigation conducted by the
health department. It provided definitions applicable to adult uses, created an adult use and
service establishment district, and specified spacing standards. It was presented by the City
Council at a public hearing. Public testimony opposed the ordinance and it was defeated. The
adult bookstore continued its operation at the same location.

In 1982 the City Council held a public hearing on an ordinance pertaining to the unlav.rful display
to minors of indecent publications, pictures, or articles. Public opinion favored the ordinance. and
it was passed unanimously. A motion was made that suggested a copy ofthe ordinance be
displayed where books or magazines are sold. The motion passed unanimously.

Process

A letter to the editor was published by the St. Cloud State University Chronicle in 1991
describing the illicit behavior occurring at the adult bookstore located on T.R. 10, (the same
bookstore that was investigated in 1978). During the. same period the city was receiving
numerous complaints from citizens and business owners. The City decided to prepare an
ordinance, similar to the adult use ordinance adopted by the City ofMinneapolis, to control the
adverse secondary effects associated with the adult bookstore and other adult uses. In response,
the City Council proposed an amendment to the ordinance relating to nuisances. This amendment
would add a section entitled "High Risk Sex'Ual Conduct" which would regulate adult bookstores
and theaters where high risk sexual conduct was alleged to have occurred.

In August, 1991, the city attorney drafted an amendment to the nuisance ordinance, at the
request of the city council, that would regulate adult uses. City staff together with the City
Attorney reviewed studies conducted by other cities that document the adverse secondary effects
associated 'With adult uses. These studies and/or memoranda that discussed the pertinent facts
and findings were also reviewed by City Council prior to adopting the ordinance. According to
information provided to us by the City of St. Cloud, the following studies were among those
reviewed.
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• Report oJthe Attomey General's Working Group on the Regulation ofSexually
OrientedBusinesses
St. Paul :Minnesota
1989

Adult Entertainment, 1987, A 40 Acre Study
Prepared by the division ofplanning
Department ofPlanning and Economic Development
8t Paul, Minnesota .

• Study oJthe Effects oJthe Concentration ofAdult Entertainment Establishments in
Los Angeles
Department of City Planning
Los Angeles, California
1977

• Adams County Nude Entertainment Study
Prepared by the Adams County Sheriffs Department
Adams County Colorado
1987

The draft ordinance provided definitions applicable to adult uses, taken verbatim from the
American Planning Association's S21TiJey ojDefinitions~ it designated Light Industrial, Heavy
Industrial and Highway Corrunercial as zoning districts that would allow an adult bookstore or
adult theater as a pennitted use; it provided 6.15% of the City as area appropriately zoned for
adult uses; and specified spacing standards consistent with standards previously set for other
uses regulated in the 81. Cloud ordinance. Correspondence between the Planning Commission
and the City Attorney document the City's desire to draft an ordinance that is consistent with the
recent court decisions regarding the regulation of adult uses.

The city council considered the ordinance at a public hearing in August 1991. Public testimony
was favorable and the ordinance was passed unanimously. The ordinance was subsequently
amended to exclude Highway Commercial as a zoning district that would permit an adult use.
The exclusion, it was determined, would still allow adequate opportunity for an adult use
business to open and operate in the city. A two year amortization clause, similar to the
:Minneapolis ordinance, was added to deal with adult use businesses which under the new
ordinance would become a nonconfonning use.

The final step in the process was to add clarifying amendments to the ordinance. Section 4, is
titled liThe Purpose and Intent ofAdult use Zoning Regulations". This section addresses the
Chis concern for the health safety and welfare of the community and outlines the actions taken
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by the City to curb the adverse secondary effects associated with adult use businesses.

Con c:lusion

A review of the St. Cloud process to draft im adult use ordinance illustrates the City's intent to
regulate the adverse secondary effects associated with an adult use business rather than to
regulate the content of adult material protected by the 1st Amendment. The model process was
based on the court's ruling in United States v. O'Brien which states that an ordinance must be
content neutral in time, place and marmer. The following is a comparison ofthe St. Cloud
process with the model process presented in the previous section of this report.

Substantial Government Interest
The model process begins by documenting a substantial govenunent interest to protect the
health, safety and welfare of its citizens as it relates to the adverse secondary effects associated
with adult use businesses. This can be accomplished in one of two ways. The City may rely on
studies conducted by others, or may rely on its own evidence of adverse secondary effects.

Tbe City of St. Cloud began documenting, in 1978, an increase in reported crimes and/or
nuisances directly related to the bookstore on T.B. 10. Police reports and public testimony
describe high risk sexual behavior and unsanitary conditions at this location. The City continued
to document reports of crimes, nuisances and concerns regarding the adult bookstore as evidence
of the adverse secondary effects associated with adult uses. Studies of adverse secondary
effects, conducted by other cities, were also reviewed by the City Attorney, Planning Department
and City Council.

Correspondence between the St. Cloud City Attorney. the Planning Commission, the Planning
Department and the City Council document the Citis belief that the adoption of an adult use
ordinance would help the City control the increase in nuisances and crime in the area
surrounding the adult bookstore. This ordinance, they felt, should be based on the facts and
findings presented in the studies of adult uses and their associated adverse secondary effects,the
ordinances from other cities which have been upheld by the courts. and police reports and public
testimony regarding the illicit behavior associated with the adult bookstore.

Definitions
The model process defines adult uses in terms of the characteristics which may make it similar to
other uses and qualifies the definition so as to disting\lish it from uses which are not identical.
The St. Cloud Ordinance defines the characteristics of adult uses which may be similar to other.
uses in a manner identical to the model process.
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The two differ in the way each qualifies the definition. The City of St. Cloud relied on the
statement:

n... that are characterized by an emphasis on the depiction or description of specified sexual
activities or specified anatomical areas. II •

Although this qualifying statement has been upheld by the courts, the recent trend is to consider
this wording "vague". The courts have reasoned that this type of qualifying statement leaves to
much room for persortaljudgement. The model process adopted a qualifying statement based on
the State Obscenity Statute. The use of an objective age based qualifying statement avoids the
potential for confusion found in the subjective phrasell...characterized by an emphasis on... "

Spacing and Distancing R.equirements
The model Process describes two forms oflocational restrictions that an adult ordinance may
impose to combat the adverse secondary effects associated 'With an adult use business. The City
of St. Cloud chose the dispersal method with specified zoning districts. This method requires the
creation of spacing standards and the delineation of specified areas of the city in which an adult
use business can open and operate.

The standards set by the St. Cloud ordinance, 1320' between adult uses and 350' between adult
uses and sensitive areas, are in line with the standards set by other communities. The standard set
for the distance between two adult uses is similar to the distance required between other
regulated uses of an identical nature. The standard set for the distance between an adult use and
land uses that are considered "sensitive" is 350'. This standard is identical to the standard the city
imposes on amusement centers. It also corresponds to the distance that requires notification prior
to any change in the land use.

The model process suggests a planning analysis be completed documenting actual negative
effects or illustrating a reasonable belief that the negative effects would occur in a proximate
relationship to an adult use. Although the City of St.Cloud did not justify their spacing standards
on a documented belief that negative effects would occur within the standards chosen, they did
base their decision on the ordinances adopted by other communities and the State Attorney
General's study.

It is important to remember that the City started to prepare its adult use ordinance immediately
after completing its review of high risk se:>..'Ual activities. Through that process both high risk
sexual activities and other adverse secondary effect directly related to the Adult Bookstore &
Cinema were thoroughly documented.
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Amortization
The model process reflects the courts' decisions that amortization is valid whcm the owner is
given a reasonable opportunity to :first recoup his or her investment and secondly to relocate with
in the city. The City of S1. Cloud added an.amortization amendment that allows two years for a
nonconfonning use to cease operation. Based on ordinances, whlch have been upheld by the
courts, the 2 year time frame combined with reasonable access to other areas 'ofthe city in which
adult uses are pennitted, appears to be a valid approach to regulate adult uses.

Reasonable Avenues of Communication
The model process does not specify a percentage of thecity1s total land area that must be open to
the establishment of adult uses, instead it focuses on the city's obligation to provide for
reasonable avenues of communication. The courts have reasoned that land with physical
characteristics which hinder development or legal characteristics that exclude adult business may
not be considered "available" for constitutional purposes. Recent court decisions have looked at
potential sites for adult uses in terms of the relevant real estate market, as a test to determine if
the city is providing a reasonable avenue of communication or effectively trying to ban adult
uses.

The City of 51. Cloud approached this issue ofproviding alternative sites by first looking at the
amount of aggregate land that would permit adult uses. Thls amount was estimated to be 3.35 %
ofthe city. The actual amount of land which, would not be hindered by physical and/or legal
restrictions, and is part of the relevant real estate market is less then the original 3.35%.
However, examination of the market for adult uses in St. Cloud combined with the number of
businesses that would be required to relocate reveals the city meeting its obligation to provide
reasonable avenues of communication. A complete analysis of available sites for the
establishment of adult use businesses follows this section.
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LOCATIONS OF AVAILABLE SITES FOR

ADULT USE "ESTABLISHMENTS

1. t
SITES WITHIN AN?-:EXED AREA

I
,"

1.1 415 Franklin Avenue N.E.
1.2 580 North IDghway 10
1.3 700 North Highway 10
1.4 625 Apollo Avenue N.E.
1.5 745 8th Street N.E.
1.6 777 Lincoln Avenue N.E.
1.7 3720 18th Street South
1.8 1203 33rd Street South
1.9 1059 33rd Street South

2.1 229 Lincoln A,\'enue N.E.
2.2 235 Lincoln Avenue N.E.
2.3 607 lst Street S.E.
2.4 West St. Germain
2.5 West St. Germain
2.6 2925 1st Street South
2.7 250 North Highway 10
2.8 Apollo Avenue N.E.

IV.. page 16
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In addition to the research described above, we have also been provided with a copy of a report
prepared by R Bruce McLaughlin, AICP, y;hich presents his review, analysis, and opinions
regarding the St. Cloud Adult Use Regulations. The following is a SUnllnary of our review ofMr.
McLaughlin's report. .

.Mr. McLaughlin states that his report sets out to accomplish four objectives:

1. to determine ifthe City of St. Cloud Adult Use Zoning Regulations are, on their face,
a valid exercise of the City's police power, or if they are facially arbitrary and
capricious and unrelated to the legitimate exercise of the police power; .

2. to determine if the City of St. Cloud Adult Use Zoning Regulations, as applied to one
particular site (Adult Bookstore & Cinema, 631 U.S. Highway 10 South), are a valid
exercise ofthe City's police power, or if, as applied to the subject site, they are
arbitrary and capricious and unrelated to the valid exercise of the police power;

3. to review, consider and determine the amount ofland legally permissible in the City
of S1. Cloud for Adult Uses in accordance ·with applicable St. Cloud Zoning
requirements and with all other applicable Land Development Regulations; and to
present this data as a determination ofthe number of sites potentially available; as
well as a gross acreage and as a percentage of the entire City;

4. to determine if, based on the previous three analysis, the City of St. Cloud Adult Use
regulations appear to comply with the Constitutional requirements for such
regualtions.

To accomplish these objectives he presents a review of portions of relevant State Statute,
sections of the St. Cloud Comprehensive Plan, its Zo.ning Ordinance and other reports and
documents. Mr. McLauglin concludes in his report that not only did S1. Cloud fail to identify
any adverse secondary uses associated with the subject adult use establishment, but further that
through his own independent analysis, he has concluded that not a single one of the many studies
that have been prepared to document the adverse secondary effects of adult uses are "statistically
or scientifically valid".

It follows logically therefore, that he goes on tCi conclude that any ordinance that is justified
based upon findings and conclusions about adverse secondary effects is also invalid. In preparing
his report, Mr. McLaughlin chose to include extensive, photocopied sections from State statute,

. the 1993 S1. Cloud Comprehensive Plan, and City ordinances. In my opinion, e.xtensive portions
ofthe copied documents are ofvirtually no relevance to the central issues in this case.
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Both I and members ofmy staffhave completed a line by line review of the McLaughlin report
and I would be happy to comment on specific examples of the numerous mistakes in
interpretation and unsupported conclusions that we noted in our review. However, in the
interest ofbrevity, I believe that when one wades through all of the padding, Mr. McLaughlin's
report advances four principal conclusions. I strongly disagree with all fouTof these conclusions.

Again, as previously noted, his first principle conclusion is that there are no adverse secondary
effects associated with adult use businesses. In support of this conclusion he states that his own
independent analysis has determined that not one of the studies prepared throughout the
country, documenting the adverse secondary effects of adult uses, are scientrncally or statistically
valid.

The studies prepared to document adverse secondary effects of adult uses vary significantlY, both
with respect to the nature of the uses involved and to the methodologies applied. While I would
agree that several of the studies that I reviewed could be improved upon from an esoteric
professional perspective, I beiieve that the fact that there are adverse secondary effects
associated with adult uses has been irrefutably established. More significantly, courts throughout
the United States, including the United States Supreme Court have concluded that many of these
studies have adequately documented the adverse secondary effects associated with adult uses.
Numerous cases that I have reviewed have concluded that the regulation of adult uses supports a
substantial public interest. All ofthese ordinances are supported by studies completed either by
that community, or other communities.

1 personally have had extensive involvement with the neighborhoods surrounding the 40 acre
study completed by the City of St. Paul. 1 served as the project manager for the University
Avenue Corridor Study and worked very closely with six neighborhood groups and business
organizations along the corridor. Among these groups were the three neighborhood groups and
businesses most involved with and affected by the concentration of adult uses that used to be
located at the intersection ofDale Street and University Avenue.

I observed the conditions in this neighborhood first hand and heard extensive testimony from
property owners, teachers, clergy, and business owners about the adverse effects of these adult
uses. It is easy for 11r. McLaughlin to sit do'WIl. in Indian Rocks Florida and conclude that
nobody would discard sexually explicit materials ina surrounding neighborhood, because this
material is expensive. In fact, J heard of numerous situations in which small children walking
home from school found very explicit materials. I also heard from people who owned property
adjacent to these uses who told of finding similar material discarded on their property. I also
heard testimony about street prostitution, cruising "johns", and discarded prophylactics, as well
as neighborhood residents encountering people in the alley and on their property engaged in
various se>mal acts.
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A related conclusion that Jv.f:r. McLaughlin makes is tha.t since there are no adverse secondary
effects in existence surrounding the Adult Bookstore and Cinema, the St. Cloud ordinance is
speci£cally unjusti£ed. He also advances his own standard for the establishment of an adult use
ordinance. That standard is that the community has to identifY actual adverse secondary effects
before they can regulate adult uses. From my reading of the case law this is clearly not what the
courts are saying. Rather, I believe it is generally accepted that communities c'an rely on the
documentatin ofndverse secondary efects in other communities in advancing their ordinances.

More importantly, from my review of the public record, including affidavits, minutes, police
records and many other documents provided to me by the City of $1. Cloud, I believe that the
adverse secondary effects surrounding this ~pecifi.c establislunent were extensively documented.
Furthermore, despite McLaughlinls statements to the contrary, the City Council reviewed this
and other relevant studies before it adopted the adult use ordinances.

The third conclusion 'that Mr. McLaughlin advances is that adult oriented businesses are
fundamentally conunercial in nature and they, therefore, belong in commercial zoning districts.
Inherent in this conclusion is the predicate conclusion that there are no adverse secondary
effects, or any other characteristics associated with these uses that distinguish them from other
commercial uses. In fact, studies have clearly established why adult uses need to be regulated
more stringently than general commercial uses.

:Mr. McLauglin's fourth conclusion is the most serious. Here he states that there are an
unreasonably limited number of sites available for adult use businesses, after applying the St.
Cloud ordinance. I do not know ifhe failed to measure correctly, or misinterpreted the
ordinance, or exactly what the problem is here. The bottom line is that we know there are
numerous sites that meet the ordinance that are ava5lable on the market. There are others that
were available during the amortization period for Adult Bookstore & Cinema that have since
been sold. Please refer to the section oftms reponthat identifies all of the sites available for the
establishment of adult uses in St. Cloud, under the current ordinance. It is also "relevant to point
out that the City of St. Cloud is only a part of a much-larger metropolitan area and that area
includes many more available sites within the same market area.

In summary, Mr. McLaughlin advances basically four principal conclusions in his report. I
disagree with all four of his conclusions. including most importantly his conclusion that the
ordinance results in too few available sites for adult use businesses. There are definately adverse
secondary effects associated with adult use businesses. Adverse secondary effects associated
with the Adult Bookstore & Cinema are significant, and they have been well documented. The
St. Cloud City Council had this information and more available to it when they adopted their
adult use ordinance.
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Conducced by:

pt.AL'lNmG JEPAR:I:MEN'r
CITY OF PHOENIX

ADU'L'r BUSINESS· STUDY

nrrRODUCTICN

r:J toe . %7:~~"'77

\C\\';'
May 25, 19i?

A necessary 9r~se for reiulae~ng ad~le o~sinesses ,y :onicg is :hae a Land ~se

relacion ~r i=pace results free this form of business. ~any :Qni~g ordinances

e~oughouc ::e caei~n nOW have provisions based on one of two basic appr~aches co

coc.crol the 10C3.cion of ad~le b~si.nesses. One approach, SD1l1et"'-IIles known as the

!Jetroic Medel, divides or .re·rents ene concene=aeion of adule businesses ic an

area. A certain discance from resideneial neighborhoods, churches, and schools

is also =a~ea~ned. Anoeher appr~ach, or the Boseon ~odel, Eoseers the concen-

tration of ad~lt bus~esses La one area of ehe CiC7.

~~e lac~er approae: has resulted i~ ehe mora ~oce~r~~y ~rooLeQS. ;~r ~scaneer

in Bosten's cencent=zeed adule ,usiness area chere is control of signs, ~pgrading

and =ugg-'..Ags ..hien :.alee place in ce distric:.

also, ac oue ~~., ~ew ~or~ CiC7 had cOQC.ne=~cad aduL: ~us~ness d~s~=~c:s~

However, the police depaconent reported thae crime complaincs ..ere a~ost iO~

higber on police pests wic!l adult businesses, as opposed co posts ..ithout ehem.

concent:aeion around !~es Square, sales eaxes dropped by 431. in a ~JC-1ear .eriod,

due ee eh. loss of 2.5 :imas as many retai~ jobs as the rest of ehe Cicy.

New York soon dr=pped its original adule b~siness ordi~ance and adopeed an amend-

ment o:hicb <:as paetemed afcer ehe De~oie ~del. The aev ord~n.nce also wene one

s~ep further chan any other in ehe ~.eion when sugges~~on vas :ade :0 amQr:~~e all

nonconfe~ng ad~le ousinesses '3iehin one year. Th~s, up co 80~ of ~e exiseing sex

businesses ware eer:i~~ed.

/
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I~ ~he ?hoeni~ ZonL~g OrdInance ~n ~=endcenc concerning adulc busi~zss~s bec~=~

.,
effec::i're on :;o'r=ber S, 1977. I~ ~oo is pa~cer:1ed af.cer ~he De~roi~ ="del.

3r1efly, ~he ~endcenc in Secc10n 417 s~~ces ~hac:

1. No adule business is co be ·.n.~hin 1,000 feec of any use in ~he s=e

cacego ...,.

Z. An ~dul~ business is noc per=ic~ed ~~hin 500 feec of a school or a

residen~ial zone unless approved by ClCy Council and area residencs.

A peci~ion which is signed by 517. of ~he residen~s in ~he SOO'fooc .

radius who de nee object ~us~ be filed and be verified by the ~lanning

Diraccor. Af~er the pecition is completed the Cl~y Council cay

conside~ ·J.ai~ng ehe 500-fooc requiramenc.

Adulc businesses are being treated as a land use issue by ~heir re1acionshi? to

i=pac~s on their surrounding properties and on adjacenc neighborhoods. Are the

crime L=pacts noted in Bascon and :lew York's discriccs direccly related to the

adulc business being there, or to sace ocher socie~al variables in the neighbor

bood? Ar>!· ~hey idencifiab le, and thus a ?robab le cause for negacive neighcachood

reaccians co nearby adule businesses?

tbe Phoenix Ordinance Yas based on cwo hypocheses: first, that there are direct

i=pacts which unLquely relate to this class of Land use; and second, ~~ac there

are indirect, bue equally pocene, a.ctie:udic.al COncerns which .esule f:::m prox1Jll:i.::y

eo an adulc business. Examples of che former are ?ossible craffic congescion,

unusual hours of operation, liteer, noise, and criminal actirley. Illuscracing

the laeeer is subseane:1al cest~ny chae has ic.dicaced chae many aeigf1borl1ood

residec.es dislike ii.riag near an area containing an adulc business. Also,

financial iaseitueions ealee nearby adule businesses inco accoune when financic.g
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resf:<!e::~i.. l l'rol'er~ies. :LI".ally, people's perc",,~ions of cr1:i:::1! ac~i-.-t=i Ls

reinforced by a gc.a~er incidence of se~al cri=es in are"s or c:~~=~rci.. l

discric:s con~ainL~g adul~ businesses.

tn ellis s~udy ,;e otill show char: ehere is .. re la~i"nshil' be~·.;een arresr:s f"r sexual

ccimes and loc:!.cions "f adulc businesses. this rel:!.ci"n "ill correlace .:t~h

c"ncerns ~ich have been e~ressed by residencs of nearby residenr:ial neighbor-

hoods of ehe na~ure of crimes ass"cia~ed .:teh adulr: businesses. Sex c=1=es appear

co generar:e subscan~ial fears f"r ~he safer:y "f children, women, and netghborboods

in general. Their associaci"n wir:h adulr: businesses gener;>ces neg;>tive U:&ges (as

"ell as reaL or percenr:ial hazards) and resuLcs in a lowering of ~he desinbili~y

and tivabili=, of an i.::ll'acced tteighberhoed.

this study specifically sh"ws ~hac ehere is a higher &meunc "f sex of:enses

c~c:ed ia neighberh"eds in Phoeni:< c"ncaiaing adul: businesses as opposed c"

neighb"rhoeds "Jieh"uc ehem. tn ~his pr"jecr: chree s~udy areas- "ece chosen -- tteighberhoo

wich adule businesses, and ~hcee conr:rol areas -- tteighborhoeds orteheue adulr: businesse_

which •...re· paired co cercain popular:i,," and land use characr:er1st1cs. the =oune "f

pcopacey crimes, violene crimes, and sax offenses fcoc ebe yaar 1978 are cCGlpared ia

.ach study and conr:col area.
rm: STUDY A.'IIl CONTRO L ARE:.>.S

Tb:.a different scudy areas containing adulr: businesses -.ece s.lecred co collecc

c:r.Jlle cLara. The usC' side of C..",cral Avenue ...s chesen for ~ 10eac1on of ""e

scudy areas, vhi.le cite' vest side has ehe ehird study area. Appendu r describes

a =ore decailed process' of how eacn scudy area "'s derived.

A. concrol area. has 110 adule business, but: generally speaking, has similar pcpula-

Cion characteristics "f a lII&ccbed sr:udy area in r:e:rm.s "f:
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"J
l. :;=I>er of ""siden~s

2. ~edian faoily income

J. Percen~a;e of non-~ni~e popula~ion

4. Xedi~n age of ~he popula~ion

s. Percen~age of dwelling uni~s buil~ since 1950

6. Perceneage of acreage used resideneially and non-residen~i~

Appendix tI seaees a core deeailed process of how each concrol area

Adulc business locaeions are based on informacion furoished by ehe :

Deparccen~ and ~erified by ehe Planning Oepar~enc.

I
~ .••__ . .. __ ._•. I =======--_.. -._-- -_._------_..._--_ ... 2-/ ..
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'tABu: I

!HE SnmY A1lD cmrrROL AREA LOCATIONS

SIUDt AREA I

Roosevele Streee - Oak St'reee
16eh St'reee - 32nd Sereee

SIUDY AREA. II

Oak. St'reee - Osborn Read
32nd Sereet - 40eh Sereet

S'!UD'! A~';' TII

Missouri Avenue - Campbell Avenue
19th Avenue - 27eh Avenue

CONTROL AREA I

Starting ae 47eh Avenue, ease on Osborn Road,
Souc.h on 35eh Avenue, ~ese on Thomas Road.
Scuc.h on 39th Avenue, ~ese on Reesevele Sereee,
Ner~h on 43rd Avenue, ~esc on McDo~ell Road,
and Nor~ on 47th Avenue, ee ehe poine of
beginning.

CONTROL AREA II

Osborn Road - CampbelL Avenue
32nd Sereee - 40eh Sereee.

CONTROL AREA III

Missouri Avenue - Campbell Avenue
27eh Avenue - 35eh Avenue

",

Figure: 1, following" shows the boundaries of the three study and conerol areas.
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ei,ms of ~dul: busir:esses. 'these. tocac:ions are: 1702 E. ~!cOo"e It ;toad; 2:3:39 E•..: -
~~Do"elL Road; 2~:33 E. ~eOa"ell Road, and 3155 E. ~cOowell Road.

The' ~cchin~ populacion characeeriscics of Study an~ Conc=oL Area I are listed

belo" in 'table II. (Appendix III provides a more decaited process of how chis

daca was derived.)

TABLE II

E'OPUUTlml CHARACTERISTICS OF STU'OY AND
CONTROL AREA I

Land Use
J Commercial/Residential

Study t

Control I

247.

247.

Buildingl
1950-l970

5n

9:3~

Incollle

$7,675

$9,885

Median
Alte

29

26

:ll7

:387.

697

62'7.

the only substan~al population cha~cc:eristic differences in enese ~JO areas are

in the age. of homes buile be~Jeen 1950 and 1970. 'the concent~ted adult: business

distric!: has a Utele over half of ic:s homes buile afeer 1950. '\.o'hereas the controL

area. has almosl: 9:37. of LtoS housing built afeer 1950.

Study Area II is one square mile on c:ne ease side of ene CLey, and contains only

one adule business vic:hin the square mile, ae :3640 Ease'tl1olll&s Road. Its cont=l

area is c:o ene nor1:l1 side of the. S:udy Area.

'!he' comparison of population ~~aracteris:ics are sho~ in Table III.
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TAau: !II

"0 i't."L\!'to:: Ot3.RACTnISTICS OF sn:!l'{ A:m
CO~TItOI. ARE,;,. n

Land lIse
CQ~rci~lfResidenti~l

scudy II

Conc:rot II

7..4

4.!a.

3u:Lldi11~1

1950- t970

88.0

92.S

Income

$lO,779

$12,013

36

38

t87.

Ll7.

82.1.

891.

scudy Area III also contains one adulc: business at 2103 ~. Came1bac~ Road. Ic is

one square mite Locaced on the west side of che Cicy. Ics Concrol Area is directLy

Co che west. The c:om~arison of po~utaC:Lon characceriscics are shown belay:

PO PUllnOll Cr."AAcr:::::t!ST!CS OF S11I!l'{ A..'ID
CONtROl. AREA II!

Buildingf :-!edian Land lIse
7- ll'on-i.bite t950-t970 Income Aile Co~erc:ial/Residencial

SCudy II:!. 8.2 837:; $9,829 29 291- 71%.
Concrol III 8.8 931- lO. S59 28 287- 721.
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TADIE V
PROPERl'Y, VIOLEllT, AlID SEX CRUIES Til ADULT nUSIllESS AREAS

AIID TIIEIR COllTROL ARl!AS 1971\

CONTROL III
I

STUDY HI
I

COll'CROL II
I

STUDY IICOlfCROL I
I

STUDY I
I~ -- - . -. .- .. --- -_ .. - -. - .- -. - ~. -~ . - - _ • .......... _ ·UI~. . ..--_ .... - .

I'.-pperty 1614 130,05 H76 88,48 7S~ 107,S 363 62,2 780 12S.~ 575 116.1\
Crl,"es

Violent 89 7.16 66 4.96 21 3.0 21 3.6 39 6.29 36 7.3
Crlo,es

·SeK m 10.22 12 .90 ',3 6.1 U 2.2 71 H.5 14 2.84
0(("11101

1101'0 14 1.13 S .30 5 .71 1 .17 S .80 2 .41

[ndecent 107 8.61 Ii .4S 37 5.3 10 1.7 60 9.7 ~ 1.83
ICKpofturo

J.uwt! l. 2 .16 Il 0 1 .14 1 .17 4 .64 1 .20
'AIclvlonl

" 4 .32eh I It! I .08 0 0 1 .17 2 .32 2 .41
Ih.Junt

I'ro\,e r t y Cr 111'08 • [lnrslary. Larceny, Auto The ft

V10 lcllt CrImel tlllrdor, Rope, Robbory. AIIIU It

liCK Orro".~I • lIopes, Indecent EKpoeure, Le,,,1 Ind Laaclvloua, ChUd Holeut

.... 1')711 I·:fttlmotoft of population ftt the enumeration dhtrlct level ..ere dertved by the
l'lftlllllnr, Ile!'ftrqnent ReSlll,rch Section.

~
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co::cwsro::s

.~ 't'abll' V ;'r::leerc"/. 'llolenc, and Su: Crt:::"s tn Seleccl!d Stud., Are:1s --~9iSl is a

cabulacion of che n~er of cr1=l!s coc:icced and che race of chose crimes per

1,000 peap le li'rt.n;- in. I!&ch area. this tab le is. on che fa 110"'i:>; pa;l!.

there appl!ars co be a sionificancly greacer difference bec~een che scudy and

concrol areas for sex crices chan f::lr eicher preper~1 or' violenc crimes. the

following cable t11uscraces a comparison of che racio of che crime race of che

scudy area co che concrel area:

uaLE V!

CRnlE !l.AtES AS A F-RCENr....CE OF STUDY ARE.\ to COMTROL AREA

Sex CrimesSexVia lene:-scuciy
Ar!!a Crimes Crimes Crimes ('tess !ndecenc E=osure)

I 1477. 1447- 1L:l57. .3587-

U 173 83 277 160

t:!J: 108 86 405 178

Aver311je I 14.37. 1047- 606'%. I 23Z7.

I~ is observed Chac cherI! are aboue 407. more propercy crimes and aboue ~e Same

rael! of violent crimes per 1,000 persons in che Scudy Arl!as as c~arl!d Co r:he

Contrel Areas.

Qu. r:he a cher hand there is an average of si::c r::1mes ~e sex. crime race in ehe·

Study Areas as comparl!d vith the Control Areas. A1r:hougfr che _ioncy of sex

~able V l'rocerty. Violene, and Sex Crimes in Se1ecced Scud! Areas--1978, was
derived from inLe>:m&cion Fended by the C1.r:y of Pheeni.x Pol1.ce Departmene I s Crime
Analysis O'n-it and Plann-ing and B.esea:l:ch Bureau. 'the claea from tl1ese r:vo sections
_s c~iled by adding the llumber by cype of crimes cCllllllicted in police grids, wbicl1
are qaarter mile lleigl1bo:l:l1oods. C:1.mes are based on a=ese records and cia lloe reflect
ultimate conrlctions. It bas been assumed chat conviction rates will be proportional
to a=est rates.

/0
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crimas are Indecent Exposure, the fourth column illust~ates that the remainder

\' of the se::t: crimes also exhibit a significantly higher rate in the study areas.

A detect:ive· fro= the pol::l.ce department seated that most indecent exposure crimes

"ere collllll::!.tted an adult business premses. An e=ple of this finding is in

. Study Area I. In that location, 897. of the reported indecent L~osure crimes

"ere call1lll::!.tted at the addresses of adult· businesses.

Where there is a concent~at::l.on of adult businesses, such as in Study Area I, the

difference' in sex offense rates is mast significant. As stated earlier in the

report this location has four adult businesses which are less than 1000 feet avey

fram each other and less than 500 feet away from a residential district. There is

also a higher number of sex offenses committed--84 mare crimes than in Study Area

II, and 56 care crimes than in Study Area III. Similarly, when compared to its

Control Area, the sex crime rate, per 1,000 residences is over 11 ti:es as great in

Study Area I. In the recaining study areas, which each contain a single adult

business, their rates are four and. almost three· times as great.

/1
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App::::m C< I

ESTAil trSit:·...~iT OF ST';OY ARZ.\ 30u:mAR rES

The ~rocess of defining ehe Scudy Area 30und~ries ~s conduceed in ehe follo~~n~

canner:

l. Locaeions of adule businesses in Phoe.ti:c 'Jere ploct:ed.

Z. The ~ri~~ry conceneraeion of adult: businesses ~as identified.

J. Preli=inary decision was made to choose t:hree study areas based on

concentracion and geographic isolat:ion from each ocher.

4. Escablishmen~ of boundaries for each Scudy Area so chae che

adulc businesses ~ere approximacely cencered in each study are~, and

so chat each Study ~rea had an area of at least one square cile, but not

=ere chan c~o squara ciles.

APPENDIX II

ESL~aLIS~ OF CONTROL AREA BOUNDARIES

The process of defining che Cancro1 Area boundaries was conducted in che follo~ng

a>a.nner:

l. Identification of pocencial concrol areas based on che absence of

adule businesses.

Z. Delineacion of possible Control Areas equal in size to che Scudy Areas.

J. Deter:inatioa of population and land ~e characteristics of each possible

central area. using the same- <:eighted-proportionality lIIethod l1.Sed for the

Study A~as (See Appendix In for Population Characteristi.:s and lIIethod

o logy) •

4. Selection of a Control Area to lII&tch each Study Area as closely as

possible in size, number of residencs, and all other selected character

istics listed in Appendix III.
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~!OCOLCC! OF ~.C:IGlrr1::G E'OPt"'txno:: Cll;'? ,\C''''3 T<:;.,.,.(" 5
OF SI,roY .\:;0 CO:, .,,01. A.:G\S

"":

Ihe characeer~se~cs used in ~eigheing ehe sioilarieies bet~een :~e Stc~y 3nd

Conerol areas were:

l. I:'ercenca;e non-Ioihice pOl'ul,u:ion

2. i'ercenca;e of d"e tling uni es buile sinee 1950

3. Median inc:.ot!!e

4. Median age of ehe populaeion

S. I:'erceneage of acreage used residencUlly

!nfor.nae~on aboue ehe above characeer~seics was available ac ehe Ceneus Trace level.

Since ehe scudy Area boundar~es did not al~~ys align ~eh Census !race boundaries, i: .

neee:ssarJ' eo "a.verage" Censu.s 'tract. va. lues 1:0 si:nulace l:he charac:.:erist:1cs of t.he

Study Areas. The concr~bueion of each Census Trace characteristic value ~~s =aehe-

~t~cally weighced, proporeional eo ehe amoune of populaeion ehae ehe Census Tract

coaer~buced to ehe Study Area populacion. ~~ber 5, or che percencage of acreage used

res~denc1ally, was aceribuced proporcionally eo ehe geographic ares racher ehan che

population.

The veighc1ng of each Study and ConcroL Area is cabulated in the following cable:

-"-- - - . -_.-. "---
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IIEIGlrrING OF POPULATION CIIARACTEIlISTlCS \lY CENSUS TI\AC'f
FOR STUDY AND CONTROl. AREAS

1
X of Acreoge

d
Medlan AgCl ofHedton Fomlly7. Dwelling Ullitl

1
7. NOIl-llh 1~CI

lntl
CeRllIl
.- .. - ... .- ...... -.- .. u •••• ~ w ••• __ .,~~ .. 11 .......... - • ... I!... ·-~ .......

u ..__
._ .... __II .......

Study 1

1115 8.5 67 $8,741 32 82
1116 14.2 54 8,191 30 60
1131 45.0 50 5,451 27 56
1135 25.0 61 8,990 27 57

Cont ru 1 1

1100 13.0 98 10,992 21, 66
1101 18 100 11,202 26 45
1122 25 90 8,751 27 74
1123 30 99 10,179 22 52
1126 35 72 8,361 29 68

Study 11

11 II. 7.9 85 11,119 33 79
1I0'} 6.9 91 10,469 38 85

COlltro 1 11,
HO'} 6.9 91 10 ,469 38 92
111U3 2.3 94 13,345 38 85

Stlllly 1Jl

Ion . 7.U 62 9,996 32 74
Ill~O 8.7 83 9,609 26 68

ton L rol II 1.
1072 9.2 90 10,570 27 66
1091 • 8.5 96 10,550 29 78... ?.

,
t·
I

.....

"
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Existing Research and Legal Basis

oriented businesses, consisting primarily of
massage parlors, and topless bars. Generally,
located in an area between Lamar Boulevard and

regulation of adult businesses must
of owners and patrons. Therefore an
and constitutional issues is also

in Austin

impacts,
rights
legal

Despite the negative
respect constitutional
overview of pertinent
provided.

Austin has 49 adult
bookstores, aters,
these businesses are
Interstate Highway 35.

Analysis of the Impacts of Adult Businesses in Austin

The first portion of the study examines existing research concerning
the impact of adult business on crime rates and property values.
Results from these studies contai~similar findings - crime rates are
higher and property values lower near adult oriented businesses.

Purpose

This report provides the basis for development of an amendment to the
Austin zoning ordinance regulating adult businesses. Austin's current
adult business zoning ordinance was permanently enjoined from being
enforced in January, 1985 when Taurus Enterprises sued over a "Code
Violation Notice", issued by the City. The violation occurred because
a bookstore was located within 1000 feet of property zoned and used
for reSidential proposes.

An analysis of crime rates was conducted by comparing areas with adult
businesses (study areas) to areas without adult businesses (control
areas). Both control and study areas are circular in shape with a
1,000 foot radius, contain similar land uses, and are in close
proximity to one another. Four study areas were defined: two with
single businesses and two with more than one business. Within the
study areas, sex-related crimes~...~ to b!. from two to nltar1b
five 3~me. the c~t:)::hide aver!!3e..) Also, sex.:related crime rates were
~~ tOEi-66 19nerlil study areas with two adult businesses

cOlllpllred to study areas wi th only... one busines;:J

In order to assess the impact of adult businesses on property values,
questionnaires were mailed to 120 real estate appraisal and lending
firms. .Eight-eight percent of those responding indicated a belief
that an adult bookstore would decrease residential property values
within one block, and 59' felt that residential property values would
decrease within three blocks. Respondents based their opinions on
several factors. They noted that adult businesses made homes less
attractive to families, thus lowering demand and property values.
Others stated that the existence of adult businesses leads mortgage
underwriters to believe that;. the neighborhood is in decline, thus
making 95\ financing difficult.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Trade Area Characteristics

In order to make appropriate recommendations for assignment of adult
businesses to specific zoning districts, a study of trade area
characteristics was conducted. Three adult businesses - a bookstore,
theater and a topless bar - were examined to determine customer
addresses by an observation of vehicle license numbers. Of the 81
observations made, only three customers had an address within one mile
of an adult business. Nearly half (44\) of all customer addresses
were located outside the City of Austin.

Recolflllendations

Based on the findings of this study, the following recol\'lllElndations are
made:

1. Adult businesses should be limited to highway or regionally 
oriented zone districts.

2. Adult businesses should be dispersed to avoid the over
concentration of such business.

3. Conditional use permits should be required for adult businesses in
certain specified zone districts •
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CHAPTER I
INTROllUCTIOO .

As is the case in many large American cities, Austin has witnessed a
rapid rise in the number and type of adult entertainment businesses
over the past decade. These businesses present a particular problem
due, in part, to the moral implications associated with such
enterprises in the minds of many members of the community.
In addition, the proliferation and alleged detrimental effects of
these businesses upon surrounding neighborhoods have been the focus of
community attention for quite some time. This attention has resulted
in numerous requests for the City to regulate adult businesses.

The regulation of adult entertainment businesses is a controversial
matter. While legal and constitutional bases for municipalities to
contro~ the use of land within their. jurisdictions in order to protect
the "public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of their
citizens" has been firmly established, the Supreme Court has upheld
the right of adult entertainment businesses to operate in the
community by virtue of the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the
U.S. Constitution. Resolving conflicts between the legal rights of
municipal governments and those of adult business operators and
patrons has been a difficult task.

Austin enacted a "Sexually Oriented COIlI1\ercial Establishments
Ordinance" on May 22, 1980. This ordinance prohibites adult
businesses from being closer than 1,000 feet from a residential use.
On OCtober, 25, 1983, a lawsuit was filed attacking the validity of
the Ordinance. The lawsuit was filed after the Building Inspection
oepartment issued a "Code Violation Notice" for an adult bookstore
located at 8004 Research Blvd. This violation notice was filed because
the bookstore was located within 1,000 feet of property zoned and used
for residential purposes. The suit disputed the city'S assertion of
harm to areas zoned and used for residential purposes.

On January 10, 1985, a trial was held. Because the court was unable
to make a factual finding on the validity of the City's assertion, it
permanently enjoined the City from enforcing the ordinance at that
location. The court did not declare the ordinance unconstitutional.
However, because of the precendent set by this action, Austin
currently lacks an adult business ordinance that can be effectively
enforced. Therefore, it is the .purpose of this study to objectively
evaluate the impacts of adult enfettainment businesses on surrounding
neighborhoods and to formulate appropriate regulations based on these
findings.

..•.

..•
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CHAPTER II
SUMMARY OF EXISTING RESEARCH

This chapter presents a brief overview of existing research and
regulations written to address adult oriented businesses in various
parts of the country. An understanding of the effects of adult
oriented businesses on surrounding properties and the legal basis for
regulations controling such businesses is critical in developing an
ordinance for Austin.

A. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING RESEARCH

Amarillo, Texas

The City of Amarillo's study, A Report on Zoning and Other Methods of
Regulating Adult Entertainment Uses in Amarillo, conclUded that adult
entertainment uses are distinguishable from other businesses in that
they have negative impacts on surrounding land uses. The study
established a relationship between high crime rates and proximity to
adult businesses. Furthermore, the study found that the late operating
hours of most adult businesses created special problems to surrounding
neighborhoods in the form of noise, glare, and traffic.

Beaumont, Texas

A planning department study done for the Charlton-Pollard Neighborhood
in Beaumont, Texas investigated the effect of adult businesses on
economic decline and crime. The study concluded that the
concentration of adult businesses drove away neighborhood commercial
stores and contributed to an increase in crimes such as prostitution,
drug use, and muggings.

Indianapolis, Indiana

In February, 1984, the Division of Planning in Indianapolis published
a report titled Adult Entertainment Businesses in Indianapolis: An
Analysis. This report contained the results of an evaluation of the
impact of adult business upon surrounding areas in terms of crime
rates and real estate values. The study assessed the impact of adult
entertainment businesses on crime rates by researching six areas
containing adult businesses and six similar areas containing no adult
businesses. A comparison of these areas revealed that sex-related
crime rates were 77 percent higher in areas containing adult
businesses.

2

I
I
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Thp second portion of the study evaluated the impact of adult
bu:;inesses on real estate values by surveying professional real estate
appraisers. Two surveys were conducted. The first surveyed opinions
of members of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers
practicing in 22 metropolitan areas similar in size to Indianapolis.
The second survey was a 20\ random sample of AIREA members drawn at a
national level. In the metropolitan area survey, 78\.of those
surveyed felt that residential property values would decrease if
located within one block of an adult business. The national survey
generated similar results - 80\ of those surveyed felt residential
property values would decrease if located within a block of an adult
business.

Los Angeles, California

The oepartment of City Planning for Los Angeles published a report in
June, 1977 entitled Study of the "Effects of the Concentration of
Adult Entertainment Establishments in the City of Los Angeles. An
evaluation of the impact of adult businesses on both crime rates and
property values was conducted. Crime rates were evaluated by
comparing the Hollywood area with the remainder of the city.
Hollywood was selected as a study area because of its high
concentration of adult businesses. The study focused on the years
1969 to 1975, during which the number of adult businesses increased
from 11 to 88 establishments. The study indicated that prostitution
arrests in the Hollywood area were 15 times greater than the city
average.

Like the Indianapolis report, the Los Angeles study surveyed real
estate appraisers to assess the impact of adult businesses on property
values. Over 90\ of those surveyed felt that the concentration of
adult businesses would decrease the market value of private residences
located within 1000 feet of the adult business. Eighty-seven percent
indicated that the concentration of adult businesses would decrease
the market value of business property located in the vicinity of such
establishments.

Los AngeleS County, California

In April, 1978, the Department of. Regional Planning of the county of
Los Angele. published a study entitled Adult Entertainment Study and
Proposed Zoninq Ordinance Amendment. In the stUdy, law enforcement
officers were surveyed. Responses from the surveys indicated that
areas with a concentration of adult businesses have a higher incidence
of public intoxication. theft. assault, disturbing the peace, and
sex-related vice. Respondents indicated that nude bars, modeling
studios, and massage parlors caused the most individual problems.

,
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The City of phoenix
comparing three study
control areas without
were 43 percent higher,
related crimes were over

fhoenix, Arizona

st. Paul Minnesota

study investigated the incidence of crime by
ar€~s containing adult businesses with three
adult businesses. They concluded that crimes
violent crimes were 4 percent higher, and sex
500 percent higher in the study areas.

•

The planning department in st. Paul conducted a study entitled Effects
on Surrounding Area of Adult Entertainment Businesses. The study
found that there was a statistically significant correlation between
diminished housing values and crime rates and the location of adult
businesses. The study also concluded that there was a stronger
correlation with neighborhood deterioration after the establishment of
an adult business.

B. LEGAL BASIS

Regulation of adult businesses has taken a variety of forms in cities
throughout America. Boston, Massachusetts, for example, has adopted
an ordinance that restricts all adult businesses to a single
geographic area known as the "Combat Zone". Detroit, Michigan,on the
other hand, enacted an ordinance intended to disperse adult
businesses. This ordinance, passed in 1972, prohibited adult
entertainment businesses within 500 feet of a residential area or
within 1000 feet of any two other regulated uses. The term "regulated
use" applied to a variety of businesses, including adult theaters,
adult bookstores, cabarets, bars, taxi dance halls, and hotels. At
this time, only Seattle and Renton, Washington have ordinances similar
in nature to the Boston ordinance. However, several cities have
adopted regulations similar to those enacted in Detroit, which are
aimed at dispersing adult entertainment businesses.

The Detroit ordinance was legally challenged and ultimately upheld by
the United States Supreme Court in 1976. This court case, known as
Young -v- American Mini 'l1leaters, Inc., now serves as the primary
legal precedent regarding the use of zoning powers to regulate adult
entertainment business. In Young, the Supreme Court held that "even
though the First Amendment protects communication in this area
(sexually explicit activities) from total suppression, we hold the
State may legitimately use the content of these materials as a basis
for placing them in a different classification from other movie
theaters" •

1. McClendon, Bruce W.; Zoning for Adults Only, (zoning news;
American Planning ASsociation, August, 1985).
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The plurality OpiniOn for this court case set out three First
Amendment criteria that ordinances regulating adult entertainment
lJusinesses must satisfy ill order to be Constitutionally upheld.

1. Regulations must be motivated not because of a distaste for the
speech itself, but by a desire to eliminate its adverse effects.

2. properly motivated legislation may be unconstitutional if it
severey restricts First Amendment rights.

3. A properly motivated ordinance with only a limited impact on free
expression may be unconstitutional if the municipality cannot
demonstrate an adequate factual basis for its conclusion that the
ordinance will accomplis2 its object of eliminating the adverse
effect of adult businesses • .

The limitations established by these criteria are best illustrated by
analysis ~f the invalidation of Atlanta, Georgia's Adult Entertainment
Ordinance This ordinance prohibited adult entertainment businesses
from locating within 1,000 feet of any other such use, within 500 feet
of any residential zoning district, or within sao feet of any church
or place used for religious worship. The ordinance also restricted
all new adult entertainment businesses to three zoning districts. The
Atlanta ordinance further required the amortization of certain
existing businesses.

Although factual evidence was presented in support of Atlanta's
ordinance, the u.s. Supreme Court found that the ordinance violated
the first two criteria cited in Young. The Court first found evidence
of an improper motive in enacting the ordinance. Minutes of a zoning
review board meeting indicated that the board would help citizens
opposed to the conduct of adult businesses to "zone them out of
business". At the meeting an assistant city attorney indicated that
the proposed ordinance was the "strongest vehicle toward elimination"
of these businesses and the city was "hoping for complete eradication"
of adult businesses. The court also found that the locational
restrictions of the ordinance would significantly reduce and possibly
eliminate public access to adult businesses. The court had ruled in
10009 that "pornography zoning" is constitutional o~ly if "the market
or this cORlllOdity is essentially unrestrained". The locational

restrictions and amortization requirements in Atlanta were deemed too
severe a restriction on the First Amendment rights of adult
businesses.

2. Weinstein, Alan I Relilating Pornography: Recent Legal Trends;
(Land Use Lawl February, 1921) p.4

3. lbid. p.4

4. lbid. p.4
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CHAPTER III
ADULT ORIENTED BUSINESSES IN AUSTIN

A. LOCATION OF EXISTING BUSINESS

There were 49 adult-oriented businesses located within the corporate
limits of the Austin as of January 1, 1986. These businesses have
been grouped into two major types of businesses: Adult Entertainment
Businesses and Adult Service Business. Adult Entertainment Businesses
consist of adult bookstores, theaters, and film stores. Adult Service
Businesses consist of massage parlors, nude modeling studios, and
topless;bottomless bars or clubs. Adult Entertainment Businesses must
be carefully regulated due to their constitutionally protected status
as an expression of free speech. .

The classification of these businesses is difficult, particularly in
the case of Adult Entertainment Businesses, since many of these are
involved in the selling of printed material as well as novelty items,
and the showing of peep shows. For the purposes of this study,
businesses listed as bookstores include a substantial portion of the
business involved in the selling of printed material, but may include
the distribution of novelty items, showing of peep shows, and other
related forms of adult entertainment. Any business that exhibits
adult films on a single screen with 100 seats was classified as an
adult theater even through it may offer adult video tapes or films for
sale.

Table 1 lists the names and locations of the 49 eXisting Adult
Entertainment businesses in Austin. Map 1 depicts the locations of
these in the City of Austin. As shown on this map, 21 of the 49
existing businesses are not located within 1000 feet of another adult
business. Of the remaining 28 businesses, there are eight groups of
two businesses, one group of three businesses, one group of four
businesses, and one group of five businesses. The locational pattern
illustrated on Map 1 indicates a propensity for adult businesses to
locate along the major north/south roadways or on major east/West
roadways betwen Lamar Blvd and IH35.

6 MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     001239
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Table 1
Existing Adult Businesses

Austin, Texas
January 1, 1986

Adult Entertainment Businesses

Adult Bookstores

1. Adult Theater
2. Mr. Video
3. River City Newsstand
4. River City Newsstand
5. Video Barn
6. Southside News
7. The Pleasure Shop
8. oasis Adult Book store
9. Ms. Video
10. Sixth Street News

Adult Theaters

1. Cinema West Theater
2. Texas Adult Theater

Adult Film Stores

1. Video Barn
2. Video Barn
3. Video Barn
4. Video Barn
5. Video Barn
6. Video Etc.

Adult service Businesses

Massage Parlors .

1 • Ann' S Massage clinic
2. Body WOrks, Inc.
3. Fantastic Oriental Massage
4. Fantasy Massage
5. I Dream of Jeanie
6 • La Felllll8
7. Michelle's Massage
8 . Midnight Cowboy Oriental
9. Oriental House of Massage
10. Pandora's
11. Relaxation plus Massage
12. Relaxation plus Massage
13. Satin Spa
14. Tokyo Spa

340l-A- North IH35
1910 Guadalupe St.
613 West 29th St.
8004 Research Blvd.
615 West 29th St.
2053 South Lamar Blvd.
603 West Oltorf st.
8601 North IH 35
718 Red River st.
706 East 6th st.

2130 South Congress Ave.
2224 Guadalupe St.

5726 Burnet Rd.
708 East 6th St.
9640 North Lamar Blvd.
2055 South Lamar Blvd.
512 west Stassney Lane
5610 North Lamar Blvd.

1406 South Lamar Blvd.
2906 San Gabriel St.
ll~est·KoenigLane
5520 North Lamar Blvd.
4406 NOrth Lamar Blvd.
3502 NOrth IH 35
403 East Ben White Blvd.
313 East 6th St.
3007 NOrth IH 35
631 west Ben White Blvd.
2716 Guadalupe st.
612 Nueces St.
6735 u.s. 290 East
9601 NOrth IH 35 1104MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     001241



B. EVALUATION OF ADULT BUSINESS IMPACTS

Topless Clubs and Nude Modeling Studios

Methodology. me effect of adult businesses on the incidence of crime
was measured by collecting crime data for areas with adult businesses
(Study Areas) and comparing them to similar a.reas having no adult
businesses (Control Areas). ,This evaluation focuses on three
questions. First, is the inciaence of crime, particularly sexually
related crime, higher in areas $urrounding adult business sites than
in similar areas without adult . business sites? Second, is the
incidence of crime, particularly sexually related crime. higher in
areas having more than one adult business than in areas having a
single adult business? Finally, how does the incidence of crime in
these areas compare to crime rates' for the City of Austin as a whole?

In order to develop appropriate recommendations for regulating adult
businesses, it is essential to assess the impact of such businesses on
the neighborhoods that surround them. Research conducted in other
cities suggests that adult businesses have a detrimental effect on the
incidence of crime and property value. This report will assess the
impact of adult businesses in Austin by comparing the incidence of
crime in areas surrounding adult businesses to similar areas having no
adult businesses and by surveying the opinions of real estate
professionals concerning the effect of adult businesses on property
values. The methodology used in this research is similar to those
used in the Indianapolis, Indiana and Los Angeles, California studies.
For a more detailed discussion of the methodology and results of these
studies, see Appendix A.

Incidence of Crime

3004 Guadalupe St.
92 East Ave.
8312 South Congress
9401-B South IH-35
9401-B South IH-35
1410 ulit

3701 North IH35
3615 South Congress
336 East Ben White Blvd.
629 west Ben White Blvd.
404 Highland Mall Blvd.
6528-North Lamar Blvd.
23lT4 South Lamar Blvd.
1023 Reinl1 St.
10600 Middle Fiskville Rd.
4912 NOrth IH35
4814 North IH35

15. Vickie's Massage'
16. Silk Lady Massage
17. New Seoul Korean Massage
18. The Casbah
19. The Chateau
20. Singletons Massage

1. The Crazy Lady
2. The 0011 House
3. The Red Rose
4. Honey's
5. sugar's
6. The Yellow Rose
7. Ladies of the Eighties
8. Adams Nude Modeling Resort
9. French Quarter
10. Burlesque Modeling Studio
11. Pearls Place

III
•
~
l1li,

IJI

-II
ill
ill
-I
III
II
I

•••I'
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Thi~ study collected data for 45 serious criminal offenses, termed
Palt 1 Crimes by the uniform Crime Report, and 21 sexually related
criminal offenses. These offenses are detailed in Appendix B. The
data collected represents calls to the Austin Police Department from
January 1, 1984 through December 31, 1985. Crime rates are expressed
as the number of reported incidents per 1000 area residents.

Selection of Study and Control Areas. The selection of appropriate
study and control areas was a crucial element in the objective
assessment of the impact of adult businesses on the incidence of
crime. Study Areas containing adult business sites were carefully
selected to be representative of the adult businesses existing in the
Austin area.

Four study areas were selected. Study Area one includes two
businesses, a modeling studio and a topless club. Study Area TWo also
includes two businesses, an adult bookstore and an adult oriented film
rental store. Study Areas Three and Four contain single businesses,
an adult bookstore and topless bar, respectively.

Table 2
Study Area Businesses

Study Area 1
Burlesque Modeling Studio
Pearls Place

Study Area 2
southside News
Video Barn

Study Area 3
The Pleasure Shoppe

Study Area 4
The Yellow Rose

4912 N. IH-35
4814 N. IH-35

2053 S. Lamar
2055 S. Lamar

610 W. Qltorf

6528 N. Lamar Blvd

As noted, two of the Study Areas contain one, and the others each
contain two, adult businesses. Although two adult businesses does not
reflect the highest concentration of -adult businesses located in
Austin, this level of concentration is more representative of eXisting
locational patterns in the City. Those areas containing more than two
adult businesses were examined and found unsuitable for this
evaluation.
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The highest concentration of adult businesses is located just west of
the University of Texas campus along West 29th Street. This area was
considered unsuitable because the transient population associated with
the University of Texas might unduly influence the results of the
evaluation. The concentration of adult businesses existing in the
Central Business district was deemed unsuitable for study due to the
lack of residential uses in the area. Three adult businesses are
located along IH-35 near its intersection with East 38 1/2 street.
This area was not selected because a large portion of the Study Area
is occupied by Concordia Lutheran College, and a suitable control area
with similar land uses was difficult to define •

In order to draw valid comparisons, the Control Areas were selected
according to their proximity and similarity to the Study Areas Four
Control Areas were selected for comparison to the four study areas.

1i
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: '".j,{ <.Illd OJlltl"l I\lea CI'alrlcl'cl isti"s. 1\11 of the Study anu (1l1trol

1'.1:, ·.;I:lt~ 1':~'_'llline(1-to-ld(~lltifY·5iil1iI~lritic5. They all ale circular
III :,Il'II'l: \'Ji t II rl LOOO hJlll l,uIius, a zi.:l.u of 72.12 e:tcrc~..i, <'"mel hdve

;llli ldl ['!IL'III,1! ilm and L..ind l1se rhrlr(lcteri~;tics. The population
(Ihtrllcl-e(i~-jlics of each (lLea wt.ne c.lnLllyzed using hlock ddta flom the
)'1fifl CcnSllS uf Poplllation ..lnd IInusin<J. 'fhe n}~,l1ts are SlUltffit.1Cizcd in
TdI1!.-!"; J, ·1, Ii, dlld n. L(lnd liSP dl':ILdctelistics are sUII\lncH"L~ed in
'I 11 {~~, 7, n, () dill I II}.

'I',lhle J
AlC'il L

population ChdldcturisLics

n,hnicity

r~'JU Compos i tion

••r
o

"
AnC]lo
Blc.ck
II i !;[lan i c
ot I", r

Stuoy Control

69.8 68.0
7.9 10.~

71.5 21.5
0.13 O.t

f
"
o

"o

lInd"r to
18 to 6~

65 aDd ovec

ll. 0
00.0
9.0

19.6
72.7
7.5

I
':. Owner Occupancy 17.5 25.5

I
Tdhle ~

fllea 2
Poplll~tion Churacteristics

I
I

l'.thnicily

'J, AnCJlo
~ Black

Hispanic
Other

S~lIdy

60.9
~.4

33.5
1.2

Control

75.2
6.2

18.0
0.5

I\CJf! Compos it ionf

J

I

r

'l,

'.'.
Under 18
18 to 64
65 and over

ONT'\e r Occllpancy

24.0
62.5
13.5

34.7

20.8
71.2
8.0

26.7
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Table 9
Al "'15 3

",xi stin'] Lawl lise
(inacIL':»

Study

19.0
7.2
7.2
0.1

9.1
6.6
0.0

14.7

Contra]

2t1.6
1.7

23.3
2.0

17.5

Control

34.2
9.6
S.b
O. 'I

0.2

4.2
':J.9
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Tabl e LO
IIlcas 4

Ex i s ti n9 Land Use
(in acres)

study control

Sin'J Le family
r'lul t i-family
CommPlcial
Off; "e
Ind",;t, ial
Public
Parkland
Vacant
Roads

25.1
2.3

26.6
1.1

1.6
15.4

22.7
4.9

15.8
5.1
2.3
0.4

3.7
17 .2

_______ - _. o_

Results

The crime rates calculated for ci1ch Study and Control Area and for the
ci ty at large are indicated in Table 11.

'J'ilble 11
Average Annual Cr ime Riltes

(per 1000 population)

Part 1 Crime Rate Sex Related Crime Rate------_.__ . -------
---
Stu<.ly Area 1 101.132 8.72
Contlol Area 1 320.65 2.17

---
Study Area 2 552.54 13.56
Control Area 2 96.69 2.48

Study Area 3 128.59 4.97
Control Area 3 69.60 2.37

Study Area 4 185.77 7.91
Control Area 4 133.41 1.84

Ci ty of Austin 83.14 2.81

All Control Areas 132.23 2.21

23

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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·.tlYf~i5 of Tilhle 11 reveals a definite pattern concerning sex-related
illl" ruLes. Sex related crimes rates in Control Areas are

",,,,,i';tently low, ranging from 65'1. to 68% of the city-wiele average.
I 'I cOIltL'a"t, sex lelateu cr ime rates in the SLudy Areas are
',,,hstilntiully higher than the city-wide average, ranging from 177\ to
'HI2\ higher.

Tab1412
Combined Average Annual Crime Rates

M~thodo!£9Y.' In an effort to assess the impacts of adult
entertainment businesses on property values in Austin, a survey of the
opinions of real estate professionals was conducted. A three-part
questionnaire was designed to gauge the 0plmon of real estate
i,ppraisers and lenders in the Austin area regarding the effect that an
"dult entertainment business would hilve on surrounding property
values.

Part I Crime Rate Sex Related Crime Rate

2111.42 10.02
193.43 2.35

159.70 6.02
97.44 2.21

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Till:! sex related crime rates for Study
c,,"tain two adult bu:.;iness sites, are higher
1 ilnd 4, which each contain one aelult
I',,"solidates the Cl ime rates for Study Areas
<'Illl 4. This anulysis indicates that the
areas having more than one adult business
than in areas having only one adult business

Study Areas 1 & 2
Control Areas 1 & 2

Study Areas 3 & 4
Cont rol Areas 3 & 4

~~al Estate I~ct~

Areas 1 and 2, which each
than those in Study Are<ls
business site. Table 12

1 anel 2 and Study Areus 3
sex related crime rate in
site is 66 percent higher
site.

I
I
I
I
I
I

The first part asked respondents to indicate the effect of one adult
l~okstore on residential and commercial properties located within one
block and three blocks of the bookstore. The second part of the
survey asked respondents to guage the effect on residential property
values within one block for a variety of commercial uses other than an
adult bookstore. The third part of the survey asked questions
designed to estimate the degree to which property values are affected
Ly adult businesses, and to establish the basis for the appraisers'
opinions. A sample questionnaire is included in Appendix D.

Results. The questionnaire was mailed to 120 firms listed in the
SouthWestern Bell Yellow Pages under "real estate appraisers" and
T'-real estate lenders". The Office of Land Development Services
received 54 responses; a response rate of 45 percent. The responses
to the questionnaire concerning the effect of adult businesses on
property values are tabulated in Table 13. Table 14 slmRarizes the
results of the questionnaire regarding the effect of other commercial
uses on property values. MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     001257



1'"111,, 11
The Effect of l\dult nllsincsscs on

Property Villues in l\lIstin, Texas

Decreuse Decrease Decrease
_ .. _. "__ __ __. ~~_g~~y~ ~_~~q_~__ ~._~o 20\_ 20% ur more
R"sidentiul PlOpetty
One Block Rudius 12~ 31% 26\ 31%

l'< Illunr~ rei ill PlUl'Ully
Onc Block Radius 31\ 30% 33\ 6\

Residential Property
Three Block Re:ldius 41% 20% 26\ 5%

Conunerciill Property
Three Block 'Radius 591; 30% 9% 2%

- - -_.-._.- --_.. -- ---------~.__ . -- ------------
The tilbulatcd r"sponses in T"Ille 13 indicate that a substantial nl<'jority (881;)
of those surveyed felt that an adult lxJok store would have a negative effect
on residential PlOlJCrty located within one block. Of these, 31 percent felt
th"t value would decrease by mote than 20 percent. A majority (69\) felt thilt
the value of commercial property within one block of the bookstore site would
be negatively affected. only 6 percent felt, however, that the decline in
value would be greater than 20 percent.

When the distance from the adult bookstore is increased, the negative imp"lct
on property values appears to be less severe. While a majority of respondents
(';91;) indicated that residential property located three blocks from the
lxlokstore would decline in value, only 5 percent felt the decline would be
<Heater than 20 percent and over 40 p"rcent felt that there would be no chilnge
in vulue at this distunce. The majority of tespondents (59%) felt that ther"
would be no chunge in value of commercial property located three blocks flom
the adult bookstore site.
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Table 14
The Effect of Commercial Businesses on

Residential Property Values in Austin, Texas

The survey also asked respondents to indicate the effect on
residential property values if the site was used for something other
than an adult bookstore. As indicated in Table 14, the majority felt
that property values would be higher if the site were used as a
medical office or branch library. They indicated that residential
property values would be reduced if the site was used as a pool hall,
tavern, welfare office, drug rehabilitation center, or another type of
adult entertainment business.

It..
•••
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

( 'hill eh
!'<Jlj1 lIa11
Welfare Office
Neighborhood Tavern
Record Store
/1edical Office
Branch Library
DlUg Rehabilitation
Ice Cream Parlor
Video Game Parlor
"dlllt Vinco "rcade
Topless Bar
l'\<1ssage Parlor
Nlult Theater

2\ 16'1;
2%
4%
9\

26%
18% 36\
21% = 40%

2%
6% 42%

16%
4%

5A%
39%
36%
38%
61%
41%
33%
22%
46\
53\
27%
19'1;
19%
23%

24'1;
45'1;
451
34%
11\
6\
6\
48\
6%
31%
28\
23%
23%
21%

14'1;
IS.
21%
2%

28\

42\
58%
58%
56%

I
r

I
r

f~~ses__of Property Value oecline._- The real estate professionals were
asked to describe the effect of adult bllsinesses on property values in
general and the basis for their 0pllllons. 'l'hese questions are
important because they help establish why property values are affected
by adult businesses.

The respondents based their opinions on several factors. They noted
that the type of clientele attracted by adult businesses create
concerns among families with children. Several noted that residential
properties in close proximity to adult business sites are no longer
suitable as homes for families with children. This eliminates a large
portion of the market, lowering demand, which in turn decreases the
"~rket value of the property. It was also noted that the existence of
adult business facilities leads mortgage underwriters to believe that
the general neighborhood is in decline. Therefore, they would be less
willing to make 90 to 95% financing available for these properties.
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Sf',,· ';11 (L'~llIllldl"'l1t!'i indiciltetl thilt "pride (If o'Nllership" ha5 an
il1'l" ,tuTlt intluf:'l1cQ on ptopetty vi\!ues. Nhcn LlIuilias i\L~ ellcfJtl[dgeu
t'J "',we a I esirlcntial area or discourarjNl from locatin') in a
~"1l11<:\I1ar all'" due to the existence of iln ildult business nf!i1dJV, a
trilll,i lion hum il filmily-orientcc1, owner -occupied neighbothood to a
mote transient, rcnter-occupied neiyhuorhQod milY result. This trend
is reinforced by the reluctilnce of lp.al estaLe lenders to make 90 to
95\ finilncing ilvailable for residentiill propetties in the area.

~lith regard to the effect on commercial properties, respondents
cUIlIlI\"nted that r:ullllllf'rcial ~roperty values were neyatively impilcted uut
to a lesser degree than residential properties. It was also noted
that the impact of il single adult entertainment business would be less
severe than the impact resulting from a concentration of businesses.
Other comments indicated a negative impact on the sales of businesses
engaged in neighborhood trade. One respondent conunented that adult
entertainment businesses tend to drive out residential or commercial
uses.

Those respondents ·"ho indicated little or no change in property values
cited several rCilsons for their opinions. S~veral commented that
adult businesses locilte in areas where ~ro~erty values are already in
decline. One comment noted that commercial pmperties would
experience very little effect because most cOlnmercial properties are
encl.Ullbered by long term leases. Another respondent stated that there
is no market evidence that values will change.

In summary, most appraisers and lenders believe that adult businesses
~Iill contribute to a decrease in surrounding property values,
particularly residential ptoperties within a one block radius. The
appl'ilisers opinions will affect property valups because their lending
and appraisal policies will, to some extent, determine property value.

C. 'I'RACE AREA CIIl\RAC'!'ERI S'I'ICS

The use of zoning authority to regulate the locations of adult
businesses implies that these businesses will be limited to certain
zoning districts. In order to make appropriate recOll1llendations for
assignmFmt of these businesses to specific zoning districts, an
understanding of their trade area characteristics is important.
Specifically, it is useful to know if a substantial portion of the
adult bUsinesses clientele is drawn from the immediate neighborhood or
from a larger regional area.

Methodology

In order to establish the extent of an adult business trade area. a
method of determining the location of customer residences must be
employed. The method selected for this evaluation was the observation
of vehicle license nl.Ullbers. It was assumed that addresses listed on
the vehicle registration reflected the location of the customers
residence.

I
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Three adult business sites were examined; an adult theater, an adult
bookstore,. and a topless bar. Due to study constraints, observation
of these sites was limited to a single weekend night. It is believed,
however, that the results of this examination reflect a reasonably
accurate representation of the trade area of each business.

Results .

The general location of customer residences was plotted on a map along
with the location of the observed adult business. Addresses located
outside of the Austin area or not found on the map are listed on the
map legend. MapS 10,11, and 12 illustrate the residences of observed
customers with respect to the adult business surveyed.

Thes~ maps indicate that the location of customers is fairly evenly
distributed throughout the City, particularly in the case of the
topless club, (Map 12). None of the three businesses observed appear
to attract a significant number of customers from the immediate
neighborhood. Of the 81 observations made only 3 were located within
a one mile radius of the adult business. It should be noted that all
of the adult businesses studied had single-family-residential
neighborhoods in the immediate vicinity.

Almost half (44 percent) of the observed customers resided outside of
the City of Austin. Table 15 summarizes this analysis for each of the
adult businesses.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

A. CRIME RATES

The results of this study indicate that there can be significant
detrimental impacts on neighborhoods located near adult businesses.
An analysis of sex-related crime rates in areas with adult businesses
(study Areas) revealed rates approximately two to five times higher
than city-wide averages. Control Areas, which contain no adult
businesses but have similar locations and land uses as the Study
Areas, were found to have sex related crime rates approximately the
same as city-wide rates. Moreover, sex-related crime rates in Study
Areas with more than one adult busine~re found to be 66\ higher
than Study Areas with one adult business;-----

B. PROPERT'{ VALUES-

The results of the assessment of the impact of adult businesses on
property values suggests that there may be a severe decline in
residential property values located within one block of an adult
business site. There is an indication, based on the subjective
0plnlons of real estate appraisers and lenders, that the introduction
of an adult business into an area adjacent to family-oriented, owner
occupied residential neighborhoods may precipitate a transition to a
more transient, renter-occupied neighborhood. The results of the
survey of appraisers and lenders closely parallels the results of a
similar survey conducted in Los Angeles, California and nationwide
surveys conducted by the Division of Planning in Indianapolis,
Indiana.

C. TIlADE AREA CHARACTERISTICS

The analysis of the trade area characteristics of the adult business
sites indicates that these businesses draw a substantial portion of
their clientele from outside the immediate area in which they are
located, and a sizable percentage of their clientele appear to reside
outside the Austin area. From a land use standpoint, these businesses
exhibit characteristics similar to other regionally oriented
commercial service businesses.

Zone Districts

The analysis of the trade area characteristics of adult businesses
revealed that they tended to attract a regional rather than local
clientle. This finding suggests that such uses should be restricted to
regionally oriented commercial zone districts. These districts are
usually located along heavily traveled streets such as arterials and
interstate highways. and are not normally near single-family
neighborhoods. Commercial zone districts that are designed for a
regional orientation include CBD, CMU, CH, CS and CS-l and to a lesser
extent, the GR, L, MI, and LI zone districts.
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Til" assignment of proper zone districts must also consider the type of
a,h, 1t business. Adult Entertainment Businesses, (including
bu•.kstores, theaters, and film stores) represent a form of free speech
whi ,:h is protected by the First Amendment. Regulation of these uses
must not unduly restrict freedom of speech. Adult Service Businesses,
such as massage parlors and modeling studios, are not as sensitive to
Filst Amendment issues.

Adult Entertainment Businesses are recommended in the GR, L, CBD, DMU,
CS, CS-I, CH, MI, and LI zone districts and Adult Service Business are
recommended in the L, CBD, DMU, CS, CS-l, and CH zone districts.

Conditional Use Permits

The conditional use permit process offers a viable method of
regulating adult businesses by providing an extra degree of review
needed to address the potential impacts adult businesses generate to
surrounding neighborhoods. unlike traditional zone district
regulations, conditional use permits require site plan review, thus
affording additional analysis and control.

Austin'S current zoning ordinance prohibits adult businesses from
locating within 1000 feet of any property zoned or used as
residential. This provision led to the invalidation of the ordinance
in the suit initiated by Taurus Enterprises because it was found that
almost all commercially zoned property is, in fact, located within
1000 feet of residential property. This is particularily true in
older areas of the City where narrow strip commercial development is
flanked by residential use. This restriction should be eliminated
from the ordinance and the issue of neighborhood protection should be
addressed via the conditional use permit.

Conditional use permits are recommended in the GR, L, DMU, MI, and LI
zoning districts for Adult Entertainment businesses and for Adult
Service businesses they are recommended in the L, DMU, CS and CS-l
zone districts. See Table 16 for a summary of these recommendations.

Table 16
Zoning Summary

GR L CBD DMU CS CS-I CH MI LI

Adult Entertainment Businesses
Adult Service Businesses

c - conditional Use
P - Permitted Use

C c
c

P
P

c
c

p
C

P
C

p C
p

c
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~'sp'!rsion of Adult Businesses

The analysis of sex-related crime rates revealed that when more than
one business was located in a study area, the crime rate was 66\
higher. In order to address this potential p~oblem, the regulation of
allult businesses should prohibit their concentration. Presently, the
ordinanee requires a 1,000 foot (about three city blocks) seperation
hptween adult businesses. This requirement should be continued.

E. POTENTIAL LOCATIONS

The available use district maps were examined to identify potential
locations where new adult entertanment business would be permitted to
establish. Although the availabla-maps do not prOVide full coverage
of the city, the most heavily urbanized sections of the city were·
examined. The analysis found 4534 parcels of land of various sizes
where an adult entertainment business would be permitted as a use by
right under the current zoning assigned to these parcels. Adult
entertainment businesses would be allowed as a conditional use on an
additional 3328 parcels. These locations are located throughout the
city and offer extensive sites for the establishment of new adult
entertainment business. Permitted locations were found on
approximately 110 use district maps, which comprise well over 90\ of
all maps examined. The maps will be retained on file in the Office of
Land oevelopment Services,· 301 West Second Street, Austin, Texas
78767.

F. CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of the above recommended regulations will assure
protection of First Amendment rights, and will also allow adult
oriented business to operate without adversely affecting the property
values and crime rates in surrounding neighborhoods.
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Appendix A

!,Il'lysis of Adult Busine::s Studies in Indianapolis, Indiana and Los
fulyeles, California.

A. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

In February, 1984, the Division of Planning in Indianapolis published
a report entitled Adult Entertainment Businesses in Indianapolis: An
~~lysis. This report contained the results of an evaluation of the
iml~ct of adult business upon the surrounding area in terms of crime
rates and real estate values.

Incidence of Crime

Methodology. The Indianapolis study assessed the impact of adult
entertainment businesses on crime rates by researching six areas
containing adult businesses and six similar areas containing no adult
businesses. The six Study Areas were selected from among the forty
three adult business locations. The criteria used to select the Study
Areas were their zoning mix, population size, and the relative age of
their housing stock. The control Areas (having no adult businesses)
were chosen on the basis of their proximate location to the Study
Areas and their similarity in terms of population size and zoning mix.
Of the six Study Areas, two consisted primarily of residential zoning,
two consisted primarily of commercial zoning, and two contained a mix
of both residential and commercial zoning. All Study and Control
Areas were circular in shape with a 1000 foot radius.

The Indianapolis study evaluted crimes in the Study and Control Areas
for the years 1978 through 1982. The study compiled all reported
incidents to which police were dispatched. These data were assembled
into two groups: Major Crimes and Sex-Related Crimes. Major Crimes
included Criminal Homicide, Rape, Robbery, Aggravated Assault,
Residence and Non-Residence Burglary, Larceny, and Vehicle Theft.
SeX-Related Crimes included Rape, Indecent Exposure, Obscene Conduct,
Child Molestation, Adult Molestation, and Commercial Sex.

~esults. The evaluation found that for both the Study and Control
Areas, the rate of major crimes was higher than the corresponding rate
for the Indianapolis Police District as a whole. The average annual
rate for IIllljor crimes in the Study Areas was 23 percent higher than
the corresponding rate in the Control Areas. Comparison of the rates
for sex-related crimes indicated a considerably larger difference
between the Study and Control Areas. The average annual rate for
sex-related crimes in the Study Area was 77 percent higher than the
corresponding rate in the Control Area. The study also found a strong
correlation between the crime frequency and the residential character
of the Study areas. Cri_ rates were S6 percent higher in
predominantly residential areas than in predominantly commercial
areas. The study found a more acute difference regarding sex-related
crimes. Sex-related crimes occurred four times more frequently in
predominantly reSidential areas than in areas that were substantially
cOlllll8rcial in nature.
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:,al Estate Impacts

2. The negative impact decreased markedly with distance from the
adult bookstore. At a distance of three blocks the negative
impact was judged by appraisers to be less than half that when
compared to a distance of one block.

·:ethod,?~ogy. The Indionapolis report also evaluated the impact of
."jult husinesses on property values. The report approached the
"valuation from two perspectives. The first approach compared the
residential property appreciation rates of the Study Areas to those of
the Control Areas and to a larger geographical area that included the
Study and Control Areas. The second approach surveyed professional
leal estate appraisers to establish a "best profes<;ional opinion"
regarding the market effect of adult businesses on surrounding land
values.

majority of appraisers felt that there is a negative
residential and commercial property values within one
adult bookstore.

The large
impact on
block of an

The first part of the evaluation examined three sources in the
assessment of residential property appreciation. These sources were:
the Indianapolis Residential Multiple Listing Summaries of the
Metropolitan Indianapolis Board o(~ealtors; 1980 Census Data; and the
annual. lending institution statements required by the Federal Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act. The secon~ part of the evaluation solicited
the opinions of members of the"" American Institute of Real Estate'
Appraisers (AIREA). The survey sample was drawn at two levels. A 20
percent random sample of AlREA members from across the nation was
constructed. A 100 percent sample of professional appraisers with the
MAl (Member Appraisal Institute) designation, who practiced in the 22
Metropolitan Statistical Areas similar in size to Indianapolis, was
compiled. The survey questionnaire was formulated to solicit
information concerning the effect of adult businesses on residential
and commercial property located within one to three blocks of the
business site.

Results. The report adopted the following conclusions regarding the
appreciation of residential properties. First, residential properties
within the Study Areas appreciated at only one-half the rate of the
Control Areas and one-third the rate of Center Township (representing
the performance of the market at a broader scale). Second, while
residential listing activity declined 52 percent in the Control Areas
and 80 percent in Center Township, in the Study Area listings
increased 4 percent. The report found that "twice the expected number
of houses were placed on the market at substantially lower prices than
would be expected had the Study Area real estate market performed
typically for the period of time in question".

The tabulated results of the professional appraiser survey are
depicted in Table 1. From these results, the report concluded that:

1.

I
II

•
~
I

I
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3. The majority felt that the negative impact was greater for
residential properties than for commercial properties.

Table I
Effect of Adult Businesses on property values in Indianapolis, Indiana

Decrease
20\ or
more

Residential property
One Block Radius

Decrease
10 to
20\

Decrease
1 to
10\

No change Increase
1 to
10\

Increase
10 to
20\

20\ National
Survey·

100\ MSA
Survey

21.3

19.0

24.5

25.4

34.1

33.6

20.1

21.1

0.0.

0.9

0.0

0.0

Commercial property
One Block Radius

20\ National
Survey

100\ MSA
Survey

10.0

9.5

19.3

20.3

42.6

39.9

28.1

29.9

0.0

0.9

0.0

0.4

Residential Property
Three Block Radius

20\ National
SUJ:vey

100\ MSA
Survey

1.6

2.6

9.3

7.8

25.4

28.9

63.3

60.3

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

Commercial property
Three Block Radius

20\ National
Survey

100\ MSA
Survey

0.8

2.2

5.2

3.9

16.5

16.8

76.6

75.9

0.8

1.3

0.0

0.0
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,/,',,,, Incliitnapolis appraiser survey included a question designed to help
,,,; tabl i sh the basis for thei r opinions regarding the degree to which
,-' !llit husines"es affect property values in general. Almost 90 percent
of those responding to the survey provided responses to this question.
In the national survey, 29 percent saw little or no effect on
sllrrounding property values resulting from adult businesses. They
listed as a basis their professional experience; the observation that
this use generally occurs in already deteriorated neighborhoods; and
the feeling that the effect of only one adult business would be
inconsequential.

One half of the respondents projected a substantial to moderate
negative impact on surrounding property values. Their responses were
based on the feeling: that adult businesses attract "undesirables" to
the ~eighborhood; that adultbus~sses create a bad image of the
area; and that this type of use offends the prevailing community
attitudes thus discouraging homebuyers and customers from frequenting
the area. Twenty percent of the respondents indicated that the
potential impact on surrounding property values was contingent on
other variables. Many felt the impact would be contingent on the
existing property values in the area and the subjective value of area
residents. Some felt that development standards controlling facade
and signage would determine the degree of impact, while others
indicated that the nature of the existing commercial area and its
buffering capacity as the most important factor influencing the impact
on surrounding property values.

The MSA survey results closely paralleled those of the national
survey. two additional responses are noteworthy. First, some
respondents indicating a substantial to moderate negative impact based
their opinion on the feeling that such uses precipitate decline and
discourage improvements in the area. Second, some respondents felt
that the impact on property values was contingent on whether or not it
was likely that other adult businesses would be attracted to the area.

B. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In June, 1977 the Department of City Planning of the City of Los
Angeles published a report entitled Study of the Effects of the
Concentration of Adult Entertainment Establishments In the city of Los
Angeles. 'rl'ie study includes an evaluation of the impact of adult
businesses on both crime rates and property values.

Incidence of Crime

Methodology. The Ci ty' s study evaluated the impact of adult
businesses on criminal activity by comparing crime rates in Hollywood
to crime rates for the city. Hollywood was selected as a study area
because of its high concentration of adult businesses. The study
focused on the years 1969 to 1975, during which time adult businesses
in Hollywood proliferated from 11 to 88 establishments.
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R"r,,,ttS. The City's study monitored trends in Part 1 crimes. Part 1
(~'L ""~ include homicide, rape, aggravated assault, robbery, burglary,
1.:11 ('"ny, and vehicle theft. The number of reported incidents of Part
t ,rimes in the Hollywood area increased 7.6 percent from 1969 to
t97~. This was nearly double the citywide average increase of 4.2
IJCL,:ent for the same time period. This report also monitored Part I
crimes committed against a person (as opposed to those committed
against property) and found that they increased at a higher than
average rate in the Hollywood Area. street robberies and purse
snatchings, where in the victims were directly accosted by their
assailant, increased by 93.7 percent and 51.4 percent, respectively;
compared to the city wide average increase of 25.6 percent and 36.8
percent.

The increase in arrests for Part II crimes indicated an alarming
differential between the Hollywood area and the city as a whole.
Arrests' for these crimes increased 45.5 percent in the Hollywood area
but only 3.4 percent city wide. prostitution arrests in the Hollywood
area increased at a rate 15 times greater than the city average.
While the city showed a 24.5 percent increase, prostitution arrests in
Hollywood increased 372.3 percent. In 1969, arrests for prostitution
in the Hollywood area accounted for only 15 percent of the city total;
however, by 1975 they accounted for over 57 percent of the total. In
the Hollywood area pandering arrests increased by 475 percent, which
was 3 1/2 times greater than the city wide average. In 1969 pandering
arrests in the Hollywood area accounted for 19 percent of the city
total. By 1975, the share had. increased to 46.9 percent.

The Los Angeles Police Department increased their deployment of police
personnel at a substantially higher rate in the Hollywood area in
response to the surge in crime. The report emphasized that
sexually-oriented business either contributed to or were directly
responsible for the crime problems in the Hollywood area.

Real Estate Impacts

Methodology. The study prepared by the city of Los Angeles utilized a
two point approach in evaluating the impact of adult businesses on
surrounding property values. The primary approach sought to
establish the impact on property values by monitoring changes in
assessed value from 1970 to 1976 for selected areas having
concentrations of adult businesses and for appropriate control areas.
The report selected five study areas containing 4 to 12 adult
entertainment businesses. Three study areas were in Hollywood and the
other two were in the San Fernando valley. Four control areas, having
no adult businesses were selected. The study examined property
assessment data, U.S. census data, and other pertinent information to
determine the rate of appreciation over the six year study period.
The rates for the study Areas were compared to the rates for the
Control Areas to gauge the impact of adult businesses on property
values.
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Th: second approach of the study used survey questionnaires to
sui ·,p.ctively establish the impact of adult businesses on surrounding
".,,: dNltial and commercial properties. Two questionnai res were
IJlI ",Hed. The fi rst questionnai re was distributed to all members of
tit·, American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers having a Los Angeles
address and to members of the California Association of Realtors
having offices in the vicinity of the Study Areas. The second
questionnaire was distributed to all property owners (other than
single family residential) within 500 feet of the Study Areas. The
results of these surveys were supplemented with input from the general
public obtained at two public meetings held in the area.

Results. The evaluation found that there was some basis to conclude
that the assessed valuation of property within the Study Areas had
generally tended to increase at a lesser rate than similar areas
havinq no adult businesses. However, the report noted that in the
opinion of the planning staff there was insufficient evidence to
support the contention that concentrations of adult businesses have
been the primary cause of these· patterns of change in assessed
valuation.

The appraiser questionnaire was distributed to 400 real estate
professionals with 20 percent responding. The results can be
summarized as follows:

1. 87.7\ felt that the concentration of adult businesses would
decrease the market value of business property located in the
vicinity of such establishments.

2. 67.9\ felt that the concentration of adult businesses would
decrease the rental value of business property located in the
vicinity of such establishments.

3. 59.3\ felt that the concentration of adult businesses would
decrease the rentability/salability of business property located
in the vicinity of such establishments.

4. 72.8\ felt that the concentration of adult businesses would
decrea.. the annual income of businesses located in the vicinity
of such establishments.

s. Over 90\ felt that
decrease the market
1000 feet.

the concentration of adult businesses would
value of private residences located within

6. Over 86\ felt that the concentration of adult businesses would
decrease the rental value of residential income property located
within 1000 feet.

7. Almost 90\ felt that the concentration of
decrease the rentability/salability of
located within 1000 feet.

adult businesses would
residential property
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R":pondents to the appraisers' survey cOl1l11ented that the adverse
., '~cts are related to the degree of concentration and the type of
.,,,,,It business. They ind.lcated that one free standing adult business
m·'f have no effect. A few comments indicated that property values and
I"'"iness volume might increase for businesses that are compatible with
adult entertainment businesses (e.g.: other adult businesses, bars).
A high percentage of appraisers and realtors commented on the adverse
effect of adult businesses on neighborhood appearance, litter, and
graffiti.

~Ie survey of property owners indicated that almost 85 percent felt
that adult entertainment establishments had a negative effect on the
sales and profits of businesses in the area. Over 80 percent felt
that adult businesses had a negative affect on the value and
appearance of homes in the area immediately adjacent to such
businesses. Area property owners and businessmen cited the following
adverse effects resulting from adult entertainment establishments.

1. Difficulty in renting office space.

2. Difficulty in keeping desirable tenants.

3. Difficulty in recruiting employees.

4. Limits hours of operation (evening hours).

5. Deters patronage from women and families.

6. Generally reduces business patronage.

Respondents emphasized their concerns about the high incidence of
crime. A high percentage of respondents commented that the aesthetics
of adult businesses are gariSh, sleazy, shabby, blighted, tasteless,
and tend to increase the incidence of litter and graffiti.

Testimony received at the two public meeting on this subject revealed
that there was serious public concern over the proliferation of adult
entertainment businesses, particularly in the Hollywood area.
Citizens testified that they are afraid to walk the streets,
particularly at night. They expressed concern that children might be
confronted by unsavocy characters or exposed to sexually explicit
material.
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TYPES Of' CRIMES

Part 1 Crimes

Appendix B

Burglary of a Residence
Attempted Burglary of a Residence
Burglary of a Non-Residence
Attempted Burglary of a Non-Residence

Assault

Sexual Assault
Attempted Sexual Assault
Aggravated Sexual Assault
Attempted Aggravated Sexual
Rape of a Child
Attempted Rape of a Child

Aggravated Robbery;oeadly weapon
Attempted Aggravated Robbery;oeadly weapon
Aggravated Robbery by Assault
Robbery by Assault
Attempted Robbery by Assault

Attempted Murder
Attempted Capital Murder
Aggravated Assault
Aggravated Assault on a Peace Officer
Deadly Assault
Serious Injury to a Child
Arson with Bodily Injury

Murder
Capi tal Murder
Climinal Negligent Homicide/Non-Traffic
CLiminal Negligent HomicidejTraffic
Involuntary ManslaughterjTraffic
Justified Homicide

Theft
Burglary of a Vehicle
Burglary of a Coin-aperated Machine
Theft from Auto
Theft of Auto parts
Pocket Picking
Purse Snatching
Shoplifting
Theft of Service
Theft of Bicycle
Theft from Person
Attempted Theft
Theft of Heavy Equipment
Theft of Vehicle/Other

I

I
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I
I
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Aut.o Theft
Atlempted Auto Theft
Unauthorized use of a vehicle

Sex Related Crimes

Sexual Assault
Attempted Sexual Assault
Aggravated Sexual Assault
Attempted Aggravated sexual Assault
Rape of a Child
Attempted Rape of a Child

~

Prostitution
Promotion of Prostitution
Aggravated Promotion of Prostitution
Compelling Prostitution

Sexual Abuse
Aggravated Sexual Abuse
Attempted Aggravated Sexual Abuse
Public Lewdness
Indecent Exposure
Sexual Abuse of a Child
Attempted Sexual Abuse of a Child
Indecency with a Child
Incest
SOlicitation
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Appendix C

COMPOSITION OF S1UDY , CONTROL AlU!:AS
BY ZONIOO DISTRICT

Area one Area Two Area Three Area Four

I Study Control Study Control Study Control Study Control

1-SF-3 2.92

I SF-3 18.78 26.97 25.43 22.31 33.26 47.29 22.49 22.39

I
SF-3-H

I'IF-2 3.30 2.64 .77 2.32 1.72

I MF-3 .94 1.93 1.38 7.88 2.64 1.03 1.00

MF-4 .28 2.69

I MF-S

I
LO 4.47 1.45 .57 1.17 2.72 1.02

GO .43

I CS 13.90 15.88 26.54 13.06 10.31 1.21 13.16 24.99

CS-1 1.12 .78 .34 .40 15.44 1.55

I CS-H

I
GR .98 .34 7.40 2.21 1.12 .71 1.55

LR .54 .89 .37 3.18

I LI 3.62

, AVIATI~ 3.05

I UNZ

ROAD ROlf 22.59 22.33 11.65 20.53 14.51 12.74 17.51 14.34

I 72.12 12.12'roTAL 72.12 72.12 72.12 72.12 72.12 12.12,
I
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SUMMARY AND RECOHHENDATl ONS

During the past ten years. Indianapolis has experienced a signi
ficant growth in the number and variety of adult entertainment
businesses located in its jurisdiction. An adult entertainment
business, for the purposes of this study, Is an establishment
which primari Iy features sexually stimulating material or per
formances. As of mid-1983 there were sixty-eight such businesses
operating in this City. They were located at forty-three separate
sites.

The proliferation of these busInesses heIghtened the community's
awareness of their existence and resulted In numerous requests
that the Ci ty control thei r presence. Beyond the moral objections
raised by many citIzens, It was also alleged that such businesses
had a detrimental effect on property values and contrIbuted to
high crime rates where they were located.

The Indianapolis Division of Planning undertook this study in
July of 1983. Of the existing adult entertainment sites. the
study examined six representative locations ( the Study Area)

,and the presence - or lack thereof - of certain relevant condi
tions therein. It then compared these sites with six physically
similar locations ( the Control Area) containIng no adult en
tertainment business. Both groups of sites were compared with
the City as a whole.

Because of their importance to the public welfare of the commun
ity, the study examined the factors of crime Incidence during
the period 1978 - 1982 and real estate value appreciation from
1979 - 1982. In support of limited real estate data on a sNII
area level, the City collaborated with Indiana University In a
national survey of real estate appraisers to develop a "best pro
fessional opinion" as to the effect of adult entertainment busi
nesses on surrounding r.al estate values.

As discussed In AppendIx III of this report, case I~ has firmly
established th~ legal and constitutional basis for control of the
use of land within their juriSdictIon by states and municipalities
in order to safeguard "the public health. safety, morals and gen
eral welfare of thel r cl tlzens". The "public welfare", In this
context, embraces the stabi lIutlon of property values and the
promotion of desirable home surroundings. On the other hand,
case law has also upheld the right of this business sector to
operate in the community under the First and Fourteenth Ammend
ments'of the Constitution.

In establishing an empiric base to determine whether controls were
warranted in order to direct the location of these businesses,
analyses of the data showed:
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The average major crime rate ( i.e., crimes per 10.000
population) in the IPD District was 748.55. the Control
Area 886.34. and the Study Area 1090.51. Major crimes oc·
curred In areas of the study that contained at least one
adult entertainment establishment at a rate that was 23'
higher than the six similar areas studied not having such
businesses and 46' higher than the Pollee District at
large.

- Although it was ImpOSSible to obtain a discrete rate for
sex·related crimes at the pollee district level. it was
possible to compare rates between the Control Areas and
the Study Areas. The average sex-related crime rate in
the Control Areas over the five year period was 26.2.
while that rate for the Study Areas was 46.4.

- If the ratio of sex-related crimes was the same as that
established for major crimes between the Control Area and
the Study Area. however. we would expect a sex-related
crime rate of 32.3. The actual rate of 46.4 Is 77' high
er than that of the Control Areas rather than the 23' that
would be expected and Indicates the presence of abnormal
influences In the Study Areas.

- Close examination of crime statistics within the Study
Areas Indicate a direct correlation between crime and the
residential character of the n.lghborhood. Crime frequen
cies were 56' higher In residential areas of th~ study
than In Its commercial areas. .

• At the s_ time. sex-r.lated crimes occurr.d four times
more frequently within residential n.lghborhoods having
at least on. adult entertainment busln.ss than In neigh
borhoods having a substantially district-related commer
cial make-up having adult ent.rtalnment.

• Although the housing bas. within the Study Areas waS of
a distinctly higher value than that of the Control Areas.
Its value appreciated at only one-half the rate of the
Control Ar.as' and on.-thlrd the rate of Cent.r Township
as a whole during the period 1979 - 1982.

• Pr.ssures within the Study AreaS caused the "al .stat.
mark.t wi thin thel r boundarl.s to perform In a mann.r con
trary to thlit within the Control Ar.... Cent.r Township
and the County. In a time when the mark.t saw a decreas.
of 50% In listings. listings within the Study Ar.as actu
ally 1ncreased slight Iy.

II

•

•

•
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- As a result. twice as many houses were placed on the market at
substantially lower prices than would be expected had the Study
Area's market performance been typical for the period of time
in. question.

- The great majority of appraisers (75') who responded to a na
tional survey of certified real estate appraisers felt that an
adult bookstore located within one block would have a negative
effect on the value of both residential (SO,) ."d c_rcial
(72%) propertIes. 50' of these ·respondents fores.., an inwnedi
.te depreciation in excess of 10%.

- At a distance of three blocks. the great majority of respon
dents (71') felt that the Impact of an adult bookstore fell off
sharply so that the impact was neglIgible on both residential
(64') and commercIal (77%). At the same time, It appears that
the residual effect of such a use was greater for residential
than for commercial properties.

In answer to a survey question regardIng the Impact of an adult
bookstore on property values generally, 50' felt that there
would be a substantlal-to-moderate negative Impact, 30' saw
lIttle or no Impact, and 20' saw the affect as being dependent
on factors such as the predominent values (property and social)
existing In the neighborhood, the development standards impos
ed on the use, and the ability of an existing commercial node
to buffer the Impact from other uses.

While the statIstics assembled and analyzed In thIs study should not
~e construed as proving that adult· busInesses cause the negative Im
pacts Illuminated hereIn. an obvious varIable In each .Instance of com
parison is·thelr presence. Crime rates - partIcularly those that are
sex-related - shoW substantial devIatIon from nor~l rates for this
population. Analyses of real estate listings and sales show a nega
tIvely abnormal performance of the real estate market In areas where
adult entertaInment Is offered.ln this latter case, the best profes
sional judgement available indicates overwhelmingly that adult enter
tainment businesses - even a relatively passive use such as an adult
bookstore'- have a serious negative effect on their Immediate envi
rons.

Consequently, It would seem reasonable and prudent that the City ex
ercise Its zoning power to regulate the location of adult entertain
ment businesses so that they operate In areas of the community that,
while accessable to their patrons, are yet located In districts that
are least likely to Injure the general welfare cf resIdents.

G
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IT IS, THEREoFORf, RfCOHMENDED:

- THAT ADULT ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESSES BE ALLOWED TO LOCATE IN
AREAS THAT ARf PRfDOHINANTLY ZONED FOR DISTRICT-ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES - I. E., C4 DR HORE INTENSE USE
CATEGORIES.

- THAT NO ADULT ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS BE ALLOWED TO LOCATE
IN AREAS THAT ARf PREDOMINANTLY ZONED FOR NEIGHBORHOOD
ORIENTED COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES - I. E., C3 OR LESS INTEN
SIVE USE CATEGORIES.

- THAT EACH LOCATION REQ.UI RE A SPECI AL EXCEPT ION WHI CH, AMONG
OTHER CONS IDE RAT IONS, WOULD REQ.U IRE APPROPRI ATE DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS DESIGNED TO BUFFER AND PROTECT ADJACENT PROPERTY
VALUES.

- THAT THESE USES NOT BE ALLOWED TO LOCATE WITHIN SOO FEET
OF A RESIDENTIAL, SCHOOL, CHURCH OR PARK PROPERTY LINE NOR
WITHIN SOO FEET OF AN ESTABLISHED HISTORIC AREA.

Iv

,

( .

(
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I NTRODUCTI ON

As is the case in most large cities, Indianapolis has experienced
a rapid growth in the number and variety of adult entertainment
businesses over the past ten years. As of June, 1983 there were
sixty-eight such businesses located singly and In clusters through
out Harion County.

For the purpose of this study, the term "adult entertainment busi
ness" Is a general term utilized to collectively designate busi
nesses which primarily feature sexually stimulating material and/
or performances. These non-exclusively include adult bookstores,
adult cabarets, adult drive-In theaters, adult mini motion picture
theaters and arcades, adult entertainment arcades and adult ser
vice establishments.

These enterprises have posed a particular problem due, in part, to
the moral implications attendant upon such businesses in the minds
of many members of the community. While this Is, perhaps, the view
of the majority, case law on the subject has clearly established
that the exclusion of such businesses from a community is an In
fringement of First Amendment rights. The proliferation of such
businesses providing various forms of adult entertainment in Mer
ion County has exacerbated this dilemma and given rise to addition
al charges of negative impacts on neighborhoods in proximity to
thei r location .

Through the use of their zoning power, cities have within the past
half century directed the physical growth of communities in order
to assure a hannonlo.,s blend of land uses which foster the general
welfare of the population. This power has been applied more recent
ly to adult entertainment businesses In many communities and has
served as a prime means of controlling possible negative impacts
on neighborhoods.

This study wasunderUken to examine these alleged negative impacts
with the purpose of empirically establishing, to the extent poss
ible, their existence or non-existence as well as their real di
mensions In IndIanapolis. The possible relatIonships between these
impacts and the land use characteristics of the sites in which they
are offered were also examined to ascertain whether certain land
use classifications were better suited than others for the loca
tion of adult entertainment businesses •
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STUDY METHODS

As described below, the study methodology employs the comparison
of different land areas in Indianapolis. The two basic areas of
comparison are Study Areas and Control Areas. They are distIn
guished by tne existence of adult entertainment establishments
~ithin their boundaries ( the Study Areas) or the absence there
of ( the Control Areas ).

These two designations are further differentiated as to the gen
eral purpose or emphasis of the land uses they contain. Those
that generally serve the immediately surrounding residential uses
are termed "Neighborhood-Related" while those that contain uses
meant to serve a broader geographic area are designated "Conmun
i ty-Re Iated" •.

STUDY SITE LOCATIONS

(

•

f

At the time of the study's inception, there were at least forty
three possible, distinct sites in Indianapolis where adult enter
tainment was offered either singly or in clusters of establish
ments. For manageability purposes, It was decided to select six of
these sites that were representative. In choosing these subject lo
cations (as well as the Control Areas of the study) ,the determinant
characteristics were their zoning mix, population size and the
relative age of housing stock. In each case, adult entertainment
was offered during the time span of the study.

The selection process was additionally based on the number of es
tablishments located In a given neighborhood, whether It was resi
dential in nature and therefore neighborhood-related, or contained a
significant portion of Its land use In regional, commercial uses
which made It community-related.

The designation "Neighborhood-Related" was applied where a prepon
derance ( 75' or more) of the area within 1000 feet of the site
was zoned DI through DI2 ( residential dwelling district classifi
cations) and the commercial areas were neighborhood-related - prin
cipally C3 ( a neighborhood commercial classification ). Special
Use designations were judged to be neighborhood-related or not on an
individual basis. SUI (church) & SU2 (school), for example, were
judged to be generally neighborhood-related.

"Conmunlty-Related" areas were described as areas where a signifi
cant proportion (30' or more) of the zoning withIn the 1000-foot
radius was C4 ( COmmunity-Regional Conmerclal ) or more intense and
the Special Uses within the boundaries were of a conmunity-wlde na
ture. su6 (hospital) .,d SU21 (cemetery) were judged, therefore, to
be related to the community generally.

I
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Within these two broad classifications. six locations were chosen.
Two of them were situated in residential settings, two in re
gional-commercial settings and two in areas that fell In between,
i. e., areas that had a high percentage of residential zoning but
also contained a certain proportion of regionally oriented com
mercial zoning. These six locations became the Study Areas of
this investigation. (cf. Appendix I)

AREA ZONING CHARACTERISTICS
STUDY AREAS

CHARACTERISTICS
Residential Commercial Special

C4-22% '1 - ,"-C3-3% SU2-17% PKI-2%
C4-1a;

11U-ln PK2-5%
12U-13%

Parks

cl-n SUI-3%
C3-8%
C3-24% SU9-I%

05-78%
05-60%

05-65%
08-5%
oS-In

04-8n

05-75%·

Res i denti a1
1.5431 East 38th St.

SITE

Commercial
5.6116 E. Washington

6.4441-63 N. Keystone

2.3155 East 10th St.
Coml./Res Ident Ia 1
3.3555 West 16th St.
4.2101 W. Washington

•Of the two sites ehosen In residential areas, ene contained an
adult bookstore (Apollo Adult lookS,· 5431 East 38th St.) and a
massage parlor(Eve'. Garden of Relaxation, 5429 East 38th St.)
The other residehtlal location cont~ined an adult ~vle house
(Rlvoli Theater, 3155 East 10th St.) end a topless bar (Ten-De
Club, 3201 East 10th St.)

One of the commercial/residential areas had a topless bar within
its bo",darles (Ilue I400n Saloon, 2101 West Washington), while
the other harbored the White Front lar whleh f..tured to\)less
dancing (3535 Wes~ 16th St.)

The two commercial areas ehosen were In the slxty-one h",dred
block of East Washington St. and the forty-four h",dred block
of North Keystone. The fl rst sl te contained two adult book
stores (Modem Art lookstore at 6118 and Adult Arcade at 6122)
and a massage parlor (Spanish Moon lit 6116.) The North Keystone
location contained four IIIIIssage parlors (Other World, 4441,
Diamond's Angels, 4445, Pleasure Palaca, 4461, and TOom and
Co"'try, 4463). two adult bookstores (Video World, 4447 and
Adult Bookstore, 4475) as well as a topless lounge (Devll's

t
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Hideaway. ltltSl).

Six areas were a,lso selected to serve as control sites for the
study. These sites were chosen on the basis of their proximate
location to the Study Areas (or their location on major thor
oughfares in areas physically similar in location and types of
development), size of population and zoning characteristics.
None contained adult entertainment businesses. Selection was

·also made so that two of the sites were in predominantly resi
dential areas, two in commercial areas and two in areas that
contained a significant mix of residential and regional com
mercial zoning. These six sites became the Control Areas of the
study, (cf. Appendix I.)

3
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AREA ZONING CHARACTERISTICS

NEIGHBORHOOD-RELATED COMMUNITY-RELATED
Residential

Study Area
I . 100%
2. 99% 1%

Control Area
I. 100%
2. 100%

Coml./Residential
Study Area

3. 78% 22%
It. 82% 18%

Control Area
3. 81% 19%
It. 78% 22%

Commerci al
Study Area

5. 70% 30%
6. 35% 65%

Cont rol Ar.a
5. It]%. 57%

(6. 361 6ltt ..
STUDY SITE COMPARI SClfS

Throughout the following analyses. a serl.s of c~arisons are
made at several dlff.r.nt levels of geography: I •••• Countyl
Police District; Cansus Tract/Census Tract Clust.r; and Centroll
Study Area. .

When dealing with crime statistics. the Indlanpolls Pol Ie.
Department District Is us.d as the largest universe of com
parison. In the ease of real estate Information. Harlon
County Is us.d as the largest geographic area of eo~arlson.

Cent.r Township Is also us.d as a basis of comparison in
the analysis of adult .nt.rtalnment Impacts on prop.rty
values

Mid-Size Area

In te rmed Iate geog raph Icleve Is used for compa rl son In the
study were census tracts when study sites were centrally
located within th.lr boundaries. Where they were not. those
census tracts In pro~I.lty to the site w.re ~osen as the
basis of c~ar;son.

\"2-

t
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CENSUS TRACTS/TRACT CLUSTERS
Study/Control Areas

I 2 3 4 5 6
Con t ro I Areas 31iT2 3527 36IT )1ii1i ID6 3606

2416 3547 3612 3426 3217 3607
3548 3608

Study Areas 3310 3526 3411 3414 3607 3216
3601 3548 3426 3224

3549 3538 3225
3226

Sub-Area

The Control Areas and the Study Areas, as described above,
formed the smallest geographic group of the study. These
target areas were constituted using the criteria listed
in the previous section of this report and data derived for
them by aggregating block-level or addressed data within
a 1000-foot radius of the area centroid •

•.
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1980 CENSUS TRACTS
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS S1UOY

• Study Area
o Control Area
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CRIME INCIDENCE

The Data Processing Unit of the Indianapolis Pel Ice Department
performed two co~uter runs of thei I' "Incidence Files" 1 in August
of 1983 at the request of the City Division of Planning. The re
sultant printouts detailed all reported incidents to which po·
lice had been dispatched in the C~ltrol Areas and the Study Areas
during the years 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982. Data were assem
bled from these printouts on a year-by-year, area-by-area basls jThey were then grouped by Major Crlmes2 and Sex-Ralated Crimes.

Summary data for the Indianapolis Pollee District were also assem
bled for major crimes during the years 1978 through 1982. unfor
tunately, sex-related crimes had not been discreetly assembled
for the Police District and study constraints would not allow
their tabulation manually.

The purpose of these tabulations was to Identify any possible
abnormalities that might have occurred In expected frequency and
nature of crime between the Indianapolis Police District, the
Control Areas which were chosen for their similarity to the
Study Areas and the Study Areas themselves in which ad~It enter
tainment establishments were In operatIon.

As was demonstrated in the previous sectIon, the Study Area lOca
tions were chosen as being representative of exIsting adult en
tertainment sites In zoning mix, sIze of population, age of hous
ing stock and types of adult entertainment services offered in
the area. Excepting the latter. these sam. crIteria were used in
the choice of Control sites. Because they were representative.
it Is possible to CO~are Control and Study Area. as well as In
fer findings to other adult entertainment location. In the com
muni ty.

Based on the s_,.les of crImes, crime ,.ates we,.e computed f~,.

each a,..a using 1980 Census data as the population constant.
The crl .. ,.ate statistics po,.trayed the frequency of c,.lme In
each a,.ea for each 10.000 of population and allowed dl,.ect com
parison of crime i~acts between the th,.ee areas. The same tech
nique was used to compare the magnitude of sex-related crime In
the Control Areas and the Study A,.eas.

7
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I'IAJOR CRI KES

The crimes of Criminal Homicide, Rape, Robbery, Aggravated
Assault, Residence and Non-Residence Burglary, Larceny and
Vehicle Theft are reported on a monthy basis by the Indian
apolis Police Department as Kajor Crimes. During the period
of this study ( 1978 - 1982 ). there were 175,796 major crimes
reported in the IPD District with an annual high of 37,220
occuring In 1980. The crime rate for this year was 792.42
in the pollee district.

This represented an Increase of 2,115 major crimes over the
previous year total and an Increase of 6' in the crime rate.
The lowest annual total In the study period ( 33,898 ) was
reported In 1981 whl en represented a drop of 10' In the
crime rate from the previous year.

IncIlanapoli. POne. DI.trlct U.Jor cnme.lFIIit••
1178-1182

1'opuIe1l_ 418.700

11,. 11" 1110 ,., 11M-- "".. lilt.. t0711.11 lilt.. IIIt..7.... M1n.. ...,... ..,011.7. 4OOIa.II .,.,.....
nth • '''''''1.71 lOIII...." .,111...... .,14141.7, 11N141A1

AW.......
••••• 11U12Ut 1114111.M "~7.t1 1U014O.Oa 111114O.a

....-8IIreIerY l14li1.." 1U111_ 7....,t....7 """..... "UI'IL70
Noh AI.th........., II1III0.Il 1Ot1/a.11 lII7IIM.l1 DlIII....t .. IItll"'.1.

IMC8lII' .-ani,,, 1111714ClZ.1t tllOll4Ol.61 117111U7.- ""'71WU1
V........
T1Iefte .,.4/71.11 ....'nlA' I7I7I1O.U ....,11.,. ncw.t."

T.... ....7n..' .. "'ClII74UI 1721017t1A1 II18II711.70 M7a1171L14

T.... er-. '''''''
.. 'CI,OIIO r , . '1M

8

•

•
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Over the same period of time, the Control Area for this study
had S.170,maJor crimes committed within its boundaries - the
highest number occurring in 1980 when 1,099 crimes were re
ported. The crime rate for this year was 9~2.05 In this area.
This is compared to the lowest total of 912 and a crime rate
of 781.76 for 1978. This represented an absolute difference
of 187 total IIIlIjor crimes and a di fference of 2n: In the crime
rate ( 160.29 ).

Control Area Major Crlrne.lRate.*1178-1182
(I'opuI.tl_n•...,

1.11 ,.". '110 'M' ,ea-- '10M 4n.,q 111.1" 114.21 1/1."1

"- .,..- 12110.21 11111.M .,.... 11111.14

Rcl=t1M'Y 17111.71 4411"."1 44/3"."1 1OI41.M M/30."

Aggr.v.ted
10111.71 '''"1.''1AaMult 1.,1.... 31130.00 11/14.-

"-.Id......
Iwglary 111111• .41 "'''''.30 1111114.- 171/133.1' ''''1''.''1:
_Raalclenca
Iwglary 71lIO.II - 10141.- 12113.11 11110.1" ""'''.71
Lar-.r 414/41• .11 I44/4H.a1 '''4/482.03 ""104.03 '''''4M.31

V-Ie
TIlaIt 14"110.11 112111,01 1'0114'" aan",1 10177.1'

Totat '121"1"'" ',0301II2.'1 1.011/142.01 1.0111131.13 1.0341111.34

TotIII: 1,170
.... 10.000' $ d ?hI i Av__ -.a4

During the perIod 1978 - 1982, ~,657 major crImes were committed
in the Study Area. As In the IPD District and the Control Area,
the greatest volume of IIIlIjor crimes ( 1,103 ) occurred in 1980
which had a crime rate of 1,291.~2. The fewest number of crimes
in the study's time frame was 867 In 1978 which represented a
dlfferencla! In the total number of IIIlIjor crimes reported and
the rate of crime of -236 and -276.32 respectively from 1980

,
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Study Ar.. Major Crlm••/Rat••*1178-1182 C..
CI'aIluIal- 1,141)

1118 1I~ 1110 1111 1112....... IIUl 01- aJ2.M .,.... 01--- 118.11 12/14.01 ''''&M ",CI.M .,• .37

RQ'••'" 11114.40 13112.06 ..,.7.11 Hl3CI.44 "-'11.112

A_nat.
11/11.27 11121M 111.7. ,.,,1.73 1I/3S.11A_

R••~
1ClCII234.17. 244/2..... 1101222.41 111/221.21"'gIety 1Il11u.ao

Non "'J~T"
~ 12/H.ol l1li7.11 1O/ea..7 11171.10 14174.13

&Mcenr 4111140.12 4IOI12U7 . 1III1IL10 IlOl...... 414/143.2.

VeNc:le
lOO1117.ll1 IOI7O.JII 77/110.111MII 7IIIL1i 10/101.37

TOI8t 117/1011.10 N"'OS1.1O 110111111.42 131/1010.04 .7111024.47

TotK ""7
~ 10.000 ..........

A_a.lI« 10lIO.11

The frequency of crl..s In the IPD District. the Control Are.s .nd
the Study ArellS showed .pproxiNtely the s.me p.ttem. In ..ch of
the .rells. the nuriler of Njor crimes Increned fro.. 1978 to 1980
when they pellked. Subsequent yellrs showed frequency levels below
the 1980 high.

The llverage crime r.te figure for the Indlanllpolls Police Depllrt
..nt District Will 748.55. The Contro.I A.... h.d • rete th.t Will
137.79 higher then the over.1f police district, whereas the Study
Area Will .204.17 points higher th.n the Control A..... In other
words, PIOCIle living In the Control Are. of the study were ex.
posed to ...Jor crime r.te In their neighborhoods th.t w.s 18'
higher thlln th.t of the IPD population gener.lly.

Residents of the Study Are., however. we ... eJqlosed to. IIlIIjor
crt me ret.. th.t w•• 23' hi gher then th.t of the Con trol A.... end
"" higher then the popul.tlon of the ,PO DI.trlct ••• whole.

10
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Major Crime Rate* 1978-1982
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It is interesting to examine crime rates within the Control
and Study Areas In relation to the land use characteristics
of the locations In which they occurred.

Crime rates provide a better understanding of actual impact
on the res ident of the area than crime frequencies in that
they establish a ratio of crime to each 10,000 of popula
tion. In this way, they tell us just how vulnerable a neigh
borhood is historically to crime within Its boundaries.

(.

1978-1982 ANNUAL AVERAGE MAJOR CRIME RATE

BY LAND USE

~ Comme rc i al Coml./Res. Res iden t I a I
Pop./Crlme/Ann.Rt Pop ./C ri melAnn. Rt. Pop'/Cri melAnn. Rt.

Control
1. 379 240 1267
2. 523 l1lt7 4386

90! m; 3075

3. 2828 837 592.
It. ~2 705 592

10 i51i2 592

5. 2159 1173 1087 (
6. 3395 1067 629 .

5554 2240 807 .
Study

1. 219 1t39 4009
2. 1218 831 1365

1m 1m' 1768

3. 1015 834 1643
It. UOt 653 1086

1 T4I1 1341

5. 3656 1232 674
6.

~,m
1086
778

Accordingly, we find th.t this Imp.ct Is 7~ hlgh.r In dis·
trlct c_rclal of the Control Are. than sllllilar dis-
trict co_rcl.l as of the Study A HOMever, whll. the
r.te Is approximately the same In the sldentl.1 .reas of
both, the Study Are. exhibits. crime r.te th.t Is 127' high
er than the Control A.... In loc.tlons thet .... IIllxed district
c_rcl.1 and ...sldentl.1 In n.tur••

12
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1178-1182 Annual Average Major Crime Aate.*:Se'ected Areal
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SEX-RELATED CRI ME 5

C~lmes of Rape, Indecent Exposu~e, Obscene Conduct, Child Mo
lestation, Adult MOlestation and Comme~cial Sex we~e seg~e

gated and then agg~egated f~om police p~intouts of total c~ime

incidence occu~~in9within the Study A~ea and the Cont~ol A~ea

fo~ the pe~iod 1978 - 1982. A total of 153 sex-~elated c~imes

was ~epo~ted In the Cont~ol a~ea du~in9 this pe~iod, with a high
of 39 having occu~~ed In 1979. Du~ing the same pe~lod. the Study
A~ea expe~lenced 198 sex-~elated e~imes, reaching a high of 52
in 1981.

Control Aree Sax-Related Crimas/Ret...1878-1882
cPooua_",->

•

(
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Sex-Related Crime Rate* 1978-1982
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Whereas sex-related crime rates in the Control Areas varied
from a law of 19.7 In 1978 to a high of 33.' In 1979. the
Study Areas Increased from a low of 22.3 In 1978 to its peak
of 60.9 in 1981.

The average sex-related crime rate in the Control Area was
26.2 over the five year period. The rate In the Study Area
was approximately·77% higher than this average during the
same period of time at lt6.4.

Comparing the crime rate for sex-related crimes by land use
categories in the Control and Study Areas, I different pat
tern than that for major crime rates emerges.

•

(.

1978-1982 AIlNUAL AVERAGE SEX-RELATED CRIME RATE
BY LAND USE

Area tonmerci a I Coml ./Res. Res i dentl al
Pop'/Crimes/Ann. Rt. Pop'/Crimes/Ann. At. Pop./Crlmes/Ann. Rt.

Can tro 1
1. 379 2 11
2. 523 7 27

902 --,. 20

3. 2828 35 25 C'4. 2382 H- 21t
5210 25 !

5. 2159 '9 '5
6. 3391 29 17

555 ~ 28

Study
1. 219 5 '"2. 1218 23 38

11i'3f ZI 39

3. 1015 38 75
4. 1203.....l! 53

ffi! 70 63

5. 3656 69 38
6. lU2 -.ll 50

100 41

16
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1878-1882 Annual Average Sex-Related Crime Rate.*: Selected Areas
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Whereu II\IIjor crime rates were simi lar in residential areas of
the Control and Study Areas, the Control Area rate was substan
tially higher In district commercial areas and lower in mixed
district commercial/residential areas. In contrast to this, the
sex-related crime rate was uniformly higher in all land use cate
gories of the Study Area, ranqinq from +46= in residential areas
to +152= in district commercial/residential areas.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Both the Control and the Study Area experienced a sig
nificantly higher incidence of major crimes/IO,OOO population
than the IPD District as a whole. Much of this increase
would be expected given their location in generally older,
less affluent and more populous areas of the city.

It is more difficult to explain the distinctly higher crime
rate experienced in the Study Areas as compared to the Con
trol Arel - 1,090.51 versus 886.34.

This dicotomy is even more apparent In the Instance of sex
related crime rates. In the two areas. The average sex-related
crime rate in the Control Areas was 26.2. The Study Areas had
an ave rage rate of "'.4.

If the same ratio between the Control and StUdy Areas estab
lished for II\IIJor crime during this period were applied, we
would expect a crime rate that was 23% higher - or 32.3 - In
the Study Areas. The actual rate of "'.4 is 77% higher than that
of the Control Area and underscores a distinct departure from
the expected. Not only Is the rat.substantlally higher In
the Study Area. but It Is twice the rate that would have been
expected fr_ the dIstribution of crl.s generally In Indiana
polis.

The anomalies demonstrated In the comparison of the Study
Area with the general pOpulatIon and the Control Area will not.
in themselves. establish a causal relationship between Adult
Entertainment Businesses and the crime rates In the Immediate
area surrounding the.. The fact does remain" hawewr. that In
each subsection of the Study Are. where adul t entertainment Is
offered a substantially higher sex-related crime presence ob
tains over the corresponding subsections of the Control Area.
In which no adult entertainment Is offered. The s_ Is true
regarding the rate of major crimes.

18
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In areas ·chosen for their similarities otherwise, ., obvious
difference lies in the presence of one or more adult enter
tainment establishments.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The Incidence File is a computerized listing of all reports
made by police after initial investigation of an incident
to which they were dispatched. It, therefore, provides a
more reliable Indication of crime incidence than the com
puterized "Police Run" file which logs police dispatches
based on preliminary infonnation on the incidents.

2. Criminal Homicide, Rape, Robbery, Aggravated Assault, Resi
dence Burglary, Non-Residence Burglary, Larceny and Vehicle
Theft.

3. Rape, Indecent Exposure, Obscene Conduct, Child Holestatlon,
Adult Molestation and Cocrmercial Sex.

4.·Since populatIon estimates were not available for each year
of the survey. the 1980 Census figures were used because they
were the result of an actual enumeration and, failing at the
mid-point of the survey, they would tend to balance out popu
lation trends during the five year time span.

5. Sex-related crimes are not Isolated and compiled on a routine
basis for the IPD District as a whole. A manual compilation
of these data was proscribed by the time limitations of the
study.

20
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IMPACT BY AREA TYPE

As it will be noted, sample size poses a distinc:t problem w"en
attempting analysis at t"e small area level. This is partic:u·
larly true in t"e instanc:e of mortgage information. Due to
t"is inadequac:y, it Is impossible to c:ompare t"e impac:t of
adult entertainment businesses on residential property value
below a c:ertain level of geography.

This is not the c:ase, however, with c:rime statistlc:s. In thIs
c:ase it Is possible to c:ompare sub-areas of the target areas
sinc:e the c:omparisons are based on the ac:tual Instanc:e of crIme
in the area ( unlike mortgage data where average value Is the
basis of comparison.)

T"e sub-area c:omparisons were based on the nature of the areas
in relation to their land use c:omposition as detennlned by the
Comprehensive General Land Use Plan of Karion County. Four sub
areas were of a dlstinc:t regional c:ommerc:ial nature, four were
residential in nature and four were of a mixed residential
c:ommerc:ial makeup.

T"e three groupings _re c:ompared wIth eac:h other to detennlne
if c:rime, from a historical viewpoint, oc:curred more freauent
ly in areas of one land use c:onfiguratlon than another.

W"ether or not crime frequencies, at least In part, are deter
mined by the land use charac:terlstlc:s In whlc:h they _re c:om
mitted c:annot be definitively answered here. Several striking
pattems do emerge from the c:omparlson, however.

CRIKE FREQUENCIES IY AREA TYPE

Of the 9,829 major crimes c:ommitted In the Control and Study
Areas during 1978 - 1982, 27t _re perpet rated in regional c_
merc:lal areas, 3" In mixed c:ommerc:ial-resldentlal areas and
1t2% In pred_lnantly residential areas. In other _rds, c:rlme
frequenc:les _re 56% higher In residential area. than c:_r
c:ial area. while mixed commerc:lal-re.ldentlal are•• were 37%
higher than c_rcl.1 .re.s.

The following Ubl'e displays majClr crl'me frequencies for the
five year period by type of are., the existenc:e or non-exls
tanc:e of adult entertainment and specific: loc:ation •

21
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MAJOR CRIHE FREQUENCY (
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 !2!.:. L

District Conrnercial
Study Area

No•. Keys tone 83 71 112 87 86 439
E. Washington 150 152 202 186 141 !ll...-m 2i3 3i1i 293 227 1270

Con t ro I Area
No. Shadeland 38 41 34 "3 8" 21jQ
No. Keys tone 212 217 210 259 2"9 1147

250 25J 2lili 302 333 T3!7
Hi xed Res .IComl • 2657 27%

Study Area
W. Washington 123 184 190 185 152 834
West 16th St. 177 128 140 104 104 653

300 3T2 ""'"flO 2BJ 2)r llt8i
Con t ro I Area

W. Washington 110 182 211 184 ISO 837
E. Washington 160 lSI 130 139 125 705

270 333 3JIT' 323 275 mr
Residential 3029 31%

Study Area
East 10th St. 219 235 291. 242 242 1232

East 38th St. 115 III 165 127 ISO 668
"]j1t 37ir Ii5J -m- -m T§OO

Control Area {East 10th St. 211 239 269 210 2"3 1173
West 10th St. 181 200 244 260 182 1067

""Wi' 37ir liSI 3n' 392 'fiIiO
41"0 42%-

The pattern was similar In c:omparlson of the frequency of sex
related crime within the three area. during the same period of
time. It was more pronounced, however. Flfty-one percent of the
total occurred In residential environments, while thlrty-elght
percent occurred In mixed commercial-resldentlll areas. In com
parison, only eleven percent of the total occurred In dis
trict ~rclll areas.

The following table dlspleys sex·related crime frequencies for
th~ five year period by type of Irea, the existence or non-exls
tence of adult entertainment and the Individual locations inclu·
ded in the study.

22
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SEX-RELATED CRIHE FREqUENCY
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Tot. L

District Commercial
Study Area

No. Keyston, 2 2 1 5
E. Washington 4 4 8 7 23- ---0 ---r -, --,r "'2'B"-

Con t ro I Area
No. Shade I and 2 2
:'0. Keystone 1 3 1 1 1 7

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Hi xed Res/Coml. -1Z. 11%

Study Area
8W. Washington 5 10 12 3 38

West 16 St. 1 4 8
1~

10 -B.---r l7i --w 13 70
Control Area

W. Washington 3 8 11 8 5 35
E. Washington 4 10 3 8 4 -i!,-y 11' 1li ---;t -9

Res I dent I OIl ....ill 38%
Study Area -

E<lSt 10th St. 12 18 14 17 8 69
East 38th St. 1 -2. 4 10 11 -1!.

# 13 23 11' 2'f 19 100
Control Area

East 10th St. 11 13 7 7 11 49
& West 10th St. 4 5 6 ---i 9 29

15 1"B' 13 12 '20 ---,-s
178 51%

These trends ilre not easily explained on the basis that '..,here
there are more people there will be more crlme."Community-rela
ted commercial areaS draw clientele from a broad geographic area
and cOIn' be expected to attract many times the residential popu
lation of the 'I_dlately surrounding area. This is the purpose
of the dIstrict commercial zoning designation. Further. the trans
ient nature of this population could be considered to contribute
to the Incidence of certain crimes.

"
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Major Crime. / 1978-1982, Selected Areas
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Sex-Related Crimes I 1978-1982, Selected Areas•
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SUMI1ARY OF FINDINGS

There appears to be a strong correlation between crime frequency
and the residential character of neighborhoods, i.e., the more
residentla' the nature of the neighborhood, the greater is the
instance of crime in that neighborhood. Crime frequencies were,
in fact, fifty-six percent higher in residential areas than dis·
trict commercial areas.

The above correlation Is even more acute when considering sex·
related crimes. Sex-related crimes occurred four times more fre
quently in substantially residential milieus having one or more
adult entertainment businesses than in commercial environments
having one or more such businesses.

2'
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REAL ESTATE IMPACTS

This study also undertook the quantification of possible effects of
the proximity of adult entertainment businesses on the value of
residential propertIes ~Ithln a one thousand foot radius of their
Iocat Ion s.

In examining the potential Impacts, three sources of residential
property values were Investigated: I.e., Indianapolis Residential
Multiple Listing Summaries (MLS) of the Metropolitan Indianapolis
Board of Realtors, the 1980 Census (tract and block occupied,
single-unIt housing valuatIon data); and, annual lendIng Instltu·
tlon statements under the Federal Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (MDA).

Summary data from the MLS were available over the period 1979 
1982, while actual mortgage values reported by lending Institutions
were available for the period 1977 - 1982. The U.S. Bureau of the
Census provIdes homeowner estimates of home value at the time of
the 1980 Census (Apr II I, 1980).

The data available from these three sources differ In other ways.
The 1980 Census, while relying on homeowner estimates of the worth
of property, Is a lOa percent survey and Is described down to the
block level. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data provide a record
of actual mortgages processed and reported by local 'lenders (only
a portion of the total volume). The lowest geogrlphlc' level It
which this Information Is aVllllble Is the Census Tract Ind, even
at this level, at tImes poses a dIfficulty with the availible
sample size. Multiple Listing Summaries generally reflect an esti
mate of worth based on current market conditions for the Ir.. and
can be assembled at virtually any geographic level since they are
listed by address. As In the cas. of the Mortgage Disclosure Act
statements, however, there are at times problems with the suffi
ciency of the sample size at the ~11 Irea level.

Each of the data sets presents some weaknesses. Although'the 1980
Census only reflects an estimate of housing value at one point In
time, It has the advantage of being a 100 percent survey of occupied,
slngle·unlt housing. The other two sources offer time series data
over perIods of four and five years., They have the liability, how
ever,'of sometimes lacking a sufficient sample size at the smell
area level In any given year to Illow an acceptable level of statis
tical confidence.

Due to these, characteristics of the data, certlln modifIcations
were made In the study's original Intent. Rather than doing annual
comparisons of housing value. 1979 was chosen as the comparIson
year and the 1980 Census data set chosen due to the ability to
summarize It at the county, tract and block level.
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The geographic levels of comparison were the County as a whole,
the Census Tract or Tract cluster In which the Study or Control
Areas were located and the areas within a IOOO-foot radius of the
Study and Control location centroids.

A next step was to use the data available on real estate activity
In the Hultlple Listing Summaries to establish market performance
between 1979 and 1982 In both the Control and Study Areas.. The
results were compared to real estate actIvIty In the residential
market of Center Township which, In terms of value and general
housing condition, most closeiy resembles the two areas among the
nine Harlan County townships.

COHPARISON RESULTS

AVERAGE HORTGAGE VALUES - 1979

c.

Harlan County' $ 41,854

Control Areai Study Areas

Tract/Tract Clusters' $31,858

[ TractlTract Clusters2 ] [ 27,872 ]

IOOO-Foot RadIus' 23,721

IOOO-Foot Radlus3 ] [ 16,038 ]

$ 28,003

[ 21 ,60S ]

21t,616

( 23,823]
•

1•
2.
3.

Source:
Source:
Source:

1980 Census.
Home Mortgage DIsclosure Act Statements.
Residential Multiple LIsting Summaries.

Comparrson of the 1980 Census data would Indicate that the'value
of housing In the areas addressed In this study are from ItO to 73
percent below the Marlon County average. 'While the average value
of housing at the census tract level was somewhat hIgher In the
census tracts In which the Control Areas were located than those
In which the Study Areas were located ($31,858 VI. $28,003), the
opposl te was true wtle" CCllftParlng the target areas t"-elves.
Housing values wlthl" 1000 feet of adult entertal~nt businesses
In the Study Areas were greater (although by a lesser ..rgln) than
those In the Control Areas ($24,616 vs. $23,721).

• Whereas the sample size Is sufficient In most years to provide
acceptable confidence levels for -artgage averages, the sample Is
only marginally acceptabl. In 1'81 and 1,82 for the Control Area.

28
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This finding Is borne out by an examination of actual mortgages
executed within the affected census tracts of the Control and
Study Areas, IS .well as real es tI te I 1st Ings at the 1000-foot
level.

Using mortgage and real estate listing data we find that, while
consistent with the Census data findings, the disparities were
more acute. Average mortgages at the tract level were $27,872 vs.
$21,605 In the Control and Study Area tract clusters respectively.
At the 1000-foot level, real estate listing values In the Control
Areas dropped to $16,038 while Study Area listings Increased by
approximately 10 percent over the average mortgage value In the
tract clusters of the Study Area.

It would appear that, while property values at the tract cluster
level are appreciably higher surrounding the Control Areas,
housing within the Study Areas themselves Is, on the average, of
distinctly higher value than housing stock In the Control Areas.

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS RESULTS

Ourlng the period 1979 through 1982, mortgages processed In the
Control Areas of the study showed an average annual appreciation
rate of +24.7 percent. During the same time frame, mortgages
appreciated at an average annual rate of only +8.7 percent In the
Study Area. In comparison, residential mortgages In Center Town
ship appreciated at a +16.7 percent average annual rate for the
period.

AVERAGE MORTGAGE VALUES
1979 ~ 1982

1979-1982
1279 1980 1981 1982 , Change

Control Ar..1 $16,038 $21,687 $22,650 $28,420 + 77'
Study Are.1 23,823 25,432 30,964 30,090 + 26'

Center Townshlp2 16,100 17,178 18,903 25,0" +56t

I.Source:IndlanapolIs MultIple Listings for ResIdential Prop.
2.Source:Home Kortgage Disclosure Act Statements •
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MORTGAGE VALUES
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The average value of mortgages from 1979 to 1982 In Center Town
ship Increased by 56 percent while Control Area values increased
by 77 percent and the Study Area by 26 percent.

"RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE ACTIVITY
1979 - 1982

1979 1980 1981 1982 t Change

Control Area Listlngs l 29 23 15 15 - 52t

Study Area Llstlngs l 28 28 26 29 + Itt

Center Township Mortgages2 898 635 377 182 - 80l

I. Source:
2. Sou rce:

Indpls. Multiple Listings, Residential Properties.
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Statements.

80th Center Township and the Control Area followed general market
trends "In the volume of real estate actlvlty,failing by 80 per
cent and 52 percent. respectIvely. from 1979 to 1982. Once again.
the Study Area performed In an atypIcal faShIon, actually regis
tering a slight Increase In volume (4 percent) over the same period.

CONC LUS IONS

While bearing In mind the above-mentioned difficulties In certain
cases with the sample size at the sub-area level. the following
observations may be made on analysis of the data.

A comparison of residential real estate listings Indicates that
the areas chosen In this study which have adult entertainment
establishments within their boundaries have, on the average. a
residential housing base of substantially higher value than that
located In the areas chosen as control sites.

DespIte the higher value of housing stock In the Study Areas.
property values appreciated at only one-half tfte rate of the Con
trol Area and at one-third the rate of Center Township as a whole.

Another anomaly apparent In analysis of real estate activity within
the three areas Is that market forces within the Study Areas were
present which caused real estate activity within Its boundaries
to run completely contrary to County. Township and Control Area trends.
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In summary, the available data indicate that twice the expected
number of houses were placed on the Market at substantially low
er prices than would be expected had the Study Area real estate
market performed typically f~r the period of time in question.
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PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL OF IMPACTS

Because of t~e great number of variables t~at have t~e potential
to cause a particular real estate market to perform ~rratically

at a small area level, it was decided to solicit a "best available
professional opinion" from real estate appraisers regarding t~e

market effect of adult entertainment businesses on proximate
land values.

T~e Indianapolis Division of Planning approac~ed the Indiana
University School of Business' Division of Research for assis
tance in polling the real estate appraisal community on the sub
ject. T~e University proposed t~at t~e survey be national in
scope and offered to design and pretest the survey Instrument.
Dr. Jeffrey Fisher of the University's School of Real Estate
collaborated in. drafting the instrument and conducted the ini
tial test at a workshop In early September. Analysis of this
pretest indicated the need for minor adjustments to the form.

In its final format, the Instrument (cf. Appendix II ) posited
a hypothetical middle income, resIdential neighborhood In
which an adult bookstore was about to locate. Respondents were
asked to numerically rate the impact of this business on both
residential and commercial property values within one block and
three blocks of the store. T~ey were also asked to rate a num
ber of potential ot~er uses as to whet~er they would increase
or decrease property values. Finally, survey participants were
asked to express w~at they generally felt the effect of adult
bookstores was on property values.

The survey sample was drawn at two levels. Using t~e membership
of t~e American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers as the sur
vey universe, a twenty percent random sample of members was
constructed for the entIre nation. In addition, HAl (Member
Appraisers Institute) members who practiced in 22 Metropolitan
Statistical Areas l (MSAs - as defined by the U. S. Bureau of the
Census) of a size similar to Indianapolis were surveyed at the one
~undred percent level.

In January of 1984. 1527 questionnarles were mailed. As of
February 22, 507 (33%) had been returned. These returns were split
evenly between the 20% (249 returns) and 100% (258 returns) samoles.
In the national sample the rate of return by geograp~lc region 2 was
faIrly consistent: EilSt,41 - 27%; North Central, 56 - 28%; Sout~,
89 - 25%; and, West, 63 • 24%.Retum rates from the 100% HSA survey
varied frem 14' from Newark, N. J. to 6Z' frem Cleveland, OH.
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20% NATIONAL SURVEY RESULTS

Su~vey ~espondents overwhelmingly (80%) felt that an adult book
sto~e located in the hypothetical neighbo~hood desc~ibed would
have a negative impact on ~esidential p~ope~ty values of p~emi

ses located within one block of the site. Of these, 21% felt that
the p~ope~ty value would decrease in excess of 20%, while 59%
foresaw a value dec~ease of from 1% to 20%. One-fifth of the
respondents saw no ~esultlng change in ~esidential prope~ty val~

ues.

Seventy-two pe~cent of the ~espondents also felt that the~e would
be a det~imental effect on commercial property values at the same
one block ~adius. Only 10%, howeve~, felt that the effect would
exceed 20% of wo~th with the majo~ity (62%) seeing a 1% to 20%
decrease In value. 28% of the su~vey p~edlcted that the~e would
be no negatIve effect.

While the great majority of app~aisers felt that the effect of
an adult booksto~e on prope~ty within one block of the site
would dec~ease p~ope~ty values, they felt that this Impact fell
off sha~ply as the distance f~om the site Inc~eased.

At a distance of th~ee blocks, only 36% of the ~espondenu felt
that the~e would be a negative Impact on residential p~ope~tles,

whereas 64% felt that the~e would be no Impact at all. 8ette~

than th~ee-fourths (77%) of the survey saw no Impact on comme~
cial p~ope~ty at this distance.

In sunmary:

- The great majo~ity of appraisers who responded to this sur
vey fel t that there Is a negat Ive Impact on res Ident Ia I and
comme~cial p~ope~ty values within one block of an adult
bookstore.

- This negatIve Impact dissipates markedly as the distance
f~om the site Increases, so that et three blocks the esti
mate of negative Impact dec~eases by IIOre than one half
judged by the numbe~ of respondents Indicating negative
Impact at" th~ee blocks.

- The majority of respondents felt that the negative Impact
of an adult bookstore Is sllshtly g~eate~ for ~esldentlal

p~opertles than for comme~clal p~opertles and decreases
less dramatically with distance for ~esldences.

(.
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Respondents were also asked to evaluate the impact on residential
property within one block of a number of alternate uses for the
hypothetical site described in the survey.

Of the alternate uses proposed, a clear mAjority felt that a medi
cal office or a branch library would increase the value of sur
rounding residential property. A store-front church, welfare of
fice, tavern, 'record store, Ice cream parlor or video-game parlor
were generally felt to neither improve nor decrease residential
property values significantly. On the other hand, a substantial
majority felt that a pool hall, drug rehabilitation center or a
disco would decrease property values - although not as overwhelm
ingly as an adult bookstore.

NATIONAL SURVEY OF APPRAISERS
Impact On Residential Properties

Land Use Value
.. Higher Lower

Much Some ~ ~ ~-
Store-front church 5% 20% 5~% In 1%

Pool hall 1% 8% 1t5% 38% 8%

W.l far. offl ce 12% 116% 33% at

Neighborhood uvem 2% 18% 1t5% 32% It%

Record store 8% 27i 61% 5%

Medical office 21t% 38% 35% 2%

Drug rehab Center 7% 35% "2% 17%

Ic. cre... parlor 15% 30% 53% 3%

Video-game parlor 1% 18.t 50% 27% 5%

Di sco 11% 1t2% 35% 12%

Branch library 21t% 31t% 38% 11%
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The survey also asked the degree to which adult bookstores affect
property values generally and the basis for this opinion.

Twenty-nine percent. of those expressing an opinion saw little or no
effect as the result of adult bookstores on surrounding property
values. They based this opinion on their own professional exper
ience (13%), the observation that this use usually occurs In an
already-deteriorated neighborhood (2~%) and the feeling that
only one such adult entertainment use would be inconsequential.

A substantlal-to-moderate negative Impact was projected by sot
of the respondents. Twenty-nine percent felt that this was be
cause it attracted "undesirables" to the neighborhoods In which
they were located, while I~% felt that it creates a bad Image of
the area and IS% felt that the use offended pervalling commun
ity attitudes so that home buyers/customers would be discouraged.
13% based their opinion on professional experience.

A number of survey respondents (20%) uw the potential impact on
a neighborhoOd as being contingent on certain variables. 28%
of these felt that It would depend on the existIng property val
ues In the area as well as the subjective values of Its resi
dents. 23% felt that development standards such as facade and
slgnage would determine Impact and 11% saw the nature of the ex
isting commercial area and Its buffering capacity as being most
Important. .
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loot MSA SURVEY RESULTS

The lOOt survey of Metropolitan Statistical Areas similar In size
to Indianapolis produced results that were consistent in virtually
all respects with the results of the 20t national survey.

As in the nationwide survey, respondents overwhelmingly (78t)ln
dicated that an adult bookstore would have a negative effect on
residential property values In the neighborhood described if they
were within one block of the premises. 19% felt that this depreci
ation would be in excess of 20%, whereas 59% foresaw a decrease in
value of from 1% to 20t.

Sixty-nine percent saw a similar decrease In commercial property
values within one block of the adult bookstore. As In the national
survey, far fewer (only lOt) felt that a devaluation of over 20%
would occur. The majority (59%) saw the depreciation as being In

. the 1% to 20t range.

Once again, the negative impact observed within a one block radius
of the adult bookstore fell off sharply when the distance was In
creased to three blocks - although, judged on the number of those
indicating no Impact, there would appear to be more of a residual
effect on residential properties than on commercial properties.

39% of the appraisers felt that a negative Impact on residential
p~ap,rtles would stili obtain at three blocks from the site. Only
three percent felt that this Impact would be In excess of twenty
percent. The remaining 36% felt that depreciation would be some
where In the one to twenty percent range. 61% saw no appreciable
effect at all at three blocks.

Commercial property was judged to be negatively Impacted at three
blocks by 23% of the survey. 76% saw no change In value as a re
sult of the bookstore.

- Appraisers assigned a negative value to an adult bookstore
located within one block of residential and commercial pro
perties at an ~proxllllllte three-to-one ratio.

- At a three block distance, this ratio tended to be reversed.

- The number of those Indicating a clecrease In value at three
blocks decre.sed at only one half the rate for residential
property ill for c_rclal property.

(

(
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MSA survEY OF APPRAISERS

IMPACT OF ADULT BOOKSTORES Otl COMtlERCIAL PROPERTIES AT or~E BLOCK (
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( In response to a question asking appraisers to rate the Impa~t

of a number of different ~ommer~lal uses at the same lo~ation on
residential properties within one bl~k, the m.jority felt that
a medi~al offl~e or a bran~h library would have a favorable im
pa~t whi Ie a welfare offl~e or drug rehabi lIution ~enter would
have an undesireable impa~t. The m.jority felt that a store-front
~hur~h, pool hall. neighborhood tavern, re~ord store, I~e ~ream

parlor or a video-game parlor would not have mu~h of an Impa~t

and were about equally spilt as to whether the effe~t of a dls~o

would be neutral or negative.

MSA SURVEY OF APPRAISERS
Impa~t On Residential Properties

Land Use Value
Higher Lower
~ Some !!!!!. ~ ~

Store-front ~ur~h It, 21t' sn 20' l'

Pool hall l' In 1t8' 33' n
We I fare offl ~e I' In Itl' 37' n•
Neighborhood tavern 17' 5n 25' 6'
Re~ord store 6' 29' 54' 10'
I1edi~al offl~. 20' 3n 3" It,

Drug r.hab ~enter n 3" 40' 15'
I~e ~ream parlor lit' 2" 5n 5'

Vldeo-g_ parlor l' In 51' 28' 3'
Dls~o In lilt' 3n 10'
Bran~h 11 brary 2It, 37' 31t' 5' l'

• 1t5
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In response to the question about their evaluation of the impact
of adult bookstores generally on surrounding property values, 21%
of those expressing an opinion felt that there would be little or
no impact with such a use. They principally based this opinion on
their experience as appraisers (20%) and the observation that such
uses usually located in areas that had already deteriorated (26%).

47% of the survey felt that there Is a substantial-to moderate
impact. Their opinions were based on professional appraisal ex
perience (18%), and the observations that: given current mores,
an adult bookstore would discourage home buyers and customers (14%);
the use precipitated decline and discouraged improvement (11%) ;and,
it would attract "undesirables" to the neighborhood (29%).

The nature of this impact on property was contingent on a number
of factors in the minds of 32% of the respondents. 13% felt that
it depended on local attitudes and the adequacy of legal controls
on their operation. Exterior factors such as slgnage and building
facade quality were seen by 16% as the determinant. 30% felt
the impact would be directly related to the values (both manltary
and human) prevalent In the neighborhood. And 20% felt that the
answer depended on whether or not the business was likely to at
tract other such businesses.

I

(

•
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EFFECT OF AOULT BOOKESTORES ON PROPERTY VALUE
MSA SURVEY OF APPRAI SERS
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LITTLE OR NO EFFECT

EFFECT OF ADULT BOOKSTORES ON PROPERTY VALUE
HSA SURVEY OF APPRAISERS
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CO:ITIIlCENT EFFECT

EFFECT OF ADULT BOOKSTORES ON PROPERTY VALUE
"SA SURVEY OF APPRAISERS
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SUKHARY OF FINOINGS

The great majority of appraisers (75%) who responded to the national
survey of certified real estate appraisers felt that an adult book
store located within one block would have a negative effect on the
value of both residential (SO%) and commercial (72%) properties. 50%
of these respondents foresaw an immediate depreciation in excess of
10%.

At a distance of three blocks, the great majority of respondents (71%)
felt that the impact was negligible on both residential (64%) and
commercial (77%) properties. Even so, it would appear that this
residual effect of such a use was greater for residential than for
commercial premises.

In answer to a survey question regarding the Impact of an adult book
store on property values generally, 50% felt that there would be a
substantial-to-moderate negative Impact, 30% saw little of no im
pact, and 20% saw the effect as being dependent on factors such as
the predominant values (property and social) existing in the neigh
borhood, the development standards Imposed on the use, and the abil
ity of an existing commercial node to buffer the Impact from other
uses.

The results of the 20% national sample and the 100% survey of Metro·
politan Statistical Areas were virtually Identical. The one signi
ficant variation that did occur was in the response to the question
asked as to the effect of adult bookstores on property values gener
ally. Respondents in the HSA survey placed more emphasis (32% versus
20%) on conditional factors at the site.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Metropolitan Statistical Areas (HSAs) surveyed at 100% were
chosen on the basis of having a one to two million population
at the time of the 1980 U. S. Census. They were: Phoenix,
Arizona: Sacramento, San Diego and San Jose, California:
Denver/Boulder, Colorado: Hartford, Connecticut: Fort Lauder
dale, Miami and Tampa, Florida; Indianapolis, Indiana: New
Orleans, Louisiana: Kansas City, Missouri: Newark, New Jersey:
Buffalo, New York; Cincinnati, Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio;
Portland, Oregon; San Antonio, Texas; Seattle, Washington: and
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Although slightly outside the population
parameters for this selection, Louisville, Kentucky and Atlanta,
Georgia were also included.

2. Regional designations used were those .employed by the U. S. Bureau
of the Census for the 1980 Census. The data were processed and
crosstabulations performed using the Statistical PaCkage for
the Social Sciences.

3. The discrepency between the number of survey responses and the
number of responses to the question in this and subsequent tab
les is the result of some respondents having omitted answers to
questions 6 and 7 of the survey.
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NOTE-
Fo.. the purpose of th iss tudy ,
the maps included in this Ap
pendix catego .. ize existing land
uses within the Study and Con
t ..ol Areas as having a Resi
dential 0" a District Commer
ci al Cha ..acte ...

All dwelling dist .. ict, neighbor
hood-related commercial and spe
cial use zoning classifications
a ..e designated as being of "Res·
identl al Cha ..acte ..".

Mo ..e intense comme ..cial uses,
indust .. ial uses and dist .. ict-
..elated special uses a ..e consi
de ..ed to have a "Dlst .. ict Com
.....cial Cha ..acte ..".

(

(
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CJ:TT OF INDIANAPOLIS
WlLl.IAM H. HUDNVT. III

.....YOR

•

•

OAVIC E. CAf\LEY
.....CTCIIO

Dear MAl Henmer:

The City of Indianapolis, Indiana Is currently In the process of
preparing a new local ordinance that will regulate the location
of adult entertainment businesses In relation to residential
neighborhoods in our community.

In an effort to provide. basis for the proposed legislation
that is equitable and legally defensible, I would like to.uk
your help in establishing a "best professionill opinion" on the
miltter. As a real estilte.professlonal, the oplonlons you share
with us on the enclosed surwy foms would be very valuable to
US In the developmant of a posltlw legislative approach to this
difficult local Issue.

Thank you very IIUch for your assistance.

Sincere.~

v • Carley

cc. L. Carroll

11-'1 7'-<,

, 1110 CITY.COUNTY eUILDING • 'OlDIAOlA,"OLI.,.NDIANA .,ZI•• 1S17' Z31·"·'MILWAUKEE, WI   AE REGS     001353



INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Divisi,," of Resclrdl

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BI"nminglontlndilnlpolis
10th Ind F~ liM
llinomington. IndJani 47405
(1112) 337·5507

•

(.

TO: Professional Real Estate Appraisers

FROH: Indiana University. School of lIusiness. Division of Research

Please help us in this brief national survey. The information provided will
help clarify an important question. Read the followina information about a
hypothetical neighborhood and respond to a few ~uestions in ter.s of your
professional e~perience and judcment.

A middle income residential neighborhood borders ...in street that cont.in•
. v.rious commerci.l activities .erving the neighborhood. Th.re i. a building

that was recently vacated by • hardware .tore and will open .hortly ••- an
adult bookstore. There are no oth.r .dult book.tore. or si.il.r activities ln
the .rea. There i. no other v.cant cc.aerc1al .pace pre.ently .v.llable ln
the neighborhood.

Please indicate your answers to qu.stion. I through 4 ln the bl.nk. prOVided. t.
using the .cale A throu&h C.

•
SCAI.!: A Deere... 20% or IIClr.

• Decre••e IIOr. than 10% but 1••• than 20%
C D.creas. frca 0 to 10%
D No chan.. in .,alu.
E Incr.... frca 0 to 10%
P Incr•••e IIOr. than 10% but l.s. than 20%
G Incr.... 20% or IIOr.

1) How would you e~pect the aver••e values of the RESIDENTIAL
property within~ block of the book.tor. to b••ff.ct.d7

2) How would you .spect the .v.ra.e valu.. of the COHKEIl.CIAL
property wltb1D~ block of the .dult book.tor. to be aff.cted7

3) How would you espect the .ver••• v.lu•• of llESIDENTIAL property
locat.d three blocks frca the book.tor. to be aff.ct.d7

4) How would you .spect the .v.ra•• v.luea of the COMMD.CIAL property
three block. fra the .dult bookstore to be .ff.cted7 -

- orir 
11- I I 1.1

•

•
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S) Suppole the aval1able ca.merclal bul1dlna la uled for Ia-ethlna other than
an adult bookltore. For each of the follovlna potentlel u.el, would the
averaae value of relldentlal property withln~ block of the new busine••

•

(

• •

be•••
A auch hlaher
B loaewhat hiaher
C about the ...e
D 1000ewhat lover
E much lover

than if an
adult bookltore
occupied the lite.

In the apace provlded, wrlte the approprlate letter for each potentlal ule.

Store-front church

Pool hall

Welfare office

He1ahborhood tavern

I.ecord etore

Medlcal office

Drua rehabilltatlon center

Ice cre.. parlor

Video-aame parlor

Dilco

Branch library

..
•

1

6) In aeneral, to what dearee do you feel adult bookltorel affect property
valuel7

7) Why do you feel thil .y7

8) Where do you practice7

City State'-- _

Your naae _

(If you pr.f.r Dot to aiv. your naa., pl•••• ch.ck h.re )

Thank you for your cooperation. Pleale return thla queltlonnalre ln the
POltaae pald envelope prOVided for your convenience.

78
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APPEND IX III

LAND USE CONTROL OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

LEGAL 8AS I S

Zoning has t~aditlonally been defined as a p~ocess by which a
municipality legally cont~ols the use which may be made of p~o

pe~ty and the physical configu~atlon of development upon t~acts

of land within its ju~isdlction. This Is accomplished by means
of zoning o~dinances which a~e locally adopted to divide the land
into diffe~ent d'st~icts pe~itting only ce~tain uses within
each dist~ict fo~ thT p~otectlon of public safety, welfa~e.

health and mo~ality. .

Zoning ~egulatlons not only ~egulate the use to which buildings
o~ prope~ty may be put within designated dlst~icts, but also the
pu~pose o~ object of the use beyond the me~e conditions o~ cl~-

cumstances of the use. 2 .

In a 1920 landma~k decision, the New York Cou~t of ApPlais up- .
held New York City's comp~ehenslve zoning legislation,' and ~e
affi~med this legislation as a p~ope~ exercise of the city'S
poll ce powers.

In 1926, the p~actice of comp~ehenslve zoning ~ecelved substan
tial suppo~t when the United States Depa~tment of Comme~ce p~o

mulgated the Standa~d State Zoning Enabling Act. This Act be
came the model for most of the ea~ly zoning enabling legisla
tion in the country.

While the cou~ts have ~eafflrmed ·that municipalities a~e proper
ly exe~cislng thel~ police powers th~ough zoning ~egulatlon, It
Is gene~ally held that they have no Inhe~ent powe~ to zone ex
cept (as 15 the case with the police powe~ Itself) as such power
is delegated to them by the state leglslatu~e through statutory
enactment. The right of state leglslatu~es to delegate compre
hensive zoning power to municipalities, on the othe~ hand, 15
uniformly recognized by the cou~ts.4

Because municipalities In the state had to be enabled to exe~clse

zoning powers within thel~ Ju~lsdlctlons, the Indiana State
Legislatu~e, by means of enabling I,glslatlon, delegated this
powe~ to local unIts of .govemment.5 .

Control of the use of p~lvate land Inevitably raised a numbe~ of
constitutional questAons. In the landmark 1926 case of Euclid
v. Amble~ Realty Co., the united States Sup~eme Court upheld the
city of Euclid, Ohio's municipal zoning o~dlnancewhich had been
claimed to Involve an unconstitutional dep~lvatlon of p~ope~ty

by deciding that comprehensive zoning ordinances are a p~oper
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exercise of the police power and do not constitute an unconstitution
al deprivation of property. This position was reaffirmed by the
Supreme Court of the United States in 1927. 7

Thus, the general legality of zoni~g is established beyond doubt.
Subsequent decisions by this court established that such ordin
ances, however, could be unconstitutional when applied to a par
ticular property. This established the basis for the system under
which the City of Indianapolis currently operates where each var
iance or rezoning request 15 decided on Its own merits.

THE PUBLI C WELFARE

The police power authorizes a government to adopt and enforce all
laws necessary to protect and further the public health, safety,
morals and general welfare of Its citlzens.9

Limitations on the exercise of zoning power are essentially the
same as those restricting the police power under the U. S. Consti
tution, i. e., they must be reasonable and guarantee due process
and equal protection. It m.y not be exercised In an unreasonable,
oppressive, arbitrary or discriminatory way. Zoning laws, then,
must have a real, substantive relation to the legitimate govern
mental objective of the protection and furtherance of the public
health, safety, morals and general welfare of citizens.

The public welfare, In these contexts, means the stabilization
of property values, promotion of desirable home surroundings, and
happiness, 0 and embraces the orderliness of community growth,
land value and aesthetic objectives ll and is reasonably design
ed to further the advancement of a community as a social, econom-
i c and polit I ca I un I ty. 12 .

CONTROL OF ADULT ENTERTAINHENT13

Reacting to the increased availability of pornography In the united
States and attendant pressures at the community level for Its con
trol, a number of municipal governments have addressed the pro
liferation of adult entertainment businesses through, among var
Ious methods, land use controls. The validity of such an approach
was upheld in 1976 It the landmark decision Young v. American
Hini Theatres, Inc. In which the Court upheld a Detroit zoning
ordinance which prohibited more than two adult movie theaters or
other sexually-orientated enterprises from locating within 1000
feet of one another or certain other designated businesses. Against

-
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atta,ks grounded in tne First and Fourteentn Amendments to tne
Constitution of tne United States, tne Court sustained tne o~dln

an,e on tne dual bases tnat:

1. Tne ordinan,e was a reasonable response to demonstrat
ed adverse land-use and property value effe,ts asso
dated with sexually-oriented enterprises; and

2. tne ordlnan,e 51 'en,ed no message or exp ress ion but
merely pla,ed geographl, restri'tions upon where su,n
expression ,ould o"ur.

While an exnaustlve analysis of tne Young decision Is beyond tne
scope of tnis discussion, the following generalized principles
may be gleaned from the plurality, concurring and dissenting
opinions of the Justices. First, hostility to constitutionally
prote'ted spee,h Is an impermissible motive. The more apparent
and rational the relatlonsnip of tne adult use restrictions to
re,ognized zoning obje'tives, su,n as the preservation of neigh
borhoodS and the grouping of ,ampatlble uses, tne greater the
likelihood that the restrictions will be upheld.

Se,ond, even a properly motivated ordinance will be Invalidated
if it unduly burdens first amendment rlgnts. For example, an
ordinan,e imposing lo,atlonal restrl,tlons that are so severe
as to result In an Inability to ac,ommodate ·the present or anti
,ipated number of adult businesses In a municipality will cer
tainly be stru,k down. Tne Young ,ourt repeatedly moored Its de
,15 ion upno Iding tne Det rol t ord Inance upon the f'l ndl ng that
numerous sites ,amplylng with the zoning requirements were a
vai lable to adult businesses and that tne market for sexually
expli,it fare, vl_d as an entity, was therefore "essentially
un res t ra i ned".

third, ordinances which are so vague In wording and definitions
that a non-pomographl, entrepreneur Is unclear whether he falls
within its pros,rlptlons may be violative of due process. A
vague ordlnan~ may operate to hinder free speech througn use of
language so uncertain or generalized as to allow the In,luslen of
prote'ted spee,h within its prohibitions or leave an Individual or
law enforcement offl,ers wltn no specific guidance as to the
nature of the acts subject to punishment.

Finally, an ordinance which authorizes the exercise of broad
dis,retionary power by administrative officials to determine
which adult business will be allowed to operate, especially If
tne exercise of such discretion Is not grounded on objective,
ascertainable criteria, will probably be disapproved as contrary
to the precept that, in the First Amendment area, "govemment may
regulate only with narrow specificity".
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Any COlllllunl'ty, then. which would e""loy its zoning power to regulate
adult uses within its jurisdiction must be particularly concerned
that the adoptive ordinance be demonstrably motivated by and found
ed on sound land use principles, it allow reasonable accommodation
for such uses within its jurisdiction. and that it clearly define
both the nature and regulations of the use in order to avoid. to
the extent possible, the need for subjective interpretation of each
proposed use.

The Young decision has encouraged a great amount of experimentation
on the part of municipalities in an effort to prevent deterioration
of their commercial districts and adverse impact upon adjacent areas.
The effectiveness of these Innovations will be determined by time
and the legal tests to which they will be subject as this business
segment establishes itself.

For the time'being, however, this decision encourages an approach
in which localities have tended to control the siting of adult en
tertainment businesses on the basis of land use.

III-IV
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FOOTNOTES

1. Cf Smi ttl v. Colli son. 119 Cap App 180. 6 P2d (193l); Devaney v.
Bd. of Zoning ADDeals. 132 Conn. 537. ~5 Ad2 828 (19~6); Toulouse
v. Bd. of Zoning Adjustment. 1~7 He 387. 87 Ad2 670 (1952).

2. Cf Amer; can Si gn Co. y. Fowler, 276 SW2d 651 (Ky '1955).

3. Cf Lincoln Trust Co. v. Williams Bldg. Corp .• 229 NY 313.128
NE 209 (1920).

~. Jonas v. Fleming Town Bd. , Zoning Bd. of Appeals, 51 Ad2d ~73.

382 NYS 2d 39~ (~ttl Dep't 1976).

5. I. C. 36-7-~.

6. Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.; 272 U.S. 365. ~7 S Ct 114, 71 LEd
303 (1926).

7. Cf Zahn v. Bd. of Pub. Works. 27~ U.S. 325. ~7 S Ct 574, 71 L
Ed 1074 (1927); and Garieb v. Fox. 274 U.S. 603.47 S. Ct. 675.
71 LEd 1228 (1927).

8. Cf Sup. Ct. In Nectaw v. Cambridge (U.S. 183. 48 S. Ct. 4~7,

72 L Ed 8~2 (1928). .

9. Cf Scrutton v. County of Sacramento. 275. Cal App 2nd, 79 Cal
Rptr 872 (1969); Troiano v. Zoning CommOn of Town of No. Bran
ford. 155 Conn 265. 231 A2d 536 (1967); and. Trust Co of Chicago
V:-City of Chicago. 408 111 91.96 NE 2nd 499 (1951).

10.Cf State v. Bessent. 27 Wise. 2d 537, 135 NW 2d 317 (1965).

11.lbid., ind J.D. Construction Co. v. Bd. of Adj •• 119 NJ Super 140.
290 A2d ~52 (1972).

12.lbld., and Fischer v. Bedminster TWP .. II NJ 194. 93 A2d 378 (1952).

13.For a more complete discussIon of this subject, see Mathew
Bender, Book V, Chapter III, Sections 11.01.11.02 and 11.03.

1~.Cf 421 US 50, 96 5 Ct 2440, 49 L Ed 2d 310. reh denied 97 S Ct
191 (1976), rev'd 518 F2d 101~ (6th CI r 1975).
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FOOTNOTES

1. Cf Smith v. Collison. 119 Cap App 180.6 P2d (1931); Devaney v.
Bd. of Zoning Appeals. 132 Conn. 537. 45 Ad2 828 (1946); Toulouse
v. ed. of Zoning Adjustment. 147 Me 387.87 Ad2 670 (1952).

2. Cf AmeriCan Sign Co. y. Fowler. 276 SW2d 651 (Ky '1955).

3. Cf Lincoln Trust Co. v. Williams Bldg. Corp •• 229 NY 313. 128
NE 209 (1920).

4. Jonas v. Fleming Town Bd. , Zoning Bd. of Appeals. 51 Ad2d 473.
382 NYS 2d 394 (4th CepIt 1976).

5. I.C. 36-7-4.

6. Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co .• 272 U.S. 365.47 S Ct 114. 71 LEd
303 (1926).

7. Cf Zahn v. Bd. of Pub. Works. 274 U.S. 325. 47 S Ct 574. 71 L
Ed 1074 (1927). and Garieb v. Fox. 274 U.S. 603. 47 S. Ct. 675.
71 LEd 1228 (1927).

8. Cf Sup. Ct. in Nectow v. Cambridge (U.S. 183. 48 S. Ct. 447 •
72 L Ed 842 (1928).

9. Cf Scrutton v. County of Sacramento. 275. Cal App 2nd. 79 Cal
Rptr 812 (1969); Troiano v. lonin Comm'n of Town of No. Bran-
ford. 155 Conn 26 • d 3 I ; and. rust Co 0 ChIcago
V:-City of Chicago. 408 III 91.96 ME 2nd 499 (1951).

10.Cf State v. Bessent. 27 Wise. 2d 537. 135 NW 2d 317 (1965).

11.lbid •• ilnd J.D. Construction Co. v. Bd. of Adj •• 119 MJ Super 140.
290 A2d 452 (1972).

12.lbld•• and Fischer v. Bedminster Twp •• 11 NJ 194. 93 A2d 378 (1952).

13.For a more complete discussion of this subject. see Kathew
Bender. Book V. Chapter III. Sections 11.01.11.02 and 11.03.

14.Cf 421 US 50. 96 5 Ct 2440. 49 L Ed 2d 310. reh denied 97 5 Ct
191 (1976). rev'd 518 F2d 1014 (6th Clr 1975).
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I. Introduction and Executive Summary

This report summarizes an exhaustive series of statistical analyses conducted

over a ten-month period by Richard Mc:C1eary, Ph.D., James W. Meeker, J.D.,

Ph.D., and five research assistants. This document presents the statistical analyses

that we feel are the most relevant for the legal requirement of basing zoning

restrictions on adult businesses on their negative impact on the community in

terms of crime, decreased pr<;lperty value and decreased quality of life. It is

constitutionally important that the City of Garden Grove base any restrictions OD

adult businesses on these so called "secondary effects" aDd not upon the content or

moral offensiveness of such businesses: We are confident .that any independent

reanalysis will reach similar conclusions.

In July, 1990, we were contacted by the City Muager's Office and Police

Department for advice on problems related to the operation of adult businesses on

Garden Grove Boulevard. After years of experience with these businesses, the

Police Department had come to suspect tbat their operatioD c:oustilUted • public

safety hazard. Partly in response to this situation, the City had adopted a zoning

ordinance which restricts the location aDd density of aduls businesses. In order to

withstand c:onstitutioDal scrutiDy, the City Deeds to be able to show that the

ordinance was based on the neprive secnad'''' effectIlUCh bw'sire.es have on

their surroundings aDd not on the content of these businesses or their morality.

The precise dimensions of the neplive impact of these businesses were UDlmown,

however. It was not clear that the superficial spatial relationship between crime
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and these businesses was statistically significant, for example; and if the

relationship was significant, it was not clear what aspect of the operation was

respousible for the hazard. The exact extent of other negative effects, such as

decreased property values and reduced quality of environment for others in the

area, were also unknown.

In several meetings with the City Manager's Office and the Police

Department during the summer and fall of 1990, and after reviewing several

studies conducted by other cities to justify zouiDa restrictioas OIl adult bUNDesICs,

it was decided that we would assist the. City in undertaIciDg i1s own study. This

study would consist of an extensive statistical analysis of the City's crime data, a

survey of real estate professionals, and a survey of City residents liviDg close to the

currently operating adult businesses. The study was designed to focus on the

following questions:

• Does crime illereue in the vicinity of aD adult fnnir_? If10, ia the
increase statisticaUy significant and does it constitute a public safety
hazard?

• Caa the public safety hazard be ametiorated by requiJ'iq a mjnjm1Ull
distaDce betweeJl adult bume'scs? What is·the required mjnjmum dimnc:e?

• Are there aay other practic:al zoDiDg RSUietions dlat would ameliorate
the public safety Jaazard?

• .Are adult businesses associated with a decrease iD pioperly values?

• Are adult businesses associated with decliDiDg quality of Deipborhood?

We agreed to conduct the surveys aDd appropriate statistical analyses UDder
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three conditions: First, we could expect to have any public data held by the Police

Department or the City MaDager's Office; second. we could expect the full co

operation of the Police Department and the City Manager's Office; and third, the

City would accept any and all findings regardless of their implications for past,

present, or future policy. These conditions were accepted in principle and

honored in practice. We enjoyed an extraordinary degree of autonomy and co

operation from both the Police Department and the City Manager's Office.

In November. 1990, we began working with the Police Department to

define the parameters of the crime data to be analyzed. The complete set of

crime reports for 1981·90 were eventually downloaded and read into a statistical

analysis system.. The reliability of these data was ensured by comparing samples of

the data downloaded from the Police Department computers with data archived at

the Califomia Bureau of Criminal Statistics and Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Satisfied that the reliability of our data was nearly perfect. in January. 1991. we

began the arduous task of measuring the absolute and relative distances between

crime events. We were eventually able tcwDe&sure the relevant distances for a

subset of 34.Q79 crimes to within 40 feet of the Id"at 0CClIJreIICe with 99 percent

confidence. In late Januuy through April. 1991. these distauees were analyzed in

various models and with various methods. The results of dIeJe aD.lyses sIIow that
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• Crime rises wheDever aD adult busiDess opeDs or expaDds its operatioD
aDd the chaDge is statistically significaDt The rise is fouDd iD the most
serious crimes, especially assault, robbery, burglary, and theft. The rise iD
"victimless" crimes (drug aDd alcohol use, sex offenses, ere.) is also
siguificaDt, though less cODSisteDt and iDterpretable. GiveD the Dature aDd
magDitude of the effects, tM lIdull businusu 011 Garden Grove Boulevard
eon.stilute a serious public safety hazard.

• Except for expaDSioDs, the adult busiDesses were in operation at their
present locatioDS OD GardeD Grove Boulevard prior to 1981. There has
beeD so little variatioD iD spatial density since then that the relationship
between den.sity and crime CQ/'I1Iot be determined.

• Architectural devices designed to ameliorate the DUisauce of these
businesses have no sigui6e1Jlt impact OIl crime.

• When an adult business OpeDS within 1000 feet of a tavern (or vice
versa) the impact of the adult business on crime is aggravated substantially
and significantly.

During this same period of time, two questioDDaire instruments were developed

and ·etministered. ID luuary IDd Febnwy, 1991, a saapIe of real estate

professionals was SUJVeyed. Over nine hundred questiODDaires were distributed

with a respoase rate of fifteeII perceDt. The results of tIIis SUI rooey show dlat:

• Real estate prof_OIIals overwhelming aBJ'ee that close prOlimity of
adult bUliDesaes are IIIOCiated with deireased property values for
COIIIIIlUCial. siDaJe-family PNcJential aad mll1tipJe.family relideutial
piUjIJ6I17•.

• Real esaate pnhinaah IIIOCiate tile c10Ie pihEimjty of adult Im±ea
witb iIIc:reaed crime ad adaer RpM iwpa.:U oa die qaatiIr of die
neighborhood.

During the spring and summer, 1991, a random sample of households liviDg Dear

the adult businesses was surveyed.. The results of this. survey show that

, ,
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• Residents who live near adult businesses. as well as those who live
farther away. associate adult businesses with increased crime and other
negative impacts on the quality of the neighborhood.

• A large proportion of residents who live near adult businesses report
personal negative experiences that are attributed to these businesses.

• Public support for regulation of adult businesses is overwhelming.
While virtually all segments of the community voice support for all
regulatory initiatives, home owners and women are the strongest
supporters of regulation.

Each of these findings is fully supported by every bit of data available to us and by

every analysis that we conducted.

The crime data and analyses underlying our four major research tasks are

described in subsequent sections. Most readers will be more interested in the

policy recommendations based on these analyses, however. Based on the four

major components of our research, we recClllllllend that:

• Lacking any conc/usivt tvidmCt on the rr1IWcnship betwun sptztiaJ
dmsily and CI'ime, then ;'110 reason to~ the curmrt 1000 foot
minimum spacing nquimnmt belwun fMo\7 adWl busiMssu.

. • Givm the strious public saftty hialJrd, 110 adWl bustnus should operatt
within 1000ft~ of 4J raidmct. r. .

• W7Itrt fetlSibk, the CoruJidoruU Ux l'mrtil pt'tJU3311tou11J bt rum 10
amtlicnIu the public saftty hazard. For optimal t/ftetivDws, the Polict
.DqJartmml must bt fully inllOlvtd in ewrry asp«: ofdIis~

• Given the i1ItmIcdon t/ftct, 110 t4JVmI should bt aJ10wtd to oputUt within
1000 fttt of 4JII lIdull business tmd vice 1'G'JlZ.

• 1M evidtnCt cltarly supports the currDIt city ordintlna in dmumsrra.ting
the prUt1Ict of ntgativt Stcondary t/ftcts associated wilh JocQtiOfl and dt1lSUy
of adWl businessu as required by currtnt fedutzl tmd Stalt cast law.
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These recommendatioDs are informed by an understanding of the legal foundation

of the problem. After developing that foundation in the following section, we

present our analyses of crime patterns in Garden Grove and two related opinion

surveys.

,
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II. Legal Requirements For Controlllnc Adult Businesses

The legal control and regulation of pornography in general and "adult

entertainment" businesses specifically has a long and controversial history. The

1970 Commission on Obscenity and Pornography overwhelmingly voted to

eliminate all legal restrictions on use by consenting adults of sexually explicit

books, magazines. pictures. and films.! While President Nixon, who appointed the

Commission, was not pleased with the fiDdiDgs, they were C'ODv'tent with the

general liberal view that pornography sbould be tolerated as a matter of individual

choice and taste unless it directly hanns others.% The Williams Committee in

England supported a similar position in 1979.' Alternatively, the 1986 Attorney

General's Commission on Pornography called for a more agressive enforcement

of obscenity laws and regulation of pornoaraphy that it deemed bumful even if

not legally obscene.'

The current jadicial doc:triDal standard that peru the difficult balance of

constitutionally protected free speech and the direct regulation of poraoaraphy, is
..

1 Report ofthe Commiuicrr on Obs«nity _~ (Balltllll Boob, 1970.

2 See D.A. DowDs, 17Ie New Polilia ofPontDtTqhy (tIlliversity of CJUcalo Press
1989).

3 See W.A. Simpson, Pomognzphy I11Id Politics: Report of the HOlM Office
(Waterlow Publishers, 1983)~

, Attorney General's Commission on Pornography. FIIUl1 Report (U.S. Department
of Justic:e, 1986).
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found in Milkr v. California 413 U.S. 15 (1973):

(a) whether "the average person, applying contemporary community
standards' would find that the work, taken u a whole, appeals to the
prurient interest; (b) whether the work depicts or descnbes, in a patently
offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state
law; (c) whether the work, taken as a whole, Iacb serious literary. artistic,
political. or scientific value. (24)"

Despite this standard, the Attorney General's Commission concluded that:

[after the Miller decision]... the nature and extent of pornography in the
United States has changed dramatically, the materials that are available
today are more sexually explicit and portray more violence than those
available before 1970. 1be productioa, distributioD and sale of
pomopilfhY has become a large, weU-orpnized ancl hi&h1Y profitable
industry. .

Indeed, there is some empirical evidence to suggest that the number of

prosecutions' and appeals' of obscenity convictions have declined nationwide.I

Recently much of the local control of pornography has been of a more

indirect nature Jiven the difficulties of direct reJUlation and lep] c:oDSttaiDts

involving First Amendment rishts. One rather unique approac.b has been the
. .

attempt to regulate pornOJr&Phy u a vioIatioa of women's eivil rishU. This use of

5 FI1IIll RIpen ApR DOte 4 at 461.

• The New Ycrt 0Iw ani" PJu;e...-t. -All E·di,jFical Ioquiay ill tID tile E&cts of
Miller v. CaUfomia on the Control of ObsceDity", New York lJrIiwnity lAw Review
52:843 (1977).

, R.E. Rius. "Miller v. California Revisited: An Empiric:al Note," BrigIuun Yocmg
Univmily lAw kview 2:247 (1981).

I See Jenerally Downs. supra, note 2 at 20.
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anti-discrimination statutes was first tried by Minneapolis' but has failed to catch

on in general. lO However. many municipalities have been very successful in

regulating where pornographic businesses and adult entertainment businesses can

locate through the use of zoning laws.

Municipalities have followed two major strategies in regulating the location

of adult entertainment businesses. One approaeh is to concentrate adult

businesses in a limited area, often called the. Boston or "combat zone" approach.

The other approach foUows the opposite. tactic by clispersiDl adult eBtertainment

businesses. preventing their concentratioD, often eaUed the Detroit approach.11

In BostoD, adult entertainment businesses had been unofficially

concentrated in a specific area of the city for Many years.U This "combat zone"

was officially ~stablished as the Adult EntertainuJent District in 1974.' It was felt

that by formally restricting sueh businesses to an area where they were already

established would prevent the spreading of these businesses to neighborhoods

, Minneapolis Code of Ordinances (MDO), Title 7, ch. 139.20, sec. 3, subel (g),
(1).

io See DowIu sapra IIOte 2.

UFor. JUUa1 djr 'riOD of. tIMIe two .pp"........ PlrnriD, C "",;"ee of
the Lcs ADpIes City CGnciI, Study of 1M Ef!«t:r 0{ 1M~ of Adult
ElIlmIlinmt1ll Establbhments In 1M City of LoI~, 1.01 ADples City P'anning
Depanment (June, 1977) (HereiDafter LA Study).

U This discussion of Boston and the "combat zone" approach is taken from the LA
Study iel. at 9-10.
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where they were deemed inappropriate. In addition, concentration of adult

businesses might aid in the policing of such activities and would make it easier for

those who wanted to avoid such businesses to do so. There has been some

question as to the effectiveness of this regulatory approach, as the LA Sludy

observed:

The effectiveness and appropriateness of the Boston approach is a subject
of controversy. There has been some indication that it has resulted in an
increase in crime within the district and there is an increased vacancy rate
in the surrounding office buildings. Due to complaints of serious criminal
incideDts. law eZlforcement activities !lave been iDcreascd and a mmrber of
liquor licenses in the area have been revoked. SiJIce tbe "Combat Zone"
and most of the surrounding area are part of various redevelopment
projects, however, the change in character of the area caJUlot be attributed
solely to the existence of "adult entertainment" busineSses.13

The other approach that municipalities have followed is the dispersement

Skid Row Ordinance" to provide that subject to waiver, an adult theater could not

be located within. 1.«100 feet of any two other -repIated ad' or withiD 300 feet of

a residential area. RepJated.uses applied to ten different kiDds of business

establishmeDts includiDl adult theaters, achalt boot stores: cabarets, bars, taxi

dance haDs aJId botels. 11Iis ..tutory maiD. appJOKb tID repIatiD, adult Imsj"ess

was IcpDy chaDenpd and __qantIy apbelcl by tbe Supieaae Caart u

13 lei', at 9.
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such zoning laws. 1D Renton v. Playtime 'ThetUTu, Inc. 16 the Supreme Coun held

such statutes cannot be enacted for the purpose of restraining speech but have to

be "content-neutral" time, place, and manner regulations designed to serve a

substantial governmental interest and not unreasonably limit alternative avenues of. .
communications. In making this determination the court must look to the

municipality's motivation and purpose for enacting the statute. If the statute is

primarily aimed at suppressing First Amendment rights it is content based and

invalid. But, if it is aimed at the "secondary effecU" sach busiDesses have on the

surrounding community, it is content neutral and therefore valid.

1D making this determination the court must look at a number of factors,

from the evidence the municipality offers to sUpport a &adillg of secobdary effects,

to whether the zoq stamte eliminata the pambility of uy adult Imsinesses

within the jurisdiction of the municipality. It is the first factor this repon is

primanly cOiJCeinoed with.IT ID the Mini 77ratres case the Deboit Ommoa

Council made a &ami· that adult busiDesaes are especially illjurious to a

M 475 U.s. 41 (l9U)(HereiDafter RDiIDn).

17 E'VQ if an ardjn.mp were euclied fer tbe pi..... rea... tbe ClIlII't sdlllll1lSt
determine whether the ordin...... would efrediftly paell'ellt uy operatioa of aD adult
business within the municipality's jurisdictioD, sec Wtlbult Prof1Gtia, Inc v. City of
Whiltio 808 F.2d 1331 (1986). However this is presamably not aD islUe for the City
of Garden Grove's ordinance because the enforcement of the ordinance would still
anow the operation of adult businesses ill variaus locations throughout the city.

,
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constitutional in Young v. American MiTzi Theatres, Inc. l
• This model has been

adopted by numerous cities including Los Angeles and twelve other Southern

California cities for controlling adult businesses.u

While the dispersal model has been found constitutionally valid. several

subsequent court decisions have limited the way in which municipalities caD adopt

1< 427 U.S. SO (1976) (Hereinafter Mini Theatres). This decision is often cited as
the legal basis for a dispersal approach. however the opinion appears to support the
constitutionality of both the dispersal and concemration models:

It is not our function to appraise the wisdom of its [Detroit's] decision
to require adult theaters to be separated rather than concentrated in
the same areas. In either event, the city's interest in attempting to
preserve the quality of urban life is one that must be accorded high
respect. Moreover. the city must be allowed a reasonable opportunity
to experiment with solutions to admittedly serious problems (427 U.S.
50.71).

Indeed the Supreme Court upheld the Constitutionality of the concentration model
in Rtnlon. "Cities may replate adult theaters by dispersing them. as in Detroit, or by
effectively coacentratiDa them. as in RaIofI."(iDfra BOte 16 at 52).

U The best single source for information on this topic is the Los Angeles City
Council PlaDDiDg Committee. According to the LA Study:

Locally. the cities of Bellflower and Norwalk have enacted ordinances
requiring adult boobtciau and theaters to obtain a c:aactitioaal ue permit. As
a part of their study the City of BellflCJftr SUI vl5)ed cmr 90 cities iD Southern
California to determiDe how other cities were CODtroIliD. adult bookstores. Of
the cities wIUch rapoDded. to tbe Bel1flOllv wne). 12 zeqaire a c:alditioDal
use penait for .... boobtora. ne c:aaditioa for obgjpjn. such a permit
generally include dispersal and distance requiremenll bued upciD the Detroit
model. Bellflower also iDcludes. (LA Study supra Dote _ at 12).

The LA Study also presents a table listiDg 9 cities nationally that have taken a
dispersal zoning approach (Id.• Table 11).
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neighborhood when they are concentrated. This was supported by expert opinion

evidence:

In the opinion of urban planners and real estate experts who supported
the ordinances, the location several such businesses in the same
neighborhood tends to attract an undesirable quantity and quality of
transients, adversely affects property values, causes an increase in crime,
especially prostitution, and encourages residents and businesses to move
elsewhere.I'

The courts have not been very explicit in terms of the exact type and nature

of the evidence of "secondary effects" that is required to uphold zoning ordinances

regulating the location of adult businesses.. On the one band, failure to introduce

any evidence linking secondary effects with the way the ordinance is enforced, is

insufficient.19 On the other hand, a complete independent analysis of secondary

effects in each jurisdiction that enacts such Jaws ·is not necessary. In Renton7J the

Supreme Court upbeld an ordinance without benefit of an independent analysis.

11 MlIli '1'hetItrtJ supra note 18 at 55.

19 "Here, the CouDty has presented no evidence that a smale showiDl of an adult
movie would have any hanDful secondary effects OD the coWmuDity. The CouDty has
thus failed to show that the ordiD'Dee, as interpreted by the County to include any
theater that shows an ad1Ilt mcMc a siqlc time. illllfficieDttJ "1WTOWly tailored' to
affect only that catelory of theatres shown to prociuc:e the 1IDWUted secondary
effects.· RmIon 106 S.Ct. at 931. Nor do we see how the CouDty could make such
a showiDa. since it is d:iffiocaJt to imagine tbat oa.ly aliqle sIIawiDI .... CII' oa.ly aae
in a year. would haw any meanmafal secoadary effec:ts.· ToI1i.r, Inc. 11. S4DI a-dino
County 827 F.2d 1329,1333 (9th Cir. 1987).

7J Cily ofRe1ll0n v. Playtime 'IMatrts, Inc., 475 U.S. 41. 106 S.Ct. 925, 89 L.Ed.2d
2a(1986).
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In this case the City of Renton relied heavily upon the study of secondary effects

done in Seattle to justify its ordinance. The Court held:

We hold that Renton was entitled to rely on the experiences of Seattle
and other cities, and in particular on the "detailed findings" summarized in
the Washington Supreme Court's [Nonhmd C'inetna, Iru:. v. Seauk, 90
Wash. 2d 709, 585 P. 2d 1153 (1978)] opinion, in enacting its adult theater
zoning ordinance. The First Amendment does not require a city, before
enacting such an ordinance, to conduct new studies or produce evidence
independent of that already generated by other cities, so long as whatever
evidence the city relies upon is reasonably believed to be relevant to
problem that the city addresses..11

The Los Angeles City planning .Departmellt COIlducted a study of secoadaJy .

effects in 1977,11 to support a spacing ordinance similar to the Detroit dispersal

model. Since Garden Grove's ordinance follows the same model it may have

been legally sufficient for the City of Garden Grove to rely on the Los Angeles. .

study. However, the Las AqeJes study is 19 years old &lid it eould be &laued that

because of its size, population structure, real estate market, and other municipal

c~raeteristic:s, 1.01 ADpJes is !lOt a rood eaui*IiS06 city for Gardea Grove.

Like the LA Slutly'IJ tIUi analysis relies on a lDlIItimethodolop:aJ approach
/,; :

to analyze secondaty effec:u aSlOciated with the location of adult busiDesses. Both

&&I uaJysis of crime rata and at veys were caaduc:led 10 aaaIyzie secaadaty drec:ts

21 RDIlOII, id., 475 U.S. 41 at 51-52

11 See LA Study supra note

13 Supra note 11.
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associated with such businesses. Unlike the LA Study this analysis is more

sophisticated in several respects.

The LA Study examined the secondary effect of crime rates and their

association with adult business by comparing the crime rates of Hollywood area

(which had a large concentration of adult businesses during the period studied,

November 1975 and December 1916) to the rest of the City.l~ This analysis did

show there was an increase in both Part 1:1$ and Part Ill' crimes associated with

the Hollywood area and its higher concentration of adult businesses in comparison

to the rest of the city. While supporting the presence of secondary effects, the

analysis has several disadvantages for supporting a dispersion regulation model in

Garden Grove.

The City of Garden Grove is not very similar to Hollywood, either in

municipal character, or concentration and type of adult businesses-%? More

U The aDalysis presented in the LA SIUIly was taken from a report prepared by
the Los Angeles City Police Department, The Impact ofSc: Orienud Businases on the
Polke Probkms in the City ofLos An~les.

:1$ Pan I crimes iDdude homicide, rap; agravated assault, robbery, burglary,
larceny, aad vehicle thefL

» Part n crimes iDcJude other assaults, forgery and counterfeiting, embezzlement
ad fraud. stolen property, pn:wtution, narcotics, liquor IawviaWioas, pmbliq. ad
other miscel1aDeous misdemeuors.

%? Hollywood in 1969 had 1 hard-core motel, 2 bookstores, 7 theaters, and 1
massage parlor/scam joint; in 1975 had 3 hard-core motels, 18 bookstores, 29 theatres,
and 38 massage parlor/scam joints. (see LA Study, Table VI, p. 54). Garden Grove on
the other hand only has seven bookstores and adult video stores.
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importantly, Garden Grove seeks to control adult businesses in terms of their

location to schools, churches, and residences (200 feet) and in relation to each

other (1000 feet).%1 To substantiate the relation between these distances and the

secondary effects needed to justify the regulation. the analysis should demonstrate

an association between the' secondary effects and these distances. For example. if

crime rates are higher within 1000 feet of an adult business than they are around

other businesses, this demonstrates a stronger association between secondary

effects and the regulation designed to CODtrol them. While areas of a city that

have higher concentrations of adult businesses may have higher crime rates than

other areas, this gives little support for regulation of specific distances between

adult business and other land uses.

The LA Slwly also presents the analyses of two qaesdODDlirel, ODe to

businessmen and residential property owners, and one to realtors, real estate

appraisers and lenders, to determine the effects of adult busiDmes While the

questionnaires do ask the respOndents about possible neptive effects,.there was no .
~ .

distinction between the neptive effects when the distances &om adult businesses

varied, nor when there were two or more such buRnallocateci DUJ' each other.

Both of these issues are importaD.t aspects of the Gazda GIave Qnljunce

21 See Appendix for the Garden Grove ordinance.
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III. Crime In Garden Grove, 1981·1990

During the decade of our study, 1981-1990, the Garden Grove Police

Department recorded ~08,196 UCR Part I crimes (112 homicides, 548 rapes, 3,835

robberies, 16,677 assaults, 24,498 burglaries, 51,393 thefts, and 11,133 auto thefts)

and 17,274 UCR Part 11 crimes (2,828 sexual offenses, 5,353 drug offenses, 5,651

alcohol offenses, 972 weapons offenses, and 2,460 disorderly conduct. Figure 1

lends perspective to these numbers. Part I crimes, which are ordinarily thought to

be the "most serious" crimes, make up more than 85 percent of the total. Part 11

crimes, which include many of the so-called "victimless" crimes, make up less than

fifteen percent of the total. Another important difference between these two

categories is that, while Part I crimes almost always begin with a citizen complaint,

Part II crimes may result from proactive policing. For this reason. Part II crimes

have turned out to be I!=SS interestiDg to this study. Althoap we fiDd a SU'ODg

relationship between the distribution of Part n crimes (especially Part II sex

offenses) and the locations of adult,businesses, we cannot'draw a valid causal

relatiOlllldp from this 6ndinl. Part I crimes are qaite uother matter.

N. s!Iown in F"JIUR 1. Part I crimes caD be divided 6IrtIIcr iBta Persoaal

and Property cateJOries. Personal crimes (or crimes apiDst the pel"SOD) account

for approximately twenty percent of the Part I total. Seventy-eight percent of

Personal crimes are assaults; 18 percent are robberies, three percent are rapes,
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Figure 1 • Distribution or Crimes In Garden Grove. 1981·1990
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and slightly less than one percent are homicides. Property crimes (or crimes

against property) account for approximately eighty percent of the Part I total. Of

these, 60 percent are thefts, 28 percent are burglaries, and 12 percent are auto

thefts. Although it is tempting to think of Property crimes as less serious than

Personal crimes, we caution the reader to remember that evcy crime has a deadly

potential. Every armed robbery is a potential homicide. Every theft, burglary, or

auto theft could quickly turn into a deadly comontation. While subsequent

analyses may distinguish among the seven crimes then, we do this for didactic:

purposes only. In our opinion, in practice, any Part I crime poses a serious threat

to public safety.

With this caveat, we note that the mix of crimes in Garden Grove is not

significantly different thaD the mix faand in other California cities durin, the same

period. This is also true of population.adjusted crime rates. Relative to other

California cities, Gardea Grove has neither a "hilh" or"Jow" crime rate.3 To

illustrate this point, Table 1 lists the 1985 Part I crime rates for twenty-four

representatiYe cities. Garden Grove ranks s},ilhtly above the median on homicide

and anto theft, aDd sJiJhtly below the mediaD em rape. rabbety. usnlt, barJIary.

2'J The Garden Grove Police DepartmeDt is orpDized into COIIUIluliity "teams,"
however, and it is pnerally believed that this orpnizational structure eDCOUra,es
police-citizen interaction. includin, reportin, of crimes. Other thiDp beinl equal,
Garden Grove is expected to have a hiper crime rate than a city whose police
department is structured along more traditional lines.
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Table 1 • Crimes per 100,000 Population for California Cities, 1985

Homicide Rape Assauil Robbery Burglary Theft Auto
Theft

Anaheim 7.3 48.8 273.8 199.6 2351. 4348. 777.
Bakersfield 6.6 65.3 567.2 489.5 3651. 6649. 796.
Berkeley 10.6 41.6 638.7 435.5 2836. 7971. 841.
Concord 2.9 27.9 102.2 258.3 1376. 4076. 430.
Fremont 2.3 25.8 65.2 372.1 1354. 2969. 265.
Fresno 21.2 81.8 566.9 392.7 3632. 7745. 8i2.
Fullenon 4.9 32.3 168.2 201.5 . 1503. 4071. 503.
Garden Grove 10.5 38.1 315.1 193.6 %15'. 4040. 693.

. Glendale 2.9 12.2 189.1 140.2 1378. 2940. 663.
Hayward 6.4 38.5 267.1 405.0 1809. 4926. 503.
Huntington Beach 2.4 22.3 100.9 147.8 1378. 2883. 450.
Inglewood 28.7 112-6 1236.2 630.8 2417. 2586. 1660..
Modesto 4.7 52.4 187.0 276.7 1979. 6149. 505.
Ontario 9.0 76.6 327.6 713.8 2821. 4088. 699.
Orange 5.5 25.2 219.8 247.1 1712- 3540. 602.
Oxnard 6.5 61.9 294.8 300.4 2008. 3984. 527..
Pasadena 24.6 49.1 596.3 590.3 2262. 5110. 921.
Pomona 25.9 92.7 907.9 1035.1 3155. 4337. 911.
Riverside 8.2 57.4 340.0 690.5 2628. 4849. 570.
San BernadiDo 14.3 87.6 876.3 914.2 . 3783. 5295. 1127.
Santa Ana 16.2 28.9 424.0 294.6 2498. 6612. 1134.
StccktoD 18.2 61.4 475.4 497.7 3347. 7937. 739.
SUDD)'V&le 4.7 27.2 77.9 100.4 759. 2544. 245.
Torrance 3.1 28.5 254.9 202.5 1150. 3024. 865.

Source: Uniform Crime Reports, 1985

2;""
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and theft. None of these rankings is significantly different than the median, of

course, and furthermore, the rankings fluctuate slightly from year to year. While

Garden Grove has an "average" crime rate relative to other .cities, however. like

any other city. Garden Grove has a range of "high" and "low" crime' neighborhoods.

We will address this point in greater detail shortly. For the present, it is important

to note that crime rates vary widely across any city.

Crime rates also vary widely over time. To illustrate again, Figure 2 shows

annual Part I and Part n crime totals for Garden Grove aver the decade of this

study, 1981-1990.30 In some cases, auto·theft and assault, for example. crime

appears to trend steadily upward. In other c:ases, particularly burglary. crime

appears to trend steadily downward. In all c:ases, however, the trend is only

apparent. In every COIIStQ1It spali4J /ll'tQ tJuIt 1W IuJve IZIII'fIiMd fIX thi.J rqx;n. 1W

found ten-year trends to lie 1Wll within tM bounds of stoelwtJc error. In other words,

we found no StlZti.rtically sfBrri/ictW tmr.tb. For reascms tao llUlDerous, complicated.

and obscure to be disc:ussed here. time series of crime totals drift stochastically

from year to year and it is the mathematical nature of a dt;fting process to appear
r.

to rise or faD S)i1eh Ultic:ally over time. AJtboup this pheDCllleDoa has been.
widely reported by s1atisticiaDs siDc:e the~ 19d1 c:eDtIIIy. it is Dot well

:lG Since these are crime tetJI1s (not crime ratu). Figure 2 must be interpreted
cautiously. Due to annexation. in-migratioa, out-migratioa, and p'owth. the
population of Garden Grove has changed dramatically over the last ten years.
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Figure :z . Annual Crime Trends in Garden Grove, 1981·1990
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Figure 2 • Annual Crime Trends in Garden Grove, 1981.1990
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understood by popular media or the public. Nevertheless, each of the seven Part I

crime trends is consistent with a "random" process and, hence, each is amenable to

a statistical analysis. The five Part II crime trends, in contrast, are not 'at all

consistent with a "random" process. To illustrate, note that total sex offenses

increase (from 320 to 480) by fifty percent from 1987 to 1988 and then decrease

(from 480 to 232) by fifty percent from 1988 to 1989. Annual changes of this

magnitude lie well beyond the bounds of Normal "random" variation. In fact, the

anomalous 1988 total is due to a concerted enforcement effort by the Garden

GrO\'e Police Department. Lacking complete information on Part II enforcement

activities during the 1981·1990 decade, we cannot attribute changes in Part II

crime rates to the operation of adult businesses. Although we report effects for

Part n crimes in subsequent analyses, die 0Dly ilitemally valid effects are for Part I

crimes.

Figure 3 shows another type of trend.' Examining the day of the week of

the seven Part I crimes, a distinct pattern emerges. We see here that the
~ 1

occurrence of Personal crimes peaks on weekends. Conversely, Property crimes

peak duriq midweek and are last likely to occ:ar 011 _teIIdS T1Ie bail for this

pattern is weD established in theory: crimes oc:au when the~ is~e

available to a person who is inclined to commit criminal actions. Oppoz Nail)' is

defined differently for Personal and Property crimes, however. Personal crimes

(especially anonymous robbet)' and assault committed against strangers) are best
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Figure 3 • Crimes Weekday in Garden Grove, 1981·1990
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conducted under cover of darkness, on an intoxicated victim, in a relatively

deserted public location. These conditions presumably occur on weekend nights

outside bars or adult businesses. In daylight, the desired anonymity is

unobtainable and the vulnerable, prospective victims are not on the street. Thus,

Personal crimes are committed most often on weekend nights.

The opposite pattern holds for Property crimes. These crimes, notably theft

and burglary, are most often committed when the offender is least likely to

encounter any witnesses. In theory, the best time to break into a residence

undetected is during the weekday daytime hours when most occupants are away

from home. For our purposes, however, the weekday patterns found in these data,

as shown in Figure 3, are a simple confinnation of the reliability of our data.

More important, perhaps, fiDdfJzI the same pattenlS ill an four Pencmal crimes

and all three Property crimes justifies collapsins Part I crimes into two broad

cateS0ries. Hereafter, ea:ept where an effect or pattern varies acJ'0II the Part I

crimes, effects and patterns will be reported for Personal, Property, and Part n

crime categories.
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IV. The Impacted Area and the Public Safety Hazard

At present, seven adult-oriented businesses operate 'on Garden Grove

Boulevard. The Party House, located at 8751 Garden Grove Boulevard, was in

operation on December 16, 1980, when the City of Garden Grove annexed this

area. Two other adult businesses, the Bijofl and the Vuito Pr~ Rental Center,

located at 8745 and 8743 Garden Grove Boulevard in the same building as the

Party House. opened ill March. 1986 aDd August, 1988 respec1ively. Given the

proximity of these three businesses, their individual impacts on crime are

confounded. Treating them as a single cluster of businesses, however. we find a

significant increase in both Personal and Property crimes following the openings of

the adult businesses at 8745 and 8743 Garden Grove Boulevard in March, 1986

and August, 1988.

The Mull, located at !S02 GardeD'Grove Boulevard, ad the A to Z.

located at 8192 Garden Grove Boulevard, are far enoup away from the 8700

block to allow for a UseSlDlent of individUal impact. But since these businesses

opened in Febnwy and May. 1980. at the WfY besiDDinJ of our crime data, there

is no simple ...."9) benc:Junark for auribllUD& crime U'OUDd these lnnineaes to

their operation. The pattern of crime around these businesses is nevertheless

c:on.sistent with that hypothesis. At the other end of Garden Grove Boulevard,

the Hip Poclctt (12686) and the Garden of Eden (12061.5). which opened in 1971
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and 1977 respectively, pose the same problem. In March, 1983, however. the

Garden of Eden expanded its operation from one suite to three. /U ill the case of

the Pan] House.Bijou.VuJeo Preview Refll41 Center complex on the other end of

Garden Grove Boulevard, we find a significant rise ill crime coincident with this

expallSion. The analyses supporting these findings will be presented shortly.

In our opinion. these seven adult bu~nesses cOllStitute a serious and

significant public safety hazard. One aspect of this hazard is apparent in Table 2.

During the 1981·90 decade. 610 Garden Grove Boulevard addresses bad one or .

more crimes.3I The seven adult business addresses accoun~d for 239 PersOnal,

694 Property. and 538 Part 11 crimes, however, so these sevm addresses accounted

for 10.5 percent oj the Pan 1 tI1Id 25.5 percent of the Pan 11 crime on Ganim Grove

BcuJewzrd during the 1IIst d«ade SiDce tbis diIpariry c:ouJd occur by chuc:e aIoDe

less than one time in ODe bundred, the implied difference between these seven

addresses and the 603 other Garden Grove Boulevard addt SJes widI cme or more

crimes is statistically sipi6clnt. The secoJId column of numbers in Table 2 are

ranks. These numbers ten the same story but from a different perspective. As

sbawD. three of the top tea Part I crime "hot spots. De Coud at die adult bnsiJlftS

addresses. rwe of the top tea Part n crime "hot spots. are faud at the adult

)1 Of course, most Garden Grove Boulevard addresses bad DO crimes duriD& 1981·
90. Of these addresses with at least one crime, more than 55 percent had only OM

crime.

3/
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Table 2 • Reported Crimes for Adult Businesses
Garden Grove Boulevard Only, 1981·1990

BookstoresIPeepshows

Address PmonaJ Properry
N Rank N Rank

Pan 1
NRank

Pan 11
N Rank

8192 Garden Grove 16 19 190 5 206 5 160 1
8502 Garden Grove 2S 9 93 13 118 11 52 7
8743 Garden Grove 0 7 192 7 217 4 71
8745 Garden Grove 3 91 17 98 20 112 10 70
8751 Garden Grove 12 29 116 7 128 9 94 5

12061 Garden Grove 11 34 98 10 109 IS 68 .6
12686 Garden Grove 6 57 173 6 179 6 ISO 2

BarslTavems

Address Pmo1uJJ hopmy Part 1 Pan 11
NRank NRank NRank N Rank

~

8112 Garden Grove 41 1 94 12 135 8 22 17
8284 Garde1I Grove 1-' 23 3S 'Cl 'Cl 40 4 69
857S Garden Grove 28 7 54 16 112 13 3S 11
8801 Garden Grove 10 46 38 47 48 41 14 31
8803 Garden Grove 21 13 S6 28 77 23 20 20

1204S Garden Grove 26 8 59 2S 85 20 19 23
12082 Garden Grove 33 4 87 15 120 9 43 9
12761 Garden Grove 11 40 24 78 35 61 4 81
-12889 Garden Grove 34 3 78 18 112 13 19 23
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business addresses, but this may be expected.

Of course, one can argue that the relationship is noncausal or spurious;

that these businesses simply moved into a neighborhood that happened to already

have a high crime rate. We test and reject this hypothesis in the next section. For

now, we draw attention to the Barrravern addresses in Table 2. If the alternative

hypothesis is that the Garden Grove Boulevard neighborhoods had high crime

rates before the seven adult businesses moved in, we would expect to these

addresses to have high crime rates as well (more so given that alcohol is served at

these addresses). Oli the contrary, hoWever, we find that these addresses have

generally lower crime rates than the adult business addresses. Whereas three of

seven adult business addresses are in the top ten Part I crime "hot spots," only two

of me barltavem addresses make the ~ten list. In this sellSe, the seven adult

business addresses on Garden Grove Boulevard constitute serious, significant

public safety hazards.
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V. Quasi-Experimental Contrasts

The address.-specific crime counts in Table 2 are compelling evidence of the

public safety hazard posed by the adult businesses on Garden Grove Boulevard.

Simple counts do not satisfy the criterion of scientific validity, however, for there

are many noncausal explanations for any set of numbers. Validity requires that a

change in the operation of an adult business be followed by a clumge in the crime

rate near the business. H the before-after change proves statistically significant.

validity requires further that the same before-after change, not be found in a

suitable ·contro)· area. Only after both criteria are satisfied can we state in

scientifically valid terms that an adult business poses a public safety hazard.

The fact that the adult businesses OD Oudell Grove Boulevard have

operated continually for the past decade has had an impact on our ability to

coaduct proper befonlafter anal)oses. Ideally, crime should be COIItruted ill a

location before and after an adult business opens. A1thoup this is Dot literally

possible, Jiven the constraiDts of time and ata, there were three major apansions

of adult basiDesses at two existing locatiOllS and analyses of these c:IIaqes cou51m

the picture of these buliDesses painted by Table 2. 1be quasi iperimentaJ

contrasts derived from these analyses are outlined in greater detail here.

1) In March, 1982, the Gartkn of Eden expanded from a siDgle suite at

12061 Garden Grove Boulevard into tbe adjoining suites at 12063 and 12065
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Garden Grove Boulevard. The before/after and test/control contrasts for this

change are:
One Year Befon! One Year After

Test Site 200' 500' ]000' 200' 500' ]000'

Personal Crimes 1 14 28 43 15 16 28 59
Proptrty Crimes 10 46 84 140 17 58 167 242
Pan 11 Crimes 21 11 16 48 16 12 17 45

Control Site 200' 500' ]000' 200' 500' 1000'

Personal Crimes 0 11 U 33 1 9 2.1 39
Proptrty Crimes 13 52 76 141 12 56 17 155
Pan 11 Crimes 15 23 27 65 11 U 2' 62

Over the next year. Personal crimes within a 200-foot radius rose significantly

compared to the preceding year.3Z Also compared to the preceding year.

Property crimes withiD a 1000 foot radius nlIe sipificntly. 1lle effect of the

expansion on Pan n crimes was mixed and largely insignificant. To control for the

pasIlbility that these effeets weN due to lIDrelated exb aueous variables, a wcoatrolw

site was developed from the mean crime cOunts of the other six adult businesses.

W1ule crime nlIe in the vicinity of the Gardm ofEden, hQwever, crime remained
r.

Property crimes to the expenmn of the adult busiDess.

JZ Hereafter. unless stated otherwise. a significant effect will imply a probability
of .01 or less.
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2) In March, 1986, the Bijou opened at its present location, 8745 Garden

Grove Boulevard. Since the Parry House had been operating at 8751 Garden

Grove Boulevard prior to this time, the opening of Bijou was in effect an

expansion. The before/after and test/control contrasts for this change are:

Test Site

Pe1'$ona/ Crimes
Properry Crimes
Pan II Crimes

Control Site

Personal Crimes
Property Crimes
Part II Crimes

One Year Before

200' 500' 1000'

2 7 21 30
3 l' ~ 116

13 14 43 70

200' 500' 1000'

2 10 30 42
19 49 76 144
2A 13 25 62

One Year Ailer

200' 500' 1000'

6 11 30 47
11 40 113 164
8 13 4% 63

200' 500' 1000'

1 11 31 43
%0 60 '" 147

l' 16 34 "
Over the next year, both Persoaal and Proper1¥ crimes rose signific:antly within a

Sao-foot radius. The effect aD Part IT crimes was mixed aDd largely insignificaut

Since no similar effect was observed at a "CODtror site developed fraD the mean
,

crime c:ouDts of four other adult businesses the iDcreues are attributed to the,

opening of the Bijou.

3) In ADpst. 1988, tbe Hrteo PIe"'" RetrtIIl Cmw opened at 8743 Gudea

Grove Boulevard. Since the Ptzny House and Bijou were already ill operation, this

opening too is treated as aD expansion. The before/after aDd test/c:ontrol c:outrasts
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for this change are:

One Year Before One Year After
Test Site 200' 500' 1000' 200' 500' 1000'

Personal Crimes 0 10 51 61 4 15 46 65
Property Crimes 3 19 67 89 6 %5 60 91

. Pan /1 Crimes 11 13 16 40 34 11 %5 70

Control Site 200' 500' 1000' 200' 500' 1000'

Personal Crimes 1 13 49 63 1 11 54 66
Property Crimes 5 %2 74 101 4 24 68 96
Pan 11 Crimes 9 17 11 48 18 13 %0 61

In the following year, Personal crime rose significantly within a 500-foot radius,

Property crime rose significantly within a 2QO·foot radius, and Part II crimes rose

significantly within a 2oo·foot radius (which is to say, at the Party House·Bijou·

Video PmIiew ROIlaJ COller comple1. No iDcreues were obserwd at a "cuubol"

site developed from the mean crime counts of four other adult businesses.

. The consistent pattern of effects ill ~ese three cases demousbates that the

adult busineJSeS are indeed a public safety bazard u the data presented ill the

precedinl Retion sullest. Given the nature of the operational chanJes ill these

three cues, furthermore, it appears that fI1fY upaDSioa oflD adult busiDess wiD

have the same effect. Ia IiPt of die potaUaIly !up area of die hazard IDCi die

predatory nature of the crimes I.SlIOciated with the hazard, we f"C1"!'!Mnd that no

new adult businesses be allowed to operate within 1000 feet of a residential area.

Of course, virtually any increue in ecoDomic or social activity might be
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expected to produce some increase in crime (though perhaps not so large an

increase as was observed in these three cases). When an increase in crime can be

attributed to a specific economic or social activity, it is reasonable to expect the

responsible parties to take steps designed to ameliorate the problem. In one

instance where an adult business acted to ameliorate a nuisance, however, the act

had no impact on crime.

4) In September, 1988. the City installed a blockade in the alley

immediately to the west of the.Adult (8502 Garden Grove Baulevard) to prevent

"cruising." While the blockade undoubtedly accomplished this intended purpose,

there was no significant effect on Personal, Property, or Part II crimes in the

vicinity of the Adult. The before/after contrasts -for this change are:

One Year Beton Oai! Year Alter

Test Site 200' SOO' 1000' 200' SOO' 1000'

PenOftlli Crime 2 13 ~ 41 2 11 21 34
Properry Crime 3 19 " 89 , 2! 60 '1
Pan 11 Crime 11-13 l' 40 34 11 2! 70

r.

Although this simple architedllra1 device bad DO sipificant impact OIl crime. there.

are undoubtedly many pasitive steps that aD adult busiDess can tate to reduce

crime ia its viciDity. Siace 110 oar Ir:DoMedge, 110 JadI *PI were taka dariDr
1981·1990, we cannot speak with authority on the likely effectiveness of the various
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amelioration strategies.]3 Nevertheless, we recommend that the City use its

legitimate zoning authority to ensure that any new adult business will have a

minimum impact on crime in its vicinity. Beyond this recommendation,.we find

strong evidence to suggest that the public safety hazard posed by adult businesses

on Garden Grove Boulevard is exacerbated by proximity to a bar or tavern. This

is based on two contrasts.

5) In April, 1985, a bar opened at 8112 Garden Grove Boulevard,

approximately 425 feet from the .A to Z. The before/after and testlcoJltrol

contrasts for this change are:

One Year Belore One Year Alter

Test Site 200' SOO' 1000' 200' SOO' 1000'

Personal Crimes 0 1 12 13 % 8 35 45
Properry Crimes 9 %9 56 94 7 41 6% 110
Parr 11 Crimes 4 % 7 13 1 9 11 11

Control Site 200' SOO' 1000' . 200' SOOt 1000'

Person41 Crimes 0 1 14 15 0 1 14 16
Property CrimG 4 1% 45 ~1 1 19 51 7%
Parr 11 Crimes 4 8 7 19 5 9 U %6

In the subsequent year. PeJ!OUl crime withiD 1000 feet rOle sipificandy.

J3 A similar an:hiteetural device was installed at the.A tD Z (8192 Garden Grove
Boulevard) in May. 1990. We have iDsuf6cient data to measure the effect of this
intervention. however.
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Although Property crime also rose, the increase was not significant. No significant

change was observed at a "control" site. so the increase in Personal crime was

attributed to proximity to the bar. Since analyses of crime 200, 500, and 1000 feet

from 8112 Garden Grove Boulevard (the bar) show no comparable effect, the rise

in Personal crime cannot be attributed to the bar alone. Rather, it must be due to

an interaction between the bar and the adult business.

6) In May. 1989, a bar closed at 12889 Garden Grove Boulevard.

approximately 1075 feet from the Hip Pocut. The before/after and test/control

contrasts for this change are:

One Year Berore One Year After

Test Site 200' 500' 1000' 200' 500' 1000'

Personal Crimes % , 13 %4 % 13 , %6
Property Crimes 4 15 %, 41 5 19 3' 63
Pan II Crimes 13 U 8 43 80 %6 5 111

Control Site 200' 500' 1000' 200' 500'. 1000'

Personal Crimes 0 % 1% 14 1 .1 14 16
Property Crimes 5 11 39 r. 55 ,3 13 44 60
Pan II Crlmu 7 1 7 11 7 • 13 %I

In the subsequent year. DO sipific:ant chanp was obsawd either in Persoaal or

Property crime; sipificanc:e not withstanding the cbanp was in the opposite

direction of what was expected. Part n crimes within 200 feet of the Hlp Pocket

rose precipito\lsly and significantly. No change was obsetved at a "control" site.
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Information from the Police Department suggests, however, that the increase in

Pan II crimes was the result of an unrelated enforcement campaign.

Failure to find any significant effect in this case suggests that the interaction

effect observed in the preceding case is limited to 1000 feet. While we strongly

recommend that no new adult business be located within 1000 feet of a bar (and

vice versa). there is no evidence of interaction at distances exceeding 1000 feet.
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VI. Survey oC Real Estate ProCessionals

Following the research model of the LA Study, an analysis of real estate

professionals was conducted to determine the prevailing professional opinion of

the secondary effects produced by presence of adult businesses.30 The

questionnaire instrument developed for this task distinguished between the effects

on single-family residential property, multiple-family residential property and

commercial property values. In additicm, it asked for information on the effects of

adult businesses within 200 feet, within 200-500 feet and the effects of two· or more .

adult businesses within these distances. Not only were the effects on property

values determined but also, effects on other issues that litigation in this area has

found important such as crime. trIf6c. Daise. safety of WOIDCD aDd childreD, quality

of life, rents, loitering, and the ability to attract other businesses and customers

were identified.

In January and February, 1991. copies of the instrument were sent to the

membership list of the West Orange County Association of Realtors. Of the total

954 surveys~ out, 30 were ietwnec! with _una."! addJ =1be remaininJ

sample of 924 resulted in a retum of 141 completed questioJmaires. Of these 141,

30 See the Appendix for a copy of the questionnaire iDstrument and a complete
tabulation of responses.
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19 where eliminated because of response bias.15 The final analysis is based on

122 valid responses.36

The overall sample was very experienced in real estate, with 12.6 of years

experience on average. This group of real estate professionals was very

knowledgeable about Garden Grove real estate, with a mean experience in Garden

Grove real estate of 10.1 years. The overwhelming majority of respondents

(94.3%) also said that they had an opinion on the impact of adult businesses on

the community.

The first set of items in our survey elicited opinions· pertaining to the

impact on property values by adult businesses. When adult businesses are located

. within 200 feet of a residential or commercial property the overwhelming opinion

is that property values will be substaDtiaIly decreased:

35 Throughout the questionnaire, various questions were worded in either a
negative or positive fashi01l. This is done to eliminate respondents that merely circle
one response, such u stroDaly agree, to all questions. The assumption is that a
respondeat wIIo is IIIS'ftIiII& the quarionMire ill • 1'"1' cillible fashion waaId IIOt
strongly a.,ee with both a aegative assessment of adult businesses and a positive
assessment of adult b"sinesMs

J6 This gives a respoase rate of I2VJ24 or 13.29&. This is IOIIIeWbat IoMr than
the response rate for the LA Study of 81/400 or 209& (p. 38). However, that report
makes no mention of correction for response bias. If the 19 retumed questioDDaires
that were eliminated for response bias had been included in the ana1ysis, the response
rate would have been 141/924 or 15.3%.
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,

Decrease No Efftcr Increase

Single-family
Multiple-family
Commercial

97.5%
95.0%
8l.S%

2.5%
5.0%

15.1%

0.0%
0.0%
3.3%

When adult businesses are located more than 200 feet but less than 500 feet of a

residential or commercial property. the effect diminishes oaly slightly:

Decrease No Effecr Increase

Single-family
Multiple-family
Commercial

95.1%
92.5%
77.5%

4.9%
6.7%

20.0%

0.0%
0.8%
2.5%

The difference between 200 and 500 feet is insignificant. Otherwise, the strongest

impact occurs for single-family residences with a sa:aaller (thoup still extremely

large and significant) impact on commercial property.

The density of adult businesses is also considered to have a negative impact

on property values. When two adult businesses are located within 1000 feet of

each other and within 200 to SOO feet of a property, values are expected to

diminish ulJ'ificantJy: "

Dct:re4Je NoEf!«t bu:reIuc

Single-fuu1y 89.3% 9.8% 0.8%
Multiple-family 86.8% l2.3% 0.8%
Commercial 71.9% 27.3% 0.8%

Density impacts are judged to be slightly smaller than the impacts of location per
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St. The density impacts on property value are large and significant nevenheless

and suppon a density regulation.

For location and density alike, the overall pattern is clear. The vast

majority of real estate professionals associate location of an adult business with

decreased property values for single-family residential, multiple-family residential

and commercial property. Clearly, these data indicate the presence of an adult

business creates the secondary effect of decreased property values.

A second set of items elicited opinions on the impact of adult businesses on

residential neighborhood qualities. A majority of respondents felt that locating an .

adult business within 200 feet of a residential area would result in increased crime,

traffic, Jitter, loitering and noise; and decreased safety for women and children,

quality of life, and rents. Specific respouses were:

No Eff«t DecretIse

Crime
Traffic
Utter
Noise
Safety
Quality of Life
Rents
LoiteriDg

93.1%
97.4%
86.2%
72.4%
27:'%
18.4%
8.0%

85.5%

6.0%
1.7%

121%
24..1%
10.6%
6.1%

10.6%
'.1%

0.9%
0.9%
1.8%
3.6%

61.9%
75.4%
81.4%

904%

When asked about problems in relation to commercial properties, the vast majority

of respondents blamed adult businesses for the same problems cited for residential
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properties and, also, for decreases in quality of business environment, commercial

rents, ability to attract new businesses, aDd ability of DOD-adult businesses to

attract customers. Specifically:

Increase No Effect Decrease

Crime
Traffic
Litter
Noise
Safety
Business Environment
Commercial Rents
Loitering
Attract Businesses
Attract Customers

88.7%
76.7%
83.5%
67.0%
23.2%
11.5%
8.4%

77.0%
7.9%
8.8%

9.6%
20.7%
15.7%
29.5%
u.s%
6.3%

15.9%
8.0%
3.5%
7.0%

1.7%
2.6%
0.9%
3.6%

64.2%
81.2%
75.7%
15.0%
88.5%
84.3%

This general response pattem is essentially duplicated when respondents are asked

about the impact of locating two or more adult businesses within 1000 feet of each

other and within 200 feet of a residential or commercial area.

These findings are consistent with other studies addressing the negative

impact associated with the location Of adult busmesseSoJ1 Coser analysis of

response pattems revcaIs that respondeJats who felt adult busineue.s prcciuce a

decrease in propetty values also are likely to respond that these busiDes:ses have a
.

neptive effect oa • aeiJbborboocl. ODe of die stroLgest _lOCj••daIs 1IU between

decreased property values and iDcreased crime. ibis is consistent with our analysis

J1 See for example the LA Repon.
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of the crime data. The data from this survey clearly indicates that real estate

professionals feel that adult businesses are associated with decreased property

values and decreased quality of neighborhood for both residential and commercial

areas.
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VII. Household Survey Results

The final component of this research project was a survey of Garden Grove

households to assess citizen perceptions of the issues. Toward this end, we first

developed a questionnaire instrument based on instruments used in prior research

but modified to reflect the particular circumstances of Garden Grove. After field-

testing an early version of the instrument on a random sample of Santa Ana

telephone households in March and April, 1991, a refined final version of the

instrument was then administered to a stratified "random" sample of Garden

Grove telephone households in the summer of 1991.31 To ensure that the sample

included households in the proximity of problem areas, the total sample of N-250

included 200 addresses located within 1500 feet of aD adult basiDess. We cauat

therefore generalize our results to the larger population without applying a set of

sample weights. As it mIllS out, however, the survey rau1ts are 10 Dearly

unanimous that there is no need for complicated statistics.

Interviews were condueted by Gardeb Grove Police Department cadets, the

Consultauts. and their research assistants. Standard SUi ie, researdt COIiftDtions

were observed and indepeadent audits wen \lied to maintaiD the reliability and

validity of responses. By Labor Day, 1991, each of the 250 households in the

38 A copy of the final version of this instrument and tabulated response
frequencies are found in the Appendix.
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sample had either been contacted (with a completed interview or a refusal) or

ruled out of the sample.l9 The final breakdown of the sample by interview status

is:

Completed 118 47.2% 80.3%
Refused 29 11.6% 19.7%
Language 20 8.0%
No Answer 42 16.8%
Invalid 41 16.4%

Total 250 100.0% 100.0%

Non-English speaking households could not be interviewed and this is unfortunate.

Nevertheless, the number of completed interviews (118) and the completion rate

(80.3%) of this sulVey (80.3%) exceed the numbers realized in household sulVeys

conducted in other cities. Accordingly, we believe that our results present the

most accurate available picture of attitudes toward adult businesses.

General PerceptiOns of1M Probkm. The pneral public perceives the adult

businesses on Garden Grove ~Ievard as a serious problem that has a real impact,

011 daily life. While perc:eptiolll of the nature of this problem vary somewhat,

virtually everyone poUed associates these businesses with one or more negative

"Phone number were ruled out for any of three reasons: (1) the number was not
located in Garden Grove; (2) the number was a business; or (3) no one at the
number spoke English.
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aspects of urban life. Exceptions to this rule are rare and the intensity of the

feeling is greatest in neighborhood nearer Garden Grove Boulevard.

Each interview began by asking the respondent to estimate the distance

from his or her house to the nearest adult business. The breakdown of responses

in the. sample of completed interviews was:

200 Feet/l Block
500 Feet12 Blocks
1000 Feetl3+ Blocks
Don't Know

12
17
54
35

9.8%
14.4%
45.8%
2.9.7%

6.9%
4.9%

65.1%

The accuracy of these subjective estimates was checked by asking the respondent

to name (or at least, to descnbe) the adult business nearest their home. In a

subset of cases, we were also able to measure the dimuce objectively. From these

data, it is clear that people are quite aware of how near or far away they live from

these businesses.

We next asked respondents to assess the impact that an adult entertainment

business located in their neighborhood woqld have on series of "social problems.'

SpecificaDy:

I am JOiq to ask • series of qaestiaas coacemmr wfJat the iwpac:t of aD
adult entertainment business has, or would have. if it were located within .
500 feet of your neighborhood. Please tell me if the impact would be a
substantial increase, some increase, no effect, some decrease or a
substantial decrease.
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Responses to this series of questions reveal a consistent perception of the impact

of adult businesses on the pan of citizens. Broken down into three categories:

Increase No Effeer Decrease

Crime 72.9% 27.1% 0.0%
Traffic 60.7% 38.5% 0.9%
Litter 66.7% 32.5% 0.9%
Noise 62:1% 36.2% 1.8%
Safety 31.9% 20.7% 47.5%
Quality of Ufe 16.3% 23.9% 59.8%
Property Values 14.5% 15.4% 70.1%
Rents 15.7% 38.9% 45.3%
Loitering 74.3% 22.2% 3.5%
Graffiti 56.6% 41.7% 1.7%
Vandalism 65.5% 32.8% 1.7%

Respondents were asked if they knew of any specifIC incidents related to adult

entertainment businesses in their neighborhoods. Twenty-five respondents (21.4%)

answered affirmatively, citing specific examples of the 11 general problem areas

covered in the survey instrument. Not surprisinaJy, mOlt of these respcmdents

lived relatively near an adult business.

FiJIa1ly, to measure the depth of public sentiment, respoDduts were asked

whether they would move if an adult entertainment business were to move into

their neighborhoocl. Se<ieutj-aae respaacfeJrts (61.2%) iJldiulM dial UIey would

("definitely" or ·probably") move. Of the minority (38.8%) who indicated that they

would ("definitely" or "probably") not move, nearly half qualified their answers by
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explaining that financial considerations precluded a move for any reason.

Attitudes on Regrdalion. With an exception to be noted, the public believes

that the City should regulate adult businesses. One hundred respondents (8S.S%)

believe that the City should regulate the location of adult businesses. Despite the

apparent laissez fake implications of the minority opinion, however. only one

respondent (0.9%) believed that adult businesses should be allowed to operate in

residential neighborhoods. Though perhaps disagreeing on the nature and extent

of regulation then, even the most ardent opponents of regulation seem to support

some type of regulation.

A series of questions designed to measure support for and/or opposition to

various approaches to regulation reveal a remarkable depth of support for all types

of regulation. Regulatory iDitiatives desiped to proteet the iDtepity of residential

life, for example, gamer nearly unanimous support from evel)' element of the community:

Would you support a law that prohibited the establishment of an adult
entertainment business within SOO feet of • residential area, school or
church?

r.

Strongly Support 92 78.09& 78.090
Support 13 11.09& 11.09&
Neutral 4 3.4CJ& 3.4CJ&
0pp0Ie 6 '.1CJ& '.19D
Strougly Oppose 3 2..SCJ& 2..SCJ&

Regulatol)' initiatives designed to reduce the density of adult businesses, on the
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Regulatory initiatives designed to reduce the density of adult businesses. on the

other hand, while not nearly so popular, are supported by a significant majority of

citizens.

Would you support a law that prohibited the concentration of adult
entertainment businesses within 1000 feet of each other?

Strongly Support 52 44.1 44.4
Support 21 17.8 17.9
Neutral 16 13.6 13.7
Oppose 22 18.6 18.8
Strongly Oppose 6 5.1 5.1

It should be noted, furthermore, that some of the respondents who oppose density

regulations do so because they oppose any initiative short of prohibition.

Group Differmcu. Due to the overwhelmiq dqree of support for almost

any regulatory initiative and, also, due to the relatively sma)) sample size, few

group differeDCeS are statistically sipificanL Home ownership and gender are

exceptions. In general, home owners are more likely than renters and women are
"

more likely than men to endorse any regufatory initiative. These differences are

expa.'ted, of course. but. careful eiiluj"ltioa of respouse pattems reveals.

curious difference. When asked wbether tbe aty should replate the Iocatioas of

adult businesses, for eDJI1ple, home owners Ind women aIike express stron,er

support for regulation than their complementary groups. Specifically,
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Woml!lI Ml!lI

Regulau Yes
Regulau No

74
7

24
10

98
17

57
6

42
11

99
17

81 34 115 63 53 116

Both differences (owners vs. renters and women v.s. men) are statistically

significant. This common factor helps define the small minority (14.5%) of

respondents who feel that the City should not regulate adult businesses at all.40

Asked if they would move if an adult business were to open in their neighborhood.,

on the other hand. home owners .and women diverge slightly:

OM,71 Rl!lIt Woml!n Ml!lI

Movl! Yes 52 17 69 43 27 70
Mow! No 28 17 45 20 2S 45

80 34 114 63 5% 115

While home owners are more likely (v.s. renters) to say that they would move out

of their neighborhoods to avoid an adult business, the differeDCe is not statistically

significant In contrast, the difference for women (v.s. men) is quite significant

00 Respoadents who expiesscd the opmioa that the City should Dot replate adult
businesses tend to be younger (76.5% under 45) men (64.7%) who rent (58.8%).
More important, perhaps, these respondents tend to live relatively far away from. adult
businesses (76.5% at least three blocks IIWIIY) lIDd lID live ill hoaseholds with DO
children (70.6%). Several of these respcmdents volunteered that they were
"hllertarians." Of course, many of the respondents who initially told us that they
opposed any regulation later expressed the opiniOD that adult buimesses should Dot
be allowed to locate near residential neighborhoods.
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Regulate Yes
Regulate No

74
7

24
10

98
17

57
6

42
11

99
17

81 34 115 63 53 116

Both differences (owners vs. renters and women lIS. men) are statistically

significant. This common factor helps define the small minority (14.5%) of

respondents who feel that the City should not regulate adult businesses at all.<0

Asked if they would move if an adult business were to opeD in their neighborhood,

on the other hand, home owners .and women diverse slishtly:

Ollin Rt1Il Women Men

Move Yes 52 17 69 43 27 70
Move No 28 17 45 20 25 45

80 34 114 0 51 115

While home owners are more likely (vs. renters) to say that they would move out

of their neighborhoods to avoid ID adult business, the differeuce is not statistically

significant. In contrast, the difference for Women (lIS. men) is quite significant.

40 Respoadents who exp:;essed the opiDion that the C"1ty should not repJate adult
businesses tend to be younger (76.5% under 45) men (64.7%) who rent (58.8%).
More important, perhaps, these respoDdents tend to live reJaDvely far away freD adult
businesses (76.5% at least three blocks 1lW8Y) and to Jive in IIoasellolds with DO

children (70.6%). Several of these respondents volunteered that they were
"libertarians." Of course, many of the respondents who initially told us that they
opposed any regulation later expressed the opinion that adult buisDesses mould not
be allowed to locate near residential neighborhoods.
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This divergence reflects a salient difference in tbe way borne owners and

women calculate costs and benefits. In tbe unstructured ponions of tbe interviews.

many bome owners expressed feelings of resignation. One respondent who had

lived in the vicinity of an adult business for more than thirty years, for example,

told us tbat the social and economic costs of moving to another neigbborbood

precluded tbis option; and in any event, there would no guarantee that adult

businesses would not eventually move into the new neighborhood. On the other

hand, many women respondents expressed overwhelmiug fear for their safety and

the safety of their children. One woman respondent with three young children

told us that she had already moved because one of her children bad been harassed

by a man who sh~ believed was a customer of an adult business. Although her

new apartment was smaller and more expensive. she believed that the move was

absolutely necessary for the safety of her children. Anecdotal data of this son are

not amenable to statistical analysis. Nevertheless, these data pl'l'Yide a context for

interpreting the objective item.responses of our survey.
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VIII. Conclusions

The data and analyses reported in this document make a clear, compelling

statement about the secondary consequences of the adult entertainment businesses

along Garden Grove Boulevard. In terms of property values alone, the survey of

real estate professionals leads to the unambiguous conclusion that the mere

presence of these businesses depresses residential and commercial propertY values.

While the effect on commercial property valUC5 is problematic, the effect on

residential property values argues for strict regulations governing the distance of

adult businesses from residential neighborboods. In commercial zones, moreover,

the consistent opinions of real estate profcuionals suggest that bigb density also

depresses cammercial property values. This argues for strict replatioDs governing

tbe distances between adult businesses.

A separate SlIney of Garden Grove housebolds is fully COIISisteDt with the

responses of real estate profcuionals. Put simply. these businesses have a real. ,"

impact on the daily lives of their neighbors. By aU measures, respondents living

near ODe of these busiDesscs are ..are of the p.eseuee of the busiueaes ad have

a pessimistic (but apparelltly realistic) view of their impact on the neipborhood.

Whereas public hearinp might lead one to coiiClude that actual incidents involving

these businesses are rare. our suiVey results sbow the opposite; more than one in
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businesses. This experience leads to strong public support for regulation. Nine of

ten respondents endorse regulations that prohibit adult businesses from operating

near residential neighborhoods; nearly two-~irds endorse regulations that prohibit

the geographical concentration of adult businesses.

Although these two surveys may represent subjective opinion, their results

are consistent with objective analyses of crime data. Comparing temporal crime

rates before and after changes in the operation of adult businesses, we filld strong

evidence of a public safety hazard. The subjective impressious of Garden Grove

residents and real estate professionals have an empirical basis, in other word.

Given the seriousness nature of this public safety hazard, we recommend that

• No new adult businuses should be allowd to operate within 1000 feel of
II ruidencL

We find a significant interaction effect between the adult businesses and taverns or

bars. When an adult business opens within. 1000 feet of a tavern or bar, crime

rates rise by a factor that cannot be attributed to either b~ess alone.
~

Aa:ordinJly, we remmmeDd that

• No MW uzvem or bar sluNJd be alJDwed to opert* wiIJJin 1000 Jut of an
lIduIl businGs lind iii« R!I34

Since the adult businesses on Garden Grove Boulevard (or more precisely, their

locations) were in operation prior to the advent of our data, we find no optimum
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or ideal distance between locations that would ameliorate the publie safety hazard.

Accordingly, we recommend that

• ~pr~sent spacing code berwem adull businessu should be mainlained.

Recognizing the legal and practical difficulties of changing the existing operations,

furthermore, we have no recommendations for the existing operations. Although

we find no evidence that the public safety hazard can be ameliorated by simple

arhitec:1W'al barriers (wal1s, e.g.), the hazard could c:onc:eivably be minimized by

regulations such as limiting the hours of operation, special lighting, Ind so forth.

Toward this end, we recommend that

• Where feasible, the Conditional Use Pl!mlit proeus should be used to
lZme/iorQtl! the publil: safety hIlZ#Ifi. For aptinuIl~ the Poli.cc
Departm~ must be fully involved in tmy aspect of this procus.

There is a tendeucy to.view adult entertainment businesses u -moral nuisaDces-

when, in fact, the data show that theY are public safety ~ot spots.- Adoptinl this

view, it may be useful to enact policies designed to ensure the safety of customers

and neighbors. The GardeD Grove Police nepal anent is ideally Sliited to advise

on the range of policy options that miPt be impJementecL

A finll 1'eC00000IendauOll pertains to public iDvolvemeDt ill die pI' c!. The

results of our household survey revell stronl sentiments favoring lUI)' Ittempt to

ameliorate the secondary consequences of this problem. Nevertheless, we detect a
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spirit of cynicism in the responses of citizens who live in the midst of the problem.

For example. the weaker public support for density regulation (lIS. regulating the

distance from a residential neighborhood) reflects in part a draconian view of the

problem; more than a few of the respondents who expressed little or no support

for this regulation did so on the grounds that the businesses should not be allowed

to operate anywhere in the City. It would not be entirely correct to attribute this

view to moral or moralistic attitudes. In many cases, respondents related personal

experiences and fears that make these views understandable. Public support for

any praetial regulation may require a process that addresses the experiences and

fears of these citizens. Unfortunately, we have no expertise (or even specific

insights) to suggest how this might be accomplished.
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Real Estate ProCessionals Survey Response Tabulations

Based on your personal observations as a real estate professional. or on infonnation
received through the practice of your profession. do you have lIIn opinion as to whether the
presence of an adult bookstore affects the resale or rental values of nearby properties?

Yes
No
Missing

115
6
1

94.3
4.9

.8

94.3
4.9

.8

How many years have you practiced in the real estate profession?

5 Years or Less
6·10 Years
11·25 Years
25 Years or More

36
16
60
10

29.5
13.1
49.2
8.2

29.5
13.1
49.2
.8.2

How many years have you practiced real estate in the Garden Grove area?

5 Years or Less 47 38.5 38.5
6-10 Ye.ars 19 15.6 15.6
11·25 Years 51 41.8 41.8
25 Years or More 3 2.4 4.1
Missing 2 1.6

Based on your professional experieuce. how would you expect average values of the
following types of property to be effected if they are less than 200 feet.away from the new
adult bookstore?

••.SiDgle-family residential

2O~ Decrease
10-20~ Decrease
0-10~ Decrease
No Effect
Missing

76
28
14
3
1

62.3
23.0
11.5
2.5
.8

62.8
23.1
11.6
2.5
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...Multiple-family residential

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrease
0-10% Decrease
No Effect
Missing

...Commercial

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrease
0-10% Decrease
No Effect
0-10% Increase
20% Increase
Missing

46
42
26

6
2

24
40
33
18
3
1
3

37.7
34.4
21.3
4.9
1.6

19.7
32.8
27.0
14.8
2.5

.8
2.5

38.3
35.0
21.7
5.0

20.2
33.6
27.7
IS.1
2.5

.8

How would you expect the average value to be affected if the properties are within 200 to
SOO feet of the new adult bookstore?

...Single·family residential

20% Decrease 67 54.9 55.4
10-20% Decrease 29 23.8 24.0
0-10% Decrease 19 15.6 15.7
No Effect· 6 4.9 5.0
Missing 1 .8

r.

_.Multiple.family residential

2O~ Decrease 41 33.6 34.2
lo-2O~ Dec:reue 36 29.5 30.0
0-109(, Decrease 34 'ZU 28.3
No Effect 8 6.6 6.7
10-20% Increase 1 .8 .8
Missing 2 1.6
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...Commercial

20% Decrease
10·20% Decrease
0·10% Decrease
No Effect
0-10% Increase
10·20% Increase
Missing

20
37
36
24 .

2
1
2

16.4
30.3
29.5
19.7

1.6
.8

1.6

16.7
30.8
30.0
20.0

1.7
.8

Assume that a new adult bookstore will be located within 1000 feet of an existing adult
bookstore or other adult entertainment use. Based upon your professional experience. how
would you expect the average values of the following types of propenies to be affected if
they are less than 200 feet away from the new bookstore?

...Single·family residential

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrease
0-10% Decrease
No Effect
0-10% Increase

...Multiple.family residential

51
38
20
12
1

41.8
31.1
16.4
9.8
.8

41.8
31.1
16.4
9.8
.8

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrease
0-10% Decrease
No Effect
0-10% Increase

41 33.6 33.6
32 26.2 26.2
33 27.0 27.0
15 12.3 12.3

1 .8 .8
'-

._Commm:ial

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrase
0-10% Decrease
No Effect
10-20% Increase
Missing

27
27
33
33

1
1

22.1
22.1
27.0
27.0

.8

.8

22.3
22.3
27.3
27.3

.8
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How would you expect the average values to be affected if the propenies are within 200
to 500 feet of the adult bookstore?

...Single·family residential

20% Decrease
10·20% Decrease
0-10% Decrease
No Effect
0-10% Increase
Missing

...Multiple-family residential

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrease
0·10% Decrease
No Effect
0-10% Increase
Missing

...Commercial

20% Decrease
10-20% Decrease
0-10% Decrease
No Effeet
0-10% Increase
Missing

65
29
15
8
1
4

42
41
25
10
1
3

2S
40
2S
23
4
5

53.3
23.8
12.3
6.6
.8

3.3

34.4
33.6
20.5
8.2

.8
2.5

20.5
32.8
20.5
18.9
3.3
4.1

55.1
24.6
12.7
6.8
.8

35.3
34.5
21.0

8.4
.8

21.4
34.2
21.4
19.7
3.4

Based upon your professional experience. how"would you evaluate the impact of locating
an adult bookstore w:ithiD 200 feet of an arca 011 the foUowing problems, if the area is
residential?

••.Crime

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Missing

59
49

7
1
6

48.4
40.2
5.7

.8
4.9

50.9
42.2

6.0
.9
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...Traffic

Substantial Increase 28 23.0 23.9
Some Increase 60 49.2 51.3
No Effect . 26 21.3 22.2
Some Decrease 2 1.6 1.7
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 5 4.1

...Liller

Substantial Increase 52 42.6 44.8
Some Increase 48 39.3 41.4
No Effect 14 11..5 12.1
Some Decrease 1 .8 .9
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 6 4.9

...Noise

Substantial Increase 35 28.7 31.3
Some Increase 46 37.7 41.1
No Effect 27 22.1 24.1
Some Decrease 3 2.5 2.7
Substantial ~ase 1 .8 .9
Missing 10 8.2

r-

.•.Safety

Substantial Increase 24 19.7 21.2
Some Increase 7 S.7 6.2
No Effect 12 9.8 10.6
Some Decrease 24 19.7 ·21.2
Substantial ~ease 46 37.7 40.7
Missing 9 7.4
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...Quality of life

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

...Rents

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

...Loitering

14
7
7

39
47
8

3
6

12
Sl
41

9

11.5
5.7
5.7

. 32.0
38.5

6.6

2.S
4.9
9.8

41.8
33.6

7.4

12.3
6.1
6.1

34.2
41.2

2.7
5.3

10.6
4S.1
36.3

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

60 49.2 51.3
40 32.8 34.2

6 4.9 5.1
3 2.S 2.6
8 6.6 6.8
5 4.1..

. Base-d upon your professional experience. how would you evaluate the impact of locating
an adult bookstore within 200 feet of an area on the following problems, if the area is
commercial? R

...Criale

SubstantiallDcreue
Some I:ac:rease
No Effect
Substantial Decrease
Missing

45
57
11
2
7

36.9
46.7
9.0
1.6
5.7

39.1
49.6

9.6
1.7
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...Traffic

Substantial Increase 24 19.7 20.7
Some Increase 65 53.3 56.0
No Effect 24 19.7 20.7
Some Decrease 1 .8 .9
Substantial Decrease 2 . 1.6 1.7
Missing 6 4.9

...Litter

Substantial Increase 36 29.5 31.3
Some Increase 60 49.2 52.2
No Effect 18 14.8 15.7

.Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 7 S.7

...Noise

Substantial Increase 27 22.1 24.1
Some Increase 48 39.3 42.9
No Effect 33 27.0 29.5
Some Decrease 3 2.5 2.7
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 10 8.2

...Safety

Substantial Increase 16 13.1 14.3
Some Increase 10 8.2 8.9
No Effect 14 11..5 12.5
Some Decrease n 36 29..5 32.1
Substantial Dectease 36 29..5 32.1
MissiDg 10 8.2

...Quality of busiuess eDYiromnent

Substantial Increase 6 4.9 .5.4
Some Increase 8 6.6 7.1
No Effect 7 S.7 6.3
Some Decrease .53 43.4 47.3
Substantial Decrease 38 31.1 33.9
Missing 10 8.2
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...Commercial rents

Substantial Increase 3 2.5 2.8
Some Increase 6 4.9 5.6
No Effect 17 13.9 15.9
Some Decrease 58 47.5 54.2
Substantial Decrease 23 18.9 21.5
Missing 15 12.3

...Loitering

Substantial Increase 41 33.6 36.3
Some Increase 46 37.7 40.7
No Effect 9 7.4 8.0
Some Decrease 11 9.0 9.7
Substantial Decrease 6 4.9 5.3
Missing 9 7.4

...Ability to attract new businesses

Substantial Increase 4 3.3 3.5
Some Increase 5 4.1 4.4
No Effect .4 3.3 3.5
Some Decrease 39 32.0 34.5
Substantial Decrease 61 50.0 54.0
Missing 9 7.4

...Ability to attrae:t eastomers

Substantial Increase 6 4.9 5.3
Some Increase 4 3.3 3.5
No Effect r- 8 6.6 7.0
Some Decrease 37 30.3 32.5
SubstaDdal Decrease 59 48.4 51.8
MisaiDI 8 6.6

Based on your professional aperieuce. how would you evaluate the impact of locatiDl two
or more bookstores within 1000 feet of each other and within 200 feet of an area on the
followinl problems if the area is residential?
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...Crime

Substantial Increase 75 61.5 64.1
Some Increase 37 30.3 31.6
No Effect 4 3.3 3.4
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 5 4.1

...Traffic

Substantial Increase 43 35.2 36.1
Some Increase 60 49.2 50.4
No Effect 14 11.S 11.8
Substantial Decrease 2 1.6 1.7
Missing 3 :w

...Litter

Substantial Increase 63 51.6 52.9
Some Increase 46 37.7 38.7
No Effect 8 6.6 6.7
Substantial Decrease 2 1.6 1.7
Missing 3 :w

...Noise

Substantial Increase 48 39.3 41.4
Some JncrellSe" 46 37.7 39.7
No Effect 17 13.9 14.7
Some Decrease 2 1.6 1.7
Substantial~ 3 , :w 2.6
Missing

~

6 4.9

.•.Safety

SubstaDtial IDcruse 22 18.0 18.8
Some IDc:reue 10 8.2 8.5
No Effect 7 5.7 6.0
Some Decrease 24 19.7 20.5
Substantial Decrease 54 44.3 46.2
Missing 5 4.1
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...Quality of life

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

...Rents

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

...Loitering

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

10
2
6

30
69
5

5
5
7

45
52

8

62
37
5
6
6
6

8.2
1.6
4.9

24.6
56.6
4.1

4.1
4.1
5.7

36.9
42.6
6.6

50.8
30.3
4.1
4.9
4.9
4.9

8.5
1.7
5.1

25.6
59.0

4.4
4.4
6.1

39-S
45.6

53.4
31.9
4.3
5.2
5.2

Based on your professional experience, how would you evaluate the impact of locating two
or more bookstores within 1000 feet of each other and withiD 200 feet of an area on the
following problems if the area is commercial?

r.

.••Crime

Substantial IDcruse
Some Increase
No Effect
Substantial Decrease
Missing

53
59
6
2
2

43.4
48.4
4.9
1.6
1.6

44.2
49.2

5.0
1.7
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...Traffic

Substantial Increase 33 27.0 27.5
Some Increase 62 50.8 51.7
No Effect 22 18.0 18.3
Some Decrease 2 1.6 1.7
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .8
Missing 2 1.6

...Litter

Substantial Increase 50 41.0 42.7
Some Increase 53 43.4 45.3
No Effect 12 9.8 10.3
Some Decrease 1 .8 .9
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 5 4.1

...Noise

Substantial Increase 39 32.0 33.1
Some Increase 4~ 39.3 40.7
No Effect 29 23.8 24.6
SubstaDtial Decrease 2 1.6 1.7
Missing 4 3.3

...Safety

Substantial Increase 17 13.9 14.3
Some Increase . 8 6.6 6.7
No Effect ~ 12 9.8 10.1
Some Decrease 38 31.1 31.9
SubstaDtial Decrease 44 36.1 37.0
Missin. 3 2.5

_.Quality of busines' environment

Substantial Increase 5 4.1 4.3
Some Increase 3 2.5 2.6
No Effect 8 6.6 6.9
Some Decrease 47 38.5 40.5
Substantial Decrease 53 43.4 45.7
Missing 6 4.9
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...Commercial rents

Substantial Increase 6 4.9 5.4
Some Increase 9 7.4 8.1
No Effect 13 10.7 11.7
Some Decrease 39 32.0 35.1
Substantial Decrease 44 36.1 39.6
Missing 11 9.0

...Loitering

Substantial Increase 49 40.2 42.6
Some Increase 45 36.9 39.1
No Effect 5 4.1 4.3
Some Decrease 8 6.6 7.0
Substantial Decrease 8 6.6 7.0
Missing 7 5.7

...Ability to attract new businesses

Substantial Increase 4 3.3 3.5
Some Increase 4 3.3 3.5
No Effect 7 5.7 6.1
Same Decrease 43 35.% 37.7
Substantial Decrease 56 45.9 49.1
Missing 8 6.6

...Ability to attract customers

Substantial Increase 7 5.7 5.9
Some Increase 3 2.5 2.5
No Effect r- IO 8.% 8.5
Same Decrease 38 31.1 32.2
SubstaDtiaJ Decrease 60 49.2 50.8
Missing 4 3.3

Would you mind ifwe wurael:ed you ill the fatale repilfiDl ,oar 1espOd el to these svrvey
questions?

No
Yes
Missing

63
26
33

51.6
21.3
78.1

64.3
26.5
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Household Survey Response Tabulations

To the best of your knowlege, how close is the nearest adult bookstore or adult
entertainment establishment?

200 Feet 6 5.1 5.1
500 Feet 2 1.7 1.7
1000 Feet 8 6.8 6.8
1 Block 6 5.1 5.1
2 Blocks 15 12.7 12.7
3+ Blocks 46 39.0 39.0
Don't Know 35 29.7 29.7

I am going to ask a series of questions concerning what the impact of an adult
entenaimnent business has or would have if it were located within 500 feet of your
neighborhood. Please tell me if the impact would be a substantial iDcrease, some increase,
no effect. some decrease, or a substantial decrease.

... Crime

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease

... Traffic

55
31
32

46.6
26.3
27.1

46.6
26.3
27.1

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
MissiDI

..• Litter

Substantial Increase
Some Increase
No Effect
Some Decrease
Substantial Decrease
Missing

42 35.6 35.9
29 24.6 24.8

~
45 38.1 38.5

1 .8 .9

1 .8

43 36.4 36.8
35 29.7 29.9
38 32.2 32.5

1 .8 .9

1 .8
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... Noise

Substantial Increase 40 33.9 34.5
Some Increase 32 27.1 27.6
No Effect 42 35.6 36.2
Some Decrease 1 .8 .9
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 2 1.7

... Safety

Substantial Increase 2S 21.2 21.6
Some Increase 12 10.2 10.3
No Effect 24 20.3 20.7
Some Decrease 9 7.6 7.8
Substantial Decrease 46 39.0 39.7
Missing 2 1.7

... General Quality of Life

Substantial Increase 14 11.9 12.0
Some Increase 'S 4.2 4.3
No Effect 28 13.7 23.9
Some Decrease 18 15.3 15.4
Substantial Decrease 52 44.1 44.4
Missing 1 .8

.., Property Values

Substantial Increase 9 7.6 7.7
Some IDcrease " 8 6.8 6.8
No Effect 18 15.3 15.4
Same Decrease 23 19.5 19.7
Substantial Decrease S9 50.0 50.4
Mlspnl 1 .8
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... Rents

Substantial Increase 12 10.2 11.1
Some Increase 5 4.2 4.6
No Effect 42 35.6 38.9
Some Decrease 17 14.4 15.7
Substantial Decrease 32 27.1 29.6
Missing 10 8.5

... Loitering

Substantial Increase 68 57.6 58.1
Some Increase 19 16.1 16.2
No Effect 26 22.0 22.2
Some Decrease 3 2.5 2.6
Substantial Decrease 1 .8 .9
Missing 1 .8

... Graffiti

Substantial Increase 44 37.3 38.3
Some Increase 21 17.8 18.3
No Effect 48 40.7 41.7
Some Decrease 2 1.7 1.7
Substantial Decrease
Missing 3 2.5

... Vandalism

Substantial Increase 53 44.9 45.7
Some Increase ~ 23 19.5 19.8
No Effect 38 32.2 32.8
Some Decrease 2 1.7 1.7
Substantial Decrease
Missing 2 1.7

Would you move if an adult eDtenaimnent business were lcx:ated near your neiJhborbood?

Definitely Move 36 30.5 31.0
Probably Move 35 29.7 30.2
Probably not Move 28 23.7 24.1
Definitely not Move 17 14.4 14.7
Missing 2 1.7
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Consultants' Final Report. A16

Do you believe the City should regulate the location of adult businesses?

No
Yes
Missing

17
100

1

14.4
84.7

.8

14.5
85.5

The courts have ruled that cities must provide a place for adult businesses to operate. How
far away from your neighborhood would these businesses have to be to have a negligible
effect on your neighborhood?

500 Feet 4 3.4 3.4
1000 Feet 10 8.5 8.6
1 Block 3 2.5 2.6
3+ Blocks 89 75.4 76.7

.Farther 10 8.5 8.6
Missing 2 1.7

In what zone do you think these types of business should be allowed?

Residential 1 .8 .9
Commercial 44 37.3 37.6
Industrial 68 57.6 58.1
None 4 3.4 3.4
Missing 1 .8

Would you support a law that prohibited th :tablishment of an adult entertainment
business within 500 feet of a residential area, ",-.001 or church?

Strongly Support 92 78.0 78.0
Support 13 11.0 11.0
Neutral 4 3.4 3.4
Oppose r. 6 5.1 5.1
Stroqly Oppose 3 2.S 2.S

Would you sut¥'r1 • law that prohibited the CClDCentrauon of adult entertainment
busiDesses withiD 1000 feet of each other?

Strongly Support 52 44.1 44.4
Support 21 17.8 17.9
Neutral 16 13.6 13.7
Oppose 22 18.6 18.8
Strongly Oppose 6 5.1 5.1
Missing 1 .8
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Consultants' Final Report· AI7

Axe you aware of any specific incidents related to adult entertainment businesses in your
neighborhood?

No
Yes
Missing

Do you own your home or do you rent?

Owner
Renter
Missing·

92
25

1

82
34

2

78.0
21.2

.8

69.5
28.8

1.7

78.6
21.4

70.7
29.3

How long have you lived at your current residence?

One Year or Less
Four Years or Less
Ten Years or Less
More than Ten Years
Missing

What is your sex?

Female
Male
Missing

What is your age?

9
26
30
52

1

64
53

1

7.6
22.0
25.4
44.1

.8

54.2
44.9

.8

7.7
22.2
25.6
44.4

54.7
45.3

21 or UDder
22 thru 35
36 thru 45
46 thru 65
66 or Older
Missing

6 5.1 5.5
32 27.1 29.1

r. 26 22.0 23.6
34 28.8 30.9
12 10.2 10.9
8 6.8
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Consultants' Final Report· A18

What is your highest level of education?

Grade School
High School
Some College
College Degree
Graduate
Missing

2
32
48
28
4
4

1.7
27.1
40.7
23.7
3.4
3.4

1.8
28.1
42.1
24.6
3.5

How many children do you currently have living with you under the age of eighteen?

None
1-2
3 or More
Missing

How would you characterize your ethnicity?

Caucasian
Hispanic
Vietnamese
Oriental
Black
Other
Missing

60
42
15
1

85
19
4
5
1
3
1

50.8
35.6
12.7

.8

72.0
16.1
3.4
4.2
.8

2.5
.8

51.3
35.9
12.8

72.6
16.2
3.4
4.3
.9

2.6

Would you like to be notified of any public: hearings related to the restriction of adult
entertainment businesses in Garden Grove?

Yes
No

76
42

65.0
.35.0

65.0
35.0
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CITY OF GARDEN GROVE
ADULT BUSINESS SURVEY CALL SHEETS

CASE 10:

Phone number:

Address:

Interviewer date time outcome time/date of callback

I. ---.-----------------------

2. ------- - - ••-.-.•..---.-- - ••••••.........•

3.•.••.--••....---.•.-----•...----.- ----.•- -.------ --•••••••......

~.._ -- _._ ---_ ---..---.._..-- _..

5.--------------------------
6.·······----···..------··.......---......·.......--.................•............------··-----···----------

7.·-------.:-------------------
8......------•••.---....- ....--....---....----....- ....-.--------••-
9.• ...._ ...._. ...._._r..;.- .... ...

10. --------------------------

General Notes azul ProbJem.~

_.....------.__._------------- ._-_...._.._-

.....--._._-- --_.----------_ -_ -_._-_ __.__._.._-_..

----.__.__._-..-.------_......_-_._-------------------....
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Hello, my name ia • I am an employee with the City ofGarden Grove.
We are conducting a aurvey of Garden Grove reaidentl to rather information on the
impact of certain busineues, such as adult bookatorel. nude or topless dancing estab
lishments, massage parlors, adult theaters showing X-rated movies. peep shows, etc.
on your residential area. The City is conducting this survey in order to properly de
velop legislation in this area. Your responaes are greatly appreciated and will be kept
confidential.

(Need to confirm that tM rtspondent is a rtspondifl6 from a rtsicUnce and not a busi·
ness. Ifrespondifl6 from a busi7U!sS discontinue tM iflteroiew.)

3+ blocks

Q 1 block

Q 2blocks

Q

1. To the best of your knowledge. how close il the nearelt adult bookltore or adult
entertainment establishment?

:J 200 feel

:J SOO feel

:l 1000 feet

:J Don'llcnow

2. Which adult entertainment e.tablishmMlt is it?
(Prompt rtlpondent for iMntifyilll in{omultiDn.. i6 tM crad bu.i".A 1IGnW. or loca
tion. or general icUnti/icction)
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6. The caurtl have ruled that cities must provide a place for adult buainesaes to oper·
ate. How far away from your neighborhood would these businesses have to be to
bave a nerlilible effect on your neighborhood? .

:J Less than 500 feet 0 I block

:J 500 feel 0 2 blocks

:J 1000 feet 0 3+ blocks

7. In what zone do you think these types ofbulines.es should·be allowed?

:J Residential

:J Commcrc:ial

:J Indusaial

8. Would you support a law that prohibited the establilhment ofan adult entertain·
ment business with 500 Ceet of a residential area, school or church?

:J Strongly suppon

:J Support

:J Neutral

:J Oppose

:J Strongly oppose

9. Would you IUpport a law that prohibited the concentration of adult entertainment
busineu within 1000 oC each other?

:J Strongly suppon

::I Support

::I Ncwal

o Oppose

Q SQ'ODgly oppose

10.Are yOu alnn otany tpee:i.&c incidents related to adult entertainment bUline.... in
your neilbboahDod.?

Q No

o Yes
Ifyes pIe... ezplain:

11. Do you own your home or do you rent ?
Q Own

Q RenE

X'i
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18, Would you like to be notified ormy public hearings related to the restriction of
adult entertAinment buaineIM. in Gardan Grove?

:l Yes

:l No
Ifyes. confirm name and maj1inr address

ThanJc you for your assistance in respondinllO our questions.

(/f they illSist Oil a fUUPlber ofsomeOM ~ cOlllaCt abolll tlte surv~ give them the City Manager's
Office number 714.741·5101)
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REAL ESTATE PRorESSIONAL SURVEY

Plene comolete this b~ief suney Ind ~tum it to tile City of ~,den Gro.e, City Manlge"s OHice, by
March 1. 1991. A postage plid envelope Is enclosed fo~ you~ con.enience.

1. eased upon your personal observations n I ~Il esUte p,ofessiona1, o~ on information ~c"ived

through the prlctice of you~ o~ofess;on. do you hive In ooin;on IS to whether the p'esenc. of an
adult booksto~ affects the- resale Or' rental vollues of nearby properties?

Yes _

No opinion _

2. How many y.a~s ha.e you p~acticed in the ~eal estlte p~ofesslon?

3. How many years ha.e you p~act;ced ~Il estate in tile ~~n Grove a~l?

Ouestlons 4 th,oug" IS:

Plelse ",d til. following infonaatlon ,bout I hypothetlC.l neighborhood .nd ~espond to • few questions In
tems of you~ prof.ssion.l expe~lel'C. IIlCl jud!l'"l!nt.

A .iddle-incomo ~sidentl.l nelghbo~hood bo~de~s ...in st~t th.t cont.lns ••~ious comme~l.l uses th.t
se~ve tlte neighbo~hood. Altnough most Of tlte neighborhood Is comp~lsed Of slngle-f.mlly haDeS, the~ .,e
M lIlIIltlple-",,"ly "sIHnti.l clllllPl.s.s fn tile IWfgllllorh004 IS ..11. A c:_rcf.l bllildf", ...c-.rtly MS
b.come ••clnt .nd will open shortly .s • sYpfc.l ldult booksto.... (A ·typlc.l· .dult booksto~ fn ~rd.n

Grov. Ilso contains seve~.l "PHP show DoothS. j ih." .~e no othe~ .dult booksto~s o~· sl.ill~
.ctlvlties In tlte I~el. The~ Is no oth.~ v.cant ce-oe~f.l space p~sently av.ll.ble fn th••~a.

eased IIpon you~ p~ofess;on.l eSPf,i.net, hOW wolild you espect ....~.g••alues of the following types of
prope~ty to be affected if they .'0 less than 200 fNt aw.y fl"Oll the new .dlllt booksto~e? (Ci~cl" the
Ipprop~i.te ndaDer fo~ e.ch type of prope?1y.)

Dee~as. Dtc:ruse OK~lSe No Inc...lSe Inc...ue Inc...ue
20S 10-2OS 0-1 OS Effect 0-1 OS 10-2OS 2tl:

4. Slngl ••faml1y ...sldentl.l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. MIll tipl ..fmly resfHntf.l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. C_~ci&l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

How woul d you .spect the ...~.,. ••1u. to be· .ffeeted f f tile properties .... witllin ZOO to 500 f.et of the
new adult llooksto...?

0eeI'f1S. Dec...... IlK...... No lne...lSe Inc....5O 1nc:...ise
20S 10.20S . O-lOS Effect 0-1 OS 10-2OS 20S

7. Single· family ...sfdentf.l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Multfpl ..f~ly rw.fdentf.l 1 2 3 4 5 , 7
9. C_~f.l 1 2 ~ 3 4 5 , 7

Ass.- tlI.t t/Ie _ ...1t IIooltstore wfll be loc.ted wftllin lCOO fHt of 1ft Uistf"f ...It 1Iooltsu... or
oth.~ .dult Oftttf'tll_nt u... "sed upon your ,"f••sIOftll .speri.nc., how wolild you aspect the •••~.ge
••1I1es of tile following toY,.. of "..,.rtfe. to 1M ,"eetH. ff tIM1 are less tIIIn 200 'Ht _y fl"Oll tile
new lIoolt.to...?

OK....s. llKrw.H llKrwtH No IftCl'feH Inc...lSe Inc...lSe
20S 10-2OS 0-1 OS Effeet 0.1 OS 10-20S 20S

10. Slngl.-f..ily ~sidentl.l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11- .Multipl.-f..lly ...sldentf.l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. C_rc:i&1 1 2 3 4 5 , 7
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How would you expect tht av't"ag. values to be affecud if the ~ro~ertfes are within 200 to 500 feet of the
n•• adult bookstot"e?

Decrease Decrease Decrease No Increase Increase Increase
20S 10-20~ 0-10: Effect 0-10~ 10-20: 2C~

1j. S;ngle-fa~ily residentfal I 2 j 4 5 6 7
14. Multiple-family residential 1 2 j 4 5 6 7
15. Conmet"c; .1 I 2 j 4 • 5 6 7

Ouestions 16 and 17:

Based u~on your ~rcfessional .J:p~ri."e•• "ow waul d you ev,lu.te the imp.ct of locating ,n .dult bOOkstore
within 200 feet of .n 'rea on the following:

16. If the ,rea is residential:

Substanti., Sone No Scone Substanti al
Increase Increase Effect Decreasti Decrease

•• crime 1 2 3 4 5
b. traffic 1 2 3 4 5
c. litter I 2 3 4 5
d. noise 1 2 3 4 5
e. s,fety of women .nd

chil drtn 1 2 3 4 5
f. general qu.1fty of lIf. I 2 3 4 5
g. rents 1 2 3 4 5
h. loite"ing 1 2 3 4 5

17. If the .re. if C01ll!le f'Cf,l :

•• c,.fllM! 1 2 3 4 5
b. t,.,ffic 1 2 3 4 5
c. lItte,. 1 2 3 4 5
d. noise 1 2 3 4 5
•• s.f.ty of ~n .nd

chil dren 1 2 3 4 5
f. gener.1 qu.l1 ty of tile

business .....fro...nt 1 2 3 4 5
g. "nts 1 2 3 4 5
h. loitering 1 2 3 4 5
f. .•bfllty to .ttr.ct otller

new businesses 1 2 3 4 5
j. IIlfll ty of otller busfnesses

to .tt...ct cud is 1 2 3 4 5

Ouestions 18 'nd 19:

Based on your professf_l experience. !low _Id you ...llult. tile '-.act of loatf", tolD or .... Idult
bookstores withfn lOGO f.t of nell otller Ind witllfn 200 f.t of In INion tile following:

18. If tile 1"1 is f'ftfdefttf.1:

SIIIIst.-ntf.l S- Ilo S- SUIIst.-ntf.l
I~se I~se Effwct IlIcNlse IIK....se

I. cri_ 1 2 3 4 5
b. tr,ffic 1 2 3 4 5
c. litter 1 2 3 4 5
d. nofs. 1 2 3 4 5
•• s.f.ty of wo.en .nd

children 1 2 3 4 5
f. general qu.lity of lIf. 1 2 3 4 5
g. rents 1 2 3 4 5
II- aff.ct 1of tarf';9 1 2 3 4 5
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19. If t~e area is conn,,.,; a1:

S~bstantjal Some No SOllIe Substantial
Increase Increa se Effect Decrease Decrea se

a. crime 1 2 3 4 S
b. traffic 1 2 3 4 S
c. 11 tter 1. 2 3 4 S
d. noise I 2 3 4 5
e. safety of WOfIlen and

c~i1drtn 2 3 4 5
f. general qualIty of t~e

business enyircn~nt 2 3 4 5
g. rents 2 3 4 5
h. 1oi ted n9 2 3 4 5
i. ability to attract ot~er

businesses 2 3 4 5
j. ability of ot~er b~sinesses

to attract custcmer1 2 3 4 5

20. In general, to wIlat degree do you feel adult entertainment businesses affect property .al~es?

21. Why do you feel this way?

22. OPTIONAL: N..e, N_ of Ffl'lll, and AddT'ess

IIould you .tncl lf .. CDntActed you ln tM futu" N,al"dfn, your "spons.s to tMse su,.....y questfons?

1'es _

lID

Thank you agaln fDr your assf stAnc. wftll tills s~r••y.

13261/1443A
02/04/91
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SECTION 9.1.1.05 DEFINITIONS

A. PURPOSE The purpose of this Section is to promote consistency and
prec1s10n in the application and interpretation of this Chapter. The
meaning of words and phrases defined in this Section shall apply
throughout t~is Chapter. except where the context or usage of such words
and phrases clearly indicates a different meaning intended in that
specific case.

B. GENERAL INTERPRETATIOn The following general interpretations shall apply
througnout tnls SectIon:

1. The word "shall" is mandatory and not discretionary. The word "may" ,
is permissive and discretionary.

2. In case of any conflict or difference in meaning between the text of
any definitions and any illustration or sketCh, the text shall
control.

3. Any references in the masculine or feminine genders are
i nterchangeabl e.

4. Worjs i~ the present and future tenses are interchangeable and words
in the singular and plural tenses are interchangeable. unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise.

5. In case a definition is not listed in this section, the most current
~ebster Collegiate Dictionary shall be referred to for interpretation.

6. In the event of a conflict between the definitions section and the
remainder of Title IX, the Title IX provision shall prevail.

C. DEFINITIONS Unless otherwise specifica77y provided, the words and phrases
used In tHe Chapter shall have the following meanings:

A ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES (NON-RESIDENTIAL): A building, part
of a bUl Idlng, or structure, that is 1ncldental or sUbordinate to the .ain
building or use on the same lot. which accessory use does not alter the
pri,cipal use of such lot or building. If an accessory building is
attached to the main building either by a common wall or if the roof of
the accessory building is a continuation of the roof of the main building,
the accessory building will be considered a part ~f the main building.

ACCESSORY LIVING QUARTERS: Living quarters within an accessory building
that is anCillary and subordinate to a principal dwelling unit, located on
the same lot. for the sole use of persons employed on the premises or for
umporary use by guests of the occupants. Sl.Ic:h quarters ar~ expressly
proilibited from containing kitchen facnities or any other area used for
the daily preparation of food.

57527/1923,;
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ADULT ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESSES: Adult entertainment businesses shall be
aeflned as follows:

1. Adult 900k Store means an estab1ishcent having as a substantiai or
signIfIcant portion of its stock in trade, books, magazines, other
periodicals, prerecorded motion picture film or videotape whether
contained on an open reel or in cassette form, and other materials
that are distinguished or characterized by their emphasis on matter
depicting, describing. or relating to specified sexual activities or
specified anatomical areas or an establishment with a segment or
section devoted to the sale, display, or viewing of such materials.

2. Adult Motion Picture Theater means an enclosed building with a
capacIty of fIfty (Sol or more persons used for presenting material
distinguished or characterized by their emphasis on matter depicting,
descri~ing or relating to specified sexual activities or specified
anatomical areas for observation by patrons therein.

3. Adul t r~ini "loti on Pi cture Theater means an enclosed bui 1di ng wi th a
capacIty for less than fIfty (50) persons used for presenting
materials distinguished or characterized by an emphasis on matter
depicting or relating to specified sexual activities or specified
anatomical areas for observation by patrons therein.

4. Adult Hotel or Motel means a hotel or motel where material is
presented that IS dIstinguished or characterized by an emphasis on
matter depicting, describing or relating to specified sexual
activities or $pecified anatomical areas.

5. Adult ~otion Picture Arcade means any establishment required to
obtaIn a permIt under Chapter 5.60 of the Garden Grove Municipal Code
or any other place to which the public is permitted or invited
wherein coin, token, or slug-operated or electronically,
electrically or mechanically controlled still or motion picture
machines, projectors or other image-producing devices are maintained
to show images to five or fewer persons per machine at anyone time.
and where the images so displayed are distinguished or characterized
by an emphasis on depicting or describing specified sexual activities
or specified anatomical areas.

·6. Cabaret means. a nightclub, theater or other establishment that
features live performances by topl ess and bottomless dancers, "go-go"
dancers, exotic dancers, strippers. or sim1l'ar entertainers, where·
such performances are distinguished or characterized by an emphasis
on specified sexual activities or specified anatomical areas.

7. Escort Bureau and IntroductOry Services means any establishment
reqUIred to obtaIn a perclt pursuant to Chapter 5.55 qf the Municipal
Code.

8. Massage Parlor or Bath House means any establishment required to
oStaln a pe~It p~rsuant to Chapter 5.12 of the Garden Grove
~:J~;c;pal Code where. for any folT.! of consideration or grat;)i';j,

5752T/1923.~ (5)
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massage, alcohol rub. administration of fomentations. electric or
magnetic treatments, or any other treatment or manipulation of tr.~

human bOdy occurs.

9. Model Studio means any business where. for any form of consideration
or gratU1ty, figure models who display specified anatomical areas are
provided to be observed. sketched, drawn. painted. sculptured,
photographed. or similarly depicted by persons paying such
consideration or gratuity.

10. Sexual Encounter Center means any business. agency or person who. for
.any torm ot cons1derat10n or gratuity. provides a place where three
or more persons. not all members of the same family. may congregate,
assemble or associate for the purpose of engaging in specified sexual
activities or exposing specified anatomical areas.

11. Any other business or establishment that offers its patrons services,
products, or ent~rtainment characterized by an emphasis on matter
depicting, describing or relating to specified sexual activities or
specified anatomical areas.

12. For purposes of the above definitions. "emphasis on matter depicting.
describing or relating to specified sexual activities or specified
anatomical areas" is found to be in existence when one or more of the
following conditions exist:

a. The area devoted to merchandise depicting, describing or
relating to specified sexual activities or specified anatomical
areas exceeds more than 15 percent of the total display or floor
space area open to the pUblic or is not screened and controlled
by emp1oyees •

b. One of the prima~ purposes of the business or estab1is~ent is
to operate as.an adult entertainment establis~nt as evidenced
by the name, signage. advertising or other pUblic promotion
utilized by said establishment.

c. One of ~he pr1ma~ purposes of the business or establismnent is
to operate as an adult entertainment establishment as
demonstrated by its services. products or entertainment
constituting a regUlar and substantial portion of total business
operations and/or a regular and substantial portion of total
revenues received; where such services, products or
entertailllllent are characteri zed by an emphasis on matter
depicting. describing or relating to specified sexual activities

·or specified anatomical areas. For purposes of this Section.
"regular and sutlstanthl portion" is defined to lllean greater
tha~ fifteen (15) per:ent of total operations or revenues
received.

d. Certai 1'1 types of "adult merchandise" are displayed or
merchandised. For purposes of this Section. "adult merchandi se"
means adult. s~xually oriented implements and paraphernalia,

57527/i ;;:0". (C 1
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suc~ as, but not limited t~: dildo, auto suck, sexually
o~iented vib~ato~s, edible underwea~, benwa balls, inflata~le

orifices, anatomical balloons with o~ifices, simulated and
battery ope~ated vaginas, and simila~ sexually o~iented devices.

AGRICULTURAL CROPS: The use of p~ope~ty fo~ the g~owth and ha~vest of
a~~icultu~al c~ops, including the display o~ sale of seasonal ag~icultu~al
p~oducts g~own on the pa~el o~ an adjacent pa~el in a ~oadside stand.

ALLEY: A public o~ p~ivate tho~ughfare o~ way that may affo~d a
pnmary o~ a secondary means of access to abutting p~ope~ties.

APARTMENT: A ~oom, or a suite of two o~ mo~e ~ooms, in a multiple
dwe! 11ng, occupied o~ suitable fo~ occupancy as a dwelling unit fo~ one
family but not including motels o~ hotels.

ARCADE: Any place of business cont!ining ten (10) o~ mo~e amusements
deY1CeS, includin~ but not limited to pinball, aj~ hockey and video games,
fo~ use by the pu~lic at a fee.

B BAR: A pu~lic or p~ivate business open to the gene~al public and
TiCensed by the California Depa~tment of Alcoholic Beverage Cont~ol with
a'1 "on-sale p~emis(!s" type license, providing p~eparation and retail sale
of alcoholic beve~ages fo~ consumption on the p~emises, including taverns,
~a~s and similar uses.

BILLBOARD: A sign identifying a use, facility, or se~vice not conducted
on the premises or a product that is produced, sold or manufactu~ed

off-site.

BILLIARD PARLOR OR POOL HALL: "Billiard pa~lor" or "pool hall" means a
bu" al ng, structure. or portion thereof .in that are located one or more
ta~les designed o~ used for play of pool. billiards, bagatelle. snooker.
burnpe~ pool, or similar games. or any establishment required to obtain a
pe~it under Chapter 5.40.20 of the Municipal Code.

BOARDING/LODGING FACILITY: A building containing I dwelling unit where
10d~ln9 lS provldea, with o~ without meals. for compensation with not more
than five (5) guest rooms fo~ ten (10) persons.

BUILDING: Any structure that is completely roofed.and enclosed on all
s1des. excluding all folT.ls of vehicles even though imOl:lilized.

BUILDING FRONT: That side of a~ building designed or uti1i%ed IS the
prima~y customer o~ pedestrian entrance to the building. Each building
may have mo~e than one side of the building designated as a f~ont und~~

thi s defi ni ti on.

BUILDING HEIGHT: T,1e va~tical distance meuurild f~om tne average lev~l

of the bUllalng site to the uppermost roof point of the st~uctu~e,
!(cluding chimneys, antennas, a~hit!ctu~al appu~enances and simila~

futJres.

5iS2T/B2SA (7)..,. ~ ~ , ...
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(7) For shopping center associations. the n~ber of days
shall be used on a monthly or quarterly schedule.

(8) The number of days for individual business addresses
shall count toward the maximum allowable days allocated
for special event sales.

(9) All merchandise. materials, signs and debris shall be
removed from the outdoor area by 10:00 a.m. of the day
following the closure of the event, unless extended by
the Oi rector.

7. Holiday Lot Sales

Christm~s tree sales. fireworks sales and pumpkin sales may be .
permitted to operate, subject to the following conditions:

a. Such use shall be restricted to commercially zoned property.

b. Applications must be submitted ten (10) days in advance of the
sale.

SECTION 9.1.2.06

A. PURPOSE.

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT USES

The City Council of the City of Garden Grove finds that adult
entertainment businesses, as defined in Section 9.1.1.0SC, because of
their very nature, have certain harmful seconda~ effects on the
community. These seconda~ effects include:

1. Oepreciated property values, vacancy probl~s in commercial space
(particularly in the newer commercial buildings).

2. I~terference with residential neighbors' enjoyment of their property
due to debris, noise, and vandalism.

3. Higher crime rates in the vicinity of adult businesses.

4. Slighted conditions such as a low level of maintenance of c~ercial

.premises and parking lots. r. ,

The City Council further finds that the restrictions and development
standards contained in tllis Section will tend to IIftigate. and possibly
avoid. tile hanDful seconda~ effects on tile community associated witll
adult entertai~ent businesses. Tile prima~ purpose of these regulations
is the a:leli~ration of hamOil secon4ary effec:ts on the eaaunity. The
regulations contained in this section are unrelated to the suppression of
frae speech and do not limit access by adults to materials with First
Amendme~t potential.
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8. SPECIFIED SEXU~L ~CTIVITIES ~ND ANATOMICAL AREAS.

Pursuant to Section 9.l.l.05C, an adult entertainment business is any
business or establishment that offers its patrons services, products or
entertainment characterized by an emphasis on matter depicting.
descri bi n; or relati ng to "specified sexual activities" or "specifi ed
anatomical areas."

1. For purposes of this Section, ·specHied sexual activ;ties" shall
include the following:

a. Actual or simulated sexual intercourse, oral copulation, anal
intercourse, oral-anal copulation, bestiality, direct physical
stimulation of unclothed genitals, flagellation or torture in
the context of a sexual relationship, or the use of excretorj
functions in the context of a sexual relationship, and any of
the following depicted sexually oriented acts or conduct:
analingus, buggery. coprophagy, coprophilia, cunnilingus,
fellatio, necrophilia, pederasty, pedophilia, piquerism.
sapphism, zooerasty; o~

b. Clearly depicted human genitals in a state of sexual
stimulation, arousal or tumescence; or

c. Use of human or animal masturbation, sodomy, oral copulation.
coitus. ejaculation; or

d. Fondling or touching of nude human genitals, pubic region.
buttocks or female breast; or

e. rlasoch!sm, erotic or sexually oriented torture, beating or the
infliction of pain; or

f. Erotic or lewd tOUChing, fondling or other contact with an
animal by a human being; or

g. Human excretion. urination...nstruation. vaginal or anal
irrigation.

il. Danci ng by one (11 or more If ve entertai ners ina manner
displaying specific anatomical areas.

2. For the purpose of this SecMon, ·speciffed anatomical areas" shall
includ! the following:

a. Less than completely and opaquely covered human genitals, pubic
region. buttock. and fe:lllle breast below a point iane<liately
above the tap of the lreoll; Ind

b. Human male genitals in a discernibly turgid state. even if
completely and opaquely covered.

4885T11 9!J7A (32)
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C. SPECIAL REGULATlOUS.

In a C-2 zone, where the adult r.ntertainment ousinesses regulated oy this
Part would otherwise be permitted, it shall be unlawful to establish any
such entertai~ent ousiness without the benefit of the hearing body
ap~roving a Conditional Use Permit and if the location is:

1. ~ithin two hundred (2001 feet of any area zoned for residential use
or within two hundred (2001 feet of any building owned and occupied
by a public agency;

2. Within one tnousand (1,0001 feet of any other "adult entertainment"
busi ness;

3. Within one thousand (1,0001 feet of any school facility, public or
p~ivate, grades K through 12; park; playground; public libraries;
licensed day care facilities; church and accessory uses.

The "esta:llishment" of any "adult entertainment" business shall include
the opening of such a business as a new business, the relocation of such
business or the conversion of an existing business location to any "adult
enter-tai nment" business uses.

For the purposes of this Section, all distances shall be measured in a
straight line, without regard to intervening structures or objects, from
the near-est point of the building or structure used as a part of the
premises where said adult entertainment business is conducted to the
nearest ?roperty line of any lot or premises zoned for residential use,
or to the nearest property line of any lot or premises of a church or
educational institution utilized by minors or to the nearest point of any
building or structure used as a part of the premises of any other adult
entertainment business.

O. VARIANCE OF LOCATIONAL PROVISIONS.

Any property owner or his auth'lrized agent may apply to the hearing body
for a variance of any location~' provisions contained in this Section.
;~e ~earing ~ody, after a hearirg, .ay grant a variance to any locational
provision, if the following fin~ings.are made:

1. That the proposed use will not be contrary t~ the public
interest or injurious to nearby properties, and that the spirit
and intent of this S~ctio~ will be o~served;

2. That the proposed use will not unreasonably interfere with the
use and enjoyment of neighboring property or cause or
exacerbate the devel'lpgent of urban blight;

3. That t~e establishment of an additional regulated use in the
area will not be contrary to any program of neighborhood
conservation or revitalization nor will it interfere with any
pro;ra~ being carried out pursuant to the Co~unity

Redevelop~ent Law; ~nd
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4. That all applicable regulations of this Code will be obse~ved.

The procedure for this hearing shall be the same as that provided in
Article 6. Division 2 of the Garden Grove Municipal Code, with. a~ong
other matters. the same notice requi remerrts. the same M ght of appe~l to
the City Council. and the same fees payable by the applicant. The
Development Services Department shall prepare the necessary applica:ion
form for this variance.

E. ADULT MERCHANDISE IN NON-ADULT USE BUSINESS.

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

Definitions. For the purposes of this Part. "adult merchandise" is
defined as any product dealing in or with explicitly sexual ma:erial
as characterized by matter depicting. describing, or relating t~

specified sexual activities or specified anatomical areas. In
addition. "non-adult use business· means any business or
establishment not included in Section 9.11.05C.

Floor Space Limitations. No more than fifteen (15) percent of total
floor space area open to the public of a non-adult use business
shall be devoted to adult merchandise.

Segregation of Adult Merchandise. Retailers classified as non-adult
use establIShments shall display adult merchandise in an area of the
business segregated and screened from the area used for the sale and
display of non-adult merchandise. Screening may be accomplisDed
with partitions or said adult materials ..y be displayed in separate
rooms.

Access by Mi nors. Non-adult use establ ishments shall provi de
controls SUfflcient to prohibit access by persons under eight~n
(18) years of age to areas screened or segregated for the pur,ose of
selling 01' displaying adult ..rchandise.

Certain Merchandise Prohibited. Non-adult use businesses shall not
dup iay 01' merchandlSe adult. sexually ori ented illlpl ements and
paraphernalia. including, but not limited to: dildos. auto sucks.
sexually oriented vibrators, .aible underwear. benwa balls.
inflatable orifices. anatomical balloons with orifices. simulated
and battery operated vaginas. and similar sexually oriented devices.

F. NEWSRACI<S.

Newsracks shall not display specified sexual activities or specified.
anatomrtcal areas.

SL:TIOU 9.1.2.07 ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE SALES

A. PURPOSE. To establish criteria and conditions for uses that sell. se~e.

or allow consumption of alcoholic beverages.
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REAL ESTATE PRO,ESSIONAL SURVEY

Please comolete this brief survey .nd return it to the City of G.rden Grove. City Man.ger's OffiC!, by
M.rch 1. 1991. A postlge p.id envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

1. Based upon your person.1 observ.tions IS • re.' estate profession.', or on info""ation rec!'1ved
througn th! practice of your profession. do you h.ve .n opin10n as to whetn.r tn. presence of an
adult bookstore aff.cts the resale or rent.l v.lues of nearby properties?

Yts _

No optnion _

2. How sany ye.rs h.ve you pr.ctiCed in the re.l est.te professton?

3. How IIIny ye.rs have you pr.ctice<! ...., estlte 1n tile &arden Grove .r..?

Ouest10ns • through 15:

Ple.se re.d the following info...tion .bout • ~thetic.' neighborhood .nd respond to • few Questions in
te""s of your profess101ll1. experi.nce .nd jud.-nt.

A .iddle-incOBt residenti.l neighborhood borders ...in street tII.t contlins v.rious conoerci.l uses th.t
serw tile neighborhood. AlthOUgh IIIlSt of the n.ighborhood is ClIIlIlMSe<! of single-f••ny hoMs, the....re
two ~ultiple.f ••ily ...sidenti.l coepl.x.s in the neighborhOOd .s Will. A COInerci.l building recently h.s
bK_ ..ac.nt .nd will open sllortly as • ~ic" .dult bocIksto.... (A "t)'lIic:al' adult booksto... 111 &arden
Grov••lso contlins sev.r.l "peep show Dootfts.1 Th........ no ot/ler .dult bookst'll...s Or' s1.t1lr'
.ctfvi ties in tile ...... Th.... is no oth.r ...c.nt c_rc1.1 spec. p...sently ...n.bl. in tile ......

Bued upon· your prof.ss10n.l .xperienc., how would you expect av.r.g. ...lues of til. followin, types of
property to be .ffected 1f th.y .... l.ss tII.n 200 teet aw.y fro- the new .dult booksto...? (Circl. t/It
.ppropriate n_r for ••ch type of pro~.)

DeC"u. Dec...ase Dec....s. No ~nc ...lS. Inc...lS. Inc......
20S 10-2OS 0-1 OS Effect 0-1 OS 10-2OS 20S

I. Singl.-f.mily ...s1denti., 1 2 3' I 5 6 7
5. Mult1ple-f.ily ...s1denti.l 1 2 3 I 5 6 7
6. e-rci.l 1 2 3 I 5 6 7

How wou1d you expect the ....r.,. ".'u. to be .ffected 1f tile proper't1es .... w1t111n 200 to 5QO feet of til•
new 'dult bookstor.?

llteNlS. Ilecffts. 1IlIc:rMH lID I_se Inc....se I_s.
201 10-201 0-1 OS Effect 0-1 OS 10-2OS 20S

7. Singl.-f..11y ...stdlntill 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Mult1pl.-f.-111 ...s1dent1., 1 2 " 3 4 5 6 7
9. e-rc1.1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

As.... tIIIt tile _ .'t ....stll.. trill be located wiUl1I1 lC1Ol1 fMt of an ..1st1", ...It ....sto Or'
otll.r .dult .._1_nt us.. lam l/IIOft yovr proofessi_l .JqIt'r1-.. IIlIW _'d YfIII tlI1II'Ct "- rete
v.'ues of tile followi,. "",s of "",.rti.s to be atfec,", if tIleY .... less tIIIn 200 feet -1 f.- t/Ie
..... bOOkstore? '

OteNeM DIc'I'N. 1leeNe. lilt 1_ ICi•• LiCI ••
201 10-2OS 0-1 OS Effect 0-101 10-201 20S

10. S1"91.-f.1,y res1dent1.1 1 2 3 I '5 6 7
11. Multipl.-f.ily ...sidenti.l 1 2 3 I 5 6 7
12. C_rc1.1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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If the .'e. Is comme'cl.l:19.

Sucstantial S~ No S~ SuCsunthl
In:"'15. I"c~.se Effect O'C"I5' Detro,a Sf

•• c,f..e 1 2 3 4 5
b. tr.fffc 1 2 3 4 5
c. If tte' 1. 2 J 4 5
d. .oi Sf 1 2 J 4 5
e. sa fety of _en .nd

chfl d'en 2 J 4 5
f. gene,.' ou.lfty of tne

business environment 1 2 J 4 5
g. rentJi 1 2 J 4 5
n. 10ite'1ng 1 2 J 4 5
f. .Cflity to .tt,.ct othe'

Cus1nenes 2 J 4 5
j. ICflity of othe' businesses

4 5to Itt'lct cus toINM 2 J

20. In ge.e,,1. to wtllt deg"e do yOU fHl Idult ente-Uf...nt busfnesses .ffect prope'ty ollues?

21. l/IIy do you feel thf s w.y?

22. OPTIONAl.: N_. N_ of F'f .... and Address

A .

Would you ~nd ff we contacted 101 in tile future Nfll'dfn91OVI' ...·lpon'.1 to tile.. sun.y queltfons?

"",----
Ilo

Tltank you apfn fol' 10"" Issfltanc. wit/l tIlfl ,uney.

13UII1443A
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How woula you expect the average values to be affected if the properties are within 200 to 500 feet of the r
new adult booksto:e?

Decrease Decrease Decreue No Inerease Increase InCl"tase
20S 10·2OS O-IOS Effect O-IOS 10-2OS ZO~

I J. Single-fanily residential 1 2 J a 5 6 7
14 _ Multiple-family residential 1 2 3 a 5 6 7
15• Comerclal 1 2 3 4 • 5 6 7

Ouestion, 16 and 17:

eued upon your professional experllnce. how Wll<ll. yOll eva Illite till i~ct of louting an acl&llt bookstore
wlt"ln 200 feet of an arel on thl following:

16. If the area Is residential:

Substantial S...e No S_ Substantial
Increa.. IncrelSe Effect DeCl"flSe Decl"fue

a. crl... 1 2 3 a 5
b. traffic 1 2 3 a 5
c. Huer 1 2 3 a 5
d. noise I 2 3 a 5
e. safety of women and

chl1dren 1 2 3 a 5
f. 9'neral quality of life 1 2 3 a 5
g. rents ' 1 2 3 4 5
h. loitering 1 2 3 4 5

17. If the lrel if c_~lal:

a. criM 1 2 3 4 5
b. traffic 1 2 3 4 5
c. lluer 1 2 3 4 5
d. nolsl 1 2 3 4 5
I. slflty of WOBIn Ind

children 1 2 3 4 5
f. genarll qUllfty of tilt

business envlranlRftt 1 2 3 4 5
g. ...nts 1 2 3 4 5
h. 10itlrlng 1 2 3 4 5

, I. abll1 ty to Ittract otMr
.... businesses 1 2 3 4 5

j. Ibll Ity of otMr businesses
to aunct ClIs~ 1 2 3 4 5

OUlstlons 18 Ind 19:

8uld on your praflssfOflll aperfence. IIow llOuld you IVllulU tilt f..-ct of 1_1:1", t.o or _re Idult
booksto...s within 1000 f..t of eacll Otller Ind witlltn ~ f..t of In ..... 011 tilt 1ollawfng:

18. I f tile ..... ts reridlrrtte1:

SUIlluntf.l S- .. S- SulIstantlel
Inc...." lnc:relSl Effect 1lIc....se llIc....se

I. m.. 1 2 3 4 5
b. traffic 1 2 3 4 5
c. lftter 1 2 3 4 5
d. nol .. 1 2 3 4 5
I. s.fety of WQlen Ind

chlld...n 1 2 3 4 5
f. !Jenera1 quelf ty of If fe 1 2 3 4 5
g. rents 1 2 3 a 5
h. affect loitering 1 Z 3 • 5
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